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Foreword

The papers in this publication were presented at the Seminar on Horvesting of Non-Wood Forest
Products, which was held from 2 to 8 October 2000 at the International Agro-Hydrology Research and
Training Center in Menemen-izmir (Turkey) at the invitation of the Ministry of Forestry and under the
auspices of the Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee on Forest Technology, Management and Training. More
than 80 participants from 32 countries attended the seminar.

This publication contains the papers submitted at the seminar, preceded by the report on the
seminar adopted at its conclusion. This seminar report in English was translated into French and Russian.
These translations are also included. The papers are presented in the language provided by their authors
(mostly English) with summaries in the other two languages for most of the papers.

All opinions express in these papers are those of the authors. The organizers and the secretariat of
the Joint Committee cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy of any statistics or statements included
in the papers. These papers appear as presented by the authors with the exception of later corrections and
editorial revisions.

The seminar covered a wide range of topics, from inventory to marketing. The participants
expressed a widely felt need for more information and training on sustainably managing for Non-Wood
Forest Products.

Several specific conclusions and recommendations were made in the seminar report. The
recommendations are addressed specifically to the:

Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee on Forest Technology, Management and Training, the

Member countries,

Forest Research Institutes and the

International Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO).

Support and funding for the seminar and this publication were provided by the Forestry
Administration of Turkey, the Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee and FAO.

Joachim Lorbach
Forest Harvesting, Trade & Marketing Branch (FOPH)
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

vii





REPORT
(as approved by the seminar)

INTRODUCTION (Item 1 of the agenda)

The seminar on "Harvesting of non-wood forest products" was held from 2 to 8 October at the
International Agro-Hydrology Research and Training Center in Menemen-izmir (Turkey) at the invitation
of the Ministry of Forestry and under the auspices of the Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee on Forest
Technology, Management and Training. Participants from the following countries attended: Albania,
Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Greece, India,
Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Moldova, Morocco, Nepal, the Netherlands, Nigeria,
Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, South Africa, Spain, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey,
Ukraine, United Kingdom, Uzbekistan and among international organisations the World Bank.

On behalf of the Turkish organizing Committee, Mr. K. Giirses welcomed the participants. On
behalf of the Joint Committee, Mr. J. Lorbach (FAO) set the context of the discussions of Non-wood
Forest Products (NWFP) for this seminar. The next speaker, Mr. T. Eren (Turkey) , Deputy Governor of
Izmir, underlined the importance of NWFP for the rural development in the country. Dr. M.K. Muthoo,
FAO Representative in Turkey, highlighted the important contribution of NFWP to food security and
recalled participants on the need for sustainability, and on the important role of NWFP for poverty
alleviation. His Excellency, the Minister of Forestry, Professor N. Çagan, made a well-documented,
exhaustive presentation on the NWFP sector in Turkey. He focussed on the social needs of disadvantaged
groups of society and for which NWFP may contribute to food security and income generating activities.
He further emphasized the need for a sustainable development of NWFP according to the principles laid
down in the Rio de Janeiro Summit and the Convention on Biological Diversity. Furthermore, he
underlined Turkey's position as an important hotspot of biological diversity with more than 10 000 plant
species identified so far which further emphasized the role of NWFP to the forestry sector in Turkey.

Mr. E. ispirli, Head of External Relations and EU Department of the Ministry of Forest, and Mr.
Lorbach introduced the objectives and expected outcomes of the seminar and the procedures of the
seminar.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (Item 2)

The provisional agenda as set out in TIM/EFC/WP.1 /SEM.49/1 was adopted.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS (Item 3)

The following chairpersons were elected as per the five half day sessions

Mr. J. Yiiksel (Turkey)
Mr. H. C. Baser (Turkey)
Mr. R. Heinrich (Austria)
Mr. P. Vantomme (FAO)
Ms. N. Demidova (Russian Federation).

POLICIES TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE FOREST OPERATIONS AND UTILIZATION OF
NWFP (Item 4)

Under this item, the following papers were presented:
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Messrs. A. Sabadyr &
S. Zibtsev (Ukraine)

Messrs. P. Staniszewski
J. Oktaba (Poland)

Ms. N. Kosovie & Ms
Dunjie (Bosnia &

Herzegovina)

Mr. A. Nalbandyan (Armenia)

Mr. M. Ellatifi (Morocco)

Mr. M. Jayaswal (Nepal)

Mr. M. Kizmaz (Turkey)

Messrs. E. Özugurlu &
Dtizgiin (Turkey)

Messrs. O. Barb & H. Serin
(Turkey)

Messrs. S. Rzadkowski & M.
Kalinowski (Poland)

Ms. L. Russo, Messrs
P. Vantomme & S Walter
(FAO)

Messrs. M. Bouzid & S. Helal
(Tunisia)

Prospects for the exploitation of non-wood forest products in Ukrain.e

Current trends of changes in the utilisation of non-wood forest goods and
benefits in Poland (accompanied by a poster)

Some indicators of the status and possibilities to improve the collection,
purchase and processing of medicinal and aromatic plants in the region of
Herzegovina Neretva Canton in the Federation of Bosnia & Herzegovina

Prospects of utilization of non-wood forest products in Armenia

The situation of non-wood forest products in Morocco

Experiences on non-wood forest products (NWFP) based on enterprise
development in Nepal

Policies to promote sustainable forest operations & utilization of non-
wood forest products

Policies to promote sustainable operations and utilization of non-wood
forest products in Turkey

Considerations on the national policies, some management strategies and
sustainable production NWFP

Harvesting of non-wood forest products in Poland and their resources - An
overview

Policy guidelines for the promotion of a sustainable utilization of non-
wood forest products

Study on the development of non-wood forest products

In the discussion that followed the presentations under item 4, Mr. U. Geray (Turkey) reiterated
the importance of NWFP for the rural development in Turkey. Mr. D. Ladipo (Nigeria) raised the issue
about transborder trade on endangered NFWP species, to which Ms. T. Mulliken (TRAFFIC) explained
the Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES). Mr. N.B. Nair (India) proposed
to elaborate a listing of species according to subsistence and/or commercial use. Mr. M. Ellatifi
(Morocco) and other participants mentioned the many functions of the forest in addition to NWFP, such
as water management, recreation, hunting, etc.

Ms. S. Talhouk (Lebanon) raised the issue of the need for a better access to and exchange on
information on NWFP in the region; on that point, Mr. Bmer, among other participants, further
elaborated on the need for region specific networking, i.e. Eastern Mediterranean region. Ms. Talhouk
also raised the issue of in situ versus ex situ conservation of NWFP resources. Ms. F. Ertug (Turkey)
drew the attention of the participants to the need to further develop practical methodologies for inventory
of NWFP resources and for socio-economic assessment tools.

Several participants expressed their concern on intellectual property rights on the commercial
development of local knowledge on NWFP and for the development of appropriate benefit sharing
arrangements.
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INVENTORY METHODS AND MAPPING OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS (Item 5)

Under this item, the Chairman made an introductory remark to highlight that the term 'Harvesting'
should be preferred to 'Exploitation' because it includes the sustainability concept

Under this item the following papers were presented:

Ms. L. Croitoru, Ms. P. Gatto Non-wood forest products (NWFP) as a component of the total economic
& Mr. M. Merlo, (Italy) value (TEV) of mediterranean forests

Messrs. D. B. Dovie, Ed Involving local peoples: reviewing participatory approaches for
Witkowski & C. Shackleton inventorying the resource base, harvesting and utilization of non-wood
(South Africa) forest products

Mr. J. Lorbach, Ms. L. Russo Needs and constraints for improved inventory and harvesting techniques
& P. Vantomme (FAO) for NWFP

Ms. F. Ertug (Turkey), supported by other participants, asked for further clarification on inventory
nriethodologies used in NWFP assessments, Mr. Ellatifi, emphasised the need to integrate the assessment
of non-wood forest products within existing forest inventories. Ms. Talhouk stressed the need for a
multi-disciplinary approach for NWFP inventories , She also raised the issue of how to motivate local
people for the participatory assessment of their forest resources.

INVOLVEMENT OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE HARVESTING, PROCESSING AND MARKETING OF NWFP
ENHANCING EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME GENERATION OF LOCAL POPULATIONS
(Item 6)

13, Under this item the following papers were presented:

Ms. B. Gligorie (Bosnia and
Herzegovina)

Ms. M. Karmann (Germany)

Mr. D. B. Dovie (South Africa)

Ms. R. Singhal (India)

Conditions in collecting and production of medicinal herbs in the Republic
of Srpska

Mionibo woodland utilisation by small-scale farmers in Handeni,
Tanzania: bark harvesting as an example of ethnic and gender oriented
work

Who counts most? - Managing non-wood forest products operations
through the "Community conservation interface" model

Towards sustainable harvesting of non-wood forest products in India: the
role of gender

A question was raised about the paper of Ms. Singhal to clarify the issue of nationalised or non-
nationalised NWFP. Some speakers further supported the gender issues related to harvesting practices
raised in her paper.

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF SUSTAINABLE FOREST HARVESTING
OPERATIONS FOR NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS. ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDARDS
FOR APPROPRIATE HARVESTING SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES, REDUCING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND WASTES (Item 7)

Under this item the following papers were presented:
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Mr. D. Ganz (Thailand)

Messrs. Z. C. Özkan &
H. Acar (Turkey)

Messrs. H. Acar, O. Barh
(Turkey) & T. Yoshimura
(Japan)

Mr. M. Eroglu (Turkey)

Mr. B. Nair (India)

Barefoot silviculture in Oaxaca, Mexico: the adaptation of standard
silvicultural systems for non-timber forest products and the integration of
indigenous knowledge

Production, transport and storage of chestnuts in Turkey

The effeet of harvesting, transportation and stockpiling activities in. the
resin tapping on the resin productivity and quality

Gail production strategy that is interferring with life cycles of two
important gall-tnaker species.

Sustainable utilization of gum cnd resin by improved tapping technique in
some species

Messrs. M. Tiirker, M. Pak & The review of non-wood forest products management in the five year
A. Öztiirk (Turkey) development plans and forest main plans

Concerning the paper presented by Mr. Giii, Ms. F. Ertut (Turkey) asked for further clarification
on the methodology used for the measurement of the impact of erosion.

There were several questions raised on the presentation by Mr. Nair about more detailed
information on the tapping method and on the recent market developments.

On the paper introduced by Mr. Pak, clarification was requested on the value and the high share of
export of NWFP in Turkey. Information was also requested on the type of NWFP imported in Turkey.

Under the continuation of this item, the following papers were presented:

Messrs. J. Mathew,
S. Abraham & M. Nair
(India)

Mr. D.O. Ladipo (Nigeria)

Mr. M. Mishra (India)

Messrs. C. Hassiotis &
P. Efthymiou (Greece)

Conservation of medicinal plants in Idukki District of Kerala by
community management

Harvesting of Irvingia gabonensis and Irvingia wombulu in Nigerian
forests: potentials for the development of sustainable systems

Harvesting practices and management of two critically endangered
medicinal plants in the natural forests of central India

The essential oil fade of aromatic Latirus Nobilis in the Mediterranean
region

Concerning the paper presented by Mr. Nair, Mr. Dovie raised the issue of property rights in view
of medicinal plants; he pointed out that there was a risk of loosing intellectual property rights related to
medicinal plants of local communities.

Ms. Mulliken, on the paper presented by Mr. Mishra, raised the question on how and in which
way the industry could play a role in the process towards a more sustainable utilisation of NWFP,
especially in view of endangered species.

Ms. Talhouk made a comment on the paper presented by Mr. Hassiotis stating that any harvesting

4
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operation would have an impact on the environment, including on soils and their micro-organisms The
author replied that no human intervention would take place without some kind of environmental impact
on the nature resources. This aspect was also supported by some of the participants.

EXTENSION, TRAINING AND EDUCATION TO IMPROVE FOREST HARVESTING
PRACTICES, PRODUCTIVITY AND AVAILABILITY OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS
(Item 8)

Under this item, the following speaker presented a paper:

Messrs. K. Htisnii & C. Baser Sustainable wild harvesting of medicinal and aroma tic plants: an

(Turkey) educational approach

The speaker gave an extensive overview of the NWFP sector in Turkey with particular emphasis on
medicinal and aromatic plants.

His presentation raised a number of interventions from several participants on the following issues:
control of medicinal plant harvesting practices; training and extension needs on improved tools for
farmers who collect NWFP; lack of accuracy in medicinal plants export statistics (species/quantity).
There was no consensus as regards to the perceived lower quality of cultivated medicinal plants compared
to those gathered in the forest.

ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS DEALING WITH THE COLLECTION OF
STATISTICAL DATA AND EVALUATION OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS (Item 9)

The delegate from Kazakhstan, Mr. V. Poddubnyy, reported on the new developments in the use
of NWFP in his country as a result of the collapse of the former USSR and its structures on the ongoing
privatisation of the forest sector. He underlined the need for support to create small-scale enterprises
based on NWFP and called for assistance on training and marketing.

Under this item, the following papers were presented:

Messrs. D. Hiiseyin Koç, Baki
Aksu & Ahmet Kurtoglu
(Turkey)

Ms. N. Demidova (Russian
Federation) & Mr.
P. Alhojärvi (World Bank)

About the questions raised on the paper on Certification of NWFP, the authors stated that
certification would be desirable; however, this depends very much on the targeted markets in countries
and regions. They also expressed that the existing forest certification schemes are related to timber
products only and therefore not suitable for NWFP without major modifications.

POSTER SESSION

Mr. Y. Yiiksel (Turkey) made a power-point presentation on "Establishment of the organization:
Rights to forest village communities". Questions were raised to clarify pricing methodology for NWFP,
on the impact of grazing in the forest on the availability of NWFP, and the forest ownership/user rights
for village people.

The other presentations vere as follows:

Mr. J. Kadlec (Czech The present state and possibilities of collection and subsequent utilization
Republic) of non-wood forest products in the Czech Republic

5
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Mr. A.B. Ella (Philippines) Improved tapping of almaciga tree for sustainable resin'Yield

Mr. J. Maas (The Netherlands) The role of research in NTFP management

Ms. T. Mulliken (TRAFFIC, Sustainable use of medicinal plants : A multi-sectoral challenge &
United Kingdom) opportunity

Mr. P. Vantomme, FAO Non-wood forest products programme
Forestry Department, Rome

The poster session gave the participants the chance to exchange and share information on the basis
of the posters presented due to the informal approach of that session.

OTHER MATTERS (Item 10)

Two full day's excursions (see Annex) were organised during the seminar and included a visit of
Pinus pinea forest stands, organization of harvesting and processing of pinus cone seeds, demonstration of
processing equipment and machines (Kozak); Pinus brutia stands with demonstration of different pilot
research trials of resin utilisation (Kemal Pasa); processing plant for Laurus and Thymus; and a visit to
Dilek Yarimadasi National Park, rich in Mediterranean flora.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS (Item 11)

Conclusions

A wide range of topics covering inventory, harvesting, processing, utilisation and trade of non-
wood forest products were presented, showing that many species of NWFP are being harvested
unsustainably and furthermore, in many cases, management practices are insufficiently known or
implemented.

The importance of managing NWFP in the context of sustainable forest management and its
contribution to rural development and agriculture was underlined, specifically for women and economic
disadvántaged groups of the society living in the vicinity of the forest resources for food, income,
employment and medicinal plants, etc.

The sustainable utilisation of NWFP requires the involvement of experts in a wide range of
disciplines, including indigenous knowledge.

A great need was felt by the participants for more information and training, on the management and
valorisation of NWFP. In this way, participants suggested the need for follow-up seminars and/or
workshops focussed on specific technical topics and with more time for group discussions.

There is a tremendous wealth of knowledge held by those living in and near forests. This
knowledge is also in danger of being lost and is not well taken into account in efforts to manage forests,

Recommendations

To the JOINT COMMITTEE

1. Facilitate and support the development of databases, networking amongst countries and regions and
follow-up workshops as well as facilitate easy access to available information sources (Websites and
publications) on all aspects of NWFP development such as inventory and resources assessment,
harvesting, processing, marketing, trade and policies affecting NWFP.
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Support the compilation of Sound Forest Practices for NWFP and facilitate the wide dissemination
of successful case studies such as those presented in the meeting, amongst interested groups and
countries.

Assist in the further development on appropriate forest management, planning and practical
certification systems for different groups of NWFP including all stakeholders and/or social groups
involved.

Stimulate more participation in future seminars and/or workshops of representatives of NG0s,
private sector and research institutes.

To MEMBER COUNTRIES

1. Include and provide adequate support to the conservation, management and utilisation of NWFP
into national forest policies on a multidisciplinary and participatory basis with interested stakeholders and
with particular attention to facilitate the active involvement of rural people, especially women, depending
on these resources.

Elaborate and make available, improved statistics at national levels on NWFP covering: resources,
harvesting levels and trade data (at the species level).

Make available appropriate financial and institutional support mechanisms to facilitate the start up
of local, small-scale NWFP based enterprises.

Review and improve national legislation related to NWFP such as forest regulations, taxes, access
and users intellectual and other property rights.

Promote bilateral collaboration to share information and expertise on NWFP.

Increase efforts to involve other sectors dependent on NWFP, including the health, education and
commercial sectors, in ensuring their sustainable management, conservation and utilisation.

To FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTES AND IUFRO

1. Accelerate and co-ordinate further curriculum development and research on NWFP issues related
to:

Clarifications of definitions, concepts and classifications,
methodologies for the elaboration of practical tool kits for:

inventory and harvesting impact assessments;
D. domestication, in-situ and ex-situ conservation practices;

ethno-biological studies;
marketing and trade analysis;
insertion of NWFP for sustainable forest management and criteria and
indicators/certification schemes;
criteria extension for non-wood forest products;
elaboration of benefit sharing arrangements.

2. Support and facilitate further research on/and the application of appropriate economic and social
valuation to assess all benefits derived from NWFP and forest services.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT (Item 12)

32. The draft report, prepared by the Secretariat, and the conclusions and recommendations were
adopted with some modifications, which have been incorporated in the present document.
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33. For the host country, Mr. Y. Yiiksel, Ministry of Forestry, thanked the participants for attending
the seminar, preparing papers and posters, for the lively discussions during the different sessions and for
the conclusions and recommendations. On behalf of the participants, Mr. T. Musuraliev (Kyrgyzstan),
Mr. A. Ella (Philippines) and Mr. D. Ladipo (Nigeria) expressed their gratitude to the host country and
the organisers, who offered them to work, exchange opinions and discuss NWFP issues on an
international level. Finally, on behalf of the Joint Committee, Mr. Lorbach underpinned the views of the
previous speakers and thanked the participants, the host country and all support staff for their active
contribution to the successful outcome of the seminar. All speakers expressed the hope that the
recommendations formulated by the seminar could be followed up for the benefit of the people depending
on a sustainable utilisation of NWFP.
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Annex

STUDY VISITS

Field Visit - Friday, 6 October 2000

During the whole day excursion, the following were observed:

Ancient Pergamon city;
Stone pine (Pinus pineaster) seed production and processing facilities in Kozak, Bergama;
Resin production research plot area in Cigekli;
KOTA$, aromatic and medicinal processing and packing factory.

Ancient Pergamon City

The Ancient Pergamon City was on the way to the Kozak, pine seed production area. Since
participants were very interested in the place, they were given a chance to view some historical ruins
during a short time visit to the area. It was located near the Bergama District, Izmir, which is one of the
finest historical and cultural sites in Turkey. The ancient city has numerous remains among which are a
number of temples (Trajan and Dionyos, the Altar of Zeus etc.), an amphitheatre, one of the second oldest
libraries in the world, the first Christian church and the stone city walls.

Stone Pine (Pinus pineaster) Seed Production and Processing Facilities in Kozak

The Kozak Plain is a famous area of stone pine plantations and seed production covering 15,150
hectares of stone pine farmland, privately owned by villagers living in the surrounding 13 villages. Ms. Z.
K. Ay, Forest Researcher, gave brief information on ecological, geographical and socio-economic
characteristics of the area, explaining that it was a very successful and promising example for planting,
management, harvesting and trading of NWFP by local people and their co-operatives, providing an
important source of income for them in Turkey.

A privately owned small scale pine seed extraction and storage factory was visited. Mr,Ö.Önder,
Director of the factory, explained how the cones were harvested and processed, as well as storage and
marketing of the seeds of stone pine, emphasising the 500 ton/year capacity of the factory and that 50
kilograms of seeds were produced from one tonne of pine cones. He also underlined that the quality and
quantity of the seeds was highly affected by the harvesting time of the pinecones. The best time was from
January to April.

There was also another pine seed processing facility, which was shown to the participants, being
constructed by a forest village co-operative, with financial and technical assistance from the Forest
Village Development Fund of the Ministry of Forestry.

Research Plot Area for Resin Production from Red Pine in Çiçekli

Mr. F. Bilgin, Forest Researcher, explained that the sample area had been established for a six year
period, 2000-2006, aiming to find out the effects on volume increment of red pine (Pinus brutia) trees
used for resin production applying the acid-paste method. The Aegean Forest Research Directorate was
implementing the research at 165 compartments in that area. He stated that although three years have
passed since the establishment of the plots, they could not identify any significant result. Some questions
were raised by the participants, such as ages of the trees, factors taken into account, other resin production
methods, dimensions of the tapping surfaces and so on, which were answered by Mr. Bilgin.

KlÜTAS, Aromatic and Medicinal Plants Processing and Packing Factory

This was a quite well established small factory near Izmir for the processing and marketing of some
medicinal and aromatic plants. The main processed plant species were Anise, Cummin, Salvia sp,
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Rosemary, Thyme, Origanum (kekik), which mostly had been collected from forested areas in Turkey.
Ms. a Tiirker, Operation Manager, gave brief information on the factory's processing activities
explaining that the products were in accordance with ISO 9000, USA and British Standards and all
products were being tested through chemical, physical and micro-biological analyses. She also informed
that the annual capacity of the factory was 2,000 tonnes and that it employed 100-200 labourers in all
processing activities. Furthermore, the participants were informed that most of the factory's products were
exported, mainly to the USA.

Field Visit - Saturday, 7 October 2000

5. Dilek Peninsula National Park

On the second day of the field study programme participants visited the Dilek Peninsula National
Park which was located nearby Ku§adasi District, Izmir. It was first established in 1966 as a national
park, covering some 16,000 hectares of land. It was a well-protected, species-rich forest area. Dilek
Peninsula as a protected forest area typically represents the Mediterranean vegetation types with 77
families and more than 700 species including trees, shrubs and other plants. Ms. N. Özel provided some
further information about the National Park, in which participants were very interested.

After visiting the Dilek Peninsula National Park, participants also had a chance to visit the
Ku§adasi District on the way to Izmir, which is an attractive town visited by tourists. They liad the
opportunity for sightseeing and then to see landscape diversity, land use patterns, etc., around the Izmir
Province.

Finally the participants visited the ancient city of Ephesus and the House of St. Mary.

***
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RAPPORT
(tel qu'il a été approuvé par le séminaire)

INTRODUCTION (point 1 de l'ordre du jour)

Le séminaire sur la "Récolte des produits forestiers autres que le bois" s'est tenu du 2
au 8 octobre au Centre international de formation et de recherche en agrohydrologie de Menemen-izmir
(Turquie), à l'invitation du Ministère des foréts et sous les auspices du Comité mixte FAO/CEE/OIT de la
technologie, de la gestion et de la formation forestières. Des représentants des pays suivants y ont
participé : Afrique du Sud, Albanie, Allemagne, Arménie, Autriche, Azerbddjan, Bosnie-Herzégovine,
Espagne, Fédération de Russie, Finlande, Grèce, Inde, Italie, Kazakhstan, Kirghizistan, Liban, Maroc,
Moldova, Népal, Nigéria, Ouzbékistan, Pays-Bas, Philippines, Pologne, République tchèque, Roumanie,
Royaume-Uni, Thdlande, Tunisie, Turquie et Ukraine. Parmi les organisations internationales, la Banque
mondiale y a participé.

Au nom du Comité d'organisation turc, M. K. Giirses a souhaité la bienvenue aux participants.
S'exprimant au nom du Comité mixte, M. J. Lorbach (FAO) a situé le contexte des discussions sur les
produits forestiers autres que le bois pour le présent séminaire. L'orateur suivant, M. T. Eren (Turquie),
Vice-Gouverneur d'Izmir, a souligné l'importance des produits forestiers autres que le bois pour le
développement rural de son pays. M. M. K. Muthoo, représentant de la FAO en Turquie, a mis en
évidence l'importante contribution de ces produits à. la sécurité alimentaire; il a rappelé aux participants la
nécessité d'en assurer la durabilité et a relevé l'importance de leur r6le dans l'atténuation de la pauvreté.
M. N. Çagan, Ministre des forets, a fait un exposé complet et bien documenté sur le secteur des produits
forestiers autres que le bois de la Turquie. Il a mis l'accent sur les besoins sociaux des couches
défavorisées de la société, qui peuvent trouver dans ces produits un moyen d'assurer leur sécurité
alimentaire et de se procurer des revenus. Il a par ailleurs souligné la nécessité d'assurer le développement
durable des produits forestiers, autres que le bois, conformément aux principes fixés au Sommet de
Rio de Janeiro et dans la Convention sur la diversité biologique. D'autre part, le Ministre a souligné que la
Turquie était un haut lieu de la diversité biologique, avec plus de 10 000 espèces de plantes recensées à ce
jour, ce qui augmentait encore l'importance des produits forestiers autres que le bois pour le secteur
forestier du pays.

M. E. ispirli, chef du Département des relations extérieures et de l'UE du Ministère des forêts, et
M. Lorbach ont présenté les objectifs et les résultats escomptés du séminaire, ainsi que les moyens d'y
parvenir.

ADOPTION DE L'ORDRE DU JOUR (point 2)

L'ordre du jour provisoire publié sous la cote TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.49/1 a été adopté.

ÉLECTION DU BUREAU (point 3)

Les cinq présidents ci-après ont été élus chacun pour une demi-journée

M. J. Yiiksel (Turquie)
M. H. C. Baser (Turquie)
M. R. Heinrich (Autriche)
M. P. Vantomme (FAO)
Mme N. Demidova (Fédération de Russie)

POLITIQUES VISANT ./sei PROMOUVOIR UNE EXPLOITATION FORESTIÈRE ET UNE
UTILISATION DURABLES DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS (point 4)

Au titre de ce point, les documents suivants ont été présentés

MM. M. Kiçük, S. Çetiner et Plantes médicinales et aromatiques d'intérêt commercial indigènes
F. Ulu (Turquie) de la région orientale de la mer Noire de la Turquie
MM. A. Sabadyr et S. Zibtsev Perspectives de l'exploitation des produits forestiers autres que le
(Ukraine) bois en Ukraine
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MM. P. Staniszewski et J. Oktaba
(Pologne)

Mmes. N. Kosovi_ et L. Dunji_
(Bosnie-Herzégovine)

M. A. Nalbandyan (Arménie)

M. M. Ellatifi (Maroc)
M. M. Jayaswal (Népal)

M. Kizmaz (Turquie)

MM. E. Özugurlu et M. Diizgiin
(Turquie)
MM. Ö. Bad' et H. Serin (Turquie)

MM: S. Rzadkowski et M.
Kalinowski (Pologne)
MM. L. Russo, S. Walter et
P. Vantomme (FAO)
MM. M. Bouzid et S. Helal
(Tunisie)

Au cours du débat qui a suivi les exposés présentés au titre du point 4, M. U. Geray (Turquie) a
réitéré l'importance des produits forestiers autres que le bois pour le développement rural en Turquie.
M. D. Ladipo (Nigéria) a soulevé la question du commerce transfrontières des espèces de produits
forestiers autres que le bois menacées d'extinction, après quoi Mme T. Mulliken (TRAFFIC) a commenté
la Convention sur le commerce international des espèces de faune et de flore sauvages menacées
d'extinction (CITES). M. N. B. Nair (Inde) a proposé de dresser une liste des espèces et de les classer
comme moyens de subsistance et/ou biens présentant un intérét commercial. M. Ellatifi (Maroc) et
d'autres participants ont mentionné les nombreuses fonctions de la for& outre la production de produits
forestiers autres que le bois, à savoir la gestion de l'eau, les loisirs, la chasse, etc.

Mme S. Talhouk (Liban) a soulevé la question de la nécessité de faciliter l'accès aux informations
et les échanges de données sur les produits forestiers autres que le bois dans la région; sur ce point,
M. Ba§er, parmi d'autres participants, a poursuivi sur la nécessité d'établir des réseaux propres aux
régions, par exemple la région de la Méditerranée orientale. Mme Talhouk a également soulevé la
question de la conservation des ressources en produits forestiers autres que le bois in situ par opposition à
leur conservation ex situ. Mme F. Ertug (Turquie) a signalé aux participants gull importait de
perfectionner les méthodes pratiques pour l'établissement d'inventaires de ces ressources et la création
d'outils d'évaluation socio-économique.

Plusieurs participants se sont déclarés préoccupés par les droits de propriété intellectuelle,
l'exploitation commerciale des connaissances locales en matière de produits forestiers autres que le bois et
l'élaboration de dispositions appropriées concernant la répartition des avantages.

MÉTHODES D'INVENTAIRE ET CARTOGRAPHIE DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES
QUE LE BOIS (point 5)

Au titre de ce point, le Président a fait une observation liminaire pour souligner qu'il vaudrait
mieux utiliser le mot "récolte" plutôt que le mot "exploitation" parce que le premier comprend la notion
de durabilité.
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Tendances actuelles de l'évolution de l'utilisation des produits
forestiers autres que le bois et leurs avantages pour la Pologne
(accompagné d'un poster)
Cueillette et traitement des plantes médicinales et aromatiques dans
la région du canton de Neretva de l'Herzégovine (Fédération de
Bosnie-Herzégovine)
Perspectives de l'utilisation des produits forestiers autres que le
bois en Arménie
Situation des produits forestiers autres que le bois au Maroc
Expériences en matière de produits forestiers autres que le bois
fondées sur le développement des entreprises au Népal
Politiques visant à promouvoir l'exploitation forestière et
l'utilisation durables des produits forestiers autres que le bois
Politiques visant à promouvoir l'exploitation et l'utilisation
durables des produits forestiers autres que le bois en Turquie
Considérations sur la politique nationale, certaines stratégies de
gestion et la production durable des produits forestiers autres que le
bois
Récolte des produits forestiers autres que le bois en Pologne et
leurs ressources Aperçu général
Directives de politique générale pour la promotion d'une utilisation
durable des produits forestiers autres que le bois
Etude sur le développement des produits forestiers non ligneux



Au titre du même point, les documents suivants ont été présentés :

M. M. Merlo (Italie) Part des produits forestiers autres que le bois dans
la valeur économique totale des foréts
méditerranéennes : premiers résultats d'une étude
lancée par le centre régional des projets de l'EFI
Solsona

MM. D. B. Dovie, Ed Witkowski et C. Shackleton Assurer la participation des populations locales :
(Afrique du Sud) modes d'approche participatifs pour l'inventaire de

la base de ressources, la récolte et l'utilisation des
produif.s forestiers autres que le bois

MM. J. Lorbach, L. Russo et P. Vantomme (FAO) Amélioration de l'inventaire et des techniques de
récolte de produits forestiers autres que le bois
besoins et contraintes

Mme F. Ertug (Turquie), appuyée par d'autres participants, a demandé un supplément de précisions
sur les méthodes d'inventaire utilisées pour évaluer les produits forestiers autres que le bois, M. Ellatifi a
souligné la nécessité d'intégrer l'évaluation de ces produits aux inventaires forestiers actuels.
Mme Talhouk a dit qu'il importait d'adopter une conception pluridisciplinaire aux fins des inventaires des
produits forestiers autres que le bois. Elle a également soulevé la question de savoir comment inciter les
populations locales à participer à l'évaluation de leurs ressources forestières.

PARTICIPATION DU SECTEUR PRIVÉ ET D'ORGANISATIONS NON
GOUVERNEMENTALES À LA RÉCOLTE, A LA TRANSFORMATION ET A. LA
COMMERCIALISATION DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS
AFIN DE DÉVELOPPER L'EMPLOI ET LES ACTIVITÉS RÉMUNÉRATRICES
POUR LES POPULATIONS LOCALES (point 6 de l'ordre du jour)

Au titre de ce point, les documents ci-après ont été présentés

Mme B. Gligori_ (Bosnie-Herzégovine)

Mme M. Karmann (Allemagne)

M. D. B. Dovie (Afrique du Sud)

Mme R. Singhal (Inde)

Conditions de collecte et de production des plantes
médicinales dans la Republika Srpska
Utilisation des forêts claires de Miombo par les
petits agriculteurs à Handeni (Tanzanie) : la récolte
de l'écorce , exemple illustrant les différences selon
que l'activité est menée par les membres de
certaines ethnies, et par des hommes ou des femmes
Qu'est-ce qui compte le plus ? Exploitation des
produits forestiers autres que le bois au moyen du
modèle dit "interface communautaire pour la
conservation"
Vers une récolte durable des produits forestiers
autres que le bois en Inde les r6les respectifs des
femmes et des hommes

14. Une question a été posée au sujet du document de Mme Singhal pour mieux cerner, au sujet des
produits forestiers autres que le bois, la comparaison entre ceux qui sont nationalisés et ceux qui ne le
sont pas. Les considérations sur les r6les respectifs des hommes et des femmes dans la récolte, présentées
dans son document, ont reçu l'appui de quelques orateurs.
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PLANIFICATION ET GESTION D'UNE EXPLOITATION DURABLE DES FORÉTS POUR
LES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS. ÉLABORATION DE NORMES
EN VUE DE L'ADOPTION DE SYSTÈMES ET TECHNIQUES DE RÉCOLTE APPROPRIÉS
PERMETTANT DE RÉDUIRE LES EFFETS SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT ET LES DÉCHETS
(point 7)

Au titre de ce point, les documents suivants ont été présentés

MM. A. Giil et C. Acar (Turquie) Importance pour la lutte contre Pérosion de la
culture de la marjolaine (origanum onites), de la
sauge (salvia officinalis) et de la mélisse (melissa
officinalis) sur les terres agricoles marginales

M. D. Ganz (Thelande) La sylviculture rurale traditionnelle à Oaxaca
(Mexique) : l'adaptation des systèmes courants de
sylviculture aux produits forestiers autres que le
bois et l'intégration du savoir autochtone

MM. Z. C. Özkan et H. Acar (Turquie) Production, transport et mise en magasin
des châtaignes en Turquie

MM. H. Acar, Ö. Barb (Turquie) & T. Yoshimura Incidences des méthodes de récolte, de transport et
(Japon) d'entreposage utilisées dans le gemmage sur le

productivité et la qualité de la résine
M. M. Eroglu (Turquie) Stratégie de production de galles interférant avec le

cycle évolutif de deux importantes espèces
galligènes, andricus gallaetinctoriae (o/iv.) et
andricus kollari htg. (Hyumenoptera cynipidae),
en Turquie

M. B. Nair (Inde) Utilisation durable des gommes et des résines par
une technique améliorée de gemmage pratiqués sur
certaines espèces

MM. M. Tarker, M. Pak et A. Öztiirk (Turquie) Evaluation de la gestion des produits forestiers
autres que le bois dans les plans de développement
quinquennaux et dans les plans d'aménagement
forestier

À propos du document présenté par M. Giil, Mme F. Ertug (Turquie) a demandé d'autres precisions
sur les méthodes utilisées pour mesurer les effets de l'érosion.

Plusieurs questions ont été posées au sujet de l'exposé de M. Nair en vue d'obtenir des informations
plus détaillées sur la méthode d'incision et sur l'évolution récente des marches.

À propos du document présenté par M. Pak, des precisions ont été demandées sur la valeur et
l'importance de la part dans les exportations des produits forestiers autres que le bois en Turquie. Des
renseignements ont aussi été demandés sur le type des produits forestiers autres que le bois importés
par la Turquie.

Au titre de la suite de ce point de l'ordre du jour, les documents ci-après ont été présentés

MM. J. Mathew, S. Abraham et M. Nair (Inde)

M. D.O. Ladipo (Nigeria)

M. M. Mishra (Inde)

MM. C. Hassiotis et P. Efthymiou (Grèce)
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Conservation des plantes médicinales à Idukki, Etat
du Kerala, dans le cadre d'une gestion
communautaire

Recolte de lrvingia gabonensis et de Irvingia
ivombulu dans les foréts nigérianes potentiels
de developpement de systèmes durables
Méthodes de récolte et gestion de deux plantes
médicinales sérieusement menacées dans les forêts
naturelles du centre de l'Inde
Declin de l'huile essentielle de Laurus nobilis, dans
la region méditerranéenne



À propos du document présenté par M. Nair, M. Dovie a soulevé la question des droits de propriété
relatifs aux plantes médicinales; il a précisé qu'il y avait un risque de perdre les droits de propriété
intellectuelle en ce qui concerne les plantes médicinales des communautés locales.

isk propos du document présenté par M. Mishra, Mme Mulliken s'est demandée comment l'industrie
pourrait contribuer à une utilisation plus durable des produits forestiers autres que le bois, notamment les
espèces menacées.

Commentant le document présenté par M. Hassiotis, Mme Talhouk a dit que toute opération de
récolte avait une incidence sur l'environnement, notamment sur les sols et leurs micro-organismes.
L'auteur du document a ajouté que toute intervention de l'homme se répercutait nécessairement sur
l'environnement et sur les ressources de la nature. Plusieurs participants ont dit partager ce point de vue.

VULGARISATION, FORMATION ET ÉDUCATION VISANT À AMÉLIORER LES
PRATIQUES DE RÉCOLTE, LA PRODUCTIVITÉ ET L'OFFRE DE PRODUITS FORESTIERS
AUTRES QUE LE BOIS (point 8)

Au titre de ce point, l'orateur ci-après a présenté un document :

MM. K. Hilsnii & C. Bwr (Turquie) Récolte sauvage durable des plantes médicinales et
aromatiques éduquer la population

II a donné un aperp général du secteur des produits forestiers autres que le bois de la Turquie, en mettant
l'accent en particulier sur les plantes médicinales et aromatiques.

Son exposé a suscité plusieurs interventions sur les points suivants : limitation de la récolte des
plantes médicinales; nécessité de cours de formation et de vulgarisation pour apprendre aux
agriculteurs qui récoltent des produits forestiers autres que le bois à. se servir de meilleurs outils;
imprécision des statistiques des exportations de plantes médicinales, aussi bien en ce qui concerne
les espèces que les quantités. Aucun consensus ne s'est dégagé au sujet de la prétendue moindre
qualité des plantes médicinales de culture par rapport A. celles cueillies en fora.

ORGANISATIONS ET INSTITUTIONS S'OCCUPANT DE RASSEMBLER
DES DONNÉES STATISTIQUES ET D'ÉVALUER LES PRODUITS
FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS (point 9)

25. M. V. Poddubnyy (Kazakhstan) a rendu compte de la façon dont l'utilisation des produits forestiers
autres que le bois avait évolué dans son pays, suite à l'effondrement de l'ex-URSS et de ses structures, et
de la privatisation du secteur forestier en cours. Il a souligné qu'il était nécessaire d'apporter une aide à la
création de petites entreprises dans le domaine des produits forestiers autres que le bois et a demandé une
assistance en matière de formation et de commercialisation.

Au titre de ce point de l'ordre du jour, les documents suivants ont été présentés

MM. D. H. Koç, B. Aksu et A. Kurtoglu Commerce extérieur de la Turquie en ce qui conceme
(Turquie) les produits forestiers autres que le bois
Mme N. Demidova (Fédération de Russie) et Certification des produits forestiers autres que
MM. P. Alhojärvi (Banque mondiale) le bois : méthodes utilisées en Fédération de Russie

À. propos des points soulevés dans le document sur la certification des produits forestiers autres que
le bois, les auteurs ont indiqué qu'un tel système était souhaitabns de sensibles modifications.
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SÉANCE DE PRÉSENTATION D'AFFICHES

M. Y. Ytiksel (Turquie) a fait une présentation avec "Power Point" sur la création d'une structure
permettant de préserver les droits des communautés en matière de forêt. Des questions ont été posées
concernant les méthodes d'établissement des prix des produits forestiers autres que le bois, l'incidence du
pâturage dans les forêts sur l'offre de produits forestiers autres que le bois et les droits de propriété/droits
d'usager des villageois en matière de forêts.

Les autres présentations ont été les suivantes

M. J. Kadlec (République tchèque)

M. A.B. Ella (Philippines)

M. J. Mass (Pays-Bas)

Mme T. Mulliken (TRA1-41-(IC)

M. P. Vantomme, Département des forêts
de la FAO, Rome

Cueillette et utilisation des produits forestiers autres
que le bois dans la République tchèque : état actuel et
possibilités
Production durable de résine grâce à une technique
améliorée de gemmage de l'Almaciga
Rôle de la recherche dans la gestion des produits
forestiers autres que le bois
Utilisation durable des plantes médicinales : défis et
perspectives plurisectoriels
Programme concernant les produits forestiers autres
que le bois

La séance de présentation d'affiches a donné aux participants la possibilité d'échanger des
informations sur celles-ci grâce au caractère non protocolaire de la réunion et de dormer leurs points
de vue sur les principaux aspects des thèmes examinés pendant le séminaire.

QUESTIONS DIVERSES (point 10)
Deux excursions d'une journée complète chacune (voir annexe) ont été organisées pendant le

séminaire, avec au programme la visite de peuplements forestiers de pins parasols (Pintts pinea),
l'organisation de la récolte et de la transformation des graines de pommes de pin, la démonstration de
matériels et de machines de traitement (Kozak), la visite de peuplements de pins rouges avec
démonstration de différents essais de recherche pilote d'utilisation de la résine (Kemal Pasa), la visite
d'une installation de traitement de laurier (Laurus) et de thym (Thymus) et enfin la visite du parc national
de Di lek Yarimadasi, riche en espèces de la flore méditerranéenne.

CONCLUSIONS ET RECOMMANDATIONS (point 11)
Conclusions

I. Une large gamme de thèmes a été présentée (inventaire, récolte, transformation, utilisation et
commercialisation des produits forestiers autres que le bois), montrant que de nombreuses espèces de
produits forestiers autres que le bois sont récoltées de façon non durable et en outre que, dans bien des
cas, les techniques de gestion sont mal connues ou mal appliquées.

On a souligné l'importance d'une gestion rationnelle des produits forestiers autres que le bois pour
la durabilité des foréts, et pour la contribution qu'elle pouvait apporter au développement rural et à
l'agriculture, en particulier dans l'intérêt des femmes et des groupes de la société économiquement
défavorisés vivant à proximité des ressources forestières et qui comptaient sur celles-ci pour s'assurer des
denrées alimentaires, des revenus, des emplois, des plantes médicinales, etc.

La durabilité des produits forestiers autres que le bois exige la participation d'experts spécialisés
dans une large gamme de disciplines, et notamment la connaissance des populations locales.

Les participants ont dit ressentir la vive nécessité de voir augmenter l'information et la formation en
matière de gestion et de mise en valeur des produits forestiers autres que le bois. À cette fin, ils ont
proposé que soient organisés des séminaires et/ou des ateliers de suivi sur des sujets techniques bien
définis, offrant plus de temps pour les discussions de groupe.

Les gens qui vivent dans les for6ts ou à proximité possédent des trésors de connaissances.
risquent aussi de se perdre et ne sont pas bien prises en considération dans les efforts faits pour gérer les
foréts.
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Recommandations

Au COMITÉ MIXTE

Faciliter et soutenir l'élaboration de bases de données, la création de réseaux entre pays et régions,
et l'organisation d'ateliers de suivi, et faciliter l'accès aux sources d'information disponibles (sites
Web et publications) sur tous les aspects de la mise en valeur des produits forestiers autres que le
bois (inventaire et évaluation des ressources, récolte, transformation, commercialisation,
commerce, politiques ayant une incidence sur ces produits, etc.).

Dresser la liste des pratiques forestières rationnelles pour les produits forestiers autres que le bois,
et faciliter la large diffusion des bons exemples, tels que ceux présentés pendant la réunion, auprès
des groupes et pays intéressés.

Aider à perfectionner des systèmes appropriés de certification pratique de la gestion des forêts et de
la planification pour différents groups de produits forestiers autres que le bois, avec la
participation de toutes les parties prenantes et/ou de tous les groupes sociaux intéressés.

Stimuler la participation aux séminaires et/ou ateliers futurs rassemblant des représentants d'ONG,
du secteur privé et d'instituts de recherche.

Aux PAYS MEMBRES

Inclure et soutenir comme il convient la conservation, la gestion et l'utilisation des produits
forestiers autres que le bois dans le cadre des politiques forestières nationales, sur un plan
pluridisciplinaire et avec le concours des parties intéressées, en veillant en particulier à faciliter la
participation active des populations rurales, notamment des femmes, qui ont besoins de ces
ressources.

Élaborer et diffuser des statistiques plus précises au niveau national sur les produits forestiers
autres que le bois, comprenant des données sur les ressources, les quantités récoltées et la
commercialisation (espce par espce).

Mettre en place des mécanismes d'appui financiers et institutionnels appropriés pour faciliter le
démarrage de petites entreprises locales exploitant les produits forestiers autres que le bois.

Examiner et améliorer la législation nationale relative aux produits forestiers autres que le bois
(réglementation forestière, impôts, accès, utilisateurs, droits de propriété, etc.).

Promouvoir la collaboration bilatérale en vue de partager l'information et les connaissances
techniques concernant les produits forestiers autres que le bois.

Intensifier les efforts en vue de faire participer d'autres secteurs tributaires des produits forestiers
autres que le bois, notamment les secteurs de la santé, de l'éducation et du commerce, à la gestion,
la conservation et l'utilisation durables de ces produits.

Aux INSTITUTS NATIONAUX DE RECHERCHE FORESTIÉRE ET À L'IUFRO

1. Accélérer et mieux coordonner l'établissement de programmes de formation et les recherches sur
les questions relatives aux produits forestiers autres que le bois concernant

L'explication des définitions, des idées et des classifications,

La méthode d'élaboration d'outils pratiques pour :

l'établissement d'inventaires et l'évaluation des effets des récoltes;
l'adoption progressive, sur place et ailleurs, de pratiques de conservation;
des études ethnobiologiques;
la commercialisation et l'analyse des échanges;
l'insertion des produits forestiers autres que le bois dans les critères de gestion forestière et
les systèmes d'indicateurs et/ou de certification;
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la vulgarisation de ces produits;
l'élaboration de dispositions de répartition des avantages.

2. Soutenir les recherches futures sur l'application des instruments d'évaluation économique
appropriés pour évaluer et chiffrer tous les avantages que procurent les produits forestiers autres que le
bois et les services forestiers, et appuyer cette application.

ADOPTION DU RAPPORT (point 12)

Le projet de rapport, qui avait été établi par le secrétariat, de même que les conclusions et les
recommandations ont été adoptés avec quelques modifications, qui ont été incluses dans le présent
document.

Au nom du pays hôte, le Ministre des forêts, M. Y. Yiiksel, a remercié les participants d'avoir suivi
le séminaire, d'avoir rédigé des documents et préparé des affiches, d'avoir animé les débats des différentes
séances et d'avoir mis au point des conclusions et des recommandations. Parlant au nom des participants,
M. T. Musuraliev (Kirghizistan), M. A. Ella (Philippines) et M. D. Ladipo (Nigéria) ont exprimé leur
gratitude au pays hôte et aux organisateurs qui leur ont donné la possibilité de travailler, d'échanger des
idées et d'examiner les questions relatives aux produits forestiers autres que le bois à un niveau
international. Enfin, au nom du Comité mixte, M. Lorbach, dans le droit fil des interventions précédentes,
a remercié les participants, le pays hôte et tout le personnel de soutien de leur contribution active à
la réussite du séminaire. Tous les orateurs ont exprimé l'espoir que les recommandations formulées par le
séminaire seraient suivies d'effet dans l'intérêt des peuples qui comptent sur une utilisation durable des
produits forestiers autres que le bois.
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Annexe

VISITES D'ÉTUDE

Excursion - Vendredi 6 octobre 2000

Lors de cette excursion qui a duré une journée entière, les participants ont pu visiter les sites
suivants

L'ancienne ville de Bergama;
Les installations de production et de traitement de graines de pin pignon de Kozak, A proximité de
la ville de Bergama;
Le terrain de recherche pour la production de résine à Çi&kli; et
L'usine de traitement et d'emballage de plantes aromatiques et médicinales (Kiita).

Pergame

Sur la route menant au site de production de graines de pin de Kozak, les participants ont demandé
à s'arreter à l'ancienne ville de Bergama afin d'en visiter brièvement les ruines. Elle est située à proximité
du District de Bergama (Province d'izmir), qui fait partie des sites historiques et culturels les plus riches
de la Turquie. La vieille ville compte de nombreux vestiges parmi lesquels figurent notamment un certain
nombre de temples (Trajan et Dionyos, l'hôtel de Zeus, etc.), un amphithéatre, une des plus anciennes
bibliothèques du monde, la première église chrétienne et les remparts en pierre de la ville.

Installations de production et de traitement de graines de pin pignon de Kozak

La plaine de Kozak, fameuse pour ses plantations de pin pignon et la production de graines, s'étend
sur 15 150 hectares de plantations de cette essence, qui appartiennent aux habitants des 13 villages
environnants. Mme Z. K. Ay, spécialiste en recherche forestière, a fait un bref exposé sur les
caractéristiques écologiques, géographiques et socioéconomiques de la zone en expliquant qu'elles
représentaient un exemple très réussi et prometteur de plantations, de gestion, de récolte et de
commercialisation de produits forestiers autres que le bois par des gens de la région regroupés en
coopératives et qui en tirent une importante source de revenus.

Les participants ont visité une petite usine privée d'extraction et de stockage de graines de pommes
de pin. M. Ö. Önder, directeur de l'usine, a expliqué aux participants comment les graines de pommes de
pin pignon étaient récoltées, traitées, stockées et finalement commercialisées, en précisant que l'usine en
produisait 500 tonnes par an et qu'il fallait une tonne de pommes de pin pour produire 50 kg de graines.
En outre, il a souligné que la qualité et la quantité des graines dépendaient étroitement du moment de la
récolte, qui devait idéalement se situer entre janvier et avril.

Les participants ont aussi pu visiter une autre installation de traitement des graines de pommes de
pin, actuellement construite par une coopérative villageoise forestière, moyennant une assistance
financière et technique du Fonds de développement des villages forestiers, qui relève du Ministère des
foréts.

Terrain de recherche pour la production de résine à partir de pin rouge à Çiçekli

M. F. Bilgin, spécialiste en recherche forestière, a expliqué que ce terrain avait été établi pour une
période de six ans (2000-2006) afin de mettre en évidence les effets du gemmage selon la méthode dite de
la pate acide sur la croissance en volume des pins rouges. Les recherches étaient menées par la Direction
de la recherche des foréts de la mer Égée, dans 165 secteurs de la région. Il a expliqué que malgré les trois
années déjà écoulées depuis la création du terrain, aucune évolution significative n'avait été constatée. Les
participants ont posé plusieurs questions, concernant par exemple Page des arbres, les facteurs pris en
considération, les autres méthodes de production de résine, les surfaces de gemmage, etc., auxquelles
M. Bilgin a répondu.

Usine de traitement et d'emballage de plantes aromatiques et médicinales ICOTAS

L'usine Kiita, implant& à proximité d'izmir, travaille déjà depuis longtemps dans
la transformation et la commercialisation de plantes médicinales et aromatiques. Les principales essences
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transformées sont l'anis, le cumin, la sauge éclatante, le romarin, le thym et l'origan (kekik) dont les plants
sont essentiellement cueillis dans les zones boisées de la Turquie. Mme G. Tiirker, chargée d'exploitation,
a fait un bref exposé sur les activités de traitement de l'usine en précisant que les produits qui en sortaient
étaient conformes A. la norme ISO 9000 ainsi qu'aux normes des Etats-Unis et de la Grande-Bretagne et
que tous les produits étaient soumis à des essais chimiques, physiques et microbiologiques. Elle a en outre
précisé que l'usine produisait 2 000 tonnes par an et qu'elle employait entre 100 et 200 personnes dans les
activités de transformation. La majorité de la production de l'usine était exportée, principalement vers
les Etats-Unis d'Amérique.

Excursion Samedi 7 octobre 2000

5. Parc national de la péninsule de Dilek

Le deuxième jour, les participants ont visité le parc national de la péninsule de Dilek, situé
proximité du district de Ku§adasi (province drizmir). Créé en 1966, ce parc national s'étend sur quelque
16 000 hectares et se compose d'une zone forestière bien protégée, riche en espèces végétales. Il est
parfaitement représentatif de la flore méditerranéenne puisqu'on y trouve 77 families de plantes et plus de
700 espèces, qu'il s'agisse d'arbres, de buissons ou autres. Mme N. Özel a donné encore d'autres
renseignements concernant le parc national, qui ont retenu toute l'attention des participants.

Après le pare, les participants ont pu, sur la route d'izmir, visiter le District de Ku§adasi, ville très
intéressante prisée des touristes. Ils ont pu ainsi visiter les environs pour admirer la diversité du paysage,
les modes d'aménagement du territoire, etc., de la province d'izrnir.

Pour finir, les participants ont visité l'ancienne ville d'Éphèse et la maison de la Vierge Marie.

***
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AOHJIA,It
(yreepcikemibig ytiacTmficant cemllitapa)

BBEJE1-111E (Ilyfficr 1 noBecTKH AinT)

1. Cemkmap Ha TM "3aroToelca BeApeBecmAx JleeHMX ToBapoB" COCTOAJIC51 2-8 OKT5161351 B
Memc,ckyHapoLtHom meHTpe arporKaponorkmecKmx HCCJ1e,a0BaliHri nonroToBKH B MeHeMelie, H3mup
(Typu,m), no npmrnanteHkno mmm4cTepcma JleCHOF0 X03SHICTBB H 110,4 3rHAOrl 06"begl4FleHH01-0 KOMHTeTa
CDAO/E3K/MOT no TeXH0J10114H, ynpaBneknuo H noRroToBKe pa6OTHHKOB B JleCHOM cetcrope. B HM
HpliHS111 14 ymacTHe 3KcnepTbi cneitylounix cTpaH: ABCT1314 14, A3ep6ail,maHa, An6aHmm, ApmeHmm,
BOCH14 14 14 repmeroBmHbi, repmalikni, 1-pemtm, 1/1H,mmm, HerlaHHH, PITBJ11414, Ka3axcTaHa, KbiprbinTaHa,
JImBaHa, MapoKKo, Mon,aoBbi, Henana, FIHRepnakwoB, Hmrepmm, Honb11111, POCCHACKOri (Deitepaumm,
PyMbIHHH, C0e14HeHHOF0 KOp011eBCTBa, TaH.natWa, TyHHCa, TypL114H, Y36eKHeTaHa, YKpakmbi,
cbmnkinnHH, (13km.nsmAHH, IlelucKort Pecny6nHKH, 1-Om(Hai Aci)pHKH, a TatoKe npencTaBwrenki

BcemmpHoro 6aHKa.

OT mmeHH opramnammoHHoro KomHTeTa TypuHm ymacTHmKoB flpHBeTCTB0BaJ1

F-H K. nopeec. r-H Jlop6ax PAO), BbicTynau OT mmeHm OftemmeHHoro KomuTeTa, OCTaH0B14.11C5I Ha

KOHTeKCTe ,I1J151 o6cpK,eHm2 BonpocoB, Kacatouvxesi He,upeBecHblx. JleCHblX ToBapoB Ha AaHHom

cemHHape. 3aTe1 BbICTyll Dpekr (Typum), 3amecTkrrenb ry6epHaTopa 143M14pa, KOTOpb1r1
no,rmepicHyn Ba.)KHOCTb HeApeBecHux necHux ToBapoB pa3B14TH14 CejlbCKHX parlOHOB ero cTpaHbi.

p M.K. MyTy, npeAcTaBkrrenb (1)A0 B Typumi, paccKa3an o Ba)KHOM BKnme HeApeBecHblx necHbtx
ToBapoB B o6ecnemeHme flp0A0B011bCTBelillOu1 6e3011aCHOCTI4 H Hanommm riacTHHKam O He06X0AHMOCT14

,ROCT14)KeH14 51 ycTonnmBocTm H O Ba)Khon poim, KoTopyro mrpatoT HeApeBecHbie necHbie ToBapbi B oltene

JIHKBH,L1aL1,14H H14 11.1eTbl. Ero FlpeBOCX041HTeJILCTBO 111 14HPICTp necHoro X0351r1CTBa npockccop H. IlaraH

npeAcTaBmn xopouio AoKymeHTHpoBaHHoe H mcvepribmalowee ornicaHHe ceKTopa HART Typmkni. OH
3aocTptin Bmimamie Ha COL14arIbHbIX noTpe6HocTsfx HaX0A511L114XCSI B He6naronpmsiTHom nonoweHHH
rpynn oftmecTBa 14 OTMeTHJ1, HTO HeRperiecHble J1eCHL4e ToBapbt moryT co,rtencTsosaTb o6ecneyekikno
11130,/:108011bCTBeHHOil 6e3ormemocTki Il pa3BmTkno AeATefibHOCT14, npmHocsnmeri ,E(OXO. OH TaToKe
no,rmepKHyn Heo6xoimmocTb ycTormHBoro pa3BMTI451 CeKTOpa HART B COOTBeTCTB14H C npkmukmamm,
onpep,eneHHbimH Ha BcTpege Ha BbICWal ypome B PHo-)e-)KaHenpo H KOHBeHIA14 14 0 6H0J101.14uleCKOM

pa3Hoo6pa3Hm. Kpomc Toro, ETO lipeBOCX0):1HTeJlbCTBO yKa3an, ',fro TypL114F1 13.1151eTC51 041,H11M 143

KpymietiwHx menTpoB 614onormLiecKoro pa3Hoo6pa3mi, H00K0J1bKy B cTpaHe npokmpacTaeT, cornacue
omeHKam, 6onee IO nno apvlon ,ITO ellte pa 3 CBH,fllseTeJlbCTByeT O BmHom 3HalleH1414 HAJIT ASIA

pa31314T1451 ceKTopa Typmmm.

r-F1 E. Heil 14pJ7H, pyKoBoAmTenb AenapTameHTa BHell1H14X CHOWeHHh u emeri c EC
MliFHICTepCTBa necHoro X0351ACTBa, H T-H Jlop6ax paccKa3a.am o L4eJ1 51X 14 0)104RaeMbIX pc3y.nbTaTax

cemimapa, a Tame o npomempax ero pa6oTbi.

YTBEPACAEHHE 110BECTKR ,11151 (fly11KT 2)

Bbina yrBepmeHa npuBapwrenbHas! noBecTKa Arm, coaepwaimamcsi B

AoKymeHTe TIM/EFC/WP.1 /SEM.49/ 1 .

1316IEOPM AOJDICHOCTIIMX JIM (FlyHKT 3)

lipeRceAnTemimil fl1TH 3ace,RaHwil Hp0,11,0MKHTeJ1bliOCTbK) B 110J1,4H1 Kammoe 6b1J15 1436paribi:

r-H H. 10Kcenb (Typumi)
r-H K. C. Bacep (Typum)
r-H P. Xermpmx (ABcTpkut)
F-H n. BaHTO1N1 (CDAO)
r-ca H. AenittRoaa (Poccvalcimm (Degepaqum)
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HOJIHTHKA B OBJIACTH CTHMYJIHPOBAHH51 Ycrotitumoro PA3BHTH5I JIECHOF0
X0351rICTBA H HCHOJIb3OBAITRAHE4IPEBECHMX JIECHbIX TOBAPOB (fly 4)HKT

6. B pamKax 3T0r0 nyHKTa nobsecTKH ,ELHA 6b1J114 npencTaBne.ibt cnenrounie ,aoKsta,abt:

rr. K10111-0K, III.LleTHHep 14 O. Yny (Typwin)

A. 3a6anbip H C. )1(146neB (YKpapma)

CTaH141.11eBCKHA 11 51. OK'ra6a (n0J1bUla)

H. KOCOB1414 H .T1. ,213/H,axKI4n

(BOCH11:1 14 repueroBnna)

r-H A. Han6aHnnH (ApmeHm)

r-H M. armaTwim (MapoKKo)

r-H M. AwaBacBan (Henan)

P-H M. KI43Ma3 (Typunn)

rr. 3. 03yilpny H M. g103110H (Typwa)

rr. O. Balmy' H X. Ceppm (Typiwn)

Mecmble steKapcTBeHHbie H apomaTmecmie
pacTeHHA B BOCT0,1 110,4epHOM0pCKOM parioHe
Typw4H, HmelowHe KommepvecKoe 3HaneH14e

flepcneKTHBbi 3arOTOBKH HenpeBecubtx JleCHbIX
TOBapOB B YKpallHe

CoBpemebmbre TeHneHuHH B Hcrtanb30BaH14n
HenpeBecHbtx IleCHbIX ToBapoB B HOTIbuie

C6op, TpaHcnopmpotwa li o6pa6oTKa
neKapcmeHnbtx H apomaTnnecKnx pacTeHml B

perHoHe KaHT01 la Fe [micro BH Ha..H epeTBa

CDe,aepal.11,1 14 BOCHH 11 II Fepu,crownibt

flepcneKTHBbt Herl0J1b30BaH1451 HenpeBecHbix
JleCHbIX ToBapoB B ApmeHHH

HeApeBecHble necubte ToBapbt B MapoKKo

HC1-10J1b30BaH4e HenpeBecHbtx JleCHbIX TosapoB
(RUH) Ha OCHOBe onbrra pa3BHTH51

npeAripHHHmaTenbcTaa B Henaste

BHegpeHme ca.Begaionwx KpwrepHAM
yeT0r11414BOCTI4 MeTO,L1,0B BefteH1451 necHoro
X035114CTBa 14 HCF10J1b30BaH1451 HenpeBecHbt& JleCHbIX

ToBapoB

BHefIpeHHe OTBetlatomx b-pwrepHaM
yeT01411 14BOCTH MeT0,110B 3arOTOBKH H B14,1.10B

HCI10.11 1:30Bal1H11 HeApeBecubix JleCHbIX ToBapoB B
Typwni
Coo6pa)KeHH51, Kacatownecn Hal4140HaJ1bH0171

WIT 14THKH, HeKompbix cTpaTerHA ynpaBneHnm
yeTorpwrBoro npon3Boncma HAJIT

rr. C. }KaAKOBCK1111 14 M14XaHJI KaJ1HH0BCKHr1 3aPOTOBKa HenpeBecHbtx JleCHbIX ToBapoB B

(H0.11bUla) Haft bale H 14X pecypcbt: 06E4141 o63op

ir. JI. Pycco, C. YonTep n li. BaHTOMM ((MO) Banmenume HanpaBnemin 110.11HTHKH

CTIlmyJnipoBaHm ycTorwMBoro 14CH0J1b30BaH1451

HenpeBecHbrx J1CCH blX TOBapOB

rr. M. By3H,D,ii C. Xerian (1'r-1m) HCCIte,a0Ba1me B 06J1aCTH HC110J1 !,3OBaIIHH

HeApcBeCHbIX J1CCIibIX TOBapOB

7. B xo,ne ,TAncicyccHH, COCTCM13111erIC51 nocne r1peACTaBJICHH:1 AOICIla,110B B paroKax nyHurra 4,

r-H Y. reper4 (Typunft) ewe pa 3 1-10,114VKHyff BaNCHOCTL HEVIT AJIM pa3B14T14>1 CellbelaIX palloHoB Typumu.

tEt. naitpuno (-1 lirepH51) 110,E1H51.11 Bonpoc O oprome Haxonsaammmen non yrpo3oil 14CHe3HOBeHl 151
BKaam14, OTHOCAL11,1 11C31 K KaTeropHn H,.11J1T, B CB51314 C 140M r-)xa T. MaJIJ1HKeli (TPAVDPIK) paccKa3a.na

o KoHBeHuktH o mexc,ayHapoAHoil Toproane Haxonsawitomen non yrp03011 14CLIe3HOBeFIIISI BH,EIaM14
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(CHTEC). r-H H.B. Hanp (1/Imnsn) npennomain pa3pa6oTaTb nepeueHb amn,oe. c yueTom mx

14Cn011b30BaHHA B !mi-leen:se cpeAcTB cymecTBoBaHmsi 14/14.1114 Kommepiecxoro HC11011630BaHl451.

r-H M. 3llnaTH4114 (MapOKKO) H,apyrme ynaCTHHK14 ynommHy.rm o mHorktx Apyrmx cl)ynnwsix neca B
nononHeHme K HHT, TaKI4X, KaK BoaocHa6weH4e, pexpeaHHoHnasi ,IteSITenbHOCTb, oxoTa

8. F->ka C.TasixyK (TImBaH) 1-10AFI5IJIa. Bonpoc O HCO6XOLIHMOCTI4 pacffimpeHmn ,D,ocrryna K 14WID0pMat.W14

o HAT1T B permoHe H o6meHa eio. B xue o6crfc,aeHmA 3T01'o Bonpoca r-H Ba3ep B timcne Apyrmx
rtaCTHIIKOB yKa3a3ì Ha He06X0,LIHMOCTb colaaHma permoHanbHmx ceTert, Hanpmmep ceTH paAoHa
BOCTOIIHOF0 CpeWl3eMHOMOpb51. TanxyK TaloKe 110,AFI5IJIa Bonpoc o npemmymecTBaxu HeRocTaTxax
coxpaHeHHA pecypcoB 1-1,EVIT in situ B cpasHeHmm c coxpaHeHmem ex situ. 1--)Ka 3pTyr (Typumn)
o6paTmna BH14111aHHe riaCTHVIKOB Ha Ile06X0,IIIIMOCTb ganbHerniler1 pa3pa6oTxm npamimecKmx meTopsos
mHBewrapm3aumM pecypcos 1-1,11.TIT ii mucTpymenros coqmanbH0-3KOROMM4eCKOn OIACHKH.

PA,R yilaCTHHKOB BbIpa3HJII4 CB010 03a6OLICHHOCTb no nosoRy npaa mHTenneKTyanbHoil
CO6CTBeHHOCTH Ha KommepnecKoe HCnanb30BatIt1e MeCTHbIX 3HaH14A, xacaroutHxca HJJIT, H yka3a_aH Ha
Heo6xo,ammocTb pa3pa6oTKH Hawremmulm cornaweHHA o6 yqacTum B npH6bin5ix.

METO,LIM YilETA HEAPEBECHMX JIECHbIX PECYPCOB H HX KAPTHPOBAHHE (IlyHKT
5)

OTKpbtBast o6cymmeHme AaHHOr0 nyHKTa n0BecTKI4 H$I, lipeAceRaTe.ab cp,enart
BeTynmTe.abHoe 3ame4aHme, Kacatouteecst npe,EmoimrrenbmocTm TepmmHa h3aroToBKa" no cpasHemllo
TepmmHom n3xcnnyaTaum51", rIOCKOJIbKy nepebmI TepmmH BK1110MaeT KOHLIefILWTO yCT0114HBOCT14.

B pamKax 3T0F0 nywra ITOBCCTKH gin 66111H npe,acTaariembl cneRytoume gOKIlaAbl:

r-H M. Mepno (PITanmx)

rr. Aenarat B. )101314 , 3,r1 BI4TKOBCKH H

Ilapnm llIalcneToH (10)KHan AlivmKa)

rr. )1C. Rop6ax, JI. Pycco H
BaHTomm (c1)A0)

F1,1iFJI KaK KOMflOtieHT cióakell 3KOHOMIILleCKOrt

LICHHOCTIt necos CpeA143emHo1opbm: nepBme
pe3y.abTaTbl Texyulero 14CCilegOBaH1151

perHoHaribHoro tlenTpa EJIM B COJICOHe

Boaneneume MeCTI1b1X wmTeneA: 0630p meTo,aos
HHBeHTapli3aLt1414 pecypcHa 6a3b1, 3aFOTOBKH
HCT10311,30BaltH5I HegpeBecHbIX neCHbIX ToBapoB

FfoTpe6HOCTM H Tpy,aHOCTI4

coBepweHcisoBaHHH meTomB HHBeHTapH3a1mm
H 3aFOTOBKH HATIT

I--)Ka 3pTyr (Typnma), KoTopypo no,anemanu npyrme rlaCTHHK14, o6paTHnach c
npocb6oll npegcTaBmTb it0110.11HHTellbHble pa3135!CHeHYDI no meToilam 14HBeHTapti3aW414, Hcnonb3yemmm

jiis 0I4eHKI4 r-H 3nnaTmcimi no,rviepKHyn He06X0,1tHMOCTb yBSI3KH oLteHKH HeApesecHmx neCHbIX

pecypcos c cyatecTByFoulmmm meTop,amm TaKcaumm JleC013. F-)Ka TanxyK noRuemoiyna He06X0,EIHMOCTb
pa3pa6oTkm Mnoroxictairumnaptioro no,axo,aa Ami HIlnenTaptnawtH HJIT. 0Ha TaloKe norwsula
Bonpoc o meTo,r_kax CTHNlyJII4p0BaH1451 mecTHoro Hacememmi K riacTmio B ougunce HX necHmx pecypcoB.

IIPHBAELIEHHE IIACTHOF0 CEKTOPA H HEIIPABHTEJIbCTBEHHIAX OPFAHH3AHH1i
K 3A1OTOBKE, HEPEPAEOTKE H CEbITY HEMEBECHbIX JIECHbIX TOBAPOB B
IIEJI5IX PACHIHPEHI411 BO3M0)KHOCTEIri B OEJIACTH OEECHIMEHTI51 3AHIITOCTH
H ,TIOXO,TIOB AMI MECTHOFO HACEJIEHHII (IlyHK)' 6)

B pamKax 3Toro nywra rf011eCTKI4 AMI 6b1.1111 npeAcTaBsieHbi eneAroulme

r-)Ka B. rywropmm (BOCHI4S1 H YCJI0B1151 C6Opa H npoH3BoAcTBa .nekapcTBeHHbix

FepueroBmHa) TpaB B Pecny6nmKe Cep6cKori

r-ha M. KapmaHH (repmaHun) HC110.111330BaHHe cyxoro JuicTonaRHoro pe,n,KonecbR
(mH0m60) MCJIKHMH cl)epmepamm B okpyre Xartaern4
(rall3aHHA): 3aFOTOBKa xopb1 km( npmmep 3THWIeCKH
H revulepHo opmeHTHpoBaHHori gewre.ribHocm
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r-YKa P. CHHrXa.11 (1/1H,E(H51) YeT0A14148ble 3arOTOBKH HeApeBecHmx jleeHbIX

ToBapos B 14H4114: p0J1b reH,EkepHoro acneKTa

rr. M. By314,Ek 14 C. Xertan (Tynmc) 14CCIle,a0BaHHe no pa3pa6oTKe HeApeBecHbix

JleCHb1X npo,B3IKToB

14. B e13513H C AmnaRom r->KH CHHrXaJI 6bl.fla BbicKa3aHa

npocb6a npeAcTaBmi pa3151CHeb11451 no Bonpocy, Kacalow,emycH HaLkHOHaJlimpoBaHHbIX HJ114

HeHan4oHanH3mpoBaHHbix KIVU. Homurrbie B ee ,BoKymeurre reH,RepHble Bonpocbt, C13513aHHbIe C

npamixoti 3arOTOBKH, 6b1.1114 )1011011HHTe.11bH0 pa3BMTbl p5140M BbleTyIlaB11114X.

HJIAHHPOBAHHE H HPOBEAEHHE YCTOMIBBIIIX OHEPAIII4f1 110 3AFOTOBKE
HEAPEBECHMX JIECHMX TOBAPOB. PA3PABOTKA CTAHAAPTOB AAR

CHCTEM H MET0A0B 3AFOTOBKH, 0BEC11EIIHBA10111HX
CHIDKEHHE B03)1EfICTB1151 HA OKPY)ICA10111YK) CPEAY 11 C0KPAII1EHHE 0TX0,110B
(11yHKT 7)

15.

npeAcTaBneHbi cnemnolume RoKnailbi:

rr. Amna non II Kan AKap (Typung)

r-n Farm, (TannanA)

B pamxax Tram nywaa 110BeCTKH )11451 6b1J-114

Eopb6a c 3po314eri 11011Bbl nocpe,acTBorn Bbtpaw,nBanmm
Aytullubt cna,axoll, war4e5i anTetiHoro H menHccm Ha
MaJ1011p0,EkyKTI4BHbIX eenbCKOX035rICTBeHHbIX 3eMJ1SIX

Tpag1411140HHOe JleCOBO,ReTBO B OaXaKa (MexcHxa):
a,BanTailllm cTaHorlapTHbIX JlecoBORMecKHX eHeTem

flp14MeHHTeJ1bH0 K HeApeBecHum JleeHb1M ToBapam H
mifrerpaum 3HaHurt KOpeHHbIX Hap0,a0B

rr. 3. K 03KaH II X. AKap (Typuna) 3aroToma, Tpancnop-rnposKaH mnanmpoBaHme
KaIIITaHOB B TypIPIH

rr. X. AKap, O. Bap.an (Typunsi) BJ11451HHe 3arOTOBKH, TpaucnopTHpoBKH H xpaHeHHA

npo,LtyffroB OeMO3I0FIOACO4KH Ha BbIXOEk H

CMOJIbI

r-H M.3pony (TypumB) CTpaTerm 3arCITOBK14 rannoB, nperurrc-rBytoulan
>K143HeHHbIM 1.114KJIaM AByx Ba.)104bIX rannoo6pa3ytow,nx

B14,/k0B

r-H B. Hamp (Mums') YeTOALIHBOe mcnonb3oBaHme KI4B1411b1 H eMOJIbl

HeKOTOpb1X 1314,4013 ,EkepesbeB 6naroapB 6onee
coBepuleHHbim meToAam noitco,nai

rr. M. Tropicep, M. Hax 14 A. OCTIOpK 0630p 1.10510)KCHI4r1, Kacatow,mxcm panHoHanbHa

(TypuNB) 3arOTOBKH HeApeBecHbix JleeHbIX ToBapoB, B 1151TH.fleTHHX

nnaHax pa3Bm1'u1i H OCHOBHbIX nnanax pa3MITH5I necHoro
xo3BileTBa

16. B C13313H C ,E1101(11aa0D.1 r-Ha nona r-wa 3p-ryr (TypuHn)
nonpocuna ,EkaTb ,R0110J11141TCJIbHbIe panxcnenna HO noBoity MeTO,E1,0110r14H, HellarIb3yemort TWA

rnmepenna B03,E0eTBH513p03H14.
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r-n ß..B. Aomm (10wHaR AiriwilKa) tIbe mnenme Bammee? Pamonanbnoe ynpaBnenne
onepannamm no 3aroTosKe ne,apeBecnbtx JleeHbIX

roBapoB C 110M0111,610 moRenH "06w$HHoe
B3aHmon,eAcTeme B nenax coxpanenna pecypcoB"



FlpH o6cyn-AeHHH ,aoKnap,a r-Ha Hampa HeKoTopbte

yllaCTHHKH nonpocHnH npeneTaBHTB 6onee nonpo6Hro HHckopmawno o me-rone ROACO4K14 FI noenenumx

H3MeHeH1451X Ha pbmKe.

B CB51314 C RoKna,aom r-Ha FlaKa 6bina BbIcKa3aHa npoeb6a npeAcTaBwrb pa3b5leHeHu5I RO
noBony CTOHMOCTHOr0 oftema H BbICOKOr0 y,aenbHoro Beca 3Ke1IopTa HART B Typ1114H.lace
3anpoweHa H4opmaumn o BPwax HAUT, HmnopTHpyembix B Typinno.

B pamKax 11p0A0J1)KeHI451 paccmoTpefffin RaHHoro nyHKTa F1OBeCTKI4 ,E11-151 6bU1 npe,aeTaBneHbi

enenylow,He

rr. M3T1310, C. A6paxam H M. HaHp OxpaHa neKapeTBeHHbix pacTeHHA B oKpyre 141-1)1y1(14

(141-1,E11150 liana Kepana noepexTBom meTaaoB 06W,HHnoro

ynpaBneumn

r-H ß.O. jla,aHno (F1HrepHn)

r-H M. MHwpa (171Ka4n)

3aroToma irvingia gabonensis n irvingia wombulu B
HureppnIcKmx necax: noTeHuman pa31314TH11 yeT01-4914Bb1X

cHeTem

npaKTHKa 3arOTOBKH 14 panHoHanbHoro HCE1011b30BaHH51

AByx HaxaanwHxen nan yrpo3of4 HCLIe3H0BeH1431

IleKapCTBeHHbIX pacTeHHA B eCTeCTBeHHbIX necax

ILeHTPaJ1bHOuI 14H,E114H

rr. K. XacHomc 14 It 3(131THMI4y (rpeusn) Toproun 31344pHb1MH maenamu aromatic laurus nobilis

B perHoHe Cpe,au3emHomopbn

20, B CB513H C AOKIla,LIPM r-Ha Hanpa r-11 A0B14 1-10HAJ1 Bonpoc o npaBax CO6CTBellHOCTH

npHmeHHTenbHo K neKapeTBeHHBim pacTemum; OH OTMeT14,11 pHeK yTpaTbi MeCTHb1M14 06111,14HaM14 upas

14HTeI1J1eKTyai1bH011 CO6CTBeHHOCT14 Ha neKapeTBeHHBie pacTeHHm.

I--)Ka MannHKeH npH o6cy1gtemni noKna,qa, npencTaBneHHoro r-Hom Mmnpa, no,n,Hyma Bonpoc o

TOM, KaKIIM o6pa3om I1p0MbILLUIeHHOCTb morna 6b1 cbirpaTb onpeneneHHylo p0.11b B nponecee

o6ecrielietim 6anee ycTorp44Bor0 HCROJ1b30BaH14 SI HART, B OCO6eHHOCTI4 npHmeHHTenbHo K

Haxoxiawmcn 110,E( yrpo3ori HetiemoBeHnn BH,Bam.

I-->Ka TaJ1XyK B xo,ae o6cpx,iteimn ,noKna,qa, npeAcTasnermoro r-110M XaCHOTHCOM, 3a5!imina, 14TO

J1F06ble 3arOTOBHTell6Hble onepamm B03,ae1ICTB)40T Ha oKpy)Katowylo cpe.Ly, B TOM lincne no,n3y H

notffieHHbie mHKpoopraHH3mm. B (Teem OTBeTHOM C110Be aBTop OTMeTHJI, LITO nio6oe BmewaTenbc-rBo

genoBeKa oKa3biBaeT 9K05101-H4eCK0e 13/1 145111He Ha npmpowible pecypebi. aroT acnewr 6Brn Talon

nontiepxHyr pswom ,apyrilx ytiacTHHKoB.

KOHCYJHITA111401THOE OBCJIYNCHBAHHE, HO,VOTOBKA H OBYI1EHHE B HEIM
HOBI,HHEHH51 3043EKTHBHOCTI4 14 11P0143BOAHTEJIMIOCTH 3AFOTOB1ITEJIbMAX
OHEPAHHii 11 YBEJIIIIIEBRA 11PEN107KE111451 HEAPEBECHMX JIECHMX TOBAPOB
(nyma 8)

B pawax 3T0r0 nyHKTa noBecTKH am CB011 AoKymeHT ripe,acTamin anepytolumA TkoKnap,i-n4K:
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r-)Ka ß Xycerni Kov, BaKn Any
Axme,n Kyrroiony (Typnws)

r-)Ka H. gemn,nosa (PoccmlcKas Oeitepanns)
14 IT. n. AJIXOSIpB14 (Bcemnpnbal 6aHK)
14 3. Kocio (:13mHnnH,nnm)

TypelIKa51BHeLIIH5I5I Toprosns He,spesecHbim14
JICCHb1MH Tosapamn

Cepirwimannn He,spesecubix fleCHbIX Tosapos:
no,axo,nbi B POCCHACKOil CDeAepaLIIIH

B OTBeT Ha sonpocbt, 1-10JIH51TbIe B CBII314 C ,noKna,nom, flOCBSILLIeHHb1M cepTmknKannn HJJIT, ero
aBT0pb1 OTMeTH.1114 nenec0o6pa3H0cTb cepTwtoKannn; 0,I11HaK0 3TO BO mHorom 6y,n,eT 3aBl4CeTb OT
ycnosnA, crnecTsroumx Ha nenesbix HaLIHOHaBbHbIX 14 permoHanbHbix pbmax. Om,' Talon OTMeTHJIH,

cymecTspow,ne CHCTeMbl cepTkR1mKaimm opnenTnposaHbi TOJIbK0 Ha ApeBecubie Tosapb1 u, TaKHM
o6pa3om, He no,Rxo,norr ßJ15I HATIT.

3ACE,T1AHHE C 110KA3OM AEMOHCTPAJAHOHIMIX MATEPHAJIOB

F-H K). 10Kcen (Typunn) npecrasnn maTepmanbi Ha TMY "Co3AaHne opramnaum: npasa
JleCHbIM ,nepeseHcKnm o6uwHamn. YLIaCTHHKH o6paTnnucb C npocb6a1 flOSICHHTb meTos,onormo
yeTaHOBJleFilin tteH Ha 14,T1JIT, a Talon npencrasmTb pa3IIICHeHIII1 no Bonpocy o sbmace CKOTa B necax,
BO3M0>KHOCTIIX 3aPOTOBKH HAJIT H npasax c06cTseHHocTn/npasax H0JIb30BaH1451 .necom Ans
,LkepeseHcKnx )Kwrenert.

EbIAH Talon npeAcTasnenbi cnemnoume Aoruimbi:

r-H 14. KaRneK (1-lemcKan Pecny6nmKa) HbIHeILIHee COCTORHIle 14 BO3M0>KHOCTH 3arOTOBKH H

nocnemnoinero 11C110111330BaH1451 Hep,pesecHmx IleCHbIX
Tosapos B 4effICKOr1 PeCrly611 14Ke

F-H A. B. anna (Ounnnnmibi) CosepanmeTsonamibie NICTQL(b1 IIQB,COHKH anmacnrn B

Liennx yoTormsoil 3aro-rosta4 CMOJIbl
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P-H KaH Balnep (Typumn) 0-n3v-immune Kpm-repmo yCTOALIHBOCTH

HeoprammosanHbie 3a1'OTOBKH neKapcTseHHbIX
apomaTtiLlecKnx pac-reHmI: o6rieHme 3arorrosprrenen

goicamtnix npecTasvm sceo6bemmonmI o63op ceKTopa B Typunn, y,nenms oco6oe sHnmaHme
J1eKapCTBeHHb1M 14 apomaTntiecKnm pacTeHnsm.

ET° BbICTyflJleHHe HOCJIpKIITIO npen,meTom aKTHSH0r0 06CrKEteHHII, B xone KoToporo ynacTHmo4
3aTpoHynn cneAylowne sonpocm: pernamewra[Ann 11paKTmo4 3aroTosim neKapcTseHHbIX pacTeHml;
nurpe6HocTm B o6riemm cl)epmepos H oKa3aHmi HM KOHCytIbTaLIWOHHOR nomown no HCH011630BaH14K)
6onee cosepweHHoro numeHTaps JJ15l 3argrosa14 1-1WIT; OTCyTCTBHe TOLIHOCTI4 B CTaTFICTHKe 3KcnopTa
neKapcTseHHbIX pacTeHH11 (BMW:A/KOJI 14HeCTB0). MHeHHII rlaCTHI4KOB pa3,nennnHeb OTHOC14TeBbH0
6brryloulero MHebI1451 0 TOM, 11TO KOJIHMeCTBO KynbTnsnpyembtx neKapcTsenHbix pacTeHHA I113,1151eTC51

6onee 11 143K14M 170 cpasHeHmo c pacTeHmsmn, coGnpaemblmn B necax.

OPFAI-H43A1114H H YlIPEAMEHRSI, 3AHHMA10111HECH CBOPOM CTATI4CTWIECKHX
,I1AH1113IX 14 CTOHMOCTHOR 011EHKOfi HEAPEBECHMX JIECHbIX TOBAPOB, A
TAIOKE BOIIPOCAMII CTHMYJIMPOBAHH51 HX HOCTABOK HA 3KCIIOPTHME
PIOUCH (FlyHK-r 9)

AeneraT 143 Ka3aXCTaHa F-1-I B. flopAy6nbIR coo6uAnn o flOCYle,41114X 143MeHeHHIIX B 0611aCTI4

liCHOI1b30BaHHI1 WIRT B ero cTpaHe, npomcweLtumx B pe3ynbTaTe pacna,na 6bmwero CCCP u ero
cTpyK-ryp, a TaK>Ke TeKyuleri npnsaTn3annm necHoro ceKTopa. OH nointteptuiyn He06X0,B,HMOCTb
OKa3aH1451 notwepmn B CO3)-JaHll 14 manbm npeAnpForrei no 3aro-rosKe HART 14 o6paTnnen C Hp0Cb6Orl o6
oKa3aHnm 110M0LIII4 B nene TIOAPOTOBKH KaApOB H mapKennira.

B pamKax 3T01'o nyHwra nosecTioi ,rws 6b1JIH npeAcTasneHbt cne,,Ekromme



r-H 14. Mace (HHpepnaHpbt) PO.% HccnepoBaHHA B pau,HoHanbHom VICE1011b3OBBH1414

HAJIT

r->Ka T. MannHKeH (TPAI13014K, YCT011414B0e mcnonb30BaHMe neKapcTBeHHTAx

CoepHHeHHoe KOp011eBCTBO) pacTeHml: MHorocetcropanbHble 3a)=1a414 14

BO3MO)KHOCTI1

T-H U. BaHTOMM (penapTameHT J1eCHOTO Hporpamma (MO B 06J1BCT14 He,n,peBecHmx JleCHbIX

X0351ACTBB (MO, PHm) npopyKToB

Bnaropapst 3aceAaHmo C TIOKB3OM AeMOHCTpaLINOHHbIX maTepHanoB, KoTopoe npoxopHno B
HeckopmanbHoil o6cTaHoBKe, y9aCTHVIK14 14MeJ1 14 BO3M0)KHOCTb 06MeH5ITbC5I Apyr C Apyrom HFKkopmatmeil.

HPOITHE BOHPOCIA (Hy 1 nHKT noBecTKH AM)

B xo,qe cemHHapa 6bulH 0praHH3oBaHbi pBe ORHO,EIHeBHble 3KcKypcHH (CM. HpHno2KeHHe), B
pamKax KOTOpbIX y4aCTHI4K14 nocenum Hacammebmx Pinus pinea, re OHM 03HBKOM14J1 14Cb C opramnauyteri

c6opa ii nepepa6oTKH cemsni COCHbl M rpe 14M 6b1J10 npopemoHcTpmpoBaHo TexHonorw-recKoe
o6opypoBanHe H MaIIII4Hb1 (KO3BK); HacammeHHH Pinus brutia, rp,e MM 6611114 npopemoHcTpmpoBambi

3J] 3KcnepHmeHTaJ1buble IICTIbITBH1451, CB513BHHble C 14C110.11b3OBBHbleM )1(1413141_161

npepnpHATHe no nepepa6oTKe Laurus 14 Thymus H Hall,140HaI1bHb1A napK "guneK ApHmapawn", B
KoTopom xopowo npepcTaBneHa cpe,runemHomopcKag timopa.

BMBO,Elail H PEKOMEHAAHIM (FlyHKT 1 1 110BeCTKI4 ,r1,1151)

BbIBOJAbl

I. Ha cemmiape 6bin o6cpmeH wHpoKHA Kpyr Tem, OXBaTblBa1OW,14X HHBeHTapH3auyn0, 3aroTosKy,
o6pa6oTKy, 14C1IOI1b30BaHme TOpTOBJ110 HeppeBecHbiM11 J1eCHb1M14 TOBapaMI4. COCTOJIBLUeeCA

o6cy)KpeHHe npo,EtemoHcTpmpoBano, 4TO 3aroToBKa mHorHx 1314A0B HeppeBecHbix JleCHbIX ToBapoB
BepeTcm Ha HeycToWTHBori OCHOBeM LITO BO mHorux cnyttaxx MeTQUI patmoHanbHoro 14C110J1b30BaHI4J1
ew,e HeXtOCTaTO4H0 xopomo 143BeCTI4b1 1411M He lipl4MeHJI1OTC51 Ha npaKTHKe.

Bbuta noggepKHyTa Ba)KHOCTb 14C110J1b30BaHNA HATIT B KOHTeKCTe yeTaimBoro yripaBnema
IleCHb1M X0351rICTBOM M oTmettemo 31-IameHme, KoTopoe OHM HmemT Ansi pa31314T1451 CeJ1bCKI4X parioHos

cenbcKoro X035IACTBB, B OCO6eHHOCTI4 Ansi ynymmeHmt nonommu >KeHLIH4H H COL1,14aJlbH0 06e3,40J1eHHbIX

rpynn o6w,ecTBa, npoxamatommx B6.1114314 JleCOB, 6y,11)1414 NCTOLIHVIKOM 11p0,110Bar1bCTB14A, 410X0J3I0B,

3BHATOCTI4, neKapcTBeHHbix pacTeHHA 14 T.A.

YCTOALI 14B0e HcI1onb3oBaHme H,EVIT Tpe6yeT ymacTpim 3KCflepTOB, flpeACTaBil 511011144X palruptuble

ANCL111111114Hb1, BKJ1 104aA TpaputmoHHme 3HaH1451.

YLIaCTHI4K14 OTMeT14.1114 HaCTOSITeJlbHyFO He06X0P,14MOCTb B npep,ocTaBneHHH 6onbwero oftema
HOopmattvm 11 °p1at-mm.1,4m no,groToBKH rio meTopam pau,HoHanbtioro 14C1-10.11630BaHl4H 14 CTOPIMOCTHOn

OLAeHKI4 HMT. PICX0,r(51 143 3TOTO riacTHHKH peKomeHpoBanii opraH1,130BbIBaTb nocnepytoutHe
cemmiapb1 H/Mull pa6oL1}le coBemaHHA no KOHKpeTHb1M TeXH144eCK14M Temam, Ha KOTOpb1X 6y,L1eT

BblAelISITbCA 6051bWe Bpememi rpynnoBbix o6cy)Kpefu4ìî.

Hacename, npo)KHBatow,ee B necax 111114 B6JI14314 liNX, HaKonuno orpomHbnl oftem none3Hb1x

314aHl4A. CyulecTByeT OT1BCHOCTb, 4TO 3T14 3HBH1451 moryT 6131Tb yTpameHbi 1431M He y4igrbIBaTbC51

HaAne)Kaw,Hm o6pa3om npm npHHHTHH mep no o6ecne11eHmo pausHoHanbitoro 14C110511330BaHl4A necoB.
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PeKomenitattput

Pekomendaturu OELE,IIHREHHOTO KOMHTETA

1 CO,L1efiCTBOBaTb H OKa3b1BaTb nowkepmmy pa3pa6oTKe 6a3 ,r1aHHb1X, Hana)KI43aHmo KOHTaKTOB
Menly cTpaHamm H perHoHamm H oprammawtH nocnenyloutHx pa6o4mx coBewaHHil, a Tame
o6ecneltemuo yno6Horo nocTyna K Hmetoutumen PICT0,4H14KaM HH(I)opmaHHH (Web-caATbi ii ny6nHKaHHH)
no Bcem acneKTam pattHoHanbHoro 14CTIOJ1630BaH1451 HJJ1T, TaK11M, KaK HHneHTapinatimi Il oueHKa
pecypcoB, saroToBKa, o6pa6oTKa, mapKeTHHr, ToproBns 14 oKamiBatoutam BY114f1H14e Ha FigJIT non HTHKa.

OKa3b1BaTb non,gep)KKy B COCTaBi1eH1414 Kon,eKcoB Han,nmauteA JleCOX035114CTBeHHOr4 npaKTHKH B
OTHOIlleH1414 HATIT H CO,aefiCTBOBaTb tuHpoKomy pactipocTpaHeHnto cpeRH 3aH1-iTepeconaHHbix rpynn

cTpau pe3ynbTaTOB ycneuntbm TemanntecKnx HccnenosaHHA, KaK, HanpHmep, Tex, KoTopbte 6b1J114
npencTanneHbi Ha cemnHape.

OKa3b1BaTb flOMOLIAb B ,n,anbHeAtueil pa3pa6oTKe cHcTem necoyeTporicTBa, nnammoBaHmi
cepTH(1)4Kau4H ,EVIA pa3.11141-1HbIX rpynn c yttacTHem Bcex 3aHHTepeconaHHbrx CT0p0H 14/14J114
CO LAMA b H blX rpynn.

CTIlmynHpoaaTb aKTHBH0e rtacTHe B 6ynyutmx cemtmapax 14/14111,1 pa6oHHX coseutaHHSIX
npeRcTaBHTeneil Hilo, HacTHoro ceKTopa 14 14CCJIeL1,0BaTeJ1bCKNX 14FICTI4TyTOB.

PeKomendaquu òìiR CTPAH-WIEHOB

OprammoBbiBaTb 14 OKa3b1BaTb uteKBaTHyto nomep)KKy Mepa m oxpane, patwoHanbHomy
yripaBneHHH) 14 14C110J1b30BaHl4F0 HAJIT B pamKax Hall140HaJ1bnIX JleCOX0331ACTBeHHbIX nporpamm Ha
OCHOBe mHoro,w4cu4ru1MHapHoro rioAxo,aa, npemcmaTpHBatoutero yitacTHe Bcex 3aHHTepeconaHHMX
CT0p0H, C y,rteneHmem oco6oro BHP1MaH1451 Mepa m no COAaCTBI410 aKTHBHOMy BOB.11e4eH1410 cenbcKoro

HaceneHtig, OCO6eHHO WeHLItI4H, KoTopoe 3aBlICPIT OT 3T14X pecypcos.

Pa3pa6aTbn3aTb Il pacripocTpaHwrb Ha HaH140HaJ1bHOM yporsHe ycoseputeHcTBonaHHyto CTall4CTI4Ky
no 1-1,EVIT, oxnaTbmatoutyto Rumble o pecypcax, yposfurx 3arOTOBK14 H Toproane pa36tH3Ke no
0TAellbHb1M BH,n,am).

06ecrieLmBaTb Hame)Kaw,He mexaHnsmbi (1)HHaHCOB011 14 14HCTI4Ty1.1140Hai1bH0r1 non,nepKKH
CO3Aa1-11410 Ma.1161X ripeAripHATHA B ceKTope HATIT Ha MeCTHOM ypoBHe.

flpoBopyrrb nepecmoTp H coseputeHcTsoBaTb Hopmbi HatutoHanbHoro 3aKOHO,aaTellbeTBa B

OTHOL1IeH1414 HATIT, B 4aCTH0CT14 Hopm, Kacaloutmcg perynnposaHHH JleCOX03111CTBeHHOR
itemTenbHocm, HaJTOr0B, gocTyria, n0nb30BaTeneVI, npas 14HTell.fleKTyallbH0r4 14 Apyrort CO6CTBeHHOCT14.

CO,aeriCTBOBaTb pa3BHTH10 nsycTopoHHero coTpynumntecTBa C tteJ11310 o6meHa Humi)opmautteti
3HaliVI51MI4 O FIATIT.

AKTI4B14314p0BaTb ycH.nttm no BOB.11e1leH1410 pynix ceKTopoB, 3aBl4C5111.111X OT WIRT, B TOM HHcne
TaKNX ceKTopoB, KaK 3ApasooxpaHeHme, o6pa3oBaHne 14 TOprOBJ151, B ,L1e51TeJlbHOCTb 110 o6ecneitemito
yeTorptHBori 3KcnnyaTaR4H, oxpaHbi H 14C110.11b30BaH1451 HART.

PeKomendaquii Arm .TIECHLIX HAYTIHO-HCCJIEJOBATEJILCKHX HHCTHTYTOB H
MCJIHHO

1. AKT14B14314p0BaTb H KooppummpoBaTb mepbi no AanbHeauteri pa3pa6oTKe yHe6Hbix nporpamm
14CCI1e,a0BaHl4H HO TaK14M KacatoutHmcg HAUT sonpocam, KaK:

yToitHeHme onpe,zteneHHA, KoHttenutai 14 Ktlacc4HKaumti,

meToAanorFut Alm pa3pa6oTKH Ha6opos npaKTHHecKtix tnicTpymeHToB ATM:
14HBeHTapH3aut1it 14 01AeHK14 B03,L1e1CTB1451 3aPOTOB14TeJlbHbIX onepauttri;

pa3B14THe npaKTHKH ,40MeCTI4Kall1414, a Tame c6epmeHHH in-situ 14 ex-situ;
ripoBe,,ReHme 3TH06140J10r1414eCKFIX HccneLkoBaHHil;

mapKeTtiHr HaHanH3 ToproBnw,
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3axoHonaTenbc-rHo

3araroma WWI pernameirriwyeTcn IlecEibrra xonexcom YxpaHH-bi (1994), a raroxe "FlpaisHaamH

3aTOTOBKH BTOpHiHMX meow:km MarepHaTOB H ocymecTHaeHrin no6o9Horo noab3oHaHrul B aecax YxpaHHbt"
(1996), xaropme ycraHoHnexbi Ka6HrieTom NIHHHcrpos. CornacHo 3THM noxymenram, B nopanxe o6ruero
norrb3oBalifin aecHbimx pecypcamH rpancaaHe Hmeiar npaso 6ecnaarHo co6HpaTb A1131 co6cTseHHoro
narpe6aeHHA nHxopac-rywHe Tpamrbie pacTeHasi, useTbr, srronbr, opexH, ,apyrHe rrnoi, rpH6bi.

Ileconoab3oHareax HMelOT upario ocrnecTHasub cneuHaabHoe 11011b30BaHHe 1eCHb1M14 pecspcaraH,
xaropoe Hicaromaer a) 3araroHxy AGIBHUM. 6) 3arcrroHxy wropocrenemmix aecHbrx maTepHaaos (neHb, ay6,
<opa, apesecHasi 3eaerrb), Es) no6otufoe nonb3oHaHHe lecom (abinac cxcna, pa3merneHHe nacex, aaroToima

ceHa, apesearbix COKOB, c60p H 3ararmixa ,11HxopacTyraux nnonoe, opexoEs, rpH6oH, nron, aexapcTseHabix

pacTemer H Teximmecxoro cbipba, aecHori no/am-Haim H xarainna). CneuHaabHoe norrb3oHaHHe

HeaperiecHbrmH 11eCHLIMII pecypcamH ocyruecraasrercn Ha OCHOBatEHH :Tecnoro 613.1era, HbraaHHoro

aeconaab3oHaTeaera (aecxo3om).

B Haarosnuee spew', H xagearrie 3xcnepHraerrra, Ho .flbsoscxoil o6naarki pa3pa6crraH npoexer

fina.10)KeRH5 06 FICnon1330BaHHH pecypcors raeCTHoro 3HaT-1CHHAII, pea...1143=m riaaoweHHii xaroporo
rapairrapyeT cra6HabHbie noarynnexHsi 11enexamx cpeaars crr peaarmaium H,EI:11.11 B raecTxbrii.6ioxxe-r. B

lionoweirmi npeaycmarpiniae-rcn imeaeHHe nnaTbr 3a noab3oHaffire aecHorr TeppirropHeil aan aararormi

aexapcTEseHHoro CblpbA, rpH6oH, opm ,ay6a, euH, 11111{Tb1, aanicH KBOrfHOrl npoH3Honcrsa IIHXTOBOTO

raacaa ($18,5 3a 1 ToHxy), coaemitaHHA nacent (oxono $1 3a 10 rmeaocemeitB ce3oH), Bbmaca CKOTD. (SI 3a

ronoEsy B Ce3OH).

0616,11b1 3arOTOBKH H1J11T1 B npouurom H B HacTosnuee Espemn

Hatla.110 aKTHBH0r1 3310TOBKH H nepepa6arm H,arill 13 YKpaHHe 6brao nonmeHo B 1967 roay 110

peraeruno pyKOBO,VIIII:FEY OpraH013 1311aCTH. HaH6onbante 06baNIbI 3aroToBox IlpHill11HCb Ha 1983-1985 rO,ErbI

(pHc. 1).

PHcriox 1 - MHoronerrinn Anniamma o6bemos 3aroT0B0x rnuueBbix H aexapoTHearmx npoaperos

Ha npeaTrprurrasrx rocxobinecxo3a YKpaHHII, TOHH

B 3TOT neption emerogao 3aroraHnHsaaocb 8500 TOHH amcopacry-mxx zron (13 1999 roily - 208),

46500 Tom 6epe3oHoro coxa (1999 nazi - 1488), 1792 TOHH Mena, 13860 TOHH ACHISHIMI, TO cocrasasino

12-15% ar o6bemors rocxomneca CCCP. CymmapHan crommocTb ronosoro o61' Ama HeapesecHort

riponponur aeca H 3Tar nepHon ,zrocimraria 36,7 ram. py6neri. B pe3yabTaTe nepepa6aricH genpesecHori

riponralHH meroatio npoit3Horwi1ocb OK0510 590 TOHH cianutaapa. 3500 ToHH apesecHoro yrnn, 59600

TOHH XBOIIHO-BliTa.MHHHOrl Mr, CH, 150 TOHH xaopocimaaoxapoTHHoHori IlaCTb1, 491 TOHHa xsoilHoro

ncTpaxra.

OaHospemenHo npolionaaHcb =poi= Hay-9Hbre H rrpoerrHbre 133bICKaHHA C ireabio popa6oTicH H

ycosepineHc-raorsaimsi meToaori riera 3anacos WWI rrpH inmeHTapHaaukui necos, crHwaxposaHHA

3arOTOBOK Ha rocyaapcnieHribrx necHbix lipe,1111pHATH51X, CO3,11aBa.1FICb cneumanHariposamuge rIpe11pHATHA

no nepepa6o-rxe 3arcrraHrnisaemori riponyianiH. Bbraa HaxonneHa HHcbopmaum o 3anacax pa3appiErbix Halos

H aecax, cnoco6ax H cpoxax ero 3araromar, nepepa6arioi, xpaHeinui, CBA311 ypowailHocrH c

noron.Hbiraii yC.710BH2MH. BO irropoil nonoHHHe 80-x roo s YxpaHHa crana arinepom B CCCP no

npointioncmy COKOB H3 ANKOpaCTV11113X Ar0111-1731X pacremul H 6epe3b1. COBMeCTHO C IkKaaeNtHerl

mentiumicruix Hayx CCCP 6binri pa3pa6araitbr runcaabHble Texxonormi narrrieHHA cneu,Hanbisix
3KCIPaKTOB 1TPH HH3KOR Temneparype H BbICOKOM gasnemmi, trro 1103B01151,10 COXpaHHTb 6HOSIOTHLICCKH-

awrknnme Heirrecma. rfepenoBbie npearrpturrHA H o6aacrii 3arcrroBox Figrui (necxo3bi
Boabiticxog, )KH-romnpcicori, tlepparroscxori oónacreil) ,3.an noriburieHHA o&bema 3araroHox couraHaaH

cneuHanbErspo mutpacrprcrypy, xaropan BICIlOtlana inapoxyro ceTb 3arcrroHHTenbHbrx H rpii6oHapHbrx

rryHx-ros, ocHaraemibix He06x0/unsim o6opynoaaHHem H pacnoamemibrx H6aH31l 6a3 3araroEtxx (onHH
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norpe6nemno rio aHHTapHbIMa nHuleamm Hopmam, TITO flpHBOAHT K BbIXOLIT TaKOrl AeRTe:IT,HOCTH 3a
npegenm nerambHoro Hanorosoro norm.

frpn cpenHem ypowae AtO,Et 0,41M 3arOTOBHTO:lb aa MO)KeT co6parb apruiro oxono 20 xr
6pyclumn, marninm, 30-40 Kr KMOKBbl, germ-HRH, raay6incH. Cornacno oneHxam pa3JIHT-THLIX aBT0p0B, OKOTTO
27-40% o6uxero xonwiec-raa. 3araroaneHHoii H41",11.1 Hcnonbayercg acesreaae IS1 CBOHX Hymen, a raioxe
,3,71.51 nponaHat Ha 6a3apax. CpenH oprankmanael HaH6011131.71HAM 06bdMalvtki 3aTOTOBKH xapaxrepH3porc11
rrpennpHsrmn no-Te6Hrenbcxoti xoonepaum "Yxooncninica", rocicorvulecxoaa Ytcpannt, muneaori
npommurneinfocm H anrexoynpaaneinv. CymmapHme nalnime no YxpanHe npnaeneHm B ra6nnue 3. Kax
BH...THO H3 ra&nrum HaH6onee cytnecraeHHbINM B CTOHMOCTHOM ampayKeHHH SIBIISHOTCA >KHBnna,
nexaperaeHHoe cmpbC, nxicopacryame nno,am H swami H M. no Hamm pacmeram, otknasr CTOHMOCTb
KIM 3ar0ron11eHmAx B YKpaHHe B 1999 roily nocrarer $2 mnH. rIpH 3TOM Heo6xo4nmo KoHcrarHposarb,
tiTO AORSI HCIIOSIb30BaHHOTO DiccnnyarauHoHHoro 3anaca NV:MT 6b1Tb 31-1a1MTellbH0 60.nee BbICOKOTA.

Ta6.rnma 3 - Uemx H o6man croHmocrb aaxynnemori y Hacenetnui H opratunatnui HenpesecHoti
rrpozynnui neca B Yxpame. 1999 ro.n

OXOTHH-clbe X0351ACTBO He Hrpaer noxa CalleCTBeHHOrf palm B 3aro-roaxax mnca H unci p. a B
6onbuiefi creneHH swum-mg Hcromuncom cpencra, nocrynaionanx Banne naarm 3a oprannainno OXOTIT,
OTCTOell5MHble ACHBOTHMe HIM RTHLIbl OCTaBILSHOTC51 y OXOTHHKOB B xamecrae rpoltees. ,1:ton5( OTCTI3e:15MHMX

WHBOTHEX H ITiU OT ofteil ,MCSICHHOCTH B 1999 may cocraBanna 21,2% ARA nepHarmx, 15% gag
ITyMHbIX H 3% ,17151 KOMATHIIX. ripH 3TOM nonyLieHo 132,6 TOHH NOICa AMU!. Kpome npHae,nemimx
B caree Focicomnecxoaa B 1999 rony 6b1:10 3arcrecnrieHo 5770 r ceHa, 275 rmc, arr. Hosoroarnix dnox, 63
T apesecHoil 3eneHH, 7 T npesecHoil xopm.

OxpaHa H BOC11100H3BOACTBO pecypcos H,DJ151

Pacrytuan norpe6Hocrb B nexaperaeHHom cmpbe, pocr o6bamors ero HexotrrponHpyemmx 3aTOTOBOK
06yc11onnHaaer ymeHbmeHne pacnpocrpaHeHHocrH ornenmitax winos pacrenail HIM PLY nonnoe
Hc9e3Hoseime. B qacrHocrn craHoanrcn penicHmx Tame SHAN Kai< acrparan moxnarouaernbni, xyxyuna-rH
neH, CaTIO,a,Ka, nArHab nexaperaanna. Ynytilnenfte nonoxcemn B O6IIaCTM oxpanba H nocnpon3Boncraa
nexaperaemoro CbIpb51 803MOYKHO Tipa HHCTHTYLIHOHaabHOil peopraHmaunn nopiwa 3arOTOBOK CLIpb51.
BaHCHy10 porn, HrpaerHenpanie H co6rnonetme utIparam no oprammunn panHoHaabHoro
Hcnonb3oBanusl, oxpanm H BOCCTaHOBIleHH51 Anxopacrynutx nexaperaenabix pacrekuni Ha TeppIrroptin
YxpaHHM", fillpasH11 3aTOTOBKH BTOMIT-MbIX IleCHMX MaTepnanon H ocylnecra elute no6otrHoro
nonbaosaansi B necax Yxpaintm" (1996). flpHaenetnime noxymewrm pernameHrHprcrr oprann3auHomme H
Texinmecme mepm no coxpaHanno arnx pecypcoa, normaox o6yHeHnst 3arcrroakrreneii npaminam c6opa,
K0HTp0711 H OTBCICTBeHHOCTb aa Hapyinenkni.

PeKOMeHZUMH no pauxoHanbHomy HC110/M30BaHMO ITO amen/31-1mq xoasnicray H xamc.nomy
pacreknuo pa3pa6arbusaer necoycrponrenbHoe npennpurrae nocne kumeHrapinanna 3anacos
pexomennaLum mnotralor opraHH3aunomerme (nnafinpoaatme 3aTOTOBOK, nporH03Hposanne ypowast,
3arrpeT abmaca exam, npoaenetnin menHopaum H r.n.) H mecoxoanficraelnime meponpkurnin (nposeneHHe
py6ox, arporexamfecicax rrpnëmos H OnHaxo peanHaauHn 3TICX pexomenaaunil, xoirrponb H oxpana
pecypcos HAM tiacro HaX04HTC51 Ha HenocraroHHom ypome.

Bonbume ammaHHe y,ExennercA pa3pa6crrxe axonoro-ataannntx rexnonorml 2X151 3aroroam WIT
CneuHaancramm leCOX03ACTBeHHOTO clmicyabTeTa. Hatmouarmoro Arpaptioro YfflusepcHrera

pa3pa6oraam Hopmarnam , yin HeHCTOIUMTe:MHOr0 110,1b305aHHA HeApersecHoil nponpaniefi =cos. OKOJIÓ

30 TeXH0110114.1 npommuaneHnoro B03,4CTIMBaHHA aerapCTBeHHbIX H remnratecxxx pacreHnii pa3pa6oranm B
regetina nocnenHux 7 tier 6mannim BcecomaHmm HIICTHT,TOM nexapmetnimx pacreHnii, a Hbuie cranuHeil
nexaperaemimx pacrandi B cene BepeacrraHn (rIonrascxam oónaerb). Co32Xanm cneunanbHme cesuncH
nexaperaelnimx pacreHHil, pomaunco - icaneHnynoy6opoLnime mannunA, pa6crralounte ito cxeme
CtieCb1BaHH51 COLIBCTHri C Halconnetufem B órucepm H oneparkusHort AlOCTaBKOri K TOIIKaM COpTHpOBKH H
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Tepneuturri B.K. Heaamemimble rrpon-yrcrbr Reca - Ilbson: Bmna uncona. Flaa-uo ATY, 1985. - 128
C.

(beciox A.B. III.naxn paniona_mbaoro BHROpPICTBB:H51 pecypcin xaptionmx Ta nixapcbimx pOCA1111 B
rricax )1(.11-rorvmprumm: AnTopecjaepaT AIICC. Ha 3ao6yrn" narconoro c-rynemo xauxc.-r. nayx. - KMB, 1996.
- 24 c.

Ta6.rarna 1 3xcnnyaTa1inomnde 3anacm pa3nwnibLx winos H41:11J1 B Yx-pamie

(Tep.neuxml, 1985, KO3bAKOB, 1991, Pa6tryx, 1996)

Ta6nnua 2 - CpemiemHoronenula ypowaitaocrb pauwarbix amps HJrLTI, xr/ra (Ko3bsucou, 1981
cbeciox, 1996)

BHA riponyKumi 06man
IMO-

tuallb,
ThIC. ra

3xennya-
TaLIHOH-

Mal 3anac,
TbIC. T

Pera0H, 06JIBCTI,

tlepriaxa (Vaccinium myrtillus) 575-900

17-30

11o31ecbe(Bonbuicicasi-29%,
Poseucxasi-40%,
)f(.aTomnpcxa.a-
21%),Jlecocrenb

40 KapnaTbi
Exceanxa (Rubus caesius) 30-100 23,0 Flonecbe, Ilecocrenb, KapnaTT,'
anima mrx-rbx (Abies alba) 17.1 10.2 KapnaTbi
Mamma (Rubus idaeus) 65 9,7-10,0 rlonecbe, Kapnana
Bosipbunfunc (Crataegus orientalis) 8,0-10,0 IICSI TeppEITOp1151

P5I6mia. (Sorbus aucuparia) ii.. 6,0-8,0 BC5I T.eppliTopm

516nona (Malus silvestris) 0,6 6,0 BC5I TeppHTOpH51

rprna (Pyrus comrnunis) I 0,5 5,0 BC5I Teppffropna

Kpymmia (Frangula alnus) 4,0 flonecbe, Kapnana
rorry6ma(Vaccinium uliginosum) 30 2,5-3,0 Ilonecbe, Jlecocrenb
Kmoxna (Oxycoccus palustris) 26,6 1,2-2,0 lionecbe, Kapnami, Recocrenb
Bpycmuca (Vaccinium vitis idaea) 45 H.A. rlonecbe(70%), Kapnarbi

(30%)
3eNuunnuca (Fragaria vesca) 50 H.,a rIonecbe, IlecocTenb
11111110B/DIK (Rosa canina) FLA. 1,7-2,5 BC5I Tepprropag
Ilemirna (Corylus avellana) 0,7 H.,a. rIonecbe, KapnaTm
Opex rpenicart (Juglans regia) 5,7 mg. Ilecocrenb, CTerrb
A6pnx0c (Armenia vulgaris) 1,7 n.n. JlecocTenb, Oren:b

BHA rrpo,oranm YpoxcailHocn,

fili3KBA cpenusm abicoicast

Ileptuma (Vacciniurn myrtillus) 50 100 151

Macrurra (Suillus granulatus) 50 250 750

JIMCHNKH (Cantharellus eibarius) 50 100 200

rpyonn (Lactarius resirnus) 50 300 600

PBDICHICH (Lactarius deliciosus) 10 50 100

Onenox o6bncaosemrbrit (Annillariella mellea) 100 200 300

1.11.vmonmix co6at1Uil, lain= (Rosa canina)(H=2m) 0,4 0,5 0,7

lAmmi riecqatrbirt (Helichrysum arenarium) 5,0 7,7 10,6

kip TpOCTHIIICOBhIrl (Acorus calamus)) 27 62 90
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PHC. 1 - MHOFOJleTHAA AHHBMHKB 0616,10B 3BTOTOBOK ransesmx H nexapcmeHmix nponyx-ron Ha
npe,anpHsrrusrx rocicom.necxoaa YxpainnA, TOHH

Ta6smua 3 - Lemi i oómax cToHmocTs 3axynneHHoil y HacerfeHHA H opramnaLmil HenpenecHoil
rrpoztyxum neca B Yxpamie, 1999 ma
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13Hnhi HTITUI Iletia
min-max,

USD/T

Ileffa

cPeovuul,
USD/T

(DarrwlecxHil otrbem
3aTOTOBOK, T

CTonmocrb
npoAraani,

TBIC. USDou.cero B TA. TOCKOM-

necxo3

WHstma - 260,0 4800 4800 1248,0

IlexapcneHHoe cbip b 8 - - - 93 410,5

P,Hxopacryur,He micas H xromw 37-336 202,6 556 208 112,6

Më,,a 370-1270 723,0 151 H.,a 109,2

FpH6bi cBexule, coneHme,
mapHitoaamme

468-1995 277,8 224 4 62,2

Eepe3oHmil cox - 37,0 1488 1488 55,1

Opexx xyabTypable, ,amopac-rim:He 87-393 303,0 113 4 34,2

KinoxHa 185-273 217,0 22 H. 4,8

rInoau sic= --sFps6m (csesock sec)

flexapersemme pacresss --hSepe3oBbril cox



Ta6Akrua 4 - rInonarof :Teems, 3arpsnifemilix pa,47,110HYKTIHABMH BelleACTBEH

aaapHH Ha clepHo6b1nbc1cort A3C B 30HBX 3BTOTOBOK H,LI1J1, TbIC. Ta

Taônxua 5 - rIpe,le:rbHan naarHoc-rb 3arp13Hemul notram 137Cs (KHho42), ripa Karopog HeapeaecHast
HpOgyKLH451 COOTBeTCTByeT rHTHeHMICCKHNt Hopmantaam

(PeKomeH.aatum, 1998)
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***

Jlecoxo3Hric-raeHHoe
o6-benimeHHe

06tuag
n.nolaa. iab

.necon

ILIOILIALIb
3arpil3HeitHbLX,

%

11J701.1Bab JleCOB C pa3J1H4HOR

IIHOTHOCTb10 3BITH3HeHHH 1104Bbl
137CS, KH/KlYi2

2-5 5-10 6o.nee 10

Wx-romxprzec 732,3 35,1 158,3 50,3 48,7

POBH011eC 671,5 24,2 151,6 10,7 0,3

KHemec 372,3 17,5 38,2 13,0 13,8

IlepiiHrosnec 348,6 7,8 23,1 3,3 0,9

Ilepaacunec 215,0 3,7 7,3 0,6 0,04

Bcero 2339,7 22,2 378,5 77,9 63,74

BHA 1-1,L1.1111 IlpeneabHasm.no
THOCTb

3arpH3Hermsx
HOMBbl

BHA H,LVIII Hpeae.nbHasumo
THOCTb

35rpH3HeHH5

nOtIBM

BoAormaaalomast 21.1472 15,0 U,MHH =name' 2,6

Mumma 10,0 Kopa 6epec-ra, Ay6a 2,0

Bepe3OBblil COK 10,0 MU 1,0

TbICIPIeBHCTHHK 6,9 rony6Haa (Vaccinium
uliginosum)

1,1-1,7

XBO1HaS1 Jiamca Ha xamixo-
BHTBMHHHy10 Mylcy

4,0-6,0 gepHmca (Vaccinium
myrtillus)

1,9-2,6

Ee.ame rpH6 (Boletus edulis)

JIHcncH (Cantharellus cibarius) -
caexcHe

3,0 BpycHinca (Vaccinium
vitis idaea)

1,1-1,4
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Summary

The term minor forest utilisation has been gaining a wider meaning in multifunctional forestry as it
covers not only a direct derivation of benefits from the forest (sometimes difficult to measure), but is also
connected to protection, recreation or landscape functions of the forest. Minor forest utilisation as a
branch of the Polish forest management has a particularly rich tradition and its importance has been
growing despite many various modifications.

The Act on Forests, currently in force in Poland, describes (among other things) obligation of non-
wood forest products harvesting in such a way which can assure a possibility of its biological restoration.
Much more difficult is to create conditions to practically execute this obligation.

Problems of forest ground cover resources utilisation have become particularly significant in recent
years. Constant increase in demand especially for some valuable forest fruit and mushrooms is being
observed. Mass and uncontrolled harvest has become a serious threat for the forest environment.
Disappearance of mycorrhiza fungi has been observed for the last 20 years and it is caused not only by
excessive harvesting, but by high level of industrial pollution as well. It is an urgent need to create
mechanisms, which would change existing exploitation into rational utilisation. A particularly important
problem is conducting a reliable inventory of forest resources to enable rationalisation of their utilisation,
as well as an expansion of new areas of non-wood forest products including plantations of medical plants,
fruit plants and edible mushrooms.

Current problems and trends of changes in minor forest utilisation in Poland, weight of different
disciplines of minor forest utilisation and data concerning the size of harvesting of selected non-wood
forest products in recent years are presented in the poster. Moreover, a catalogue of recommendations for
the field forestry is given. It should be also stressed the need of research problems in the utilisation of
non-wood forest products, e.g.:

methodology of inventory of non-wood forest products to enable rationalisation of product
base usage;
influence of forest resources utilisation on the natural environment;
analysis of the market for non-wood forest products;
studies on verification of principles of non-wood forest products utilisation in sustainable
forest management;
quality of forest products vs. the influence of biotic, abiotic and particularly anthropogenic
factors.

***

Introduction

Minor forest products utilisation has its particularly rich tradition as a branch of forestry in Poland.
The so-called Polish concept offorest minor production, being the effect of work and experience of
generations of foresters, was developed in the 1940s under the supervision of professor Wiesyaw
Grochowski. The concept's basic assumption has been the idea according to which the whole of forestry
production process: both the production of wood and the production of all other forest uses, are oneness
(3). Nowadays, in the multifunctional forest management. we observe the constant evaluation of the
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meaning of term "minor forest utilisation". It covers not only a direct derivation of benefits from the
forest (sometimes difficult to measure), but is also connected to protection, recreation or landscape
functions of the forest.

In the 60s and 70s, minor forest utilisation in the State Forests had participated in up to 25% to the
total value of forestry production (2). At present it would be extremely difficult to assess the actual value
of minor forest production. The most substantial problem is the fact that the importance of minor forestry
production has been nowadays underestimated by the forestry administration.

The document, Assumptions and Principles of Forest Utilisation under the Condition of
Sustainable Forest Management (10), has been elaborated at the Department of Forest Utilisation of
WAU. This elaboration has synthesized the state-of-the-art of the modern problems of forest utilisation,
including minor forest goods utilisation. It defines the most important research directions and determines
in detail recommendations for the practice of forestry.

Below presented is a brief outline of the selected aspects of non-wood forest products utilisation in
Poland, the most resent dynamic tendencies, the most urgent research problems and the recommendations
for practical forestry.

Utilisation of forest floor resources

The problems connected with utilisation of forest floor goods are currently becoming especially
important in Poland. The Polish concept of minor forest production assumed that the harvest of forest
floor economic plants and mushrooms be organized or, at least, supervised by the administration of the
State Forests. This idea had found its practical expression in the large network of purchase spots. Those
were run following the close cooperation with local foresters. On the other hand, the gathering of plants
and mushrooms for the collectors' own use and other than protected species and carried outside the
protected areas was unlimited and, actually, out of control. It should be stress that the Act on Forests,
currently in force in Poland, ensures the free access to the forest and to all resources of forest ground
cover. Therefore, the control under the exploitation of such resources is very complicated.

The research study conducted mainly by the Forest Research Institute and the Department of Forest
Utilisation of the Warsaw Agricultural University and aimed at successive identification of the raw
material resource bases of the most important forest floor fruits and accompanied by the information
obtained from the purchasing spots of forest fruits, gave reliablè data on the utilisation of the resource
bases. At present, however, no reliable comprehensive data are available on the actual level of harvest in
forests, because of the privatization of the companies dealing with purchasing fruits, herbs and
mushrooms. Moreover, recorded has been the continuous growth of demand, especially for some, highly
valuable, fruits and mushrooms: billberry, chantarelle and edible boletus (11). The intensive, non-
controlled gathering is still a growing problem and threat. Also, the unprofessional collection of berries
leads to the injury of the shrubs, impeding or, in extreme cases, even rendering impossible the
regeneration of blueberry patches (2). During the last two decades, rapid extinction of mycorrhizal fungi
has been observed, this being caused by the high level industrial pollution, and especially by the
combined effect of acidification and increased level of nitrogen in forest soils (6,7). To protect the
mushrooms and berry fields it is, thus, an urgent necessity not only from the point of view of their
utilisation but also - it is conditioned by the requirements of the protection of forest. The above does not
mean the complete resignation from the harvest of the foregoing goods - it is necessary to create such
mechanisms that would change the present-day exploitation into rational utilisation.

One of the important aspects of utilisation of edible mushrooms is the actually large disproportion
between the number of commonly recognized and collected species (this being 5-10) and that of all edible
fungi species in Poland (the latter being well above 1000). An important problem seems to be, thus, the
promotion of selected valuable though unknown to the wide public mushroom species. Cultivation of
some mushroom species could be an effective element of such promotion. At present, Pleurotus
ostrelatus (keg.) Kunnner, a dozen years ago absolutely unknown in Poland, has become a commonly
cultivated mushroom species. The range of species worth cultivation may be wider even though only
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saprophytic species may be practically considered.

The main directions of research study connected with the utilisation of forest floor resources are:

survey of forest minor goods resource bases in order to enable the rationalization of the resource
utilisation;
study on quality of forest raw materials with particular attention paid to the impacts of a number of
factors (both biotic and abiotic factors, with particular emphasis on the anthropogenic influences);
study on the effect of forest floor resources utilisation on the natural environment;
the role of cultivation practices and plantations in the minor forest production;
development and verification of the principles of forest floor resources utilisation in sustainable
forestry.

Resin taping

The role of minor forest utilisation in the forest management of Poland has been recently subjected
to significant alteration. In the period after World War II, the leading branch of forest utilisation was -

until the end of the 70s, collection of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) resin. Beginning with the early 80s
however, a process of continuous decrease and finally complete cessation of resin harvest has been
observed (Table 1). Our domestic production of resin was totally supplanted by the imported raw
material, first of all from Belarus, the Ukraine, China and Brazil. The raw material resources, estimated in
the after war period for some 30 thousand tons a year, are currently assessed to be approximately 24
thousand tons a year. Theoretically it is possible to reactivate resin collection even at a level approaching
the maximum one (from the year 1961: 24.5 thousand tons (9)) without any negative influence on the
natural environment. In order to accomplish this, an analysis of economic efficiency would be however
indispensable and besides, the world market prices level would also be very influential.

It should be stressed the need to research problems connected with resin taping. The most general,
but substantial one is the assessment of the possibility to reactivate resin harvest in Poland. To perform it,
study on the assessment of the possibility to use environment friendly stimulators of resin leak and the
analysis of the market of resin and resin products should be also executed.

Table 1. Selected non-wood forest products harvested in Poland (1980 1997) in tons (8)

Utilisation of bark and needles of forest trees

Spruce bark was commonly used in Poland in the tanning industry in the fifties and sixties
(reaching the maximum level of more than 16 thousand tons in the year 1952 (4; Table 2.)). Later,
however, its utilisation has been decreased as a result of the import of high quality tannin raw materials
and the common use of synthetic tanning agents. Large amounts of pine bark are used in the production of
fertilizers. No data are availáble on the actual size and use value of bark utilized this way. Still important
forest raw material is the bark of oak and buckthorn (Frangula alnus) harvested for the needs of the
pharmaceutical industry (with demand exceeding largely the supply), these are however merely hundreds
of tons (5).
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1980 1985 1990 1992 1994 1996 1997

Resin 9265 8403 6400 806 0 0 0

Forest fruits 2824 8010 3006 1258 252 5683 4566
Edible mushrooms 6078 5151 2792 618 87 940 761



Under Poland's condition, the only rational direction of utilisation of forest tree needles is the
production of volatile oils: the pine oil and, though to a lesser extent, the fir oil (5). The resource base,
estimated in the 60s for some 225 thousand tons, and at present - for about 100 thousand tons (the
decrease has been due the worsened health status of forest stands)- is used in just a very small extent:
below 1%. The maximum amount of volatile oils ever produced was recorded in the year 1964, 30 tons.
At present the yearly output is about one ton (2).

The most important directions of research study connected with this branch of minor forest
utilisation are:

El assessing the potential for and economic efficiency of the utilisation of bark and needles of forest
trees;

El research on selected indicators of the quality of needle-cuts and needles of forest trees;
study the impact of a number of factors (site factors, anthropogenic impacts etc.) on quality of
needles and concentration of volatile oils;

D influence of the utilisation of bark and needles on the natural environment.

Recommendations and conclusion

The profile of the minor forest utilisation as a branch of economy has been continuously changing.
Those elements that used to be the most fundamental ones in the minor forest utilisation have been losing
their importance while other previously unknown or considered not important elements (e.g., the use of
mosses or bark for the ornamental purposes) are becoming more and more important for society.

The rational utilisation of non-wood forest goods needs a reliable survey of the resources. It seems
that a close cooperation between forest management and forest utilisation services is a must within this
scope.

The meaning of the term: forest utilisation, becomes wider under the condition of multiple-function
forestry. This covers not only the widely understood profit gained (sometimes hardly assessable) from the
forest but also it is closely connected with the protection, landscape or recreational functions of forest.
The assessment of the value of these functions has been a challenge for minor forest utilisation as a
science discipline.

The growing public interest in forest fruits and mushrooms forces one to prepare detailed, based on
research results, principles and rules of their utilisation, such that would result in the most effective form
of their active protection.

The plantation-type cultivation of healing plants, fruit-bearing plants and edible mushrooms is one
of the possible forms of broadening the surface area of raw material bases, giving also the potential fora
new income source for the State Forests.

A special form of supporting the existing resource bases is accomplishment of semi-plantations
under the shelter of forest stand: artificial sowing, underplanting, promotion of natural regeneration. This
can be especially vital in the case of some healing plants and fruit bearing plants as well as selected
mushroom species.
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Table 2. Spruce bark utilisation in Poland (1945 1990) in tons (4,5)

..

1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975

150 11200 13200 7100 1800 1300 100

1980 1985 1990

0 0



The binding obligation in the Poland Forest Act, among others, requires that such collection of
forest goods ensures their biological restoration. What is necessary is the creation of conditions enabling
the practical accomplishment of the regulation.
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TENDANCES ACTUELLES ET ÉVOLUTION DE L'UTILISATION DES PRODUITS
FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS ET DES AUTRES FONCTIONS DE LA
FORÉT EN POLOGNE

MM. Pawel STANISZEWSKI et Jaroslav OKTABA
Département de l'utilisation des foréts, Université d'agonomie, VARSOVIE
Pologne

L'expression "utilisation mineure des forets" a pris un sens plus large en foresterie multifonctionnelle

et couvre non seulement les avantages directs de la forét (qui sont parfois difficiles à mesurer) mais aussi les

aspects liés aux fonctions de protection, de loisirs ou de paysage de la fora. En tant que volet de la gestion

forestière polonaise, l'utilisation mineure des foréts a une tradition particulièrement riche et a gagné en
importance malgré de nombreuses transformations de toutes sortes.

La loi sur les forks en vigueur en Pologne prévoit (entre autres choses) l'obligation de récolter les

produits forestiers autres que le bois selon des méthodes permettant de garantir la régénération biologique. 11

est beaucoup plus difficile de créer les conditions permettant d'exécuter cette obligation dans la pratique.

Les problèmes liés à l'utilisation des ressources du couvert végétal forestier ont pris une importance

particulière ces demières années. On observe une augmentation constante de la demande de ces produits, en

particulier de certains fruits et champignons forestiers qui ont une valeur marchande. Les récoltes massives

et anarchiques représentent maintenant une menace sérieuse pour l'environnement forestier. La disparition des

champignons mycorhiziens observée au cours des 20 dernières années est due non seulement à une cueillette

excessive mais aussi à un taux élevé de pollution industrielle. Il est urgent de mettre en place des mécanismes

permettant d'obtenir que l'exploitation actuelle devienne une utilisation rationnelle. Il est particulièrement

important d'établir un inventaire fiable des ressources forestières pour permettre de rationaliser leur utilisation

et de développer les zones recelant des produits forestiers autes que le bois, y compris en plantant des plantes

médicinales, des espèces fruitières et des champignons comestibles.

Les problèmes actuels et la tendance de l'évolution de l'utilisation dite mineure des foréts en Pologne,

la place des différentes disciplines de l'utilisation mineure des foréts et les données relatives aux volumes

récoltés de quelques produits forestiers autres que le bois ces dernières années sont présentés dans le dossier.

Celui-ci s'accompagne d'une liste de reconunandations pour la foresterie pratique. Il faut également insister sur

la nécessité de faire des recherches sur certains aspects de l'utilisation des produits forestiers, par exemple :

méthodologie pour inventorier les produits forestiers autres que le bois, permettant de rationaliser

l'utilisation de ces produits;

influence de l'exploitation des ressources forestières sur l'environnement naturel;

analyse des marchés des produits forestiers autres que le bois;

études visant à vérifier le bien-fondé des principes d'utilisation des produits forestiers autres que le bois

pour l'aménagement forestier durable;

qualité des produits forestiers par rapport à l'influence de facteurs biotiques, abiotiques et, tout

particulièrement, anthropogéniques.

***
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COBPEMEHRME TER/I:MU:RH B Hal0J11330BAHMel HEAPEBECHLIX
JIECHIAX TOBAPOB B 110111)111E

rr. rt. CTAHHWEBCIGIII H SI. OKTABA
Kacknpa necoBoncTBa, CefIbCK0X03MICTBeHHbIri yHHBepcitTeT, BAPWABA

IlonbWa

PE310ME

TepmHH "1106041-10e HC110fIb30BaHHe Jiec o B" nonytmeT 6onee WHpOKHrl CMbJ1 B

MHOrOCkyHKUHOHailbHOM necHom X0311ACTBe, flOCKOJIbKy OH nonpa3ymeBaeT He TOI1bK0 npsmoe

H3BnetteHme OT necoBoncma (KoTopbte tmoraa TpyaHo H3MepHTb), HO H 3aWHTHbIe,

peKpeau,HoHHble H 11a1-141WaCI)THbIe cl3yHKIIHN necoB. 110604H0e HCI1011b30BaHHe JleCOB KaK oTpacnb

11011bCK0r0 necoBoacTBa HMeeT HCKJ1104HTellbH0 6orairo TpanHumo; ero 3Ha4eHHe pacTeT, HecmoTps Ha

mHorottucneHHble pa3nwmble H3meHeHtis.

3aKoH o necax, HblHe LterICTBrOWHri B 11011bWe, npenycmaTpHBaeT (cpeart npoliero) 06513aHHOCTb

3aroTaantisaTb HeapeBecHble necHble Tosapbt TaKHM 06pa30M, 9T06b1 rapaHTHpoBaTb 803M0>KHOCTb HX

6Honorti4ecKoro BOCCTaHOBSIeHHA. 0,ElHaK0 HaMH0r0 Tpyamee CO3,E(aTb ycnoBHs, f103B011210WHe

BbITIOJIHATb 310 06513aTellbCTBO Ha npaKTHKe.

Flp06.fleMbI HCCI0J1b30BaHHA pecypcoB Hal104BeHHOr0 noKpoBa JIleCOB ripHo6penti oco6o Ba)KHoe

3HatteHHe a nocnenHHe roam. B HacToswee apems Ha6n1oaaeTcs HenpepwsHoe yBenHtteHHe cnpoca,

0006eHH0 Ha HeKoTopbte iteHHble necHble 11110/1b1 H rpH6b1. MaCCOBble H HeKoHTponHpyemble 3arOT0BKH

CO312(atOT cepbe3Hyto yrpo3y ,a1151 necHort cpeabt. B nocnenHHe 20 neT Ha6nkwaeTcs HC4e3H0BeHHe

rpH6H0rt MHKOpH361, 410 06bSICHSIeTCA He TOJIbK0 4pe3mepHbimH 3aroTooKamH, HO H BbICOKHM yposHem

npombiwneHHoro 3arpg3HeHH$1. OwywaeTcst ocipast He06X0,/aHMOCTb CO3,qaTb MeXaHH3Mbl, KoTopbte

H3MeHHJ1H cTprcrypy HmewHert 3KcnnyaTauytH H r103B011H11H 6b1 o6ecneLIHTb pallHOHanbH0e

HCI10111,30BaHHe. Ocoôo aamipo npo6nemy npencTaanBeT co6o3 npoaeaemie HanewHori

HHaeliTapinamoi IleCHbIX pecypcoB, c Tem 410661 o6ecne4HTb HX patmoHanbHoe HCI1011630BaHile, a

TaloKe pacwpipeffile HOBbIX o6nacTeri nptimeriemisi HenpeaecHbix IleCHbIX ToBapoB, BK11104aA

BbipaumBamte neKapcTBeHHbtx pacTeHHrt, I1110110BbIX pacTemitil H cleno6Hbtx rpH6oB.

Ha nnaKaTe noKa3aHm HblHeWHHe npo6nembt H TetweHunt B 0611aCTH r10604H0r0 HCI10J1b30BaHH51

necos B 11011bWe, yaellbHblrl Bec pa3nwitibtx BH2OB 110604H0r0 HCI-10.11630BaHHA JleCOB H aaHHble,

KacalowHecst macwTa6oB 3arOTOBOK OTJAeJIbHbIX HenpesecHbtx JleCHbIX ToBapoB B nocnenHHe maw.

Kpome TOM, npHB0at4TcA nepettemb peKomeacwaHrt B OTHOWeHHH HCITOJ1b30BaHHA necoB. CnenyeT

Tame now-teptcHyrb He06X0AHMOCTb npoBeneHHs HCCIIe,E0BaHHA B o6nacTH HCI10.11b30BaHHA

HenpeBecHbtx necHbtx ToBapoB, no cnenytouatm Bonpocam:

meToaktKa HHBeHTapH3awm HeapeBecHbtx JleCHbIX TOBap0B, 1103BOJIIIK)WaSI pauHoHanHatipoBam

6a3y 11X HCr1011b30BaHH51;

allHAHHe HCE10111,30BaHHA fleCHbIX pecypcoo Ha ripHpontryto cpeny;

aHanH3 bIHK HenpeBecHbrx JleCHIAX Tosapos;

npoBeaeHHe HCCJIel10BaHHA C E4e.11610 nposepKH npHinwnoB HCII0J1b30BaHHA HenpeBecHbtx .rtectibix

ToBapoB B pamKax CHCTeMbl yCT0ri4HBOr0 HCE10111,30BaHH51,

KattecTBo JleCHbIX ToBapoB c yme-rOM allHAHHA 6HOTH4eCKHX, a6H0TH4eCKHX H OCO6eHHO

aHTponoreHHbtx ckaKTopoB.

***
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SOME INDICA TORS OF THE STATUS AND POSSIBILITIES TO IMPROVE THE
COLLECTION, PURCHASE, AND PROCESSING OF MEDICINAL AND AROMATIC

PLANTS IN THE REGION OF HERZEGOVINA-NERETVA CANTON IN THE
FEDERATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Ms. Neiffada KOSOVIC", & Ms. Ljiljana DUNJle
"Djemal Bijedie" University Mostar, SARAJEVO

Bosnia Herzegovina

(No summary in French & Russian)

Introduction

In geographic terms Herzegovina often is associated with mild climate, abundance of sun and
warmth and the clean, not polluted, green-blue coloured, rich in trout Neretva river. Mostar, the cultural
and economic centre, with its flowering gardens and agricultural products such as tobacco, early
vegetables, cherries, figs and grapes.

Thanks to the heterogeneous climate and relief, the area of Herzegovina has a long and rich
tradition in collecting of different types of growing wild medicinal and aromatic plants and spices, forest
fruits and mushrooms.

Herzegovina-Neretva Canton is one of ten Cantons of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It
consists of nine municipalities, from Prozor in the north to Neum in the south. They surrounding the river
Neretva from its spring ( Konjic municipality ) to the river basin (Metkoviy, municipality in Republica

Croatia bordering the Canton). The total surface of the canton is about 4 800 km2 with a total population
of about 274 000 inhabitants before the war.

Present cultural, educational, economic centre is Mostar at 65 m altitude and about 60 km distance

from Adriatic Sea. It has sub-Mediterranean climate, with average annual air temperature of 15°C, with
average maximum temperature of 26°C in August and average lowest temperature of 5°C in January,
with an annual rainfall of 1414 mm and annual number of sun hours of 2136, making this town one of the
sunniest in B&H.

The area is characterised by the transition from moderate-continental climate in the north to
Mediterranean climate in the south.

The Canton has very good traffic infrastructure. The Canton is connected by roads and railway with
others parts of B&H as well as with others states. The seaport Ploye in Republica Croatia offers the
possibility of overseas transport.

Local population, displaced persons and refugees are the inhabitants of the Canton. Destruction and
devastation of productive companies, general lack of financial resources and the political environment
have caused a very low employment rate. The process of returning to normal is still slow. People coming
back to the villages and towns face a whole range of problems, but employment is the biggest one. A way
to earn money is to deal with agriculture and collection of medicinal and aromatic plants and other
NWFP.

The Situation of Collection, Purchase and Processing of Medicinal Plants Before the War

Tradition of collection of different types of growing wild medicinal, aromatic plants and spices, as
well as forest fruits is based on use of medicinal plants for centuries in popular medicine and on specific
climate, soil and others factors. For these reasons the former Yugoslavia defined this area as an area rich
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in medicinal plants from the point of view of the number of types and of the available quantity.

It is estimated that in some habitats in Herzegovina there are 1300 species of plants with some
medicinal characteristics. Some of them are of unique quality in the world, such as sage (Salvia
officinalis), immortelle ( Helichrysum italicum), heath (Saturea montana), juniper tree (Juniperus
communis), autumn crocus (Colchicum autumnale), St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum), hemp stalk
(Vitex agnus castus), etc.

Data do not exist on the distribution of species of the plants or on collected quantities. In former
Yugoslavia some data were available for Dubrovnik area and it was estimated that some 5 700 hectare are
covered by Salvia officinalis, by rosemary 50 hectares and Helicrysum italicum 730 hectares.

Rural and suburban households deal with plant collection as main or additional activity.

Collective farms and Cooperatives making the part of APRO "Herzegovina" ( former Hepok) with
main office in Mostar dealt with purchase. Collective farms were placed in all big cities of the Canton
having purchase stations in the villages. The purchase included some 30 species of different plants, forest
fruits and mushrooms such as sage, immortelle, black and red juniper, Satureja montana, black and white
linden, St. John's wort, gentian, autumn crocus, bilberry. Some of them were for the export, especially
sage. To domestic customers the plants were delivered without final processing, having impact on the
quality and price.

In addition to this established traditional purchase practice there was some conflict of interest
among other organisations and private entrepreneurs from B&H and from others republics of former
Yugoslavia. At the time of collection and purchase of the plants they sent people with money paying
directly for the plants. This had an impact on the changing rate of prices, quality and supply.

At the same time the increasing rate of consumption caused the unskilled, irresponsible and
unorganised collection of medicinal plants. So it is possible to claim that in some especially accessible
regions the natural resources were exhausted and some were degraded. Some highly esteemed species are
now on the brink of extinction. People dealing with collection of medicinal plants were guided
exclusively by gains of profit, and they did not take into consideration the natural capabilities. This has
lead to the danger of extinction of some species such as gentian and immortelle. Regarding collection of
forest fruits we find a similar situation (juniper, Rosa canina) and mushrooms. Mushrooms are pulled out
from the ground without taking care of mycelium, which are necessary for reproduction the n'ext year.

The Purchase

On the basis of the data that are available it is calculated that the purchase of medicinal plants,
forest fruits and mushrooms in B&H before the war was 5 to 7 thousand tons, and the value of the export
was about 15 millions US$.

Several years before the war organised purchase through holding company APRO "Herzegovina"
in the area of Herzegovina the purchase was from 600 tons to 1 200 tons. Purchase through other
organisations 250 400 tons, and 1000 tons through different sellers for a total of about 2 500 tons. Of
these purchases the share of sage was about 50 60%. The estimation was that the natural potential of
Herzegovina was 6000 tons of different plants and fruits.

Before the war there was no processing capacity for the medicinal plants in the Canton. In 1983 the
organisation HEPOK DISTILLERY, which was the part of APRO holding and producer of a wine
distillate and brandy, developed a procedure for the production of essential oil and extracts (sage,
immortelle, laurel) and offered products to the market. A small production was maintained until the war
when a part of the production equipment was damaged causing the end of production.

In the cooperation with Institute for the Agricultural Research from Mostar and with Institute for
medicinal plants from Belgrade the distillery invested significant funds in three years research to
investigate the possibility of having plantations growing of some medicinal and aromatic plants. The
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purpose of this investigation was to insure that at least 50% of the raw material necessary for the future
production could be provided. Good results of the investigation as well as the market research caused the
Distillery to undertake an investment program to build the capacity for processing and finishing the
medicinal plants into the products such as tea, cosmetics and essential oils. War caused closing of the
project.

Present Situation in Purchase, Processing and Finalisation of the Medicinal Plants

After the war was finished and the Dayton peace agreement was signed, with the help of the
International community and with own efforts some restoration of the work of Collective farms in the
Canton has occurred in the cities Mostar, Konjic, Jablanica, Stolac, yapljina, Prozor, etc. The collection
and purchase has been reactivated mainly because minimum investments were necessary for the activity.
But a problem occurs when buyers do not have "cash" money for the purchase and the competition starts
again among buyers, and cooperatives remain without income.

In 1994 in Mostar 70 tons of sage were purchased, but in 1995 and 1996 the purchase stopped
because some disorders in export occurred. Also there is the problem in collection because some areas are
still covered with mines.

The population started to return to places of origin and the only possibility to earn income is to
work in the field of agriculture and to collect medicinal plants.

"BOSNIA FLORA" Konjic, whose owners have twenty years experience in this field, is the biggest
private enterprise in the Canton dealing with purchase and processing of forest fruits and mushrooms,
medicinal plants and snails. The firm invested some financial resources in the education of the people
working in the field with collectors and advising them on ways and time of gathering, drying, and storing
of the plants. The area is at 200 to 2000 m height above sea level.

To illustrate we will display the data on the purchase of the plants in the municipality of Konjic:

THE PURCHASE OF THE PLANTS IN MUNICIPALITY OF KONJIC IN 1999

The development of the collection and purchase of the medicinal plants will have to make this
activity profitable and sustainable from the point of view of preservation of the different species.

In May 2000, on suggestion of GTZ / AGRO PROJECT, Government Organization from Germany,
with main office in Sarajevo, the association of the collectors, buyers, processors and scientific
institutions dealing with medicinal plants on level of Federation B&H was established. This association
will ask all the responsible authorities dealing with the process of issuing the permission of annual plans
for the forest management, that the rational use of medicinal plants and other NWFP be assured.

Collective farms and specialised companies dealing with use and purchase of medicinal plants, who
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ENGLISH NAME LATIN NAME TONS
Bilberry fresh Vaccinium myrtillus 35

Bilberry dried Vaccinium myrtillus 1

Blackberry fresh Rubus Fruticosus 10

Raspberry fresh Rubus ideaus 10

Linden Flower Tilia flos 5

Dog rose fresh Rosa canina 10

Dog rose dried Rosa canina 2

Boletus mushroom Boletus sp. 25

Yellow chanterelle Chanterelle 5

Juniper Juniperus communis 25
Chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum 150



are members of the associations, are obliged to produce the guidelines on way, time and conditions of
collecting and gathering the plants aimed to improve and protect the medicinal plants. Special emphasis
should be given to the species whose existence is already endangered such as gentian or immortelle.

The Association will ask the State, Canton and the municipalities to increase control and to take
some measures against those not observing the existing regulations in this field.

The Association has the objective to replace the traditional way of work and disorganisation with a
new form of organisation that will contribute to the fulfilling of three basic conditions for a successful
launch of value added NWFP on the regional and international markets. These conditions are appropriate
quality, price and delivery time in suitable packaging. In addition, the Association will work on
development of opportunities for cultivation and forestry, ensuring to the processors sustainable supplies
of standardised quality raw material.

The resources from the banks will be required to give incentives to the development of this export
oriented activity under favourable conditions with low interest rate and long grace period.

The Association on the Canton level should be established to ensure smooth implementation.

Conclusion

This paper is intended to raise the attention of the participants of the Seminar on the possibilities of
regional collaboration in this field. Especially because our country is under reconstruction after the war
and the international community has invested substantial effort in the reconstruction.

***
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PROSPECTS OF UTILIZATION OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS IN ARMENIA

Mr. Armen NALBANDYAN
Foreign Relations Departntent of SCSC "Hayantar"

Ministry of Nature Protection, YEREVAN
Armenia

(No summary in French & Russian)

Introduction

Modern Armenia lies in the southern part of the Transcaucasus, between latitudes 38° 50' and
41°18' N. and longitudes 43° 27' and 46° 27' E. It occupies the small north-eastern part of the extensive

Armenian Highlands and the peaks of the Lesser Caucasus. The total area of the Republic is 29 800 km2.
Armenia is a typical highland country, over 76 percent of the land lying at altitudes between 1000 and
2500 metres above sea level. Some 11.2 percent of the total area of the country is wooded.

Present Situation

The wooded area of Armenia today amounts to 459 900 ha of which 334 100 ha are forest. There is
0.1 ha of forest land per person of population. Sixty-two percent of the woodland lies in the north-

east and 36 percent in the south-east. Only 2 percent of the forests lie in the central regions.

Over 250 varieties of trees and bushes grow in Armenia's forests. The principal forest species are
oak, beach and hornbeam. Historical, archaeological, palaeobotanical and other data indicate that the
wooded surface of the Republic used to be three times as large, amounting to around 35 percent in the
first millennium BC. Because of the economic and energy crisis that arose in the 1990s after the collapse
of the USSR, Armenia's forests are now threatened with annihilation.

The people of the Republic have been forced to use wood as fuel. Expert estimates are that some 30
000 hectares of timber a total of about 6 million cubic metres were felled in the 1990s. The forests
suffered significant damage since most of the felling was not authorised. There is a great deal of
restoration work to be done. At present no more than 500 hectares of forest are restored in any year. At
that rate, it will take over 60 years to restore the spoiled areas.

Timber Reserves

Forestry data from 1993 put Armenia's timber reserves at 41 740 000 cubic metres. Average annual
overall growth is 450 000 cubic metres, average yearly growth of one hectare is 1.3 cubic metres, and
average reserves per hectare are 125 cubic metres. Average density is 0.53 and average age is 99 years.
These figures are indicative of unsystematic, intensive exploitation of the forests, resulting in growth and
reserve indicators significantly below their potential values.

Of total timber reserves, beech accounts for the greatest proportion, with 20 680 000 cubic metres
(49.5 percent), followed by oak with 12 500 000 cubic metres (29.8 percent) and hornbeam with 6 million
cubic metres (14.3 percent). All remaining varieties together amount to reserves of 2 700 000 cubic
metres (6.4 percent). These figures require correction since they take no account of unauthorised felling.
An audit of forest resources and forestry operations is essential, no full audit having been performed since
1993.
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Variety Of Forest Species

Some 120 (about 40 percent) of the woody species growing in the forest are wild fruit or berry
bearing plants used extensively by the population either as edible preserves or as root stock for high-
yielding cultured varieties. The most valuable plants, yielding fruit which can be processed on an
industrial scale, are: dog rose, pear, apple, Cornelian cherry, currant, dewberry, raspberry, gooseberry,
hawthorn, walnut, beech, fig, pomegranate, blackthorn, cherry plum, hazel and sea-buckthorn. (See
annex.)

Medicinal plants represent a fairly high proportion of the forest flora in Armenia (annex). The
most: valuable medicinal plants, which can be processed on an industrial scale are: sea-buckthorn, dog
rose, hawthorn, lime, juniper, dewberry, oak and barberry.

Among the variety of forest species in Armenia, edible wild plants such as gooseberry, currant,
raspberry, dewberry, hawthorn, dock sorrel and asparagus are of particular interest (annex).

A wide variety of fungi have been recorded in Armenia's forests. Altogether 314 varieties have
been found in mixed forests and 266 in deciduous woodland.

The inhabitants of Armenia, prefer the common, high-calorie varieties (annex) such as: meadow
mushrocnn (Agaricus campestris), Agaricus silvaticus, granulated boletus (Suillus grantdatus,. butter
mushroom (Suillus lutens), milky agaric (Lactarius deliciostts) and chanterelle (Cantarellus cibarius).

Sea-buckthorn (Hlppophae rhamnoides.), widespread in Armenia but limited in range before the
1950s, is especially prized. It was introduced widely from the Altai region in the 1950s. Its range in
Europe is limited (the Danube estuary and the Baltic coast). There are over 3 000 ha under sea-buckthorn
in Armenia, roughly 2 500 of them fruiting. Harvests vary between 5 and 20 centners per hectare. With
specially planted bushes and the use of agricultural technology, yields can be raised to 50-100 centners
per hectare.

In the 1980s Armenia produced some 300 tonnes of sea-buckthorn fruit annually.

The Value Of Sea-Buckthorn

Sea-buckthorn fruit contains large quantities of biologically active substances (medicinal oil,
vitamin C, carotene, organic acids etc.), making it irreplaceable (see annex) as a raw material for the
pharmaceutical and food industries producing medicinal oil and alcohol-free beverages.

As a forest crop sea-buckthorn possesses many valuable economic traits. It is one of the best land-
improvement species and most promising crops for the afforestation of dunes, embankments and ravines.
Armenia has accumulated extensive experience in the cultivation and processing of sea-buckthorn,
producing both oil and alcohol-free beverages. If any European partners should be interested, it is ready
to establish industrial plantations and joint processing facilities in short order.

Reserves and Prices

Reserves of basic non-wood forest products in Armenia have not been quantified. Expert
assessments suggest the yearly volume of such reserves is between 5 000 and 10 000 tonnes.

Market prices for the principal edible and medicinal plants and fungi fluctuate in the range US$ 1
to 4 per kilogram of produce.
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Chemical Composition of the Fruits of the Sea-Buckthorn

(Hippophae rhamnoides)
Ripe fruits contain (as proportion of gross weight)
Moisture 81.4 percent
Total carbohydrates 2.57 percent

of which:
glucose 1.32 percent
fructose 0.71 percent
sucrose 0.07 percent
Pectins 0.79 percent
Tannins 0.13 percent
Fat 4.4 percent
Total carotenoids 4.5 mg

of which:
a-carotene 0.71 mg/100g
13-carotene 0.91 mg/100g
Lycopersicin 1.35 mg/100g
Vitamin C 193. mg/100g
Vitamin E 2.9 mg/100g

Juice yield from pressing: 65-70 percent

Sea-buckthorn juice contains:
Proteins 3. percent
Ash 0,5 percent
Organic acids 3.27 percent
Pectins 3.7 percent
Water-soluble carbohydrates 2.5 percent
Fat 0.2 percent
Carotenoids 2. mg/100g
Vitamin C 185. mg/100g

Sea-buckthorn oil contains:
B-group vitamins (BI, B2, B3)
Vitamins of groups A, E, C, PP

Trace elements:
Potassium 14.4 mg 41
Calcium 13,5 mg eq/1
Magnesium 4.4 mg eq/1
Chlorine 140.7 mg eq11

Phosphorus 40. mg/100

List of edible fungi picked in Armenia

Agaricus bisporus - button mushroom
Agaricus campestris - meadow mushroom
Agaricus silvaticus
Pleurotis eryngii
Pleurotus ostreatus - cultivated tree oyster
Calocybe gambosa - St. George's mushroom
Armillaria mellea - honey agaric
Chantarellus cibarius chantarelle

Annex
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Lactarius deliciosus milky agaric
Suillus lutens butter mushroom/ slippery Jack
Suillus granulatus granulated boletus
Lepista personata field blewit
Lepista nuda wood blewit
Macrolepiota procera field parasol
Macrolepiota excoriata

Medicinal forests plants

Rubus idaeus - respberry
Crataegus sp. - hawthorn
Humulus lupulus - hop
Urtica dioica - nettle
Sambucus nigra - elder
Tilia cordata - lime, linden
Origanum vulgare - origanum
Quercus sp. - oak
Berberils vulgaris - barberry
Arctium palladinii - burdock
Juniperus oblonga - juniper
Equisetum arvense - field horsetail
Rubus caesius - dewberry
Rosa canina - dog-rose
Hippophae rhamnoides- sea-buckthorn
Hypericum petforatum - St. John's wort
Tussilago farfara foalfoot
Chelidonium majus - celandine
Sorbus aucuparia - service-tree
Fragaria vesca - wild strawberry
Asparagus officinalis - asparagus

Edible forest plants
Rumex crispus dock sor rel
Asparagus officinalis asparagtts
Polygonatum glaberrimum Solomon's seal
Allium ursinum (A. victorialis) ramson
Mentha longifolia mint
Cornus mas Cornelian cherry
Rubus caesius dewberry
Crataegus sp.- Hawthorn
Rubus idaeus - raspberrrv
Ribes sp. - currant
Grossttlaria reclinata - gooseberry
Elaeagnus angustifolia - oleaster
Prunus spinosa - blackthorn
Pyrus sp. - pear
Prunus divaricata - cherry plum
Mespilus germanica - mediar
Punica granatum - pomegranate
Amygdalus communis almond
Hyppophae rhamnoides - sea-buckthorn
Fagus orientalis beech
Juglans regia walnut
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THE SITUATION OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS IN MOROCCO

Mr. Mohammed ELLA TIFI
Forest Service, CASABLANCA

Morocco

Summary

In Morocco, the forest domain covers about 9 million hectares and is quasi-totally state-owned.
Beside the wood products, the Moroccan forests provide people with various non-wood products such as
fruits (carob, argan, wild pear, pine-kernel, acorn, pods, jujube, wild-rose berry, mulberry, blackberry,
almond, etc.), mushroom, honey (bee-keeping), cork (Quercus stiber), alfalfa (Stipa tenacissima), lichen,
resins, gums, oil (argan, almond), fragrants (thyme, jasmine, etc.), edible leaves, etc.

The Moroccan forest also provides millions of fodder units for the national livestock (which, in its
turn, produces meat, milk, wool, skin, etc.), fish, bush meat, manure, mulch, humus.

It should be pointed out that, in Morocco, the collection from forests of cork, carobs, lichen, alfalfa,
argan (Argania spinosa) and, sometimes, honey, is exploited at an industrial scale.

On the other hand, one should not forget that essential forest functions such as protection, erosion
control, climate and water resources regulation, beautification of the landscape, healthy positive influence
on man and animals, prolongation of dam life, etc. are also tremendous non-wood forest products.

This paper analyses the general situation of the non-wood products in Morocco and the major
benefits local people are obtaining from them. Recommendations are made for a better development and
promotion of NWFP, within the framework of sustainable forest management.

Key words: NWFP, Forest, Morocco, Maroc, Fuel, Fodder, Local Communities, Sustainability, Food,
Nutrition, Medicine, Flavours, Tannins, Gums, Resins, Ecotourism, handicrafts, Cosmetics, Beekeeping,
Dye stuffs, Household subsistence, Forest Inventory, Management, Cork, Alfalfa, Non-farm income.

***

Introduction

For tens of centuries, quite before the Pharaonic period, the Greek, Phoenician and Sabaean
civilisations, people have, throughout time and space, collected from forests and used different products
of both plant and animal origin, and not only timber. Gum Arabic a NWFP extracted from Acacia
Senegal for example, was used some 5 000 years ago (Davison, 1980). Pharaonic hieroglyphs mention
it, under the appellation "kami"; it was used for wrapping mummies (Nair, 2000). Local communities,
living in the vicinity of forests, have always recognised the forest ecosystem as a reservoir of valuable
biological resources, indispensable for their food security/subsistence.

If foresters and other scientists have, very often, overlooked the importance of these non-timber
products, today the gap is being bridged. NG0s, ethnobotanists, conservationists and many others are
focussing their attention on these products, recently designated Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP).

In this paper we analyse the concept of NWFP and examine the particular situation of these
products in the Kingdom of Morocco. We will attempt to make recommendations aimed at validation of
NWFP and making them part and parcel of any forest inventory and sustainable forest management.
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Morocco and its Forest Sector in a glimpse

Situated at the extreme northwestern part of the African continent, the Kingdom of Morocco has an
estimated total area of 710,850 km2. Its climate is of Mediterranean type: very luminous around the year,
with an irregular distribution of rainfall, concentrated during a fresh and humid season whereas the hot
season is dry. Numerous plains lie along the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea coasts. In the
inner lands, four main ranges of mountains break the monotony of the flat country: the Rif mountain in
the North, the Medium Atlas in the centre north, the Higher Atlas in the centre, and the Anti-Atlas in the
centre south. The altitude of these mountains is generally over 2000 meter and culminates at Jebel
Toubkal, in the Higher Atlas, with an altitude of 4160m.

The population was 26 millions in 1994, with a growth rate of 2.06% per annum. About 48.6% of
the population is rural and about 45.25% are under 20 years of age. The average annual per capita GNP is
US$1180 (1995, market price).

The natural woody vegetation (forests and shrubs, with very variable stand density) covers an
estimated area of 5 813 900 ha of which 30% are coniferous and 70% are broad-leaved (Ellatifi, M.
1983b). This total represents around 8% of the country's land area. The principal naturally occurring
woody species (trees and shrubs) are the following: Quercus ilex, Q. suber, Q. faginea, Argania spinosa,
Acacia gummifera, Cedrus atlantica, Tetraclinis articulata, Juniperus thurifera, J. Oxycedrus, J.
Phoenicea, Cupressus atlantica, Pinus halepensis, P. Pinaster var. moghrebiana, Abies pinsapo, and
other "secondary" species such as Q. coccifera, Ceratonia siliqua, Olea europea var. oleaster, Pistacia
atlantica, P. Lentiscus, P.terebinthus, Rhus pentaphylla, Phillyrea angustifolia, Zizyphus lotus, Acer
monspessulanum, Taxus baccata, Buxus baleari ca, Sorbus torminalis, Arbutus tined°, Retama
sphaerocarpa, Withania frutescens, Morus alba, Retama sphaerocarpa, Daphne laureola, Erica arborea,
Buxux balearica,Cercis siliquastrum, Ilex aquifolium, Fraxinus xanthoxyloides, F. angustifolia, Celtis
australis, Opuntia ficus indica, etc.

Besides the woody natural vegetation, there is a state-owned area of about 3.16 million ha of Alfa-
grass (Stipa tenacissima). Add also, a total area of about 530,000 ha of afforestation of which 46% are
coniferous (mainly Pinus sp.), 41% are Eucalyptus sp. and the remaining 13% are other broad-leaved
species (mainly Acacia spp) (Ellatifi, 1999).

The Concept of NWFP

It was in 1995 at the meeting held in Yogyakarta, Indonesia (Chandrasekharan C., 1995) that FAO
adopted the following definition of Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP):

"NWFP consist of goods of biological origin other than wood, as well as services derived from
forests and allied land uses" (FAO, 1995). Unfortunately, this definition is incomplete for it does not
include other important non-wood forest aspects such the social, cultural, religious, ornamental,
environmental, and protection functions of the forest. It should, then, be refined to fill in this gap.

On another hand, it should be pointed out that there is a significant difference between "Non-wood"
forest products and "Non-timber" forest products. The latter term embodies products which are tree-
derived but which do not necessitate felling trees (Simons A. S., 1996). The term "Non-wood" tends to
exclude any sort of wood originating from forest trees, including fuelwood and poles. In Morocco, as it is
the case in many other developing countries, fuelwood collection is a vital function the forest daily plays
in the livelihood of rural communities. The Moroccan forest legislation recognises for local communities
settled in the vicinity of the forest, the right to freely collect "dead" wood in the forest for domestic use as
"fuel" for their cooking and heating needs. This "fuelwood" is then collected without tree felling, as are
collected mushroom, fruits, nuts, etc. from forests. Consequently, for Morocco and similar countries
and in this paper we will consider fuelwood as a NWFP.
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The Situation of NWFP in Morocco

In Morocco, in forested areas, Man, for centuries, has always been part and parcel of the forest
ecosystem. Nowadays, everywhere, even in the most remote mountainous areas, one would encounter
some villages (douars) where inhabitants are permanently settled in the vicinity of the forest stands.
Sometimes, instead of villages, the settlers are nomads, temporarily established in goat-hair tents, with
their herds freely grazing in the fore-st. These people are generally poor, and their daily subsistence, and
that of their livestock, has always been, and continues to be dependent on the forest, particularly for a
wide range of NWFP (Ellatifi M. 2000).

The major non-wood forest products people rely on, in Morocco, under the umbrella term "NWFP"
are the following:

Food and nutrition, Fuel, Fodder, Cork, Medicine, Ecotourism, Tannins and Gums, Dye stuffs and
Food colorants, Flavours, Resins, Cosmetics, Construction materials, Household furniture, Farm tools,
Handicrafts, Bark, dry foliage, etc.

The other essential forest functions to be added to this list are protection, ornamental, social,
religious, conservationist, cultural and tourist.

Food and nutrition

In Morocco, this category of NWFP covers a wide range of items, including fruits, nuts, acorns,
seeds, leaves, tubers, roots, mushrooms, sap, gum, tender shoots, palm hearts, honey, bush meat, fish, etc.
Forest food provides essential vitamins (especially vitamin C), minerals, carbohydrates and proteins. It
also adds variety and spice to the people's diet. Among the forest species involved in this category, we
include: Pyrus mamo rensis, Juglans regia, Quercus suber, Pinus pinea, Argania spinosa, Olea europea,
Zizyphus lotus, Chamaerops humilis, Artemisia herba alba, Arbutus unedo, Laurus nobilis, Ceratonia
siliqua, Rosmarinus officinalis, Morus alba, Opuntia ficus indica, Asparagus angustifolius, Thymus sp.,
Rubus ulmifolius, Rosa canina, Almond-tree, Mentha pule gium, etc.

Fishing in rivers, reservoirs, lakes and lagoons is an important source of proteins and vitamins for
people. It is controlled by the Forestry department.

Moroccan forests are also an important source of bush meat, from vertebrates (mammals, wildlife
and grazing livestock), and invertebrates (snails). We estimate (Ellatifi, M. unpublished) that an average
of 8 million head of livestock (Bovines: 750 000; Sheep: 3 450 000; Caprines: 3 800 000) graze in the
forest during an average period of 5 months/year. This constitutes 22% of the national total and provides
for 620 000 Fodder Units (FO) grazed annually in forests. A total of 67 300 tons of meat (Bovines +
Sheep + Caprines), 40 million litres of cow milk and 21.7 million litres of sheep and goat milk is
produced each year.

Fuel

As discussed above, fuelwood is considered here as a NWFP. To estimate the magnitude of its
consumption in Morocco, a national study was carried out by the Ministry of Agriculture (Forestry
Department, Cellule d'Etudes et de Prospections, Casablanca), between 1988 and 1994 (Ellatifi,1989,
1998, 1999, Ellatifi et al., 1998).

This study consisted in a stratified random sampling with exhaustive drawings (Ellatifi, M. 1991).
It covered both rural and urban zones. The source population of households is 4 444 270, of which 56.7%
are urban (Ministry of Planning, 1987) and 43.3% are rural. Given their limited total number, all the small
socio-economic enterprises in rural zones were visited (exhaustive sampling). The source population of
these enterprises in urban zone was 9,250.

In urban zones, the sampling was carried out with an error of 10% at 95% confidence-level. In rural
zone the error was 15% at 95% confidence-level. For households' fuelwood consumption, two factors
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were considered in the stratification process: (1) remoteness of the household from the nearest forest
edge, and (2) altitude of the household. In this line, the following strata were identified (Ellatifi, 1999):

Remoteness from the forest: 3 strata: inside forest; less than 10 km from forest; more than 10 km.
from forest.
Altitude: 4 strata: less than 500 m; between 500m and 1,000m; between 1,000m and 1,500m; and
over 1,500m.

It is worth noting that the 1 924 586 rural households, in Morocco are geographically distributed as
follows (Ellatifi et al., 1998, Ellatifi, 1999):

Regarding the household remoteness from the forest:
About 17% of the rural households are located inside forest,

43% at less than 10 km. from forest edge,
40% at more than 10 km. from forest edge.

On the other hand, regarding the altitude above sea level:
About 50% of the rural households are located at less than 500 m.,

29% between 500m. and 1,000 m.,
14% between 1,000 m. and 1,500 m., and
7% at more than 1,500 m.

Table 1 gives the detailed household distribution in space vis-à-vis altitude and remoteness from
forest.

Table 1. Distribution of studied sample of rural households, according to their altitude and their
remoteness vis-à-vis the forest edge.

Source: Ellatifi, 1999.

The Moroccan total biomass energy consumption is 18.3 million m3 per annum, with an error of
13.25% at 95% significance-level, of which 91.6% are consumed by households and 8.4% by socio-
economic establishments. Of this total, 88% are consumed in rural areas, while only 12% are consumed in
urban areas (Ellatifi M. et al., 1998).

The consumption of forestry fuelwood reaches 9.6 million m3 per annum, i.e. 52.4% of the total
consumption. In the same time, the total forestry potential for fuelwood is estimated at 2.9 million m3 per
year, i.e. 18% of the consumption originating from the forests. In other terms, the annual deficit (forest
consumption-forest potential offer) is 6.7 million m3 per annum (Ellatifi M. and Elhimer, M. 1998).

The forest fuelwood consumption represents 18% of the total annual energy consumption in
Morocco(9 727 517 TEP, in 1994). It is at the second rank, after fuel (53%), far before electricity (9%)
and mineral charcoal (4%) (Ellatifi, M. et al., 1998, Ellatifi, M. 1998).

Fuelwood, as a NWFP in Morocco originates at national level from the following forest species
(Table 2):
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Remoteness from forest
Altitude

Below 500 m From 500m
to 1000 m

From 1000 m
to 1500m

Over
1500m

TOTAL

Inside forest 5.75% 5.42% 4.26% 1.63% 17.06%

Outside forest, <10 km
from forest edge

21.72% 12.37% 6.30% 2.70% 43.09%

Outside forest, >10 km
from forest edge

22.50% 11.50% 3.05% 2.80% 39.85%

TOTAL 49.97% 29.29% 13.61% 7.13% 100%



(I) Quercus ilex, Q. faginea, Q. coccifera
Pinus halepensis, P. pinaster var. moghrebiana, P. canariensis, P. bruna, Abies pinsapo,
Cupressus atlantica, C. sempervirens, Juniperus thurifera, J. oxycedrus, J. phoenicea, Tetraclinis
articulata
Different other trees and shrubs.
(Source: Ellatifi M., unpublished)

Fodder

Besides the fodder provided to wildlife, the Moroccan Forest domain hosts annually an average of
8 million head of livestock during an average period time of 5 months, during which they graze around
620 million Forage Units (FO). One FO is equivalent to the energy provided by one kg Barley, or 1885
calories or 7.9 kJ. This volume corresponds to 25% of the annual needs of these livestock.

During a period of drought, the national livestock suffers heavy loss in number, but a study (Ellatifi
M. unpublished) revealed that in the vicinity of forests the mortality is reduced by 2/3 compared to that in
unforested areas. Forests, through NWFP here fodder relieve the hunger periods and save livestock. In
Morocco, after a drought period, about 50% of the surviving animals are saved due to forest stands in
which they grazed around 40% of their fodder needs per year (Ellatifi M., unpublished).

Cork

Out of the 2 million hectares of cork-oak forests (Quercus suber), Morocco possesses 355 000 ha.
This area places it at third in the world, behind Portugal and Spain. The largest single-block of cork-oak
forest in the world in the Ma'mora, situated in Morocco, to the East of Rabat city.

Cork in an important NWFP obtained from the cork-oak bark. There is a male cork and a female
cork with significantly different properties and uses. In Morocco, cork is harvested as a NWFP, locally,
by nearby communities and industrially at the national level for export. The average national production
is 4 million tonnes per year, 70% of which are male cork and 30% female cork.

Wildlife

Another important NWFP in Morocco is wildlife, namely birds and mammals living in the vicinity
of forests, permanently or temporarily during the year. Besides its varied and spicy meat, wildlife, if well
managed, within the framework of an integrated and sustainable forest management, interacts very
positively with the forest stands and their dynamics. For example, they act as seed conditioning and
dispersal agents. This essential non-wood forest resource should be recorded in all forest inventories to be
included in forest management. The involvement of local communities in wildlife management and
monitoring is able to sustain people's nutrition, generate local income, preserve and develop bird and
animal populations.
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Table 2: Distribution of the Moroccan fuelwood consumption among species

Forest species
Consumption

in Urban areas
(% of Urban total )

Consumption
in Rural areas

(% of Rural total )

Total national
Consumption

(% of National total )
Eucalyptus spp. 43.03 15.12 19.59

Quercus suber 17.32 22.42 21.6

Other Quercus spp.(1) 5.46 8.46 7.98

Argania spinosa 1.14 5.23 4.57

Cedrus atlantica 6.5 3.27 3.8

Other coniferous species (2) 2.3 0.8 1.04

Other forest species(3) 24.25 44,7 41.42

TOTAL (in million cubic metres) 1.5 8.1 9.6



Medicine products

In the tropics, mainly, but also everywhere else on the globe, forest ecosystems constitute rich
reservoirs for medicine and pharmaceutical plants. These NWFP are traditionally exploited by nearby
communities since the oldest times. These local communities are the repository of a tremendous
knowledge they received from their ancestors and transmit to their descendants unfortunately with some
loss. The medical and pharmaceutical industry has already widely used these NWFP. There is much hope
for curing many other diseases with yet undiscovered medicants still hanging in the canopies of the
world's forests.

Eco tourism

Ecotourism is another NWFP which can help local communities and the country improve their
income. Big trees, large forest stands, nice sites, diversified topography and landscape, wildlife, etc.,
could be a big attraction for local, national and international visitors. But careful attention should be paid
to the influence of tourists, it is a two-edged sword: without control and sound management, unruly
tourism could harm the forest, the landscape, wildlife and even degrade the local knowledge, customs and
traditions. That is why, instead of tourism, this NWFP is called ecotourism: a tourism which preserves the
environment and the local communities culture and values.

Protection and Conservation functions

These are two essential functions played by the forest. They are very difficult to count in monetary
terms and are considered as NWFP. Forests protect human settlements, dams, roads, agricultural areas
and other infrastructures from winds, moving sand dunes, hydraulic erosion, etc. They also mitigate
excess temperature, regulate water delivery and help replenish underground water-tables.

Forests are also recognised as large and rich reservoirs where many valuable biological resources
(animal, bird, insect, plant species) are conserved, some of which are rare or endangered.

Social, cultural and religious functions

These are also NWFP which, very often, were neglected or overlooked by foresters and other
scientists. Forests enable Man to renew with Nature, the world of plants and animals. They constitute an
environment where human beings find relaxation, rest and stability; "stable existence in a stable
environment". They are also a source of inspiration for Man. Don't we say "majestic like a cedar", "strong
like an oak", etc.?

As is the case in many other parts of the world, in Morocco, one finds in certain areas, maraboutic
woods/groves. These are limited stands of forest species (Cupressus atlantica, Quecus ilex, Zizyphtts
lotus, Ficus retusa, Ceratonia siliqua, etc.) that are respected by local communities and carefully
monitored and maintained for the spiritual value they put in them. Very often they are situated in the
vicinity of a graveyard and/or around a Holy site (Sidi Said, Sidi Ahmed, Moulay Bou'azza, etc.). Their
harvest is generally forbidden. But at least in Morocco, these maraboutic woods are loosing their ancestral
spiritual roles.

Furthermore, in many cultures, associated with forests, trees and forest wildlife, are tales, fairy-
tales, nursery-tales, anecdotes, songs, etc. which have amazed many generations of children.

Other NWFP

Many other Non-Wood Forest Products are used at the (coal level by nearby communities, in cities,
or at the industrial/international level. Among them we list the followings:

Tannins and natural Gums: used locally (leather, dyes, etc.) or in industry activities such as paper ink,
textile, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, antioxidants, soaps, lacquers, etc. In Morocco many species are
sources of such NWFP: Rhus spp.4cacia mollissima, Acacia gummtfera, Acacia cyanophylla,
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Tetraclinis articulata, Eucalyptus sideroxylon, Juniperus sp., Tamarix aphylla, Erica arborea, etc.

Handicrafts: Baskets, silk-making from silkworms raised on leaves from mulberry (Morus alba),
utensils, bags, sleeping mats, pillows, sponges, brooms, chairs, tables, weaved materials, etc.:
Chamaerops humilis, Juncus sp. Arrundo donax, etc.

Flavours and Aromates: Artemisia herba alba, Laurus nobilis, Thymus, sp.,Mentha pulegium, Myrtus
communis, Rosmarinus officinalis, Lavandula stoechas, Juniperus, sp., Pistacia terebinthus, etc.

Resins: (Pinus sp., Cedrus atlantica, Juniperus sp.), etc.
Bark and dry foliage
Farm tools
Dye stuffs and food colorants, etc.

Conclusions / Recommendations

The Moroccan forest domain, as we have seen, produces not only timber, but also a profusion of
rich and varied NWFP, at different levels. Some of these NWFP are countable in monetary terms, others
not or very roughly. Unfortunately these crucial products are not yet estimated at their fair value; they
remain neglected or overlooked by foresters and scientists. They often go unrecorded in official statistics.
Nevertheless, better managed, they could help rural communities enhance their livelihood and meet their
needs without disturbing the forest ecosystem.

One could never emphasise enough the fact that sustainable forest management can not be achieved
without the full involvement of local rural communities living in the vicinity of the forest. These
communities are part and parcel of the forest ecosystem and they have a treasure of traditional knowledge
on forest species, plants, wildlife, traditional harvesting and use of NWFP. They play a pivotal role in the
future of the forests, "their" forests. An African proverb says: "If many little people, in many little places,
do many little things, they can change the face of earth".

To better preserve the Moroccan forests and bridge the sizeable gap in our outlook towards NWFP
and local communities living in the vicinity of the forest, we recommend the following key actions:

Incorporate NWFP into forest inventories and official statistics.
Involve local communities in all plans and studies aiming at the achievement of a sustainable forest
management.
Document local knowledge and traditional technologies relate to NWFP.
Develop ethnobotanical research.
Develop confirmative research on the traditional medicine use of plants.
Distribute more equitably the added value generated by the whole watershed in which forests grow.
Involve NGOs and other concerned bodies in public-awareness campaigns tailored for target
audiences and related to forests, NWFP and local communities.
Promote traditional and income-generating activities to enhance the livelihood of local
communities living near forests.
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LA SITUATION DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS
AU MAROC

M. Mohammed ELLATIFI
Service des foréts, CASABLANCA
Maroc

Rtsumt

Le domaine forestier marocain couvre environ 9 millions d'hectares et appartient en quasi
totalité Outre le bois, les foréts fournissent divers types de produits cornme des fruits
(caroube, argane, poire sauvage, pignons, glands, gousses, jujube, baies d'églantine, mare, cassis,
amande, etc.), des champignons, du miel, de l'écorce (Oercus suber), de l'alfa (Stipa tenacissima),
des lichens, des résines, des gommes, des huiles (huile d'argane, huile d'amande), des essences pour
parfum (thym, jasmin, etc.), des feuilles comestibles, etc.

Les foréts fournissent également des millions d'unités de fourrage pour le bétail (qui produit
son tour de la viande, du lait, de la laine, des peaux, etc.), des poissons (dans les rivières et les lacs),
la viande du gibier chassé, du furnier, du paillis et de l'humus.

Il faut souligner qu'au Maroc la récolte de liège, de caroube, de lichen, d'alfa, d'argane (Argania
spinosa) et, parfois, de miel se fait à réchelle industrielle.

Par ailleurs, il ne faut pas oublier que les fonctions essentielles de la forét comme son rôle de
brise-vent, de fixation des dunes de sable, de lutte contre l'érosion, de protection contre les
avalanches, de régulation du clirnat et des ressources en eau, le rôle esthétique pour le paysage,
l'influence positive sur la santé des hommes et des animaux, la prolongation de la durée de vie des
barrages, etc., sont également des produits forestiers d'une importance considérable.

Le document analyse la situation générale des produits forestiers autres que le bois au Maroc
et les principaux avantages que les communautés locales en retirent.

***
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HEAPEBECHME JIECHME TOBAPbI B MAPOKICO

r-H Moxammea 3JIJIATPION
fIecHast captc6a, KACASJIAHICA

MapoKKo

PE310ME

B MapoKKo neca 3aHitmat0T npHmepHo 9 MHILIIHOHOB rerrap H not-iTH nonHocTbto npHHaanewaT

rocynapcTay. rlomHmo apeBecHbix MaTepHanoB mapoKKaHcKHe neca o6ecnetitiBatoT HaiTeneil apyrtimH

pa351HtlHb1MH HeapeBecHbirat IleCHbIMH ToBapamti, TaKHMH, KaK nJ10,361 (nnbabi p0)KKOB0r0 aepeBa,

1110.3b1 apraHHH. alms' rpywa, cemeHa COCHbl, >Kenyati, 606b1, KHTaACKHe 11)HHIIKH, wenKosHua,

ehceBHKa, mtniaanb H rptt6bi, mea (ntienoBoacTBo), npo6Ka (Quercus suber), ntouepHa (Stipa

tenacissima), nHwaiIHHK, CMORM, Kameab, Niacno (apraHoBoe macno, MHH,3allbH0e macno),

apomaTHLiecKHe BewecTBa (THMbAH, iKaCMHH H T.,3.), cleao6Hbie ruicTbsi H T.a.

14TO Kacae-rcsi HeapeBecHbix nectibix ToBapoB, TO mapoKKattcKHe neca Taloice o6ecne4nisaioT

MHJIIIHOHbl KOpMOBbIX e,.3HHHIA CKOTa (KOTOpb1r1 B CB010 otiepeab npoH3BoaHT MACO, MO.TIOKO, wepcTb,

Kowy H pb16y (B peKax H narytiax), MACO .31410IX >KHBOTHblX, HaB03, mynbity, rymyc.

CneayeT yKa3aTb, LITO B MapOKKO 3aVOTOBKH Ilp06KH, nnoaoa p0>KKOB0r0 ,aepeBa, IIHWafiHHKOB,

niouepubi, rinoaoB apratum (Argania spinosa) H HHoraa meaa BeayrcA Ha npombiwnetitiori ocHoBe.

C ApyrOrl CT0p0Hbl, He cneayeT 3a6bIBaTb Ba)KHro porib, KoTopyio HrpaioT neca B TOM, 4TO

Kacae-reg 3a1.1.111Tbl OT BeTpa, ckkiKcauHH necgatibix atoH, 3aIIIHTbI OT BOAHOil 3p03HH, 3aLLIHTbl OT 06Ball0B,

perynHpoBaHHA lutimaTa H B0,11HbIX pecypcoB, naHawatrra, E10110WITeIlbH0r0 BIIHAHHA Ha HenoBeKa H

>KHBOTHblX, ysentimeHHA Ilp0,LIOMKHTellbHOCTH )1013HH MIOTHH H T.11.

B HacTosituem aoKnaae aHasuntipyeTcsi o6wee nonoweime B o6nacTki HeapeaecHbix necHbix

ToBapoB B MapoKKo, a TaloKe BbIr0,3b1, nonymaembie HaceneHHem B pe3ynbTaTe HCI-10.11b30BaHHA 3THX

ToBapoB.

***
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EXPERIENCES OF THE NON-TIMBER FOREST PRODUCTS (NTFP) BASED
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT IN NEPAL

Mr. ML Jayaswal
Ban Udyam-BSP/New ERA, Kathmandu

Nepal

Abstract

Nepal is rich in biodiversity, having about 7000 species of higher plants with about 700 medicinal
herbs including about 250 indigenous species. The estimates indicate that NTFPs worth up to US$26.5
million are traded annually from Nepal. The Environment and Forest Enterprise Activity (EFEA) is one
of the forestry projects that supports the rural community in NTFP-based small enterprise development in
a region of Nepal from where the annual trade of NTFPs is worth US$4.08 million. Among many, the
prioritised NTFPs for enterprise development are Nardostachys grandiflora D. C., Valeriana jatamansi
jones, Picrorhiza scrophulariflora Pennell, Swertia chiraita (Roxb. Ex Flem, Karst), Morchella conica,
Zanthoxylum armatum D.C., Cinnamomum tamala (Buch.-Ham), Sapindus mukorossi Gaertn,
Delphinium himalayai Munz., Eulaliopsis binata, and Shorea robusta. Some of the lessons learned are:
the rural people, particularly women, have a great potential for organising themselves for income
generating activities such as rope making from Eulaliopsis binata and plate making from the leaves of
Shorea robusta; the local community plays vital role in the conservation of wild species once they are
aware of their importance; and resourceful remote areas having high value NTFPs can do value addition
for better income and improved livelihood with initial technical support.

***

Background

Although the Himalayan Kingdom of Nepal is a small country, with an area of 147 181 square
kilometres and 18 491 097 inhabitants (1991 census), it
has unique geography. The altitudinal variation in a
span of only 193 km mean width (north to south) is
from 305 meters to 8848 meters above mean sea level
(amsl). This uniqueness has made Nepal a land of rich
bio-diversity that hosts a wide range of non-timber
forest products (NTFPs). The NTFP trade has been a
traditional practice in Nepal and the rural people of the
hill and mountain regions have been involved in the
collection and sales of NTFPs since time immemorial.

There are several factors threatening the survival
of some species and reducing the quality of many
NTFPs, such as unsustainable harvesting, population
pressure, increasing and expanding markets and
cash needs.

Nepal has a natural gift of over 7000
species of higher plants out of which there are
over 700 species of medicinal herbs and about
250 species are endemic to the country (NTFP
workshop proceeding, 1999).

The estimated value of the annual harvest
and trade of commercial NTFPs from forests
and pastures of Nepal to India is US$26.5 million (NTFP Workshop Proceedings 1999).
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There are different projects being implemented in different parts of Nepal. One of these, the
Environment and Forest Enterprise Activity (EFEA), is involved in developing the NTFP-based
enterprises while giving equal importance to the conservation aspect. The discussions in this paper are
based on the work experiences of EFEA.

The Environment and Forest Enterprise Activity (EFEA) Project

This project is funded by USAID/N and implemented by His Majesty's Government of Nepal
(HMG/N) in eight districts (Dang, Salyan, Pyuthan, Rukum, Rolpa, Dolpa, Banke and Bardia) of the Mid-
Western Development Region. The goal of EFEA is to increase rural household income through
sustainable forest management and forest-based enterprises. The Forest-based Micro-enterprise
Development (FBMED) component of EFEA is called "Ban Udyam" (BU) in Nepali and technical
assistance is provided jointly by the Biodiversity Support Program (BSP) of Washington DC, USA, and
New ERA, Nepal. FBMED is concerned with NTFPs only. The area under EFEA-Ban Udyam covers all
three ecological regions having different altitudes (the terai, including the Siwaliks at <600 meters, the
mid-hills at 600-2000 meters, and the high mountains at 2000-4500 meters.

Ban Udyam's twin goals are enhanced livelihoods and improved forest management.

Ban Udyam accomplishes its goals in two ways:
directly, by supporting NTFPs based forest enterprises; and
indirectly, by providing training, technical assistance and extension information to EFEA
partners (HMG/N, local NGOs and ING0s).

The contribution of this project area to the national trade of NTFPs is quite considerable, US$4.08
million (EFEA annual report 1997/98). There are many NTFPs found in this area.

Two studies have been conducted by Ban Udyam to identify the potential NTFPs in the EFEA area,
based on which NTFPs based enterprises could be developed. These studies are "Forest Products
Market/Enterprise Options Study in EFEA Area 1997" and "Situation Analysis in Banke and Bardia
districts of EFEA Area, 1998". The studies identified the following NTFPs having potential for enterprise
development.
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NTFPs of EFEA Area with Potential for Enterprise Development

S.N. Local Name Scientific Name
1 Jatamansi Nardostachys grandiflora D.C.
2 Sugandhawal Valeriana jatamansi jones
3 Kutki Picrorhiza scrophulariflora Pennell
4 Chiraito Swertia chiraita (Roxb. Ex Flem, Karst)
5 Guchichyau Morchella conica
6 Timur Zanthoxylum armatum D.C.
7 Dalchini Cinnamomum tamala (Buch.-Ham)
8 Rittha Sapindus mukorossi Gaertn.
9 Atis Delphinium himalayai Munz.
10 Pipla Piper longum Linn.
11 Bet Calamus tenuis
12 Shikakai Acacia concinna (Wild) D.C.
13 Neem Azadirachta indica A. .1 uss.
14 Amala Phyllanthus emblica L.
15 Barro Terminalia bellirica (Gaertn.) Roxb.
16 Harro Terminalia chebula Retz.
17 Tendu Diospyros tomentosa Roxb.



Out of this list of potential NTFPs, the following nine species were identified as having the most

potential:

In addition to these potential NTFPs, the Sabai grass (Eulaliopsis binata) and sal (Shorea robusta) leaves

were also identified during the community forest users group (CFUG) workshop as potential items for small

scale enterprises.

Lessons Learned

NTFP-based enterprise development is a feasible as well as a desirable strategy for increasing
rural incomes from community forestry. In order to have NTFP-based enterprise development,
sustainable community forest management incorporating the conservation and commercial
utilization of potential products (NTFPs) is necessary as a pre-condition.

Some of the lessons learned during the last four years of work (1996/97 1999/2000) are as
follows:

1. Small Scale Enterprise Based on Sabai grass (Eulaliopsis binata)

The potential of the self-organizing strength of rural women can be enhanced with an
awareness program and preliminary technical support for their confidence building.

This grass is found in its wild form in the forests of the terai and mid-hills. The most important use
of this grass is to make ropes for domestic purposes. In the rural areas where thatch houses are pre-
dominant, this rope is extensively used in tying roofs, walls, and fences, as well as in making cots and
bullock carts. In the EFEA-Ban Udyam project area this practice is very common, particularly with
Tharu (an indigenous ethnic and disadvantaged group of Nepal) community, which constitutes a
considerably high proportion of households in the project area, particularly in Dang, Banke and Bardia
districts.

The traditional practice of making ropes from this grass is by hand, which takes a lot of time and is
hard on the hands. Realising this fact, a group of twelve Tharu women is supported by the project to make
ropes by a small, manually operated machine which costs less than US $70. The maintenance of this
machine is simple and the local women can do it by themselves. This women's group is running this
activity as a small-scale enterprise in their village. The following benefits have been realised by the
community people:
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1. Jatamansi Nardostachys grandiflora D.C.
2. Sugandhawal Valeriana jatamansi jones
3. Kutki Picrorhiza scrophulariflora Pennell
4. Chiraito Swertia chiraita (Roxb. Ex Flem, Karst)
5. Guchichyau Morchella conica
6. Timur Zanthoxylum armatum D.C.

7. Dalchini Cinnamomum tamala (Buch.-Ham)
8. Rittha Sapindus mukorossi Gaertn.
9. Atis Delphinium himalayai Munz.

S.N. Local Name Scientific Name

18 Satawari Asparagus racemosus Wild.

19 Sabai Grass Eulaliopsis binata
20 Sal leaves Shorea robusta



Gainful utilisation of the NTFPs from their community forests (CFs)
Opportunity for employment generation in the form of grass collection, rope making and marketing
Women's empowerment for income generation, decision making and marketing
Time saving for other domestic work and also workers' hands are not hurt
Better quality of rope obtained as compared to hand-made rope
Income generation: On average, 20 kg of rope is produced in a day (one woman working for eight
hours). So the gross income = 20 kg x Rs14/kg = Rs280 = US$4 approximately. The average cost
of production is estimated as Rs6.50/kg x 20 kg = Rs130 = US$2 approx. The amount in monetary
value may look insignificant, but it is quite good when compared to other available opportunities
(wage labour) where one woman can earn only Rs50-60 (less than a dollar) a day. This shows that
there is up to one hundred percent more earning power from this small, locally established,
community oriented and NTFP-based enterprise.

2. Small Scale Enterprise Based on Sal (Shorea robusta) Leaves

Communities have potential to organize themselves for managing and utilizing their resources;
they only need exposure and initial technical support. There is opportunity for the development
worker to enrich forest management for economically viable NTFPs (even minor products such
as sal leaves) while working with such groups to foster long-term objectives that meet self-
defined progress and long-term bio-diversity conservation goals.

Nepalese forests of the tropical and sub-tropical belts have high quality Shorea robusta. A total of
233 698 hectares of this type of forest are handed over to the community as community forests where the
community manages the forests and benefits from them. It is obvious that there will be ample amount of
Sal leaves in these forests. There is a very high potential for making different types of plates from these
leaves. The Nepalese commonly use these leaf plates on different occasions such as marriage parties
(mostly in the rural areas), and rituals, worship ceremonies and festivals in both rural and urban areas.
Some fast food service providers in the urban areas also use these plates. Presently most of these plates
come to Nepal from India, at least in the bordering towns. (The Kantipur daily, July 18, 2000, reports that
leaf plates worth about US$25,000 are imported annually to Nepalgunj from India) In the hills and
mountains the people make them by hand as per their family requirements.

Since the raw material for this product is locally available in ample quantity, rural labour is only
partially employed and capital requirement is also quite small, its production by manually operated
machine was realised as an important intervention. Therefore, the EFEA-Ban Udyam project is
supporting a women's group in producing and marketing the manually operated, machine-made leaf plates
for rural income generation. Various benefits realised by the community people through this small-scale
enterprise are:

Capacity building of the community people in organising themselves;
Use of their unutilised, locally available natural resources/NTFP;
Help in supporting the safe environment through use of these disposable and degradable plates in
place of non-degradable items;
Women's empowerment;
Helping the nation to reduce the importation of leaf plates;
Employment opportunities in the form of leaf collection, L,afa preparation (loosely sewing the
leaves together to make a particular size) and marketing;
Income generation: Leaf plates of different shapes and sizes are produced by the manually operated
machines as the market demands. Presently, three types of plates (small and medium size, used for
snacks and big ones used for dinner/lunch) are being made by this women's group. On average, it is
estimated that the women's group is receiving a benefit of approximately 50% over their
production cost. The maximum margin is obtained in the case of medium type of plates (Tapan)
where the net income is higher than the average of all three types of plates together.
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3. Establishment of Distillation Plant for Aromatic Herbs in Dolpa (high mountain area)

Many high value NTFPs are naturally growing in the high altitudes of Nepal, but their
sustainable commercial exploitation for the betterment of the local people is a recent
realization although they have been utilized there for a long time.

The district of Dolpa is rich in medicinal and aromatic plants and people of this remote area have
been collecting and selling various high-value NTFPs from natural resources. Most of these NTFPs are
being exported in their raw form to other countries where they are processed for better market value. This
fact initiated a need for the semi-processing/processing of these raw materials before export so that
transportation costs are reduced and a higher margin of profit is retained in the local area.

Among the many types of NTFPs of this area, two (Nardostachys grandiflora D.C. and Valeriana
jatamansi jones) were prioritised for the extraction of their aromatic oils. The priority was based on the
following criteria:

Present collection and sale: Both of them had been collected and sold for years by the local people.
Collection volume: A considerably high volume of Nardostachys grandiflora D.C. (about 60
metric tons) is collected and sold each year in this area (Forest Product Market/Enterprise Option
Study, 1997).
Policy/regulations: As per national policy, raw Jatamansi cannot be exported; hence, the extraction
of aromatic oil from it is a potential aspect for value addition.
Availability of technology: The technology for this oil extraction is available.

Market for product (oil): There is market for oil from both Jatamansi and Sugandhawal.

This enterprise in the remote area of Dolpo is expected to have following impact;

Generation of employment opportunities: This enterprise is creating employment through the
involvement of the local people in the collection, processing and marketing of NTFPs and their
products. In addition, the local people will also be able to collect and sell products to be used as
fuel needed during the extraction process.
Sustainable use of natural resources; Through this project, emphasis is given to create awareness
among the local people/traders about the sustainable utilisation of NTFPs. Various
training/orientation activities are making the people aware of the importance of regeneration,
proper time of harvest, appropriate harvesting practices and sustainable harvest, etc. This helps in
bio-biodiversity conservation through sustainable utilisation, conservation and community
monitoring.
Rural income generation: This has provided an opportunity for rural people to create additional
income through the marketing of processed products.
Community benefits: Since local community groups such as the community forest user groups
(CFUGs) are the major shareholders of the oil extraction company, the benefits will also be shared
accordingly. In this way, the poorer section of society and disadvantaged groups will also have
equal opportunity to receive the proportionate benefits. Local individuals are also given the
opportunity to buy shares.

4. Conservation of Natural Species, Pipala (Piper longum)

Even with very little intervention, an early recognizable income-based conservation approach is
workable with communities, and this could be an entry point to foster long-term sustainable
forest-based economic developtnent.

There has been a hand over of the national forest to the community people for community
management and use. The CFUG program was started in late seventies, and the latest available statistics
show that 9061 CFUGs have been formed in the last two decades. A total of 657 864 hectares of
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forestland have been handed over to 9061 CFUGs having 1 008 237 beneficiary households. These
forests are managed by the users as per the operational plan approved by HMG/N. For management
purposes, cleaning, weeding, pruning, and thinning, etc., are common practices adopted by the CFUGs.

In the El±,A-Ban Udyam project area an interesting observation was made. During the cleaning
process, the CFUG members would cut and throw the natural Piper longum plants (vines). The users did
not know about the plant. They did not realise its important use as a medicine or as a food plant, nor did
they realise its market value. Bio-diversity conservation being one of the objectives, the EFEA-Ban
Udyam project started an awareness program on the use, protection and conservation of this species in
community forests (CFs). The first program was started in Sishwara CF in Bardia district in 1998. Since
realising the importance of this natural, high-value plant, forest users in this particular CF have created a
pipala plot of 0.5 hectares inside a 45-hectare community forest. From this small area, they have been
able to harvest 145 kg of pipala fruits worth NRs20,000 (local price) = US$275. The total value is not as
important as the realisation of its importance and the conservation of this wild species.

Conclusions

Some of the major points to be mentioned in conclusion are:

There has been enhanced awareness in the communities on the sustainable utilisation and
conservation of natural resources for future generations.
There is ample scope for the value addition of some of the major NTFPs that are currently exported
in their raw forms.
Local communities of remote areas have shown great potential in self-organising for forest based
income generating activities.
The empowerment of rural people, particularly women of indigenous ethnic groups, in income
generation and decision making is visible.
Better forest management for biodiversity conservation, forest product increments for domestic use
and enhanced production of high-value NTFPs is realised.
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POLICIES TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE FOREST OPERATIONS AND
UTILISATION OF NON-WOOD FORETS PRODUCTS

Mr. Mustafa KIZMAZ
Division Director ofResearching and Planning, ANKARA

Turkey

Summary

(No translation in French & Russian available)

Turkey, lying between about 42 N and 36 N latitudes, is the only country in the world having three
different climates, namely, Mediterranean, continental and oceanic. The land mass of Turkey lies between
sea level and over 5500 m in altitude.

Due to different climatic and geographic conditions in Turkey, many trees, shrubs, herbaceous
plant species naturally grow in the country. The non-wood products derived from those plants are
generally exported as raw or semi-raw materials while some of the products are consumed in domestic
markets as medicine, culinary and aromatic substances and usually the chemical substances extracted
from those products are imported for medicine and chemistry sectors in Turkey.

Turkish Constitution and Forest Law have the provisions about the improvement life standards of
forest villagers through employment in the forestry activities.

Some essential non-wood products found in Turkey, are resin, resinous wood, storax of
Liqudambar orientalis, leaves of Laurus nobilis L, Eucalyptus spp, Thymus spp, etc, fruits of Quercus
ithaburensis Decne, Rhus L., Cerasus mahalep L, Pistacia terebintus L, Pinus pinea L etc, bark of Pinus
brutia Ten, Betulus spp, corms of Galanthus and others bulbus plants, oak gull, mushrooms, wildlife,
fodder, honey.

Keywords: Medical, aromatic plants, non-wood production, mushrooms, bulbs, breeding.
***

Introduction

Balsamic substances derived from roots and stems of trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants and
leaves, flowers, seeds, roots and corms. Those plants grown in pastures, forests and gaps in forests and
from which the provided substances of non-wood forest products used in medicine, pharmacy and
cosmetics, perfumery and food industries.

The flora of Turkey is well documented in the 10-volume work of late Prof. P. H. Davis from the
University of Edinburg. According to this monumental work and several subsequent publications: The
flora of Turkey contains over 10 423 native infrageneric taxa, of which 34.2% are endemic. If the alien
and cultivated taxa are included, the number of taxa occurring in Turkey rises to 10 660. The rate of
endemism among the 8709 species is 32%. The flora of Turkey thus contains over 3500 endemic taxa
which is quite a high rate.

In Turkey non-wood forest products provided from 20.7 million ha forest area, non cultivated
agricultural area and other natural resources are mainly as follows:

Aromatic plants Fodder plants Wildlife
Bay leaves Food plants Pine Nut Other
Colourant / Dye Honey Resin
plants Medical plants Storax / Incense
Eteric oil plants Ornamental Tannin
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Wild Food Plants

Seasonal vegetables and fruits derived from wild plants are sold in markets or by street vendors in
cities and towns in Anatolia. In villages, peasants collect wild plants for their personal or home
consumption, and any surplus finds its way to city markets. There is no well-established distribution
channel for wild food plants in Turkey.

Wild Medicinal Plants

A recent study of wild medicinal plants identifies 346 taxa of commercially traded wild native
plants both internally and through export (Ozahatay et al 1997)

The principle markets for medicinal plants within Turkey are bazaars, market stalls and herbalists
('Aktar'), and pharmaceutical companies purchasing raw materials to process them into drugs. Based on a
study of 96 aktars in 40 towns and cities, 179 taxa are sold through aktar shops (Baser et al, 1996).
However, it is likely that this underestimates the range of the species traded, given the fact that Istanbul
alone has 400 aktar shops. Due to the wide-ranging nature of collection and marketing, it is extremely
difficult to estimate the quantities of each species traded.

Aromatic Plants

Turkey is rich in aromatic plants. It is estimated that a third of the flora of Turkey consists of
aromatic plants. Aromatic, here, means fragrant, flavouring or containing essential oil.

Dye Plants

Dying carpets, kilims, garments and other materials such as Easter eggs with dye plants has been
practised in Anatolia for 6000 years. Dyeing with wild plants is still practised in several parts of Turkey,
and such carpets and kilims are highly regarded (Enes 1987).

Bulbous Plants

The main geophytes that are collected from the wild or cultivated in situ for export are described by
Ekim et al. 1991. The 'Red Data Book' of Turkey published in 1989 includes mainly the geophytes (Ekim
et al. 1989). An important book on the bulbous plants of Turkey was published in 1984 (Baytop and
Mathew 1984). Bulbous plants have cultural importance and they increase the quality of landscape, they
are also very important in medicine and cosmetic industries. Recently these bulbs are exported to
different countries for ornamental purposes.

Mushrooms

Wild mushrooms are among the most widely used wild food plants in Turkey, Although the fungal
flora of Turkey has not been fully documented, a recent estimate puts the number of mushroom species at
5000 with at least ca. 2000 being edible (Baytop 1994, Oder 1990).

Some of them are not able to be cultivated such as Morchella spp., Boletus edulis, cantherellus
cibarus, lactarius songuifluis and Amenita coesdria. Some such as shirtake mushrooms that have
significant importance can be cultivated. Waste materials used to produce saprophytic mushrooms are
very profitable in the villages.
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Honey

Honey production is very important for domestic consumption and export. "Anzer Honey", for
example, is very valuable and made by the bees from thymus sp around Artvin and Erzurum Regions.
Also "pine honey" or honeydew is obtained by worker bees at the end of the Marchallina hellenica Genn
secretion. This locally produced honey is called " Basira" in Turkey. Pine Honey production is about 7500
(3500-12000) tonnes at Fethiye and Marmaris (MOla region) (Yilmaz 1991 unpublished).

Other Useful NWFP

Several other wild plants are used for various purposes such as insecticides, rodenticides,
molluscicides, detergents, or in making musical instruments, furniture, boxes or chests, cigarette holders,
beads, necklaces, etc.

Fodder

Forest fodder resources represent a valuable free resource for forest communities. While the precise
number of animals grazed on forest land is unknown, according to the Seventh Five Year Development
Plan Special Expert's Commission, the number of animals existing in forest villages and considered to be
generally grazed in forest areas are: cattle 5.6 million; sheep 10.7 million; goats 11.8 million; and
horses 1.6 million.

MOF is responsible for the management of an estimated 1.5 million ha of Alpine Meadow (grazing
lands) existing within forest areas and yielding about one million tonnes of fodder.

Around 2.3 million tonnes of fodder are annually obtained from forest pastures and range lands of
5.8 million ha (FSR Draft Report 1998)

Wildlife

Turkey's rich fauna comprises 452 birds, 120 mammals, 130 reptiles and 345 fish species. A total
of 119 wildlife reserves covering over 1.8 million ha have been established since 1966 (14 of these are
located in wetlands). These areas are reserved to protect game and wild animals threatened by habitat loss
and degradation and over hunting. There are also 40 wildlife breeding stations where wild animals under
threat are bred. Populations from breeding stations are released to 32 wildlife placement areas.

Within forest areas there are 52 000 ha of rivers, natural and dammed lakes, and 20 fish production
and breeding stations.

Freshwater fishing is undertaken in 69 lakes and ponds in the forest areas. Freshwater fish
production in 1996 was around 37 500 tonnes.

Game hunting is a traditional activity in Turkey. Species taken include game birds and rabbits
associated with steppe, arable and forest ecosystems; migratory waterfowl associated with wetlands; and
several large game species occurring primarily in forest lands (e.g., bear, wolf, wild pig and ibex).
Especially fox is hunted for fur and rabbit for fur and meat. About 20 000 pieces of animal fur or leather
are sold per year.

Over 40 forest tree species naturally grow in forest ecosystems. Many endemic tree species are
found in The Taurus Mountains (North of Adana) and in the Ide Mountains (South of Canakkale).

The MOF (Ministry of Forestry) has established 2.5 million ha of protected areas. In addition 27
000 ha of natural forest area are reserved to conserve biological and genetic diversity at two different
sites.
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Present Legislation

Turkish Constitution and Forest Law have provisions about the improvement of life standards of
forest villagers. Article 170, for example, necessitates measures to improve living conditions of forest
villagers through various means.

Forests are managed with the principles set by management plans, their protection, multifunctional
use and development are carried out through these plans (Article 26). Harvesting also should be done
under the management plans by forest enterprises or contracted out to third parties according to Article
40.

The permission for the collection of all kinds of NWFP and harvest remains are given to forest
villagers, these products are only subject to tariff prices. Article 37 reads as: ''Other all kind of forest
products and remains which is harvested and transported from state forests are included in annual
production program, as well as stick, resin, resinous wood, boxwood, storax, are allowed to be collected
and transported in determined locations and periods, by being noticed and provided with the payment of
tariff prices, giving priority to forest villages development cooperatives or to neighbouring villagers or
workers at the production site as stated in Article 40"

According to the Forest Law forest villagers have priority in working or employment. Article 40
reads as: "The forest administration gives the working priority to forest villagers development co-
operatives and the local forest villagers living especially in or at the vicinity of forest working place,
taking the distance and manpower into account, and without considering the boundaries and forest site of
the working place, in state forestry activities such as reforestation, forest maintenance, rehabilitation, road
construction, cutting, collection, transport and production ".

The Forest Law (articles 37 and 40) allows GDF to regulate and control the protection of native
wild plant species in the state lands, through the system of licensing.

Hunting is regulated in the Hunting Law; according to the Hunting Law; hunting without
permission of the forestry organization is banned in forest land. Forestry Organization is in charge of
management of hunting activities. Game animals could be hunted during all seasons, or hunted during
certain periods or fully prohibited.

The Central Hunting Commission is the decision-making authority for hunting issues. It is
established under the chairmanship of the Ministry of Forestry and composed of General Director of
National Parks and Wild Life-Hunting, representative of General Directorate of Protection and Control,
and two representatives from Hunting Associations.

Central Hunting Commission determines, among others, hunting periods, animal species that can
be hunted during all seasons, animal species that can be hunted during certain periods, animal species that
their hunting is fully prohibited, hunting types and prohibited hunting areas.

Other Legal Arrangements

Both national and international regulations guide the management of, and afford some protection to
NWFP.

1, The Regulation on Harvesting and Selling Principles of NWFP (1995);
The Regulation on Giving Permission of Getting Benefit from Forest Products;
Regulation of Collection, Production and Export of Natural Flower Bulbs (1989).

Also, Turkey is a signatory to a number of international conventions and commitments related to
the environment including:

1. The International Convention on Protection of Birds (1966);
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The Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution (1980);
Treaty on the Conservation of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (approved 1983);
The Bern Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (approved
1984);
Protocol on Specially Protected Areas in the Mediterranean/Geneva Protocol (approved 1986);
First Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Europe (Strasbourg 1991);
Agenda 21 (Rio 1992);
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (Rio 1992);
Second Ministerial Conference on the Protection of European Forests (Helsinki 1993)
Convention on Internationally Important Wetlands as the Living Environment for Water
Birds/RAMSAR Convention (1994);
CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora)
(approved 1996);
Biodiversity Convention (approved 1997); and
The EU Council Directive 92/43 EEC, 1992, on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and Wild
Fauna and Flora regulates trade between Member States. Five listed medicinal plants occur in
Turkey;
Third Ministerial Conference on the Protection of European Forests (Lisbon 1998).

Production Activities

The General Directorate of Forestry (GDF) is responsible for the management of NWFP in the
forest areas. There are two production schemes, programmed and non-programmed.

Some important N'VVFP (e.g. resin, bayleaves, liquidambar oil (storax) are regulated by GDF under
annual production programs through management plans. These programs are prepared according to the
targets set in the Five-Year Development Plans. Local forest co-operatives and villagers are typically
employed by GDF to harvest these products.

The other type is the production of those not taken into the annual production program. The
production is executed in accordance with available management plans. If there is not a management
plan, an annual or periodical production plan is prepared through inventories of every woody, herbaceous
and tuberous plant in the area.

The production plans contain; production area, amount of yield and productivity, harvesting time,
harvesting techniques, production periods, drying and storage systems, the base of biological special
features and ecological conditions. The aim of these plans is sustainable use of non-wood products.

The periods of plans change according to the characteristics of species and ecological conditions
for example, for rosmarinus officialis, ceratonia ciliciqua and thymus spp the period is two years, for
laurus nobilis it is three.

Five-Year Development Plans of Turkey requests the inventory of NWFP to uncover the potentials
of some products, drawing attention also to the trend of demand in domestic and foreign markets.
However, inventories have only been completed for 38 plant species in 24 regional directorates.

Collection, utilisation and marketing rights for some NWFP (e.g., pine nut, chestnut, acorn, thyme,
herb tea, snow drop, prunes, natural mushrooms and various bulbs plants) are given to local villagers by
GDF at modest tariff prices. The production of NWFP is given in Annex I.

Most of the NWFP are produced for export purposes. Uses of NWFP are not found enough in
domestic market, but we witness a considerable increase in domestic demand lately.

The current economic value of NWFP, based on available sources of information, has been under
estimated ($102 million in 1996 and about $87 million in 1997).
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According to estimates, GDF has 3% share in total NWFP revenue and the share of villagers
amounts to 30% while the collectors, middleman and exporters get 67% (ISS). These figures suggest that
GDF and forest villagers get a very small portion of the gross income from the NWFP.

Many of Turkey's NWFP are exported as raw or semi-raw materials. Medicinal products are of
particular importance to Turkey, the third largest exporter of medicinal plants of wild origin after China
and India. Gross revenues from NWFP exports in 1996 were over $102 million (SSI) and $87 million in
1997 (SSI). Furthermore, imprecise monitoring suggests that the exact quantities of materials harvested
for export is unknown and is likely to be underestimated (FSR 1998 Draft Report). The exportation of
NWFP is given in Annex II.

If we look at the production and export figures, the former is less than the later. At the first look, it
is thought that there was over harvesting and illegal harvesting. Some might be, but most of it comes from
outside the forest areas, from the agriculture fields and private lands.

When a demanded NWFP is found, a middleman applies to the Forest District. If it is found
appropriate the permission is given. The middlemen make agreements with villagers on the conditions
including harvesting cost. Forest districts rangers control the production.

In the light of inventory information, production plans of some plant species are prepared and
forest villagers do the production of those NWFP indicated in the plan. The products are sold at a tariff
price to villagers, then villagers sell these products to middlemen, the middlemen sell them to companies
(processor or exporter) or to other agencies.

Directorate of
Forest District

The case for natural flower and bulb collection is different. Due to high demand of bulbous plants
from abroad, the bulbous plants are picked up regardless of size, resulting in economical loss or danger of
extinction in the country. Regulation of Collection, Production and Export of Natural Flower Bulbs
(1989) enforced by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs is to prevent over collecting and to
regulate export of bulbs. The export of permitted species is regulated through the setting of an annual
quota determined by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. Each season accredited export
companies are permitted to export certain quantities of bulbs (based on the size of the company and the
quality of its drying equipment etc.).

According to the Regulation of Collection, Production and Export of Natural Flower Bulbs; CITES
Advisory Board and CITES Technical Committee are established from representatives of various related
Ministries, Universities and NGOs .The Technical Committee observes and determines the production
area and amount of collection every year. In the light of this determination, CITES Advisory Board
decides the quota and restrictions on some plant species or prohibits collections of some species.

Natural Plant Species Not Permitted To Be Collected

Natural flower bulb species of which collection and exportation is forbidden in 2000 are as follows;
All Orchis spp, al! Crocus'spp, Fritillaria spp (except Fpersica), Lilium spp ( except Lcatzdidum), al!
Muscari spp, Sternbergia spp ( except Sternbergia lutea), all Tulipa spp, all Eminium spp, all Biarum
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spp, all Nympheaceae spp, all Orchdaceae spp, Arum creticum, Pancratium maritimum, Hyacinthus
orientalis, Centiana lutea, Cyclamen spp ( except C.count, C.cilicium, C.hederefolium), Galanthus spp
(G.elwesii, G woronowi), Iris spp ( except I.tuberosum) and other tubers and bulb plants.

Conclusion

The value of Turkey's forests in the past has been based largely on timber values. In general the
priorities have been given to timber both in management and inventory terms. But the trend is changing
now, environmental and social functions as well as economic ones including NWFP are on the top of the
agenda. Particularly the 1992 Summit in Rio has led to considerable change in world forestry policy.

Although distribution of NWFP species have been known, inventory information has not been
completed for all the species. Production plans have been prepared for a limited number of NWFP species
(e.g. bayleaves). Most of the species production plans have not been prepared yet because of the lack of
inventory information.

Most of the NWFP are harvested from forest and natural resources and sold at the market. There is
not any information about where and how they are produced (forest or agricultural and range area or
cultivated). Forest sub-district chiefs do protection and production. Most of the forest sub-district chiefs
do not identify these species. Recognition of these species depends on experience and knowledge. Also
forest sub-district chiefs have such burden that they can not spare enough time to deal with NWFP
management. For this reason it is necessary to establish a NWFP unit in every Forest Regional
Directorate and in some of the forest districts, which have potential of NWFP, to deal with identifying,
doing inventory, preparing production plans, harvesting and controlling and protecting activities.

In- service training programmes prepared by GDF are mainly based on administrative and routine
problems. GDF does not have enough experts on NWFP. It is necessary to train the staff of GDF and
GFVR (The General Directorate of Forest and Village Relations) and forest villagers about NWFP.
Technical forestry education programmes at University level are classic and based on traditional forestry.
Education programmes on NWFP is not sufficient at Forestry and others Faculties.

Also there is no extension unit in the MOF to deal with introducing knowledge and training of
forest villagers on forest activities including NWFP. The active participation of those villagers in forestry
activities and the creation of trust between forestry staff and the people are necessary.

As for other difficulties, there is no responsible authority that covers all production areas,
especially medicinal and aromatic plants (except Natural Flower Bulbs). As mentioned above, these
products are harvested from forest areas and outside forest areas, which are agricultural and range lands.

There are 20 175 'forest villages' in Turkey located in or near forest areas. These villages
accommodate over 9 Million people. The income level of forest villagers is below the national average
and they are largely depend economically on forest resources, in particular on fuelwood for heating and
cooking, and forest range land and fodder resources for livestock.

Many of Turkey's NWFP are exported as ray,' or semi-raw materials or sold in domestic markets.
In addition, NWFP are of significant economic value to forest communities providing an important
contribution to family diet and cash income. Fodder provided by free grazing in forest areas and by
cutting for winter feeding is an important NWFP for forest communities for whom livestock is a primary
source of income especially in remote mountainous areas.

Imprecise monitoring of exported products means that the exact quantities of materials harvested
for export is unknown and is likely to be underestimated. While some data is available for exported
products, the domestic trade and traditional (subsistence) use of NWFP is largely unrecorded. For
example, while the domestic trade in a wide range of medicinal plants is evident from observations and
records such as salesmen's catalogues, there are no estimates of the scale of this trade. For these reasons
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the gross value of NWFP expressed in export revenues can be taken as a minimum estimates of the value
Turkey's NWFP.

Many NWFP in Turkey are under priced and some of them over harvested. Villagers generally sell
products as raw material resulting in a significant leakage of production benefits away from local sources.
This is due to limited experience in, and facilities for processing and marketing. Also especially NWFP
are harvested or collected by women and children because of the low price. So sometimes NWFP might
be harvested early and some quality and economic loss and resource degradation occurs because of the
early collection.

Current arrangements therefore mean that middlemen and exporters gain most of the money from
the production of NWFP. Low producer prices encourage over harvesting. This causes degradation of
NWFP plants. Higher producer price would likely encourage more sustainable management by local
communities. (as higher prices would ensure constant or higher revenues from lower harvesting levels
and giving higher importance to production and protection to receive benefits). Where resources are
undervalued then some type of price related market or policy correction would have an immediate
beneficial effect (FSR 1998).

Plant and animal species are being collected in ever increasing numbers. While limited data means
that it is difficult to determine the exact status and potential of forest flora and fauna, the evidence
suggests that many species are being harvested unsustainably. Some important export products such as
Laurus nobilis (bayleaves used for medicinal purposes, soap manufacture and as an oil extract) and
ornamental bulbs are known to be over harvested, and many of Turkey's important endemic plant species
are endangered (e.g., Gentiana lutea, which is collected illegally (Ozhatay et al, 1997). Species whose
genetic resources have been adversely affected by excessive utilisation include walnut, Taurus cedar,
sweet gum, Arceuthos drupacea, juniperus oxycedrus.

Overgrazing is an important factor contributing to forest degradation, subsequent soil erosion and
biodiversity loss. The production area for forage crops in Turkey is small, covering only 2.5 percent of
the total agricultural area and total feed production is insufficient. This increases the pressure on forest
areas which are commonly utilised for livestock grazing. (NEAP, 1997).

In terms of wildlife, the Anatolia lion, tiger, beaver and darter are now extinct, while endangered
species include leopard, lynx, hyena and the Monk seal. In addition, populations of 45 species are
estimated to have greatly declined including deer (cervus elaphus maral), roe deer (capreolus capreolus),
fallow deer (dama dama), wild sheep (Ovis amon anatolica) and gazelle (gazella subgutturosa).

Management of hunting activities is also inadequate. Arrangements for monitoring and
management of both game populations and harvest levels are set nationally rather than for ecoregions or
specific hunting areas. In practice, the number of most species taken is limited by hunting effort or
scarcity.

Tenure security is an important factor in the sustainable management of natural resources.
Landowners with secure and long-term tenure have an obvious incentive to look after their land and
invest in it. Having the right to use land provides much less incentive to manage the resources.

Recommendations

NWFP are an important income source for many forest villagers. Successful management of
NWFP requires management structures that offer incentives to local resource users to adopt sustainable
harvesting practices, reversing the current trend towards overuse and degradation. Solutions include
tenure reforms for some forest products, proper resource pricing, development of cultivation, proper
harvesting, storage techniques and marketing of some important NWFP species. Extension services,
demonstration projects and training of forest villagers should follow together with the provision of low
interest rate credits to the producers.
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Land Tenure
In Turkey, 99 percent of the forest area is state forest. According to the Turkish Constitution; the

ownership of State forest area cannot be transferred to others and the management and exploitation of the
forest area is under the responsibility of the state.

Secure land tenure provides a strong incentive for sustainable resource management. Inappropriate
tenure arrangements cause unsustainable NWFP harvesting practices. Although villagers have harvesting
rights, they have no legal ownership to land. Lack of secure tenure means that damaging practices
continue. Secure tenure should be appropriate for long term harvesting and land use rights should be
given to forest villagers or collectors.

Capturing NWFP Values
Current arrangements mean that middlemen and exporters gain most of the money from the

production of NWFP. Villagers generally sell products as raw material resulting in a significant leakage
of production benefits away from local sources. Forest villages and their co-operatives should be
supported through low rate credits to establish small scale processing facilities. Particularly in potential
non-wood forest product areas these facilities would provide employment and added value (semi-
processed products instead of raw products) to local economies. Co-operation with the private sector on
processing and marketing issues would also increase forest village revenues from non-wood forest
products.

Producer Prices
Low producer prices encourage over harvesting. If villagers sustain higher revenues from NWFP

they would care and protect the sources. Higher producer prices would likely encourage more sustainable
management by local communities.

Multi-functional Planning
Typically forest management plans do not consider NWFP resources. Even for the few cases where

such plans exist, inadequate inventory information (e.g., biological productivity and species distribution)
for the vast majority of products means that optimal (sustainable) harvesting levels are not attained. There
is considerable scope for improving existing plans and extending the inventory process to cover other
NWFP. Site specific inventories of NWFP as part of the forest management process are required for the
development of these plans.

Market Analysis
NWFP market analyses have not been done yet. But many kinds of products are sold at the market.

Market fluctuation is very high. Market analysis is also necessary to understand likely effects of market
expansion, shifts in demand and international price fluctuations. Many kinds of products and derivatives
are seen at the market especially at aktars shops. Production in some cases is based on poor market
research. Market research should be done to determine NWFP demands.

Legal Reforms
Current regulations on monitoring are not sufficient to protect NWFP. The vast bulk of species are

traded under a 'miscellaneous' category, reflecting the relatively minor role that they play in international
trade. Such species may nevertheless be very localised in the wild, and seriously threatened by trade
people. Trade regulation therefore needs to be tightened. Regulations for the use of NWFP are not
collected in a single legislation. There are different and scattered rules under different legislation.

Review of laws and regulations related to forest and range land is needed. Turkey's forest are
almost entirely State owned. There is no clear definition of the roles of responsible agencies and
institutions. In addition there are overlaps in the legal framework and national legislation sometimes
contradicts international laws. Also there is some lack in legislation, enforcement is therefore difficult. A
through review and revision of present legislation is needed to eliminate existing conflicts and
shortcomings.

To ensure the sustainable use of NWFP; collaboration should be done between the firms and
companies dealing with the trade of these plants. Contributions should be made for research and
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rehabilitation of ecosystems including NWFP plants.

There is a need for a more participatory approach towards forestry development and management.This is seen as a way to reduce the negative human impact on forest resources in the forms of over
exploitation. Particularly when the rural communities have been given more responsibility in the
management of forest resources the results are by far positive towards sustainability. In fact, to reach
improved and sustainable generation of profits on one side and assumption of responsibilities for resource
preservation on the other, participation of local population is needed at all stages of resource
management.

A fund should be set up from the contributions of dealing firms and companies and it should be
used for achieving sustainability objectives. Funds should be allocated from the national budget,
Reforestation Fund, Village (ORKÖY) Fund and firms and companies. These funds would support and
encourage the development of new techniques to protect, control and conserve NWFP.

Forest villagers should be encouraged to cultivate wild plant species by providing materials (seeds,
seedling, grafting or cutting), financial assistance (low interest rate credits) and training.

NWFP Units should be established in every Forest Regional Directorate and in some of the Forest
Districts in potentially rich NWFP areas. Experts (Forest engineer, Agriculture engineer, botanist,
chemist) in NWFP should be employed in these units to deal with carrying out inventories, preparing
annual production plans and programs, controlling harvesting areas and harvesting activities, giving
extension services to the forest villagers and other producers.

One of the research institutes should be converted to a NWFP research institute and training centre
(on harvesting, utilising, drying, storing, marketing, cultivating, propagating and protecting).

Some NWFP species grow naturally in unproductive forest area and in maquis land. These kinds of
areas should be rehabilitated by improvement cuttings, seeding or planting which in turn would increase
the production and price.

Promote opportunities for NWFP using Agro-forestry systems in young forests plantation mixed
with Castanea sativa, Pistacia terebintus, Laurus nobilis, Capparis sp, Origanum sp, Thymus sp, Salvia
sp, Robinia pseudoacacia, etc. Surrounding forest villages, then, would get more benefits and protect the
forests as it is in the case of Pinus Pinea plantations.

The conservation of gene resources and biodiversity should be taken into account in production,
conservation and breeding plans. Highly demanded valuable species are generally cultivated or grown in
their natural habitats.

After completing the inventory and management plans of NWFP species, care should be taken to
keep the ecological balance by. taking account of direct and indirect use value, option value and non-use
values.

Sustainable production and uses:
I. Complete inventories;

Prepare production plans;
Research and training (Forest staff, local people, villagers, communities or others);
Reserve the gene conservation areas ( in situ);
Organise production and harvesting activities;
Market analyses;
Appropriate land use right;
Multi functional planning;
Improve producer prices and capturing NWFP values;
Participation.
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Prepare and apply implementation projects to overcome the above mentioned problems in the short
term

For the achievement of the above items, it is necessary to prepare implementation projects on
completing inventory of NWFP of high economic values and develop cultivation techniques.
Establishment of pilot demonstration sites will help in the introduction of suitable techniques and training
of stakeholders. The General Directorate of Forest and Village Relations should review its crediting
policy, which is a very important tool to complement the projects.
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POLICIES TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS AND UTILIZATION OF
NON- WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS IN TURKEY

Messrs. Ertan ÖZUdURLU & Mevlut DOZGON
Ministry ofForestry

Research Planning and Co-ordination Board, ANKARA
Turkey

Summary

In many countries in the world and for vast numbers of the rural population in the developing
countries, NWFP have vital roles in- terms of subsistence of household, income and employment from
harvesting and industry, marketing, spiritual and cultural needs, source of foreign exchange, biodiversity
etc.

There is a need for improvement of propagation methods, management, harvesting, storage and
utilisation; promotion of women's participation; improvement of quality of facilities and development of
facilities to sustain NWFP. Forest-based small scale enterprises also represent the major source of
employment for rural people, which is based mainly upon the collection and processing of NWFP.

Turkey is one of the rich countries with a variety of flora and fauna, which generally are found in
forests and wooded lands. However, it is a fact that overproduction, limited facilities for cultivation,
inefficient protection measures, poor knowledge about wild resources and insufficient data availability are
the major factors threatening the existing NWFP development efforts.

This paper examines the current role and potential for non-wood products in the forestry sector and
in the related agencies. It is compiled from a number of publications. It also presents the actual situation
and provides a draft policy framework and guidelines for sustainable management of NWFP in Turkey.

Keywords: NWFP, rural communities, Forest-based small-scale enterprise, endemic species, collection,
processing consumption, trade.

I. Introduction

NWFP are products of biological origin other than wood that may be gathered from the wild,
mainly forests, other wooded lands, produced as (semi-) domesticated plants in plantations or in
agroforestry schemes, or trees outside forests or produced in intermediate production systems of varying
degrees of domestication.

Non-wood forest products have attracted considerable global interest in recent years due to
increasing recognition of their contribution to household economies and food security, to some national
economies, and to environmental objectives such as the conservation of biological diversity.

Unfortunately very little concerted attention had been given to these important resources in the
past. Furthermore, in many countries, forestry sectors' policies had frequently emphasised timber
production and often ignored the importance of NWFP and small-scale enterprises based on NWFP.

In due consideration of the increased importance of the non-timber forest products, the Food and
Agricultural Organization has already established the Wood and Non-Wood Products Utilization Branch
(FOPW) in the Forest Products Division in 1991. The ongoing programme called "Promotion and
Development of Non-wood Forest Products (NWFP)" became one of the FAO Forestry Department's
priority areas. The programme ensures co-ordination within FAO in the multidisciplinary approach of
NWFP development in the world.

NWFP can provide important community needs for improved rural livelihood; contribute to
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household food security and nutrition; help to generate additional employment and income; offer
opportunities and provide raw materials for processing enterprises; contribute to foreign exchange
earnings; and support biodiversity conservation and other environmental objectives. Several million
households all around the world depend heavily on NWFP for subsistence and/or income. Some 80
percent of the population of the developing world use NWFP for health and nutritional needs (FAO,
2000).

II. Definition, scope and characteristics of NWFP

In many publications, the term "non-wood forest products" (NWFP) or "non-timber forest products
"(NTFP) and the similar terms: "minor", "secondary", and "non-timber" forest products, have appeared as
umbrella expressions for the vast array of both animal and plant resources other than wood (or timber in
the case of "non-timber") derived from forests, other wooded lands and trees outside the forests (FAO,
1999).

NWFP also refers to market or subsistence goods and services for human or industrial consumption
derived from renewable forest resources and biomass (FAO, 1999). In this regard, the scope of non-wood
forest products includes from the use of plants and animals and their products to the services of land for
conservation and recreation. NWFP may be gathered from the wild, mainly forests, other wooded lands,
produced as domesticated plants in plantations or in agroforestry schemes, or trees outside forests
produced in intermediate production systems of varying degrees of domestication.

The NWFP may be grouped into three main categories according to their functions and their
utilisation purposes both in domestic consumption or commercial basis. These are as follows;

ource: 1V1U InTormatlon note UUO,
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Main category Sub-categorie,s Examples of products

Non-wood plant
products

Food Wild and domesticated products, weeds, fruits, flowers, seeds,
edible roots, stems, leaves, shoots etc.

Forage Food for livestock and wildlife, including birds, fishes, insects,
bees, silkworms, etc.

Pharmaceuticals Drugs, salves, lotions, purgatives etc.
Toxins For hunting, ordeal poisons, salves, ointments, lotions,

anaesthetics etc.
Aromatics Essential oils for cusmetic and perfume industry, unguent,

incense etc.
Biochemicals Non-edible fats and oils, waxes, gums and latex, dyes, tannins

etc.

Fibre Cloth, matting, cordage, basketry, brooms, cork etc.
Wood for handicrafts

Plants for aesthetically pleasing, horticulture and amenity etc..

Wood

Ornamentals

Wild Animal
Products

Mammals Meat, horn, skins, wool, bone etc.
Birds Meat, hides, skins, wool, bone pharmaceuticals etc.
Fishes Meat, eggs, feathers, edible nests, guano etc.
Reptiles Food, skins, shell, toxins, etc.
Invertebrates Plant exudates (manna), honey, wax, silk lac etc.

Services and
Functions of Forests

Habitat
Soil improvement
and protection
Protected areas

Grazing, shade and shelter for animals

Green manure, humus, N-fixation, hedges, soil stabilisation etc.

Non-consumptive use (Tourism/recreation, wildlife viewing,
photography, bird watching etc.)
Consumptive use (hunting, shooting, fishing etc.)
Aesthetic, scenic and historic sites etc.



NWFP in the world

Traditionally, maximised revenue from timber production has driven forest policy and management
decisions in many countries, and silvicultural systems have been designed specifically to enhance timber
production. These policies and practices have in some places conflicted with the interest of forest
dwellers and people dependent on the forest for other uses and products, and have limited the
development potential of NWNP.

In many parts of the world, NWFP provide food (bushmeat, mushrooms, fruits, nuts, animal
fodder), construction materials, fibres (bamboo, rattan, palm leaves), medicines and other health care
products and goods of religious or spiritual significance. Most of medicinal plants are traded in local and
national markets and relatively few are traded internationally in significant volume. However, there are
few reliable global or even national data on production and trade of wild harvested plants and it is
difficult to distinguish the wild from cultivated sources in existing trade statistics on these material.

At present, at least 150 NWFP are significant in terms of international trade, including honey, gum
arabic, rattan, bamboo, cork, nuts, mushrooms, resins, essential oils, and plant and animal parts for
pharmaceutical products etc.(FA0,1997).

It is estimated that the total value of world trade in NWFP of the approximately 150 well-known
major items is about 1.1 billion US Dollars yearly. The general direction of trade from developing to
developed countries with about 60 percent being imported by countries of EU, USA and Japan. China is
the dominant world trader. India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Brazil are also major suppliers to
world markets (FAO 1997).

The responsibility for the management of wild resources varies from country to country, possibly
due partly to the training and interests of the foresters, but probably more to internal policies. In some
countries, whether it is obtained from the wild, plantations or fallow (uncultivated), NWFP are a forest
responsibility. In some others, it is almost entirely harvested from the wild under the responsibility of
agriculturist, or even the mandate of some forestry departments extends to all forms of wildlife, such as in
Chile (FAO 1988).

At present, the CITES (Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species) is only one of
the basic legal arrangements by which the world-wide trade of NWFP is generally laid out. The other
important international arrangements and initiatives on protection, sustainable management and
utilization procedures of NWFP are IUCN (International Union on Conservation of Nature), WWF (The
World Wide Fund for Nature) and the UN Convention on Biological Conservation (CBD).

NWFP in Turkey

Turkey is a country at the cross-roads of Europe, Asia and Africa so that makes it rich in
biodiversity as well as in cultural diversity. From sea level to over 5000 meters, the country has a high
altitudinal variation and many different types of ecological regions including higher rainfall in the north,
Mediterranean and sub-tropical in the south and west, arid and semi-arid in the middle, alpine, and
alluvial in lower plains. These ecological variations make it possible for very diverse fauna and flora
types from coastal habitats to alpine habitats.

In terms of biodiversity, the geographical location makes Turkey the richest country among the
countries of Europe, North Africa, Middle East and Middle Asia. It is a genetic centre for a large number
of plant species, mainly found in forested areas, with about 9000 plant species, 3000 of which are
endemic. Besides, Turkey has a wide variety of wildlife and fauna resources such as mammals (128
species), birds (449 recorded), reptiles (85 species) and others. As a result of these conditions, forests in
Turkey have a rich variety of natural resources that provides diversity of NWFP from both plants and
wildlife.

In Turkey, forests are the major natural areas where the wild resources of NWFP are found and
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collected. Therefore, the responsibility for the management of wild resources remains with the interests of
forestry organizations, possibly due partly to training and internal policies. Some NWFP are also
collected from the areas that are outside of forests, such as rangelands, privately owned lands, alpine
regions etc. Only the forestry organization is responsible for management, collection and protection of the
NWFP before selling them abroad.

1. Major species, production and utilization structure

Local and the nearest forest villagers and their co-operatives are employed or contracted by the
forestry organization in the harvesting of NWFP through a specialized section (Division Directorate of
NWFP) of the General Directorate of Forestry in Turkey. During the 5th Five Year Development Plan
period, NWFP inventory was carried out by General directorate of forestry for a selected 62 major
species. Management and utilization plans were prepared. Information given in this plan is about
production capacity, rotation parcels, propagation, drying and storing techniques and domestication
strategies of certain of these species.

In Turkey, production of the NWFP is generally conducted by two main types of production means,
both are supervised and controlled by forestry departments. Many NWFP are produced frorn the forest
areas and provide significant contributions to the local communities and country economy as well. These
two production types are:

By annual production programs of forestry sector in which some of the NWFP such as resin, bay
leave and styrax are harvested by General Directorate of Forestry through its annual production programs.
Those programs are prepared according to the targets given in the five-year development plans and the
demands of the domestic and foreign markets.

By modest tariff value charges that are annually determined by the forestry sector according to
Articles 37 and 40 of the forest Law. This is a concession right of employment for the people who are
living in the forest villages. Pine nut, chestnut, thyme and herb tea, natural mushrooms are the most
common products produced in this way.

As an example, the followings are the 15 most important non-wood forest products, species and
their production quantity (in 1994 and 1999) produced in Turkey:

Source: Forestry Special Expertise Report for 8. Five Year Development Plan, (unpublished)

In terms of the income opportunities NWFP represent one of the vital resources for the forest
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Product Species from which produced Unit Quantity produced
1994 1999

Resin Pinus brutia (Turkey red pine) tonne 350400
Bay leaves Laurus nobilis tonne 2393 3662
Styrax (Luqiudambar oil) Liquidambar orientalis kg 2003 2000
Resinous wood Pinus spp. and other coniferous tonne 4334 6877
Salvia (leave) Salvia spp. tonne 403 403
Thymus (leave) Origanum spp., Thymus spp,

Coridothymus
tonne 4814 2587

Pine nut Pinus pinea tonne 267 693
Natural mushrooms various tonne 33 17
Sumac (leave, fruit) Rhus cotinus (coriaria) tonne 45 62
Rosemary (herbacous) Rosmarinus officinalis tonne 434 206
Cherry laurel (fruit) Prunus laurocerasus, tonne 10 31
Lime (flower) Tilia spp, kg 3351 3262
Chesnut (fruit) Castanea sativa tonne 259 121
Snow drop, Cyclamen and
other bulbous plants (bulb)

Galanthus nivalis, Cyclamen spp. and
others

tonne 129 207

Carob (fruit) Ceratonneia siliqua tonne 674 15



villagers in some regions. Some part of the produced NWFP is consumed by the local people for their
household needs as food, medicine, herbal tea and for other purposes after limited and simple processes.
However, these products are mostly sold as raw material so that the important part of the profit in this
field are earned by middlemen, processors and traders from outside including foreign countries.

The following chart, illustrates the existing line of action of the harvesting, collection,
consumption, processing and marketing of the major NWFP and the main actors employed in these lines
in Turkey.

Protection of NWFP

Ministry of the Forestry of Turkey is the unique organization which has the responsibility for
protection activities of the NWFP resources but only in the forest areas. Protection of NWFP is carried
out together with the general forest policy legislation and there are no special rules for protection of
NWFP resources. Because of less attention to NWFP than wood- based resources, attempts at the
protection of NWFP often remain second in priority after the primary forest resources. Thus, it can be
said that NWFP are not properly protected despite their wide varieties and invaluable importance for the
people and the country's economy.

Recently, together with better recognition of the importance of these resources there have been
some restrictions on trading of some certain species. These species are mainly rare or endangered and the
reason for restriction or prohibition on trading is to conserve their gene resources and biological diversity.
In 1995, a number of species such as Styrax (Luqiudambar orientalis), bulbs of some natural plants,
species of Orchidaceae (salep) in every form, were prohibited from export by the Export Regime
Decision of 1995.

However, the protection and conservation measures and activities taken for the NWFP resources
are not effective enough, so that many plant species are become endangered and unfortunately in the near
future some of them will not be existing.

Marketing structure of NWFP

The revenue from timber production has shown a declining trend, mainly because of the increased
emphasis on environmental, landscape and recreational objectives that resulted in reduced fellings. At the
same time, NWFP and the value of recreation have shown a net increase and consequently, the value of
NWFP is clearly higher than the value of timber. If the value of NWFP and public benefits from
recreation are taken into consideration, the forestry balance sheet statement will become slightly positive.
The commercialization of NWFP and environmental benefits, which is absolutely necessary in order to
find the financial resources required for managing a multipurpose forests.

However, due to limited experience and the lack of capabilities for processing and marketing,
NWFP are mostly sold as raw material so that the important part of the profit in this field is earned by
middlemen, processors and traders from outside including foreign countries. Inadequate awareness, lack
of infrastructure in the rural areas, access to markets, low volume of products, poor handling and poor
storage capabilities are the major constraints to the formal development of markets for NWFP.

Annual export revenue gained from NWFP is around 70 million US$ which is higher than the
wood export revenue because of the higher demand in foreign markets. Revenues from wildlife and other
services of forests are not included in this figure. Yet, potential contributions of NWFP are much higher
and they should be attained through more efficient management and utilization of such resources.

Problems and constraints on Protection, management and harvesting of NWFP

Increased population, technological development and trading attractiveness create and increase
pressure on the natural habitats of flora and fauna. These natural resources are being threatened mainly in
two ways; (i) destruction of natural habits and (ii) excessive harvest of natural vegetation for commercial
purposes.
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Despite the rich and diverse natural resources for production of NWFP in Turkey, geographical
distribution, quality and quantity points of view present difficulties. There are several problems dealing
with definitions, conservation, production, utilization and marketing of the major NWFP resources. The
following major problems need to be solved in order to achieve sustainable conservation, management
and production of NWFP resources and to increase the profits and contributions to local and national
economies in Turkey:

Studies and information on existing situation, potential capacity, uses and distribution of NWFP resources are
not sufficient;
Irregular, unplanned and uninformed utilization of NWFP are threatening the biodiversity of them and
causing serious degradation on the existing wild resources;
Insufficient institutional capacity of forestry organizations and other related agencies;
Uncertainties and conflicts regarding the use and production rights of local people, restrictive forest
legislation;
Underdeveloped markets, lack of knowledge and experience on the processing and marketing of these
products, insufficient contribution programs and poor knowledge on training;
Majority of these products are being exported as raw material;
Insufficient and inappropriate knowledge and efforts for cultivatiori and domestication of NWFP.
Wild fauna and intangible benefits of forest resources are largely ignored and considered outside of the

NWFP;
Protection measures, especially for endangered and unique species, are not efficient.

5. Policies and Strategies to be considered for better management of NWFP

Revised policies and principles that are recommended for implementation on the management of

NWFP in Turkey have been developed for the 8th Five Year Development Plan (2001-2005) by the
Special Forestry Expertise Commission Report are as follows:

Appropriate measures should be considered such that as much profit as possible is obtained at
local, national and global levels in a way that effective protection and sustainable management of
natural NWFP resources is maintained.
Active participation of forest villagers and local communities at all management stages of NWFP
should be provided.
Local people and private sector should be encouraged for expansion of domestication and
cultivation activities of certain NWFP that have a deficient supply so as to meet demand and needs
on a sustainable basis.
In order to increase revenue and benefits, appropriate technical and financial incentives should be
promoted for all interested parties including forest villagers and private sector on processing and
production of final products of NWFP.
Arrangements and incentives concerning the improvement of domestic and foreign trade ofNWFP

should be established and encouraged.
All interested parties must carry out effective ecological, management and protection principles
together with the appropriate measures for sustainable management of NWFP. The following
principles and measures might be considered for better management of NWFP.

Principles

Ecological

Management

Measures to be taken

selective of species
selective of resources
selective of sites
economic aspects, social aspects
tourism aspects
distribution of benefits
income-sharing arrangements

Actors

forestry institutions, other state agency
professionals, local people, other forest
users

local people, small-scale
entrepreneurs, outsiders, travel agents
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Principles

3- Protection
Measures to be taken

identification of the status
institutional improvement
participation process
monitoring of ecosystem
domestication and cultivation

Actors

forestry institutions, local people,
tourism agencies, other stakeholders

6. Recommendations proposed for the solution of the present constraints

In terms of overall management

In Turkey, there are no special and appropriate policies specifically governing the management,
harvesting, processing and marketing of NWFP. Community participation, including tenure rights and
incentives, usufruct rights, investment and involvement of private sector, credit facilities, regulations
relating to processing and trade, evaluation of social and environmental values and establishment of
relevant standards should be considered. Thus, it is the fact that there is need to develop a general policy
framework on NWFP suitable to serve as a model to be adapted and integrated into the national forest
policies. The following actions are recommended.

In order to provide necessary knowledge, data basis of and more attention to NWFP, activities for
multipurpose management planning and inventory of forest resources should be improved and extended.
Planning process should include participation and contribution of local people.

Measures should be considered in order to improve institutional and personal capacities of the
MOF and other related institutions for the sustainable management of NWFP.

Collaborative works with universities, research institutions, NGOs and private sector should be
strengthened for possible solutions to the problems facing different management stages (production
period and techniques, processing, protection, marketing, valuation, utilization etc.) of NWFP.
Information on these areas should be compiled and computerized in a special data base so as to use them
effectively.

In order to resolve land use conflicts over use of NWFP resources, stakeholders are to be
encouraged to pursue mechanisms that bring together all parties involved to clarify tenure, access user-
rights and benefit sharing issues.

State organizations should deal with mainly protection and sustainable management of NWFP but
harvesting and marketing matters should remained with local communities and private sector.

In terms of production, harvesting and domestication

Domestication of NWFP resources is the best way forward in many cases. This involves a move
from gathering in the wild on communally owned land to the deliberate cultivation of NWFP on tenured
farm land. The domestication of a chosen species then involves genetic selection and the management of
varieties or cultivars.

Activities on fodder protection and utilization through planned grazing in open areas in forests and
controlled utilization should be improved and implemented in a collaboration way with villagers. This is
an important NWFP in Turkey (particularly in the East and Southeast of Anatolia).

Production of suitable NWFP that are not able to meet demand should be produced from cultivation
lands by local people and private sector as well as in open and degraded forest areas under the control of
forestry sector.

Arrangements for production activities of wild resources should be provided that define and follow
appropriate harvesting methods.
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In terms of protection

It should be taken into consideration that our future generations have the rights of using and
profiting from the existing natural resources at least as much as we have taken over from our ancestors.
For that reason, owing to the economic, environmental, scientific, and aesthetic importance of these
resources, paying more attention to careful protection of these resources is our main responsibility.

There are international and national basic legislative measures for the protection of some important
rare species and their habitats in Turkey. However, due to the inefficiency of these legal arrangements
and/or deficiency in implementation, it may be said that natural habitats are not properly being protected
as much as they need.

In order to provide more effective protection measures for NWFP resources, mainly for important
wild plants, the following measures should be taken into consideration:

Research studies on inventories and reliable data on natural population, botanical and commercial
names, registration, IUCN categories etc. are needed.
Legal arrangements for protection, production and trading must be established.
Monitoring and periodic evaluation of existing and necessary data should be provided.
Creation of specific protection sites should be considered.
Education at all levels is certainly needed.
Necessary measures and careful attention should be paid for protection of biodiversity and gene
resources of existing NWFP all over the country.

The first ten major endangered wild plant species that are determined according to the international
criteria and their IUCN categories in Turkey as follows:

E = Endangered, R = Rare, V = Vulnerable, K =

In terms of marketing

As mentioned before, the majority of the NWFP are exported mainly as raw material and due to the
lack of processing capacity the main part of the revenue is going out. Furthermore, lack of infrastructure
and difficulties on the access to the markets of the rural areas ensure the important part of the profit go to
middlemen and traders other than the local people. Facilities for handling, storage, processing, access to
markets are absolutely needed for getting a greater profit for the rural people and country's economy as
well. The following are recommended:

Measures for advanced processing facilities should be encouraged, supported and strengthened in
order to export as final products, instead of raw material so as to provide more revenue for local
and national economy;
International agreements should be properly applied and experts should be employed in customs
controls during the NWFP trading;
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Botanical Name Commercial name
(Turkish)

IUCN category

1. Acorus calamus egir E

2.Ankyropetalum gypsophylloides Oven K

3.B allota cristata olba R

4.B arlia robartiana salep E

5.Gentiana lutea centiyan E
6.Gypsophiyla arrostii var. nebulosa Oven R

7.Lycopodium annotimum Kibrit otu K

8.0riganum minutiflorum Yayla kekigi R

9. Paeonia mascula Tibbi Yakayik R

10. Ruscus aculeatus Diken kökii V



Standardization measures for certain NWFP through international norms should be established and
applied effectively;
Research, monitoring, evaluation and information should be provided and followed concerning the
actual trends in national and international markets.

In terms of contribution to rural employnzent and other socio - economic aspects

NWFP range from products used for local consumption to products that are traded in the national
and international markets. However, in many countries, particularly developing countries, the majority of
these products are used for subsistence in support of small-scale, household-based enterprises that provide
income and employment for rural people, especially women. In such countries, forest grazing, forest
fodder and collection, grading and processing of aromatic and culinary plants are a major income
generating activities and contribute to local and national income. Therefore, goods and services provided
by forests and trees are often much more important locally or even nationally than timber production in
some regions.

Government, NG0s, private sector, donors and assistance agencies should place adequate emphasis
on NWFP activities which have a high potential for poverty alleviation, food security and nutrition of
rural people living around forests when designing, implementing and evaluating development policies and
programmes (e.g. forestry, health and nutrition) in forested areas.

Efforts should be dedicated by all concerned institutions/organisations to enhance the overall socio-
economic benefits based on NWFP.

Evaluation of all benefits of NWFP, also including specific non-market benefits and socio-cultural
values, should be given increased attention by all related parties. Management policies should be based on
an adequately representative structure amongst environmental, economic and socio-cultural interests.

Gender considerations should be given appropriate importance while implementing policies and
programmes relevant to NVVFP.

The Forest Law gives uses and production rights to forest villagers and local communities that
should be improved and sustained.

Forest villagers and other interested groups that are interested in the protection, production,
processing and marketing of NWFP should be trained.
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POLITIQUES VISANT À PROMOUVOIR LES OPÉRATIONS DE COLLECTE ET
L'UTTLISATION DURABLES DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS
EN TURQUIE

MM. Ertan OZUOURLU & Melvut DOZGON
Ministère de la foresterie
Conseil de coordination et de planffication de la recherche, ANKARA
Turquie

Dans de nombreux pays du monde, et en particulier dans les pays en développement, les produits

forestiers autres que le bois tiennent une place essentielle pour des groupes nombreux de populations rurales

car leur récolte et leur transformation ainsi que la commercialisation assurent leur subsistance, des revenus et

un travail; cette activité répond en outre aux besoins spirituels et culturels, elle est une source de devises,

préserve la biodiversité, etc.

Il est nécessaire d'améliorer les méthodes de multiplication, de gestion, de récolte, d'entreposage et

d'utilisation, de promouvoir la participation des femmes, d'accroitre l'efficacité des installations de

transformation et de développer les moyens d'assurer l'exploitation durable de ces produits. Les petites

entreprises d'exploitation forestière représentent également la principale source d'emploi pour les populations

rurales, dont le travail consiste essentiellement à récolter et à transfornier les produits forestiers autres que le

')ois.

La Turquie est un pays qui présente une grande richesse de flore et de faune, généralement dans les

foréts et les terres boisées. 11 est toutefois de fait que l'exploitation excessive, l'insuffisance des cultures,

l'inefficacité des mesures de protection, l'insuffisance de la connaissance sur les ressources de la flore sauvage

et l'insuffisance des données entre autres facteurs, entravent les efforts de développement des produits forestiers

autres que le bois.

Dans le document, on examine la place actuelle des produits forestiers dans la foresterie et le potentiel

de développement du secteur en se fondant sur un certain nombre de publications. On présente aussi la situation

actuelle, ainsi qu'un projet de cadre de politique générale et de directives en vue d'une exploitation durable des

produits forestiers autres que le bois en Turquie.

Mots clefs : produits forestiers autres que le bois, conununautés rurales, petites entreprises d'exploitation

forestière, espèces endémiques, récolte, transformation, consommation, commerce.

***
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BHEAPEHHE OTBEIIA101101% ICPHTEPHSIM YCTORITHBOCTH METO,LI(OB
3A1'OTOBKH H BH,LIPB HCHOJEb3OBAHH51 HEAF'EBECHMX JIECHMX
TOBAPOB B TYPJAHH

rr. 3pTaH 03YÍ1P31Y H Mesnyr 4(1031-10H

MHHHCTepCTBO necHoro X03ArICTBa

COBeT r10 fIllaHHp0BaHHIO H KoopnHHamm HccnenoBaTenbcKofi ,LIeATeJlbHOCTH, AHKAPA

Typum

PE310ME

Ernst mHorttx cTpaH mHpa H OCO6eHHO J:1,1151 orpomHoro LIHCJIa CelIbCKHX noiTeneri B pa3BHBa1OWHXCA

cTpaHax 3arOTOBKa, nepepa6oTKa H C6bIT HeRpeBecHbix JleCHbIX Toaapos (HART) HMelOT WH3HeHHO

sammoe 3HaLleHHe C 1041W 3peHHA o6ecnettem4st cpencm K critecTBosaHmo, 1(OX0,a0B H 3aHATOCTH, a

Kpome Toro, OHM 1103BOJI5/OT yJ:I0B.IleTB0pATb oayX0BHble H KynbTypHble flOTpe6HOCTH, cnywaT

PICTOLUIHKOM ItHocTpaHttoriBaJllOTbl, nomoratoT COXpaHATb 6H0pa3H006pa3He H T.,a.

LITo6b1 o6ecneitHTb yCTOAtillBOCTb 3arOTOBKH HenpeaecHbix JleCHbIX Tosapon, Heo6xonttmo

compweHcTsosaTb meTonbi fipocseuteHHA, yripaaneHHA, 3arOTOBOK, xpaHeHtot H Her10llb30BaHH5I;

pacwHpsurb rtacTtle >KeHLIAHH; monepHH3HposaTb nepepa6aTbmatoutHe npenripHRTHA H CO3,0aBaTb HOBble

MOLIAHOCTH. Manble npe,rmpHRTHA B JleCHOM ceKTope Taioice npencTaansnoT C06014 Ba*HbIrl HCTOtIHHK

3aHATOCTH W1A CeJlbCKHX wHTeneA, KoTopbte B OCHOBHOM 3aHHMalOTCA 3arOTOBKOrl H nepepa6oTKort

Hempel:maim JleCHbIX ToBapots.

TypuHA OTHOCHTCA K cTpaHam c 6oraTertwert4iiopo H ckayHort, KoTopast 061,14H0 o6HTaeT B necax

H IleCHbIX TeppHTopHstx. ORHaKo computeHHo OLIeBHAHO, 4TO 4pe3mepHbte 3arOTOBKH, orpaHtmeHmte

BO3MWKHOCTH BblpallIHBaHHA, He3C1HileKTHBHb1e npuponooxpaHtime mew, nnoxoe 3HaHHe pecypco8

LIHKOA ripmponbt H He10CTaTOLIHbIrl oftem ,aaHHbIX AB.115110TCA BWICHet1WHMH ckaKropamH, yrpo*atounimH

HblHeWHHM yCHJIHAM B o6nacTH pa3131iTHA cerropa RELIT.

B HacTottutem noKnane, OCHOBaHHOM Ha tienom pe ny6nHKaw1rt, paccmaTpHeatoTcm HblHeLIIHAA

par% H noTeHnHanbHme BO3MO*HOCTH HeApesecHbix JleCHbIX TosapoB B JleCHOM cerrope, a Tame

COOTBeTCTB)110WHX ripmzteHtet. B Hem TanKe coRepKaTcti o63op cyntecTaytoutero 110110X0HHA H

npoeKT flOJIHTHKH H pyKOBOLIAWHX ripHmu4not3 ycTorttnaoro ynpattneHHA cerropom HeapesecHmx

necHblx ToBapos B TypIIHH.

Kniogenbie caosa: KIVU, cenbcKHe o61UHilbt, manble npe,anpHtiTHR B necHom cerrope, 3H,EtemtvtecKHe

BH,abl, 3aroTottKa, nepepa6oTKa, noTpe6neHHe, TOprOBJIA.

***
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CONSIDERATIONS ON THE NATIONAL POLITICS, SOME MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES AND SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION NWFP

Messrs. &der BARLI & Hasan SERIN
KT.U. Forestry Faculty, TRABZON

Turkey

Summary

People have benefited from Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) for many generations and many of
the products have as long a tradition in human history as do timber products. We have been using various
terms to describe Non-Wood Forest Products, including minor, secondary, special, non-timber and none
traditional. On the other hand, NWIT are plants and parts of plants that are harvested from within and on
the edges of natural and disturbed forests. NWFP are formed into a diverse set of products:

leaves and twigs that may be components of decorative arrangements;
food items such as fruits, fungi, and juices; and
roots, leaves and bark processed into herbal remedies or medicines.

Besides, NWFP contribute significantly to local and regional economies. If the current trends
continue the trade and use of NWFP will grow substantially over the near future. We would be hopeful
that NWFP have recently been receiving more attention from everybody.

On the other hand, Europe has got 11 000 species of plant and at least 2000 species are used on a
commercial basis, some 1200-1300 of which are native to Europe. Of these, 90 percent is still wild
collected (some 20 000-30 000 t/yr). Wild collection is particularly prominent in Albania, Turkey,
Hungary and Spain. There are approximately 9500 plant species in Turkey and 3000 of these are endemic
and native to Turkey. Some of the endemic species are an important part of the world NWFP market, for
example; storax, snowdrop (Galanthus nivalis), bay-leaf (Laurel nobilis), stone pine corn.(Pinus pinea).
Analysis of trade data revealed that Turkey exports over $100 million in a year (Figure 1).

In this paper, the role of NWFP in the national economy, the production methods in Turkey, the
national politics of Turkey on this concept and sustainable forest management strategies are investigated.
Some recommendations such as, adjus.tments to legislation, improved management programs, public
awareness and education, enhancement of cultivation efforts and certifications of plant material from
sustainable sources are proposed.

Key words: Non-Wood Forest Product (NWFP), Sustainable Management, Economics.

***

Introduction

People have benefited from Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) for many generations in many
areas such as medicines, food items, cosmetics, pesticides and decorative arrangements. As a NWFP, we
can understand the following items; trees, bushes, branches, twigs, fruits, leaves, roots, bark and flowers
of plants, onions, rhizomes, rounds, fungi, forest soil and the others.

Besides, NWFP contribute significantly to local and regional economies. If the current trends
continue the trade and use of NWFP will grow substantially over the near future. In Turkey, generally
there is an important commercial potential related to wild collection of medicinal plants. Every year,
some thousand tonnes of roots, leaves, flowers and seeds belonging to native plants of Turkey are
collected for both exporting and local needs.

In Turkey, the collection of endemic and native species from the wild has long been known. For
example, every year 500 tonnes of roots of Gypsophila and Ankropetalum and about 90 tonnes of seeds of
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Colchicum speciosum have been collected. Consequently, some species may become threatened as a
result of over collection from the wild (Özatay, 1997).

In this paper, the role of NWFP in the national economy, the production mistakes in Turkey and the
other issues are investigated. Furthermore, some recommendations such as adjustments to legislation,
improved management programs, public awareness and education and sustainable management strategies
are proposed.

The Role of NWFP in Turkey's Economy

Europe has about 11 000 species of plant and at least 2000 species are used on a commercial basis,
some 1200-1300 of which are native to Europe (Lange, 1998). Turkey has a crucial position in NWFP
because of its geographic conditions. There are approximately 9500 plant species in Turkey and 3000 of
these are endemic to Turkey. Some of the endemic species are an important part of the world NWFP
market, for example; storax, snowdrop, bay-leaf, stone pine corn.

Turkey has a rich flora and fauna inside or outside forest areas. Although, some of the NWFP (for
example; resin, storax, pine roots with resin) have been harvested by Forest General Administration. The
others have been harvested by unconscious, unplanned and overzealous collection according to the
situation of the demand and supply.

NWFP related to a yearly production plan are resin, storax and pine roots with resin. Some NWFP
unrelated to a yearly production plan are bay-leaf, stone pine corn, oak gall, acorn, juniper berries, lime
leaves and flowers, eucalyptus leaves, carob, chestnut etc. ( , 1995).
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Figure 1. Exports of NWFP From Turkey: 1991 to 1996 (The Records of NWFP Department
Adm. of Forest Gen. Adm. of Turkey)

The importance of NWFP to the economic portfolio of Turkey has been increasing each day.
Although, the value of NWFP exports is over $100 million, the value of imports has reached to $70
million in recent years (Figures 2,3).
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Figure 2. Comparison of Export-Import Situation of NWFP of Turkey. (The Records of NWFP
Department Adm. of Forest Gen. Adm. of Turkey)

It is investigated that the value of NWFP export is covered about 60% of total forest products
exports of Turkey ( Bozkurt and Göker, 1981). Prominent NWFP of export of Turkey include;
mushrooms, kekik (thyme), bay-leaf, cinnamon, cumin, carob. Turkey is an important supplier for these
products in the world markets. Important imported NWFP are rhizome and rubber (Blatner and the others,

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 Years

Figure 3. Imports of NWFP to Turkey: 1991 to 1996. (The Records of NWFP Department Adm. of
Forest Gen. Adm. of Turkey)

The collection of NWFP has contributed to the rural economies of some countries. Although
Turkey has got tremendous potential for NWFP, the additions of this sector to the regional and national
economies aren't at the desirable level.

The Process Failures of NWFP In Turkey

The lack of social and technical regulation, improper workforce and the other issues regarding the
harvesting of NWFP could negatively impact the NWFP industry. The problems could lead to over-
harvesting, degradation of the environment, quality and productivity failures regarding NWFP and some
social problems.

Stocking and transporting of NWFP collected in improper conditions change the physio-chemical
properties of the NWFP and cause loss of yield. In the collection of the some NWFP such as roots from
the under ground by machine or workforce, an important erosion problem appears in the region over time
due to not paying due attention to the environment and the soil.
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Continued harvesting without prudent management could lead to degradation of the forest and
social ecosystems. Decline of the forest could result in loss of habitat and availability of products. Thus,
Turkey is faced with the loss of some natural species. The natural occurrence of endemic species in
Turkey have been notably reduced due to over-harvesting and some of the species shoilld he added to the
Convention for International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES).

Sustainable Management Strategies of NWFP

Most forest management strategies are focused on timber-based products. There is a wealth of
knowledge on managing forests for wood products. But very little information exists on managing forests
for edible, medicinal or floral products. Silvicultural prescriptions for natural forest ecosystems that
include NWFP are severely lacking and much more work is needed to develop a comprehensive body of
knowledge on how to manage forest resources for NWFP.

As. only few important NWFP were used for trade, these products did not get due emphasis from
forest managers and policy-makers who concentrated on timber and other wood products. Despite this
lack of attention and policy thrust, collection, processing and trade of NWFP continued to thrive in social
and traditional uses. In recent years, economic value has been growing in local, national and international
markets.

Since the Rio Earth Summit and Launching of the Bio Diversity Conventions, most countries have
realized the need to take steps for development of policy guidelines for management and sustainable
harvesting of NWFP. Considerable effort is still required at national and international levels in policy
development, analysis and proper implementation. Close collaboration with the actual gatherers and
primary users in the local communities, researchers and Non-Government Organizations (NGO) is
required. (Mukerji, 1997).

Basic assessment data is vital for sustainable management strategies of NWFP. This includes the
evaluation of the economically important plants available in a given area. How plentiful they are, how
they can regenerate to ensure sustainable harvesting, distribution of forest types, which parts give what
product.

There is an urgent need for each country to conduct research work on the following vital subjects
for development of sustainable management practices for various NWFP (Mukerji, 1997, Gould, 1998).

Codification and evaluation of all local knowledge about occurrence, harvesting technique
and use of various NWFP both for subsistence and sale.

Collection of quantification data covering the entire year to better assess seasonal influence
on growth and yield of NWFP from different plant parts like leaves, flowers, fruits, rhizome,
bark, shoots etc. in a representative unit area.

Development of improved technology for natural propagation, non-destructive harvesting,
post-harvest treatment for increasing shelf life, local primary processing and storage to
reduce wastage and over-harvesting.

Prospecting, screening, evaluating chemical and pharmacological NWFP and identifying
candidate species for development of products and uses.

Developing silvicultural systems for ensuring multiple use of forests to enhance desired
NWFP production along with timber yield.

Developing techniques for domestication thrcugh biotechnology for cultivation in
agroforestry systems for species that have developed industrial demand to prevent
unsustainable exploitation in natural forest areas and for ensuring a regular supply to the
industry.

Development of processing and product diversification technology and market information
system for improved product availability and market scope and to reduce replacement by
synthetics.
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The quantification of the contribution of NWFP in the national economy is essential, especially in
the informal sector of meeting the subsistence needs, employment generation, health care, food security,
etc., of the rural people as well as its true commercial value in local, regional, national and international
trade. Such assessment of NWFP resources as well as quantification and valuation of benefits will ensure
a better focus of policy makers on the need for investment and development of these vital sectors of rural
and national economy.

Development of Operational Programmes

Sustainable harvesting should be first oriented towards meeting local needs and only then can
commercial prospects be explored. For large-scale commercial exploitation, the focus needs to be ex-situ
cultivation to preserve the natural resources and ensure regular supply.

Moreover, creation of a national level program for assessment of demand outlook, identification of
market opportunities and ultimate use at national and international level as well as price trend and
possible threat from substitutes at national and regional level are important for market development.
There is an imperative need for development of regional co-operation in exchange of market information,
process technology, production and price situation and international demand to counter monopolistic
market control by cartels of multinational traders and industry.

On the other hand, the key to developed management of NWFP is demonstrated to be collaborative
management, which is being implemented by participatory rural appraisal. It is suggested that sustainable
NWFP forest management strategies also need to address economic and social aspects besides just those
of ecological silvicultural and ecosystem processes.

Awareness and Education of Rural Communities

Generally, the local people have fairly good knowledge as to where and when to harvest and which
product to derive maximum profit. However, the assumption that local harvesting is being done on a
sustainable basis is unfounded as it is mostly market driven and new technologies and tools for gathering,
post-harvest processing and storage have not percolated to the grassroots level leading to low quality
yield and a lot of wastage.

As such, there is urgent need for organizing, through appropriate agencies, the training of
universities, Forest General Administration, proper firms and local stakeholders in modern methods of
harvesting for sustainable production as well as technology for storage and post-harvest treatment,
primary processing and quality control. This will ensure additional value and ready acceptance of the
products at attractive prices in the markets. Moreover, the village-level organizations like cooperative
societies will be in a better position to implement the approaches in this subject.

Tenure rights of local people and forest residents are an important issue for sustainable
development of NWFP and its commercial harvesting. In Turkey, the public owns most of the forest area.
However, the local people have the right of collection of some NWFP for personal consumption either
free of cost or on payment of a small token fee. Trade in most of the commercially important products
like resin and storax, etc. have been either nationalized or is done only through designated traders without
free market conditions. As such, there is urgent need to clarify these tenure arrangements and codify the
layers of traditional rights, use pattern, dwellers, concessions and privileges of the local communities and
forest settlers.

Conclusions

Today, tnany countries do not have policies related to NWFP and such there is an urgent need for
improvement of policies that consider the need to protect the forest resources, to benefit local
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communities, and to meet their cultural and spiritual needs. However, some efforts have been initiated
some governments to regulate the collection of many NWFP on public lands. Several mechanisms are
being evaluated, including long-term leases and harvest permits. The development of appropriate and
effective regulatory methods however, is still in its infancy (Chamberlain and the others, 1998).

As to Turkey, the local public and the other entrepreneurs derive substantial revenue from the
collection, sale and processing of some NWFP that improve their economic status. Unfortunately the
contributions of these NWFP are yet to be properly reflected in their contributions to GDP of the country.
On the other hand, the lack of regulations regarding the harvesting of NWFP could negatively impact the
NWFP industry in Turkey. It could even lead to over-harvesting and degradation of the resources.

Essentially, in both Turkey and the other countries, some models do exist for other products,
particularly wild life, that could prove helpful in developing appropriate regulatory schemes for NWFP.
Some existing models are designed to regulate harvest, generate revenues for the management agencies
and provide significant disincentives for over-harvesting. (Chamberlain and the others, 1998).
Undoubtedly, in Turkey, regulations can be developed and implemented that will improve the
management and marketing of NWFP, too.

The other important issues are markets and consumers. Perhaps the most critical factor that will
affect the future of the NWFP industry is the nature and temperament of consumers. These characteristics
include demographics (age, income, etc.) and psychographics (preferences, aversions, opinions, etc.). The
tremendous growth in the industry is being driven by a segment of the populations that shares similar
demographics. The psychographic characteristics of the consumers also affect product demand. Products
that are preferred today may be rejected tomorrow! Monitoring and understanding consumer
characteristics are essential for the long-term sustainability of the NWFP industry because only by
understanding the psychographic attributes of the consumer base can appropriate marketing strategies be
developed.

Finally, much more effort is needed to document and share the knowledge regarding NWFP that
exists throughout the world. And much more work (related to education, marketing, regulation, etc.) is
needed to develop a comprehensive structure of knowledge on how to manage NWFP resources in both
Turkey and other countries.
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HARVESTING OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS IN POLAND AND THEIR
RESOURCES AN OVERVIEW"

Messrs. Stanislaw RZADKOWSKI & Micha! KALINOWSKI
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Poland

Summary

This paper reviews commercial harvesting of non-wood forest products (NWFP) first of all
understory vegetation resources (berries, mushrooms and herbal plants). The reason for decreasing NW1-41)
harvesting statistics in the last years consists in changes in management solutions adopted recently from
one state company to many private firms the data of the Polish statistical office is not complete. Until
1999, because of new regulations, the view on the harvest of NWFP is more detailed and complete. The
paper also makes a comparison between harvesting and resources of some important NWFP.

Key-words: non-wood-forest-products; non-wood-forest-products-resources; non-wood-forest-products-
harvesting

***

Introduction

Inventory and study of yield of the most important non-wood forest products and recording of data
on their harvesting - for commercial and own use are very important in sustainable forest use. Systematic
inventories conducted in the same time intervals allow assessing of resource dynamics. Comparing of
data on resources and harvesting makes it possible to evaluate whether the use is sustainable.

Detailed information about "geography of resource" and yield of the most important forest berry -
bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus L.) and herb - alder buckthorn (Frangula alnus Mill.) is already available
(1). Unfortunately, in Poland the complex research on other forest floor species has not been conducted.
Mushrooms also have not been a subject of inventory and yield research yet. Harvesting for personal use
has never been studied, unlike in Czech Republic (8), Finland (7) or Sweden (4).

Before 1989 very detailed statistics of harvested forest berries, mushrooms and herbs had been
recorded. After this year, when companies dealing with purchase and processing of NWFP became
private, statistics are very rough and show lower level of harvesting than is actual.

Methodology of Inventory and Yield Research

In Poland inventories were carried out according to similar methodology. Workers of Forest
Service filled out questionnaires about the cover area and some other characteristics of inventoried
species. The result of inventory was the complete and detailed data on "geography of resources" of
understory vegetation.

Yield research is the second step to recognise forest floor resources. It is realized using a net of
sample plots, on which berries or herb raw-materials are gathered. Grochowski (1) introduced two
important terms: theoretical yield - everything that could be harvested, and practical yield - the amount of
berries or herb raw-material that can be harvested with economical bencfits and without resource
destruction. Only data collected in these two parts of research give the full information about resources.
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Resource and Harvesting of the Most Important Forest Floor Species

Resource - as a practical average yield, and commercial harvesting of selected forest floor species,
organized by state, are shown in Table 1. Grouping of data from many years makes it possible to avoid
seasonal variations in yields.

Table 1. Resource and harvesting of selected understory species *

*Data are compiled from "Uboczna produkcja lesna" (1) (Table 12 and 13, page 288, Table 16, page 316, and Table
25, page 459). Data on the practical average yield per year, except bilberry, were estimated by specialists in 1965.

Nowadays, according to authors (1, 6), these resources are rather lower. Only commercial,
organised harvesting is shown in Table I. No one recorded gathering activity of people for personal use,
thus its level is unknown. Harvesting organised by the state was decreasing greatly from year to year.
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Species
Practical

average yield
Harvesting - average per year, tonnes

per year
tonnes

1952-60 1961-70 1971-80 . 1981-85

1

bilberry

2 3 4 5 6

(Vaccinium
myrustillL.) 30105 13715 144666 6921 2710

red bilberry,
cowberry
(Vaccinium
vitisidaea L.)

1285 541 206

_

61 89

cranberry
(Vaccinium
oxycoccus L.)

470 160 126 39 19

wild raspberry
(Rubus idaeus
L) 2200 1045 708 242 64

blackberry
(Rubus sp.)

4960 1958 1666

_

1236 368

rose (Rosa sp.)
3120 1287 724 829

..

370.... _ ....

mountain ash
_....

(Sorbus
aucuparia L.) 4695 478 768 1046 863

834
elder (Sambucus
nigra L.) 3755 533 894 1287

_.._

chanterelle
(Cantharellus
cibarius Fr.) 5000 - 2622 1951 1356

edible boletus

(BoleFr)tus

edulis
Bull.: 3000 - 499 278 70

butter boletus
(Suillus luteus

3200 - 412 382 181



If the estimates of practical yield were correct, the use of forest vegetation resources was
sustainable. Among forest berries only bilberry was utilized intensively in 1961-1970 the harvesting
reached almost a half of the practical yield (to obtain the total harvest amount it would be necessary to
add harvesting for personal use). Utilization of mushrooms was generally intensive but far to
"overharvesting" as well.

In 1998 Forest Use Department of Forest Research Institute (Warsaw) conducted the inventory of
four herb species, which are under partial conservation: alder buckthorn (Frangula alnus Mill.), lily of the
valley (Convallaria maialis L), asarabacca (Asarum europaeum L.), and common bearberry
(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi L.). The method used in the inventory was similar to that used in earlier works.
The results of the inventory revealed that the resources of the first two species are large, while the
resources of asarabacca and common bearberry are a little low and it might be necessary to put these
species under total conservation. A comparison of the results of two alder buckthorn inventories
conducted in 1963 (2) and 1998 is made in Table 2.

Table 2. The area of alder buckthorn (Frangula alnus Mill.)

Year

1963

1998

1-30

1)Ground cover class (%

31-60 above 60
Hectares

148147

279573

12286

88315

Total

3179 163612

25824 393712

Conclusions

Unfortunately, due to lack of research work and detailed statistics, such comparisons as presented in
Table 1 are impossible now. Existing inventory and yield research results are out of date and statistics are
not complete. The only way to solve this problem is the so-called multipurpose forest inventory (5).
According to Glowacki (3), in 2000, polish Main Statistical Office begins to gather more detailed
information about the harvesting of understory vegetation resources.
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LA RÉCOLTE DES PROD1UITS FORESTIERS AUT'RES QUE LE BOIS
EN POLOGNE ET LE VOLUME DES RESSOURCES APERÇU

MM. Stanislaw RZADKOWSKI et Michal KALINOWSKI

Institut de recherche forestière

Département de l'utilisation des fordts, VARSOVIE

Pologne

Les auteurs du document étudient l'exploitation comrnerciale des produits forestiers autres que le

bois en premier lieu les ressources du sous-étage du couvert végétal (baies, champignons et plantes

aromatiques). La diminution des statistiques relative à l'exploitation de ces produits au cours des dernières

années tient 1 des transformations dans les méthodes de gestion adoptées récemment passage d'une unique

société publique à un grand nombre de sociétés privées ce qui fait que les données de l'Office polonais de

statistique ne sont pas complètes. Jusqu'en 1999, du fait de la nouvelle réglementation, l'information sur les

volumes récoltés de produits forestiers autres que le bois est plus détaillée et plus complète. Les auteurs

comparent également la récolte et le volume des ressources pour plusieurs produits importants.

***

3A1'OTOBKA HE,EIPEBECHMX JIECHbIX TOBAPOB B HOJIMIIE H

PECYPCbI: OEUjH 0530P

r-H Oramicriaa )1CAZKOBCKHVI H r-H MHXaHJI KAIIHHOBCK14171

Skala Harmo-ncene,Etosarenbcluiti HHCTHTyr
arnenemie necononB3oBaHma, BAPLL1ABA

Ilonbuia

PE310ME

B HacTosnuem aoKymetrre npHao,akiTcli o63opHasi Flotopmarma o Kommewiecimil 3arOTOBKe

Fiegpesectimx necHmx Tosapos (1-1)LTIT), a nepapo otlepeab noanonoroabix pacTwrenblimx

pecypcoa (ron, rpH6oa H TpaBAHHCTbIX pacTexml). Iipmtuma Ha6mozaioluerocst B nocrie,tuixe

rum ymeHbinexHa oftema CTaTHCTHtleCKHX ThannIX o 3aroTosice 1-1,EVIT 3a1(raotiaeTcsi B

npoaenemoil B nocnenHee apemsl peopramnamm yripaaneHtiecnix crpyrryp (palmate 3TOrl

AeSITeM)HOCTI,10 3ainfmanacb walla rocynaperaexHan K0MnaHH51, a Tenepb MHO)KeCTBO qaCTI-112DC

4)vipm); 3THM H 0615ICHAIOTCA npo6enbi B JaaHHIAX, co6Hpaemmx CTaTHCTHtleCKHM yripaanemiem

1101IbWH. C rieTom HOBbIX npaaHn icapTinia 35rOTOBOK HaTIT jo 1999 roaa Slansinacb 6onee

ITOJIHOR H II01Ip06HOrl. B Hacroamem aoKymetrre npHBOAHTCSI Tax= CpaBHHTeJII,HbIrl aHaJIH3

3arOTOBOK H pecypcoa HeKOTOpbIX Ba)KHerl11111X
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POLICY GUIDELINES FOR THE PROMOTION OF A SUSTAINABLE UTILIZATION
OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS

Ms. L. RUSSO, Messrs P. VANTOMME & S. WALTER
FAO, Forestry Department, Wood and Non-Wood Products Utilization Branch, ROME

Italy

Summary

Hundreds of millions of people, mostly in developing countries but also in developed countries,
derive a significant part of their subsistence needs and income from plant and animal products gathered
from forests.

The sustainable utilization of NWFP is widely acclaimed by many national and international
conservation and development agencies as an option for forest conservation and increasing rural income
generation at the same time. However, there are also many constraints and frequently false hopes that
have been raised by the promulgation of the value of NWFP.

There is a wide range of technical needs and social and policy implications involved when
promoting NWFP. In this paper a number of important policy issues are reviewed related to increasing the
economic potential of NWFP while at the same time, conserving the biological diversity of forest
resources. These include: the need to develop suitable management systems; clarification of user rights
over the resource, particularly where it is considered common property; research and development needs
in understanding the biological dynamics of the resources and in domestication; development of
appropriate monitoring and evaluation systems; development of effective processing and equitable
marketing systems for the product; various legal issues and trade regulations, including intellectual
property rights.

The paper provides an overview of some of these key policy issues and constraints by describing
and analysing lessons learned from selected case studies dealing with the promotion of a sustainable
utilization of NVVFP.

Key words: NWFP, policy, management, forests, processing, trade.

***

Introduction

Since immemorial times, people have gathered plant and animal resources in the forest for their
food and shelter needs. Examples include edible nuts, mushrooms, fruits, herbs, spices, gums, aromatic
plants, game, fodder, fibres used for shelter construction, clothing or utensils, naval stores, and plant or
animal products for medicinal, cosmetic or cultural uses. Still today, hundreds of millions of people,
mostly in developing countries but also in developed countries, derive a significant part of their
subsistence needs and income from plant and animal products gathered from forests.

"Non-wood forest products" (NWFP) and similar terms, like: "minor", "secondary", and "non-
timber" forest products (NTFP), have emerged as umbrella expressions for the vast array of both animal
and plant products other than wood (or timber in the case of "non-timber") derived from forests or forest
tree species. The term "NWFP" will be used throughout this paper for reasons of consistency and clarity
and does not imply any value judgement regarding the other above described terms in use.

Deforestation and forest degradation resulting in a severe loss of biological diversity have
stimulated many programmes and activities world wide to halt and remediate this process. Among the
underlying causes of deforestation is poverty, particularly of socially disadvantaged groups in rural areas.
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Therefore the sustainable use of forest plant and animal species is receiving even more attention now as a
means of mitigating deforestation, hence maintaining forest cover and preserving biodiversity, while at
the same time realising a sustainable income from it. NWFP are now widely acclaimed by many national
and international conservation and development agencies as a panacea for forest conservation and rural
income generation. And indeed, in many cases, their sustainable use can actually contribute significantly
towards achieving both objectives at the same time. However, there are also many constraints and
frequently false hopes that have been raised by the promulgation of the value of NWFP.

There is a wide range of technical needs and social and policy implications involved when
promoting NWFP. What follows is an attempt to provide a short overview of some key development
constraints and their related policy issues.

Policy guidelines related to the management of resources providing NWFP

The foremost issue regarding the development of NWFP, be it for subsistence or commercial use, is
related to the lack of information on the availability and growth dynamics of the species from which the
non-wood products can be obtained. First, the species and their spatial distribution needs to be well
known and assessed. In fact, in most cases the distribution of many species providing NWFP is not
known at all and even less their potential yield of non-wood products that can be harvested in a
sustainable manner. Botanical research and development work is needed in order to define the baseline
information required to elaborate available and sustainable supply levels for major non-wood products for
key species. Also, harvesting techniques can still be further improved as in many cases, the harvesting of
the product (like roots or bark for example) is critically affecting the growth of the species or may even
kill it.

In addition to compiling descriptive and quantitative data on the area and quality in terms of
biological diversity of the existing (forest or tree) resources, clarifications on the access and user rights to
the resources providing NWFP are part of the essential baseline information. The commercial exploitation
of many NWFP is often undertaken in a non-sustainable manner because of a free access system to the
forest for harvesting resources in uncontrolled/unlimited quantities. The majority of species, which
actually yield non-wood products, occur with low frequency, especially in tropical forests. In general,
species with low densities are unlikely to become important suppliers of commercially large quantities, as
they are highly susceptible to the impacts of over-harvesting. Basic research knowledge on the resource,
in terms of both biology and the socio-economic considerations is essential before any commercial
exploitation of a particular NWFP can be promoted. As appropriate and feasible, local knowledge on
conservation and use of NINFP resources should be collected, documented and adopted as a basis for their
management.

In case of forest based resources, forest management techniques to address the above mentioned
resource supply constraints for NWFP are usually done by adjusting silvicultural interventions in a way to
promote the growth of the selected species. For example, girdling in the forest of unwanted species
around a selected tree is done to favour its growth and consequently increase its fruit production.
However, forest management and silvicultural interventions for NWFP are expensive to implement and
they also have their technical limits. In addition, in those cases where several user groups have conflicting
user claims, like for timber, or for grazing and/or for gathering NWFP, it is quite a challenge to find and
implement the silvicultural treatment(s) that would satisfy all. For example in semi-arid regions, there are
conflicts between NWFP gathering and grazing interests. Pastoral interest leads to lopping of tree
branches for fodder or for setting fire to renew grazing lands. These practices result in habitat degradation
and species loss with subsequent reduced availability of NWFP. In dense forest zones for example,
conflict between the wood values and non-wood values for many tree species exists, especially when the
derived benefit from timber and NWFP are directed to different user groups. Baillonella toxisperma
(moabi), Pterocarpus soyauxii (padouk), Carapa guianensis (andiroba) and Milicia excelsa (iroko), to
name just a few, have high timber values at overseas markets, but their local NWFP uses (fruits) are
valued highly by the native people.
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Domestication and farming of species providing NWFP is another option to address resource
supply constraints. When highly valued species become depleted in the forests, domestication is and has
been usually the most common response. As farm crops, through agroforestry schemes or full-scale
plantations, species providing NWFP can be cultivated. Most of our agriculture crops were once NWFP.
Gradually, these forest plants and animals were domesticated by farmers and became part of agriculture.
This domestication process is still ongoing, as shown by recent and successful examples such as
macadamia nuts (Macadamia integrifolia) or tropical exotic fruits like star fruit (Averrhoa carambola) or
durian (Durio zibethinus).

However, domestication of the resource through farming is not always technically possible,
economically feasible or socially and environmentally acceptable. Domestication and farming of NWFP
may work well for some species but not for others, like the case of some highly valued mushroom species
but which we do not yet know how to cultivate them. Also, farmed products may be considered
qualitatively inferior when compared with wild gathered species, such as is the case of many medicinal
plants (ginseng). The economic feasibility for farming NWFP is limited as long as the non-wood products
can still be obtained at a lower price from forest gathering. The social dimension of domestication is also
important. Often forest dependent peoples or those socially disadvantageous groups, who actually depend
on gathering NWFP for their survival and cash income, might not have access to farm land at all, or not
be able to compete with large-scale production of NWFP by well-established farmers (such as the large-
scale farming of plants like mint or camomile for herbal teas). Farming NWFP also has an environmental
implication in the sense that it reduces the economic incentives for forest dependent peoples to conserve
the ecosystems in which the NWFP species still may occur.

Policy guidelines related to processing, marketing and trade

Improving processing, marketing and trade of NWFP is the next key issue, especially when a
commercial utilization of NWFP for national or international trade is envisaged. NWFP have attracted
considerable global interest in recent years 'due to increasing recognition . of their contribution to
household economies and food security. Several million households worldwide depend heavily on these
products for subsistence consumption and/or income. At the local level, some NWFP provide raw
materials for industrial processing, including for (inter-) nationally traded commodities such as foods and
beverages, confectionery, flavourings, perfumes, medicines, paints and polishes. Presently, some 150
different NWFP are significant in terms of international trade, of which the most important ones are: gum
arabic, rattan and bamboo products, cork, forest gathered vegetables, herbs and mushrooms, essential oils,
wild honey and plant and animal parts for pharmaceutical products.

Major impediments for trade in NVVFP include: the irregularity of supply and the large number of
low volume products involved; unsuitability of product standards to regulations and consumer
preferences; the absence of quality control and product information to consumers; and in many
developing countries the insufficiency of transportation infrastructure (roads) for the rapid shipment of
the products between production zones and the nearest major market (especially for fresh food products).
For overseas trade, further bottlenecks are: the lack of regulations on the importation of these products
(especially for food and medicinal plant products) or when they exist, cumbersome administrative
customs procedures and lack of harmonization of NWFP import regulations among the importing
countries.

Commercially successful processing and marketing of NWFP is basically a private sector driven
issue, be it at the level of households, cottage industries or trans-national companies. However,
commercial success also depends on appropriate government policies to create the conducive
environment for the development of NWFP-based enterprises, particularly for those aimed at the
household or village level of socially disadvantaged groups. National strategies may focus to facilitate the
start-up of small-scale enterprises and that could include for example: technology and product
development by providing access to improved technical standards, providing a framework for technology
transfer and training programmes towards household processing or village level enterprises for marketing
food products like mushrooms, herbs, fruits or nuts; fiscal incentives and promotion of export and/or
import substitution schemes. Along these lines, the FAO Community Forestry Unit has recently
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developed a toolkit on "Market Analysis and Development for community-based tree and forest product
enterprises". This toolkit has been designed for extension workers to assist local people identify potential
products and develop income generating activities through improved processing and marketing of NWFP.
(http://www.fao.org/forestry/FON/FONP/cfu/topics/en/mark-e.stm).

Fair trade associations often have a catalytic role to play towards a successful commercialization of
NWFP. The aim is to promote the development of autonomy and emancipation of small-scale rural
producers through the establishment of commercial relations based on fair trade. These organizations
either buy products directly from the producers for resale at more rewarding (inter-) national markets or
provide technical and marketing support to the rural producers associations locally. The profits are
transferred back to the producers to be invested in the further development of their activities. This concept
constitutes an important market support for developing countries to promote new products, and a growing
number of cooperatives word-wide market their NWFP by means of this channel. Most successful are
local (or village-level) processing activities to increase value adding, such as grading, improvement of
packaging and conditioning of products. The aim is to ensure that demand and supply develop in parallel,
that the supply is from sustainably managed resources, and that the products satisfy the expectations of
the clients on the one hand, and improve the income of the producers on the other. This is a big challenge
and may be difficult, but it is not insurmountable. Working progressively, it is clear that many more
NWFP will be able to follow the commercial path taken by numerous products that are now presently
sold in large quantities in the international market such as herbal and aromatic products, honey and
mushrooms, and handicrafts made with all sorts of non-wood forest products like pine cones, rattan,
palmleaves, lianas or other natural fibres. An overview of some fair trade agencies, their activities and
how to contact them is presented by Durbeck in the FAO Forest Department publication Unasylva, nr.
198: "Non-wood Forest Products and Income Generation" (1999/3), pg 9-11.
www,fao.org/docrep/x2450e/x2450e00.htm

Policy guidelines for institutional support

Lack of institutional capability is a major constraint to the development of NWFP and weaknesses
in the interrelated aspects of the above presented resource-processing-trade aspects are a symptom of an
underlying lack of institutional capacity. Institutional strengthening involving clear policies, rules and
regulations, development of skills, improved strategic planning, organisational systems and structures,
decentralisation of activities and mechanisms for committed participation as an area requiring urgent
attention by governments. For example: information on trade in NWFP is scarce and data are rarely
collected or published at a national level. When data on NWFP are recorded, under-reporting, double
counting, grouping of NWFP at different stages of processing or taken together with other products from
agricultural sources, and the use of unrealistic prices, are systematic shortcomings of such statistics. Also,
much of the production and consumption is at subsistence level and as a consequence their economic
importance is still largely under-estimated or even ignored in government decision making regarding rural
development, natural resource management planing and in government budget allocations.

As recommended by the International Expert Consultation on Non-Wood Forest Products (Yogyakarta,
Indonesia, 1995 governments should undertake formulation, review and/or revision of policies having
direct impact on NWFP, with clear orientation towards sustainable management of resources by:

Properly identifying and accounting the contribution of NWFP in the system of national accounts;
Enhancing the investment and budgetary provisions for development of NWFP;
Introducing appropriate pricing mechanisms;
Granting local organizations (e.g. cooperatives, user groups) and private sector a greater voice in
management of the resources;
Recognising the socio-cultural importance/significance of the products and their resource base;
Establishing strategies by clearly identifying priorities;
Review existing rules and regulations having adverse impact on NWFP and take suitable legislative
action and institutional adjustments to make necessary changes.
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These proceedings are available on-line at www.fao.org/docrep/V7540e/V7540e00.htm.

The Expert Meeting further recommended that: governments should establish clear identity for
NWFP by suitably incorporating it in the public forest administration system. Public administration
agencies having jurisdiction over (and/or financial interest in) forest resources should have a clear
mission and plans that proclaim and explicitly strengthen their commitment to stewardship of NWFP and
partnership with local resource users, NG0s, private sector and other stakeholders and financial
institutions. Planning, programming and intersectoral coordination (including development of relevant
statistical information) should be explicit functions of the agency responsible for implementing
forest/NWFP policy. Governments should support the establishment/strengthening of research institutions
having capability to conduct research on the different aspects of NWFP and provided with funds, support
facilities, trained researchers, and an effective mechanism for involving users of research results.
Information systems (statistical, technological/scientific and others) need to be established, covering
resource inventories, resource distribution, production, processing, marketing, utilisation, trade,
consumption and other vital aspects.

The above mentioned policies and institutional support which specifically govern the conservation,
management, harvesting, processing and trade of NWFP are lacking in most countries, but efforts have
been made recently to redress this. Overall, the development and implementation of national policy
frameworks to support the development of the NWFP sector remains a major challenge. Key elements for
further policy debate and improvement include the regulations about the access to public forest resources
and clarification of duties, responsibilities and user rights among forest owner and user groups.
Particularly delicate and complex to address is the case of highly valuable NWFP such as medicinal
plants where indigenous people claim their intellectual property rights and call for the implementation of
benefit sharing arrangements with pharmaceutical industries or other resource user groups.

Conclusion

In conclusion, much of the current effort on NWFP development is focusing on providing or
increasing alternative sources of income for forest dwellers or poor populations living near the forest.
Large-scale commercialisation of a product is neither guaranteed to benefit these people nor to protect the
resource. It may not even be technically feasibly or socio-economically viable. Calls for increased
attention to production of NWFP are often less motivated by economic considerations than by
environmental and social concerns. There is a range of policy implications involved and many important
issues are being grappled with in the current efforts to tap the economic potential of NWFP. These
include: the need to develop suitable management systems; research and development needs in
understanding the biological dynamics of the resources and in domestication; clarification of user rights
over the resource, particularly where it is considered common property; development of effective
processing and marketing systems for the product and improving their trade regulations; and various
institutional strengthening needs, particularly on the issue of intellectual property rights as to elaborate
how the country, the local user or other entity can be adequately compensated for use of the resource by
outsiders.

***
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DIRECTIVES DE POLITIQUE GÉNÉRALE POUR LA PROMOTION D'UNE
UTILISATION DURABLE DES PRODUITS FORESTEERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS

MM. L. RUSSO, P. VANTOMME et S. WALTER

FAO, Département des forets, Sous-Division de l'utilisation des produits ligneux et non ligneux,

ROME

Italie

Rtsumi

Des centaines de millions de personnes, principalement dans les pays en développement mais aussi dans

les pays développés, tirent une part importante de leurs revenus et satisfont une part importante de leurs besoins

de subsistance des produits végétaux et animaux provenant des forêts.

L'utilisation durable de produits forestiers autres que le bois est applaudie par de nombreux organismes

de protection de la nature et de développement nationaux et internationaux, qui y voient une possibilité de

préserver les forits tout en augmentant les revenus des corrununautés rurales. Toutefois, de nombreuses

contraintes se présentent aussi et souvent la promotion de la valeur des produits forestiers autres que le bois

a suscité de fausses espérances.

La promotion des produits forestiers autres que le bois met en jeu une gamme étendue de besoins

techniques et des incidences d'ordre social et politique très diverses. Dans le document un certain nombre de

questions importantes de politique générale sont exposées, qui portent sur les moyens d'augmenter le potentiel

économique des produits visés tout en préservant la diversité biologique des ressources forestiéres. Il s'agit des

éléments suivants : nécessité de mettre en place des systèmes de gestion durable; clarification des droits de

l'usager sur la ressource, en particulier quand elle est considérée comme un patrimoine commun; besoins en

matière de recherche-développement pour comprendre la dynamique biologique des ressources et pour les

mettre en valeur; mise en place de systèmes efficaces de surveillance et d'évaluation; mise au point de systèmes

efficaces de transformation et de commercialisation équitable du produit; plusieurs questions d'ordre juridique

et réglementation commerciale, y compris la question des droits de propriété intellectuelle.

Le document contient un exposé général de quelques-unes de ces questions fondamentales de politique

et de ces contraintes et expose et étudie les enseignements tirés de certaines études de cas consacrées à la

promotion de l'utilisation durable des produits forestiers autres que le bois.

Mots clefs : Produits forestiers autres que le bois, politique, gestion, forets, transformation, commerce.

**I
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BANCHERIllHE HAIIPABAIEHIN 110JIHTHICH CTIIMYJMPOBAH1451
YCTOMMB01-0 11C110J1630BAHYDI HE,XPEBECHFAX JIECHLIX TOBAPOB

n-. n. PYCCO, n. BAHTOMM H C. YOTITEP

(1>A0, genapTameHT necHoro X03ArICTBa, cenwsi HCE1011b30BaHHA npeaecHbtx H

HenpesecHmx Toaapoa, PHM

14TallHA

PE310ME

COTHH MHIIIIHOHOB nio,aeri npexae acero B pa3BHBalOLU4XCI1 rocynapcTaax, HO TatoKe H B

pa3BHTbIX cTpaHax - ynoaneTsopstoT 3HaLIHTenbHyto qacTb CBOHX >KH3HeHHbIX no1-pe6tiocTeil H

nonrialor noxon 3a ctieT paCTHTenbHbIX H WHBOTHbIX npo,ayrroa, 3aroTaamisaembix B necax.

Muorme HauHoHanbHbre H meKayHapo,amble ripHpo,aooxpaHHbie ytipexcoaeHHA H ripe>KaeHHA,

3aHmmatowHec51 BonpocamH pa3BHTHA, npHseTcTayloT ycToALIHBoe Hcnonb3oBaHme He,apeaecHwx fleCHbIX

Toaapos H,,ELTIT KaK mero,a coxpaHeHHA necos npH waHoapemeHHom yBenHlieHHH ,a0X0,a0B cenbcKoro

HaceneHm. OnHaKo nponaraKaa Ltamoc-rH HART nopo,aHna mHorme Tpy,amocTH H 3atiacry10 /10)KHble

Ha.aeKam.

IlpH cmmynmpoaaHHH HC110.11630BaHH51 Ho/VIT BO3HHKaeT WHpOKHrt Kpyr TeXHHtleCKHX

nurpe6HocTeri H couHanbHo-nonHTHLiecKHK nocne,acmirt. B HacTonulem AoKymewe paccmaTpHaaeTcn

psUl BaNCHbIX B011p000B t10/114THKH, CBA3aH1-161X C HapaumaaHHem 3KOHOMH4eCK01-0 noTeHuHana HaTIT

ripti onHospemeHHom coxpaHeHHH 6HonorwiecKoro pa3Hoo6pa3Hs IleCHbIX pecypcoa. K HHM OTHOCATCA

noTpe6HocTb pa3pa6oTKH Hannewau.mx cHcTem ynpaaneHHA, yTotmeHHe npaa (10.11630BaTel1A Ha

pecypcm, OCO6eHHO B Tex cnymagx, }coma OHM CLIHTaK)TCA 06Weri CO6CTBeHHOCT1,10, El0Tpe6HOCTH B

HCCIle,a0BaHHAX H pa3pa6oTKax ,a1131 EIOHHMaHHA 6HO.flOrit4eCKOrt AHHaMHKH pecypcoa H J.1,11A

0,a0MaWHHBaHHA paCTeHHrl H WHBOTHblX, pa3pa6oTKa Hunewauatx cHcTem moHHTopinira H 011eHKH,

pa3pa6oTKa 344eKTHBHOri CHCTeMbl nepepa6oTxn H cnpasennHaort CHCTeMbl c6brra Toaapoa, pa3.nHqHbie

npaaonte Bonpocbi H Toproable npasHna, sKniottas npasa HHTenJlefaya.T1bHOrt CO6CTBeHHOCTH.

B ,aoKymeHTe Ann,' osauel 0630p HeKOTOpbIX H3 3THX KMOLleBbIX BOtIpOCOB (1051HTHKH H

Tpy2HocTeil, OCHOBaHH6Irt Ha 011HCaHHH H aH5fIH3e ypoKoB, H3BIletteHliblX H3 OT,ae.11bHbIX moHorpackHri,

KaCat0WHXCA CTHMyr1Hp0BaHHA yCTOritIHBOVO HCI1011b30BaHHA HART.

Kniogenble enosa: H,LVIT, noni-mixa, ynpaaneHme, neca, nepepa6o-ma, Toproann.

***
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ETUDE SUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS NON LIGNEUX

Messieurs Ahmed BOUZID & Said HELAL
Direction Générale des Forêts - Ministère de l'Agriculture, TUNIS

Tunisie

SYNTHESE ET CONCLUSION

1-/ CONTEXTE DE L'ETUDE

Les produits forestiers non ligneux (PFNL) sont définis par la FAO, comme étant «tous les produits d'origine
biologique aussi bien que les services, sortant de la fora ou des terres d'usage similaire, excluant le bois dans
toutes ses formes ».

En Tunisie, l'exploitation des ressources forestières fournit une ganune diversifiée de PFNL : des huiles
essentielles, des produits d'alimentation, des produits de chasse et des produits d'artisanat local.
Provenant soit de la simple cueillette par les usagers de la forest, soit de l'exploitation par des entreprises, ces
produits présentent un intérat socio-économique manifeste au niveau national (recettes adtninistratives,
exportation), régional et local (A l'échelle communautaire et familiale).

Cette importance fait de la promotion de la filière des PFNL un créneau indispensable dans le développement
du secteur forestier et une opportunité pour diversifier les sources de revenus des usagers et augmenter leur
contribution dans la satisfaction de leurs besoins.

Dans les régions agro-forestières, les PFNL jouent un rôle social et économique prépondérant. La prise en
compte de ces PFNL dans l'arnénagement des forests, constitue un élément stratégique déterminant pour assurer
une gestion durable des ressources forestières.

Dans ce contexte, la Direction Générale des Forats a confié au groupement tuniso-finlandais de bureaux
d'études EXA-Consult/JAKKO POYRY la réalisation d'une étude pour recenser les PFNL et pour connaitre
leur importance sociale et économique. Sur la base de ce diagnostic un plan d'action pour la promotion de la
filiare des PFNL, a été élaboré.

2-/ METHODOLOGIE

Le recensement des Produits Forestiers Non Ligneux (PFNL) et l'appréciation de leur importance socio-
économique, ont été réalisés aux différents niveaux :

Au niveau national : en analysant pour l'ensemble des PFNL, l'évolution des guantités exportées et leurs
valeurs durant au moins les quatre dernières années 1995/1998
Au niveau administratif (régional et local) : l'analyse a porté sur les résultats des enquates réalisées
auprès des services forestiers régionaux et locaux (165 triages, répartis dans 12 arrondissements). La
collecte et l'analyse des données quantitatives (guantités et valeurs des PFNL, classés comme menus
produ its) ont concemé une période de 3 années (1995/1997) ;
Au niveau communautaire et familial : Les résultats sont les produits de l'exploitation et l'analyse des
données recueillies auprès de 43 douars et 630 familles panni les usagers
Des enquates complémentaires ont été menées avec les entreprises exploitant les PFNL ainsi qu'avec
des commerçants et des artisans.

Les enquétes ont été menées sous forme d'entretien semi-structuré, en abordant l'ensemble des aspects
relatifs à l'exploitation et A la valorisation des PFNL ainsi que la perception des personnes interrogées, des
contraintes et des perspectives de promotion de la filière des PFNL.
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Les principales ressources fournissant les divers PFNL, qui ont une importance socio-économique manifeste,
ont été décrites dans des fiches produit/ressources. Ces fiches résument les principales caractéristiques
écologiques des ressources fournissant les PFNL, et les données socio-économiques relatives A leur
exploitation et A leur valorisation. Une classification des PFNL, selon la nomenclature cornmerciale douanière
et en référence A la classification proposée par les institutions intemationales, a été arrêtée.

3-/ IMPORTANCE DES PFNL A L'ECHELLE NATIONALE (PRODUITS D'EXPORTATION)
3-1-/ Huiles essentielles

A côté des essences de la menthe sauvage, du thym, de l'armoise blanche et de l'églantier, les huiles
essentielles produites à partir du romarin et du myrte présentent un intérét socio-économique manifeste.

3-1-1-/ Importance des nappes de myrte et de romarin et leur productivité

Bien que le myrte se trouve au Cap Bon et sur certains sommets de la dorsale, l'essentiel des nappes
exploitables se cantonnent en Khroumirie et aux Mogods.

Estimée A 80.000 ha, en 1975, la superficie des nappes de myrte est aujourd' hui de 44.2500 ha, accusant un
taux de régression de 44,7%. La superficie moyenne réellement exploitée entre 1995 et 1998 est de 7506 ha.

La productivité des nappes est très hétérogène, en fonction de la densité et de la répartition de l'espèce. Les
quantités de brindilles récoltées, varie de 0,3 A 0,8 T/Ha, ce qui permet d'avoir un rendement moyen en huile
de 0,65 kg/ha

Les nappes de romarin, réparties sur une superficie de 360.000 ha avaient un taux d'occupation de l'ordre de
50%, en 1973. Les superficies exploitables sont passées de 360.000 ha A 65.000 ha pour la période 1981/1985.

La Direction des foréts avait décidé de mettre en défense une partie de ces nappes afín d'augmenter leur
production, d'améliorer et d'organiser leur gestion. La quantité de brindilles de romatin prélevées est de l'ordre
de 0,3 T/ha, produisant 1,2 kg / ha d'huile.

3-1-2-/ Importance économique et sociale

L'exportation des huiles essentielles de romarin et de myrte rapporte au pays l'équivalent en devise de
1.313.260 Dinars par an (moyenne de 1995/1998), dont 87,26% provient de la vente de l'huile de romarin.
Ces huiles sont exportées essentiellement vers les pays de la CEE, en particulier la France. Les quantités
moyenne's d'huiles exportées sont de 57.043 kg/an pour le romarin (20,370 D/kg), et de 3787 kg/an pour
le myrte (47,817 D/kg).

Les recettes de l'administration forestière, provenant de la location des droits d'exploitation des nappes
de romarin et de myrte sont de 224.860 Dinars par an (moyenne 1995/1998), dont 89% A partir des nappes
de romarin. Le prix moyen payé par les entreprises est 4,850 D/ha.

L'exploitation des brindilles de myrte et de romarin par les usagers (récolte et transport jusqu'au lieu
de distillation), permet de créer 91800 journées de travail (JT) chaque année, pour 2300 familles

Exploitation des nappes de romarin : 72.000 JT, pour 1.800 familles, avec un revenu annuel moyen
est de 264 par famille;
Exploitation des nappes de myrte : 19.800 JT, pour 500 familles, avec un revenu annuel moyen de 286
D par famille.

3-2-/ Produits d'alimentation
Il s'agit des champignons, des capres, des graines de pin pignon, le miel et les caroubes.
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3-2-1-/ Les champignons
Les exportations concement les truffes (Terfezia claveryi), localisées principalement à Gafsa et Tataouine et
les champignons des foréts humides de Tabarka et de AM Draham dont principalement : les girolles
(Cantharellus cibarius), les chanterelles jaunes (Cantharellus lutescens), les mousserons (Marasmius oreades),
les pieds - de - mouton (Hydnum repandum), les cèpes ou bolets (Baletus edulis).
La valeur totale des exportations des champignons durant la période de 1995 à 1998 est de 971.818 D/an, dont
83% provient des truffes en raison de la récolte exceptionnelle de 1996. Les prix sont très variables selon la
qualité du produit :

7 D/kg pour les champignons frais en entiers, contre 2,406 D/kg pour les champignons en
morceaux

2,530 D/kg pour le mélange (truffes et champignons des forêts humides) ;
6 D/kg pour les truffes.

L'exploitation et la commercialisation des truffes, conceme 1.120 families et leur rapporte un revenu
annuel de l'ordre de 421 D par famille. Toutefois la disponibilité de cette ressource est aléatoire, elle dépend
des conditions climatiques particulières (abondance des pluies en fin d'été et en automne, en zone aride). Une
seule campagne (1996) a été favorable pour la disponibilité des truffes, durant les 4 demières années.

Les exportations de champignons, provenant des forêts de Khroumirie et des Mogods, sont de 19.558 kg/an
(moyenne de 1995/1998), pour une valeur de 157.934 D. En 1998 ces quantités étaient de 16.077 kg pour une
valeur de 143.430 D (8,921 D/kg).

Le nombre de familles impliquées dans l'exploitation de ce produit, est en moyenne de 330. Chaque
famille peut gagner un revenu de 90 D pour un travail effectif de 30 jours.

Les recettes de l'administration forestière provenant de la location des droits d'exploitation des
champignons (en zones humides) sont de 19.184 D/an, pour une superficie exploitée de 27690 ha (moyenne
1995/1998). Pour la campagne 1998/1999, l' exploitation des champignons a rapporté à l'administration des

recettes de 56.500 D. Cette augmentation importante est le résultat d'une forte concurrence en adoptant une

soumission du droit d'exploitation par grande zone (délégation) au lieu de petits lots localisés.

3-2-2-/ Les cdpres

Les nappes de câprier (Capparis spinosa), très sporadiques, occupent une superficie totale de 27.511 ha,
inventoriées dans les gouvemorat de Ben Arous, Béja, Kairouan, Zaghouan, Ariana et le Kef.
Pour la période 1995/1998, les nappes considérées en état d'exploitation et proposées par les services forestiers

aux adjudicataires, sont réparties sur une superficie totale de 6347 ha, soit 23% seulement de la superficie
recensée jusqu'à 1993. En 1997, l' ex portation d'une quantité de 4717 kg de cApres, a rapporté 11.345 D.

3-2-3-/ Les pignons
Les plantations de pin pignon (Pinus pinia) sont localisées dans les régions de Bizerte, Sejnane, Dar

Chichou, Tabarka et AM Draham. La quantité moyenne de pignons non décortiqués, exportée au cours des

deux demières années (1997/1998) était de 42,08 tonnes / an, pour une valeur moyenne de 119.112 D/an,
(soit un prix unitaire de 2,831 D/kg). Au cours de 1998, les exportations ont atteint 29,6 tonnes, pour des

recettes de 60.831 D (2,287 D/kg).

3-2-4-/ Le miel

Les quantités de miel exportées proviennent du secteur forestier et du secteur agricole. La haute qualité du

miel, d'origine forestière (miel de romarin et du thym, miel amer d'arbousier (Arbutus unido) et de bruyères

(Erica sp), permet à ce produit d'avoir une place sur le marché extérieur. La quantité moyenne de miel,
exportée entre 1995/1998, est de 1214 kg/an, pour un montant de 21.913 D/an (soit 19,382 D / kg).

3-2-5-/ Les caroubes
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Le caroubier (Ceratonia siliqua) est souvent rencontré sous forme d'individus isolés, essentiellement dans les
zones humides et semi-arides.
Les sites les plus intéressants de point de vue de la ressource se trouvent à Zaghouan, au Cap Bon, A Siliana,

Kairouan et au Sahel.
Les caroubes sont utilisées dans l'industrie pharmaceutique et alimentaire, ainsi que dans la composition de
certains fourrages. Il est groupé parmi «les oléagineux, graines et plantes industrielles » dans la classification
commerciale (douane).
La quantité moyenne exportée au cours des deux demières années (1997/1998) était de 113,435 tonnes/an,
pour un montant de 251.901 D. Il s'agit principalement des graines de caroubes.
En 1998, la valeur des exportations, était de 119.750 D, pour une quantité de graines de 62,93 tonnes.

3-3-/ Les produits de chasse
Les produits de chasse regroupent le gibier et les escargots. La valeur totale de la chasse de gibier a l'échelle
nationale est estimée A 4.700.000 D, dont 21% provenant des frais de séjours des touristes et 28% des droits
de chasse, 17% de la viande et 34% comme valeur récréative.

3-3-1-/ Exportation de gibier
La quantité moyenne de gibiers. exportée pendant la période de 1995/1998, était de 11.438 kg/an, pour une
valeur de 46.565 D/an.
Les exportations demeurent faibles par rapport A la quantité obtenue. En 1997 par exemple, les exportations
(16,4 tonnes) ne représentaient que 4% de la production totale (400 tonnes).
En 1998, les exportations étaient de 6900kg, pour un montant de 20600 D.

3-3-2-/ Les escargots

La collecte et la commercialisation des escargots concement deux variétés : les escargots gris et gros
coquilles globuleuses (Helix melanostoma) et les escargots A coquilles striées (Eobania venniculata).
Les escargots son t classés, par l'administration forestière, comme produit de chasse. Ce produit provient des
forêts mais aussi des parcours et des terres de cultures.
La quantité moyenne exportée pendant la période 1995/1998, est de 688,531 tonnes/an, pour une valeur de
3. 649. 866 D/an (5,520 D/kg).
En se référant aux données de la DGF, relatives aux quantités d'escargots tirés de la for& (permis de
colportage), pour les années 1995/1996 (283 tonnes/an), on peut considdrer que 40% des quantités exportées
proviennent directement de la foret. La valeur de ces exportations est estimée A 1.460.000 D par an.

3-4-/ Les Produits artisanaux
Il s'agit de la confection des ouvrages de sparterie et de vannerie essentiellement A partir d'alfa (Stipa
tenacissima), du palmier nain (Chamaerops humulis) et du jonc (Juncus maritimus) et la fabrication des objets
artisanaux (ustensiles ménagers, objets de décoration) A partir des branches et du bois de faible dimension. Les
espèces les plus utilisées sont le myrte, l'arbousier, l'osier, laurier rose (Nerium oleander) et la filaire (phillyria
angustifolia).

Malgré la diversité des produits artisanaux, les exportations sont limitées au stade actuel aux ouvrages de
sparterie et de vannerie en alfa.

La valeur totale des exportations des ouvrages de sparterie et de vannerie est de 16.170 D/an, dont 88%
provient des ouvrages en alfa.

Les objets artisanaux en bois, fabriqués en Khrournirie, sont commercialisés uniquement sur le marché
intérieur. Cette activité procure un revenu annuel moyen par artisan de l'ordre de 4386 D.

3-5-/ Conclusion
Les exportations des PFNL rapportent au pays un montant global de 6.195.296 D par an, réparties comme
suit
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L'ensemble des produits destinés à l'exportation présente un intérét économique et social certain.
Malgré les contraintes et les insuffisances liées au mode d'exploitation des ressources qui les fournissent et
au mode de leur valonisation et de leur conunercialisation, les PFNL continuent à intéresser le marché
extérieur. Les perspectives de développement de ce secteur sont importantes compte tenu de l'importance
de la marge de progression qui peut &re opérée pour :

Augmenter la productivité des ressources et les quantités des produits (cas du dprier, pin pignon,
champignons, nappes de myrte et de romarin) ;

Améliorer la qualité des produits en fonction des exigences du marché (des huiles essentielles et du
miel) ;

Consolider la position des PFNL sur le marché actuel et accéder A des nouveaux marchés.

4-1 IMPORTANCE DES PFNL DANS LES MENUS PRODUITS
4-1-/ Importance économique des PFNL exploit& à titre individuel

La liste des PFNL recensés comme menus produits, comporte 35 produits, qui rapportent aux
administrations forestières régionales, des recettes de 205.895 Dian (moyenne 1995/1998).

Les PFNL contribuent A raison de 85% des recettes totales enregistrées dans l'ensemble des
arrondissements forestières.
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On peut grouper les PFNL (menus produits) et les classer en fonction de leur importance économique,

Produits dont les recettes comprises entre 18.000 et 45.000 D /an : graines de pin d'Alep, chasse,
pacage, romarin, plantes forestières et capres ;

Produits dont les recettes ne dépassent pas les 1000 et 6.000 D / an : olives, gaines de pin pignon,
figues de barbarie, asperges, caroubes

0°- Produits à faible importance (recettes annuelles inférieures A 1000 D/an : champignons, diss, miel
(produit par les ruchers appartenant à l'administration), fruits des diverses espèces et autres divers
produits (recettes inférieures à 500 D/an).

Aussi, il importe de signaler que :

- certains PFNL destinés à l'exportation, ne figurent pas sur la liste car l'accès aux ressources est
gratuit. Il s'agit des escargots et des ressources mellifères

- malgré leur importance économique sur le marché, certains produits ne rapportent pas beaucoup
l'administration . Il s'agit des caroubes et des graines de pin Ripon.

Les graines de pin d'Alep constituent le produit le plus recherché par les usagers et par les exploitants
individuels. Le nombre d'exploitants engagés dans la récolte de ce produit, est de 2334 exploitants.
Les recettes de l'administration forestière, provenant des droits d'exploitation des PFNL par les entreprises,
sont de l'ordre de 209.591 D/an (moyenne 1995/1998).
Ces recettes proviennent principalement des droits d'exploitation des nappes de romarin et de myrte (78,3%)
et de la chasse (13%).



4-2-/ Perception des services régionaux

Les principaux PFNL jugés importants sur le plan socio-économique, par les services forestiers régionaux et
locaux, sont par ordre d'importance : les graines de pin d'Alep, les brindilles de romarin et de myrte (pour la
distillation), le fourrage, les cdpres et le miel.

5-/ IMPORTANCE DES PFNL A L'ECHELLE COMMUNAUTA1RE ET FAM1LIALE

5-1-/ Au niveau communautaire et familial

5-1-1-/ Produits utilises comme aliments

Au niveau cotnmunautaire, les principaux produits exploités par les usagers comme aliments sont par ordre
d' importance : le miel, les champignons, les graines de pin d'Alep, les fruits d'azerolier, les baies de myrte,
les arbouses et les glands de che'ne.

Les produits commercialises sont: les caroubes, les cdpres, les graines de pin d'Alep, les escargots, les
fruits d'azerolier, les baies de myrte, les pignons et le miel.

5-1-2-/ Plantes a usage medicinal et condimentaires

Les plantes médicinales utilisées par les communautés forestières et qu'elles commercialisent en partie,
sont : le romarin, le myrte, l'atractylis (Atractylis gummufira), les racines de noyer (Juglans regia), l'huile de
lentisque (Pistachia lentiscus), l'essence d'églantine (Rosa canina), la menthe pouliot (Mentha pulegium), le
thym et les feuilles de cdpres.

D'autres plantes sont utilisées d'une manière très localisées telles que : le laurier sauce (Laurus nobilis),
le genévrier de Phénicie (Junipe poenicea), la rute (Ruta chalepensis), les feuilles d'eucalyptus, la lavande
(Lavandula sp.) et l'armoise blanche (Artemisia herba - alba).

5-24 Importance socio-éconornique des PFNL

5-2-11 Au niveau communautaire

Les principaux PFNL qui ont une importance socio-économique ont été classés en fonction du nombre de
ménages qui commercialisent ces produits et de la valeur commerciale de ces produits :
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5-2-2-/ A l'échelle familiale

La contribution des PFNL au revenu des families est en moyenne de 28% (364560 D, pour 620
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families), soit un revenu moyen annuel par famine de 580 D. Cette contribution atteint 46% pour les
families n'exerçant pas d'autres activités éconorniquement significatives.

Pour les familles qui pratiquent des activités agricoles ou agro-forestières, la part des PFNL est de 23% en
moyenne dans leur revenu global.

Les enquétes auprès des usagers ont permis de recenser 41 produits commercialisés, dont 20 produits
rapportent chacun plus de 1000 D par an.
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Les produits les plus intéressants sur le plan économique pour les usagers, sont par ordre d'importance :
les graines de pin d'Alep, les racines de noyer, les graines de pin pignon, les champignons, les brindilles de
romarin, le miel, les câpres, les escargots, le laurier sauce, les glands de chale, l'huile de lentisque, le thym
et les caroubes.

La gamme des PFNL ainsi que leur classement par ordre d'importance socio-économique changent,
si en plus de leur intérêt économique on prend en considération le nombre de familles exploitantes de ces
produits.

Le classement devient comme suit : les graines de pin d'Alep, les brindilles de myrte, les brindilles de
romarin, les champignons, les escargots, les caroubes, l'huile de lentisque, le miel, l'alfa, les racines de noyer,
les pignons, le laurier sauce, les glands de chêne, le thym.

6-1 CONCLUS1ON GENERALE

6-14 Identification des produits les plus prometteurs

L'étude a perrnis d'analyser l'importance économique et sociale des PFNL aux différents niveaux (national,
régional, communautaire et familial) ainsi que les facteurs qui agissent sur l'exploitation et la valorisation des
ces produits.

Les résultats de cette analyse ont permis d'identifier les PFNL qui présentent un intérêt économique et social
manifeste et qui sont susceptibles de jouer un rôle prépondérant dans le développement du secteur forestier :

Les huiles essentielles de romarin et de myrte;

Les champignons (truffes dans le sud et les divers champignons des forats dans le nord);

Les fruits des arbres forestiers (graines de pin pignons, graines de pin d'Alep).

Le miel d'origine forestiare (romarin, thym, eucalyptus et miel amer d'arbousier et de bmyare) ;
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Le miel d'origine forestière (romarin, thym, eucalyptus et miel amer d'arbousier et de bruyère)

Les fruits des arbres semi-forestiers (caroubes, capres, azerolier, cerisier, pistachier, oléastre greffé)

Les racine de noyer et les feuilles de laurier sauce ;

Les produits artisanaux de vannerie et de sparterie (doum, diss, filaire, saule, bruyère, arbousiers...).

6-2-/ Contraintes et perspectives
Les ressources forestières offrent une gamme de PFNL très diversifiés, qui sont commercialisés sur le
marché mondial. L'exploitation de ces ressources procure à la population forestière des sources de
revenus importante.

L' impact socio-économique de cette filière est cependant tributaire du renforcement de la position
des PFNL sur le marché mondial en garantissant la qualité et la régularité de Papprovisionnement.

Ces exigences ne peuvent &re satisfaites que dans le cadre d'une stratégie globale d'aménagement et de
gestion rationnelle des ressources forestières, qui intègrent systématiquement l'exploitation et la
valorisation des PFNL (inventaire multi-ressources), en prenant en considération l'ensemble des facteurs
écologiques et socio-économiques intervenant dans la filière de production et de commercialisation des
PFNL.

La valorisation des PFNL nécessite aussi la promotion du marché national pour leur transformation et
leur utilisation dans les industries. Les huiles essentielles de romarin et de myrte offrent des possibilités
importantes pour les industries pharmaceutiques et de parfumerie au moins pour la fabrication de certains
produits semi-finis.

La diversité des PFNL et leur importance socio-économique constituent des opportunités réelles pour la
création de micro-entreprises locales, spécialisées dans l'exploitation et la valorisation des PFNL.
L'établissement de liens commerciaux directs entre ces micro-entreprises et les exportateurs ou les
entreprises spécialisées dans ce domaine est une condition nécessaire pour leur viabilité.

D'autre part, l'absence d'aménagement cynégétique limite considérablement l' impact socio-économique
de la chasse en zone forestière

le rôle des associations régionales et de la fédération nationale de chasse, est très limité compte
tenu de l'absence d'orientations et de programmes spécifiques visant le développement de la
chasse ;
la population forestière ne profite pas de cette activité malgré les potentialités offertes
(disponibilités des ressources naturelles et humaines).

Le rôle social et économique de la chasse en forêt, peut étre renforcé d'une manière significative à travers
le développement du tourisme vert, en complémentarité avec les activités de chasse (visites des parcs
nationaux, des réserves naturelles, aménagement des etes pour présenter des activités socioculturelles
locales, promotion de l'artisanat local, aménagement de transects de reconnaissances pour découvrir la
beauté et les caractéristiques naturels des paysages...). Une attention particulière doit être donnée à
l' implication des usagers pour leur donner la possibilité de tirer profit de cette composante. L' implication
des h8teliers et des associations des chasses dans la mise en ceuvre de ces orientations est déterminante
pour garantir la complémentarité entre les secteurs du tourisme et de la chasse, qui devraient constituer
des facteurs de protection et de valorisation des ressources naturelles.

La stratégie de développement forestier, basée sur l'organisation des usagers en associations forestières
d'intérét collectif, et leur implication dans l'aménagement et la gestion des ressources forestières,
constitue dans sa conception un cadre très favorable pour mettre en ceuvre ces orientations, qui sont
développées dans le plan d'action pour la promotion de la filière ci-dessous.
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7-/ PROMOTION DE LA FILIERE DES PFNL

7-1-/ Les orientations générales

Les exportations des PFNL rapportent au pays un montant global de 6,2 millions de Dinars par an. Les
PFNL, recensés comme menus produits, rapportent aux administrations forestières régionales des recettes
d'environ 2060000 D/an (moyenne 1995/1998). Ils contribuent à raison de 85% des recettes totales
enregistrées dans l'ensemble des arrondissements forestières.

Les PFNL procurent aux usagers de la forêt un revenu moyen annuel par famille de 600 D. Les enquêtes
auprès des usagers ont permis de recenser 41 produits commercialisés, dont 20 produits rapportent chacun
plus de 1000 D par an. La contribution des PFNL dans le revenu familial atteint 46% pour les familles
n'exerçant pas d'autres activités économiquement significatives. Pour les familles qui pratiquent des
activités agricoles ou agro-forestières, la part des PFNL est de 23% en moyenne dans leur revenu global.

La valorisation des PFNL, d'une manière rationnelle, est complexe compte tenu de la multiplicité des
usages auxquels sont soumises les ressources fournissant ces PFNL et la diversité des intérêts des
différentes parties prenantes (Etat, industriels, exportateurs, usagers).

Malgré les contraintes et les insuffisances liées au mode d'exploitation des ressources qui les fournissent
et au mode de leur valorisation et de leur commercialisation, les PFNL présentent des intérêts
économiques et sociaux certains et continuent à intéresser le marché extérieur.
Les perspectives de développement de la filière « PFNL » sont réelles compte tenu des possibilités de
promotion des différentes filières, bien qu'un effort important reste à accomplir pour passer à une
véritable intégration de cette composante dans les aménagements et dans le plan de gestion des ressources
forestières.

La tendance pour les menus produits restent très prometteuse pour plusieurs raisons, d'une part à cause
des problèmes de santé publique liés aux 0.G.M. et à l'E.S.B, à titre d'exemples, et d' autre part à une
exigence de traçabilité des produits et une meilleure rémunération des producteurs souhaitées par le
consommateur. Les produits de qualité sont aussi de plus en plus recherchés par le consommateur.

Parmi les huiles essentielles, l'huile de romarin qui a un marché important mérite une attention
particulière en terme d' investissement pour réhabiliter les zones de production existantes. L'huile
essentielle de myrte a un marché relativement stable et son prix élevé peut être dissuasif pour une
utilisation plus large. L'huile d'armoise pourrait être un produit à développer dans les régions
l'armoise pousse de façon spontanée.

Les champignons sont une ressource sous-exploitée et une meilleure gestion de leur cueillette
permettrait d'augmenter les quantités exportées à contre-saison notamment en France qui reste le
principal pays consommateur. Cependant, un important travail de formation des populations dans la
cueillette, le stockage et le calibrage est nécessaire en même temps que la réforme du système de
vente par adjudication qui reste un frein au développement de ce produit. Les truffes de Tunisie
restent tributaires des conditions climatiques, il s'en suit des difficultés d' assurer une régularité
d'approvisionnement du marché mondial. Cependant, un investissement pourrait &re rentable ;
s'agit de l'introduction expérimentale de la truffe noire melanosporum dans certains terroirs propices
à son développement.

rep Deux produits alimentaires les cdpres et les caroubes sont sans doute intéressants à développer car
le marché reste déficitaire pour ces produits. Il ne s'agit pas de produire des quantités très
importantes, uniquement à partir de nouvelles plantations, mais de restaurer les capacités productives
des nappes existantes afin d'obtenir des qualités optimales et vendre des quantités acceptables. Si la
caroube a un marché mondial, les câpres ont surtout une importance en Europe du Sud. Avec les
conditions du marché tunisien, l'augmentation de la production de ces deux produits permettra d'être
plus compétitif.
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Les pignons, compte tenu de leur prix de vente actuel sur le marché tunisien, restent un produit très
difficile à exporter. De ce fait, seule une augmentation des quantités produites pourrait amener des
possibilités d'étendre ce marché à d'autres pays.

cp- Les miels de Tunisie sont des miels de spécialités qui n'ont pas un marché tits développé en Europe.
Leur consommation est surtout locale et régionale. Seuls les miels de romarin et amers peuvent avoir
des possibilités de vente en Europe à condition d' avoir une qualité optimale. Le miel de thym est trop
spécifique pour obtenir des débouchés importants et le miel d'eucalyptus est en situation de forte
concurrence avec les miels d'Australie, de Chine et d'Argentine.

La stratégie de développement forestier, basée sur une gestion participative et durable des ressources
naturelles, en impliquant les usagers et les industriels privés, constitue un cadre très favorable pour mettre
en ceuvre le présent plan d'action.

Les orientations proposées pour la promotion de chacune des filières retenues, permettent de dégager des
orientations générales pour le développement de la filière PFNL. Elles s'articulent autour des objectifs,
ci-après, en indiquant les résultats attendus pour chaque objectif et en donnant un aperçu des principales
activités pour chaque résultat. Ces objectifs s'intègrent dans le Plan Directeur de Développement
Forestier et Pastoral.

7-2-/ Objectifs, Résultats et Activités du plan d'action

Objectif global du Plan d'action : Contribution au développement du secteur forestier en
promouvant la filière PFNL, dans le cadre d'une gestion intégrée et durable des ressources
naturelles.

Objectif immédiat du Plan d'action : Promotion de la filière des PFNL et son intégration dans le
développement du secteur forestier

Résultat 1 : Valorisation des PFNL dans le cadre d'un aménagement et d'une gestion concert& et durable des
ressources forestières

1.1. Modalités et procédures d'adaptation à une gestion participative et durable des ressources
fournissant des PFNL

Garantir aux industriels et aux usagers Paccès aux ressources : C'est une condition sine qua non,
pour un engagement réel des parties prenantes (usagers et industriels), dans la promotion de la
filière. Il s'agit d'opter pour des concessions de longue période d'une durée de 7 6. 10 ans (en
moyenne), en fonction du produit ;
Appliquer des critères liés à la professionnalisation des industriels pour leur autoriser l'accès aux

ressources et à la valorisation des PFNL, à savoir

être implanté dans la région et disposer d'un personnel qualifié sur place, habilité à représenter
l'entreprise en tant qu'interlocuteur direct avec les services forestiers et avec les groupements
des usagers, pour participer aux efforts de développement de la filière (à convenir dans un
contrat de gestion avec les services forestiers et avec les groupements d'usagers),
disposer d'un équipement approprié (en conformité avec les normes) pour l'exploitation
/ transformation des ressources, ainsi que pour le conditionnement, le stockage et le
transport des produits, afin de garantir la qualité des produits destinés à l'exportation
(en particulier pour l'extraction des huiles essentielles, et l'exploitation des
champignons sylvestres).

1.2. Usagers et industriels impliqués dans l'aménagement et la gestion des ressources produisant
des PFNL (valorisation, protection et réhabilitation des ressources)
Appuyer la mise en place des groupements d'usagers en exploitant la loi récente concernant la
création des Groupements de Développement Agricole (GDA), en relation avec les autres actions
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de développement du secteur forestier, en se référant par exemple aux expériences des OPDI ;
Etablir des mécanismes de partenariat entre industriels, groupements d'usagers et services
forestiers
Assurer la formation et l'encadrement technique des usagers et des industriels impliqués dans les
différentes filières ;
Impliquer les industriels opérationnels, dans la conception et le financement de certaines actions

liées à la promotion des filières définir dans les cahiers de charge en fonction de la filière et sur la base
du plan de gestion des ressources).

1.3. Connaissances approfondies des potentialités des PFNL et leur prise en compte dans les plans
d'aménagement et de gestion des forks acquises
Appliquer une méthodologie d' inventaire multi-ressources et de connaissance de potentialités
(localisation et quantification) des ressources forestières, fournissant des PFNL, et des usages
auxquels elles sont soumises
Mettre en place un dispositif de suivi régulier de l'évolution des ressources/produits sur le plan
quantitatif et qualitatif (réseau de placettes fixes). Ce suivi régulier permettra de disposer des
indications indispensables pour définir le rythme et les conditions d'exploitation des ressources.

1.4. Techniques d'aménagement des ressources et technologies de valorisation des PFNL
maitrisées
Entreprendre des recherches-développement pour augmenter la production des ressources et
améliorer la qualité de leurs PFNL : conduite sylvicole des peuplements de pins d'Alep et de pins
pignons, techniques de réhabilitation et de multiplication des espèces (câpriers, champignons
sylvestres), régénération des nappes de romarin et de myrte...
Former les cadres concernés par la gestion des ressources et la mise en ceuvre des plans de gestion ;
Initier la création de pépinières spécialisées dans les productions des plants d'arbres et d'arbustes
fournissant des PFNL (cdprier, laurier sauce, plants de pins, mycorhizes...)
Initier Posiériculture, en exploitant les acquis des expériences dans d'autres pays
Etablir des échanges d'expériences dans les domaines relatifs à la valorisation des PFNL.

Résultat 2: Renforcement de la position des PFNL sur les marchés national et mondial

2.1. Filière des PFNL professionnalisée
Développer un système d'information accessible aux parties prenantes concernées par la filière
(création d'une cellule d'information au niveau de la REF, chargée aussi du suivi de l'exploitation
et de la valorisation des PFNL), en se branchant notamment sur le réseau d'information
internationale concernant la filière « PFNL »
Initier l'organisation de la profession, en collaboration avec l'UTAP et d' autres partenaires
Mettre en place un système de contrôle de qualité des PFNL ;
Organiser le circuit de commercialisation, pour superviser le contrôle de qualité ;
Elaborer un programme de formation et d'encadrement au profit des industriels, en collaboration
avec la profession et l' APL

2.2. Mécanismes de concertation et d'échange d'information entre industriels établis
Renforcer et coordonner les actions de marketing (en collaboration avec le CEPEX, l'APIA et
I' API et d'autres Ministères, de rencontres entre industriels tunisiens et étrangers)
Mettre en place un échange régulier entre industriels/exportateurs des pays maghrébins ceuvrant
dans la filière, pour harmoniser le positionnement des PFNL sur le marché mondial et faire face à
la concurrence des autres régions ;
Intégrer la filière PFNL dans les composantes des foires régionales, nationales et internationales, en
encourageant les groupements d'usagers et les industriels à y participer, en organisant lors de ces
foires des ateliers d'échange régulier d' information sur les perspectives de développement de la
filière.

Résultat 3 : Revenus des usagers impliqués dans la valorisation des PFNL améliorés

3.1. Emergence de jeunes promoteurs dans les différentes filières :
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Introduire des modules de formation à l'ISPT et à l'INAT, traitant les divers aspects techniques,
économiques et sociaux de la filière et les méthodes CEFE, pour ouvrir des perspectives aux
diplômés d'exploiter ce créneau, en tant que jeunes promoteurs en exploitant les encouragements
de l'Etat dans ces domaines (stratégie nationale d'emploi des cadres)
Encourager l'émergence des groupes d'intérêts spécialisés dans la valorisation des PFNL, en
exploitant les acquis et les opportunités de financement des divers projets et programmes de
développement en zones forestières (PDF, ODESYPANO, PGRN), engagés dan la mise en ceuvre
d'une stratégie de développement basée sur une gestion participative et durable des ressources
naturelles.

3.2. Système d'appui financier pour la promotion des filières PFNL, opérationnel
Impliquer les intervenants en zones forestières dans la conception du système ;
Lier l'accès aux financements / encouragements à la formation pour concrétiser les orientations en
matière d' érnergence des jeunes promoteurs dans les différentes filières
Impliquer les groupements des usagers dans la gestion de ce système en exploitant le cadre
juridique, qui donne la possibilité aux groupements de gérer des crédits.

3.3. Formation et encadrement des usagers dans les domaines de valorisation des PFNL, assurés :
Initier la formation de cadres spécialisés en vulgarisation forestière, notamment dans le domaine
des PFNL (formation et recyclage des cadres) en intégrant des modules dans le programme de
formation à l'ISPT et en créant des modules de formation complémentaires à l'Ecole de Rimel
(Bizerte) pour les cadres déjà opérationnels ;
Concevoir un programme de formation et d'encadrement, en fonction des besoins spécifiques pour
chaque filière
Mettre en ceuvre le programme, en synchronisation avec les autres actions de promotion des
filières
Impliquer les industriels et les jeunes promoteurs (cadres) dans ce programme de formation et
d'encadrement technique.

***
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NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS (NWFP) AS A COMPONENT OF THE TOTAL
ECONOMIC VALUE (TEV) OF MEDITERRANEAN FORESTS

First results of ongoing research

Ms. Lelia CROITORU, Ms. Paola GATTO and Mr. Maurizio MERLOI
PADOVA University Centre for Accounting and Management in Agriculture & Forestry

Italy

Summary
(No translation in French & Russian available)

This paper introduces MEDFOREX Project launched by European Forest Institute and Solsona
Forest Technology Centre in January 2000 and highlights the first results of its preliminary task: an
inventory of MEDiterranean FORest public goods and EXternalities, here referred to as MEDFOREXs.

MEDFOREXs, as well as the other forest outputs, are related to the Total Economic Value (TEV)
of forests. It is a concept where direct and indirect use-values, option and bequest-existence values are
considered. Another way to see the TEV is given by market, potential market and non-market values. The
distinction between private, local, club and public goods can also be mentioned.

Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) are generally intended as private goods remunerated in the
market and represent tangible outputs such as berries, resin, and mushrooms. Thus, NWFP exclude the
more traditional wood based products such as timber or fuel wood. However, non-market public goods
and externalities can also be transformed into NWFP, remunerated in the market once appropriate
institutional (laws, regulations, property rights, etc) and management/marketing means are adopted. There
are also non-market public goods and externalities, by definition not remunerated in the market, which
can also be included amongst NWFP. Some of these are potentially marketable and can be valued by
various economic methods derived from traditional land appraisal to the most recent environmental
valuation.

In order to highlight the dynamic evolution of NWFP in the context of the overall forest outputs, a
specific questionnaire based on the TEV concept was developed for surveying the value of Mediterranean
forests as far as possible at country level. The questionnaire aims firstly at collecting basic forest
information related to area, types of forests, degradation, income and employment. It then focuses on
developing a list of the main wood and NWFP that should be quantified according to national official
statistics for each Mediterranean country.

The questionnaire has been completed for Italian forests. The initial results demonstrate the
growing importance of NWFP in terms of market values as well as the potential for new NWFP to be
transformed into real market products. Similar questionnaires are presently being completed in France,
Greece, Portugal, Spain and Tunisia. The work should be accomplished in all the other Mediterranean
countries during the next two years.

Key words: MEDFOREXs, non-wood forest products, externalities, total economic value.

***

The responsibility of the paper must be equally distributed amongst the three authors. Section 4 should be
attributed to Croitoru, sections 3 and 5 to Gatto and sections 1 and 2 to Merlo. Information about the questionnaire
and the ongoing research can be provided under request to this E mail: merlo@agripolis.unipd.it
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1. Introduction: scope and contents

Among the various outputs provided by MEDiterranean FORests, there is a wide range of public
goods and EXternalities, positive and sometimes negative, here referred to as MEDFOREXs. Information
and quantification of MEDFOREXs is however scarce within and between Mediterranean countries.
There is a need for data collection, processing and exchange, together with dissemination of existing
knowledge. For these reasons, in January 2000 the European Forest Institute (EFI) and Solsona Forest
Technology Centre launched a three-year Regional Project Centre called MEDFOREX.

The project aims to survey and inventory MEDFOREXs. The outcome should help forest
management and policy formation/implementation (EFI, 1999). The survey (or inventory) of all
MEDFOREXs is the preliminary task of the whole project. Its main objectives are the identification and,
whenever possible, quantification/valuation of MEDFOREXs at the national level in each Mediterranean
country. The scope of the task is:

inform forest policy makers and stakeholders;
inform forest management and participation;
complete forest information systems;
improve accountability and accounting of forestry.

Participants from Italy, France, Greece, Portugal, Spain and Tunisia are presently cooperating on
the survey - inventory. Up to now 10 forest research units, members of EFI, have agreed to co-operate.
Other countries and units are expected to join soon.

2. Approach: Total Economic Value

MEDFOREXs as well as the other forest outputs are related to the Total Economic/Environmental
Value (TEEV) of forests. The TEV (Total Economic Value) has been introduced in economic theory
following development of environmental economics (Campos, 1998). Some authors tend to make a
distinction between the proper Total Economic Value (rather anthropocentric value) and the so-called
non-anthropocentric Primary Value (Turner, Pearce and Bateman, 1994). The Total Economic Value
comprises direct and indirect-use values, option values and non-use bequest and existence values. While
there is a widespread consensus on the TEV concept, the boundaries between its various components
remain somewhat less clear (Randall, 1991; Bateman 1994). Overlaps, if not double counting, as well as
missing certain components, are rather common. This paper has tried to adopt Turner, Pearce and
Bateman (1994) classification. Therefore use values are those that 'derive from the actual use of the
environment'. Option values are considered as a component of use or non-use values, depending on
whether the present generations choose to use the environment. Bequest values have been included within
the non-use category and refer to future generations' options. Existence values are `unassociated with
actual use, or even the option to use the thing' (Turner, Pearce, and Bateman, 1994), therefore non-use
values.

Figure 1. Possible pragmatic approaches to the Total Economic Value - TEV

TEV - TOTAL ECONOMIC VALUE

Uje value (direct and
indirec/t)

Option
value/ /Non use value (bequest,

existence)//
Mprket

valu/ /es Potential market and non market values

Pp'vate goods , impure publicisoyds Externalities - public goods
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Within the rather theoretical concept of the TEV, the entire range of forest outputs can be more
practically seen as market, potential market and non-market values. In addition the classic distinction
made by public economics between private and public goods with all the intermediate categories of local
and club goods can be recalled. Adopting a somewhat pragmatic approach, Figure 1 puts together the
various possible perspectives. The result though debatable is thought to be rather useful for classifying
forest outputs particularly in Mediterranean forests where public and non market items are the most
important.

Figure 1 can also be seen as the starting point for classifying Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP)
as a component of TEV. NWFP are basically intended as private goods remunerated in the market. They
comprise berries, truffles, medicine plants, etc. that are part of direct use values and generally have a
market price. However, in addition, non-market public goods and externalities, typically the
MEDFOREXs, can be transformed into NWFP and remunerated in the market once appropriate
institutional means (laws, property rights, regulations, etc.), as well as management or marketing means
are adopted. Evidence of this market transformation and development is given by recent research
undertaken in four European countries including Mediterranean regions2. A 'marketability arrow' has
been singled out and drawn in Figure 2 based on the real world case studies evidence.

Figure 2. Transformation/Development of Public Goods and Externalities into
Recreational-Environmental (RE)-Products

Transformation/Development of Public Goods and Externalities
into Recreational-Environmental (RE)-Products

V

a

RE-Products

Public goods/externalities

1

2 EU financed research on 'Niche Markets for Recreational and Environmental Services - RES' (FAIR -
CT95-0743) undertaken in collaboration with the University of Hamburg (co-ordinator Prof. Udo
Mantau), the University of Vienna (Prof. Walter Sekot), University of Padova (Prof Maurizio Merlo) and
IBN - DLO- Wageningen (Dr. Kees Van Vile* The task of Padova University was to identify the
transformation/development paths. The outcome of the research has recently appeared as Merlo, M.,
Milocco, E., Panting, R. and Virgilietti, P. (2000).
As shown by recent research covering 100 case studies in various European countries including the
Mediterranean region.
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Figure 2, essentially derived from Samuelson's (1954 and 1955) description of public and private
goods as 'polar' cases, shows in the left hand corner the range of public goods/externalities that are
characterised by non-rivalry and non-excludability in consumption. The public good connotations can be
linked to their intrinsic nature (e.g. indivisibility like a landscape enjoyable by everybody) as well as to



ill- defined, assigned or enforced property rights (e.g. access for berry picking) leading to collective
consumption. The upper right hand corner of Figure 2 shows the private goods that are characterised by
full excludability and rivalry in consumption, typically timber and other market products.

Most of the forest outputs however, are not pure public or private goods. They can be regarded as
'mixed impure public goods' with various degrees of rivalry and potential excludability. An example of
the dynamic view of public goods and externalities when excludability is increased or decreased
according to property rights, is demonstrated by Buchanan (1965) in his 'theory of clubs' where,
incidentally, he gives an example rather linked to forestry: hunting rights. Previously also Tiebout (1956)
has introduced 'local public goods' restricted to those living or getting access to a certain area as is often
the case for various forest outputs. The 'marketability arrow' of Figure 2 illustrates the dynamic evolution
of public goods to remunerated private products, or at least local/club products.

Some of the most accepted and important forest outputs like those linked to indirect use values
such as watershed management, carbon storage, etc, the so called 'off site' but 'near market' effects, can
be rather easily included amongst NWFP, as it is currently done by investment analysis based on Cost
Benefit (Gregersen and Contreras, 1979 and 1992). Amongst NWFP, other non-market public goods and
externalities could also be included that are not remunerated in the market as option, bequest and
existence values. This view is, however, far from current conception of NWFP, rather linked to
technological and material aspects.

3. Method: the questionnaire to survey MEDFOREXs and all other Mediterranean
forest outputs (blank questionnaire available by request to the authors)

In order to achieve the objectives of the survey-inventory task a specific questionnaire has been
developed to be completed in all the various Mediterranean countries. It concerns the following areas:

basic forest data: area, types of forests, degradation, main forest functions, ownership, average size
of properties or management units;

macroeconomic forest indicators: contribution to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), employment and
income in forestry and timber-based industries, distribution between national/imported wood,
processing timber industries;

availability of statistics on market and non-market forest outputs;

a list of forest outputs as tentatively developed by Table 1 in order to guide those filling the
questionnaire and ensure consistent responses for every Mediterranean country with the possibility
to include new items or delete others;

distinction among various direct use values according to the valuation/quantification methods;

distinction among various indirect use values according to official statistics and available research
reports;

availability of estimates regarding option, existence and bequest values;

evaluation of other externalities that negatively affect TEV, if previously not considered3;

list of sources of official/unofficial information on forest outputs available for each Mediterranean
country.

3 It could be argued that theoretically, negative externalities should be valued as loss of positive
outputs within TEV. In reality, as confirmed by the first country questionnaire, negative externalities
can't be considered within use and non-use values estimation. Moreover, some of them must be
estimated by using other valuation methods.
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Table 1: Outputs of Mediterranean forests according to the TEV (tentative approach)

TOTAL ECONOMIC VALUE

PRIVATE GOODS, PUBLIC GOODS INCLUDING POSITIVE EXTERNALITIES

1. USE VALUES

1.1 Direct use values

1.1.1. Timber, firewood, cork, resin, sparto grass, decorative plants, mushrooms, medicine plants,
berries, truffles, etc

1.1.2. Grazing, honey etc
1.1.3. Hunting, mushrooms, recreation, etc.

1.2 Indirect use values

1.2.1 Watershed management: soil conservation, avalanche prevention, flood prevention, etc
1.2.2 Micro-climate regulation
1.2.3 Water quality and purification (including capture of nutrients and pollutants)
1.2.4. Carbon storage
1.2.5. Landscape

OPTION VALUES

2.1.1 Personal future recreation and environmental interests
2.1.2 Potential source of energy and raw materials
2.1.3 Potential unknown source of bio-diversity, medicine plants, etc
2.1.4 Potential use of unused landscape resources

NON USE VALUES

3.1. Bequest values

3.1.1 Landscape, recreation, energy and raw material availability, bio-diversity, environmental
conditions e.g. related to carbon storage, affecting future generations

3.2. Existence values

3.2.1 Bio-diversity, environmental conditions e.g. related to carbon storage, affecting other species,
respect for the right or welfare of non-human beings including the forest ecosystem

OTHER EXTERNALITIES THAT NEGATIVELY AFFECT THE TEV
(IF PREVIOUSLY NOT CONSIDERED)

Erosion, floods and avalanches due too poor management
Loss of landscape value due to excessive expansion of forest land use
Risk of damage by forest fires
Loss of bio-diversity, landscape value due to plantation forestry
Loss of recreation opportunities due to intensive plantation forestry and poor management
Pollen and other allergic factors

Source: adapted from M. Merlo and E. Rojas Briales (2000)

A key issue in filling the questionnaire is the use of the most recent data expressed in annual flows.
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In case data at national level are not available, any information provided at local level can be taken into
account. Another point is the type of forest related to the questionnaire. In principle it should be real
Mediterranean forest located in Mediterranean countries. In reality, statistics do not always allow a clear-
cut and satisfactory distinction between Mediterranean and other forest typologies often part of
Mediterranean countries. For this reason the questionnaire suggests considering all forests of
Mediterranean countries.

4. First results of the Italian survey (filled questionnaire available under request to the authors)

4.1 Valuing Wood Forest Products

Timber, firewood and cork were identified as Wood Forest Products (WFPs) and valued according
to their market price as reported by Italian official statistics (ISTAT, 1997). Of course these values are
part of direct use values (Table 2).

Table 2. Estimated WFPs of Italian forests, 1994

Source: ISTAT, 1997

4.2. Valuing Non Wood Forest Products (NWFP) and other forest outputs

NWFP as usually defined are reported and valued in Table 3. A more comprehensive view of
NWFP including other forest outputs is reported in Table 4, which in addition to direct and indirect use
values, includes option, bequest, existence values. In order to complete the picture negative externalities
are also included.

Table 3. Value of traditional NWFP of Italian forests, 1994

Source: ISTAT, 1997 except for * items which represent our estimations or results of other surveys

Traditional NWFP as reported in Table 3 are part of direct use values and include mushrooms,
truffles, chestnuts, pine kernels, hazelnuts, bilberries, strawberries, raspberries, acorns, grazing, honey
and hunting. The above items have been valued, whenever possible, according to market prices as
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TEV categories WFPs Value (000 EURO)
Timber 209 475

Direct use values Firewood 227 183
Cork 4 181
Total WFPs 440 839

NWFP Value (000 EURO)
Mushrooms* 85 471
Truffles 8 628
Chestnuts 55 648
Pine kernels 3 040
Hazelnuts 16 266
Bilberries 1 200

Direct use values
Strawberries 389
Raspberries 288
Acorns 1 811
Grazing* 60 000
Honey* 22 500
Hunting* 71 250
Total 326 491



reported by official statistics (ISTAT, 1997). A first exception is grazing and honey where imputed prices
have been used. A second one is represented by mushrooms and hunting valued by means of users'
benefits (consumers' surplus), though some prices are available but only partially.

Table 4. Value of NWFP and other outputs of Italian forests, 1994

Source: ISTAT, 1997 except for * items which represent our estimations or results of other surveys

The reference to users' benefits is clearly linked to the legal status of these items under Italian
property rights system. The amount of mushrooms sold in the market, and collected by professional
pickers, was valued according to their market price at 25 471 000 EURO (ISTAT, 1997). Mushrooms
were also collected by non-local hobby pickers paying for a permit or a ticket to the local authorities.
Other mushrooms were picked without paid picking permits because either they were not requested by
local authorities or people did not comply with the rules. Therefore with reference to various survey
pickers' benefits, the value is estimated at 60 000 000 EUR04.

4 Generally, picking of mushrooms and small fruits growing spontaneously in woodlands was once
considered as part of the access right, everybody is entitled by natural rights, and as such, was free.
However, high pressure on natural resources and land owners reactions, have pushed to regulation.
Legislation has been recently issued. Maximum quantities of small fruits and mushrooms to be picked
per day and per person were established. Mushroom picking is now also regulated by National
Legislation (National Law 352/1993), which has assigned mushroom property rights to the Local
Authorities. Provinces, Mountain Communities and Municipalities can, and do, sell mushroom picking
permits on their territory, often with different prices for residents and non-residents.
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TEV categories NWFP Value (000 EURO)
Mushrooms* 85 471
Truffles 8 628
Chestnuts 55 648
Pine kernels 3 040
Hazelnuts 16 266
Bilberries 1 200

Direct use values Strawberries 389
Raspberries 288
Acorns 1 811
Grazing* 60 000
Honey* 22 500
Hunting* 71 250
Recreation* (mm) -

120 000
(max) - 420 000

Watershed 1 321 500
Indirect use management*

values Carbon storage* 60 000
Option values Not

available
Non use values Not

available
Erosion* -119044
Risk of damage by

forest fires
-60 655

Negative Losses of natural -1 680
externalities previously quality due to illegal
not considered actions

Losses of landscape
value due to illegal
actions

-128

Total NWFP 1 646 484



Hunting, even if corresponding to permit prices paid to national and local authorities has been
valued on users' benefits according to various surveys employing contingent valuation method (Battisti et
al, 2000). It is important to mention that game is traditionally public property in Italy as well as
shooting/hunting rights. The State sells shooting/hunting permits and generally identifies the hunting
areas at regional/local levels. Enforcement and control is delegated to Regions and Provinces. Hunters
have free access to private properties except when these are fenced or enclosed "fondi chiusi' . Recent
legislation (LN 157/92) has created a market for shooting/hunting; landowners can now sell access and
shooting rights from private estates and game-farms: Aziende Faunistico-Venatorie and Aziende Agri-
Turistico Venatorie. These areas still represent the exception rather than the rule as it is the case with
neighbouring countries like Austria and others adopting Anglo-Saxon property rights.

The extended view of NWFP as reported in Table 4 includes recreation amongst use-values.
Though in several cases it is paid by consumers, the overall value has been calculated according to the
estimated number of day-visits/year and consumer benefit/visit (2.5 EURO) as resulting from several
surveys and case studies where consumers are obliged to pay a price to get access to the forests or,
generally speaking, to services that help the recreation in the forests (footpaths, guides, car parks, etc) as
shown by the already mentioned survey on possible marketing of public goods and externalities linked to
forestry (Merlo et al, 2000). A minimum 120 000 000 EUR05 and a maximum 420 000 000 EUR06
values are reported to give an idea of the recreation value of Italian forests.

Among the indirect use values, potentially part of NWFP, only watershed management and carbon
storage could be estimated. Watershed management, broadly including soil conservation and land
protection against landslides, floods, erosion, water conservation and purification' within catchment areas,
etc, was valued by employing Public Expenses (Minister° dell'Ambiente, 1997) for 'watershed
management' as reported by national accounts, amounting in 1997 to 1 321 000 000 EURO. The criterion
of avoided costs due to good forest management has been adopted according to the following arguments:
the magnitude of watershed management carried out by forests can be deduced by comparing data on
actual and potential erosion as published by the Ministry of the Environment (1997); it can be estimated
that about 5 millions hectares of land would be at risk if present forest land use was changed; given the
size of the country (30 millions hectares) and forest land use (around 9 millions hectares of which only
some 30% are object of forest planning, and some 50% reasonably well managed), it can be deduced that
the National Expenditures must be principally imputed to areas poorly managed, therefore the area well
managed allows society to save the amount of money spent in areas not so well managed. It is a very
rough, and certainly debatable estimation. Nevertheless it must be recalled that the water-related functions
of forests have been estimated by distinguished foresters like Patrone (1971) - updated by Codemo (1986)
- some 40% higher at around 2 000 000 000 EURO.

Estimation of carbon storage was done at 60 000 000 on the basis of the opportunity cost per
additional ton of carbon fixed in the forest biomass and in the soil (Cesaro et al, 1994). Of course it is
another questionable method that, however, is internationally accepted as the basis for negotiation
amongst interested parties as an outcome of Kyoto protocol.

Regarding option, bequest and existence values, Italian official statistics provide little information.
In fact, only one local example regarding existence value, reports a benefit of 10 EURO/person
(Signorello, 1990). The estimate was not extrapolated at national level, taking into account that the
peculiarities of the surveyed region are not similar to those characterising the main national forest area.

5 Calculated using a number of 48 000 000 day-visits/year in mountainous and hilly areas (ISTAT,
1998).

6 Obtained when employing an estimate of 168 000 000 day-visits/year (G. Scrinzi et al 1996).

7 Concerning the water functions the fact can be remembered that some water authorities have
started to sign collective agreements with forest owners at least In countries like Austria.
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Concerning the negative externalities, erosion due to poor forest management has been valued by
employing the estimated average soil loss/year calculated on the basis of Benini (1990) valuation, and
the costs for soil transportation for returning to the original situation. The replacement cost method was
applied for estimating the damage by forest fires whereas the losses of natural quality and landscape value
due to illegal actions were quantified on the basis of the fines paid.

In conclusion, the estimates of the WFPs (440 839 000 EURO) and NWFP (1 646 484 000 EURO)
lead to an overall TEV of 2 087 323 000 EURO, of course excluding as already underlined, option and
non-use values. Taking into account the various shortcomings of official statistics, the poor knowledge
and quantification of forest functions and the lack of reliable information about option, existence and
bequest values, the overall figure can certainly be regarded as a minimum estimate of the annual TEV of
Italian forests.

The application of the questionnaire to Italian forests suggests the following classification of
WFPss and NWFP according to valuation methods used:

WFPs
valued by means of market price: timber, firewood, cork.

NWFP
valued by means of market price or imputed market price: mushrooms, truffles, chestnuts,
pine kernels, hazelnuts, bilberries, strawberries, raspberries, acorns, honey, grazing;
valued by means other than market price (consumers' benefit): hunting and other items
where consumer surplus measures are corroborated by strong and credible market evidence
where a market is possible and developed.

Extended NWFP or other outputs
valued by means other than market price (consumers' benefit or loss, opportunity costs, etc.):
recreation, watershed management, carbon storage, erosion, damage by forest fires;
valued by means other than market price (consumers' benefit or loss): natural quality,
landscape, biodiversity for the present generation where, however, it is difficult to make
market references and even to simulate a market;
not valued: option, bequest and existence values.

5. Some conclusions

It is clear that NVVFP, when broadly interpreted including near market value, represent a substantial
part of the TEV of the Italian forests, and this appears to be true even if important issues like option,
bequest and existence values are not accounted for. As shown by Figure 3 some 67% of the TEV is
represented by NWFP or potentially marketable NWFP. The survey-inventory has also shown that the
potential for market remuneration, after the transformation/development, is not a remote option as is
certainly the case with hunting and, to a large extent, with recreation. Other important functions like those
concerned with water (watershed management, moisture conservation, purification, etc) present important
potential for transformation and development, this looks particularly true in the Mediterranean context
where water is a key economic and social issue. The valuations in Figure 4 underscore this fact, showing
that watershed management alone could represent some 4/5th of the total value of the NWFP and
potential NWFP.
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Figure 3. An attempt to estimate the TEV of Italian forests
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The option, bequest and existence values, even though not valued, should also be taken into
account as paramount components of the TEV of Mediterranean forests. Of course any attempt to value
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them raises serious objections and question marks, given the state of the art of social and economic
sciences.

Notwithstanding the above various shortcomings, the ongoing research aims to make an accurate
review of existing information on the overall Mediterranean forest outputs including public goods and
externalities that is the MEDFOREXs. Dissemination of the acquired information among Mediterranean
countries is needed. It is clear, and well demonstrated by the survey, that valuation of MEDFOREXs and
all the other outputs, including the various NWFP broadly intended, represents an essential step in
improving forest accounting, therefore local planning and forest policy formation and implementation at
regional/ national/ global levels.
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Abstract

Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) are important though an underestimated part of the econoiny
of many countries, and also an effective incentive to conserve forests, woodlands and other ecosystems.
The use of NWFP by rural people in making a living has developed to involve assets, income generating
activities and entitlements, contributing to their total livelihoods. Hence the need to meaningfully and
genuinely integrate them into any activities involving the management of NWFP. To sustainably manage
the ecosystems that support these NWFP and to reduce the vulnerability of those people entirely
dependent on these, there is the need to evaluate losses in harvesting these resources against the potential
benefits accruing from them. Moreover, the need to demonstrate their availability in promoting
sustainable harvesting is paramount, and underscored by stock taking through inventories.

This presentation is not meant to provide an in-depth analysis of various inventory techniques but
to re-visit some of them, which are inevitable where human consumption of biological resources matters.
The most fundamental pieces of information that may be required for a sustained management of NWi-T
are the estimates of the distribution, abundance and the rate of regeneration of the resource base or the
species involved. A knowledge of these estimates in no doubt, form the baseline for studying the
population dynamics of the different species, subsequently providing adequate information for assessing
and monitoring the impacts of harvesting.

To be able to come up with a sustainable management strategy for the harvesting of NWFP, it is
suggested that inventory studies are designed to encapsulate the question of how much of the products are
being harvested to sustain the resource base in face of continuous harvesting. It is therefore significantly
appropriate to recognize regeneration surveys and harvesting assessments as part of inventories rather
than treating them as separate ingredients of promoting sustainability. As part of inventory, various
mapping techniques ranging from physical landscape features, ecological and political boundaries as
points of references to more sophisticated methods have been used. The sophisticated ones include aerial
photographs, GIS and remote sensing, and geographical co-ordinates specifically Global Positioning
Systems are being used to map distribution and other features of forest products.

This paper looks beyond the traditional methods of inventory taking which are themselves neither
adequate nor participatory and used only by "outside researchers", and reviewing the involvement of local
resource dependents at all levels, and recognizing indigenous knowledge using a case study from sub-
Saharan Africa. This is more crucial for sustainable management of NWFP outside protected areas, and
also for the perpetuation of most species in protected areas especially when their life cycle characteristics
are linked to species outside the protected area. The rationale for this presentation is therefore to review
and propose various Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) methods for inventorying NWFP. The
emphasis will be on Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and Hierarchical Valuation Scheme (VHS)
techniques, and how they complement ecological and other techniques.

***
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Background

Conventionally, inventory has been used in the study of forest products to take records and produce
catalogues of density and size-class structure data of species under investigation. This is a term
commonly used by Foresters and Ecologists. Nevertheless, this description of an inventory provides the
fundamental information required for management strategies. However, if one is working towards
sustainability in cases of utilization, an inventory should further examine species density and size-class
structure in addition to harvest and yield related surveys as well as regeneration data.

Inventory of NWFP should therefore be seen as a complex process beyond just scientific or
ecological understanding if one acknowledges that these products have been shaped by human activities
directly or indirectly for many centuries. From the ecological point of view, one will be more interested in
looking at the distribution of the population of species involved with respect to size-class, structure or
growth stages (difficult to define). Other factors include populations prone to harvesting and parts
harvested; life cycle characteristics and type(s) of usable parts produced; the rate of production
(regeneration) and quantitative measures of usable part(s). In addition are species richness, composition,
abundance and density.

However, an approach to holistic inventoly promises to evaluate socio-cultural and economic
dimensions of the resources in context. These are captured by the history of exploitation, addressing
issues such as status of collecting and harvesting locations; time and seasonality of exploitation;
stakeholders involved in the harvesting; and the impacts of the degree of exploitation. Adding to these are
information about previous inventories and other environmental activities in the area; local identification
and values of products; specific types of resources used; and efforts to perpetuate the resource (planted,
domesticated or selected). Inventory of existing and future demand for products, operational information
as well as tenure and institutional matters are worth knowing. With these topical issues, local or
indigenous people's involvement is crucial, further easing problems that might be associated with
mapping and border demarcation exercises. This involvement can be achieved through Participatory
Action Research (PAR); Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) or paraprofessional training, or a
combination of these whichever is appropriate.

Harvesting NWFP and Livelihoods
Non-Wood Forest Products are important and are a significant part of the economy of many

countries especially in sub-Saharan Africa, providing an effective incentive to conserve ecosystems
through involvement of local people in conservation outside of Protected Areas. Though underestimated
in national economies and resource accounting, it is an acknowledged fact that rural people have relied on
NWFP for centuries yet we know little about the extent of use, availability and sustainability of the
products (Godoy & Bawa, 1993; Hammett & Chamberlain, 1998).

For many decades, the utilization of NWFP has only been associated with the "poor", undermining
investigations to assess and protect these resources. Though botanical, zoological and anthropological
studies have touched on people's use of NWFP for many years, the issues of sustainable harvesting and
implications for management and livelihoods have emerged only in recent times. Many studies and
investigations have demonstrated that these resources are important over a wide range of systems, and
they have been incorporated into the livelihood strategies of most rural people (Scoones et al., 1992;
Chihongo, 1994; Emerton, 1996; Statz, 1997; Campbell et al., 1997; Cunningham, 1997; Shackleton, et
al., 1999).

Among the many forest products utilized, the most common uses are for food, fodder, and
medicine. Other uses include, household baskets, sleeping mats, pillows, sponges and brooms (Falconer,
1992; Arnold, 1995). Food from forests and woodlands includes fruits, leaves, seeds and nuts, tubers and
roots, fungi, gum and sap. Bee-keeping for honey is often a forest-based activity and wildlife is an
important source of food (Falconer, 1990). In parts of Africa, "bushmeat" referring to meat from smaller
animals and invertebrates are more important food sources than larger game because they are readily
available, providing a major source of protein to people's diets (FAO, 1995). Food from NWFP often
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provides essential vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates and proteins, further serving as sources for variety
and taste.

The State and Knowledge of NWFP
Locally or regionally consumed secondary forest products and NWFP account for the great

majority of forest species collected and used, and a very significant percentage of the potential and actual
value of forests (Padoch, 1992; Godoy & Bawa, 1993). In the last decade resource valuation studies have
been superimposed on inventories for understanding the context of resource use and livelihoods
(Campbell, 1987; Peters et al, 1989; Chopra, 1993; Phillips & Gentry, 1993; Chihongo, 1994; Shackleton,
1996; Campbell et al., 1997).

Major initiatives are underway locally, regionally and internationally to develop appropriate
strategies for a balance between various land and resource uses. Though a sensible approach, it must be
recognized that sound management depends on reliable information, and that not enough is known about
either the current state of NWFP in many countries, or how the situation has changed over time. Without
more and better information, it is far from certain that any strategies designed to improve matters will
succeed hence the need for an inventory beyond the traditional methods in science.

It has been argued that if commercial cattle farms, state and private conservation areas and
unplanted areas under the control of plantation forestry companies in South Africa were to encourage
sustainable harvesting of resources (mostly NWFP) from their lands, it could have positive benefits.
These benefits could be in terms of reducing pressure on the resource base within communal lands,
promoting jobs and economic activity (Shackleton, 1996). Locally in South Africa, values of NWFP
compare favourably to returns from other land uses in the immediate vicinity, hence Shackleton (1996)
made a case for the broad-scale harvesting and commercialization of these resources in such areas. He
argued for this as a vehicle towards meaningful development, rather than to simply support a subsistence
livelihood, through increased income generating opportunities or employment that would result in
increased cash flows within the local communities. This has also been argued for in other areas (e.g.
FAO, 1996; Leaky & Simons, 1998).

Linked to this has been an on-going debate on different ways to attain a balance between
conservation, socio-economic development and political rights. A market approach maintains that
improving prices to producers, adding value locally, and organizing people to achieve these aims can lead
to the goals of long-term economic and political rights (Leslie, 1987; Nepstad, 1992; Stiles, 1994; Perez
& Byron, 1999). It has been further established that lack of regulation regarding the harvesting of non-
timber forest products could negatively impact on the industry, leading to over-harvesting, degradation of
the resources, and increased tension among stakeholders (Chambertaln et al., 1998).

The Paradigm of Local Participation

The origin and practice of Participatory Learning & Action
The use of Participatory Learning & Action (PLA) processes embraces several techniques used

mostly in the social sciences to involve local people in formal research and development projects. One of
these is PRA with methods evolving from Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA). The difference is that PRA
emphasizes processes that empower local people, providing a window into the relationship between them
and their environment. RRA is mainly seen as a means for outsiders to gather information quickly and the
information provided is restricted to the researcher (FAO, 1990; Chambers, 1992, 1997; Pretty et al.,
1995; IDS, 1996).
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Understanding PRA

The development paradigms of the 1960s and 1970s, derived from the legacy and dictatorship of
colonial rule, involved the conception of a top down approach. There was little involvement of those for
whom the development was intended. The failure of stakeholder involvement in forest management has
undermined sustainable utilization and aggravated poverty in the developing world. Participatory
development and associated strategies arose as a reaction to this realization of failure and disappointment,
and was made popular by Park (1989) and Chambers (1992).

In the past decade, several research and development methodologies have evolved for assessing
rural community needs quickly and with their participation as a result of criticism of survey methods
which tend to isolate beneficiaries and resource dependents from the process. These include Diagnosis
and Design, Participant Observer, PAR, Participatory Technology Development, Rapid Rural Appraisal
and PRA, together now regularly referred to as Participatory Learning and Action (FAO 1990; 1994;
Whyte, 1991; Chambers, 1992, 1997; Pretty et al., 1995; Brace, 1995; Wetmore & Theron, 1998; Guijt &
van Veldhuizen, 1998). Ford et al. (1992) noted that it is important to assume the following when
carrying out a PRA exercise:

that these people have knowledge and information which ought to be organized;
villagers have local resources but need to be mobilized; and in
attracting outside help, outside resources are available, but they need to be defined in the context of
the identified priorities of the village.

Techniques and Practice of PRA

There are several techniques used in the implementation of PRA, some of which are Time Lines;
Mapping (Resource, Tenure & Control); Product or Resource Flow Diagrams; Skits & Role Plays;
Transect or Systematic Walk; and Seasonal Calendars. There are others such as Linkage Diagrams;
Pairwise and Matrix Ranking; Venn & Network Diagrams; Triangulation as well as Interviews among
others (Fielding & Fielding, 1986; Chambers, 1992; FAO 1990, 1994; Guijt & van Veldhuizen, 1998).

In an attempt to identify problems experienced by traditional healers in accessing medicinal plants
and to involve them in an Integrated Conservation and Development Project of the Kruger National Park
(KNP) in South Africa, a PRA exercise was conducted to identify areas where resources were harvested.
With a map of KNP and the position of the village, members identified various areas of the park where
specific herbs can be obtained, something new to the rangers and scientists of the KNP (Botha, 1998).
Similarly in a survey to provide local valuation of savanna resources in Zimbabwe, Campbell et al.
(1997) used PRA to trace the availability of products including non-wood resources with respect to
specific seasons as perceived by the local people all year round (Fig 1). In another exercise, other
techniques to determine major resource units through a product (resource) flow diagram (Fig. 2), resource
maps and aerial photographs were carried out.
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Source: Campbell et al. (1997)

Fig. 2: Resource Flow Diagram Showing Inventory of Sources of Products

Fig. 1: The results of a Seasonal Calendar derived from PRA exercise
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The challenge of using PRA for NWFP inventory and mapping

Sampling techniques that provide representative measures of species diversity and abundance are
often used to generate results even where different microenvironments are involved. General inferences
drawn from such qualitative work might not auger well for understanding types and patterns of
distributions of economically important species undergoing harvesting due to differences in
microenvironmental impacts. A useful inventory should therefore take advantage of local knowledge and
skills (Redford et al., 1995; Hammett & Chamberlain, 1998; CEP, 1999).

Martin (1995) noted that in making surveys of useful plant products in a communal land, one has to
decide and choose to focus on a particular resource or product for measuring the overall abundance in that
particular environment. Alternatively, measuring individuals of the same species in different size classes
provides an understanding of the species population dynamics. These further provide an impetus for
assessing harvesting levels and impacts, an effort being made by ethnobotanists in recent years through
the establishment of permanent utilizable plots.

The inclusion of local people in a team of researchers is appropriate because they have a long
history of harvesting or extraction and unique traditional use in the area, blended with their strong
perception of identification and location of resources. Inventories are noted to be expensive especially
when many specialists referred to in this paper as "outside researchers" have to be consulted, and often
marred by a lack of respect for local knowledge. This is however better in well-defined plantations.

Moreover, inventories become tedious when there are no clear-cut boundaries to resource location,
absence of harvesting history and intensity, parts used by people and at what time and seasons. Self-
seeking interests that tend to ignore the rules of use and population dynamics can undermine inventories,
resulting in unsustainable harvesting. A properly constituted team of researchers with the highest
representation of local resource users is paramount for a successful inventory of forest products. This
further provides checks on researchers under pressure and eager to publish as soon as possible so that
both parties can compromise on what information should be widely published (Milliken & Albert, 1996).

In the NWFP sector, inventory information can lead to complex exploitation situations which might
in turn propel a mismatch between community and scientific aspirations as this is likely to betray
traditional knowledge and awaken the greed of outsiders (Dove, 1993; Statz, 1997; Gyllenhaal, 2000).
Local involvement is therefore an important part of a process to empower user and harvesting groups to
have the political will to determine how to promote and manage these resources. A follow-up is to
provide technical assistance to the user groups, focusing on the provision of methodological skills (Statz,
1997; Aumeeruddy-Thomas et al., 1999).

Why Involve Local People and Resource User Groups in Inventories?
There have been instances where PAR has been used to involve local people in formal research

projects with harvesters and user groups serving as assistants in a similar fashion to PRA techniques. This
has been noted to provide in-depth knowledge for managing natural resources, and more beneficially,
providing local residents the opportunity to learn to design, administer and interpret identifiable
community specific problems (Tuxill & Nabhan, 1998). This strategy has been used by a group of
researchers where young adults were recruited from villages in Zimbabwe to take part in a study to value
savanna resources (Fig. 1 & 2, Box 1), (Campbell et al., 1997).

Many traditional and local communities possess long experience in the harvesting and use of
biological resources (Garcia-Brokhausen, 1997) and non-wood forest resources as sources of livelihoods.
The new conservation science recognizes first and foremost the historical importance of local people as
having the knowledge and skill to manage biodiversity through their bio-cultural diversity (McNeely,
1992). Historically, it has been argued that what we see today has been protected by traditional
knowledge, indigenous technology and cultural factors such as taboos which place limitation on resource
use by people (Berkes, 1989). Rural people who live in intimate contact with their major resources could
provide much of the intellectual raw material for the present call for harvesting and managing non-wood
forest resources whether or not in plantations or natural stands.
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It is also an opportunity to tap into useful knowledge that might be required for future management
practices because people's interactions with nature have been mediated through judgement structures
often referred to as indigenous knowledge (Larson, 1998; CEP, 1999). This forms the basis for local level
decision making in aspects of livelihoods and resource management, with women playing major roles.
This knowledge, embracing a system of organization and self-management that directs the course of
resource use and principles of empirical perception about local people's environment and survival,
provides a confidently supportive role to inventories.

Including local people in surveys is a form of motivation as they receive training in several modern
and orthodox techniques; becoming acquainted with compasses and clinometers, learning to interpret and
read topographic maps, measuring tree diameters and canopy sizes, laying out transects and plots (Tuxill
& Nabhan, 1998). Though this may appear to be time wasting, the long term benefits are significant not
only for giving them the opportunity to acquire some skills and knowledge but also having another view
of the resources available to them. In addition, it provides a challenge towards the development of a sense
of responsibility and accountability in managing their resources.

Where inventories touch on resources harvested from areas such as traditional reserves and sacred
groves, local involvement is useful because these areas are usually demarcated on cultural grounds based
on site-specific traditions and economies. These reserves refer to ways of life and resource utilization that
have evolved in place and representing the direct expression of the relationship between communities and
their habitats, revered and protected by custom. These are guarded by a council of elders who decree the

use of the area and permissible species and products (Wilson, 1993; Kleymeyer, 1994). At a local level,
sacred groves are similar to National Parks at national level.

Box 1: Local Participation in NWFP Study in Eastern Zimbabwe.

The utilization of baobabs in Africa is not a new phenomenon as this has been in existence for
several years and used for various purposes especially in traditional settings. In eastern Zimbabwe, there
is a remarkable dependence of communities with baobab for non-wood resources. These are fibre, fruits,
source of green vegetable, medicine and organic fertilizer. The finished products of the fibre obtained
from harvested bark are baskets, bags and hats; woven blankets, ropes, whips and sewing thread; plaited
mats and rugs. The fruit shell is a source of a locally prepared snuff and receptacle for households'
foodstuff. The pulp of the seed popularly referred to as monkey bread is consumed by humans and largely
traded in the region. The seeds would normally be roasted, and turned into powder for preparing beverage
as a substitute for exotic beverages. The green fresh and tender fruits considered as vegetables are a
delicacy for the local people.

The multiple-use values are a clear indication of the possibility of overharvesting, evidenced in

recent studies on the impact of human use on sustaining the population of the baobab in Zimbabwe
(Mudavanhu, 1998; Mukamuri & Kozanayi, 1999). However, the implications of commercializing
baobab products on the long-term usage of the resource base have not been fully investigated. The
harvesting of bark is done from various size classes of trees mainly in the dry season when there is little
activity in the agricultural fields. A workshop was therefore organized to understand the market chains
involved in tree-based products with a focus on baobab. As part of the issues that were addressed, the
state of the resources, in this case baobab, was investigated to determine whether the current marketing
arrangement was ecologically sustainable.

The workshop drew on few individuals from the target communities to join the team of researchers

to plan and execute the various activities among which inventory was important for the bark products. In

addition, several enumerators from the communities were mobilized and trained to administer
questionnaires whilst some helped to facilitate PRA exercises and provided guidance for field surveys.
The locals, who prior to the activities had no professional insight, became very conversant with the issues

at stake. Coupled with their traditional knowledge, they assisted in integrating socio-cultural, economic
and ecological assessments. Some of the questions that answers were sought for included:
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How much baobab bark is harvested annually?
How do the trees regenerate and how this is affected by the consumption of reproductive parts such
as fruit and seed?
What is the rate of bark regeneration and how this is correlated with age and size of harvested parts
(scars)?
What the impacts of other products from the baobab on bark production are?
What is the impact of bark harvesting on tree vigour?
What is the relationship between sustainability of the resource base and harvesting rate?
What are the tenure and institutional arrangements?

Defining the Involvement of Local People

The term involvement or participation has been interpreted in many ways, ranging from passive
participation where people are included in a project merely by being told about the said activity, through
to self-mobilization, where people take initiatives and responsibilities without or with limited external
influence (Pimbert & Pretty, 1995; Pretty, 1994). Pretty (1994) defines seven important types of
participation required for conservation, useful for inventories but for the purpose of this paper, three are
listed below:

Functional Participation: People participate by forming groups to meet pre-determined objectives
related to the project, which can involve the development or promotion of externally initiated social
organization. Such involvement tends not to be at early stages of project cycles or planning but
rather after major decisions have been made. These institutions tend to be dependent on external
initiators and facilitators, but may become self-dependent.

Interactive Participation: People participate in joint analysis, which leads to action plans and the
formation of new local groups or the strengthening of existing ones. It tends to involve
interdisciplinary methodologies that seek multiple perspectives making use of systematic and
structured learning processes. These groups take control over local decisions, so people have a
stake in maintaining structures or practices.

Self-Mobilization: People participate by taking initiatives independent of external institutions to
change systems. Such self-initiated mobilization and collective action may or may not challenge
existing inequitable distributions of wealth and power.

Participatory approaches are mostly human centred hence require caution and bearing in mind,
central concepts of empowerment, respect, localization of resources, enjoyment and inclusiveness of
people (Pretty et al., 1995).

Beyond PRA

Participatory Rural Appraisal techniques have mostly featured at higher levels of peoples'
perception and experiences, gathering members of a community in small, large or peer groups presented
with a topic to discuss. Notwithstanding the problem of domineering by some members of the group
coupled with disagreements which might tend to defeat the purpose of the exercise, it is recommended
that results from this should not be seen as the ultimate goal. Further down the process of involving local
people, household interviews and key informant interviews are carried out as complements. In a study to
value the utilization of woodland resources in South Africa, an approach similar to PRA was used at the
household level (Dovie, in prep.).

Though the main method for data collection was household interviews, the individual or key
informant being interviewed is asked to perform exercises characteristic of PRA, such as resource
mapping and product flow diagrams, as well as seasonal calendars. Where there were doubts and
uncertainties, other members of the household jointly contributed to the discussion and a compilation of
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these represents another dimension of participation. It has therefore been realized that most of the
weaknesses associated with PRA at the higher level could be resolved by building a hierarchy of
categorized participatory inventory activities and results integrated into those of a PRA at communal
level. This leads to a further complement to participatory appraisal methods known as a "Hierarchical
Valuation Scheme" (HVS), (Dovie, in prep). The HVS adequately caters for the concern that information
generated through PRA portrays public knowledge and associated researchers have limited access to
knowledge held by individuals (Stadler, 1995).

Conclusions

Involving local people in inventories is not an easy task especially when they have little technical
expertise or experience. Even where communities have no professional expertise about the resources they
exploit, researchers have in the past used and continue to adopt Rapid Rural Appraisal techniques for
undertaking inventories when they talk about grassroots involvement. To whose detriment, or advantage?
It has been argued that if researchers wish to use RRA, then it should only serve as a baseline method for
a background search for available knowledge and literature and not producing results by itself (Dovie &
Witkowski, 1999). They further noted that when using PRA, issues that appear to be dissociated from the
subject matter can still be captured as these may serve as indicators of the extent of resource use, citing
examples of nutrition, land tenure, conflicts and agriculture.

A more formal way of promoting local participation will be to provide them with the opportunity to
acquire some knowledge and skills through paraprofessional training workshops and exercises. Such
training can expose them to ecological field techniques, mapping exercises, regeneration, yield and
harvest studies. They can also form a fulcrum for facilitating PRA activities, providing better perceptions
into the dynamics of PRA tools and local people's use of resources. In cases where tenure of forests is
controlled by diverse groups of people as observed in community extractive reserves, we recommend the
use of the Hierarchical Valuation Scheme as a complement to PRA. The HVS seeks to bring together
people with common socio-cultural values and norms to provide insights into their stakes in a resource.

Finally, we argue that involving local people in inventories and mapping of NWFP is inevitable in
quantitative surveys, a process which must be given time to develop. Above all, local involvement for
undertaking inventories should not be seen as a means of cost effectiveness, cheap labour or the
opportunity to tap 'free' knowledge but a sound foundation for partnership development, introducing new
operations and opportunity for conflict resolution. This should be seen as a process to promote benefit
sharing, enhance the socio-economic lives of the people and in the long term, provide opportunities for
accountability for improved and acceptable rural development.
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Definitions of Technical Terms Used

Community Extractive Reserves: These are conservation areas of high level of biodiversity, demarcated
through the efforts of traditional populations to guarantee their rights of access to resources such as non-
timber forest products.

Hierarchical Valuation Scheme (HVS): This is a system of participatory approach to research, drawing
on some techniques of PRA at lower levels such as key informants, and households with common socio-
cultural and economic attributes, conducted at various levels of a community to form a hierarchy of
results from which one makes an inference.

Indigenous Knowledge: This defines a body of knowledge and beliefs nurtured and handed down
generations by groups of people but without written records, in understanding the relationship between
humans and the environment through oral tradition and action.

Inventory: A detail listing of resources, in this case NWFP, their sources and all other factors influencing
harvesting and the resource base.

Livelihoods: Means of living or of supporting life to meet individual and community needs.

Microenvironment: This refers to smaller units of an environment, constituting a landscape within the
context of similar but distinguished characteristics often detectable through long-term acquaintance. It
may also be considered as patch mosaic.

Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP): These are biological resources derived from forest, woodland and
agroforestry systems having no woody products.

Outside Researchers: These are researchers considered to have little or no knowledge about an area or a
resource and yet resistant to accepting the realities of the ground situation.

Paraprofessional Training: It is the training of local resource users, giving them the opportunity to
acquire skill and lcnowledge similar to that of professionals through various training exercises.

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA): This can be described as a variety of techniques, methods and
behaviours that enable people to elucidate and analyse the realities of their status of living, plan for
themselves what actions to take, monitor and assess the results.

Secondary Forest Products: Natural resources available from a given piece of land, coincidental to the
primary management objectives. Thus management can still adhere to its primary objective such as
maintaining wild animals, but at the same time harvest thatch grass, wild fruits, medicinal plants and
fodder.

Stakeholders: These are local residents and users of a resource, social actors, administrative authorities,
the business community, governmental and non-governmental organizations, as well all other institutions
whose activities directly or indirectly affect the resource.

Sustainable Harvesting: Within this context, it is the situation whereby one ensures that harvesting does
not deplete the resource base, and allowing the resource to recover.

***
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ASSURER LA PARTICIPATION DES POPULATIONS LOCALES : MODES
D'APPROCHE PARTICIPATLFS POlUR L'INVENTAIRE DE LA BASE DE
RESSOURCES, LA RÉCOLTE ET L'UTILISATION DES PRODUTTS FORESTLERS
AUTRES QUE LE BOIS

MM. Delali B. DOVIE, Ed T. F. WITKOWSKI */, & Charlie M. SHACKLETON **/
*/ Département des sciences animales, végétales et environnementales
Université du Witwatersrand, JOHANNESBURG
**/ Programme des Sciences environnementales, Université de Rhodes, GRAHAMSTOWN
Afrique du Sud

Rtsunt

Les produits forestiers autres que le bois représentent une part importante mais sous-estimée de l'économie
de nombreux pays et constitue une incitation efficace à. la préservation des for-as, des terres boisées et d'autres
écosystèmes. L'utilisation de ces produits par les habitants des zones rurales qui peuvent en vivre s'est développée
et est devenue une véritable activité génératrice de revenus, avec des actifs et des droits, qui contribue à leur
subsistance. 11 est donc important de faire participer de façon réelle et authentique les populations rurales à toute
activité concemant la gestion des produits autres que le bois. Pour aménager de façon durable les écosystèmesqui

recèlent ces produits et réduire la vulnérabilité des personnes qui en sont totalement tributaires, il est nécessaire
d'évaluer les pertes dues à l'exploitation de ces ressources par rapport aux avantages qui peuvent en étre retirés. De

plus, il est essentiel de démontrer la possibilité de les associer à la promotion d'une exploitation durable et cet
élément n'est pas suffisamment pris en compte avec les relevés de stocks réalisés par inventaire.

L'exposé ne vise nullement à analyser en détail les diverses méthodes d'inventaire mais vise simplement
en revoir certaines, indispensables quand la consommation humaine de ressources biologiques est importante.
L'information la plus fondamentale qui peut être nécessaire pour assurer une gestion durable des produits forestiers

autres que le bois est l'estimation de la répartition, de l'abondance et du taux de régénération de la ressource ou de
l'espéce. 11 ne fait aucun doute que la connaissance de ces estimations représente le fondement de l'étude de

l'évolution des stocks des différentes espéces, et fournit par la suite des renseignements utiles pour évaluer et suivre

les incidences de la récolte.

Pour pouvoir élaborer une stratégie d'aménagement durable pour les produits forestiers autres que le bois,

il est suggéré de concevoir les études d'inventaire de façon à inclure la question du volume de produits qui doit étre

récolté pour assurer la durabilité de la ressource dans le cas d'une récolte continue. Il y a donc lieu de considérer
les études de régénération et les évaluations des volumes à récolter comrne faisant partie intégrante des inventaires

et non pas de les traiter comrne des éléments séparés de l'exploitation durable. Dans le cadre de l'inventaire, on
utilise diverses techniques de cartographic - allant du relevé des paysages et des limites écologiques et politiques

jusqu'A des méthodes plus élaborées corrune les photographies aériennes, le Système d'information géographique

et la télédétection, et les coordonnées géographiques, tout particulièrement le système mondial de localisation - pour

établir la carte de la répartition des produits forestiers et d'autres caractéristiques.

Le document examine d'autres méthodes d'inventaire que les méthodes traditionnelles, qui ne sont pas
adaptées et ne sont pas participatives, et ne sont utilisées que par des "chercheurs extérieurs"; laparticipation des

personnes qui dépendent de la ressource A tous les niveaux y est examinée et les connaissances autochtones y sont

reconnues; une monographie portant sur une région de l'Afrique subsaharienne est utilisée. 11 s'agit de facteurs

essentiels pour garantir la gestion durable des produits forestiers autres que le bois à l'extérieur des zones protégées

et aussi pour assurer la perpétuation de la plupart des espéces dans les zones protégées, en particulier quand les
caractéristiques de leur cycle de végétation sont liées à des espèces extérieures à la zone protégée. L'objet du

document est donc d'examiner et de proposer plusieurs méthodes d'action et d'apprentissage participatifs pour

inventorier les produits forestiers autres que le bois. L'accent sera mis sur les techniques d'évaluation rurale

participative et sur la façon dont elles complètent les teclmiques écologiques et autres.

Mots clefs : Inventaire; source de revenus; participatif; chercheurs extérieurs; exploitation durable; produits

forestiers autres que le bois.
***
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BORIIVIEHHE MECTHEMC YICHTEAER: 0530P MET0A0B HBEHTAPH3AI1HH
PECYPCHOit BA3M, 3ArOTOBKH H HC110111,30BAHH.51 HEAPEBECHMX
AECHBIX TOBAPOB, OCHOBAHMAX HA WHPOKOM YllACTHH MECTH01-0
HACEAEHH2

Ir. genanH E. gOBVI H 3,r_x T.(1). BHTKOBCKI4
KackApa 300MeXaHHK1-1, pacTeHHeBoAcma H 3KOnork1H, BHTBaTepcpaHgCKHA yHtiBepCHTeT

10wHan Aci:THKa

PEMOME

HenpesecHbie necHble Tosapbt (H).-1.11T) s1ens1t0Tcsi Ba>KHOR, XOTR H He,a001.1eHHBaem0rl 4aCT1,10

3K0HomHni MHorIIX c-rpaH, a Taime ckaKTopom 344eKTHBH0 cilimynHpylOLLWM flpHHATHe Mep no coXpaHeHHIO

necoB, nepenecK0B H npotiHx 3Koct1cTem. licnonb3oBaHme FLEIVIT cellbcKHMH >KHTenAmH B Kagec-rBe
HCTO4HHKa cpeaCTB K CyutecTB0BaHHI0 pacwHpBeTcn, accouHHpyBcb C TaKHMH noHATHAmH, KaK aKTIIBM,
,a0X0aHasi ,aesiTenbHocTb H Cy6cH,LIHH, 4TO cnoco6c.rayeT flOBbilileHitto o6ulero ypoBHA HX ACH3HH. PIMeHHO no

3TOR npH4HHe He06X0,EwMo BoBneKaTb mecTHoe HaceneHite B ReATenbFlOCTb, CBA3aHHy10 C yripasnemiem

HART. 4To6bi ycToiltamo ynpasnsrrb 3KocticTem5mH, non.aepx(HBaFoummH H yMeHbWHTb
yil3BHMOCTb ntoLteil, nonHOcTblo oT HHX 3aBHCAIIIHX, Heo6KonHmo oLleHHTb noTepH, npoitcxon.ButHe

3ar0T0BKe 3THX pecypco H nOTeHuHanbHble BbfrOabi OT HCriOnb30BaHHA 3THX TOBap0B. Kpome TOr0,
Orp0MHOe 3Ha4eHHe ,ansi cTHMynHpoBaHHA ycTO34HBbix 3aroT0B0K HMeeT OnpeEteneHPle H3J1H4HA HaTIT, 4TO

Tanice noxiepKHBaeT Ba>KHOcTb HHBeHTapPi3aUHH 14X 3anac0B.

HaCTOALUHn .BoKna3 He npennonaraeT rny6oKoro aHanH3a pa3nH4Hbix meT0a0B HHBeHTapH3aLt4il. B
M 3aHoBo paccMaTpHBaIOTC5 JIHWb Te H3 HHX. 6e3 KoTOpbIX Henb3A 060ATHcb, Koraa pemb HneT o

narpe6neHHH 4en0BeKoM 6H0nOrli4ecKHK peCypc0B. Bax<Heruneri HH(PopmaumeA, KoTopan mO>KeT

ITOTpe60BaTbCA arisi yCT01141,1B0r0 ynpaBneHHA H,L1)1T, REMAIOTcA 011eHKI4 pacnpe,LteneHHA, 06HIIHA H TeMnOB

BOccTaHOBneHHA pecypcHoil 6a3bi Witt COOTBeTCTBylOWI1X BH,a0B. 3HaHHe 3THX OLteHOK, HeCOmHeHHO,

itlopmHpyeT 6a3y ,w151 H34eHlisi aIlHaMI4KH florlynALIHn pa311114HbIX BH,EIOB, LITO nO3BOnsieT BrIOCne1CTBH14

HMeTb a,aeKBaTHyI0 HHcI>OpMaLtHIO ,LU1A OLteHKH H mOHNTOpHHra B03,LtericTBHA 3arOTOBOK.

4T0661 Bbipa6oTaTb cTpaTerHIO yCTOALIHBOr0 ynpaBneHHA 3arOTOBKaMH npe.anaraeTcB

TIOCTaBHTb B LteHTp HHBeHTapinamiommix HccnenoBaHHA Bonpoc 0 TOM, Kaicon 061,em ToBapoB

3aroTaBI1HBae-rcB, HmeA B BH,ay 06eCrie4HTb ycTOrititiBylo peCypCHy10 6a3y npH Henpepbmbix 3aroToBKax. B

CBA3H c 3THM cneayeT npH3HaTb, 4T0 06Wie,a0BaHHA pereHepaiLHOHH011 cnoco6HocTH H OLleHKH 3arOTOBOK

ABIIRIOTCA tiacTbio HHBeHTapH3aLuill, a He riO,LIXOLIHTb K HHM KaK K OTatribHbIM KOMn0HeHTaM o6ecne4eHH5l

yCTOritillBocni. B KatiecTBe coCTaBHOrt tiaCTH HHBeHTapH3a111114 Hen0111,3y1OTCA paanittiHwe meTonbt

KapTorpackHpoBaHHB, HatuifiaB KapTHpoBaHHem xapaKTepHbix tterr 4)H3HtiecKoro naimwacl)Ta, 3K0nOrH4ecKHX

nonwrwiecKHK rpaHHU KaK TOtieK OTticeTa H KOHtlasi 60nee C110>KHbimH MeT0,aaMH, TaKHMil, KaK
a3pocim-rocbemKa, crm H akicTaHLWOHHOe 30HaHp0Batille, a Tal0Ke reOrpa(I)HtleCKHe KOOpaHHaTb1, a HMeHHO

rno6anbHbte CHCTeMbi Oripe,aelleHHA KOOpaHHaT, 4TO r103B0nReT KapTOrpa43HpoBaTb pacnpOCTpaHeHHe H

npotiHe XaparcepHbie OCO6eHHOCTH neCHbIX TOBap0B.

HacTonumil AOKyMeHT BbIXOAHT 3a paMKH TpaJaHILHOHHMX MeT0108 HHBeHTapH3aLIHH, KOTOpble CaMH

no ce6e He AWIRIOTcsi aaeKBaTHIAMH H He IlpellycMaTpHBWOT wHpOKOro y4acTtiA MecTHOro HaceneHHA, a

HC11011b3y10TcA TOnbK0 "BHeWHHMH HCCnea0BaTens1mli"; B HM Ha OCHOBe TeMaTH4eCK0r0 HcCne,a0BaHHA no

aLITHKaHCKHM clpaHaM, paCnOnONCeHHbIM K IOry oT Ca:mph!, paCcMaTpHBatOTCA Bonp0Cbi npHilrietleHHA

3aBHCAL1WX oT MeCTHbIX peCypC0B, pa60Te Ha BCeX ypoBEIAX H flpH3HaeTCA Ba>KHOCTb 3HaHHA MeCTHOr0

Hacenewm. 3-ro Hmee-r 6onee BaxcHoe 3Ha4eHHe mi o6ecne4eHHA ycTorigHBoro ynpaBneHHA H,IVIT 3a

flpeaenaMH OXpaHRembIX 30H, a TaK>Ke LIM 06eCne9eHHA coXpaHeHHA 60.11bwHHCTBa Bita0B B OXpalifieMbIX

30HaX, OCO6eHHO B TeX CnriaAX, KOr,aa XapalcrepHCTI4KH ACH3HeHHOro LIHKJIa CBA3aHbi c BHaaMH,

np0H3paCTatOu.tHMH 3a npeaenaMH OXpaHReMbIX 30H. TaKHM 06pa30m, Uenb HaCTORILter0 AOKyMeHTa COCTOHT

TOM, 4T061,1 np0BecTH 0630p H ripeW10>KliTb pa311H4Hble NieT0,abi npHBiletteHHA MeCTHbIX ACHTeneri IC

HHBewrapH3aLtHH OCHOBH0e BHHMaHHe ylienReTcA MeTO,LWM OLteHKH C y4aCTHeM CenbCK0r0

HaCeneWIR H Tomy, KaK OHH AOriallHAFOT 3K0110rH4eCKlie H npOtitie MeT0,abl.

KNIOtieBble CJ10Ba: WHBeHTap1t3aLtHR, cpe,EICTBa K CyLUeCTBOBaHHIO, ytlaCTHe HaCeneHHA, BHewHHe

Hccnea0BaTenti, yCT0.114Hable 3aroToBKH,
* * *
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NEEDS AND CONSTRAINTS FOR IMPROVED INVENTORY AND HARVESTING
TECHNIQUES FOR NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS

Mr. J. LORBACH, Ms. L. RUSSO & Mr. P. VANTOMME
FAO, Forestry Department, Forest Products Division, ROME

Italy

Summary

Non-wood forest products (NWFP) provide a wide range of human needs including food,
medicines and construction materials. Many of these NWFP are important sources of income and
employment for rural people and some NWFP are even traded at the international level.

In order to determine a sustainable level of subsistence use or any commercial utilization of a given
NWFP, accurate information is needed on the status and regenerative capacity of the resources and on the
harvesting techniques used to provide the product, in addition to information on the socio-economic and
cultural aspects affecting the use of the NWFP.

Practical methodologies for inventorying forest resources providing NWFP and for assessing their
harvesting impact are under development, but still not yet fully elaborated neither widely available for
implementation by resource managers.

This paper analyses the factors to be taken into consideration when planning an assessment of the
forest resources providing NWFP. Some examples of NWFP inventory and harvesting impact
methodologies are described and current knowledge gaps and needs are analysed.

Keywords: NWFP, forest inventory, harvesting.

Introduction

Non-wood forest products (NWFP) are often proposed as an environmentally friendly and socially
equitable way of using forest resources; however, many examples exist where over- or inappropriate
harvesting of NWFP has led to serious forest degradation, including threatening the survival of the
species used.

The purpose of this paper is to raise awareness among forest resource managers on the desirability
of sound NWFP assessment and on the need to incorporate inventory and harvesting impact assessments
for NWFP as a full component of their forest management strategy. The paper describes first some key
considerations regarding inventory and harvesting of NWFP, followed by an overview of some
methodologies used, and a presentation of the main issues which are currently debated in this field.

The paper is largely based on the report by J. Wong (Wong 2000), and the outcome of a workshop
entitled "Developing needs based assessment methods for non-wood forest products". The workshop,
which was held in FAO HQ, Rome, was organized by the UK Department for International Development
(DFID) and the European Tropical Forestry Research Institute (Baker 2000).

Key considerations regarding NWFP inventory and harvesting

NWFP provide a wide range of human needs including food, medicines and construction materials.
Many of these NWFP are important sources of income and employment for rural people and some NWFP
are traded at the international level. For many types of NVVFP, such as mushrooms, berries, nuts, fruits,
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edible leaves, herbs and medicinal plants and which are gathered on forest lands or from trees outside the
forests, no specific forest management plans or silvicultural treatments are applied. The availability of
NWFP in a forest is often taken for granted and many people assume that as long as the forest is simply
protected or managed for timber, the supply of NWFP will be automatically guaranteed. This is a false
assumption, in order to determine the sustainable level of use of a given NWFP (be it for subsistence or
for commercial utilization), accurate information is needed on the status and regenerative capacity of the
resource and on its harvesting levels and techniques. In addition, information on the socio-economic and
cultural aspects affecting the use of the NWFP is also required.

For the purposes of this paper, the following definition of NWFP is used: "Non-wood forest
products are goods of biological origin other than wood derived from forests, other wooded lands and
trees outside forests" (FAO 1999).

The assessment of NWFP, and the forest resources providing them, is an essential tool for the
sustainable management of these resources.

Various approaehes exist to carry out NWFP assessment: those drawing on indigenous knowledge
and ethnobotany, and those drawing on quantitative inventory. However, the range of assessment
methods used so far in tropical moist forests is limited and more attention should be given to ensuring that
quantitative inventory assessments are biometrically valid.

Forest inventories increasingly aim to expand their traditional tree-based focus to include the
assessment of key NWFP as a way to obtain the baseline resource information required to maximise their
contribution to livelihoods of people and to national economies. However, it is generally agreed among
forest resource managers that there is a need for practical methodologies on: (1) how to determine the
sustainable level of NWFP utilization; (2) what is the status and regenerative capacity of the
resource/species; and (3) what are the socio-economic and cultural aspects affecting/governing the
collection and use of NWFP?

Assessing NWFP resources and their harvesting impacts is still a difficult task because of the
multitude and variety of species and life forms; the many interests (often conflicting) and disciplines
involved; the lack of commonly recognised terms and definitions; and organizational and financial
constraints in view of their perceived "low economic value". Meanwhile sociologists stress that at the
community level, methods need to be devised that can be carried out by the community and respond to
their management needs. It is argued that these need to be very simple.

NWFP resource assessment and harvesting methods

Resource inventories and harvesting impact assessment for NWFP is relatively new and has
received little formal study; consequently methodologies have been developed by individual researchers
in response to local circumstances and the peculiarities of the resources under study.

There has however been a proliferation of studies into the potential of NWFP for income
generation as a means of involving local people in forest management and benefit sharing. A basic
premise of these initiatives is that the resources, be they animals or plants, should be exploited on a
sustainable basis.

An ideal development process seeks to identify those products that can be marketed from a list
which has already been shown to be sustainable, and progresses through market research, resource
inventory, yield forecasting, determination of sustainable harvest practices and intensities, management
planning and monitoring.

To be sustainable, harvest levels need to be based on a sound knowledge of the reproductive
biology, distribution and abundance of the resource species. Such information can be obtained from a
number of sources ranging from knowledge acquired by indigenous peoples to formal scientific enquiry.
The study of NWFP is represented by initiatives arising from varied fields of disciplines such as forestry,
ethnobiology, economic botany, social development, natural resource economics, conservation biology,
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protected area management, agro-forestry, marketing, commercial development, ecological anthropology,
cultural geography and human ecology.

Resource assessment of NWFP can take place on a wide range of scales from research studies on
permanent sample plots to supra-national studies of species distributions. In her comprehensive report
entitled "The biometrics of non-timber forest product resource assessment: a review of current
methodology", Wong (2000) reviewed the most used methodologies for approaching NWFP assessment.

These methodologies range from biodiversity listings; to social science techniques (ethnobiology
and anthropological approaches to human-natural resource interactions); economic methods (market and
income studies), to the classical forest inventories (single or multiple resource inventories, with yield
assessments, growth and productivity studies).

Table 1, based on the above cited report summarizes some of these approaches and their
characteristics and relevance to NWFP assessment. For a detailed analysis see the complete report (also
available on Internet at: www.etfrn.oreetfrn/workshop/ntfp/index.html).

Table 1: Types of assessment for NWFP

As already mentioned, most NWFP are used and managed by local people. Therefore, an aspect of
particular interest is the involvement of local people in NWFP assessment work. There is often a great
amount of local knowledge regarding the use of forest resources. Collecting this local knowledge is a
quick way of obtaining basic information about resources and harvesting patterns. Tools for information
gathering and analysis include a range of interview types, meetings with communities, different games,
visual aids or activities.
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Type Description Relevance to NWFP
Biodiversity inventories a checklist of the taxa identified at the

sample locality or plot presented by
family and genera

Species lists are a useful source of
information on the distribution and ecology of
NWFP, but provide little or no information on
abundance

Social sciences techniques
/anthropological methods (local
knowledge, participatory
approaches to data collection;
classic and quantitative
ethnobotany)

Ethnobotany deals with the inventory of
the traditional uses of plants by peoples,
Classic ethnobotany techniques require
a substantial investment in time, often
years and are generally beyond the time
frame of development projects and
assessments,

Anthropological work and ethnobotany in
particular are both highly relevant to the study
of NWFP. They often provide a useful
overview of the plants used by a local
community. They range from an exhaustive
listing of all plants and uses to those focused
on domains of use such as medicinal plants,
food plants or for specific life-forms

Economic methods (market and
income studies, cost-benefit and
evaluation studies)

Economic assessment of the actual and
potential contribution of NWFP to local
and macro economies and of studies Into
the marketing and value addition of
NWFP; evaluation of the costs and
benefits of including NWFP in the
management plans; household surveys;
market research

Economic methods are used to estimate the
gross raw material availability. A range of
survey methods at local or national markets
can be used to estimate the quantities of raw
material and products circulating in the NWFP
trade network which cannot be traced to forest
sources (for example like for tree exudates
such as gum arabic or pine resins). Market-
focussed product surveys however do not
consider the abundance of the resource
supply or the potential for sustainability

Forest inventories
(single resource inventory; single
purpose multi-resource inventory;
multi-purpose resource inventory-
MRI)

1- single resource inventories aim at the
quantification of the abundance and
distribution of a single product
2- Single purpose multi-resource
inventories provide management
information on several NWFP in a given
area.
3- MRI have been defined as data
collection efforts designed to meet all or
part of the information requirements for
two or more products, functions (such as
timber management and watershed
protection) or sectors (such as forestry
and agriculture),

1- The NWFP has to be either very valuable,
or subject to legislation for it to justify a
species-specific inventory (high value
medicinal plants, bamboo-, rattan- or palm-
products..)
2- It can be a sound and pragmatic means of
studying the distribution, abundance and
NWFP management potential of the area to
be logged.
3- Many NWFP assessments take place in
MRI. NWFP is often a small component of the
inventory and the development of protocols
can be constrained by the need to
compromise with the needs of the other
components.



Table 2: Examples of areas of local knowledge and their possible uses in NWFP inventory and harvesting

(from Wong, 2000)

Rapid vulnerability assessment is another method which makes use of indigenous knowledge,
combined with published literature and casual observation to assess the potential sustainability of an
NVVFP harvest, which can be used as a basis for selecting NWFP for further assessment work.

Forest inventories
Although at a first glance NWFP inventory methodologies may look very different, they all have

the same underlying structure. This structure is envisaged as a hierarchy of design features. At the highest
level is the sampling design itself, whether the plots are to be located using random or systematic,
stratified or uniforrn layouts etc. The next level down is the plot scale at which decisions about plot
dimensions have to be made. Within each plot the enumeration that is undertaken is dependent on the
target and product being investigated.

Table 3: Overview of assessment structures
a) Sampling design
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Local knowledge ' Use in inventory

Species identification. Local tree/plant spotters can be useful in the field

Important economic species Species to include in inventory , rapid vulnerability assessment

Vegetation classification, Micro-climate types and
distribution,
Soil types and distribution

Can be used for stratification

Harvesting techniques and frequency Affect enumeration methods and frequency

History of availability, ,
Current estimation of availability

Prioritise species to include influence decision on whether
inventory is necessary.

Ecology and distribution of species Sampling method

Human interaction with environment (e.g. existing
management)

Influence inventory objectives & design

Forest and resource value Influence management objectives and hence inventory
_oljt'ectives.

Influence decision to have an Inventory and its objectives.
Influence interpretation of inventory and harvesting impact
assessment results.

Socio-economic factors affecting NWFP
management

- SaMpling desigrt ',7_,',---F!---X4--tz,, inaty:= ____._,:*-- -_A_ '=_ .T&OtINWFP eXamples from review
Cruise Rapid survey of large area e.g. by air Tree (single spp)

Census 100% enumeration of small area (e.g.
as in forestry stock survey)

All useful plants and animals

Simple random sampling Selection of plots using random number
tables (probability of sampling any plot
equal)

Useful plants

Systematic sampling Location of plots on a fixed grid,
normally with randomly selected origin.
Line-plot sampling Plots located at
fixed distances along a transect line

Tree (single spp)
Mushrooms
Perennial herb, Saplings

Stratified sampling Area divided into strata and sampling
uridertaken independently in each strata

Bamboo, Mammals

Multi-stage sampling Hierarchy of nested sample plots:
sample of largest plots selected with
further selection of smaller plots within
chosen plots.

Shrub, Rattan



b) Plot configuration

c) Enumeration method

(Wong 2000)

Current issues in NWFP assessment

NWFP inventory and harvesting impact assessment are important at the macro level (national and
international); at the community/local area level, and at the product/species level. At the above-
mentioned DFID/ETFRN workshop, for each of these levels some research needs and areas of actions
were identified.
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Plot configuration Description' , Target NWFP examples

Measured plots with
fixed dimensions

Square, Rectangular, Circular Insect larvae,

Fixed volume, or 2-D area Liana, rattan

Plotless sampling Point-centred quarter method Trees, Palms

Sample fixed number of individuals closest to
sample point or within sample area

Shrub

Individuals sampled within timed walk from house Palm

Cluster sampling Systematic group of sub-plots in fixed pattern
used at each plot location.

Rattan

Point and line transects (variable width
transects)

Observations are made while standing on the
point or walking along the line.
Perpendicular distance from point or line to
observed individuals measured.

Mammals

Line-intercept transects Observations made of intercepts (tracks, signs,
plant clumps) with a line or plan projected above
line.

1991 Large mammal (single spp)

Strip transects Narrow, very long transects treated as a
fixed sample area.

Mammals

Torus Strip arranged around geometric shape
(square etc. - space inside not enumerated)

Tree , insect (single spp)

Method ,.Dea'criP,tlòn:, Target,NWFPieZamples

Presence/absence Record occurrence of target in plot Useful plants

Tally Counts of target individuals In plot Useful plants

Size measurement Measure size of all individuals in plot Herb (single spp)

Cover Record percentage of plot covered by target species Herb (single spp)

Subjective scores Score features of target into subjective classes Tree bark (single spp)

Mark-recapture Capture Individuals, mark, release and re-capture, use numbers re-
captured to estimate population slze

Palm fruit

Indirect / Index methods Record observable signs of occurrence and use regression
methods to estimate size of target population.

Mammals



Table 4: Research issues in NWFP assessment at various levels

Macro level

Community level

Product/species level

Links / integration with/to existing surveys
Optimisation of methods for particular product groups. E.g. gum arabic, bamboo, rattan,

bark, etc.
Classification of NWFP in terms of inventory needs and methods
Development of models and identification of indicators that would help to characterise

distribution and abundance of NWFP. Thinking of planning at a national level and
how one would stratify sampling and assessment methods.

Linking market Information to the resource.
What are the information needs for certification/commercial/ international reporting

what measurable variables or indicators of changes in abundance of the needs of
these stakeholders.

Documentation of existing local knowledge on sampling, assessment, monitoring and
analyses.

Documentation of information needs to which communities have to respond to (e.g. local
needs, government, trade).

Evaluate local knowledge against information needs and identify gaps (level of rigour
required and appropriate, replicability etc.).

Address the gaps through development of methods that build on local knowledge and
meet the legitimate requirements of external interests.

Field testing of methods developed.
Dissemination of successful protocols and experience.

Assessment
Evaluation of the relative efficiency (costs, time, relative precision etc.) of new sampling

designs (adaptive protocols) in the field for a range of resources and product types.
Evaluation of the potential utility of rank set sampling for utilising indigenous or prior

knowledge In the selection of sampling locations.
Investigate the use of local knowledge for generating sampling designs in a way that is

biometrically acceptable.

Monitoring
Collation and evaluation of forest monitoring systems for potential applicability to NTFP

resource species. Desk study followed by pilot studies. Pilot studies should test
efficiency of different methodologies.

Examination of the linkages between blometric methods that monitor growth and yield
and those that monitor extraction.

Investigation of the linkages between assumed indicators (e.g. market data,
photographs) and resource condition for a range of products and contexts.

Preparation of guidance on the selection of the monitoring protocols for NTFPs in the
form of a decision-support system.

Sampling
Evaluation of the relative efficiency (costs, time, relative precision etc.) of new sampling

designs (adaptive protocols) in the field for a range of resources and product types.
Evaluation of the potential utility of rank set sampling for utilising indigenous or prior

knowledge in the selection of sampling locations.
Investigate the use of local knowledge for generating sampling designs in a way that is

biometrically acceptable.
(Baker, 2000)

Conclusions

A number of biological characteristics have a key impacton the elaboration, selection and
improved of inventory and harvesting techniques for NWFP species. Foremost among these are: the
specific life-form of the resource species be them trees, scrubs, annual plants, climbers, fungi, insects,
animals or birds. The seasonality of the occurrence of the resource and/or the products to be harvested.
Whether a part or the whole species is harvested, and whether this harvesting is fatal or not. The mobility
of the resource as different techniques are required for mobile and sessile resources; as well as the
distribution and scale of dispersal of the resources.

The above mentioned DFID/ETFRN workshop identified major difficulties with NWFP
quantification such as for example (Baker 2000): the variety of life forms and distributions represented by
NWFP; the lack of properly researched NWFP-specific sampling designs; the little guidance available on
development of appropriate NWFP measurement techniques; or the lack of theoretical models to
determine the sustainability of NWFP harvesting. The workshop further recognized that is necessary to
increase the awareness of the desirability of sound assessment of NWFP populations and dynamics when
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considering utilisation of these resources and on the importance of including biometric analyses in the
planning phase of any data collection exercise. Furthermore, there is a clear expressed need from field
workers for NWFP inventory methods that are simple and easy to use but at the same time are adequate
for the determination of harvest levels. This requires further work by inventory specialists on the
development of inventory methods and protocols for NWFP, drawing on methods that currently exist in a
variety of disciplines. In addition, when undertaking an inventory the issue of whom one is empowering
with the resultant information must be considered.

Recognizing the importance of NWFP and harvesting impact assessment, FAO is involved in a
number of activities aimed at partly filling the gaps in knowledge in these fields. In an ongoing
partnership programme with the European Commission, FAO is working on increasing the capacity in
sub-Saharan African countries in the field of NWFP assessment and harvesting.
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AISTÉLIORATION DE L'INVENTAIRE ET DES TECHNIQUES DE RÉCOLTE DE
PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS : BESOINS ET CONTRAINT'ES

MM. J. LORBACH, L. RUSSO et P. VANTOMME

FAO, Département des foréts, Division des produits forestiers, ROME

Italie

Les produits forestiers autres que le bois permettent de satisfaire divers besoins de l'homme, notamment

l'alimentation, la production de médicaments et de matériaux de construction. Un grand nombre de ces produits

représente une source importante de revenus et d'emplois pour la population rurale et certains sont méme livrés

au commerce international.

Pour déterminer quel est le niveau d'utilisation à des fins de subsistance ou à des fms commerciales qui

garantit la durabilité d'un produit forestier autre que le bois quel qu'il soit, il faut disposer de renseiznements

exacts sur l'état et la capacité de régénération de ces ressources et sur les techniques de récolte employées, ainsi

que des renseignements sur les aspects socioéconomiques et culturels liés à l'emploi de ces produits.

On a entrepris d'élaborer des méthodes pratiques pour faire rinventaire des ressources en produits

forestiers autres que le bois et pour évaluer les effets de leur récolte; toutefois ces méthodologies ne sont pas

parfaitement au point et ne sont pas non plus disponibles assez largement pour pouvoir étre utilisées par les

professionnels de la gestion des ressources.

Le document contient une analyse des facteurs à prendre en compte pour planifier une évaluation des

ressources forestiéres qui produisent des produits forestiers autres que le bois. Des exemples de méthodes

d'inventaire et d'évaluation des effets de la récolte sont exposés et les lacunes et les besoins dans le domaine

de l'inforrnation sont analysés.

Mots clefs : Produits forestiers autres que le bois, inventaire forestier, récolte.
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110TPEBHOCTH H TPY,ITHOCTI1 COBEPIIIEHCTBOBAHM51 METQL(OB
HHBEHTAPH3AHHH H 3AFOTOBICH HEAPEBECHMX JIECHLIX TOBAPOB

rr. ROPBAX, R. PYCCO H fi. BAHTOMM

0DAO, genarameHT necHoro xmaricTaa, Omen necHmx Toaapoa, PHM

14TaJIHA

PE310ME

HeapesecHbie necHbie Toaapbi (HART) o6ecnetniaaloT ynosneTaopeHHe pa3Hoo6pa3Hbix

4enoaetiecKrix noTpe6HocTeri, B TOM 4Hcne B flp0A0B011bCTBHH, neKapcTsax H CTp0HTel1bHbIX

maTepHanax. MHorHe HATIT ABIlAIOTCA Bai'KHbIM HCTO4HHKOM aoxozta H 3aHATOCTH AJ1A CeJllaCK0r0

Hacestemm, a HeKoTopme 143 HHX na)Ke 11ocTynaK3T B meKayHaponHyto Toprosnio.

4To6bi onpenennTb yeT0r14HBblil ypoaeHb HCTIOI11330BaHHA Toro HAM HHOr0 HART AAA 1101-1y4eHHA

cpencTa K cytuecTsoaaHHio HJ1H B 11106b1X npyritx Kommep4ecKHxJ15X, Tpe6yeTca TO4HaA HHcOopmauma

O COCTOAHHH pecypcos H HX C1-10C06HOCTH K BOCCTaHOBJleHH10, a Tame 0 HC11011b3yeMbIX MeT0AaX

3arOTOBKH, nomHmo mickopmatAHH O COL4aJlbH0-3KOHOMH4eCKHX H KynbiypHbix acnerrax, BIIHAIOLLtHX Ha

HC11011b30BaHHe

B HacToautee spew' pa3pa6aTbmatoTcs npaKTH4ecKHe MeTOAHKH HHseHTapH3aLt1H JleCHbIX

pecypcoa, 06ecne4nisatouiHx H,LJ1T, H 011eHKH BJ1HAHHA 3arOTOBOK, HO pa6oTa Han HHMH ewe He

3asepweHa H no3Tomy 01111 He moryr wmpoKo npumeHaTbca CflL1HBJ1HCTMH B 06nacTH ynpaaneHHa

pecypcamH.

B HacToautem .soKymeHTe aHal1H3HpyloTcs ckarropm, KoTopwe cnenyeT y4HT61BaTb npH

1111aHHp0BaHHH 011eHKH necHbix pecypcoa, o6ecnetmaatounix WIRT. B HM 1WHBOAATCA HeKoTopble

nplimepm meTonmx HHBeHTapH3allHH ELEVIT H BO3AeriCTBHA 3arOTOBOK, a TaloKe oTme4apoTca

cyaiecTaroume npo6enbt H noTpe6HocTH B 3HaHHAX.

Kruotieame caosa: HJJ1T, HHaeHTapH3aLtH» necoa, 3aroTosKa.

***
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CONDITIONS IN COLLECTING AND PRODUCTION OF MEDICINAL HERBS IN THE
REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA

Ms. Biljana GLIGORI
Society for Medicinal Herbs, The REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Summary

In Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Srpska, due to the favourable climate conditions,
there are great floral resources of medicinal herbs. Thus, collection of medicinal herbs and self-
medication has had a long tradition on our territories. But, this natural wealth is not adequately exploited.
Plantation growing of medicinal herbs is quite a recent activity. The production is accompanied by a
burden of problems, among others an insufficient organization and undeveloped market. Taking into
consideration such a situation in collection and production of medicinal herbs, we have established The
Republic of Srpska Society for Medicinal Herbs, with its Statutes, aims and programme. The role of the
Society is finding solutions for the said problems in better organization of collectors and growers, as
well as finding adequate markets, with the aim of increasing the level of production and achieving higher
economic results. In that sense, the Society organizes lectures, scientific gatherings and other activities,
aimed at providing education for collectors and producers, vvhich will promote this kind of activity and
generate income, without destroying natural ecological balance.

***

Society for Medicinal Herbs
In regard to the conditions in collecting and production of medicinal herbs in the Republic of

Srpska, we have come to the conclusion that the interests of the individuals engaged in any activity
related to medicinal herbs, could only be realized in an organized way. For that purpose, on 22 December
1999, the Republic of Srpska Society for Medicinal Herbs was established. The Society is a non-political,
non-governmental and non-profitable association, where each member realizes his interest in the field of
medicinal herbs.

The Society has two sections:

Section of medicinal herbs collectors;
Section of medicinal herbs producers-growers.

The Society's main tasks are the following:

development and promotion of the activities in registering, preservation and collection of medicinal
herbs
development and promotion of production, processing and trading of medicinal herbs offering
professional assistance to the members of the Society;
encouraging the development in production of medicinal herbs in the Republic of Srpska;
offering assistance in purchasing raw materials and equipment;
offering assistance in controlling the quality of medicinal herbs;
providing assistance in trading with medicinal herbs.

For the purpose of promoting and improving the Society's work, we have planned the following
activities:

provide education for collectors and producers of medicinal herbs, aimed at creating self-
sustained; and
controlled collection and harvest;
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design strategy for protection of medicinal herbs in the Republic of Srpska and Bosnia and
Herzegovina;
study bio-diversity;
collect medicinal herbs in the Republic of Srpska;
produce medicinal herbs in plantations;
perform medicinal herbs selection and seed production;
assist in passing legal regulations in the field of medicinal herbs;
process medicinal herbs;
perform marketing of medicinal herbs.

One of the first projects of the Society is education of collectors and producers of medicinal
herbs, aimed at creating self-sustained and controlled harvest. The purpose of the Project is for the
collectors and producers to master the knowledge that will help them in collecting and producing
medicinal herbs in a way that will generate income, without destabilizing the ecological balance in the
environment at the same time.

The subject of the education are the sorts of medicinal herbs that grow wild but can be grown in
plantations, for example: Matricaria chamomilla, Mentha piperita L, Melissa officinalis L, Anethum
graveolens L, Thymus vulgaris L, etc.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Stpska, there are great floral resources of
medicinal herbs, which make an important economic potential. Knowledge of medicinal herbs, including
collection and production, provide for development of a series of activities, as well as creating
employment for quite a massive labour force, which, from the economic point of view, has a great
importance.

Thanks to its geographical position, soil and climate, the Republic of Srpska is particularly
suitable for collecting and producing medicinal herbs.

Collection of medicinal herbs and self-medication has had a long tradition on our territories.
Collection of herbs for commercial purposes is usually performed upon the current requests of the market,
and it enables existence of several companies in the Republic of Srpska. But this way of collection is
characterized by a non-organized, uncontrolled collecting, where the quality of medicinal herbs and their
trading are not controlled.

In order to preserve what nature has given to us, it is necessary to organize collection of
medicinal herbs in a way that will not influence the ecological balance in the environment.

Medicinal herbs are used as raw materials in food, pharmaceutical and cosmetics industries. In
this regard, market needs for certain sorts of herbs increase, which causes an increase in their collection.

Excessive commercialization could have a detrimental effect to natural herb resources, thus
ruining the existing ecological balance. Due to this fact, there emerges a need for plantation production of
medicinal herbs. This way of growing herbs will solve not only the issue of supplying domestic industries
with required quantities of medicinal herbs of appropriate quality and pharmacological characteristics, but
will also influence the export of these healing raw materials.

Along with that stated above, medicinal herb growing has advantages in comparison with
collecting, since it could provide a healing raw material of a stable quality, while, at the same time,
quality and quantity of particular herbs could be influenced as well.

Medicinal herb growing is also a way of protecting natural resources from damaging exploitation,
which is one of the main tasks of the Republic of Srpska Society for Medicinal Herbs.

Production of medicinal herbs is connected mostly with the activities of the private sector. Within
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the Society, initial steps have been taken in plantation production of Matricaria chamomilla L, Mentha
piperita L, and we plan to start with plantation production of Hypericum perforatum. We also perform
distillation of certain herbs, such are Juniperus communis, Abies alba, etc.

Within the Society, the most often grown herb on the plantations is Matricaria chamomilla. Its
production is performed in ecologically clean conditions, without any chemicals or fertilizers. This way
of production of Matricaria chamomilla as a clean product is of great importance since it is used for tea in
both folk and official medicine.

Since the Republic of Srpska has great coniferous forest resources, we have started test
distillation and production of coniferous ether oils, primarily from Abies alba and Juniperus communis.
Analysis and examination in the "Kurt Kitzing" Institute for Chemical Analysis and Quality Control in
Germany on 18 December 1999, determined consistency and quality of these oils.

According to the evaluation of the Institute, these oils can go along with high quality coniferous
oils, due to their pleasant smell and high concentration of typical components.

On the basis of these results, which have shown a high quality of the oils, and having in mind the
quality raw material they are processed from, we can conclude that this is a case for a realistic possibility
of starting production of ether oils for the world market. These results also encourage us for further
production of oils from other wild-growing coniferous trees, as well as other aromatic herbs.

At this moment, the important thing for the producers and the Society is finding an adequate
market for these products, better organization and networking of the producers, as well as increasing
production of ether oils, in order to justify market research in this regard.

The greatest problem is lack of funds, since the members of the Society are not able to enhance
and finance the production themselves, thus they work as much as their capacities allow them to organize
the production of medicinal herbs and ether oils.

***
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CONDITIONS DE COLLECTE ET DE PRODUCTION DES PLANTES
MÉDICINALES DANS LA REPUBLIKA SRPSKA

Mme Biljana GLIGORI

Association des plantes médicinales, REPUBLIICA SRPSKA

Bosnie-Herzégovine

En Bosnie-Herzégovine et dans la Republika Srpska, les conditions clirnatiques favorables font qu'il

y a une grande richesse de ressources en plantes médicinales. La cueillette de ces végétaux et l'automédication

ont toujours été pratiquées dans ces régions mais cette richesse naturelle n'est pas bien exploitée. La culture

de plantes médicinales est une activité très récente. La production est entravée par un grand nombre de

problèmes, dont l'organisation insuffiiante de la production et du marché, lequel n'est pas assez développé.

Cette situation a conduit à la création de l'Association des plantes médicinales de la Republika Srpska, qui a

des statuts, des objectifs et un programme. Elle a pour röle de rechercher des solutions aux problèmes évoqués

plus haut - meilleure organisation des cueilleurs et des producteurs de plantes ainsi que recherche de débouchés,

l'objectif étant d'accroitre le volume produit et d'obtenir de meilleurs résultats économiques. À cette fin,

l'Association organise des conférences, des rencontres scientifiques et d'autres activités visant à assurer une

formation aux cueilleurs et aux producteurs de facon à promouvoir cette activité génératrice de revenus sans

pour autant perturber l'équilibre écologique.

*4.*
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YCJI0B1431 CEOPA H IIPOH3BOACTBA JIEICAPCTBEHMAX TPAB B
PECHYEAHICE CEPECKOit

r->Ka SalibaHa F.T114F0P141-1

06u.tecTao neKapcTaeHHbtx Tpaa, PECI1YEJ114KA CEPECKAA

EOCHHA H repueroaHHa

PE310ME

Baku:1y 6.11arOripHATHbIX KIIIIMaTH4eCKHX yCJI0BHil B BOCHHH H repuerosHHe H Pecny6nHKe

Cep6cKort cyulecTaytoT 3HatIFITellbHbIe paCTHTenbHble pecypcbt neKaperaeHHbtx -rpas. 1103TOMy H3naaHa

Ha Haweil TeppliTopHH ocyu.tecTansteTca c6op neKapcTaeHHbtx Tpaa H cyatecTayeT npaKTHKa

camonetteHHa. GaHaK0 3TO npHpoLtHoe 60faTCTBO He HC110J1b3yeTC51 LIOJ1MKHb1M o6pa3om. B tiocneTmee

apemsi noJ1yHJiopa3BHTHe nnamTauHoHHoe ampautHaaHme neKaperaemibtx TpaB. Fix (Ip0H3BOACTBO

coripmeHo C p$11tOM npo6nem, B AaCTHOCTH, TaKHX, KaK He,ctocTaToyHo BbICOKHil ypoaeHb opraHH3awm

aeATellbHOCTH H Hepa3aHTble pbIHKH c6biTa. C yveTom TaKoro 110110>KeHHA, CflO)*CHBWVOC$ a o6nacTli

c6opa H npoH3so,acTaa neKapeTaeHnix Tpaa, MbI co3,3an1 06weeTao neKapcTseHHbtx Tina Pecny6nHKH

Cep6cKort, KoTopoe HmeeT CBOR co6cTaeHHbul ycTaa, ueript H nporpammy. Ponb 06ulecTaa 3a}citomatrcH

B noptcKe CII0C060B peweHHA yKa3aHHbtx Imam npo6nem 3a cLieT 6onee coaepweHHort opraHH3awm

ge5ITeJlbHOCTI1 B cerrope c6opa H BblpallalBaHHA TpaB, a TaK>Ke B HaxormeHHH COOTBeTCTBylOLLIHX

plait-H(0B C6bITa C UeJ1bHD flOBblWeHHA oftema npoH3soacTaa Tina H ,a0CTIOKeHHA 60.1Iee BbICOKHX

3KOHOMHt1eCKNX pe3ynbTaTos. B 3T011 CBA3H 06ulecTao opraHH3yeTKUHN, coaeulartHa HaytItiblX

cneumartHcToa H Apyrrie meponpHaTHa c uenbio 110BMWeHHA npoci>eccHoHanbHori rIOACOTOBK11

3aHrtmaiou.meti c6opom H abtpautHaaHmem Tpaa, H, Tem cambim, COaeriCTBHA pa3BHTHIO 3T01-0 BHaa

IleATeAbHOCTH H flOarleHHA ,(0X0,a0B 6e3 HapyweHHA npHpo.aHoro 3KonorrimecKoro 6anaHea.

***
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MIOMBO WOODLAND UTILISATION BY SMALL SCALE FARMERS IN HANDENI /
TANZANIA: BARK HARVESTING AS AN EXAMPLE FOR ETHNIC AND GENDER

ORIENTED WORK

Ms. Marion KARMANN
Institut fiir Forstbenutzung & Arbeiutswissenschaft, FREIBURG

Germany

Summary

Problem addressed, research question/hypothesis and objective of research:

Within African dry lands the increasing displacement of Miombo woodlands is a special problem.
The yield of traditional management of these ecosystems (frequent burning and shifting) is not longer
sufficient to cover the needs for food supply and cash crop of the growing rural population.

The study is based on the controversial assumption that comprehensive woodland management
with agroforestry systems, including timber as well as non-timber product utilisation, will positively
influence the economic and social situation of the population, and thereby contribute to a higher valuation
of these resources by the inhabitants themselves. The know-how about the multiple use of Miombo
woodlands is a basis for further development of proper resource utilisation systems. These systems should
not only guarantee the capability of the woodlands to fulfil the subsistence needs of local households, but
also an ability to generate income through marketing of products from the woodlands. The use of bark
from Miombo species will be given as an example for NTFP utilization.

The main objective of a study in Handeni District, North Eastern Tanzania was to improve the
understanding about the situation of Miombo utilisation in the research area through descriptive analyses.
Derived objective was to describe the potential development of the region for fulfilment of subsistence
needs, income generation and ergonomic aspects such as labour organisation and qualification.

The investigation was focused on the inhabitants of four villages from two different ecological
zones of the Miombo woodlands. Information related to the utilisation of forest-resources, especially the
potential use of NTFP, based on the knowledge and experiences of local people and the local experts, was
collected through individual interviews and group discussions as well as field observations and key
interviews within and outside the research area. Most of the people in these villages belong to the Zigua-
and Nguu-tribes. Both tribes basically depend on small-scale agriculture. Moreover, Maasai a semi-
nomadic cattle rearing tribe -live in this area at times. Because life style and diet of Zigua / Nguu are
basically different from that of Maasai, different knowledge about useful NTFP on Miombo woodlands
was to be expected.

The utilization of bark from Miombo tree species shows, as an example, how the amount and
techniques of use of the same product differ between men and women and between people of different
ethnic groups.

Methodology and workplan

To get access to the traditional knowledge about woodland utilisation, tools of PRA were used to
record the actually used NWFP and also the way of harvesting and use of these products, their
contribution to subsistence and their economic means. The following research steps lead to the main
objective:

I Assessment of the role of forest utilisation in general, and especially of the role of non wood
products, for the predominantly agrarian subsistence livelihood;

2. Identification of the present role of selected non wood forest products (NWFP) of Miombo
woodlands, taking into account ecological, economical and socio-cultural aspects of land use;
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3. Description and evaluation of the possibilities and constraints of diversification of the product
range, and an increase in the direct utilisation of trees and shrubs of Miombo woodlands for the
people, based on the carrying capacity of the ecosystem.

Results and conclusions and their relevance for development

All three tribes consider woodlands first of all as a resource for agriculture and cattle grazing.
Barks together with honey, mushrooms, other wild foods were identified as most promising NWFP in the
region for subsistence households and income generation. In the research area the marketing of woodland
products, also of NWFP, fundamentally can be considered as an incentive for the conservation of the
woodlands. But today the marketing of forest products is already problematic, expanding the markets
would become even more risky because of uncertain conditions of delivery and purchasing.

The example of bark and fibres shows the varieties of use for one product (e.g. medicine, food
component, construction material, arts and crafts commodities, as a substitute for a range of products) and
the technologies of harvesting (manual or use of tools like knife, axe, machete, or ladders and other) and
the consequences for marketing and for the ecosystem, depending on the person harvesting the product.
The acceptance levels for accelerating the utilisation and marketing of NWFP vary between and within
communities. For subsistence economies a strengthened use of NWFP can be recommended in each case,
except for bark splitting. On the contrary, strengthening commercialisation is only with caution
recommended because of the high risks. The establishment of collaborative processing and marketing can
favour the marketing possibilities of all product samples.

Key words: Miombo, bark and fibres, NWFP/NTFP, Social Forestry; Zigua, Nguu, Maasai.

***

Background of the study:

Miombo woodlands cover about 48 percent of Tanzania's land surface and are a settlement area for
small-scale farmers and cattle-breeders. Although the population is sparse, the area covered by Miombo is
decreasing rapidly. In many regions dominated by Miombo, deforestation is mainly caused by small scale
farming together with the increasing activities of professional charcoal miners and the establishment of
plantations (teak, tobacco, sisal, cotton and others), settlement areas or hydrology engineering projects. In
the research area, Handeni, however, the degradation mainly results from forest fires connected with
shifting cultivation, hunting and other factors.

This study is based on the controversial assumption that comprehensive woodland management
with agroforestry systems, including timber as well as non timber products utilisation, will positively
influence the economic and social situation of the population, and thereby contribute to a higher valuation
of these resources by the inhabitants themselves.

Knowledge of the possible uses of Miombo woodlands is necessary for further development of
appropriate resource utilisation systems. These systems must not only guarantee the capability of the
woodlands to fulfil the subsistence needs of the local households, but also an ability to generate income
through marketing of products from the woodlands.

Methods:

Based on this assumption the principal objective of the study is to reach a better understanding
about the utilisation of Miombo in the research area through descriptive analysis. A derived objective is to
describe the potential development of the region to meet the subsistence needs, for income generation,
and aspects such as labour organisation and training.
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The following research steps lead to the main objective:

Assessment of the role of forest utilisation in general, and especially of the role of non-wood
products, for the predominantly agrarian subsistence livelihood.
Identification of the present role of selected non-wood forest products (NWFP) of Miombo
woodlands, taking into account ecological, economical and socio-cultural aspects of land use,
Description and evaluation of the possibilities and constraints of diversification of the product
range, and an increase in the direct utilisation of trees and shrubs of Miombo woodlands for the
people, based on the carrying capacity of the ecosystem.

The investigation was focused on the inhabitants of four villages from two different ecological
zones of the Miombo woodlands. Information related to the utilisation of forest-resources, especially the
potential use of NTFP, based on the knowledge and experiences of local people and the local experts, was
collected through individual interviews and group discussions as well as field observations and key
interviews within and outside the research area.

People and environment:

The villages of Kangyata, Kwamagome, Kwediboma and Mafisa are not easily accessible. They are
located in the Handeni District in the Tanga Region of Tanzania. Most of the people in these villages
belong to the Zigua- and Nguu-tribes.

Both tribes basically depend on small-scale agriculture (with corn and beans as the main crops) for
subsistence needs. Outside the habitats of the Tsetse fly they keep cattle and goats. Moreover, Maasai - a
semi-nomadic cattle rearing tribe -live in this area at times. They depend on milk and other cattle
products. Because life style and diet of Zigua / Nguu are basically different from that of Maasai, different
knowledge about useful NTFP on Miombo woodlands was to be expected. All three tribes however
consider woodlands first of all as a resource for agriculture and cattle grazing.

In fact, life at the subsistence level, and even survival in the woodlands, is only possible through
utilisation of a diversity of products from the woodlands. Firewood is the only source of energy in the
rural regions. For houses, huts and enclosures not only tiMber and poles from woodlands are used, but
also branches for wall and roof constructions. Bark serves as a connecting element, grass is required for
roofing. Wood and bark are processed to make furniture and simple transport vehicles. Wildlife and
edible mushrooms offer an important source of protein rich nourishment, particularly where cattle
husbandry is not possible (e.g. within the habitat area of the Tsetse fly). Honey from wild bees or from
bee keeping is, among other things, an important basic material for brewing liquor and plays a major role
in traditional culture. During extreme hunger periods, by which the rural region is haunted again and
again, food from wild plants often provides a last chance for survival. Medicinal plants may be the only
medicines available where there are no hospitals due to financial or technical reasons. Furthermore, the
medicinal plants are important for health care of the livestock.

Main use of NTFP:

During the study, four products or product lines from the woodland were identified jointly with the
participants. These products are used by different sections of the population, and are seen as being
suitable for sustainable use and possible marketing. Currently the utilisation of these products is limited
and does not exceed the biological potential or meet the market demands.

The example of bark: Bark is used in large amounts as a construction material, Bark from selected
tree species and bole forms is used for different purposes. Main uses are bark strings for construction and
as ropes, smaller pieces for different household purposes and large pieces for containers. Houses
constructed with bark connections can last for 8 years. De-barking of strings and smaller pieces can be
practised without severe damage to the tree. Women from all tribes collect bark, Maasai men prefer to
buy it rather than harvest it as Nguu and Zigua men do. In all villages Zigua, Nguu as Nye] 1 as Maasai
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favour bark use of the following tree species:

Genus species Family

Julbernadia globiflora (Caes.)
Brachystegia spiciformis (Caes.)
Brachystegia microphylla (Caes.)

If these trees are no longer available in the surrounding area, the following species are chosen:

Common name by tribe

(Mhangala, Mtondoro, zig.)
( Miombo zig.; Olseleyayi, maas.)
(Mseni, zig.; Msane, Nguu; Olkirepori)

Common name by tribe

(Mluati, zig., Nguu; Emuluati, maas.),
(Mkambara, Makambala, zig., Nguu)
(Mkole, zig., Esiteti/Siteti, maas.)
(Msagusa, zig.)
(Endameju, inaas.)

(Galama, ngu.; Oludupai/Oldurai, maas.)
(Katani, Mkonge swa,)
(Mkungu, zig., swa.)
(Lucinia, zig., Mlusina, swa.)
(Mchocho, Kivuguti, zig; Oloteti, maas.)

Men traditionally do the harvesting of the large pieces of bark used for containers or used as doors
like boards. In the rainy season they select old Julbemardia or Brachystegia trees with straight bowls and
few branches and use the long knife& (panga) to cut the shape of the demanded piece and tear it off while
splitting it slowly from the stem. For this work they often use ladders to reach the heights.

Smaller pieces of bark and strings are harvested traditionally by women and children. They do it
occasionally during other work like collecting food plants, just when they need bark and find a suitable
plant. They use bark for example to roll rings to carry baskets on their heads. Mainly women know the
names of trees less often used for these and other special purposes. Grewia e.g. is used for very soft
strings. Women and children often use no tools or only small knifes to tear off long bark stripes together
with a branch from the tree. Sometimes they use the long panga to cut larger pieces of bark to be used as
seats, lids for pots and other household items.

Bark from different species and parts are used for several medicinal purposes by all tribes, by men
and women, both for humans and livestock. Several possibilities to use bark are practised in different
cultures but not now practised by Maasai or Zigua/Nguu people, such as bark clothes and paper making,
although probably appropriate species (Antiaris ssp.; Grewia mollis; Obetia pinnatifida; Leuceana
leucocephala; Terminalia ssp.; Dombeya ssp.) are available. Bark extracts were used by Maasai to
prepare leather. Barks for strings normally get no special chemical treatment like soaking.

Bark strings are locally marketed in small quantities. Potential larger markets for bark are limited,
since cheaper substitute materials are available in towns. Production of arts and crafts commodities like
hand made paper and bark clothes from bark fibres might have a niche market, With appropriate
guidelines in this job, men and women can generate income without much investment. A larger market
for bark products, however, could lead to an increase in demand and destructive bark utilisation. Several
authors have calculated the damages of miombo woodlands due to bark harvesting. Recommendations for
bark use can only be expressed in the framework of the utilisation of the whole tree.

Honey is mainly used for subsistence consumption, generally in fermented form as a local beer. If
properly stored, honey can be an important food during hunger periods. Honey can be collected in two
ways: through an environmentally sound technique in the form of bee-keeping in hives or using
destructive techniques in the form of honey hunting. Honey trade can be profitable for all members of the
family as well as for the entire community. The harvesting and processing of honey and by-products can
create jobs and income. Men traditionally and currently carry out bee-keeping and honey marketing; they
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Genus species Family

Dombeya shupangae (Sterc.)
Acacia nigrescens (Mim.)
Gretvia mollis (Tiliac.)
Dombeya rotrundifolia (Sterc.)
Obetia pinnatifida (Urtic.)
Sansevieria sp. (Draca.)
Agava sisalana (Agav.)
Termina/ja catappa (Combr.)
Leuceana leucocephala (Mim.)
Ficus scassellattii (Mora.)



also get the earnings. In comparison with honey hunting, the revenue from bee-keeping is higher, with a
small capital outlay required. The higher profits of bee keeping might encourage people to use resources
in an environmentally friendly manner. First of all through the establishment of bee-keeping co-
operatives women could also be involved in the process, which would give them the possibility of earning
income.

Honey can be marketed locally and regionally. The entrance of Miombo honey in national and
foreign markets is also possible, as examples of different neighbour countries show. A strengthened
demand for honey and therefore a more intensified skilled bee-keeping, would not have any negative
consequences for ecological functions.

Food from wild trees and bushes is used mainly during extreme dry seasons or to prepare certain
local meals as an additional food. The collection of wild vegetables and fruits is done by women and
children, without any cultural or technical conflict with the cultivation of agricultural crops or other
household activities. Seeds of wild vegetables are cultivated to a limited extent around the courtyard and
on the field. There is only a slight monetary value on the market for these products, therefore they are
rarely sold and are available to fulfil the rural population's own needs. This is different from agricultural
products (e.g. corn, beans, fruit and eggs) which are sold occasionally, even before the producer's own
needs are satisfied, to meet financial requirements.

Hombo - a pulverised mixture of various aromatic herb leaves of different plant species -, presents
a special case. It is storable for a long time and counts among the specialities of the region. Because of the
abundance of useful species for Hombo, their use does not lead to a threat for any individual species. The
marketing of Hombo can be expanded to a limited extent in local and regional markets, because the
processing of the raw material involves no financial risk and the product is easily transported and not
perishable. Women invest some extra time in the production of Hombo, therefore they could be the major
beneficiaries. The profit margin is relatively low, because the product is only a locally demanded
speciality, which can be replaced by other food ingredients.

Furthermore several different edible parts of plants could be preserved and then be stored through
appropriate techniques. These would be useful as a food reserve or emergency food during hunger periods
or for direct marketing. In order to get a higher profit, co-operatives for production and marketing should
be established, through which experience and skills can be shared.

Edible mushrooms are represented on a broad spectrum in Miombo woodlands. The local people
consume mushrooms only to a limited extent. People clearly show different personal preferences in
quantities and species to be consumed. In the region surrounding the research area, dried mushrooms are
infrequently marketed. A sustainable harvest of edible mushrooms under proper management is a
possibility. In several Miombo countries, the enrichment of diet with mushrooms, and generating income
through strengthening trade with mushroom products, are recognised as a good chance for the economic
development of the rural and urban regions. The professional trade presents difficulties caused by the
seasonality of mushroom fruiting; this problem can be alleviated to a limited extent through the
application of appropriate preservation techniques. Other problems are the weak demand of the markets
and the bottlenecks in work capacity. This is because during the fruiting season women are highly
involved in agricultural activities. Recently, both women and men participate in collecting mushrooms.
An expanded trade in mushrooms can only be recommended in specific cases, but an enrichment of diet
with fungi is highly recommended. Comprehensive information about the proper preparation of edible
species and about competent preservation is urgently needed; such information should be prepared by
ecotrophologists in co-operation with the local specialists - the female users.

Results:

Research results from the participating observation and the estimation of the local experts indicated
some discrepancies between the extent of knowledge of the rural population about the potential values of
the forest and its products and the extent of the actual use of the forest resources, especially for the
selected products. Even though there is a large demand for income sources, the major part of NTFP serves
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to cover the household needs. The marketing of these products must be analysed separately and correctly,
although market expansion for several products is possible and these products are not harvested by
destructive techniques.

In the research area the marketing of woodland products, also of NTFP, fundamentally can be
considered as an incentive for the conservation of the woodlands; this frequently became clear during
interviews and discussions. Likewise the decline of woodlands is identified as a cause of scarcities, which
must be balanced through financial investment. Up to the present in rural areas there has been little
marketing of products of the forest, mainly because of the poor infrastructure and lack of knowledge or
special methods of post harvest management. As the marketing of forest products is already problematic,
expanding the markets would become even more risky because of uncertain conditions of delivery and
purchasing.

The acceptance levels for accelerating propagation of utilisation and marketing of NT1-,P vary
between and within communities. It will only be convincing, if it takes place in connection with
comprehensive introduction, training, demonstration and monitoring by local experts, and if
corresponding pilot-projects are largely successful. For subsistence economies a strengthened use of
NTFP can be recommended in each case, except for bark splitting. On the contrary, strengthening
commercialisation is only cautiously recommended because of the high risks. The establishment of
collaborative processing and marketing would favour the commercial possibilities of all product samples.

The essence of this study is the increment of knowledge and information about the actual utilisation
of Miombo woodland and their social and ecological consequences. A specific research procedure to
achieve detailed information about the research area was developed based on regionally and socially
specific questions and set up following experiences during the preliminary research.

Due to the data collection method used, interesting discussions took place in the villages
concerning the rank of the current use, the possibilities and perspectives as well as an effective
sustainable woodland management. These discussions are an important step towards the increasing
appreciation of the resources of the woodlands, as this investigation intended.

The recommendations derived from the knowledge about the possibilities and boundaries of an
increase of the direct use of individual products from the woodland for the inhabitants bolster generally
held ideas about integrated agroforestry management, therefore a consistent implementation is needed.

In general the recommendation is for environmentally sound utilisation of NTFP, with the primary
aim of fulfilling the subsistence needs of the household, and a subsidiary aim of accelerating the
commercial use of NTFP. Finally, a new system capable of achieving sustainable management of
woodlands should be developed based on new theory and knowledge, coupled with results of integrated
research (e.g. on yield regulation, marketing and ethnology.) Implementation of the system might
positively change the economic and social condition of its inhabitants and people living in comparable
ecosystems.

Technical terms used:

NWFP: Non Wood Forest Products: "NWFP are goods of biological origin, other than wood, derived
from forests, other wooded lands and trees outside forests" (FAO / ICRAF 1996).
NTFP : Non Timber Forest Products (includes energy wood).

Miombo: Miombo comprises those ecosystems in the seasonal tropics dominated by trees of the closely
related genera Brachystegia, Julberuardia and Isoberlinia (subfamily Caesalpinioideae, family Fabaceae -

the legumes). Miombo woodland is the dominant vegetation type of the Central African plateau
(Tanzania, D.R.Congo, Zambia, Malawi, Angola, Zimbabwe and Mozambique). Functionally similar
ecosystems with Isoberlinia often dominant, but lacking Brachystegia and Julbernardia, occur in the
Guinea savannas of West Africa. About 40 Mio people depend on Miombo woodlands directly, plus 15
Mio people indirectly on firewood. Human activities are pivotal in the dynamics of miombo. (Miombo
Network; Campbell. Miombo).
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UTILISATION DES FORÉTS CLAIRES DE MIOMBO PAR LES PETITS
AGRICULTEURS À HANDENI (TANZANIE) : LA RÉCOLTE DE L'ÉCORCE,
EXEMPLE ILLUSTRANT LES DIFFÉRENCES SELON QUE L'ACTIVITÉ EST
NIENÉE PAR LES MEMBRES DE CERTAINES ETHNIES, ET PAR DES HOMMES
OU DES FEMMES

Mme Marion KARMANN
Institut fiir Forstbenutzung & Arbeitswissenschaft, FRIBOURG
Al lemagne

Question traitée, recherche, hypothèse et objectif de la recherche :

Dans les terres sèches d'Afrique, le déplacement de plus en plus important des foréts claires de miombo
représente un problème particulier. Le rendement des écosystèmes exploités selon les méthodes traditionnelles
(rotation et bralis fréquents), n'est plus suffisant pour couvrir les besoins en produits alimentaires et en cultures
marchandes d'une population rurale toujours plus nombreuse.

L'étude repose sur Phypothèse, controversée, qu'un aménagement des terres boisées intégrées avec des
systèmes d'agoforesterie, y compris l'utilisation pour la production de bois et de produits autres que le bois,
aura un effet positif sur la situation économique et sociale de la population et devrait faire que les habitants
eux-mémes attachent un plus grand prix à ces ressources. La connaissance des usages multiples des foréts
claires de miombo est à la base de rélaboration de systèmes bien concus d'utilisation des ressources. Les
systèmes devraient non seulement garantir la capacité des foréts d'assurer la subsistance des communautés
locales, mais aussi permettre de générer des revenus par la vente des produits. L'utilisation de récorce de
['essence miombo sera donnée en exemple d'utilisation de produits forestiers autres que le bois.

Le principal objectif de rétude menée dans le district de Handeni, dans le nord-est de la Tanzanie, était
de bien comprendre rétat de l'utilisation du miombo, par des analyses descriptives. À titre secondaire,
s'agissait de décrire révolution potentielle de la région si les besoins en matière de subsistance et de génération
de revenus étaient satisfaits et les aspects ergonomiques, corrune Porganisation du travail, et les qualifications
requises.

L'enquéte a porté sur les habitants de quatre villages de deux sites écologiques différents de foréts de
rniombo. Les informations sur Putilisation des ressources forestières, en particulier sur Putilisation potentielle
de produits forestiers autres que le bois, fondées sur les connaissances et rexpérience des villageois et des
experts locaux, ont été recueillies en interrogant individuellement les villageois et en procédant à des
discussions de groupe ainsi qu'à des observations sur le terrain et à des interviews dans la zone sur laquelle
portait la recherche et à l'extérieur. La plupart des personnes interrogées dans ces villages appartiennent awc
tribus Zigua et Nguu, qui vivent principalement d'une petite agriculture. De plus, les Masses, une tribu
d'éleveurs semi-nomades, vivent de temps en temps dans la région. Étant donné que le mode de vie et le régime
alimentaire des Ziguas et des Nguus est foncièrement différent de celui des MassaTs, on s'attendait à ce que
chacun ait une idée différente des produits forestiers utiles qu'ils peuvent trouver dans les foréts de miombo.

L'utilisation de récorce des essences de miombo illustre les différences dans le degré d'utilisation du
méme produit et dans les techniques employées, entre les hommes et les femmes et entre des groupes ethniques

différents.

Méthodologie et plan de travail

Afm d'avoir accès aux connaissances traditionnelles sur l'utilisation des foréts claires, on a appliqué les

instruments de PRA pour dresser la liste des produits forestiers autres que le bois récoltés et effectivement
utilisés et pour recenser les facons dont ils sont récoltés et utilisés, leur contribution à la subsistance et à la
situation économique des communautés. Les étapes de recherche ci-après ont permis d'atteindre le principal
objectif :
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Evaluation du rôle de l'utilisation de la for& en general et en particulier du rôle des produits autres que
le bois dans un mode de subsistance a predominance agricole;

Identification du röle actuel de certains produits forestiers autres que le bois presents dans les forèts
claires de miombo, compte tenu des aspects écologiques, économiques et socioculturels de l'occupation
des sols.

Description et evaluation des possibilités et des limites de la diversification de la garrune de produits et
intensification de l'utilisation directe des arbres et arbustes des fen-as de miombo par les populations,
compte tenu de la capacité limite de l'écosystème.

Résultats et conclusions de l'étude et utilité pour le développement

Les trois tribus voient avant tout dans les terres boisées une ressource pour l'agriculture et le päturage
du betail. Les &corees, ainsi que le miel, les champignons et d'autres produits sauvages pouvant étre
consommés, ont été considérés comme les produits forestiers autres que le bois les plus prometteurs dans la
rézion, du point de vue de la subsistance et de la creation de revenus. Dans la region sur laquelle a pone la
recherche, la commercialisation de produits provenant des foréts, ee qui comprend les produits autres que le
bois, peut étre considérée fondamentalement con-une une incitation à la preservation des forets. Aujourd'hui
toutefois, la commercialisation de produits forestiers pose déjà un problème et il sera encore plus risqué de
développer les marches en raison des conditions aléatoires d'approvisionnement et d'achat.

L'exernple de l'écorce et des fibres montre la diversité des utilisations possibles pour un méme produit
(par exemple, medicaments, aliments, matériaux de construction, fabrication de produits artisanaux, produits
de substitution) et des techniques de récolte (A la main ou à l'aide d'outils - couteaux, haches, machetees, emploi
d'échelles, etc.) et les incidences pour la commercialisation et pour l'écosystème selon la personne qui récolte
le produit. Les seuils limites acceptables pour accélérer le développement de l'utilisation et de la
commercialisation de produits forestiers autres que le bois varient entre les communautés et a l'interieur d'une
meme cornmunauté. Pour les economies de subsistance, une intensification de l'utilisation de produits peut &Ire
recommandee pour chaque cas, sauf pour l'écorcage. En revanche, l'intensification de la commercialisation ne
peut être recommandée qu'avec prudence, parce qu'elle est trop aléatoire. La mise en place de systèmes
coopératifs de transformation et de corrunercialisation peut favoriser la commercialisation de tous les
échantillons de produits.

Mots clefs : miombo, écorces et fibres, produits forestiers autres que le bois, foresterie sociale; Ziguas, Nguus,
Masses.

***
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HCIIOJII330BAHHE cyxoro JITICTOTIA,300F0 PEXCOJIEC1351 (MTIONIBO)
MEJIKIEVEH (DEPMEPAM34 B OKPYFE XAH,L1,EHH (TAH3AIIHSI): 3AFOTOBKA
KOPM ICAIC IIPHMEP 3THIFLIECICH H FEHAEPHO OPHEHTHPOBAHHOft
,11,E5ITEJLbHOCTII

17->Ka MapHoH KAPMAH
HHcTktTyr necoBoncTsa H f1eC0110111,30BaHHA, cDPA171BYPI-

repmamist

PE310ME

Ilpo6nemaTifica, [14110Te3b1 H utenu HCC.11e,10BaHHA:

B 3aCyWIIHBbIX partoHax a4pl4KaHcnix cTpaH OCO6eHHO ocTpo CTOHT npo6nema HeyKnoHHoro

coKpau.teHm nnowaLut cyxoro .1HCTOl1a4HOD3 penKonecbst (mti0m60). Pe3ynbTaTbt rpa,attuHoHHoro

HC11011b30BaHH5l 3THX 3KOCV1CTeM (4aCTOe B61>KHramte H cmeHa 1314110B HC110.1630BaHH1 yr0.214A) 60.1ee

He,a0CTaTO4Hbl J1131 y,qoBne'rEtopeHHA noTpe6HocTert pacTywero HaceneHmi B npoLtoBonbCTB1411 H

TOBapHbIX KyllbTypax.

HacTonuee ticcne,aoBaHme HCX0,a14T H3 He0,4H03HaLIHO BOCripHHHmaemoil flOCb1,1KH, 4TO

!commieKcHoe perynHposaHHe 110.111330BaHH5l pegKonecbem B pamKax arponecHoro X035111CTBa, BKII1O4a31

HC11011630BaHlie necomaTepHanoB H He.apeBecHbix necHbrx ToBapoB, 110/10)10iTel1bH0 110Bi1H51eT Ha

3KOHOMH4eCK0e H couHanbHoe nonowevute HaceneHla H TM cambim 6y,aeT C110C06CTBOBaTb

BanopH3awtH 3THX pecypcoB camtimH ACHTeJlAMH. 3Havate Clle1114CIMKH MH0r0414C,leHHbIX4a0B

HC110J1b30BaHHA cyxoro nHcTonagHoro pelIKOJ1eCb51 (MH0M60) ABIlAeTCA OCHOBOrl ASIA JaanbHeriwero

pa3BHTHA cHcTem pauHoHanbHoro HC11011630BaHH51 pecypcoB. 3TH CHCTeMbI ,a0J1>KHbl He TOJ1bK0

rapaHTHpoBaTb C110C06HOCTb JleCOB yaoaneTeopwrb n0Tpe6HocTH MeCTHbIX gomawHHx X0351rICTB B

cpeAcTBax K cywecTBoBaH1410, HO H B03M0>KHOCTb nonymaTb ,L10X0,E1 OT C6bITa necHbtx ToBapoB.

HCf10111330BaHHe KOpb1 ApeBecHbtx BHROB MHOM60 flpHBOAHTCA B KamecTse npHmepa 14C110111,30BaHHA

eTpanHuHoHHbtx IleCHbIX TOBapOB (HTJIT).

OCHOBHaA uenb HCCIle,a0BaHHA, Bb111011HeHHOr0 B (»Tyre XaHzteHH (cesepo-BocTottHast TaH3aHHA),

3aiunoHariacb B npoBeneHHH onticaTenbHoro aHanH3a c Tem, LIT°6bt nyqwe 1101-IATb cwryawito c

Hcnonb3oBaHHem cyxoro J1HCTOr1a.LHOrO pe.aKonecbst (MHOM60) B 3TOM parioHe. ,a011011HHTel1bHa51 uenb,

HccnenoBaHHA COCTOAJla B TOM, LITO6b1 01114CaTb noTeHuHanbHoe pa3BVITHe partoHa B cnyqae

yLloane-rsopeHHA noTpe6HocTert B cpucTBax K cywecTBoBaHmo H nony4eHHH ,a0X0,a0B, a TalcKe TaKI4X

3proHomm4ecKHx acneKToa, KaK opraHH3auHst Tpyaa H KBa11144)HKaLIHA.

HCCIle,a0BaHHe OXBaTblBall0 ..artTeneil Lien:Apex AepeaeHE., pacnonoweHHbtx B 1-1,13yX paa-umbix

3K01101114eCKHX 3oHax cyxoro nHcTona.uHoro pe,aKonechst (mHom6o). WHIpopmawiti, OTHOCALLIWICA K

HCE10J1b30BaHH/0 fleCHbIX pecypcoB, oco6eHHo noTeHuHanbHomy HC110J1b30BaHH10 HTJIT, H OCHOBaHHaA

Ha 3HaHHAX 14 011bITe MeCTHbIX mat-Tenet' H MeCTHb1X 3KCIlepTOB, co6Hpanacb nocpe,ucTBom OT,aellbHbIX

co6ece,goBaHtirt H rpynnoBbix fuicKycatri, a TaK}Ke nyrem Ha6nto,EteHrtri Ha mecTax H KruoveBbix onpocos

npeLtenax 14 3a npenenamH Hcc.nexlyemoro partoHa. B011bWHHCTBO marreneri 3THX 2epeaeHb

nima,artexcaT K nnemeHam 31irya H Hryy. 06a nnemeHH B OCHOBHOM 3aBHCAT OT menKomacwTa6Horo

CeJ1bCK0f0 X03AriCTBa. Kpome Toro, B 3TOM pakoHe BpemeHamH 11p0>K1-fBaJOT macaH, nonytcovesoe

CKOTOBOALleCK0e mewl. nOCK011bKy 06pa3 >K143H11 H ruiTamte 3Hrya H HryY KOpeHHbIM 06pa3OM

OTJWILlatOTCA OT 06pa3a >KH3HH H r111TaHHA macaeB, cne,EtoBano 0>K14,aaTb, LITO HX npeAcTaaneHHA

11011e3HOM HC110J1b30BaHHH HTJIT B cyxom micTona,aHom pe4Konecbe 6y,Etyr pa3J1H4HbIMH.

Ha nplimepe Hcnonb3oaaHHA Kopf,' nepeaben B cyxom nt4cTonaaHom peAKonecbe noKa3aHo, KaK

oftem H MeTQabl HC11011b30BaHHA 0,aH01-0 H TOM >Ke npoLtyrra pa3nti4atoTc51 B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT My>K414H

>KeHLLI,HH H B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT pa311144HbIX 3THWIeCKHX rpynn.
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MeTOgaflOrlin H flJ1H pa6oTbi

4TO6bi na1y4HTb nocryn K TpanHUHOHHbiNI 3HaHHAm B 06.naCTH necOnarib30BaHHA, C nomoulbio
meTonos PRA perncTpHposanHcb cimKTHI-fecKH Hcrionb3yembie HenpesecHble necHbie Toaapbi (H,LVIT), a
Talc)Ke cnoco6b1 3arOTOBKH H Vicrionb30BaHHA 3nix ToBapoB H Hx 3Ha4eHHe KaK HCT04HHKa cpencTs K
cylnecTsoBaHmo H HeKoToporo noxo,aa. eansi nocTHAeHHA OCHOBHOil aenti 6binkf ripearipHHIrrbi
cnenylowHe warm:

1. oueHKa pOnH HcriOnb30BaHHA necos B uenom H Oco6eHH0 ponti HenpeeecHbr< -roaapoa B >KH3HH
HaceneHHA. nparrrivecKH narlHocTbio 3aaHc5luiero menKomacura6Horo
cenbcK0x035lricTBeHHor0 ripoH3Boncraa;

onpe,aeneHHe pOnli OTnenbHbIX HaTIT B CyXONI AHCTorTanHONI penKonecbe (mH0m60) c rieTom
3KOnorwiecKHX, 3KOHomHtiecKHx, coLtHanbHbix H KynbrypHbix acneKTos 3emnenonb3oBaHHA;

3. onHcalme H OileHKa Bo3M0)KHocTeri H Tpy,aHOcTeri ,aHBepcHC1)14KaL(HH accOpTHMeHTa ToBapoB H

pacwHpeHHA npAMOr0 HCf1011630BaHHA mecTHbIMH >KHTenAMH nepeBbeB H KycTapHHKOB B cyxom
nHCTOnanHOM penKOJTeCbe (MHOM6o), Hcxonsi H3 noiTycTHmoro ypoBHA Harpy3KH Ha 3K0cHcTemy.

Pe3y.ribTaTb1 H BbIHOJIM 11pHMeHHTe1MHO K pa3BHTHIO

Bce -rpm nnemeHH BHAAT rnaBHoe npentia3Ha4eHHe MenKOneCbsi B BeaeHHH CenbCK0r0 X03APIcTBa H

Bbinace cKoTa. Ropa BMecTe c menoM, rpH6a1H H npoLIHmH gHKHmH pac-reHHAmm 6bina npH3Halia
HaH6Onee MH0r006ewalOWHM H,LVIT B naHHom pakoHe C TOLIKH 3peHHA BeneHHA HaTypanbHoro
X032HICTBa H nonygeHHA Aoxollos. B HccneLlyemom partoHe mapKeTHHr neCHbIX ToBapoB, BKniOgasi

MO>KHO B LleflOM paCCMaTpHBaTb KaK CTHMyn K coxpaHeHmo neCOB. OnHaK0 CerOnHA MapKeTHHr

neCHbiX ToBapoB ye ABnAeTCA np06nemaTH4Hb1M, nOCKOnbKy BBH,ay HeonpeneneHHOcTH 3ar0T0BOK H
3aKyn0K nanbueriwee pacwmpeHHe pb1HKOB MO>KeT ewe 6onee OCnO>KHHTb cifryalIMO.

Ha nplimepe Kopb1 H B0110KOH n0KB3aHbi pa3nHAHbie BO3m0>KHOcTH HCnanb30BaHHA onH01-0 TOBapa

(HanpkiMep, neKapcTBa, npOnyiali nHTaHHA, c-rpowrenbHbie maTepHanbi, Kyc-rapHbie norzenKH H

3aMeHHTenH uenoro pAna TOBap0B) H TeXHOnOrHH 3ar0T0B0K (priHaA HAM HCnOnb30BaHHe TaKHX
HHcTpyMeHT0B, KaK HO)K, TO110p, MageTe, neCTHHIAbi H npyrHe), a Talon nOcnenCTBHA ,anA c6biTa H /IAA
3K0CHCTembi B 3aBHcHM0CTH OT T01-0, KTO 3aroTaanHaae-r KOHKpeTHbirf npOnylcr. FlpHeMnemble Temnbi
HHTeHCHI:1>HKaLXHH HcnOnb308aHHA H c6bITa HaTIT aapbHproTcH B 3aBHcHmocTH oT 06WHHbi H B CaMOA

o6uume. MO>KHO peKOMeli20BaTb paCWHpeHHe HCnOnb30BaHHA H,LVIT ,ansi acex HaTypanbHbix X03A1CTB,

3a HCK.111014eHHeM 3arOTOBKH KOpb1. HanpOTHB, peKOMeHnyeTCA np0ABAATb 60.11bWy10 OCTOpONCHOCTb npH

pacWHpeHHH K0MMeplalanH3aLIHH, flOCKOnbKy 0Ha CBA3aHa c BbICOKHMH pHcKamH. Koonepaukm B
06naCTH nepepa6OTKH H c6bITa MO)KeT nOnOACHTenbH0 cKa3aTbCA Ha BO3M0>KHOCTFIX C6bITa BceX BH,r(OB

TOBap0B.

Kmomeab caosa: MH0M60, KOpa H BOnOKHa, HaTIT, couHanbHoe necoao,nc-rao, 3Hrya, Hryy, macaH.

***
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WHO COUNTS MOST? MANAGING NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS
OPERATIONS THROUGH THE "COMMUNITY CONSERVATION INTERFACE"

MODEL

Mr. Delali B.K. DOVIE
Department ofAnimal, Plant & Environmental Sciences

University of the Witwatersrand, JOHANNESBURG
South Africa

Introduction

Management of Non-Wood Forest Products like most biological resources have experienced
several drawbacks in the past due to perpetuation of pseudo-facts resulting from the pressure on
researchers and resource managers to quickly deliver results. This has apparently resulted in undermining
management and development objectives of the resources. As a result, local resource users and other
stakeholders are excluded, and deprived of benefits due them, and ultimately reducing the role of
sustainable management. It has however been observed that commitment and clarity, representation of all
stakeholders, provision of skills, time and group dynamics through a participatory approach are important
ingredients of management (Buchy & Hoverman, 2000). The challenge therefore is to develop consensus
and understanding of NWFP operations and to promote and implement a sustained framework for
merging scientific results with management goals in planning. This presentation proposes an interactive
model of addressing the issue, interfacing management and scientific interests with other stakeholders
through a Community Conservation Interface (CCI) model.

Understanding Community Conservation

Community Conservation (CC) is an approach to managing biological resources and can be
described as a derivative of Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM), similar to Integrated Conservation
and Development Projects (ICDP) and Community-Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM).
Defined as a "new form of partnership development among all stakeholders directly or indirectly involved
in the utilization and management of a biological resource", community conservation has implications for
resource planning and ecosystem science in development.

The knowledge of EBM may often engage the integration of various disciplines of socio-cultural
and economic origins involving collaboration and focusing on the broader ecosystem at all levels
(Slocombe 1993, 1998). However, operations of CC first recognize livelihood impacts on sustainable
utilization as a baseline for integration and from which the CCI model has been developed. This is
therefore a useful model for developing and implementing a framework for planning and managing
NWFP operations.

Operating the CC1 Model

The CCI model fully recognizes the difficulties and redundancies associated with scientists or
researchers and managers in developing management strategies acceptable to both. Some of these
handicaps have been noted to be lack of consensus building, degenerating into institutional territoriality;
lack of partnership; absence of higher ethical principles; inadequate coordination of goals; lack of
recognition of resources without formal markets and respect for local and indigenous knowledge
(Slocombe 1998, Rogers & Biggs, 1998). The CCI initiative however promises to resolve most of these
predicaments of management through a more interactive process of setting goals and objectives that are
reasonable and achievable, and possessing ideal attributes.

The CCI model (Fig. 1) offers several opportunities of sharing ideas, accepting realities of issues,
building consensus and developing sound partnership. These are broken down as follows:
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Allows incorporation of value system, indigenous skill and knowledge as well as livelihood adaptive
strategies into management and research.

Quick in identifying, assessing and minimizing conflicts in management.
Properly equips management at higher levels (mostly political) of decision making.
Equal opportunities are offered for stakeholders' empowerment.
Facilitates the provision of skill and knowledge to diverse groups on management.

Fig. 1: The Community Conservation Interface Model
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Vision at CCI Seat

The seat of CCI is the coordinating body of all management operations with the aim of resolving
differences in goals of all stakeholders, building and enhancing knowledge capital for effective and
informed participation. Further adopting and integrating ethical and democratic principles, and values into
policy frameworks of key actors and stakeholders, and finally enhancing information services and
communication linkages for informed participation of local key actors, groups and networks.

Conclusions

Managing natural resources without the virtues of multiplicity and diversity to link management
rights and the role of local people who have lived with these resources for decades may undermine
conservation objectives. The ultimate threat of this could be difficulty in attaining desired goals hence a
potential flaw that can trigger unsustainable harvesting. The use of the CCI model through the community
conservation concept promises a more pragmatic and adaptive strategy for managing these resources, and
further enhancing the resolution of conflicts between researchers, managers and other stakeholders.
Finally, the model represents a strong institutional amalgamation required for sustainable management of
natural resources.
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Abstract (not available in French & Russian)

Harvesting of NWFP is considered as a major conservation strategy because it reconciles both
conservation and development. Its concern is reflected in focus on product, people, and forest. The
present Indian Forest Policy (1988) and the subsequent Government resolution on participatory forest
management (1990) emphasize the need of people's participation in forest management. It has been
widely recognised and accepted that under people-oriented, forest management Non-Wood Forest
Products (NWFP) play a significant role in sustaining interest and motivation of local people. Women
and children constitute the majority of NWFP gatherers in India.

The present paper aims to improve our understanding about the role and potential of harvesting of
NWFP in improved conservation management for livelihood of local people and sustainable forest
management. To this end, the role of NWFP in sustainable forest management by facilitating
participatory forest management is discussed. In this regard, the role of gender in harvesting of NWFP is
illustrated through a case study. Finally, the paper provides a framework of integrated NWFP harvesting.

***

Introduction

Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) were formerly known as minor forest products, other forest
products, other economic products and non-timber forest products because of their little contribution in
the state and forest revenues, Agenda 21 and forest principles adopted at the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, identified forest products
other than wood as an important area requires increased attention, as a source of environmentally sound
and sustainable development. Over the past two decades, an increasing number and variety of
organisations, such as government, non-government institutions as well as private sector have become
involved with promotion and utilisation of NWFP and its effects on sustainability of products as well as
forests. It is now widely recognised that NWFP plays an important role for local communities in and
around forests. The focus of this paper is to improve our understanding about role and potentials of
harvesting of NWFP in improved conservation and management for employment and income generation
of local people. In this context, the central role-played by the women in sustainable harvesting of NWFP
for increased socio-economic status is highlighted.

Background

India supports about 16 percent of the world's population and 18 percent of world's livestock with
nearly 2,5 percent of the world's geographical area (329 million ha) and only 1.8 percent of the world's
forest area. Due to its physiographic and climatic conditions as well as its location at the confluence of
three bio-geographic realms the Indo-malayan, the Eurasian and the Afro-Tropical India is a "mega
diversity", and has ten biographic zones: trans-Himalayan, Himalayan, India desert, Semi-arid, Western
ghats, Deccan peninsula, Gangetic plains, North-east India, islands and coasts (Rodgers and Panwar,
1988). These biographic zones presents a broad range of ecosystems resulting in a variety of NWFP
species.
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Box 1: Some facts and figures about NWFP in India

There are over 3000 species of NWFP in India, which are integral components of local
economy and culture.
There are approximately 500 million people living in and around the forests whose survival
can be said to be dependent on supplementary income from NWFP. Seventeen percent
landless depend on daily wage related to collection of NWFP. Over 50 per cent of the
revenue earned by the forest department come from NWFP. Its growth is generally 40 per
cent higher that timber (ICFRE, 2000).
At the National level over 50 percent of forest revenue and 70 percent of forest export
revenue comes from NWFP mostly from unprocessed or raw material (Tewari and Campbell,
1997; Prasad, Shukla and Bhatnagar, 1996).
On an average, over 40 percent of state forest revenues and 75% of net forest export income
comes from NWFP (Sehgal, 1998)
Seventy per cent of NWFP are collected from the five states of Maharashtra, Madhya
Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh. These states also contain 65 per cent of tribal
population (In Planning Commission, 1998).
Small scale forest based enterprises many of which rely on NWFP, provide upto 50 per cent
of the income for about 25 per cent of India's rural labour force.
Sixty per cent of the NWFP collected are consumed as food or as a dietary supplement by
forest dwellers. They serves as a crucial element in the livelihood system of forest dwellers.
The percentage of income realised through sale of NWFP varies from state to state and is
estimated to range from 5.4 per cent to 55 per cent (Khare et al, 2000).
Women's employment in forest based enterprises is estimated to be approximately 571.533
million days annually of which 90 percent is in small scale enterprises using NWFP (Khare,
1987)
The two main cash earners among NWFP, Sal (Shorea robusta) seeds and tendu (Diospyros
melanavion) leaves, are collected primarily by women. It is estimated that more than
350,000 tonnes of tendu leaves are harvested annually by 600,000 women and children (Kaur,
1991).

3. Patterns of NWFP Harvesting/Collection and Trade

NWFP plays a dual role in forest dwellers livelihood and subsistence products to meet daily and
seasonal needs and to cover demand in years of poor harvest. At the same time, commercial NWFP
contribute to cash economy of household. Even though NWFP are largely seasonal products, returns from
them are relatively continuous for marginal rural people and most importantly for women and children.
The ecological survey indicates that there is considerable variation in distribution and density of specific
species. Table 1 presents collection period of some of the common NWFP.

Table 1 : Collection/Harvesting period of some of the common NWFP
(After Gupta and Guleria, 1982)
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Although the above table does not cover all the NWFP but it may be noted that people get
multiple product throughout the year to meet their needs. Traditionally, the collections of NWFP have
been by the local people and of low intensity. However, the increased economic significance may result
in destructive harvesting. Therefore, a number of state governments have taken control over selected
NWFP by nationalising, resulting in dual trading system of NWFP as depicted in Figure 1.

NWFP

NATIONALISED
Restricted Selling
Minimum price ensured
State agent
Quality defined

Figure 1: Dual Trading System

A central hypothesis underlying the nationalization of NWFP is that commercial harvesting of
NWFP may provide an incentive for destructive harvest. Therefore, the state governments have taken
over the control of selected NWFP. For example, in Madhya Pradesh, tendu leaves (Diospyros
melanoxylon), sal seeds (Shorea robusta), harra (Terminalia chebula) and gum are controlled by Madhya
Pradesh Minor Forest Produce (Trade & Development) Federation through Madhya Pradesh Vanopaj
Adhiniyam, 1969. Similarly, in Rajasthan and Orissa, tendu leaves are controlled by state through
Rajasthan Tendu Leaves Act, 1974 and Orissa Kendu Leaves (Control of Trade) Act, 1981, respectively.
On the other hand, resin and resin produce are under the state control in Himachal Pradesh under
Himachal Pradesh Resin and Resin Produce (Regulation of Trade) Act, 1981.
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The broad objectives of state controlled NWFP trade (Prasad, 1999) are:

to prevent unscrupulous intermediaries and their agents from exploiting NWFP collectors;
to ensure fair wages to collectors;
to enhance revenue for the state;
to ensure quality;
to maximize the collection of produce.

Before the nationalisation of NWFP, people could sell them to any one but under the new system,
trading is controlled through state owned institutions such as state forest development corporations,
federations, cooperatives tribal societies or state appointed agents only.

NWFP for Forest Management

The Indian Forest Policy of 1988, elaborated in the 1st June, 1990 notification on Participatory/Joint
Forest Management (JFM) calls for a sharing of responsibilities and benefits with the local community
living in and around forest land. Managing forests to promote NWFP offers a promising approach for
meeting this community-based forest management. Forest management to achieve sustainable
management requires to optimize multiple product to meet the objectives of various stakeholders. So far,
only Madhya Pradesh has taken the step of ploughing back the entire revenue from the nationalised tendu
leaves (Diaspyros melanoxyion) to primary cooperative societies of NWFP collectors and Panchayati Raj
Institutions. Whereas, Andhra Pradesh has decided to share 50 per cent of such revenue with Van
Samrakshana Samiti (VSS) formed for JFM.

NWFP are one of the keys to successful JFM (Prasad, 1999). In a study on analysis of success and
failure cases of JFM in Madhya Pradesh, it has been found that in successful JFM committees, people
perceive increase in N1A/FP as one of the major outcome of participatory forest management (Singhal,
1999). This increased NWFP provides them regular supplementary income and employment during lean
agricultural period, thus play crucial role in maintaining and sustaining the motivation of the people in
participatory forest management. Thus, in contrast to timber based approach, a non-destructive NWFP
based approach may be more sustainable from ecological, economic, and social perspective for forest
management.

Investigating People NWFP Relationship: The case of Sauther

A detailed investigation was carried out to analyse the inter-relationship between people and
NWFP in the village Sauther. The village Sauther is situated 48 kilometres away from Bhopal, the state
capital of Madhya Pradesh. It is about 7 kilometres from Chiklod Forest Range Office. In 1994-95, JFM
committee was constituted in the village Sauther. Following the Madhya Pradesh JFM Resolution, one
male and one female member from each household became the members of the Village Forest Protection
Committee. Gonds tribe predominantly inhabits the village with 144 households and total population of
799. There are 15 landless families and the average landholding for each family ranges from 2 to 3
hectares. The village is connected with muddy road for a distance of 3 kilometres from bus stand,
hospital, market and other infrastructure facilities. The committee was allotted a total of 1065.8 hectares
of forestland in three patches for conservation, protection and management.

Participatory rural appraisal methods were used for assessing used pattern, harvesting and socio-
economic cultural traditions related to NWFP. There are three sources of livelihood for the people of
Sauther, viz., agriculture, NWFP and occasional labour. The area is completely rain fed and therefore the
agricultural productivity is at subsistence level. Traditionally, these villagers had been collecting NWFP
from these forest patches. The commonly found and collected NWFP are given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Pattern of NWFP

It may be noted that the NWFP are available to the people Sauther through the year and are
collected and harvested by local people by different methods. Table 3 presents use pattern of NWFP in
the village Sauther.

Table 3: Use pattern of NWFP

5.1 Resource Use Assessment

It was found that over the years, the collection of Achar (Buchanania Lanzanllattfolia) and Safed
Musli (Chlorophytum tubersum) has reduced substantially over the years. However, the collection of
Mahua (Madhuca lattfolia) and Tendu (Diospyros melanoxylon) is relatively same over the period.

5.2 Socio-Economic Pattern

Following the cultural tradition of Gond tribes, the people of Sauther has a tradition of worshipping
the tree before initiating collection of Mahua. This worshipping of tree is organised at the community
level. As indicated earlier, due to lack of irrigation facility, the agricultural productivity is only at the
subsistence level and hardly provides any cash income. The analysis of the income from various sources
revealed that out of the annual cash earning per household, about 46 per cent cash income comes from
selling of NWFP. However, in case of landless families, about 50 per cent annual cash income comes
from sale of NWFP.

5.3 Gender Roles in Harvesting of NWFP

It was found that women play a dominant role in harvesting of NWFP. The most common method
used by them is by sweeping and gathering from forest floor. It was estimated that out of total collection
of NWFP, up to 80 per cent of the NWFP is collected by women alone. It was also noted that
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Vernacular name Botanical name Period of Collection Method of Collection

Mahua Madhuca latifolia Mid March - Mid
April

Gathering from forest
floor

Achar Buchanania
lanzanllatifolia

April Plucking with twigs

Tendu Leave & Fruits
(Diospyros
melanoxyion)

Diospyros
melanoxylon

May Plucking

Safed Musli Chlorophytum
tubersum

August Digging by Iron rod

Kullu - Gum Sterculia urens April May Gumosis

Grasses September January Grazing and cutting

NWFP Collected by Used Pattern Average
collection per
family

Mahua Mostly by women and
children

2/3 for selling and 1/3
for self-consumption

About 250 300
kg. annually

Achar Mostly by men Selling 10 kg. annually

Tendu Leave &
Fruits

Mostly by women and
children

Leaves for Selling and
fruit for self-
consumption

About 1800
bundles annually

Safed Musli Jointly by men and
women

Selling 8 10 kg.
annually

Kullu Gum Mostly by men Selling 4 5 kg. annually
Grasses Mostly by women For cattle feeding Approximately 10

kg. Per day



productivity of NWFP collected by women and children is stable over the years.

In conclusion, it was found that NWFP is an essential resource for the people of Sauther for their
survival as well as meeting socio-economic needs. Recent institutional changes through JFM activities
have resulted in increased value and consciousness about method and level of NWFP harvesting.
Although, there is an increasing pressure from neighbouring villages due to economic values of NWFP,
but women are playing active role in setting of do's and don'ts related to harvesting of NWFP through
JFM committee.

6. Towards Integrated Model Sustainable Harvesting

On the basis of experience of Sauther, it is apparent that besides ecological and economic factors,
there is need to pay attention to the socio-cultural traditions (Figure 2). As stated earlier, sustainable
harvesting of NWFP combines concern for product (value), people and forest (Figure 2).

Ecological Factors

Forest Area/Type
Forest laws and
regulations
Harvesting methods
Determining affects of
harvestingAdor

Figure 2: Integrated Model of Sustainable Harvesting of NWFP

The above case demonstrates that women play the central role in household economies of local
communities as well as non-destructive harvesting of NWFP. Consequently, efforts of achieving
sustainable forest management through participatory forest management should focus on the scope of
NWFP development by involving women. In this process, the identification of socio-cultural traditions
should also be viewed as an essential step.
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Summary/Introduction

Statistically, half of the rural population of Turkey has been living in and around the forest and
mountainous lands. Income level of these people is low. They are in need of 1)-Agricultural land for
raising crop and food, 2)-Construction material (timber and lumber) for building, 3)-Firewood for
cooking and heating, 4)-Pastoral lands for livestock. Therefore, natural resources such as forests and
pastoral lands are unconsciously exploited in Turkey.

In particular, marginal agricultural lands obtained by clearing of forestlands have many problems
such as erosion and productivity degradation of soil due to continue cultivation, misusing of soil etc.
Therefore, misuse of rural land mainly causes of deforestation, rural poverty, erosion and other
degeneration of soil. It is observed that most of erosion occurs on marginal lands in Turkey. It should
have given priority to the measures dealing with the target people who are living forests and mountainous
lands in order to solve problems, conversation and sustenance of natural resources.

Turkey is particularly very rich in medical and aromatic plants. 347 species have commercial
values. 30 percent of these plants are exported abroad about 30 000 ton/year. Turkey is third in ranking at
world (4). Also, most of these plants have been faced with being endangered or extinct.

If these economic plants are cultivated and grown on villager's own lands, it can provide both
income and sustenance of natural resources. As a result, it will decrease erosion problem and extinction of
these plants in nature.

This study was carried out to determine the effects on erosion control of the cultivation of
Origanum onites, Salvia officinalis and Melisa officinalis on the marginal agricultural land in our region.

***

2. Material and Method

2.1. Characteristics of study site - This study was conducted in degraded forest areas of Manisa,
Sarigöl in Turkey. Aspect of the study area is north- west and west. Sloping of the area is between 20-40
percent. The altitude is 450 meters.

Soil characteristics of location: Topsoil has a structure of clay-sandy and sandy-clay. It contains
0.72 the percentage of CaCO3, 6-7 of pH, 0.803-2.946 the percentage of organic material, 0.040-0.140
the percentage of nitrogen (N), 2.3-13.8 the percentage of P205.

Climatic characteristics: The Averages of temperature are minimal 7o C, maximum 25 OC in 1997
and 1998. But it is minimal 1 OC and maximum 28 OC in 1999. The averages of relative humidity are
32.89 in 1997, 43.46 in 1998 and 35.60 in 1999. The averages of precipitation are 479.2 mm in 1997,
527.1 mm in 1998 and 326,7 mm in 1999.

2.2. Material - Used plant materials in study were grown from the seed in greenhouse conditions
in 1996, then were taken tubes after taking roots. All plants were planted in area on February in 1997 at
the same time.
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2.3. Method - This study was established with two repetitions as random plot experimental
design. There were total 8 plots included as control plots. Dimensions of a plot were 5 m X 20 m. The
data of 1997, 1998 and 1999 were evaluated.

This area that was in degraded forest areas, was ready for the implementation of the study in 1996.
All of plots were enclosed with concrete hedges. Concrete apron and flow holes were placed below.
Under the flow holes barrels of 200 litre placed. All plots were first cultivated on the soil and removed
living plant covers. About 171 saplings for each plot were planted at an interval of 0.5 mx 1 m in 1997.
Cultivation was conducted without fertilisation and irrigation on ecological condition. Treatments are
living percentage and height of plants, percentage of plant cover, erosion rate of plots and yield

3. Discussion

3.1. The Living percentage of Plants: In this study, It was observed that the highest living rate
was about 93.3 percent in Origanum onites plots. Origanum onites are evergreen. It might be affected
negatively from drought. If it seeds mature without cutting, plant might be dry. But if it is cut before
maturing the seeds, it can continue living healthily by producing new shoots from root.

Melissa officinalis has a 84.2 percent living of saplings. It can show particularly maintain green
colour and living rate in spring. However, living ratio can decrease and leaves becomes shrunk due to
summer drought and sometimes shoots die. Leaves can become green to black colour and shoots on
surface of soil dries in winter.

Figure 1: The Living Percentage of Plants (%)

Salvia officinalis, which is an evergreen, has a lower rate than others with a 75.4 percent. For this
reason if it becomes seedy without mowing, it can dry and die. Drought has more negative effect on it
than others do. When its shoot and roots become ligneous, it can need more water in summer. Therefore,
early mowing is necessary to keep the plant live.

3.2. The height of plants - All plants have similar height average values. The height of plants
rapidly increased with precipitates in spring and particularly had more height on April and March during
going on seed and blooming. But after the fall of seeds, plant growth stopped and sometimes shoots
become dried. Salvia officinalis had more height than others due to having a tendency to ligneous of stem
did.
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Figure 2: The height of plants (cm)

1997 (number) 1998 (number) 1999 (number) The
Percentage
Of living

(%)
Rep 1 Rep 11 Average Rep 1 Rep II Average Rep 1 Rep 11 Average

Origanum onites 162 163 163 167 170 169 161 158 159,5 93,3

Melissa officinallis 134 145 140 162 166 164 146 142 144,0 84,2

Salvia officinallis 138 126 132 170 160 165 138 120 129,0 75,4

1997 1998 1999 Average

25,4Origanum onites 17,8 28,2 30,2

Melissa officinallis 17,7 31,8 31,4 27,0

Salvia officinallis 18,2 26,7 28,3 24,4



3.3. The Percent of Plant Cover (%) - Because of high percentage of living, Origanum onites and
Melissa officinalis had more covering in plots in third year. Although cover of Salvia officinalis has
rapidly increased after first year, it has appeared lessening the percent of plant cover due to damage by
summer drought from second year on.

Figure 3: The Percentage of Plant Cover in Plots (%)

3.4. The Rate of Erosion of Plots (kg/100m2) - Similar values obtained during the study from
all of plants. As being perennial plants, they have similar growing and same planting intervals of saplings
and as a result showed similar soil protection. It was also determined that the plots planted with these
plants showed 3 times lower erosion rate than the control (empty) plots due to this rapid growth. This is a
result of fast growing of plants and their covering of soil surface and accumulation of plant residues.

Figure 4: The Rate of Erosion of Plots (kg/100m2)

3.5. The Measuring of Yield - All plants were planted in 1997, yield was not measured at first
year. In this study, Salvia officinalis with a yield of 535 kg /Da. in 1998 and 945 kg /Da. in 1999, has the
highest values of fresh herb than others. It can be explained with its big leaves and the half-ligneous
structure. The fresh herb values of Origanum onites were about 430-590 kg /Da. in 1998 and 1999. The
herbaceous Melissa officinalis has lowest values of fresh herb between 190 kg / Da. in 1998, 205 kg /Da.
in 1999.

Although these values of marginal lands were 3 times lower than of productive agricultural lands, it
might really be hopeful and very important for ecological agricultural.

Fresh Herbal Yields (Kg/da)

Drog Herbal Yields (kg/da)

Figure 5: Yields of Fresh and Dried Herbal of Plants (kg/da)
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Diameter
of Crown
(cm) 1997

The
Percentage

of Cover
Plants in

Plots 1997

Diameter
of Crown
(cm) 1998

The
Percentage

of Plant
Cover in

Plots 1998

Diameter
of Crown
(cm) 1999

The
Percentage

of Plant
Cover in

Plots (1999)
Origanum onites 22 6 38 19 40 18

Melissa officinallis 22 5 36 17 38 17

Salvia officinallis 17 3 31 12 29 8

1997 1998 1999

Rep I Rep II Average Rep I Rep II Average Rep I Rep II Average

Origanum onites 141,0 146,5 143,8 37,1 42,8 40,0 35,1 19,6 27,4
Melissa officinallis 143,5 154,6 149,1 40,7 48,3 44,5 28,4 16,3 22,4
Salvia officinallis 151,2 120,7 136,0 50,2 53,4 51,8 39,8 14,2 27,0
The Control Plots 244,7 215,7 230,2 108,0 113,3 110,7 97,9 91,2 94,6

1998 1999
Rep I Rep II Average Rep I Rep II Average

Origanum onites 410 450 430 630 550 590
Salvia officinallis 460 610 535 580 1310 945

Melissa officinallis 200 180 190 210 200 205

1998 1999
Rep I Rep II Average Rep I Rep II Average

Origanum onites 164,0 122,0 143,0 214,0 176,0 195,0
Salvia officinallis 170,0 207,0 188,5 197,0 419,0 308,0
Melissa officinallis 74,0 63,0 68,5 59,0 62,0 60,5



Conclusion

In this study, it was determined that these plants could be easily cultivated on marginal agricultural
lands without applying any irrigation and fertilisation on conditions of ManisaSarig61 region and can
contribute to erosion control.

The cultivation of marginal lands can be economic because of low man power, costs of production,
maintain, although yields of these plants on marginal agricultural lands have 3 times lower than those of
the productive agricultural lands.

Turkey is very rich in medical and aromatic plants. They are collected from natural resources. Their
cultivation on marginal lands will be very useful. This will stop erosion and make soil richer with
nutritional materials. And also will provide an extra income for the forest villagers. These plants might be
planted either single plant cultivation or mixed with trees and shrubs on marginal lands. All of plants are
also ideal for Agriculture-Forestry mixed systems (Agroforestry Systems).

For widely acceptance of cultivation of these plants by forest villagers, some measures such as
extension and training should be taken.
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DE LA MARJOLAINE (Origanum unites), DE LA SAUGE (Salvia ojficinalis)
ET DE LA 1VIÉLISSE (Itielissa offwinalis) SUR LES TERRES AGRICOLES
MARGINALES

MM. Atila GÜL* et Can ACAR**
* Faculté de foresterie SDU, section d'aménagement du paysage, ATABEY-ISPARTA
** Institut de recherche en foresterie de la mer Egée, KARSIYAICA-IZIVLIR
Turquie

Rtsumi

Les statistiques montrerit que la moitié de la population rurale de Turquie vit dans des régions forestières
ou montagneuses. Le niveau de revenu de ces populations est faible. Elles ont besoin I) de terres agricoles pour
cultiver et produire des denrées alimentaires, 2) de matériaux de construction (bois et bois d'ceuvre), 3) de bois
de feu pour faire la cuisine et se chauffer et 4) de piturages pour les animaux. Les ressources naturelles, telles
que la forét et les piturages, sont donc inconsidérément exploitées en Turquie.

En particulier, les terres agricoles marginales gagnées sur les foréts par essartage sont très dégradées,
étant soumises à l'érosion et 6. une détérioration du rendement des sols dues b. une mise en culture continue,
l'exploitation excessive des sols, etc. Donc, l'exploitation inconsidérée des terres rurales est principalement
cause de déboisement, de la pauvreté rurale, de Pérosion et d'autres formes de dégradation des sols. On observe
qu'en Turquie Pérosion se produit principalement sur les terres marginales. Il faudrait donner la priorité aux
mesures visant la population qui vit dans les régions forestières et montagneuses, afm d'éliminer les problèmes,
de préserver les ressources naturelles et d'assurer leur mise en valeur durable.

La Turquie est très riche en plantes médicinales et aromatiques. On dénombre 347 espèces qui ont une
valeur commerciale; 30 % des plantes récoltées sont exportées, A. raison d'environ 30 000 tornes par an. La
Turquie est le troisièmeproducteur mondial. Toutefois, la plupart de ces espèces sont menacées ou sont en voie
d'extinction.

Cultivées par les villageois sur leurs propres parcelles, ces plantes d'intérét éconornique peuvent asturer
des revenus aussi bien que la préservation des ressources naturelles. Il en résulterait une atténuation de l'érosion
et du risque d'extinction des espèces sauvages.

L'étude a pour objet de détenniner Pimportance pour la lutte contre rérosion de la culture sur des terres
marginales agricoles du pays de trois plantes aromatiques et médicinales : Origanum onites, Salvia officinalis
et Melissa officinalis.

***
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BON,BA C 3P0314Efl 1101EBIA 110CPEACTBOM BIAPAIHHBAHHA
CJIALLICOR (Origanum onites), IHAJDZE51 ATITE1M01-0 (Salvia officinalis) H
MEJIHCCIA (Melissa officinalis) HA MAJ1011I'OAYKTHBHLIX
CEJIbCKOX0331fICTBEHHEIX 3EMJIAX

Fr. Anina rtonb* H KaH AKAP**
* neCOTeXHHtleCKHr14)aKynbTeT, CeKLEHAJlaHLIWaCI)THOrlapxliTerrypbt,

ATASE11-14CIIAPTA
** 3rericKtirt Harmo-HccneAosaTenbcKHri HHCTHTYT necHoro X0351ACTBa, KAPC1451KA-

143MHP
Typutist

PE310ME

CornacHo CTaTHCTHKe, nonotittHa cenbcKoro HaceneHmt TypuHH npomaaer B fleCHOrl H ropticTort

MeCTHOCTH. YpoBeftb noxona DTOTO Hacenem H1430K. OHO HplutaeTcst: 1) B Cel1bCKOX03RACTBeHHbIX

3eMI151X BblpaLLEHBaHHA CeIlbCKOX03AriCTBeHHbIX Kynwryp H IWOH3BOJACTBa TIp0A0BOIIbCTBH51, 2) B

CWOHTe.11bHbIX maTepHanax (neco- H nmomarepHanax) 41.1151 cTpowrenbcTBa WHIlbli; 3) B TOTI.11HBH0r1

apeBecitHe ß.J1$ IlpHTOTOBfleHHA [MUM H o6orpeBa; 4) B nacT6Hutax Ann Bbinaca CKOTa. B CBSI3H C 3THM

TaKme npHpoLtHbte pecypcbt, KaK neca H nacT6Hata, Hepa3ymito 3KcnnyaTHpytoTcA a Typum

B ElaCTHOCTH, Ha ma.nonpo,EtyKTHBHbix CeJ1bCK0X03ArICTBeHHbIX 3eMJ1AX, o6pa3ytoutHxcA B

pe3ynbTaTe Bbipy6KH necoB, BO3HHKaeT MHOWeCTBO npo6nem, KaK, HanpHmep, 303H51 H CHH)KeHHe

riportyKTHBHocTH nottabi B pe3ynbTaTe nocToxHHoro BblpalluriBaH1431 CeJlbCKOX0351171CTBeHHbIX Kynwryp,

HenpaaHnbHoro HCI1011630BaHHIT flO4BbI H TaKHM o6pa3om, HertpasanbHoe Hcnonb3oBaHHe

CeflbCKHX 3emenb AB.I151eTCSI OCHOBH011 ElpH4HHOri o6e3neceHHA, 6e)aHocTH cenbcKoro Haceneiont, 3P03HH

H npoHert RerputauHtt notiBbt. YeTaHOB.11eHO, 1-1TO B TypIEHH 303H51 B OCHOBHOM Ha6rnottaercA Ha

manonpoLtylcrHBHbix 3emnRx. CnerlyeT B neparo omeper.tb npoBoLtwrb pa6o-ry c Hacenetmem IleCHIAX H

ropHbix pailoHoB, c TM 4T06bI peWHTb npo6nembt coxpaHeHHA H YCTOrigHBOTO HCI1011b30BaHH31

npktpoLtHbix pecypcoB.

TyputiA OCO6eHHO 60TaTa neKapcTBeHmbimH H apomaTHttecKHmH pacTemnimH. 347 BKEEOB Hmetor

KommepHecKyto IleHHOCTb. 30% 3THX paCTeHHri 3KCTIOpTHpylOTCSI 3a rpaHHuy a ofteme OK0.110 30 000

TOHH B TOLL Typum 3aHHmaeT Tperbe mecTo B mHpe (4). 02:EHaK0 60.11bWHHCTBO 3THX paCTeHal

HaxomiTcst no,ct yrpo3ort HCLIe3H0BeHHA.

3TH pacTeHHA, npeacTaBnyuouute 1.1eHHOCTb C 3KOHOMIV-IeCKOri TOLIKH 3peH1431, 6yityr

BblPaLLEHBaTbC5I Ha CO6CTBeHHbIX 3eMI1AX KPeCTE41H, TO 3TO o6ecnemHT HM .40XOLE H 1103B011HT YCTORLIHBO

HC1-1011630BaTb npttpoi:tHble pecypcbi. B pe3ynbTaTe COKpaTATCA macwTa6b1 npo6nembt 3p03HH H

11C4e3H0BeHHATatotx pacTemtrt.

HacTostutee ticcnertosaHHe 6bin0 npoBe2eHo c uenbto onpettentfrb 44)erryisHocTb BbipaumBaHHA

4ywitubc 06bIKHOBeHHOr1, wanckest arrre4Horo H menHccbt Ha manonpoLtylcrHBHbtx

CellbCKOX03ArICTBeHHbIX 3eM.115IX B Hawem perHoHe KaK cpeAcTBa 6opb6bt C 3p03Herl.

***
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BAREFOOT SILVICULTURE IN OAXACA, MEXICO: THE ADAPTATION OF
STANDARD SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS FOR NON- TIMBER FOREST PRODUCTS

AND THE INTEGRATION OF INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE

Mr. David GANZ, APO-FAO
Kasetsart University, BANKOK

Thailand

Summary

As one of the most diverse biological regions in the seasonal tropics, Oaxaca's main management
challenge is balancing sustainable forest harvesting with preserving biological diversity, especially
challenging for a village community with limited resources - both economic and technical. Medicinal
plants and other non-timber forest products are especially sensitive to exploitative harvesting regimes.
This paper takes a closer look at the forest management activities of communities in two regions of
Oaxaca, Mexico. The Chimalapas and the Sierra Del Norte are discussed as an example of the ways in
which changing cultural values, traditions and economies, affect local strategies of resource use and
management. Through an analysis of barefoot silviculture and traditional medicine in these two regions,
this papers aims to shed light on the complex social, political and historical forces affecting land use
management in Oaxaca today.

This paper also demonstrates the need for integrative silvicultural systems that are adaptive, giving
communities the flexibility to respond to failures and ever-changing conditions. Community forestry in
this part of the world has fostered a great sense of responsibility and better stewardship of the land
through the manipulation of standard silvicultural procedures and their integration with traditional
agricultural practices. These community-based management approaches better integrate indigenous
knowledge and traditions in management decisions. Further, indigenous peoples' efforts to develop their
own management plans and silvicultural techniques are important not only in promoting ecological and
economic sustainability, but also cultural sustainability, which is essential for thd survival of the
indigenous medical knowledge, values and traditions.

Keywords: Oaxaca, silviculture, barefoot silviculture medicinal plants, community forestry, indigenous
knowledge, Zoque, Zapotec, Chinantec, indigenous people.

***

Introduction

Oaxaca is one of the most biologically diverse states in Mexico. The region, which covers an area
of about 10,000 km2, is home to approximately 6,000 plant species. Further, new species of plants are
regularly reported by scientific journals. Oaxaca's natural environment is highly varied in terms of both
geography and culture. Dissimilar climates, resulting largely from the mountainous topography, have
given rise to many vegetation types and endowed the area with a wealth of diverse flora and fauna. The
area's diverse ecosystems have also helped foster the emergence of indigenous cultures with highly
complex medical systems. Moreover, out of Oaxaca's distinctive natural environments and cultures have
evolved an assortment of traditional uses for medicinal plants. Oaxaca's main management challenge is
balancing sustainable forest harvesting with preserving biological diversity and indigenous knowledge,
especially challenging for a village community with limited resources - both economic and technical. The
Chimalapas and the Sierra Del Norte are discussed as an example of the ways in which changing cultural
values, traditions and economies, affect local strategies of resource use and management.

For centuries, Oaxaca was one of Mexico's cultural and economic meccas. Oaxaca's present social
and political status still reflect its former dominance. According to the literature there are more than 18
ethnic groups in Oaxaca including the Zoque, Zapotec, Chinantec, and Mixtec (Gonzales, 1942).
However, in the Chimalapas region alone, an area 600,000 hectares in size, local people believe there are
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at least 30 ethnic groups (pers. comm. Issac Matus 1996). The Zoque are the most prominent indigenous
group in the state of Oaxaca (Cervantes Servin et al., 1990), and have long inhabited the Chimalapas
region. The Zoque purchased the area back from the Spanish Conquistadores with gourds of gold in the
early 1700s. Some of these indigenous communities are now closely linked with nearby cities, while
others remain relatively isolated. All of these communities are striving to maintain traditional cultural
practices within the context of modernization, especially for natural resource management. The strugg le
to maintain cultural integrity in the face of economic pressures is made more difficult by the complex
history of conquest, revolution, and social injustice.

A closer look at this history exposes ways in which changing cultural values, traditions and
economies, affect local strategies of resource use and management. These social, political and historical
forces have a prominent affect on sound forest management. Forest management activities in Sierra
Juarez shows exploitative practices by Fabricas de Papel Tuxtapec (FAPATUX), a national paper
manufacture in 1956, FAPATUX acquired a 25 year concession to harvest the communal forests of
Ixtl8n. Despite the success of the communities in working with FAPATUX and influencing the
management of the communal lands, they wanted greater control over the lands and sought to prevent the
continuation of the concessions. Since then, communal forest management has sought to achieve two
primary goals: 1) to provide economic returns and employment, and 2) to steward the land responsibly
and sustainably. Their management plans have evolved to include the manipulation of standard
silvicultural procedures and their integration with traditional agricultural and non-timber forest product
cultivation. Through an analysis of barefoot silviculture and traditional medicine, this papers aims to shed
light on the complex social, political and historical forces affecting land use management in Oaxaca
today.

The White Coat Effect

The state of Oaxaca is one of the regions in Mexico that has best retained traditional knowledge
about medicinal plants. Cervantes Servin et al. (1990) registered 101 medicinal plants (66 wild and 35
cultivated) in the OcotIBn District in Oaxaca. In Chimalapas, the traveling herbalist working with
Maderas del Pueblo, a local Oaxacan NGO, knows at least 90 species ofmedicinal plants. There is still a
vast knowledge base on medicinal plants. However, local people's use and knowledge of plants is
threatened, particularly as a growing number of people turning to 'modern' medicine. In this paper we
refer to this transition as the white coat effect.

The role of the travelling herbalist is a traditional and important one in village life in Oaxaca
(Messer, 1978). Traditionally, curanderas/os were the most important healer in the communities of
various indigenous groups in Mexico. However, today there are relatively few practicing curanderas/os.
In Chalchijapa, there are no curanderas/os, a crucial missing link in maintaining faith in herbal remedies.
The loss of authority figures, such as the curanderas/os and midwives, is accelerating reliance on Western
medicine. Doctors trained in Western medicine and wearing clean white coats, pharmacies displaying
shelves of shinny packages of pills, and newly built clinics, all act as symbols of authority and serve to
legitimize western medicine. Chalchijapa, like many other villages in Chimalapas, is depending more and
more on Western medicine. A private doctor, who occasionally visits from the nearby town of Matias
Romero, dispenses shots, pills, and creams to villagers. For emergencies, the villagers must travel to
Matias Romero - two to three hours away by car on dirt roads. However, this situation will soon change,
as modernization efforts aimed at improving medical care have sponsored the building of a new Western
style medical clinic.

In Chalchijapa, Chimalapas, villagers explained that in 1967, a major road was built connecting
Santa Maria to the outside world. Since then, traditional medicinal systems have undergone tremendous
changes. Campesinos now give their children Western medicine, an indicators of the substantial cultural
change and "modernization." The two Zoques said that Western medicine is referred to as "doctor's
medicine." This name appears to symbolize the authority that Zoques attach to Western medicine. In
Santa Maria, Western medical clinics provide service to the whole community. Many residents of Santa
Maria, however, criticize doctors in the state-run hospitals for only prescribing the medication that they
happen to have on hand at the time. Consequently, people who can afford to go to private Western
doctors usually do. Despite the increasing popularity of Western medicine, most women still treat their
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family members' common illnesses with herbs. However, without a permanent locally-based curandera/o
in the larger town of Santa Maria to cure the people there are displaying a general trend toward reliance
on Western medicine. Few people in the town still trust herbal remedies for anything more than the
common cold. As a result, traditional medical practices are quickly disappearing.

Community Based Management and NGO Collaboration

Maderas del Pueblo is a Oaxacan non government organization (NGO) with approximately ten
years of experience working with communities in the Chimalapas region. The NGO's programs extend
over a range of issues, from silviculture to health and nutrition, to social organization. The people of
Chimalapas and Maderas del Pueblo have adopted a position of ardent opposition to the Mexican
government's proposal to create a Biosphere Reserve in Chimalapas. Isaac Matus (pers. comm.1996), the
coordinator for technical monitoring and evaluation for Maderas del Pueblo, believes that all official
reserves in Mexico are failures because they are not designed with the needs of local people in mind and
are administered from the top down. Maderas del Pueblo supports the creation of a Campesino
Ecological Reserve in Chimalapas, instead of a nationally sponsored Biosphere Reserve, which would
emphasize the participation of local people in the management of their natural resources in order to best
promote the conservation of the region's environment. This is one of the most important projects the
NGO has undertaken to secure the autonomy of the communities. Strengthening the autonomy of local
people is viewed as a critical factor in reversing the decline of indigenous cultures (Halffer, 1994). In
addition to devolution and decentralization of decision making for conservation objectives, there is a need
for integrative silvicultural systems that are adaptive, giving communities the flexibility to respond to
failures and ever-changing conditions. Community forestry in this part of the world has fostered a great
sense of responsibility and better stewardship of the land through the manipulation of standard
silvicultural procedures and their integration with traditional agricultural practices. These community-
based management approaches with integrative or "barefoot" silvicultural systems better integrate
indigenous knowledge and traditions in management decisions.

Barefoot Silviculture: Integrative and Adaptive Systems

Sound management has traditionally been evaluated by the development of a silvicultural
prescription that combines a sequence of treatments into a coordinated plan aimed at meeting a particular
management objective. The barefoot silviculture prescription similarly integrates a sequence of
management treatments but also justifies the treatment choices based on specific ecological, managerial
and social grounds. Usually sound forest management is described by an array of traditional silvicultural
practices, most of which are implemented in order to cultivate pine in Ixt1Bn and neighbouring
communities of the Sierra Norte. This array of silvicultural practices are broken into two categories that
yield even and uneven aged stands. Even-aged systems include clear cutting, seed tree and shelterwood
systems while un-even aged describes single tree and group selection systems. However these terms are
deceiving, alluding to age and trying to infer stand structures. Silvicultural choices should be thought of
as determining what kind of stand development process or stage of natural succession is most desirable in
a given situation. These choices are made among the stand structures and processes to start or to alter
them after they have been initiated. The artificial dynamic equilibrium between an indigenous culture and
its environment has been achieved through the use of prudent barefoot silvicultural systems, not defined
by age but more by vertical structures. These systems may be less stable than nature's ecological
equilibrium but ought to be more favorable from the standpoint of the integrated effect of all
socioeconomic factors. A new set of structural definitions are thus needed to define the vertical stand
structures necessary for many non-timber forest products essential to indigenous cultures and traditional
medicinal systems. These structural definitions will make it easier to document barefoot silvicultura]
systems and the inherent ability that indigenous peoples have developed for distinguishing between stand
develop patterns. These structural definitions are divided into single cohort and multicohort stands.

Single Cohort Stand Development
A given aggregation of trees of a single age class or cohort proceeds from birth to death through a

sequence of development stages (Oliver and Larsen 1996). These must be recognized if understanding of
stand dynamics is to be used to cultivate on-timber forest products essential to indigenous cultures and
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traditional medicinal systems. This understanding is critical to achieve management objectives by
imitating, guiding, or altering natural processes in barefoot silvicultural treatments.

The first stage in stand development (see graphic 2.3) is called stand initiation, describing the unit
of growing space and the cohort of trees that become established in it (or preexisting smaller ones that
expand into it). The second stage of stand development is stem exclusion, where trees start to compete
with one another and the more vigorous trees usurp the growing space of weaker ones that die from biotic
and abiotic effects. Unless some disturbance breaks up this stand and starts a new initiation phase, growth
will continue with time until an understory is developed. This stage is called the understory reinitiation.
In this stage, many opportunities exist to cultivate an understory of shade tolerant non-timber forest
products that take advantage of small vacancies in the growing space. Unless something happens to
replace most of the stand, older trees gradually die and replace by younger stand classes turn this single
cohort stand into a multicihort stand. This leads gradually into an old growth stage. This process of stand
development is shown in Figure 2.3 below (Oliver and Larsen 1996).

The integration of non-timber forest products within single cohort stand development depends on
the vertical structure necessary for the product in question.

In the diagram, two stand structures from single cohort origins demonstrate stand development with
and without differentiation with completely different vertical structure. With single cohort systems that
manage stratified mixtures, development processes must be studied carefully to determine the appropriate
integration with cultural systems. The development processes of stratified mixtures of species takes place
with differentiation of trees according to height is into different horizontal strata or stories, one above the
other, with one species or a group of species in each stratum. The differentiation is not simply into crown
classes within a single canopy stratum as in single cohort stands without differentiation and disturbances.
With the inclusion of disturbances, stand development processes will follow a pattern discussed under
multicohort.

Case of Single Cohort Stand Development: Seed tree system
The seed tree system has historically been an underused and under appreciated silvicultural system

in Mexico. In 1983, 56,000 ha (less than 3% of Mexico's mixed conifer forests) were under even-aged
management incorporating this regenerative method with intermediate thinnings (Snook and Negreros,
1986). Today, the nuMbers are likely significantly higher because communities have seen the greater
profitability of this treatment and its success in naturally regenerating pine. Limiting the number of
entries into a stand and concentrating management activity in a relatively small area on a year to year
basis are two factors which make seed tree systems so profitable. In addition, Negreros and Snook (1984)
found that pine annual volume increments were 2.5 times greater in even-aged sites than in selectively cut
uneven-aged forests.

In Ixtlf3n, a typical seed tree cut will leave from 10-30 large trees per hectare on the site after the
harvest for seed dispersal. Post harvest site preparation is frequently carried out similarly to ecosystems in
the United States (Graney and Kitchens, 1983, Roy, 1962, Mielke and Kimmey, 1942). Piling and
burning is used heavily by some communities because it favors intolerant pines like Pinus patula, Pinus
pseudostrobus, and Pinus douglasiana (all commercial species). Other fire adapted pines will also gain a
competitive advantage over hardwoods: Pinus leiophylla and Pinus oocarpa which resprout from the root
collar as saplings; Pinus patula and Pinus oocarpa which have serotinous cones; and Pinus montezuma
which exhibits a grass stage early in life. Once sufficient regeneration has been achieved, ideally
thousands of seedlings per hectare will become established in the opening created by the harvest, the seed
trees can be removed. During a forty year growing period, intermediate thinnings were necessary to
redistribute growing space for maximum diameter growth at 500-750 trees per acre, yielding trees 50 cm
in diameter and of good commercial form. Those which were not suitable for commercial harvest were
stacked and cultivated with mushrooms. This integration of an intermediate treatment with non-timber
forest products makes pre-commercial thinnings more viable in otherwise difficult financial situation.
This comes from an understanding of single cohort stand development and is thus considered a kind of
barefoot silviculture.

The timing of the seed tree removal is a topic of debate in Ixt113n. While the seed trees occupy only
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10-15% of the total available crown area they will slightly reduce the amount of solar radiation reaching
the forest floor. This has the potential of reducing the growth rate of the newly established seedlings.
However, the residual trees are free of competition and growing at an increment rate of one cm/year. The
relevant question is: when does the value added due to growth of the residuals fall below the value lost
due to suppression of the seedlings? Typically, with thousands of seedlings on the forest floor, the loss
should be negligible. In fact on poor sites of southern exposure, even the more intolerant species may
benefit from the protection of a few trees during the first few years of establishment when seedlings are
particularly vulnerable to desiccation. An additional concern is the amount of damage that will be caused
to the regeneration by the removal of the residual trees. One community compromises by removing all but
three of the seed trees per hectare at ten years to avoid competition with the younger seedlings. The three
trees left per hectare act as insurance against failure of the existing natural regeneration.

Some communities are hesitant to rely too heavily on this system because as in all silvicultural
systems reliant on natural regeneration, there is room for failure. The communities have dealt with this
risk in a number of innovative ways.

Seed tree cuts are riskier than selection cutting or group selection because competing vegetation in
the form of oaks can maintain control of the site as seen in other regions (Graney and Kitchens, 1983,
Roy 1962). The short term costs of regeneration failure in a seed tree system are high because manual
replanting is required. The other systems are not likely to incur any short term costs but over the long run
many of these sites will convert to hardwood and conversion back to pine will be very costly. Many
communities conduct enrichment plantings and control competing vegetation by hand if sufficient natural
regeneration has not been achieved within three years of the harvest. In Ixt1Bn a new initiative has started
which will incorporate traditional agricultural practices within forestry operations. After three years the
sites are evaluated for regeneration success. On sites where regeneration is absent the opportunity to
utilize the area for agricultural production will be offered to the community. The farmer who accepts the
land will have three years to cultivate it usually for maize production. During the site preparation all non-
pine species are removed and significant amounts of bare mineral soil exposed providing a good
opportunity for natural regeneration to become established over the next three years. If at the end of the
period of cultivation sufficient natural regeneration still has not been established the area can easily be
planted without concern about competing hardwood vegetation since it has been controlled during the
previous three years (Cardenas, 1996). Another community used the regeneration period for planting
potatoes so that farmers could actively tend to their seedlings while cultivating their crop. Such
opportunistic use of existing growing space benefited the community through additional agricultural
production and provided incentive to control hardwood competition (Cardenas, 1996). These systems are
not original since they closely resemble taungia systems of plantation establishment, but they have been
significantly modified to meet the needs of the community.

Case of Single Cohort Stand Development: Clearcut-plantation system

Plantation silviculture (a single cohort cycle of clear cutting and replanting a desired species) does
not currently exist in Oaxacan communities. An analog of this system does however exist in some
restoration zones. Large areas of abandoned agricultural land are being reforested by planting commercial
species like Pinus patula on a 2 meter spacing, yielding a density of 3600 trees per hectare. Other
commercial species like Pinus acahuite and Pinus pseudostobus are being mass produced in Sierra Norte
nurseries for plantation purposes. Competing brush species are either outgrown by the fast growing pine
or eliminated by manual intervention. Pruning and intermediate thinning regimes have been discussed to
increase commercial yield of these plantations. With shifting agriculture continuing to be practiced in this
region mature second growth forest will be clear-cut to establish agricultural fields. At abandonment these
areas will likely be replanted as a plantation with locally produced nursery stock.

Forty years after planting, the foal crop of 200-300 high volume and high value trees is harvested.
Logs are left lying horizontally (parallel with slope contours) so as to reduce soil erosion potential during
extraction. It is anticipated that these areas will be regenerated according to the seed tree system at the
start of the second rotation and clearcutting reserved for the establishment of agricultural fields.
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Multi-Cohort Stand Development

When stands develop with a large number of small disturbances (including harvesting events), new
cohorts may start to develop in the openings thus created. This creation and development of such stands
makes management more complicated even if they are purely one species. In diverse ecosystems like
those in Oaxaca, most multicohort stands are actually mixtures of species with different development
rates. Since multicohort stands are defined by different age groups, it is important to be able to recognize
the difference in development and resultant stand structures for its integration with cultural knowledge
systems. Differences in age distribution are most easily recognizable in mixed stands composed of species
with different rates of height growth so that each cohort has a recognizable pattern of dominant and
suppressed species in each stratum of the crown canopy. However, single cohort stands of tree species
usually segregate into different canopy strata and exist as stratified mixtures so it may be possible to
confuse the two. In barefoot silviculture, indigenous cultures have the opportunity to see stand develop
over time, thus distinguishing between stratified mixtures that originate from single cohort origins and
those that develop into multi-cohort mixtures (through patterns of ecological disturbances). Primary to
this understanding is a fundamental knowledge of which species of differing ecological status occupies
each different strata in the crown canopy. In general, many indigenous groups have this understanding of
these two development patterns and work within them to gain some sort of benefit. It is necessary to
document the ways that local people distinguish between these two stand develop patterns (as they
represent themselves on the landscape similarly). This type of indigenous knowledge is a fundamental
principal of barefoot silviculture and the adaptation of standard silvicultural systems for integrating
cultural knowledge on non-timber forest product cultivation.

Traditionally in silviculture, in order to identify cohort development patterns diameter was
considered the most appropriate measure (with some inference of age from diameter growth). It is now
apparent, that the most accurate assesment of age-class structure of a stand comes from the actual ring
counts. Although this is possible with many of the conifers in Sierra Norte, this is not possible with many
of the hardwoods in the Chimalapas area. In the following diagram, it is seldom reliable to depend on
diameter criteria until direct age has been determined through representative counts typical of that locality
and with consideration of the pattern discussed in single-cohort development.

Case of Multi-Cohort Stand Development: Selection cutting
In this region of Mexico, selection cutting as conducted by FAPATUX was applied exclusively to

pines like Pinus patula. Typically reducing the basal area in a mixed species stand from 64% to 54% over
a twenty year period (Negreros and Snook 1984). Under current management in Ixt1Bn stands managed
under the single tree selection method are entered every ten years to conduct density reductions.
Maintaining a residual growing stock of around 49.4 MBF per hectare is achieved by removing 20-25%
of the trees. The removal of trees alters the micro climate allowing for more regeneration to take place.
The diffuse pattern of timber removal ensures that all ages of trees will be intermixed creating a multiple
story. This pattern has some aesthetic and wildlife attributes that stands in protection zones will not
achieve. The administrative advantage is there usually is no need for expensive site preparation or
planting. Theoretically regeneration is reliable and more or less automatic as new trees are simply
recruited from the reservoir of saplings in the forest understory. There are usually more than enough to
choose from, although tolerant trees have an advantage. This type of regeneration also means that trees
from all size classes must be removed during the harvest, so as to create the ideal distribution under a
regulated system ( 14% in each size class for this stand).

This multi-cohort silvicultural system can achieve sustained yield from a single stand of trees. A
number of potential problems exist for single tree selection harvesting. These issues must be addressed
before single tree selection can be considered a viable management option. Besides the threat of high-
grading, there exists a problem with pine regeneration when selection cutting is practiced. If gaps are not
large enough to provide the micro climate for shade intolerant pines (accept for Pinus ayacuite which is
shade tolerant), then oaks will come in to the stand. If this occurs it may be necessary to further open the
canopy to promote pine regeneration. Many pines also require bare mineral soil for germination. If the
logging operation does not disturb the duff and expose bare mineral soil, pine regeneration may not be
successful. Foresters from the region claim however, that this is not a problem as soil scarification does
occur. If no regeneration occurs, the plan is to return to the site in ten years for further cutting. Negreros
and Snook (1984) studied pine regeneration in the Sierra de Juarez region and found that low-intensity
selective cutting does not stimulate pine regeneration to provide for adequate replacement of harvested
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trees. Despite these concerns, selective cutting is seen as an appropriate silvicultural system because it
maintains a forest canopy with vertical structure necessary for many wildlife species (Hunter 1990). This
is also the vertical structure necessary for integration with non-timber trees that can provide fruits, nuts,
medicines, condiments and other products. Single cohort silvicultural systems, especially those reliant on
single tree selection are especially valuable for developing multi-storied tree gardens as demonstrated
here.

Case of Multi-Cohort Stand Development: Group selection
Some communities within Sierra Norte use a group selection system on a 60 year rotation. This

system is typically used in more diverse areas with the primary objective of maintaining a healthy mix of
pine and oak. These diverse areas tend to be at lower elevations on more humid sites, usually at the upper
boundary of the cloud forest. Group selection is used to maintain the appearance of a contiguous forest
canopy while promoting the more valuable pine species. These communities are aware of the pine
regeneration problem inherent with single tree selection and the difficulty of achieving a single species
stand through natural regeneration. They therefore manage with the intent of maintaining an equilibrium
between natural species diversity and promoting commercial valuable species. As with single tree
selection, the cutting cycle is ten years, extracting 200m3/ha per entry. Many opportunities exist with
cohort harvesting for non-timber forest product cultivation and harvesting including honey bee and butter
fly collections.

By cutting small groups of trees instead of scattered individuals, the amount of direct sunlight can
be increased to the point where regeneration of shade intolerant species (both woody tree and non-woody
forest products) can occur. This group selection method mimics what happens naturally when a root
disease center or a bark beetle infestation develops, creating small gaps in the forest. It is therefore
probable that most shade intolerant species could successfully be managed by small patch cuts of one
hectare or less. This management strategy is called mosaic cutting and falls between the traditional group
selection cuts and clear cutting in terms of the size of the cut and the intensity of the disturbance. This
method will improve growing conditions for many non-timber forest products that depend on full sunlight
for their competitive advantage, while still retaining the more or less closed-canopy appearance of the
forest as a whole. Because of its aesthetic appeal and high yield potential it seems likely to become a
more popular practice in Oaxaca.

Further Opportunities for Integration
There are further opportunities to define the vertical stand structures necessary for many non-

timber forest products essential to indigenous cultures and traditional medicinal systems. These structural
definitions will make it easier to document barefoot silvicultural systems and the inherent ability that
indigenous peoples have for distinguishing between stand develop patterns. The following table
demonstrates such opportunities that should be studied and documented further:

Conclusion
The choice between growing trees in single cohort or multi-cohort stands will ordinarily depend on

particular management goals and constraints. Single and multi-cohort stands are terms used to describe
stand structures and the kinds of stand development processes (or stage of natural succession) most
desirable in a given situation. These choices are made among the stand structures and processes to start or
to alter them after they have been initiated. Many smaller communities might consider the tendency for
selection cutting to favor shade-tolerant species a trivial concern, especially when measured against the
numerous financial advantages of the selection system (including the presence of many herbaceous NTFP
species that require continuous forest cover). However, in the Sierra Norte, the lack of commercial
markets for oak wood may convince communities otherwise (Negreros and Snook 1984). For
communities heavily tied to forest industries, conversion to tolerant species can be a serious problem.
Non timber forest products and the stand structures that promote them need to be analyzed carefully to
determine their role in alleviating the dependency on timbLr. Because the cost of conversion back to a
commercial timber species is frequently very high and there is usually no commercial market for the
invading species, non-timber forest products may be the only way to generate income during the
conversion process. Barefoot silvicultural systems which integrate indigenous knowledge of non-timber
forest product cultivation need to be better documented so that lesson learned may be applied to other
communities facing the same shortages in commercial timber stocks.
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Barefoot silviculture allows indigenous peoples to develop their own management plans and silvicultural
techniques to suit their cultural needs. The artificial dynamic equilibrium between an indigenous culture and
its environment has been achieved through the use of prudent barefoot silvicultural systems sometimes develop
over thousands of years of trail and error. This equilibrium is less stable than nature's own ecological
equilibrium but more favorable from the standpoint of the integrated effect of all socioeconornic factors.
Barefoot silviculture is thus based on the premise that silvicultural systems can be built to not only promote
ecological and economical sustainability, but also cultural sustainability. The success of the management plans
and the current barefoot silvicultural systems has yet to be evaluated in Oaxaca (other than this endeavor). The
array of silvicultural systems utilized in these conununities demonstrate that the autecology of the species being
managed and the edaphic differences between sites (as well as the land use history) are all being considered.
In addition, the manipulation of standard silvicultural procedures and their integration with traditional
agicultural practices indicate that the management of the timber resources in Oaxaca will continue to be a
dynamic process. Having the flexibility to respond to failures and ever-changing conditions will ensure that
Oaxaca will adapt its management and silvicultural systems over time to achieve its objectives while
maintaining its cultural integrity.
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Glossary of Terms used in this Paper:

Cohort: each aggregation of trees that start as a result of a single distrubance.
Cutting cycle: the treatment of stands periodically with each period being called a cutting cycle. The
multi-cohort stand would have as many age classes as there were cutting cycles in the rotation.
Even-aged: narrow aggregation of the range of tree ages within a stand; or all trees are of the same age or
at least of the same cohort.
Gap and patch dynamics: patterns of establishments and subsequent development of vegetation in all
vacancies of any size in the growing space.
Growing space: sum of the factors necessary for growth; available space for plant growth above and
below ground.
High-grading: process by which the best trees have been cut leaving the worst quality behind. Best
species and largest stems are taken first leaving poor seed stock for future generations
Multistory tree gardens: small plots that are characterized by a large variety of tree species, shrubs and
vines but with few or no herbaceous crops.
Shade intolerance: species with a very high compensation point, meaning that much light intensity is
necessary for the leaves to sustain themselves.
Shade tolerance: the ability to survive in more shaded conditions than other plant species, since their
leaves can photsynthesize enough at lower light intensities to stay alive.
Shade tree/crop combinations: two storied stands with one or more species of tall trees growing above an
herbaceous, shrub, or small tree crop.
Understory: the lowermost strata of shrubs or herbaceous vegeation.
Uneven aged: contains at least three different age classes intermingled intimately on the same geographic
area.

***
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LA SYLVICULTURE RURALE TRADITIONNELLE À OAXACA (/VLEXIQUE) :
L'ADAPTATION DES SYSTÈMES COURANTS DE SYLVICULTURE AUX
PRODUTTS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS ET L'INTÉGRATION DU
SAVOIR AUTOCHTONE

M. David GANZ
OAP-FAO, Kasetsart University, BANGKOK
Thelande

RÉSUMÉ

Étant donné que la région de Oaxaca est l'une des *ions biologiquement les plus diversiflées des
tropiques, la principale difficulté consiste à réaliser l'équilibre entre l'exploitation durable de la for& et la

préservation de la diversité biologique, ce qui est tout particulièrement difficile pour des communautés
villageoises ayant des ressources limitées, du point de vue économique comme du point de vuetechnique. Les

plantes médicinales et les autres produits forestiers autres que le bois sont particulièrement vulnérables aux

régimes de récolte excessifs. Le document étudie en &tail les activités d'aménagement forestier des

communautés de deux *ions de l'État de Oaxaca au Mexique. Le cas des Chimalapas et de la Sierra Del

Norte est étudié pour illustrer la façon dont les valeurs culturelles, les traditions et l'économie influent sur les

stratégies locales d'exploitation et de gestion des ressources. Par une analyse de la sylviculture rurale

traditionnelle et de la médecine traditionnelle pratiquées dans ces deux régions, le document vise à mettre en

évidence le réseau complexe de forces sociales, politiques et historiques qui sous-tend l'aménagement du

territoire à Oaxaca aujourd'hui.

Le document fait aussi ressortir la nécessité d'opter pour des systèmes de sylviculture intégrés et

susceptibles d'adaptation, qui donnent aux communautés la souplesse voulue pour réagir en cas d'échec et face

des conditions toujours changeantes. La foresterie à l'échelon de la communauté dans cette région du monde

a favorisé un sens aigu de la responsabilité et une gestion plus avisée des terres en adaptant des façons

sylvicoles courantes et en les intégrant aux pratiques agricoles traditionnelles. Ce mode de gestion à partir de

la communauté intègre mieux le. savoir et les traditions autochtones dans les décisions concemant la gestion.

De plus, la participation des autochtones à l'élaboration de leurs propres plans de gestion et de leurs techniques

sylvicoles est importante non seulement pour promouvoir l'exploitation durable du point de vue écologique et

économique, mais aussi la pérennité culturale, essentielle à la survie de la médecine des autochtones, de leurs

valeurs et de leurs traditions.

***
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TPALUEIHOHHOE JIECOBOACTBO B UITATE OAXAICA (MEKCHICA):
ALIAIITAHH51 CTAH,LIAPTHIDIX JIECOBOXIECICHX CHCTEM
HP14MEHHTEJI13110 K HE,LIPEBECHLIM JIECHLIM TOBAPAM
H 1fflTEITAIII451 3HAHHTI KOPEH111)1X HAPO,TIOB

zaBHA rAHLI A110-0A0
Ka3eTcapTcKHrt yHmaepcHTeT, BAHFKOK

TaHnawt

PE310ME

rnattHaR ynpaBneHitecKast 3anava B wTaTe OaxaKa, KOTO0b11 OTHOCHTCA K TportmecKmt partoHam C

BbICOKOA cTeneHbto 6HonormecKoro pa3Hoo6pa3HR, COCTOHT B TOM, 4T06b1 coLleTaTb yCTOALIHIlble

necHble 3arOTOBKH C coxpaHeHHem 6HonorH4ecKoro pa3Hoo6pa3HR, H 3Ta 3anatta oco6eHHo cnoRcHa ,3,1131

CeftbCKHX 06WHH, Hmetotum orpaHHLIeHHble KaK 3KOHOMH4eCKHe, TaK H TexHHLtecKHe pecypcbt.

IleKapcTBeHHble paCTeHHA H npotme He,3peBecHme necHme ToBapbt oco6eHHo 4yBCTBHTellI,HbI K

9pe3mepHmm 3aroTonam. B HacToRwem AoKymeHTe 6onee no.apo6Ho paccmaTptineTcst HC11051b30BaHHe

necoB cenbctatmH o6wHHamm B Anyx partoHax wTaTa OaxaKa (MeKcHKa). Ha npHmepe partoHoB

LIHMaIlanaC H Cbepa-Aenb-HopTe H3y4aeTcst TO, KaK H3MeHAIOLI.WeCA Ky.ribiypHble LIeHHOCTH, TpalaHUHH H

3KOHOMHKa BOUIerICTBylOT Ha mecTHble cTpaTerptH HC11011b30BaHHA pecypcoB H ynpaBneHHR HMH. B

HacToRwem 110KJIaae CTaBHTCA uenb BbIACHHTI, nocpeacTsom aHanH3a TpanHuHoHHoro necononb3oBaHHR

H Tpa43HLIHOHHOri Me,3HEWHbl B 3TFIX AByx pailoHax CJIMHble COUHallbHbIe, nonHTHttecKHe H

HcToptiLlecKHeCHJ1bI, BoutertcTBytouute ceroAHR Ha nparrHKy 3eMJle11Oi1b30BaHH51 B wTaTe OaxaKa.

B noKna,ae Tame noKa3aHa Heo6xoL1HmocTb pa3pa6oTKH TaKHX KOMAJleKCHbIX necoBoatiecKHx

CHCTeM, KoTopbte r103/10.11AJIH 61,1 o6wHHam rH6K0 pearHpoBaTb Ha OWH6KH N Ha 110CTOSIHHOe H3meHeHue

yCJI0BHA. 06WHHHOe BeCOBOACTBO B 3TOri LtacTH mHpa cTHmynHpoBano BbICOKOe 4BCTBO

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH H 601lee pa3ymHoe nonb3oBamie 3eMe.abHbIMH pecypcamft, 4TO AocntraercR 3a ctleT

ripHmeHeHHR 011THMW1bHbIX cTaKtapTHbtx necoBoattecKHx. MeT0,a0B H HX HHTerpauHH B Tpa,EtHuHoHHyto

CenbCKOX03ArICTBeHHy10 npaKTHKy. )in rlonxoabl K ynpasnefutto Ha 6a3e o6wHHbt NO3BOJIAIOT 6onee

110.11HO yLIHTbIBaTb 3HaHHA H TpaorAHUHH KOpeHHbIX HapoLtoB npH rIpHHATHH peweHHrt no Bonpocam

ynpaBneHrtm. Kpome Toro, yCHRHA Kopelmoro HaceneHHR B o6nacTH pa3pa6oTKH CO6CTBeHHbIX nnaHoB

yripaBneum H necoso,attecotx. MeTO,E(OB BHOCAT cywecTBeHHbirt BKIIM B o6ecnelieHHe He TO.%KO

3K0flOrH4eCKOrt H 3KOHOMH4eCKOri, HO H KynbTypHort yCTOr14HBOCTH, 4TO KpartHe ammo /1.1151 coxpaHeHHR

MeAHLWHCKHX 3HaHHil, IleHHOCTerl H TpaJAHLIHri KOpeHHbIX Hapo4oB.

***
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PRODUCTION, TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF CHESTNUTS IN TURKEY

Messrs. Z. Cemal ÖZKAN and Mr. H. Hulusi ACAR

Department of Forest Engineering, Faculty of Timber, Black Sea Technical University,

Trabzon

TURKEY

SUMMARY

The size of forested areas around the world is steadily decreasing, which is adversely

affecting forest by products. Although Turkey is one of the world's leading chestnut producers,

the importance which it attaches to this product remains insufficient.

The chestnut, which is one of Turkey' s numerous forest by-products, is the fruit of a

species of tree which grows in coastal areas and has been cultivated for a long time. But in recent

years, chestnut ink or mycosis (Phytopthora cambivora) and chestnut cancer. (Endothia

parasitica) have been causing serious damage, with the result that interest in this by-product has

somewhat declined.

Chestnut harvesting begins in early September and ends in mid-October. This is a costly

and difficult operation. In Turkey, chestnut trees number around 2.5 million. Average production

Per tree varies between 15 and 30 kg, which represents 50,000 tonnes of product. Maximum

transport capacity is 350 kg by means of the cableway system, which is regarded as practical and

economic in the hilly Black Sea region.

If large quantities of chestnuts are involved, they can be stored in refrigerated warehouses.

For the purposes of chestnut production, farmers must be provided with all technical facilities

and bureaucratic formalities must be complied with.

Keywords: Chestnut, production, transport, storage.

***
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PRODUCTION, TRANSPORT ET MISE EN MAGASIN DES CHA TAIGNES EN

TUROUIE

Messieurs Zafer Cemal ÖZKAN & Hafiz Hulusi ACAR
Département de l'Ingénieurie du Bois, Faculté du Bois

Université Technique de la Mer Noire, TRABZON
Turquie

Resume

Les étendues forestières sur la surface terrestre diminuent de plus en plus, ce qui influe
négativement sur les sous-produits sylvestres. Bien que la Turquie se place dans les premiers rangs sur le
plan de la production de chataignes dans le monde, l'importance qu'elle y accorde reste insuffisante.

La châtaigne qui est un de nos nombreux sous-produits sylvestres est le fruit d'une espèce d'arbre
qui pousse sur le littoral de notre pays et que l'on cultive de longue date. Mais, ces detmières années,
l'encre, ou mycose du châtaignier (Phytopthora cambivora) et le cancer du chataignier (Endothia
parasitica) causent de grands dégâts, par suite de quoi l'intérét porté à ce sous-produit a diminué en
partie.

La production des châtaignes commence début septembre, et se termine mi-octobre. Le ramassage
des chataignes est une opération à la fois cofiteuse et difficile. En Turquie, le nombre de chataigniers est
de l'ordre de 2 500 000. Le rendement moyen par arbre varie de 15 6. 30 kg. Il s'agit donc de 50.000
tonnes de produit. Les capacités de transport atteignent au maximum 350 kilos grdce au système
téléphérique que l'on considère comme pratique et économique dans la région accidentée de la Mer
Noire.

Si les fruits des châtaigniers sont en grande quantité, on peut les conserver dans des dépôts
frigorifiques. Pour la production de chataignes, on doit procurer aux paysans toutes facilités de technique
et de bureaucratie.

Mots clés: Chataigne, production, transport, mise en magasin.
***

Introduction

Les étendues forestières sur la surface terrestre diminuent chaque jour en se retirant vers les mo
ntagnes. De cet état de choses qui se voit aussi à des niveaux élevés dans notre pays qu'est la Turquie se
trouvent mal la matière première du bois que l'on considère comme produit essentiel de nos foréts et
beaucoup de sous-produits sylvestres.

Dans notre pays, on n' attache pas suffisamment d' importance aux sous-produits sylvestres. De leur
inventaire à leur protection et à leur développement, plusieurs sujets sont incomplets et maintenus par des
hasards. L'aspect économique de ce sujet est très inférieur au niveau voulu. L'importation de la matière
première et du produit fini est facile et sans peine, ce qui a été efficace de ce point de vue.

La châtaigne qui est un de nos nombreux sous-produits sylvestres est le fruit d'une espèce d'arbre
qui pousse sur le littoral de notre pays et que l'on cultive de longue date. Mais, ces dernières années,
l'encre, ou mycose du chataignier (Phytopthora cambivora) et le cancer du chataignier (Endothia
parasitica ) causent de grands dégats, par suite de quoi intérêt porté à ce sous-produit a diminué en
partie.

La Chataigne Et Situation En Turquie

La chataigne qui est un des sous-produits des foréts de Turquie est un fruit de la "Castanea sativa
Mill." de la famille Fagaceae. C'est un arbre de 20 à 25 m de hauteur, de 1 m 50 à 2 m 50 de diamètre,
dont le tronc est épais, qui vit longtemps et dont les feuilles tombent en hiver. La cupule est hérissée de
piquants touffus et durs. Elle contient en général 3 fruits. Les fruits mfirissent en octobre et en novembre.
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L'arbre donne de puissantes racines pivotantes. Il pousse en abondance par des drageons à partir de
racines vivantes et par des rejets sur de vieilles souches. Les chataigneraies s'étendent en général sur
l'Europe du Sud, sur l'Afrique du Nord, sur la Turquie et sur la Caucasie.

La chataigne est un fruit riche en hydrates de carbone et qui comporte, pour la plupart, de l'amidon
et de la fructose (40 à 50%). Elle contient 5% de lipide, 5% de protide et 40 à 45% d'humidité. Diyerses
espèces de chataigniers croissent dans diverses parties du monde. Et c 'est l'espèce "Castanea sativa
Mill." qui pouss,. en Turquie.

En Turquie, on procède à la production de chataignes principalement dans les régions de la mer
Noire, de la Marmara et de l'Égée. Ces dernières années, il n'y a pas eu d'augmentation importante ni
dans le nombre de chataigniers ni dans la production de chataignes. On sait que la "Phytopthora
cambivora (Petri) Buism." et l' "Endothia parasitica (Murr.) A." y jouent un rôle important.

La production de chataignes assure un revenu continuel depuis l'automne jusqu'au printemps. Le
produit est consommé en majeure partie à rintérieur du pays, et une petite partie seulement est exportée.
Les espèces de chataignes conformes à la confiserie se vendent généralement A. un meilleur prix.

En Turquie, le nombre de chataigniers est de l'ordre de 2 500 000. Le rendement moyen par arbre
varie de 15 à 30 kg, Il s'agit donc de 50.000 tonnes de produit. Dans la production de chataignes, la
Turquie se place parmi les cinq premiers pays. Une grande partie de l'exportation est effectuée vers les
pays du Moyen-Orient.

3. Production Des Chataignes

On doit commencer le ramassage des chataignes quand les cupules hérissées de piquants
s'entrouvrent et que les fruits qu'elles comportent commencent à appardtre après avoir pris leur couleur
naturelle. Mais tous les fruits ne peuvent pas morir à la fois. C'est la raison pour laquelle il faut ramasser
tous les deux jours les fruits tombés sans les faire attendre à la lumière du jour. Exposés à la lumière du
jour, les fruits perdent de leur éclat et de leur teneur en humidité. La production des chataignes commence
début semptembre, et se termine mi-octobre.

Dans plusieurs endroits, on procède au ramassage après avoir battu les chataigniers avec des
baguettes. Cela cause des &gals tels que brisement de branches et chute de feuilles. Le ramassage des
chataignes est une opération A. la fois coûteuse et difficile.

Après les études effectuées dans la contrée d'Artvin, on a constaté que l'on ramasse les chataignes
en secouant l'arbre ou en battant les branches avec des baguettes lors du mûrissage des chataignes (quand
on voit 2 ou 3 chataignes ouvertes en automne). Les chataignes sont encore dans leurs cupules hérissées
de piquants. Pour faire tomber les chataignes d'un arbre haut d'environ 15 m, on y monte, on bat les
branches avec des baguettes longues de 2 ou 3 m, ou encore, de 3 à 8 m pour ramasser les chataignes
ensuite. Au cours du battage, il ne faut pas nuire aux branches et aux rejetons. Au besoin, on peut fixer
des crochets à la pointe des baguettes. Mais la fixation d'un sac sous le crochet, qui cause la perte de
temps pendant la cueillette des fruits n'est pas préférée.

Les expérimentations montrent que, dans la contrée d'Artvin, les chataignes sauvages mOrissent
plus tôt par rapport aux chataignes greffées. Les fruits de bonne qualité de chataigniers sauvages sont plus
en vogue. C'est pour cette raison que les mauvais individus des chataigneraies sauvages doivent être
abattus et débardés.

Bien que la demande dans la contrée soit élevée, la production n'est pas suffisante. Dans les
chataigneraies, pour la plupart, greffées, certains producteurs ne produisent que pour leur propre
consommation, certains autres produisent pour la mise en vente. Un arbre donne en moyenne 200 kilos de
produits par an. Il a été signalé qu'on a atteint une capacité de 15 tonnes par an. Les chataignes produites
sont vendues sur une large mesure dans la localité d'Artvin. Le reste est commercialisé sous forme de
yentes de détail ou de gros à Erzurum, à Kars, à Ankara et A. Bursa.
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4. Transport Et Mise En Magasin Des Chataignes

Étant donné que les châtaignes sont dans leurs cupules hérissées de piquants, il est facile de les
transporter A dos ou au moyen de brouette, de malle etc. sur des surfaces planes. Sur les terrains
montagneux, le transport est réalisé par de simples câbles téléphériques électriques. Parfois, on se sert de
bêtes de somme sur les terrains de ce type.

Machine

Point interné diaire (arbre de support)

Wagon

Arbres de suppott

Chemin de la valée

Fig.!. Système éleetrique destiné au transport des châtaignes sur un terrain montagneux
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Le système téléphérique, qui est commun dans la region, est considéré comme un moyen de
transport économique. La facilité de montage et de démontage ainsi que la simplicité de fonctionnement
comptent parmi les autres avantages du système. Une bonne organisation du travail s'est revel&
nécessaire pour pouvoir raccourcir les tranches de cours de travail et augmenter le rendement.

Dans le système téléphérique que l'on considère comme pratique et économique dans la contrée,
les capacités de transport atteignent au maximum 350 kilos en fonction du diamètre du able porteur ainsi
que de la longueur de la ligne téléphérique.

Au cours de la mise en magasin des chataignes, leur teneur normale en humidité de 40 A 50 % doit
être prise en consideration. De ce fait, elles se différencient des autres fruits A écorce dure. Pour une
bonne conservation, le taux d'humidité doit étre maintenu A un niveau donne, les fruits doivent étre
protégés contre les champignons parasites et il ne faut pas permettre la baisse de la qualité. C'est
pourquoi il faut rechercher et utiliser les moyens de conservation dans des dépôts frigorifiques.

Actuellement dans plusieurs contrées de notre pays, les cupules contenant les chataignes sont
réunies en plusieurs amas sous les arbres, et elles sont conservées après avoir été recouvertes d'herbes
telles que fougères. De la sorte, les producteurs peuvent conserver les fruits du chAtaignier dans leurs
cupules, et ce avec moins de perte de qualité, jusqu'aux mois d'hiver.

Au bout d'une attente de deux jours dans un endroit ombragé, les fruits ramassés sont places dans
des recipients de fer-blanc ou dans des sacs en plastique par emballage de 15 kilos, et ils sont soumis
une temperature de 0 °C à 2 °C. L'aération faite de temps A. autre empéchera l'accumulation d'humidité
libre sur les fruits. Dans le milieu de conservation, le taux d'humidité doit étre de 85 A 90%, mais il faut
empécher la venue de l'humidité libre sur les fruits.

Voici comment on met en magasin les chAtaignes dans la contrée. Par des pincettes on ramasse les
fruits tombés à terre, puis on les amasse dans des puits creusés dans un frais. Ces puits se trouvent
généralement dans le sol, ils sont profonds de 20 A 30 cm et de dimensions de 2 m x 2 m et ils peuvent
contenir environ 500 kilos de chAtaignes. Les fruits mis dans le puits doivent étre recouverts de buissons
et de feuillage. II faut les arroser par aspersion d'eau pour que les piquants puissent s'écarter facilement.
Au bout d'une attente de 20 à 25 jours, on sort les fruits hors du puits. Les chataignes qui se séparent de
leurs piquants sont laissées à sécher pendant 3 A 5 jours. Les puits creusés pour la mise en magasin
doivent étre à l'abri, et entourés de haie. Étant de petite quantité, le produit peut étre conserver dans des
fíits.

Si les fruits des chAtaigniers sont de grande quantité, on peut les conserver dans des dépôts
frigorifiques. Il est également possible de les faire attendre sans eau dans un reservoir en béton ou dans un
puits après les avoir mélanges avec du sable sec ou avec de la terre tamisée.

Dans la contrée d'Artvin, au cours de l'attente de la période de milrissage des chAtaignes, les fruits
sont mangés par les fettes-chèvres (caprimulgus) existant dans la contrée. Les fruits tombes à terre sont
pris par des bétes telles que souris, écureuils. Mais si les fruits tombés à terre sont dans leurs cupules
hérissées de piquants, ils ne sont mangés que par les ours. Les fruits qui n'ont pas de piquants et qui
tombent des arbres sont mangés la nuit par d'autres animaux.

Le rendement accuse une baisse A cause des maladies qui frappent les chAtaigniers dans certains
villages. La cime de l'arbre commence à sécher pendant la première année et la dessiccation envahit tout
l'arbre qui meurt au bout de la deuxième année.

5. Conclusion Et Propositions

La production des chAtaignes, sous-produits sylvestres dans notre pays, n'est pas au niveau voulu
plusieurs égards. On a besoin de travaux scientifiques d'orientation en ce qui concerne la production et
l'amélioration des chAtaignes, les techniques de transport et de conservation, l'amenagement des
chAtaigneraies, et de la commercialisation. Après quoi, on \terra augmenter le rendement des chAtaigniers.
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Bien que la Turquie se place dans les premiers rangs sur le plan de la production de châtaignes dans
le monde, l'importance qu'elle y accorde reste insuffisante. Surtout, on doit augmenter les possibilités de
lutte contre les maladies qui exercent des effets négatifs actuels sur le chataignier.

Pour la production de châtaignes, on doit procurer aux paysans toutes facilités de technique et de
bureaucratie. Il faut les aider en matière de commercialisation. Enfin il faut qu' ils soient appuyés par
ORKÖY, organisation nationale pour l'aide aux cultivateurs.
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3ArOTOBKA, TPAHCLIOPTHPOBKA H CKJIAMIPOBAHHE KALUTAHOB B

TYPILIM

rr. 3atinp Kemanb 03KAH H Xa4)H3 Xynyuni AKAP

OvieneHme necHori TeXHHKH, .11eCOTeXHINeCKHri Cl)aKynbTer LlepHomopcxoro TexHwiecicoro

yHHBepcHTeTa, TPAE3OH

TypitHst

PEMOME

IleCHOrt I10K0OB BO Bcem mHpe nportonmeT coxpawarbcm, 4TO oTprwaTenbHo cxamineTcsi Ha

3aroToBKax HenpeBecHbix IleCHbIX ToBapoB. XOTA Typum 3aHHmaeT QaHO H3 nepBbix mecT B mHpe no

3arOTOBKaM KaWTaHOB, 3TOMy ceicropy no-npewHemy ynensieTcA He,aocTaTotmoe BHHMaHHe.

KaWTaH, 6y,Ily4H 0,1111HM H3 HaWNX MH0r04HCJIeHHbIX He,apeBecHbix JleCHIAX ToBapoB, ABJIAeTCA

11,90,30M =pm, KoTopoe npoH3pacTaeT Ha mopcxom no5epexcbe Hawert cTpaHbi H KoTopoe

BbmaummeTcsi c .aaBHHX spemeH. 0,IIHaKO B nocnexime r0,11b1 MHK03 KawTaHoBoro AepeBa (Phytopthora

cambivora) H pa x KawTaHoBoro Ltepesa (Endothia parasitica) HaHOCAT Orp0MHbIrl yulep6, B pe3ynbTaTe

Liero 3aHHTepecoBaHHocTb B 3TOM IleCHOM cy6nponyxTe vaCTH4H0 CHH3H1laCb.

3arOTOBKa KaWTaHOB HatiHHaercsi B Hagiane ceHTR6pg H 3axaHmHBae-rcx B cepeAHHe OKTA6031. 0Ha

npencTaansieT co6ort Roporyio H ORHOBpeMeHHO Tpyaoemxylo onepauHto. B TypILIHH 4HCJI0

KaWTaHOBbIX ,nepeBbeB COCTaBllAeT flOpArIlta 2 500 000. Cpe.QHHA BbIX0,11 Ha 0,4HO AepeBo xone6neTcsi OT

15 ..3o 30 Kr. TaKHM o6pa3om, o6u.tHe 3arOTOBKH COCTaBllAtOT 50 000 TOHH. rpy3onoxbemHoc-rb cpe,ncTB

TpamcnopmpoBKH He npeBbn.uaeT 350 Kr. arm TpaHcnopTHpoBicH Hcnonb3yeTcx CHCTeMa flOrIBeCHbIX

KaHaTHbIX opor, KoTopasi cmwraeTcx npaicrwmoil H 3KOHOMH4HOil B rOpHCTOM parioHe tiepHoro mops!.

Kor.aa KaWTaHbI 3aroTaBnHBatoTcg B 6011bWOM KOJIH4eCTBe, HX MO)KHO COXpaHATb B

X0110,(114/11,HHKaX. LITO xacae-rcsi 3arOTOBOK KaWTaHOB, TO xpecTbpniam cne.ayeT npenocTaBHTb Bce

Heo6xonHmble TeXHWIeCKHe H opraHH3atacoHuble BO3MONCHOCTH.

Kmottesble cnosa: KaWTaH, 3arOTOBKa, TpaHcnopTHporwa, cxna4Hp0BaHHe.

* * *
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Abstract

In order to access quality and productivity of the gum resin which is an important non-wood forest

products , application of the property tapping, transportation and stockpiling techniques should be
applied in Turkey.

In Turkey, gum resin has been tapped from only calabrian pine forests (Pinus brutia Ten.) by the
forest peasants. According to Forestry General Administration, It is estimated that the capacity of the
gum resin tapping in Turkey about 20000 - 25000 ton / Per year. At the same time, on occasion of using
of the gum resin in the paper, paint and the other industries, it is a very important industrial product, as

well.

The production processes in forest, stockpiling and transportation of gum resin are vital theme. It is
said that the transportation and stockpiling failures of the gum resin are important deteriorating factors on
the gum resin quality. Furthermore, the failure transportation methods cause the missing in the gum resin
production processes. Albeit, that opening the mouth of barrels arranged on the edge of forest roads and
awaiting the filled pot corrupts pureness rate of the resin.

About 1- 4 kg/year is tapped from a pine tree. In the process of resin manufacturing from tree to the
manipulation, the resin productivity is reported to decrease about 18.3 %. Generally, this problem is
attributed to the evaporation of turpentine and leaking of resin from the pots. But, this can be solved by

putting more emphasis on the working conditions of the employees and their education.

Key Words: Resin tapping, resin quality, resin productivity, resin transportation and stockpiling.

***

Introduction

In forestry, the harvesting, transporting and stockpiling of wood are known main production
activities, the same activities for gum resin are important subjects, as well. Especially in Turkey, being

one of the precious non-wood forest products, gum resin has increased its importance day by day. It is
desirable to increase the gum resin yield and quality. Suitable tapping techniques should be used and
transportation of the gum resin to the manufacturing processes with proper means should be applied.

On the other hand; today, U.S.A. is a leading country for resin yield, tapping about 500 000t/year,
Greece is tapping about 20 000 t / year and Turkey about 5 000 t / year. However, it is estimated that the
potential gum resin yield of Turkey can be increased to about 25 000 t / year. Germany and Japan have
been known as the top countries for substantial imports of gum resin. Whereas, resin yield per tree is
about 3 kg/year in the world, this ratio is 1 kg/year in Turkey (Tek and Ozkan, 1998).
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Gum Resin Tapping and the Situation of Turkey

The beginning time of gum resin tapping changes with district and altitude. Tapping should be
done before vegetation season. If the tapping is applied on a tree for the first time, the tapping application
must be applied on the south part of the tree. In general, tapping activities begin at the 18°C temperature
(Ansin, Eminagaoglu, 2000).

As for the gum resin tapping area, it should be selected from the district in high temperature and
moisture. The resin tapping should be done on the quality trees with experienced employees and by
suitable tools. On the other hand, the tapping area must not be oversloped, overaltitute and windy.
Generally, the diameter of tree is prefered to be about 26 cm and over for tapping application. Weed
shouldn't be in the production area or weed control should be applied there. In order to perform a
desirable production, education and control mechanizm should be applied (Ansin, Eminagaoglu, 2000).

The maximum resin yield from calabrian pine trees has been obtained with American bark chipping
method with 50 % sulfuric acid solution. However, because of the use of the body of tree for long time,
easy workmanship, time conservation and the resin quality, American bark chipping method with 60 %
sulfuric acid paste is a more advantageous technique (Önal, 1995).

Resin production; from injured trees by some tools is realized either by the wood chips with resin
treatment with water evaporation or some solvent and distillation or using sulfide terebentine and tall oil.
In the mean time, about 1-4 kg gum resin is tapped from an average pine tree (Acar, 1998).

There are two important resin tapping techniques.

Open blaze method;

Closed blaze method.

Instead of the mazek method, if acid-paste method is applied, the resin yield can increase and the
deformation of technological features of trees can decrease. Besides, the education of laborers can provide
substantial advantages for yield and quality in the resin production.

Resin production is made from calabrian pine (Pinus burutia Ten.) stand in Turkey and there is 3
million ha calabrian pine forest in total. Today, the forest area resin tapping is 100.000 ha in Turkey.
According to this case, if a well work planning is organized an average laborer can tap resin from about
4.000 trees in one season. In order to retain seed trees in the calabrian forest, 6-8 trees/ha shouldn't be
tapped. (Ansin, Eminagaoglu, 2000).

The Calabrian forests occupy about 15% (3 million ha) of the total forest areas in Turkey. The most
important part of the total Calabrian forest area is found in Mediterranean and Aegean districts (Hus and
Kantarci, 1998). In general resin is consumed in the pulp, paper, paint, food, flower, medical and perfume
industries. Also, it is used as an adhesive substance and rubber. Instead of fully closed forest and thin
trees, it is determined that less canopy closure ratio of the forest, diameter level of c-d and young forests
are suitable for gum resin production (Acar, ail ve Örtel, 1996).

In Turkey gum resin production methods are mazek-fiella method and bark chipping with acid
solution method. In practice, the most suitable resin production method should be applied according to the
productivity, tree species and cost.

After that, the education of employees related to the determined method is necessary and
application of controlling or monitoring activities are important. Firstly, by application of the applied
education, maximum resin yield, minimum destruction in the physical and mechanical features of tree,
better quality gum resin and constructions of the better work safety can be performed.
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As it is stated, in the resin manufacturing process from the tree to the manifacture, the resin
productivity has decreased about 18.3%. About 14% of this is caused by the evaporation of the terebentin
and 4.3% by leaking of the gum resin from the pots. But, this can be solved by putting more emphasis on
the working conditions of the employees and their education(Görsu). Beside of the resin production
techniques, the selection of production tools and pots are also important.

Transportation, Employing and Stockpiling in Resin Production

In Turkey, it has been observed that the transportation and stockpiling failures of the Pinus brutia
Ten. gum resin change the physico-chemical properties of the resin (Hafizoglu, 1998). On the other hand,
failures in transportation methods can cause the loss of the resin yield. Besides, keeping the resin barrels
uncovered and filled pots waiting can cause deterioration in the pureness of the resin. (Deniz, 1989).

Following the TS 1048 standards including the rules and methods of the gum resin stockpiling and
transportation will decrease the losses mentioned above. That the increasing of the resin stockpiling time
can cause little terebentine rate but high acid number. Besides, unsuitable stockpiling factors with hot
climate and some reactions can cause Oxidation and low acid number. As a result of unsuitable
stockpiling, evaporation of the terebentine cause important amount of losses. At the same time,
weathering the gum resin results oxidized resin acid which decreased resin quality. Thus, firstly to
prevent the evaporation of the terebentine, necessary measurement should be taken. Besides, stockpiling
of the resin should be done in the galvanized sheet iron barrels not in the pool.

In order to tap maximum gum resin, the trees should not be damaged. The crop should be suitable
to the specifications of the method. At the same time brazes of the crop should not be set up deeper than
they are supposed to be. And, fixing the aprons and income resin pots should make the least damages on
the tree. On the other hand, the resin tapping method should be economic and simple. The resin pots
should be clear and cold, as well. .

In the application of acid paste method, lack of work force is among important difficulties in
Turkey. Besides, deterioration and changing of the physico-chemical properties of trees can be decreased
by using qualified employees (Göker, 1998).

Employing qualified laborers outside of the gum resin production season protect the turnover of
laborers. At the same time anthrophometric suitability of tools used in the resin production processes and
physicological suitability of the working methods and body activities in the processes are important for
the quality of work life. Moreover, if the area tapped gum resin is considered in the planning of the forest
road network, it will promote advantages for stockpiling and transportation activities.

Results

As resin is one important non-wood forest product in Turkey and world, the process from
production to marketing including employing, transportation, stockpiling and the others should be
focused again. It is lcnown that non-wood forest products are of significant importance for sustainable
forest management. Turkey has got a high potential of non-wood forest products and thus; both non-
governmental organizations and governmental organizations, by considering some application models and
samples in the development countries, should focus on these matters mentioned above from different
angels and beside traditional approaches.

It is known that generally, in the production of non-wood forest products, traditional and primitive
methods have been used and there is unclarity in the non-wood forest products market in Turkey. On the
other hand, in order to apply new and modem techniques, employees and the other persons relating the
processes should be educated. And, instantly, the potential of non-wood forest products of Turkey by
application of the participation management, should be prompted.
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As a result; In the resin production without deteriorating the ecosystem, the most suitable tapping,
transportation and stockpiling activities should be used. Especially, education of the employees, carefully
selection of the tolls used for the production of the resin, some substructure services as a construction and
maintenance of the forest road network will effect productivity and quality.
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Pour assurer un niveau élevé de qualité et un bon rendement dans la production de la résine, produit

forestier autre que le bois important, il faut appliquer des méthodes appropriées de gemmage, de transport

et d'entreposage.

En Turquie, la résine n'est recueillie que dans les &wets de pin de Calabre (Pinus brutia Ten.) par des

paysans. D'après PAdministration générale de la foresterie, la capacité de production est estimée 6, environ

20 000 à 25 000 tonnes de résine par an. La résine, qui peut étre utilisée par Pindustrie du papier, des peintures

et d'autres, est un produit industriel très important.

Les méthodes utilisées pour récolter la résine en fora, l'entreposer et la transporter sont détenninantes.

On peut dire que de mauvaises conditions de transport et d'entreposage sont des facteurs importants de la

dégradation de la qualité de la résine. De plus, de mauvaises méthodes de transport entraînent des pertes dans

les volumes de résine. Les barils laissés ouverts au bord des routes forestières en attendant que la résine soit

versée dans les conteneurs puis enlevée altèrent la pureté du produit.

Un pin donne environ de 1 4 kg de résine par an. Depuis le gemmage jusqu'i Putilisation en usine de

la résine, le volume baisse d'environ 18,3 %. Le phénomène est généralement da à l'évaporation de la
térébenthine et aux coulures de résine des pots. Toutefois, le soin apporté par les employés à la manipulation

et leur formation peuvent atténuer les pertes.

Mots clefs : Gemmage, qualité de la résine, productivité, transport et entrep. osage.

***
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BAHRHHE 3ArOTOBICH, TPAHCHOFT1EPOBKH H XPAHEIMSI
1170,41rICTOB OCMOJICHMACOILICH HA BEIXO,I1( H ICALIECTBO CMOJILI

,Et-p X. XynycH AKAP*, ,a-p OHnep BAPJ1M*, ,a-p TettyxHKo14011.114MYPA**

* TexHiNecKHA yHtisepcHTeT KapaneHma, cbaKynbTeT necHoro X03BACTEM, TPAB3OHA

Typums

** KHOTCKHrlyHHBepcHTeT, KHOTO, 51110H1151

PE310ME

4TO6b1 FlOBbICHTb KaLlecTso H abixon CMOITHCTOrl KamenH, KoTopas 5113115MTCA Ba)KHbim

Hen,pesecHbim JleCHbIM Tosapom, B TypuHH cnenyeT npHmeHsTb npasHnbmbie MeT0oBbl OCM0.110f10,BCO4KH,

TpaHcnopTHposicH H xpaHeHHs.

B TyplIHH CMOJ1HCTBA Kamenb co6HpaeTcs KpecTbsHamH T011bK0 B necax Kana6pHilcK0rt COCHbl

(Pinus brutia Ten.). ¡lo naHmbim reHepanbHoro ynpaBnem4m necHoro X03ArICTBB, exceronHoe

F1p0H3BOACTBO CMOJIHCTOA KaMe,g11 B Typutm COCTBBSIACT npHmepHo 20 000-25 000 TOHH. B TO )Ke spew'

BBH/ly HCF10111,30BaHHA CMOJIFICTOPI KamenH B uenniono3Ho-6ymawH0ll, naKoKpacoLtHort H FlpOLIHX

OTpaCJIAX npombunneHHocTH oHa ABIDIeTCA Tame OtieHb Ba>KHbIM npombunneHHbim nponyKrom.

rIpow3BoncTaeHHbie npotteccbi B necax, xpaHeHHe H TpaHcnorrrHpona CMOITHCTOrl KamenH 3TO

Bonpocbi, Hmetown rpomanHoe 3Ha4eHme. KaK ciniTaeTcs, HenpastinbHble TpaHcnopTHposKa H

xpaHeHHe CMO.FIFICTOn KamenH 5113.FI1FOTCA Ba)KHb1MH cpaKTopamm, yxy,dwalowilmH KamecTso 3T0110

nponyKTa. Kpome Toro, HenpasHnbHbie meTonbi TpaHcnopTHpoBKH senyT K noTepsim CMOJIHCT011 KamenH

ripti ee npoH3BoncTBe. BmecTe c Tem OTKpbMie 6(10-MK, BbICTBalleHHbIX Ha twat° .11CCHbIX nopor H

HecBoespemeHHas TpaHcnopTHposKa 3B110.T11-1eHHbIX eMKOCTert CHMKBIOT 4HCTOTy CMO.F1bt.

B TetteHme Ot1H0110 rona OT 0,/11-10r1 COCHbl nonyvanH npHmepHo 1-4 Kr CM0J161. B xone Ewer°

npouecca nonygeHHs CM011b1 - OT epesa no ee npHroTosnemis noTepH nponyKuHH cocTasnsnH

npHmepHo 18,3%. B uenom 3TO, BH,LIHMO, o6bscHseTcH HcnapeHHem TepneHTHHa H yreliKort cmonbl 143

emKocTert, 0/2FFMKO 3Ty npo6nemy MO>KHO peWHTb nyTem 110BblWeHHA BHHMaTellbHOCTH pa60THHKOB H

yny4weHms FIX flOarOTOBKH.

Knuriesbie cm:um: Ocmonononcogxa, KamecTao cM0.111,1, BblX0.11 cmonbi, TpaHcnopTHposKa H xpaHeHme

CMOJIbl.

***
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GALL PRODUCTION STRATEGY THAT IS INTERFERING WITH LIFE CYCLES OF
TWO IMPORTANT GALL-MAKER SPECIES, Andricus gallaetinctoriae (011v) and

A.kollari Htg. (Hymenoptera: Cynipidae) IN TURKEY

Mr. Mahmut EROCLU
Karadeniz Technical University, Faculty of Forestry, TRABZON

Turkey

Sumnnary

Gall wasps belong to the family Cynipidae that is placed, with other families, in the super family
Cynipoidea. Cynipoidea are parasitic Hymenoptera and all species except those in the subfamily
Cynipinae behave as typical parasitoids or hyperparasitoids of other insects. The Cynipinae are the gall
wasps and they alone induce gall formation and as larvae are phytophagus. In the Cynipinae, there are
some gall wasps whose larvae have lost the ability to induce gall formation and these larvae live
obligatorily as inquilines in the galls of gall-forming Cynipinae.

Over 90 percent of gall-inducing animals occur on dicotyledonous plants and most of these infest
only three families, Rosaceae, Compositae, and Fagaceae. The fidelity of cynipids to oaks demonstrates
the degree of monophagy among gall inducers. In North America and Europe, for instance, 87 and 76
percent of all cynipids attack species of Quercus and the host range of each wasp species is generally
restricted to one or a few related oak species. Oak cynipids are notable for structural diversity of galls
they induce. They also display a range of galling sites on the plant, host plant associations and life cycle.
Many of them have two generations each year. The galls of the two generations are often radically
different in structure.

The diversity of cynipid galls is the result of venation in gall tissues which develop outside the
larval chamber, including surrounding layers of wood or spongy tissue, complex air spaces within the
gall, and surface coats of sticky resins, hairs or spines.

The structure of galls peripheral to the nutritive zone is varied. One of the most specialized galls is
that of Andicus kollari (Harting) ti in which eight concentric zones of different tissues have been
described. Several galls, like in those Andricus gallaetinctoriae (Oliv.) have high tannin content which
render them bitter-tasting. Because of their high tannin contents, galls of A.gallaetinctoriae and A.kollari
have been utilized for thousands of years.

Agamic generation of A.gallaetinctoriae can be found most common on Quercus infectoria Oliv.,
however, they are also found on Quercus ithaburensis Decne. Ssp. macrolepis (Kotschy.) Hedge and
Yalt., Q.cerris L., Q.conferta Kitt., Q.ilex L., Q.rubur L., Q.petraea (Mattuschka) Lieb. and Q.pubescens
Willd. Qinfectoria is almost found in all woodlands of Turkey, however, it grows most commonly in the
South Eastern Anatolia. In its large range, the two sub species, Qinfectoria ssp. biossieri (Reut) Gtirke is
found West, Middle, East, and South Eastern parts of Anatolia and QInfectoria ssp. infectoria A. Camus
is found in the North west and Marmara regions.

Adults of agamic generation are 5-8 mm in length, and mainly dull brown with yellowish white,
fine, short, and thick hairs. The antenna coated with sparse hairs includes fourteen segments. Thorax is
covered with dense light brown pubescense. Prothorax becomes narrow towards the front. There are two
longitudinal stripes on mesothorax. Anteriorly the scutellum is provided with two pits, the form of which

may be of taxonomic value.

A.gallaetinctoriae have a high reproductive potential (like many other gall wasps) and females may
contain about 700 to 800 eggs. Eggs consist of a rather short body and a long pedicel which is 10 to 14
times as long the egg body. Egg laying is lasted until early June. After oviposition, the egg is more or less
embedded in bud tissue. Larval stage is lasted about two months, from early June to late August or to the
beginning of September. Gall formation period lasts about from mid June to beginning of July, so
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immature galls are found from mid-July to early September. Pupation generally begins in mid-August
when the color of gall changes from light green to white, and lasts about 15 to 25 days.

Mature agamic galls of A.gallaetinctoriae are almost spherical, 13-24 mm in diameter, clothed with
sharp, stiff spines about 1-4 mm in length, and 1.23 to 6 gram in weight. Maturing galls are bright in
color, single-chambered and non-coalesced clusters. Walls of mature galls are 5-6 mm in thickness and
can not be crushed without a stroke of a hammer. Perhaps, there is an interaction between the color of gall
and the development of the gall wasps in it. The galls which are indigo-blue in color generally includes
young larvae. The mature larvae can be found in the green or light green galls. White galls include pupae
or adults gnawing an exit hole. In the following days, especially after a rain, color becomes reddish.
Emergence of adults was not observed in the galls collected before late July. Adult exiting from galls
collected in different years and places showed that the adult emerging period begins in early September
and lasts until late October.

Adult emergency from the galls collected in late August and early September and stored in the
room conditions occurred between 8 to 21 October. Early harvest of galls results in not only the loss of
crop but also the reduction in the population of the gall wasps. In gall harvesting, the galls collected
should be kept in the vicinity of the production area until wasps exit the galls.

***

Abstract

Gall formation is arguably the most intimate relationship between herbivorous insects and their
host plants, and galls induced by cynipid gall wasps might well be the most sophisticated structures of
induced plant growth. Each species of cynipid gall wasps induce the growth of unique galls which are
both structurally distinct and anatomically novel structures to their host plant. Most species of cynipids
are in tribe Cynipini, all of which gall oaks and allied Fageceae. In Europe approximately 76 percent of
all cynipids attack species of Quercus and the host range of each wasp species is generally restricted to
one or a few related oak species. European oaks are members of two different oak species groups within
the genus Quercus, the 'white' oaks of the section Quercus, and the 'black' oaks of the section Cerris. In
the cynipid gall wasps, a sexual spring generation develops on oaks in the section Cerris, particularly the
Turkey oak, Quercus cerris, while a parthenenogenetic summer generation develops on oaks in section
Quarcus, such as Q.petraea, Q.pubescens, and Q.robur. The two oak groups occur together naturally in
southern Europe, the Mediterranean coast of north Africa, and Asia Minor, and these regions represent
the natural, native distribution of gall wasps exhibiting the alternating life cycle. The majority of host
altering Andricuc species are found in the eastern part of this region, where the Turkey oak, Q.cerris, is
the host of sexual generation galls. In Turkey, where the Turkey oak, acerris has a large natural range,
approximately 20 species of cinipid wasps induce galls on the oaks of Turkey. The vast majority of oak
galls are of no particular economic significance. Because of their high tannin contents, galls of
A.gallaetinctoriae and A.kollari have been utilized for thousands of years in Asia Minor. Agamic
generation galls of Agallaetinctoriae can be found most common on Quercus infectoria Oliv., however,
they are also found on Q.petraea (Mattuschka) Lieb. and apubescens Willd. Q.infectoria is almost found
all oak woodlands of Turkey, however, it grows most commonly in the Southern East Anatolia. A.kollari
is found around the Sea of Marmara, along the Aegean cost, and some inner parts of Turkey. In gall
developing areas, negative effects of human being and animal grazing have a great role on gall
production. Early harvest of galls results in not only the loss of crop but also the reduction in the
population of the gall wasps. This may also result in the increase in the population of other harmful
species on the same host plants. In the last 10 years, the income portion of the gall exportation in
Turkey's non-wood forest products has been 0.74% on average. This number indicates that, while it has
the potential of providing the people living in rural areas and having low life standards with an important
source of income, gall production in Turkey is still far from what is expected because of inefficient gall
harvesting strategies.
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Introduction

Gall wasps belong to the family Cynipidae which is placed, with other families, in the superfamily
Cynipoidea. All species of this superfamily, except those in the subfamily Cynipinae behave as typical
parasitoids or hyperparasitoids of other insects (Askew, 1984). The Cynipinae are the gall wasps and they
alone induce gall formation and as larvae are phytophagus (Quinlan, 1979; Evenhuis, 1980). In the
Cynipinae there are some gall wasps whose larvae have lost the ability to induce gall formation and these
larvae live obligatorily as 'inquilines' in the galls of gall-forming Cynipinae (Krombein et al., 1979). All
cynipid inquilines are phytophaqous and feed on specialized nutritive cells that they themselves induce
from issues of the host gall. (Shorthouse, 1980; Washburn and Cornell, 1981).

Herbivory by gall-makers has the potential to result in number of negative impacts on host plants.
The negative impacts of gall-makers infesting certain agricultural crops are well documented. But, the
frequency and degree to which gall-makers injure their hosts in natural situation is still open to question
(Abrahamson and McCreea, 1986; Price, 1987). Some workers have suggested that gall-maker impact is
negligible (Wangberg, 1978; Gander, 1979), however, quantitative analyses have repeatedly shown that
galls are metabolic sinks for carbon (Fourcroy and Braun, 1967; Jankiewicz et al., 1970; Hartnett and
Abrahamson, 1979), and some mineral elements (Palct and Hassler, 1967).

Over 90 percent of gall-inducing animals occur on dicotyledonous plants and most of these infest
only three families, Fagaceae, Rosaceae, and Compositae (Mani 1964). Cynipid gall inducers are divided
into three (Kinsey, 1920; Askew, 1984) or five (Ronquist, 1994) tribes, based on morphological
similarities and partly on host plant. Most species of cynipids are in tribe Cynipini, all of which gall oaks
and allied Fageceae. The fidelity of cynipids to oaks demonstrates the degree of monophagy among gall
inducers. In North America and Europe, for instance, 87 and 76 percent of all cynipids attack species of
Quercus and the host range of each wasp species is generally restricted to one or a few related oak species
(Krombein et al., 1979; Abrahamson and Weis 1987). Oak cynipids are notable for structural diversity of
galls they induce (Askew 1984; Dreger-Jauffret and Shorthouse, 1992; Shorthouse and Rohfritsch 1992;
Williams, 1994). They also display a range of galling sites on the plant, host plant associations and life
cycle (Askew, 1961, 1984; Ambrus 1974; Cook et al.1998). Oak cynipid gall structures are characteristic
of the gall-inducer, rather than of the host plant (Ambrus, 1974; Rohfritsch, 1992), and result from
cynipid traits expressed at two stages in the wasp's life cycle.

European oaks are members of two different oak species groups within the genus Quercus, the
'white' oaks of the section Quercus, and the 'black' oaks of the section Cerris (Nixon and Crepet, 1985).
These two oak sections are, to some extent, associated with different cynipid genera (Amburs 1974;
Cs6ka, 1997). An interesting feature of the genus Andricus is that the vast majority of galls found on
section Cerris oaks belong to sexual generations, including 9 of the 10 sexual generation-only species,
and 6 of the 20 species known to have a two generation life-cycle. The remainder of two-generation
species have both generations on section Quercus oaks, and all of the asexual generation-only Andricus
species attack oaks in this group (Cook et al., 1988). Hebert (1987) pointed out that all major groups of
cyclic parthenogenes include obligately asexual members and Andricus is no exception with 35 asexual
species in Europe.

Many species of oak cynipid gall wasps have two generations each year, one sexual and the other
parhenogenetic. The most complex reproductive cycle is seen in most of the gall wasps that attack oak.
Here, there is an alternation of generations, a sexual generation of males and females alternating with a
so-called 'agamic' generation comprising only females. In Andricus and Neuroterus genera, it is usual to
find not only that agamic generation of females is composed of strict androphores and gynephores, but
also that one sexual generation female will produce in her progeny either agamic androphores or
gynephores but not usually both (Folliot, 1964). Thus there is here even earlier determination of sex of the
sexual generation; at the agamic generation one-and-a-half life cycles previously (Askew, 1984).

The galls of the two generations are often radically different in structure, and produce adults of
very different size; where both generations are present in the life-cycle, sexual generation galls and adults
are usually smaller than their asexual counterparts (Ambrus, 1974; Askew, 1984; Pujade, 1994, 1997). In
Andricus, sexual generation galls usually develop more rapidly than associated asexual generations, and
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are often tiny, inconspicuous structures (Cook et al.,1998). The two galls are often induced on different
plant organs. The majority of known sexual generation Andricus galls are induced on buds or catkins,
with fewer species galling stems (Ambrus, 1974; Pujade, 1994). Leaves are very rarely galled by
Andricus species (Askew, 1984).

In the cynipid gall wasps, a sexual spring generation develops on oaks in the section Cerris,
particularly the Turkey oak, Quercus cerris L., while a parthenogenetic summer generation develops on
oaks in the section Quercus, such as Q.petraea (Mattuschka) Lieb., Q.pubescens Willd., and Q.robur L:
(Cook et al., 1988). The two oak groups occur together naturally in southern Europe, the Mediterranean
coast of north Africa, and Asia Minor, and these regions represent the natural, native distribution of gall
wasps exhibiting the alternating life cycle (Csöka et al., 1988). The majority of host altering Andricus
species are found in the eastern part of this region, where the Turkey oak, Q.cerris, is the host of sexual
generation galls (Amburus, 1974; Cam 1997). The asexual generation may be highly host-specific, or
attack a range of host species in this oak section (Amburus, 1974; Nieves-Aldry, 1987; Cam, 1997),
Within Andricus, a phylogenetically dispersed set of species have sexual generations on oaks in the
section Cerris, either as a part of an alternating life cycle or in sexual-only life cycles (Cook et al., 1998).

Gall formation does not begin until after the gall wasp larva has emerged from its egg, and that gall
development ceases upon death of the larvae (Askew, 1984). Larval secretions, as yet uncharacterized
(Schönrogge, et al.,1998), are thought to control the type and structure of plant tissue forming the gall
(Rohfritsch, 1992). Maternal egg-laying behavior determines how many larval cells develop within a
single gall structure, and so whether the gall is unilocular or multiclocular. Gall structures, though
constructed of plant tissues, thus represent the extended phenotypes of gall wasp genes (Dawkins, 1983;
Stern 1995; Crespi et al., 1997).

The shapes and morphologies of cynipid galls vary widely not only between the species of gall-
former, but also between generations, where the gall former has more than one generation per year
(Dregger-Jauffret and Shorthouse, 1992). Mature cynipid galls can be as small as 2-3 millimeters or as
large as 10 cm in diameter. Galls of some species house only a single larva whereas others are inhabited
by several hundred. Cynipids induce galls on virtually all plant organs and many of them have impressive
surface structures, such as 'spines of variable shapes or glands, which can secrete sugary or otherwise
sticky compounds (Ambrus, 1974). Although the gross morphology of cynipid galls may vary, the inner
organization of tissues is similar (Bronner, 1992; Rohfritsch, 1992). Tissues found in all cynipid galls
include a layer of cytoplasmically dense nutritive cells which line the larval chamber, followed by a layer
of vacuolate parenchyma, a layer of sclerenchyma, a layer. of parenchymatous gall cortex and epidermis
(Rohfritsch, 1992). Nutritive cells are unique to insect galls and serve the inducers as the sole source of
food. Adjoining parenchyma are converted to nutritive cells as the inducer feeds (Bronner, 1976).

Cynipid wasps also control the physiology of gall tissues (Bagatto et al., 1996 ; Harris and
Shorthouse, 1996). Not only do gall serve as physiological sinks for nutrients and assimilates, but tannins
and phenolic compounds, thought to serve as feeding inhibitors for herbivorous insects, are concentrated
in the peripheral parenchyma while inner gall tissue have non (Bronner, 1976).

There have been a number of invasions of new geographical areas by cynipid gall wasps, always
associated with introduction to the area of their host plant. A.kollari, Alignicola and A.quercuscalicis
have expanded their ranges into northern and western Europe from natural distributions in southern
Europe following human introduction of Turkey oak, Q.cerris., A.lignicola and A.quercuscaicis reached
Britain through natural range expansion from Italy and the Balkans, while A.kollari was purposely
introduced into Britain in large numbers in the first half of the 19th century from the eastern
Mediterranean (Claridge, 1962; Williamson, 1996) to utilize its galls as raw material in the manufacture
of ink (Askew, 1984).

In Turkey approximately 20 species of cynipid wasps induce galls on the oaks of Turkey. (Acatay,
1943; Schimitschek, 1944; Alkan, 1952; Karaca, 1956; Ba§, 1973; Ekici, 1975; Eroglu, 1977;
Çanakçioglu and Mol, 1998; Eroglu, 2000). The vast majority of oak galls are of no particular economic
significance. Because of their high tannin contents, galls of A.gallaetinctoriae and A.kollari have been
utilized for thousands of years. A.gallaetinctoriae is found over much of Turkey where the two host oak
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groups occur together naturally in large areas. A.kollari is found around the Sea of Marmara, along the
Aegean cost, and some inner parts of the country. In gall developing areas, negative effects of human
being and grazing have a great role on gall production. Galls collected have not been kept in a close
vicinity of woodlands. Early harvest of galls results in not only the loss of crop but also the reduction in
the population of the gall wasps. This may also result in the increase in the population of other harmful
species on the same host plants. The purpose of this study is to discuss the rural potentiality of gallings by
these two important gall-maker species and the gall harvesting strategies that interfere with their life
cycles.

Material and Method

Information on life cycle of the two important gall-makers, A.gallaetinctoriae and A.kollari came
from some field collections of agamic galls on Quercus infectoria Oliv. in Adiyaman Forest District
along with additional collections of galls on Q.pubescens in Kemalpasa and Edremit in Turkey.

Collection of galls were made in the last August and early September and galls were placed in jars
at room temperature and adults removed, counted and curated daily as they exited. The average longevity
of agamics under laboratory conditions was observed. The emergency period of agamics and
commercially gall production times were evaluated.

The gall production strategy that has been interfered with life cycles of these two important gall-
maker species was discussed.

Results

Adults of agamic generation A.galleatinctoriae are mainly dull brown with yellowish white, fine,
short, and thick hairs. The lengths of the adults were average 6.2 (5.0 to 7.6) millimeters (Bas, 1973;
Ekici, 1975). The adults reared galls from Quercus infectoria Oliv. were average 39.4 (15.6 to 49.9) mg
and from apubescens were average 22.4 (12.5 to 32.3) mg in the weight (Ekici, 1975). This species has a
high reproductive potential ( like most of the other gall wasps) and females may contain about 700 to 800
eggs (Bas, 1973; Ekici, 1975). Egg laying is lasted until early June. Larval stage is lasted about two
months, from early June to late August or to the beginning of September (Ekici, 1975). Each gall includes
only one larva (Bas, 1973). Rarely, when two or more eggs are laid in a bud, the galls induced fuse with
each other (Ekici, 1975).

Gall formation period lasts about from mid June to beginning of July, so immature galls are found
from mid-July to early September. Pupation generally begins in mid-August when the color of gall
changes from light green to white, and lasts about 15 to 25 days. Immature gall are found from mid-July
to early September. Mature agamic galls of A.gallaetinctoriae are almost spherical, 13-24 (average 17.8)
mm in diameter, clothed with sharp, stiff spines about 1 to 4 millimeters in length, and 1.23 to 6 (average
3.3) gram in weight. Walls of mature galls are 5-6 mm in thickness and can not be crushed without a
stroke of a hammer. (Eroglu, 2000). Maturing galls are bright in color, single-chambered and non-
coalesced clusters.

Agamic generation galls of Agallaetinctoriae can be found most common on Q.infectoria Oliv.,
however, they are also found on Q.ithaburensis Decne., 0.rubur L., Q.petraea (Mattuschka) Lieb. and
Q.pubescens Willd. (Schimitschek, 1944; Alkan, 1952); Karaca, 1956; Bas, 1973; Ekici, 1975; Eroglu,
1997). Q.pubescens and Q.petraea are two common hosts in the second group. Q.infectoria is almost
found all woodlands of Turkey, however, it grows most commonly in the Southern East Anatolia. In its
large range, the two sub species, Q.infectoria ssp. biossieri (Reut) Giirke is found west, middle, east, and
southern east parts of Anatolia and Q. Infectoria ssp. infectoria A. Camus is found north west and
Marmara regions (Kayacik, 1963). A.gallaetinctoriae is found over much of Turkey (Figure 1) where the
two host oak groups occur together naturally in large areas.
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Figure 1. Galling areas of Andricus gallaetinctoriae in Turkey

Emergence of adults was not observed in the galls collected before late July. The highest emergency
occurred from the galls that were collected in the last week of August (Elcici, 1975). Adult exiting from galls
collected in different years and places showed that the adult emerg,ing period begins in early September and
lasts until late October (Ekici, 1975; Eroglu, 1997). Adult emergency from the galls collected late August and
early September and stored in the room conditions occurred between 8 to 21 October (Eroglu, 2000).

Twenty five percent of the agamics of A.gallaetinctoriae emerged between the dates of 8 to 14 October
and the rest 15 to 21 October. The large portion of emergence was occurred in the second half of the October.
Before winter, we reared about 50 adults of A.gallaetinctoriae from the 60 percent of the galls collected in
Ad_yaman-Kuyucak. The average longevity of these adults under laboratory was 12.7 (4 to 16) days (Eroglu,
2000). This period for the adults reared galls from Edremit was 12 to 18 days. Bo_ (1973) and Eldci (1975)
were found the longevity 6 to 12 and 4 to 13 days.

Agarnic galls of A.kollaH are similar to galls of A.gallaetinctoriae but do not have stiff spines protruding
through the surface. They are globular, woody marble galls, 14 to 23 (average 16.5) millimeter in diameter,
and from 0.50 to 2.10 (average 1.32) grams in weight. Almost all adults exited the galls until late September
from galls collected on Q.pubescens in Edremit and Kemalpa_. (Eroglu, 2000).

Sexual females of Andricus kollari (Hartig) (= circulans Mayr) oviposit in May to June in buds of
0.robur, and also 0.petraea and Q.pubescens. Agamic galls of A.kollari mature in August and agamic females
mostly emerge in September although some larvae overwinter and do not emerge until the following May or
June. Agamic females oviposit in buds of 0.cen-is, depositing eggs between the embryonic leaves.
Development during winter is slow and the sexual galls, which are small, thin-walled, ellipsoid structures, do
not become visible among the buds scales until March or April (Beijerinck, 1902; Marsden-Jones, 1953;
Folliot, 1964, Askew, 1984).
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Discussion

A.gallaetinctoriae and A.kollari are oak galling cynipids requiring two different oak species groups
for their development. They are found throughout the overlapping native ranges of the two oak groups.
While A.gallaetinctoriae is found over much of Turkey (Figure 1), A.kollari is found only the areas
around the Sea of Marmara, along the Aegean cost, Black Sea cost as far as Samsun, and some inner parts
of Anatolia.

Only the agamic generation of A.gallaetinctoriae can be found most common on Q. robur,
Q.petraea and Q.pubascens in the North Hungary and Transcarpathia (Melika and Csoka, 1993;
Diakontshuk and Melika, 1993). Agamic generation of A.kollari is found on Q.robur, and most common
on Q.petraea, in the North Hungary, Transcarpathia (Melika and Csóka, 1993), and in the rest of the
Ukraine, it can be found on Q. suber and Q.ilex (Diakontshuk and Melika, 1993).

In agamic generation of A.gallaetinctoriae, adult emerging period begins in early September and
lasts until late October. The average longevity of the adults under laboratory was 12.7 days on average.
Adults from galls collected in Edermit lived 12 to 18 days. The longevity was also found 6 to 12 and 4 to
13 days (Ba§, 1973; Ekici, 1975).

Observations on the sexual generations of A.kollari suggest that both males and females will prove
shorter-live than the agamic generation. Without food, males of this species live for 2-3 daysy females 4-5
days. Despite their smaller size, and thus a greater potential for wind dispersal, such short lifespan may
effectively limit the dispersal potential of the sexual generation (Stone et al. 1995). In Andricus
quercuscalicis (Burgsd.) a nested analysis of deviance showed that there was no difference in longevity
between the no food treatment and water only, but the treatment with sugar-water produced a significant
increase in longevity. The average longevity of agamics under laboratory conditions without sugar was
12.2 days and with sugar-water as food was 16.2 days. It is possible that with a diet including nutrients
other than sugars, the agamics could live for more than three weeks (Stone et al. 1995).

Two species of inquiline gall wasps reared from the agamic galls of A.gallaetinctoriae collected
from South Eastern and western Anatolia were S.umbraculus Olivier and Synergus gallaepomiformis
Boyer de Fonsc. (Ekici, 1975) which was also reared from galls of Cynips insana Westw. in the western
Anatolia (Schimitschek, 1944). The greatest number of individuals emerged from a single gall were 8 in
S.gallaepomtformis and 4 in S.umbraculus. Inquilines reared from agamic galls of A.gallaetinctoriae were
S.hayneanus Hart., S.pallidipennis Mayr, S.reinhardi Mayri, S.tristis Mayr, and S.umbraculus 01.
(Diakontshuk & Melika, 1993). Inquilines reared from agamic galls of A.kollari were Synergus albipes
Hart., S.crassicornis (Curtis), S.hayneanus Hart., S.nervosus Hart., S.pallicornis Hart., S.pallidipennis
Mayr, S.reinhardi Mayri, S.rotundiventris Mayr, and Sumbraculus 01. (Diakontshuk & Melika, 1993).

Both types of inquiline larvae emphasized in Askew (1984) may be seen in galls of
A.gallaetinctoriae and A.kollari in which S.reinhardi occludes the larval chamber and destroys the gall-
making larva, and S.umbraculus and S.gallaepomiformis Boyer de Fonsc. occupy peripheral cells in the
parenchyma. Galls inquilined by S.umbraculus and S.gallaepomiformis may also produce adults of both
gall-makers and inquilines. As a conclusion the inquilines do not have an important negative impact on
these two gall-makers in their galling areas in Turkey.

Perhaps, there is an interaction between the color of gall and the development of the gall wasps in
it. The galls which are indigo-blue in color generally includes young larvae. The mature larvae can be
found in green or light green galls. White galls include pupae or adults gnawing an exit hole. In the
following days, especially after a rain, color becomes reddish.

Galls of A.gallaetinctoria are commonly harvested in July and August, when they are indigo-blue
or light green. However emergence of adults was not observed in the galls collected before late July.
Adult exiting from galls collected in different years and places showed that the adult emerging period
begins in early September and lasts until late October (Ekici, 1975; Eroglu, 1997).
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Galls collected in an area are not usually kept or stored in a close vicinity of woodlands so as to
give the adults a chance to go back to the woodlands for their next generation. Early harvest or early
removal of galls results in not only the loss of crop but also the reduction in the population of gall wasps.
This may also result in the increase in the population of other harmful species on the same host plants.
Suporting this is the fact that about fifty percent of the agamics collected in Adiyaman-Kuyucak were
galls of Agallaetinctoriae and the rest were galls of Cynips insana Westwood (Eroglu 2000). Gall
inducers do not move from place to place seeking food as to other phytophagous insects (Strong et al.,
1984), but remain stationary and create highly nutritious food at their feeding sites.

In gall developing areas, negative effects of human being and animal grazing have also a great role
on gall production, whereas there has been no evidence as to whether the galls of A.gallaetinctoriae and
A.kollari can cause severe injury and bring about the demise of host trees. On the contrary, if the oaks
with galls are protected from the other agents (such as humans and animals), they can reach up to 15 to 20
m in height and 1.0 to 1.5 m in diameter.

Although the exportation income from gall production in Turkey, shows differences by the years,
but the average income in a long period is more or less stable. For example, the yearly average
exportation income of galls between the years of 1961 to 1970 was 395.000 USD and 1990 to 1999 was
495.000 USD. In the last 10 years, the income portion of the gall exportation in Turkey's non-wood forest
products has been 0.74% on average. This number indicates that, while it has the potential of providing
the people living in rural areas and having low life standards with an important source of income, gall
production in Turkey is still far from what is expected because of inefficient gall harvesting strategies
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STRATÉGEE DE PRODUCTION DE GALLES INTERFÉRANT AVEC LE CYCLE
ÉVOLUTIF DE DEUX IMPORTANTES ESPÈCES GALLIGÈNES,
Andricus gallaednctoriae (011v.) et Andricus kollari Htg. (Hyumenoptera : Cynipidae),
EN TURQurE

M. Mahmut EROGLU
Faculte de foresterie, Université technique de Karadeniz, TRABZON
Turquie

Rt sumt

Les insectes galligènes appartiennent à la famille des cynipides qui, avec d'autres families, est dans la
superfamille des cynipoidea. Ce sont des hyménoptères parasites et toutes les espèces, à l'exception des espèces
de la sous-famille des cynipinae se comportent typiquement comme des parasites ou des hyperparasites d'autres
insectes. Les cynipinae sont des galligènes; ce sont les seuls à produire des galles. A l'état larvaire, ils sont
phytophages. 11 y a des cynips dont les larves ont perdu la capacité de produire des galles, qui vivent donc
obligatoirement comme espèces inquilines, dans les galles formées par d'autres cynips.

Plus de 90 % des insectes galligènes se développent sur des plantes dicotylédones et la plupart ne
s'attaquent qu'à trois families : les rosacées, les composacées et les fagacées. La fidélité des cynips aux chénes
montre combien les agents galligènes sont monophages. En Arnérique du Nord et en Europe par exemple, 87
et 76 % des cynips se développent sur le chene (Quercus) et chaque agent ne se développe généralement que
sur une espèce de chéne ou sur quelques espèces apparentées. Le cynips du chene est remarquable par la
diversité structurelle des galles qu'il provoque. 11 se caracterise également par la diversité des parties de la
plante qu'il peut attaquer, la diversité des associations végétales h6tes et de son cycle évo tuff. Un gand nombre
de cynips ont deux generations par an. D'une generation à l'autre, les galles ont souvent une structure
radicalement différente.

La diversité des galles dues au cynips tient à la nervation des tissus qui se développent à l'intérieur de
la logette larvaire, y compris des couches de tissu ligneux ou spongieux environnantes, des alvéoles complexes
à l'intérieur de la galle et, en surface, des couches de résine collante, de poils ou d'épines.

La structure des galles qui se développent autour de la zone nutritive est diverse. L'une des galles les plus
spécialisées est celle d'Andricus kollari (Harting), dans laquelle huit zones concentriques de tissus différents
ont été trouvées. Plusieurs galles, comme celles d'Andricus gallaetinctoriae (Oliv.) sont très riches en tanin, ce
qui leur donne un goat amer. Leur richesse en tanin fait que les galles d'Andricus gallaetinctoriae et d'Andricus
kollari sont utilisées depuis des milliers d'années.

La generation agame d'Anciricus gallaetinctoriae se retrouve le plus frequerrunent sur le chene à galles
des teinturiers (Quercus infectoria Oliv.); mais on la trouve aussi sur Quercus ithaburensis Decne Ssp.
macrolepis (Kotschy.) Hedge et Yalt., Quercus cerris L., Quercus conferta Kitt., Quercus ilex L., Quercus
rubur L., Quercus petraea (Mattuschka) Lieb. et Quercus pubescens Willd. Le chene des teinturiers (Quercus
infectoria) est present dans quasiment toutes les forets de Turquie, mais c'est dans le sud-est, en Anatolie, qu'il
est le plus commun. La sous-espèce Quercus infectoria ssp. biossieri (Reut) Gtirke est présente clans l'ouest,
le centre, l'est et le sud-est de l'Anatolie, et Quercus infectoria ssp. infectoria A. Camus, l'autre sous-espèce,
est courante dans le nord-ouest et dans la region de Marmara.

Les adultes nés de la parthénogénèse ont entre 5 et 8 mm de long et sont principalement de couleur brun
foncé avec des poils blanc jaunfitre, fins, courts et épais. L'antenne, couverte de poils Oars, comporte 14
articles. Le thorax est couvert d'un duvet brun clair, dense. Le prothorax se rétrécit vers l'avant. Le mésothorax
porte deux rayures longitudinales. Le scutellum comporte dew( cavités, dont la forme peut etre intéressante du
point de vue taxinornique.

Andricus gallaetinctoriae, comme de nombreux autres cynips, a une capacite de reproduction élevée et
les femelles peuvent pondre de 700 à 800 ceufs environ. Les ceufs comportent un corps assez court et un long
pédicelle qui est 10 à 14 fois plus long que le corps. La ponte dure jusqu'au début de juin. Une fois pondu, l'ceuf
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est plus ou moins inclus dans le tissu du bourgeon. Le stade larvaire dure environ deux mois, du début de juin
A la fin d'août ou au début de septembre. La période de formation de la galle dure environ du milieu du mois
de juin au début du mois de juillet et l'on trouve des galles immatures de la mi-juillet au début du mois de
septembre. Le nymphage commence généralement vers la mi-aoilt, quand la couleur de la galle passe du vert
pile au blanc, et dure entre 15 et 25 jours.

Les galles agames adultes d'Andricus gallaetinctoriae sont presque parfaitement sphériques, ont un
diamètre de 13 A 24 mm et sont recouvertes d'épines pointues et raides d'environ 1 A 4 mm de long, elles pèsent
entre 1,23 et 6 gammes. Les galles en cours de maturation sont de couleur vive, ont une chambre unique et
ne sont pas coalescentes. Les coques des galles, d'une épaisseur de 5 A 6 mm, ne peuvent &re cassées qu'à l'aide
d'un marteau. 11 se peut qu'il y ait un rapport entre la couleur de la galle et le stade de développement de la
larve. Les galles de couleur indigo hébergent généralement des jeunes larves. Les larves adultes se trouvent
dans les galles vertes ou vert clair. Les galles blanches hébergent des nymphes ou des adultes qui commencent

percer un trou pour sortir. Dans les jours qui suivent, en particulier après la pluie, la galle devient rougeare.
Les galles recueillies avant la fin du mois de juillet ne comportent pas d'adultes. Les observations faites en
différentes années et en différents endroits montrent que la période de sortie des adultes va de début septembre

fin octobre.

La sortie des adultes des galles qui avaient été recueillies A la fin du mois d'aoilt et au début du mois de
septembre et conservées à température ambiante a eu lieu entre le 8 et le 21 octobre. Si l'on recueille les galles
trop tôt, non seulement on perd la récolte mais on diminue en outre la pbpulation de cynips. Les galles
recueillies doivent etre conservées à proximité de la zone de production jusqu'A la sortie des insectes.

***
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CTPATEFH.S1 3AFOTOBKH FAJLTIOB, ILPE11$ITCTBY101HASI ACH3HEITHLIM

HIEKJIAM ,333YX BANCHLIX FAJLJ100BPA3Y1OLWIX BH,A0B Andricus
gallaetinctoriae (Oliv.) it A. kollari Htg. (Hyumenoptera: Cynipidae) - B TYPU3114

F-H Maxmyr 3P0I-JIY
KAPA,VH143CKI'1 TeXHHuleCKliri yfmaepcgre-r,(13,aKynbTer necHoro X03ArICTBa

TypuHA

PE310ME

Opexo-raopKH nptimannewaT K cemertcTay Cynipidae, KoTopoe Hapuy c apyrHmH cemenc-raaNtH

OTHOCHTC51 K abicwemy cemertc-rsy Cynipoidea. Cynipoidea 3TO napa3HTHmecKHe Hymenoptera, H ace

BH,abl, 3a HctutiogeHrtem noacemericTsa Cynipinae, Benyr ce6A KaK THritigHble napa3H-rotinbt Hnti

rpmepnapa3wroHnbt npyrttx HaceKombtx. Cynipinae 3TO opexoTaopKH, H TallbK0 OHH ao36y>Knator

o6pa3oBaHHe rannos H Ha CTa.aHH J1HLIHHOK 5113.115110TCH paCTHTerlbHOSTAHb1MH. B cemertc-rae Cynipinae

acTpegatoTcA opexoTaopKH, 1-1bH JIWIHHKH 110TepAr1H CrlOCO6HOCTb Bbl3b1BaTb o6pa3orlaHHe rannoa, H 3TH

06513aTeAbH0 Be,ayT ce6n KaK HHKBH.1HHbl a rannax rannoo6pa3routytx BHAOB cemericna

Cynipinae.

Sonee 90% rannoo6pa3rowitx HaceKombtx acTpegatoTcH Ha AByAarlbHbIX paCTeHHAX, npH 3TOM

60f1bWHHCTBO 1,13 HHX Hlitia3HproT TonbKo Tpti cemericTaa, a HMeHHO Rosaceae, Compositae H Fagaceae.

TOT (i)aKT. LITO opexoTsopKH >KHByT TO.1113K0 Ha ,ay6ax, 11oKa3bisaeT creneHb moHoci)arint

rannoo6pa3yloamx HaceKombix. B CesepHoil AmepHKe H Eapone, HanpHmep, 87 H 76% Bcex

opexuraopoK Hana.aatoT Ha noponbt Quercus, H Kpyr nopoa, nopmaembix KaKablM BHAOM opexoTsopoK,

061,11-1H0 orpaHHLutaaeTcst OAHHM HMI HeCKOIlbKHMH 6J1H3KHMH nopo,aamH ny6oa. gy6oabie opexoraopKH

OTTIH4a1OTCA cippc-typHbim pa3Hoo6pa3Hem o6pa3yembtx HM14 rannoa. ?am HHX xaparrepHbt TatoKe

onpeneneHHbte mecTa Ha pacTeHtinx, rae ckopmHpyto-rcA rannbt, onpeneneHHble rpynnbt nepeabea-Komes

H onpe,aeneHHbirt >KH3HeHHblii UHKJ1. MHOrHe 113 HHX Hmetar exceroamo Asa 170K0fleHHA. raJlAbl AByX

noKoneHHrt 3attacTyto KopeHHbim o6pa3om oTntittatoTcn npyr OT Apyra no men cTpyrrype.

Pa3Hoo6pa3He rannoa, o6pa3yembix opexo-raopKamH, 51BASIeTC51 pe3y1lbTaTOM 1iHepBaL1HH TKaHerl

rama, Koropbte pa3BHBa1OTCA sHe IIHLIHHOLIHOPI Kamepbt, BKIIIOLIa51 oKpy>KatoulHe C11014 Ltepeaa HRH

ry64aTort TKaHH, o6pa3oBaHHe C.110>KHbIX BO3AyWHbIX paKOBHH B ramie H cl)opmHpoaaHHe

noaepxmoci-Horo CJ1O5 H3 Kneilmix CMOII, BOY1OCKOB HMI WKIHKOB.

CTpyrrypa rannoa, HaXOWILL1HXCA Ha nepHckepHH 11HTaTeAbH0r1 30Hbl, pa3nH4ia. 0aHHM 143

HaH6onee cneuHarm3Hpoaamibtx rannoa SlansleTcsi Andicus kollari (Harting) O, B KoTopom o6HaprKeHo

BOCeMb KOHIleHTpHLIeCKHX 301-1 pa3I1H4HbIX TKaHerl. PHA rannoa, nono6Hbix Andricus gallaetinctoriae

HMetOT BbICOKOe coaep>KaHme TaHHHa, LITO aenaeT ttx ropbmimpt Ha BKyC. no nptivitHe BbICOKOr0

conepKaHHA B HHX TaHHHa rannbi A. gallaetinctoriae and A. kollari Hc1onb3oaark1cb a TegeHme

TbICAge.fleTHrt

AramHoe noKonetme A. gallaetinctoriae gatue acero MOWHO scTpeTHTb Ha Quercus infectoria

Oily.; amec-re c -rem OHO TaK>Ke acTpegaeTcn Ha Quercus ithaburensis Decne. Ssp. macrolepis (Kotschy.)

Hedge and Yak., Q. cerris L.. Q. conferta Kitt.. Q. ilex L., Q. rubur L., Q. petraea (Mattuschka) Lieb. and

Q. pubescens Willd. Q.infectoria umpoKo ac-rpegaeTcti BO acex necax Typtam, HO B OCHOBHOM 3-ra

nopoaa npoH3pac-raeT B 101-0-BOCTOLIHOil AHaTaf1H11. gBa noaatina Q.infectoria ssp. biossieri (Reut)

Gtirke npoH3pacTator B 3ana.aHom, cpe.aHem, BOCTO4HOM H 10r0-BOCTO4HOM parioHax AHaTOAHH, a
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Q.Infectoria ssp. infectoria A. Camus BcTpettae-rcs Ha cesepo-3anane c-rpaHbt H B partoHe MpamopHoro

mops!.

Oco6H B3pocnoro aramHoro 110KaJ1eHHA HMel0T11l1HHy 5-8 MM; 0H11 HMe/OT, KaK npatmno, MaTOBO-

Kopw-ffiettylo oKpacky C MeJ1TOBaT0-6eJlb1M11 ripowrinxamtt H TOHKHe, KopoTxtie H TOJICTble BOTIOCHKH.

YCHKH 110Kpb1Tb1 pe12KI4MH B0110CHKaMH H HmetoT 14 cermeHToB. rpynHas toeTxa. nokpbrra 11.110THOrt

caeTno-KopH4Hesort onywKoil. rIpoTopaKc cpicaeTcti K nepenHert ttacm. Ha me3oTopaKce HmetoTcst nBe

npononroBaTble flOI1OCKH. Cnepentt ckyrennym HmeeT nBe AMKH, (tiopa K0TOpb1X mo)KeT HmeTb

TaKcoHomkpieckyto aeHHOCTb.

A. gallaetinctoriae HmetoT BbICOKHrf periponyKTHBHbal noTeHuHa_n (nono6Ho mi-forHm npyrtim

opexontopkam): camKH moryr Hme-rb npHmepHo 700-800 sniu. 51r11.1a HMetOT a0B0J1bH0 KopoTKoe Tenbue

H )3,11HHHbIrl cTe6eneK 6ptowxa, KOTOpb111 B 10-14 pa 3 npeabtwaeT arnifty Tenbua wiva. Sirfaa

OTK.fla,abIBalOTCA 20 Ha4alla H1OHM. ITOCIle OTKIlaaK14 Aria° 60Jlee HflH meHee 3a.senbiBaeTcsi B TKaHb

flO4KH. SIH4HH04HaA CTa,aHA arIHTCA OK0J10 2 mecsueB: OT Hamana MOHR nO KOHaa aBrycTa 1.1H Havana

ceHTs6ps. IlepHon ratinoo6pa3oBaHms aj1HTCA npHmepHo OT cepenkmbi MOHR 40 Hatiasta HK)J1A, B CBA311 C

ttem He3penble rannbt BcTpettatoTcs c Cepe;111Hbl 11101131 no Ha'-lana ceHT5t6p5l. OKyKAHBaHHe 061,14H0

HattHHaeTcst B cepenHHe asrycTa, 'coma 113 cseTno-3eneHbtx rannbt CTaHOBATCA 6e11b1MH, FI LU1HTC51

npHmepHo 15-25 _ma.

Co3pertwHe aramHble rannbt, o6pa3oBaHHble OCO6AMH A. gallaetinctotiae, HmehoT 1104T11

crtlepectcyto otiopmy nitameTpom 13-24 MM, notcpbrrbt OCTpb1MH, TBepnblmH WlintifcamH

41.J1HH0il nptimepHo 1-4 MM H BeCAT 1,23-6 rpammoB. Co3pesatouve rannbt HMetOT CBeTfly10 otwacKy,

OaNy 110110CTb H HecoenHHeHmble Ily4KH. CTeHKH co3peauntx rannoB HMelOT TOTILatitfy 5-6 Nim, H HX

HeJ1b3A pa361lTb 6e3 MOJ1OTKa. BO3M0>KHO, cytuecTsyer B3aHM005A3b MeKay oxpacKoA rannoB

pa3BHTHeM B HHX opexoTaopoK. rannbt, HmetoutHe cHwe-timoneToBro oKpacKy, 06614HO BK.fli0HatOT

M0110.able 11144HHKH. B3pocnble 11H4HHKH MOITT acTpegaTbcs B 3enetibtx HuH caeTno-3enemax rat-max.

Benble rannbt BKJ1104atOT KyKOJ1KH, a B3p0C.f1ble OCO6H nposenbiBatoT BbIXORHOe oTBepcTHe. B

nocnenytoutHe AHH, oco6eHHo nocne noxcneil, 01-111 npHo6peTatoT KpacHoBaTbdi uBeT. 110A13.11eHHA

B3p0C11b1X OCO6eil B rannax, co6paHHbtx AO KOHIla MOM, He Ha6.rnonanocb. Hantme B3p0C.f1b1X oco6a,

notoinatountx rannbt t1 KoTopbte 6butH CO6paHbl B pa3J1H4Hble ronbt H B pa3J1H4HbIX mecTax,

cmtne'renbcTByer 0 TOM, LITO 01-1H HaLIHHaK)T 11051a1131TbCA B Ha'-lane ceHT516p51 H nponomicatoT 11051B.11ATbC51

no koHua orrs6ps.

110ABIleHtle B3p0C.11b1X oco6ell 113 rannos, co6paHHbtx B KOHL1e aBrycTa H Hamane ceHT5t6p51 H

xpaHstuatxcs B KOMHaTHMX yCjI0BHAX, npoHcxonkuto B nepHon c 8 no 21 OKTA6p51. PaHHAA 3aroTosKa

ra.11110B flpHBO,atiT He TOJ1bK0 K noTepsm ypo>katt, HO H K coxpatueitwo 1101TylIALAHH opexoTBopoK. 110Clle

3ar0TOBKH ra.J1J1b1 a0M10161 XpaHHTbCA HenonaneKy OT partoHa HX o6pa3osaHH51 no Tex nop. notta

opexoTsoptat He noktiFty-r rall.flbl.

***
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SUSTAINABLE UTILIZATION OF GUM AND RESIN BY IMPROVED TAPPING
TECHNIQUE IN SOME SPECIES
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Summary

Gums and resins form an important group of non-wood forest products. The industrial applications
of gum and resin have expanded tremendously in recent years. They are used in many unrelated
industries such as paper, textile, petroleum, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, food, varnishes, lacquers and
soaps. Even though gum is produced by a large number of plants, their commercial exploitation is
restricted to members of the Leguminosae, Sterculiaceae and Combretaceae. Gum is also extracted from
seeds, seaweed and microorganisms. Resins are obtained from members of Pinaceae (rosin, amber),
Leguminosae (copal), Dipterocarpaceae (dammar), Burseraceae (elemi, frankincense, guggul) and
Umbelliferae (asafoetida, galbanum). Gums and resins are considered as the byproducts or end products
of certain metabolic pathways. Poor soil, drought and other hostile situations promote the production of
gums and resins. Indonesia, India, China and Sudan are the major producers of gums and resins.
Millions of people worldwide, especially in developing countries depend on collection of gums, resins
and latex as a means for their livelihood. However, the market of these products has declined over years
due to several reasons. The main reasons of this decline are the unscientific and brutal methods of
tapping, over exploitation leading to the death of the tapped trees and erratic supply of these products in
the market. Commercial tapping of gum and resin is done by blazing, peeling or making deep cuts on the
bole. On account of injurious and wasteful tapping and over-exploitation the populations of gum and resin
producing plants have markedly declined. On the absence of cultivation of these plants there is a grave
concern about the loss of the wild germplasm. Simple and effective tapping techniques which ensure
optimum yield and regeneration of tapped trees have been developed for gum Arabic (Acacia senegal),
gum ghatti, (Anogeissus latifolia)), neem gum, (Azadirachta indica), guggul (Commiphora weightii), and
gum karaya (Sterculia urens) which ensure sustainable production of these material. The details of these
methods are discussed.

Keywords: Gums, resins, non-wood forest products, improved tapping technique, ethephon.

***

Introduction

Products from plants such as tannins, rubber, gums, gumresins, resins, essential oils, honey,
medicines, fodder, wild fruits and several other materials were classified as minor forest products. These
are presently grouped as non-wood forest products and have immense application in the industry, and also
provide livelihood to millions of rural poor. Gums and resins form an important and widely used group
of non-wood forest products, and are principal components in food and pharmaceutical industries. The
world market for gum only as food additives is over US $ 10 billion in 1993 (Coppen, 1995).

Natural gums (gums obtained from plants) are hydrophilic carbohydrate polymers of high
molecular weights, generally composed of monosaccharide units joined by glucocidic bonds (Davison,
1980). They are generally insoluble in oils or organic solvents such as hydrocarbons, ether, or alcoholes.
Gums are either water soluble or absorb water and swell up or disperse in cold water to give a viscous
solution or jelly (Mantel, 1949). On hydrolysis they yield arabinose, galactose, mannose and glucuronic
acid.

Based on solubility in water gums are classified as (1) soluble, (2) insoluble and partially soluble
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gums. Certain gums dissolve in water to form a transparent colloidal solution (e.g. Gum Arabic). Gums
such as gum tragacanth, gum karaya do not dissolve in water but swell up into a jelly-like mass.
However, if sufficient amount of water is added they yield a thick transparent solution. Partially soluble
gums first form a swollen jelly by dispersing in water and become solution on addition of more water.
Mogador or Morocco gum (from Acacia gummifera) is an example of partially soluble gum.

Resins are polyterpenes and their acid derivatives. They are oxidation products of terpenes in all
manners of incomplete stages. Resins are very complex chemical compounds and are soluble in organic
solvents. They do not have affinity for water. The less soluble resins can be made to dissolve by a
process known as 'running' or sweating (Mantel, 1950). When the resins contain essential oils, they are
called oleoresins or soft resins. Gumresins are a combination of resins and true gums with a mixture of
characteristics of both. Certain gumresins contain small amount of essential oil. They are called oleo-
gumresins. Small quantities of resins exude on the surface of the trunk due to injury by wind, fire,
lightening or wound caused by animals. However, for commercial purpose tapping is necessary.
Sometimes the natural exudation is so copious that the resins becomes buried and fossilized in the soil
around the trunk. Vast deposits of resin may be found where the original forest has disappeared. Amber
is an example of fossil resins.

Gums are produced by members of a large number of families but commercial exploitation is
restricted to a few species of Leguminosae, Sterculiaceae and Combretaceae (Table 1). Gum is also
extracted from seeds (Table 2), seaweeds(Table 3) microorganisms (Table 4), and Aloe barbadensis (aloe
gum) wood chips of Larix occidentalis (stractan), seed coats or barns of corn, wheat, oats, barley, rice and
soybean (Hemicellulose). Resins occur in a wide range of plants. They are formed in the specialized
structures called ducts. With the exception of Lac produced by the Lac insect (Laccifer lacca) all the
natural resins are of plant origin. The important commercial resins are obtained from Pinaceae (rosin,
amber), Leguminosae (copal), Dipterocarpaceae (Dammars), Burseraceae (elemi resins, guggul,
frankincense) and Umbelliferae (asafoetida, galbanum) (Table 5). Amber and copal are the hardest resins,
Elam and pine resins are soft and while resin form Rhus vernicifera is liquid and is used as natural
varnish.

Table 1. List of a few plants, which are commercially tapped for, gums with their product names

A. senegal (L.) Willd.
seyal Del.
Anogiessus lattfolia Wall.
Astragalus gummifer Labill.
Astragalus microcephalus Willd.
Azadirachta indica A.Juss.
Cochlospermum gossypium L.
Lannea coromandalica (Hout) Merril.
Prosopis juliflora DC.
Sterculia urens Roxb.
villosa Roxb.

Formation of gums and resins

Natural gums and resins are present either in the intercellular space (ducts or cavities) of the plant
parts or as exudate produced due to injury. The ducts or cavities formed due to injury are called traumatic
ducts/cavities. The causes of gum and resin formation and their biosynthesis are not fully understood.
Poor soil, drought and other hostile environmental conditions promote their production. Gums and resins
do not re-enter the metabolism of the plant in which they are produced and therefore, they are considered
as by-products or end products of certain metabolic changes. It is suggested that gum formation may be a
pathological response of the plants to protect the injured part by sealing the region to prevent water loss
and infection. The development of the duct is schizogenous (separation of the duct initials by dissolution
of middle lamella), schizo-lysigenous (separation of the initials followed by lysis of epithelial cells) and
lysigeneous (separation of the duct initials followed by lysis of epithelial cells) and lysigeneous (death of
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Leguminosae
Leguminosae
Combretaceae
Leguminosae
Leguminosae

Meliaceae Neem
Cochlospermaceae
Anacardiaceae
Leguminosae
Sterculiaceae
Sterculiaceae

Gum Arabic
Gum Arabic
Gum ghatti
Gum tragacanth
Gum tragacanth

gum
Gum karaya
Joel or Jingan gum
Mesquite gum
Gum karaya
Gum karaya

Name of the source Family exudate/product



the initials). The secretion may be eccrine (the secretory products are transported out of the cytoplasm as
individual molecules against the concentration gradient by membrane-bound molecular pump with ATP
supplying the energy, granulocrine (through vesicles formed from golgi bodies or ER) and holocrine (by
lysis of the whole cell).

Table 2: List of plants which yield seed gum

Ceratonia siliqua L. (Carob tree) Leguminosae Locust bean gum
Cyamopsis tetragonolobus (L.) Taub. Leguminosae Guar gum
Cydonia oblonga Mill. Rosaceae Quince seed gum
Plantago psyllium L. Plantaginaceae Psyllium seed gum

P. ovata Forsk. Plantaginaceae Psyllium seed gum
Linum usitatissimum L. Linaceae Flax seed gum

Abelmoschus esculentus (pods) Malvaceae Okra gum
Tamerindus indica Leguminosae Tamarind gum

Table 3: List of a few seaweeds used as sources of gum

Plant names (Red Algae, Rhodophyceae) Products

Chondrus crispus Carrageenan
C. ocellatus Carrageenan
Gigartina stellata Carrageenan

G. mamillosa Carrageenan
G. acicularis Carrageenan

G. radula Carrageenan
G. pistillata Carrageenan

Eucheuma spinosum Carrageenan or Agar
E. muricatum Carrageenan or Agar
E. cottonii Carrageenan or Agar

edule Carrageenan or Agar
Gelidium amansii Agar
G. cartilagineunt Agar

G. ttudifrons Agar
G. latifolium Agar
G. arborescens Agar

Gracilaria confervoides Agar
G. cornea Agar
Acanthopeltis japonica Agar
Pterocladia capillacea Agar
P. densa Agar
P. lucida Agar

P. nana Agar

Abnfeltia plicata Agar

Furcellaria fastigiata Furcellaran

Brown algae (Phyophyceae)
Macrocystis pyrifera Alginate
M. integrifolia Alginate

Laminaria digitata Alginate

L. cloustoni Alginate
L. sacchariana Alginate
Ascophyllum nodosum Alginate

Nereocystis luetkeanca Alginate

Fucus vesiculosis Alginate
serratus Alginate

F. spiralis Alginate
Eklonia maxima Alginate
Pelvetia canaliculata Alginate
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Agathis alba
Ailanthus excelsa
Altingia excelsa
Anacardium occidentale
Anisoptera sp.
Balanocarpus heimii
Penan gianus
Boswellia carterii
Serrata
Calophyllum inophyllum
Canarium hirsutum
C. rufum
Luzonicum
Cistus landaniferus
Commiphora wightii
Convolvultts scammonia
Copaifera coriacea
Daemonorops sp.
Dipterocarpus kerri
(and other species)
Dorema ammoniacum
Dracaena draco
Dryobalanops aromatica
Ferula asafoetida
Ferula galbaniflua
Hopea globosa
H. intermedia
micrantha
Liquidambar orientalis
Matzgifera indica
Myroxylon balsamum
Myroxylon pereirae
Pinus sp.
Pistacia lentiscus
Rhus vernicifera
Schinus molle
Semicarpus anacardium
Shorea curtissii (and other species)
Sindora supa
Styrax benzoin
Vateria indica
Xanthorrhoea austro lis

Table 4: Biosynthetic gum (microbial gum)

Table 5: List of a few plants which are commercially exploited as sources of
gumresins and resins with their product names

Araucariaceae
Simaroubaceae
Altingiaceae
Anacardiaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Burseraceae
Burseraceae
Gutiferae
Burseraceae
Burseraceae
Burseraceae
Cistaceae
Burseraceae
Convolvulaceae
Leguminosae
Palmae

Dipterocarpaceae
Umbelliferae
Agavaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Umbelliferae
Umbelliferae
Dipterocarpaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Altingiaceae
Anacardiaceae
Leguminosae
Leguminosae
Pinaceae
Pistaciaceae
Anacardiaceae
Anacardiaceae
Anacardiaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Leguminosae
Styracaceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Xanthorrhoeaceae

Dammar minyak)
Bassora, hog gum
Rasamala resin
Cashew gum, Acajou gum
Dammar mersawa
Dammar Penak
Dammar hitam - II
Olibanum
Salaiguggal
Tacamahaca resin
Elemi resins
Elemi resins
Manila elemi
Labdanum
Guggal, guggul
Levant
Copaiba balsam
Dragon's blood

Dammar
Ammoniacum
Dragon's blood
Damar kapur
Asafoetida
Galbanum
Dammar mata kuching
Dammar mata kuching
Dammar mata kuching
Styrax
Mangiferin
Balsam of Tolu
Balsam of Peru
Rosin
Mastic resin
Japanease varnish
American mastic
Bhilawanshell liquid
Dammar
Sapa oil
Benzoin
White dammar
Resina lutea

India, Indonesia, China and Sudan are among the major producers of gums and resins.
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Xanthomonas compestris Xanthan
Pseudomonas elodea GelIan
Leuconostoc mesen teroides Dextran
Aureobasidium pullulans Pullulan
Hansenula holstii (yeast) Phosphomannan - Y.2448
Sclerotium rolfsii (fungus) Scleroglucan

Name of the plant Family Product/exudate



Uses of gums and resins

Use of gums and resins by human goes back to remote times. Gum Arabic has been used at least
4500 years before (Davison, 1980). It was shipped as an article of commerce by Egyptian fleets. Ancient
inscriptions make frequent mention of gum Arabic called `karni', which had been used as textile
adhesives and in painting. Egyptian (Third dynasty, B.C.2650) used gum Arabic for wrapping mummies.
Guggul was used as medicine about 5000 years ago. The earliest reference of medicinal and therapeutic
properties of guggul is in Atharva Veda. Detailed account of guggul as a drug is given in the treaties of
Charaka (B.C.1000), Sushruta (B.C.600), Vagbhata (17 century AD) and various Nighantus written in
India during 12 to 14 centuries (Kumar & Shankar, 1982; Satyawati, 1991). Frankincense or olibanum
from Boswellia caten i is referred to in Bible as a source of incense. Trade in medicinal and spicy resins
like asafoetida, galbanum and ammoniacum was practiced by ancient people (Howes, 1950). The
industrial applications of gums and resins have expanded tremendously in recent years. They have been
used in many unrelated industries. Some important uses of natural gums and resins are given below.

Paper industry
Gum prevents dilatancy at high shear, helps regular distribution of pulp fibres, increases mullein-

bursting strength, pick and retention of fibres, decreases porosity, fast crush, and improves surface
properties, finish, ink acceptance and smoothness.

Textile industry
Gum is used as a thickening agent for pigment in printing fabrics. It prevents migration of dyestuff

in pad dying operations, and produces very fine line prints with good definition and excellent washout.

Petroleum and gas industry
Gum is used as a component in drilling fluids, removing calcareous deposits, acidizing wells and

secondary recovery of oils.

Pharmaceuticals
Gum tragacanth is superior in pharmaceutical applications. Gum is used as suspending agent for

insoluble drugs, demulcent agent, emulsification, antiseptic preparations, binder for tablets and tablet
coating, jelly lubricants, spermicidal jellies and to mask the unpleasant taste of syrups. It is also used as a
medicine for treatment for low blood pressure caused by hemorrhage or surgical shock.

Cosmetics
Spreading properties of gums add smoothness to the skin and forms a thin protective coating. They

are used for preparation of facial masks, foam stabilizer, production of liquid soaps, lotions, protective
creams, face powder, tooth paste, mouth wash and hair cream.

Food industry
Of all polysaccharide consumed by human being, starch is the principal metabolizable energy

source. The vast number of other polysaccharides consumed as natural compounds of edible vegetable,
fruits and other material pass through the gastro - intestinal tract with little or no change. The intake of
low concentrations of hydrophilic polysaccharides such as gum is beneficial as it will increase the bulk of
intestinal content and also prevent excessive absorption of fats. Gums have been used in food industry in
various ways. Even though they are used in low concentrations they impart important properties to the
product.

The major functions of gum in the food products are gelling and thickening. As gums are water
soluble or water dispersible hydrocolloides, they usually posses suspending, dispersing and stabilizing
properties and therefore, acts as emulsifiers, coagulants, adhesives, binding, bulking, encapsulating,
flocculating, gelling, suspending, clarifying, swelling, thickening and whipping agents, crystallization
inhibitors, film formers, stabilizers and protective colloids.
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Flavour fixation
Several powdered flavours are prepared dry to meet the specific requirement of food products such

as pudding, desserts, cake, soup and beverage mixes. These products are manufactured by spray drying
methods. Spray drying is done usually after the oil flavours are emulsified in gum solution. The flavour
is "sealed in" in particles of varying sizes (1-50 (m). They are released only after they come in contact
with water. Gum Arabic is preferred in citrus oil flavour. Generally the ratio ofgum to flavour is 4:1.

Confectionery
A large part of gum Arabic is used in confectionery products to prevent crystallization. The gum

also emulsifies and evenly distributes the lipid compounds. It retards fat accumulation on the surface in
caramels and toffees. Candy jellies (contain 50% less sugar than hard candies) such as jujubes, fruit gums,
fruit pastilles and gumdrops are manufactured using gum. The gum gives them a clear and finer taste.
Sugar coated confections made by panning process employ gum to provide adhesive and firm coating for
nuts. Gum also acts as a whipping and stabilizing agents for aerated confections such as angel kisses,
marshmallows, soft caramels, nougats and meringues.

Dietetic food
Gum is used as a bulking agent and for the preparation of special purpose food (those for

diabetics). A mixture of gum Arabic and xanthan is used in making stabilized, whipped or aerated low
caloric products such as butter, margarine, toppings, spreads and frozen desserts.

Bakery products
Gums extend the shelf life of bakery products. It is used for bun glaze, and gives the dough good

water holding capacity and less flabby appearance. In cake and biscuits the gum gives softer and better
texture. It is also used as a component in topping and icing bases, emulsifying powder, encapsulating
flavour, dispersal of vegetable fats and flavour release at specific melting temperature.

Beverages
Two different gums have been generally used in combination as emulsifier in many flavour

emulsions such as orange, lemon, lime, cherry, root beer and cola. It stabilizes pulp in concentrates and
finished drinks. Gum Arabic is generally preferred in citrus oil emulsion concentrates. It forms a cloud-
producing agent in beverages. In dry beverage mixes where spray-dried emulsion of vegetable oil
produces a stable free flowing powder which on dispersal in water gives a cloudiness or turbidity typical
of citrus or other juices. Gum is also used in manufacture of beer. It maintains the beer foam under
adverse conditions and is responsible for the "lace curtain" effect on the sides of the glass when the beer
is consumed. It is also used for wine clarification.

Diary product
Gums have the ability to prevent crystallization of sugar; therefore, it has been used in many diary

products and confectioneries. It is used as the cream stabilizer. It provide uniform, smooth creamy
texture to the ice cream and maintain this texture during ice-thaw cycle.

Low calorie milk shake
Gum when used in milk shakes, suspends solids and helps emulsify the immissible fat in the

system. It also control overrun and provide smooth creamy body. Gum is also used in ice pops, water
ices, sherbets (etc.).

Cheese products
In the manufacture of cheese the gum speeds up coagulation, increases yield of curd solid by 10 per

cent and separation and makes removal of curd easier. It also gives the finished cheese an excellent,
smooth, resilient body and texture. Gum reduces the exudation of water from cheese from soft cheese
such as cheese spreads and melted cheese products in which water content is high.

Instant and cooked pudding
Gum produces firm pudding in cold water system with excellent body, texture and flavour release.

It stabilizes pudding system and reduces weeping.
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Pie and pastry fillings
Gum acts as cold water gel base for instant bakery jellies and instant lemon pie fillings. It gives

improved flavour release and a soft gel body with broad temperature tolerance.

Meat products
Gum is used in the manufacture of piocessed meat such as salami, bologna and sausages. It acts as

a binding and stabilizing agent and retains water. In canned meat and fish products it is used as a
thickener. In preparation of synthetic meat products form plant proteins, gum is used to give the eating
quality of chewy protein gels to impart meat like chewiness.

Miscellaneous
Gum emulsifies and stabilizes all types of salad dressings, emulsifies oil and suspend solids in meat

and flavour sauces, suspends solids and produce uniform body in fountain syrups and controls overrun,
fat dispersion and prevent freeze-thaw break down in whipped toppings. Gum is used in dry powdered
stable oil soluble vitamins food supplement, jellies, jams, synthetic potato chips, macaroni, spaghetti and
so many other preparations.

Other uses
Gums are used for making inks, paints, metal cutting fluids, toys, air fresher gels, hydro-mulching

to promote seed germination, boiler compounds, ceramics, welding rods, cleaners crayon and in mining,
polymerization aide, lithography, stabilizing insecticides, surface coating of wood and plastics, polish,
leather industry, adhesives and explosives.

Uses of gum resins and resins

Gum resins have been used in industry such as perfumery, and other cosmetics, medicine, spices
and incense. Resins are now mainly employed in paints, varnishes, lacquers, sizing paper, manufacture of
soap, linoleum, sealing wax, adhesives, medicines, ink, etc.

Improvement of Tapping Technique

Introduction of new tapping methods using ethephon (2 chloroelhyl phosphonic acid), a plant
growth regulator, have increased exudation of gum/gumresin in certain plants such as Anogiessus
latifolia, Acacia senegal, Commiphora wightii, Sterculia urens and Mangifera indica. These methods also
ensure the sustainable yield, regeneration and survival of the tapped trees. Ethephon is safe, inexpensive
and non-toxic. It is used for enhancing rubber yield in rubber tree, ripening of fruits (mango, bananas and
citrus), induction of abscission, flowering, root initiation, seed germination and breaking of dormancy.

The first systematic study on improvement of resin tapping was done during World War II because
of the urgent need of oleoresin. Chemical stimulation experiments on resin flow by application of sulfuric
acid; hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide have been carried out. The prolongation of oleoresin flow
by acid stimulation resulted in 50 to 100 % higher production (Snow, 1949). The oleoresin flow is also
prolonged by inoculating wounds on pine trees with the suspensions of pitch canker fungus, Fusarium
lateritium and F. pini (Hepting, 1947; 1954; Clapper, 1954). Ethephon (2 Chloroethylphosphonic acid)
and paraquat (1,1 dimythyle 4, 4' bipyridium chloride) or other herbicides when administered alone or in
combination into the stem, induces extensive oleoresin soaking within the stem of pines (Roberts, 1973;
Roberts et al., 1973; Barker & Schmid, 1976; Cooper, 1976; Nix, 1976; Peters & Roberts, 1976; Peters et
al., 1978; Schnell & Toennisson, 1978; Kossuth et al., 1984). The treatment does not induce oleoresin
soaking in Abies balsamea, Larix laricina (Kiatgrajai et al., 1976a,b) Pseudotsuga and Tsuga canadensis
(Rowe et al., 1976; Conner et al., 1977). Ethephon treatment induces formation of gum cavities in the
secondary xylem and cortex of cherry, peach, plum and prunes (Wilde & Edgerton, 1975).

Application of Indol 3-acetic acid (IAA) morphactin (EMD-7301) and kinetin (6-furfuryl
aminopurine) increase the number of gum ducts in Sterculia urens (Setia & Shah, 1977a) but was
ineffective in Commiphora wightii (Setia & Shah, 1977b). An increase in the number of vertical resin
ducts due to application of growth regulator was also reported in Pinus halepensis (Fahn & Zamski,
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1970). These reports however, do not mention the effect of the hormones on the amount of gum or gum
resin secreted.

Application of ethephon enhances exudation of gum and gumresin in certain hardwood species
(Nair et. al., 1980; 1985; Bhatt and Shah, 1985; Bhatt, 1987; Bhatt et. al., 1989; Bhatt & Mohan Ram,
1990; Nair et. al., 1995). Neem gum which contains about 35% protein (Anderson & Hendrie, 1971) has
great potential for industrial use, but neem tree (Azadirachta indica) is generally not tapped because of the
meager amount of exudation. Administration of ethephon and paraquat (1,1'-dimethyle 4,4' bipyridium
salt) into the sapwood of neem mediated copious gum exudation (Nair et. al., 1980; 1985). The treatment
induced formation of gum ducts and cavities in the sapwood (Nair et. al., 1995).

Guggul, an oleo-gumresin exuded by Commiphora wightii is the source of an important drug, the
guglip, which possesses hypocholestraemic and hypolipaemic activi-ties and is used in the control of
artherosclerosis, the main cause of coronary heart disease. The traditional tapping methods used are
unproductive and destructive. Due to wasteful and injurious tapping techniques, the natural population of
this small tree of the semi-arid regions of India has depleted fast. An improved tapping technique using
"Mitchie Golledge knife coupled with ethephon application can enhance googol production by about 22
times over that obtained from control and rapid wound healing. April and May are peak months for
guggul tapping as established by localization of resins using epifluorescence microscopy (Bhatt et. al.,
1989).

Ano geissus latifolia occurs commonly in dry deciduous forests of India. Besides providing fuel
wood and timber, the tree yields a valuable gum called gum ghatty. Gum ghatty has been used in India
for calico printing, in confectionery, ceramics, food and pharmaceuticals. An improved tapping method
based on application of ethephon yielded about 466 fold increase in gum (Bhatt, 1987b). Similar method
is successfully tested in Mangifera indica (Bhatt & Shah, 1985).

Gum Arabic produced by Acacia senegal has various uses. Acacia senegal trees in India does not
yield gum. A study by Bhatt and Mohan Ram (1990) indicated that 0.8 to 0.9 kg of good quality gum can
be obtained per tree by introducing 4 ml of ethephon containing 960 mg of the active substance through a
hole in the sapwood in April /May.

A dry exudate from Sterculia urens known as gum karaya is one of the least soluble gums used for
many industries such as petroleum and gas, textiles, paper and pulp, pharmaceuticals medicine and
several other products (Gautami & Bhat, 1992). The commercial tapping of karaya is done by blazing,
peeling, or by making deep cuts at the base of the bole using an axe. These methods often lead to the
death of the tapped trees. On account of crude tapping methods and over exploitation the population of
karaya trees has markedly declined. In the absence of cultivation of these trees in regular plantation, there
is a grave concern about the loss of wild germplasm of S. urens. Presently, the governments of Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Utter Pradesh have imposed a ban on the tapping and collection of the gum
karaya to allow recovery and regeneration of this tree.

As gum karaya is vital for tribal economy and its trade value is substantial, there is a pressing need
to develop a scientific and sustainable tapping method to increase the yield and ensure the survival of the
tapped trees. A simple and safe technique of tapping with substantial increase in the yield is being
developed using ethephon to enhance gum yield and wound healing. After 45 days a thick wound tissue
has developed at the injured region and nearly replaced the damaged tissue. The wound is completely
healed 60 days after tapping. The Yield has increased about 20 to 30 times more than the control. There
was a marked difference in the yield among individual trees, presumably due to heterozygosity. The
systematic and scientific tapping technique using ethephon as stimulating agent for gummosis or
gumresinosis could ensure substantial improvement and sustainable production of these materials.

Conclusion

The future of natural gum and resin industry is uncertain and therefore, a thorough economic study
of the national and international trade is necessary. Synthetic products are preferred by the industry
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because of the uncertain supply and cost of natural gums and resins. However, unstable oil prices,
decreased production and high costs of the synthetic material create a promising future for natural gums
and resins. In spite of the competition from synthetic products, natural gum and resins are preferred in
certain industries as they are superior.

The tapping methods used are brutal and injurious to the plants, often leading to their death. The
technology available is old and the innovations are essential for sustain-able yield and quality control. A
concerted effort by researches and agencies such as research institution, Universities and non-
governmental agencies is urgently needed to improve all aspects of the industry such as tapping,
collection, processing, grading, classification and marketing. R and D are completely lacking in the area
of utilization of natural gums and resins. The industry completely depends on traditional and certain ad
hoc investigations by individuals. Research into genetic improvement and selection of species for
production of gums and resins should be initiated which may lead to establishment of plantation of these
species. Gum and resin industry can provide employment and a steady additional income to rural people
and thereby stop their migration into the towns and cities.
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UTILISATION DURABLE DES GOIVIMES ET DES RÉSINES PAR UNE TECHNIQUE

AMÉLIORÉE DE GEM/WAGE PRATIQUÉE SUR CERTAMES ESPÈCES

M. Balalcrisnan NAIR

Department of plant sciences, Peermade development society, IDUKKI, Etat de Kerala

Inde

Les gommes et les résines représentent un goupe important de produits forestiers autres que le bois. Les

applications industrielles des gommes et des résines ont connu un essor considérable ces demières années. Ces

produits sont utilisés par de nombreuses industries totalement différentes : papier, textiles, paroles, produits

pharmaceutiques et cosmétiques, produits alimentaires, vemis, laques et savons. Bien qu'un grand nombre de

végétaux produisent de la gonune, l'exploitation commerciale est lirnitée A. la famille des légumineuses, des

sterculiacées et des combrétacées. La gorrune est également extraite de graines, d'algues et de
micro-organismes. Les résines sont produites par les végétaux de la famille des pinaceae (colophane, ambre),

par des légumineuses (copal), des dipterocarpaceae (dammar), des burseraceae (élémi, encens, guggul - ou

myrrhe indienne) et des ombellifères (ase fétide, galbanum). Les gornmes et les résines sont considérées comme

des sous-produits ou des produits fmals de certaines chaines métaboliques. Des sols pauvres, la sécheresse et

d'autres conditions hostiles favorisent la production de gommes et de résines, dont l'Indonésie, l'Inde, la Chine

et le Soudan sont les principaux producteurs. Dans le monde entier et en particulier dans les pays en
développement, des millions de personnes vivent de la récolte de gommes, de résines et de latex. Mais le marché

de ces produits a reculé au cours des années pour plusieurs raisons, dont les principales sont les méthodes non

scientifiques et brutales d'extraction, l'exploitation excessive conduisant à la mort de Uarbre saigné et l'offre

erratique des produits sur le marché. Pour extraire les gommes et les résines à des fms commerciales, on

procède par martelage, écorcage ou en pratiquant de profondes entailles sur le tronc. En raison des méthodes

d'extraction dangereuses et antiéconomiques et de l'exploitation excessive, les populations de végétaux
producteurs de gommes et de résines ont baissé de facon notable. Faute de cultiver ces végétaux, le risque est

grand de perdre les plasmas germinatifs sauvages. Des techniques d'extraction simples et efficaces, qui

.garantissent un rendement optimal et la régénération des arbres exploités, ont été mises au point pour la gomme

arabique (Acacia senegal), la gomme ghatti (Anogeissus latifolia), la gomme neem (Azadirachta indica), le

guggul (Commiphora weightii) et la gomme Icaraya (Sterculia wrens). Ces méthodes, qui permettent une

production durable, sont exposées en détail.

Mots-clefs : Gommes, résines, produits forestiers autres que le bois, techniques d'extraction améliorées,

éthéphon.
***
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YCTOMEHBOE HCI10.31)30BAHHE ACHBHUM H CMOJIM HEKOTOPMX
BH,40B AEPEBbEB EJIAIWAPSI BOJIEE COBEPHIEHHIAIVI METOMM
110,IICOIECH

H.S. HAMP
Kacknpa pacTeHHeao,acTaa, 06mecTao "ITHapmeilit AeBenortmeHT cocaeTH", um/KKK

Kepana
HHAHA

PE310ME

NCHBHI.la H cMonbil cocTaBnAIOT Bawl-tyro rpynny HelapesecHbtx necHbIX Tosapoa. B nocnemiHe

ro,abi pe3Ko pacwHpanocb npombunneHHoe npHmemeHHe KHBHubt H cman. OHH HcriOnb3r0TcA B cambtx

pa3nH4Hbix oTpacnax npombiumeHHocTH, TaKHX, KaK LlenniOnO3H0-6yMa>KHaA, TeKeTwibHaA, HeCOTAHaA,

cOapmaueaTHmecKaa, napcktomepHast, mmeaaa, naKoKpacotwaa H mbutoaapeHHaa. XOTH co6Hpaema5l

OCeHb10 AcHBHua ripoH3BOA4TCA 6011bWHM 4Hcnom pacTeHHri, ,LWA ripombiutneHHbIX 3a1oTosoK

Hcnonb3ytoTca TOnbK0 nopoabt cemencTa Legurninosae, Sterculiaceae ii Combretaceae. KisHua TaK>Ke

H3BneKaeTc51 H3 ceMBH, mOpcKHX BO,a0p0Cneri H m1tKpoopraHH3moa. CMOnbi /106b1BafoTCA H3 pacTeHml

cemericTa Pinaceae (KaH4Onb, aHTapHaa cmona), Leguminosae (Konan), Dipterocarpaceae (aammap),
Burseraceae (3nemH, tkpaHKHHceHc, ryrryn) H Umbelliferae (acack-rkma, ranb6arrym). CmOnbt H >KHBH1la

c4HTaioTC5l 110604HbIMH HuH KOHe4HbIMH I1OfKTMH HeKOTOpbix meTa6onwiecnix rtyren. Be)amb

nottabi, 3acyxH H npotute 3KcTpema1bHble ycnomin cnOcO6CTBylOT npotnao,acTay >KHBHLibi H CMOn.

KpyHHbIMH npoH3ao.aHTenamit >KHBHUbi H CMOn AensHOTCA MHAOHe3HA, 14H11H51, KHTari H Cy,aaH.

MHnnHoHbi Mona BO acem mHpe, 0c06eHHO B pa3BHBalOWHXCA cTpaHax, 3aBHcAT oT 3arOTOBO1( >101BHubt,

cmon H naTeKca, KoTopme ABAAIOTCA /MA HpIX HCTO4HHKOM cpe,acTa K CyWeCTBoBaHH10. BMeCTe C Tem no

Lten0My pany r1pH4HH pbIHOK 3THX Tosapoa B nocne/AHHe maw COKpaTiinCA. OcHOBH6ImH npH4HHaMH

3Toro coKpameHHa AB.nAloTcA Het-tarn-lbw H rpy6ble MeTo,abi rio11C04KH, tipe3mepHa5l 3KcruiyaTaLwA,

BeLlyWaA K rH6emt riO11CO4Hbix faepeBbes, H HeperynapHaa nocTasKa Ha pbIHKH 3THX TOBap0B.

rip0MbiWneHHaA nO,Ltc04Ka B LtenAX riOnytieHHA >KHBHilbi H CMOn rip0H3BOAHTCA nyrem aapy6oK,

OWKypHBaHHA HRH rny6OKHX Haape3oa Ha CTBOna,x ,BepeBbeB. ¡lo npwume aapsapcKort noacoqKH H
4pe3mepHOrt 3KCrinyaTaW1H 3ameTHO COKpaTHnHcb nonynnLtHH nepeBbeB, Bbipa6aTbulatolitHX >KHBHLty H

cmOnbi. ROCKOnbKy 3TH paCTeHHA He pa3BOAATCA, cywecTayeT cepb3Ha51 onacHocTb nOTepH

reHeTHLtecKoro ci)oHLta AHKOri npliponbt. LOA rymmHapa6HKa (Acacia senegal), KaMeAH rXaTTH

(Anogeissus latifolia), KaMe,TIH MenHH HHAHACKOri (Azadirachta indica), ryrryna (Commiphora weightii)

H Kame,ati cTepKymeH (Sterculia urens) 6bUTH pa3pa6oTaxbi npocTble H 3cI4eKTHBHble MeT0Abi n0,/aCO4KH,

KoTOpble o6ecrie4HBatOT 011THManbHbiri BblX011 H BOCCTaHOBneHHe floptco4HbIX ,LiepeBbeB, 4TO

rapaHTHpyeT ycTori4HBoe rip0H3BOACTBO 3THX MaTepHanoB. B aoKymeHTe noApo6Ho 06CpK.LtalOTC51 3TH

meTo,abi.

KrilogeBble caosa: >KHBHLta, CMonbi, HeApeBeCHble necHble TOBapb1, yCOBepWeliCTB0BaHHbirt MeT011

nOnc04KH, 3Teck0H.

***
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Abstract

Approximately 9500 plant species have been discovered in Turkey which has a rich flora according
to other countries as geographically and up to 3000 of these species are endemic species for the country.
Some of non-wood forest products which are weighted in the world production also denote endemic
species characteristics.

The utility from these resources has increasingly been continuing. As known, the production is
realised according to internal and external demands. Because the production potential is very high for
home consumption. Therefore, there is a chance for exporting of non-wood forest products for the
country. For example, in between 1990 and 1998, a total of $ 300.937.000 forest products was exported.
A part of $ 294.448.000 of total export revenues was obtained from non-wood forest products. The
remaining of it ($ 6.488.000) was from round wood. In this case, about 98% 4 total forest products
export revenues was obtained from the non-wood forest products.

Although non-wood forest production is very important for Turkey, not so much information are
given place in the development plans about it. However, first principles, thrgets and policies on this point
were mentioned clearly in the fourth Five Year Development Plan. For the many plan periods, it has been
seen that the production targets of non-wood forest products harvested systematically have been realised
over production targets at the end of plan period..

On the other hand, the approaches related to the production of non-wood forest products in Forestry
Main Plans which is prepared for the 20 years period are not different from that in the development plans.

In this study, the possible effects of the targets, strategies and policies determined in the Five Year
Development and Forestry Main Plans as related to non-wood production on the rational management of
wood and non-wood forest products of forest resources owned by State Forest Enterprises have been
discussed.

Keywords: Non-wood Forest Products, Forest Management, Five Year Development Plans,
Forestry Plans

***

Introduction

The Five Year Development Plans (FYDPs) are prepared for a five year period to plan the
improvement of Turkish economy with the assistance of the targets, principles and policies determined at
the macro economic level. In Turkey, planned development periods began in 1960s and the first FYDP
was made in 1963. Then until the year 2000, six (6) more FYDP have been prepared and put into practice.

The basis of planning works in question is the sectors formed from enterprises, which activate in
various areas. In Turkish economy, forestry is also one of these sectors. The forestry sector needs sectoral
plans in order to organise its activities according to targets, principles and policies mentioned in the
FYDPs. For this purpose, the General Directorate of Forestry makes Forestry Main Plans (FMP) for a 20-
year period in Turkey. The first FMP for 1973 - 1995 period and the second one for 1990 - 2009 were
made. Under the FMPs which are made at sectoral level, other plans prepared at the regional and
management levels take part in.
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The targets and strategies determined in the FYDPs require to be taken part in the sector, region
and management plans in the system mentioned above. Unless this consistency is not obtained, it is
impossible to state that the existing resources are used effectively and according to the national
development plan's targets and strategies. Especially in the sectors in which complex and multi-
dimensions activities occur like forestry, obtaining the consistency is more important for these kind of
sectors. Therefore, it is required to be consistent among various plans mentioned above for sustaining
forest management activities rationally.

On the other hand, the production of forest outputs is generally divided into two main categories as
wood and non-wood forest products. The main objective of this paper is to review the management of
non-wood forest products in the Turkish Forestry sector. But, it is fact that in Turkish forestry sector, it
has not been attached required importance to the non-wood forest outputs so far. So that a forest product
is named as fundamental or secondary product according to the management objective, because of the
wood raw material management dominating in the forest sector (Tiirker, 2000), wood based products are
fundamental and non-wood based forest products are named as secondary product (GDF, 1998).

However, the importance of the non-wood forest outputs in the Turkish forestry sector is increasing
more and more because of the following characteristics; Turkey has a rich flora according to other
countries as geographic location and also 9500 plant species have been discovered over the country and
up to 3000 of these species are endemic species for the country and lastly some of our non-wood forest
products which are weighted in the world production also denote endemic species and a 97 % of total
Turkish forest product export revenues in 1990 is non-wood forest products (Ministry of Forestry, 1994,
SPO, 1995, Konukçu, 1999).

In Turkish forestry sector, it is stated that the management activities of non-wood forest products
are also carried according to the targets, principles and policies determined by FYDPs and FMPs (GDF,
1988). However, in the Turkish forestry sector, it has not been attached required importance to the non-
wood forest outputs as mentioned above and consequently, with some problems in practice are faced as
will be mentioned later. As a result of these negative situations, in the scope of principles and policies
related to forest sector in the seventh FYDP; it is stated that ".... forest management and silvicultural plans
would be reorganised and applied by taking into consideration wood and non-wood products and services,
various functions of forests and management objectives..."It is also stated that a new approaches on the
basis of non-wood forest harvesting planning are needed (SPO, 1995).

In this study, the non-wood forest product management in Turkish forestry sector will be reviewed
from the point of objective, principles and policies determined in the FYDPs and FMP especially with
the assistance of various figures relating to import and export.

Material and Method

In this study, the objectives, principles, targets and policies related to non-wood forest products in
the FYDPs and Forestry Special Impression Commission Reports (FSICR) which have been prepared by
State Planning Organisation (SPO) since 1963 and FMP made by the General Directorate of Forestry
(GDF) for the 1990 - 2009 period have been used as a research material.

On the other hand, in this paper the evaluation of the management of non-wood forest products in
the Turkish forestry sector has been reviewed from the point of the FYDPs and FMP in detail.

Findings

3.1. The Production of Non-Wood Forest Products in Turkey

It is possible to classify the goods and services provided by forest resource as national and global
benefits according to the level of getting profit (Topak, 1999). Non-wood forest products as one of
national benefits are tree, shrub, wooden, grass and herbaceous growing in forest and its open spaces,
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various crops obtained from their leaves, flowers, seeds, stems and roots and gum resins. These are also
named as secondary forest products (SPO, 1995a).

The production of non-wood forest products in Turkey is realised in two ways as planned and
unplanned (SPO, 1995a, GDF, 1995). The planned production has been realised according to the targets
determined by the FYDPs, the demands of home and foreign markets and management and silvicultural
plans and the basic of budgets, the regulations belong to the logging of forest outputs and the production
and sale rules of forest secondary products. Particularly resin, storax, laurel leaf, box-tree, garden stake
and fat pine among produced in this way can be taken into account.

On the other hand, other non-wood forest products which have high potential of exporting and
distributed forest areas such as pine nuts, chestnut, sage, mushrooms, sumac, lime etc. are produced
without any plan and independently from the market demands and in accordance with the articles 37 and
40 of Forest Law 6831, provided stumpage price are taken.

As seen, the production of non-wood forest products in Turkey is realised according to the home
and foreign demands. Because the production potential is high for the home consumption. Therefore, the
exporting chance of non-wood forest products for the country has been occurred. For example, in between
1990 and 1998, a total of $ 300 937 000 of forest products was exported. A part of $ 294 448 000 of total
export revenues was obtained from the non-wood forest products. The remaining of it ($ 6 488 000) was
from round wood (Konuk9u, 1999), representing 98 % of total forest products exports.

3.2 Five Year Development Plans and Non-Wood Forest Outputs Production

In this part of the study, a general review of the production of non-wood forest products will be
made according to the FYDPs. As the production of these crops is generally devoted to exportation, the
information about exporting and importing of non-wood forest products are given below table for all plan
periods and $317 311 000 in the sixth plan period and $302 534 000 in the first three years of seventh
FYDP are paid for importing the natural rubber also shown in that table (Konukçu, 1999).

The production of the non-wood forest products is different for each plan period. Therefore, the
FYDPs will be reviewed one by one.

Table : Exports and Imports Non-Wood Forest Products in Turkey

*/ First three years achievements

I. FYDP Period (1963 -1967)

The forestry sector is a sub-sector of Agricultural sector in this plan period (1963 - 1967). In this
plan, it is only anticipated that valonia oak and stone pine forests seen as considerable export material are
subjected to special forest regime to prevent the destruction of it related to the production and
management of the non-wood forest outputs (SPO, 1963). There are some more information about the
supply, demand, import and export estimations of the non-wood forest outputs and various policies
relating to this subject in the first /Five Year Forestry Development Plan which was made for the same
period and source for the first FYDP in detail (Ministry of Agriculture [GDF], 1963).
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PLAN PERIOD YEARS Export Import Import - Export Import/Export
($) (s) (s) (To)

I 1963 - 1967 11 279 456 10 823 4
II 1968 - 1972 13 235 500 12 735 4

III 1973 - 1977 34 723 695 34 028 2
IV 1979 - 1983 76 764 256 76 508
V 1985 - 1989 177 367 800 5 656 000 171 711 000 3

VI 1990 - 1994 141 720 000 13 861 000 127 859 000 10
VII* 1996 - 2000 119 568 000 27 562 000 92 006 000 23



On the other hand, when looking at home demand estimations for the non-wood forest products in
the first FYDP period, while it was not anticipated any increase in resin, about - 2 % annual average
increase in other non wood forest products would be realised, in another word, it was estimated that a 2 %
decrease in the home demand of non-wood forest products would be occurred in the first plan period.
However, when looking at foreign demand estimations in the same period, it was estimated that about 9.7
% annual average increase would be occurred at the end of period. In this plan period, it is stated that the
achievement rate of the targets determined as related to the production of non-wood forest outputs was
30 - 50 % (SPO, 1968).

However, at the end of first FYDP, about $ 11.279 export revenue was obtained from the non-wood
forest outputs production and only $ 456 of non-wood forest products was imported. Consequently, in the
first plan period, a total of $10 823 net foreign exchange revenue was obtained from the non wood forest
products for the national economy (SPO, 1985a).

FYDP Period (1968 - 1972)

In the second FYDP, it is noticed that the estimations of the production export and import relating
to resin and other non-wood forest outputs. According to these information, annual increases in home
demands were estimated to be 8 % in resin and 1.2 % in other non wood forest outputs during the second
plan period. For the same period, when looking at the foreign demands of the non-wood forest outputs; it
was estimated that while there was no any increase in the resin production, about 1.4 % annual demand
increase in the other non-wood forest outputs would be occurred. On the other hand, annual production
increases were estimated to be 20 % in resin, 3.7 % in storax and 1.3 % in other non wood forest outputs
during the same period.

At the end of the plan period in question, a total of $ 13.235 non wood forest output export
revenues was obtained from the non wood forest outputs such as storax, valonia oak and pine nuts.
Consequently, the amount of import in the same plan period was a $ 500. So in the second plan period, a
total of $ 10.823 net foreign exchange revenue was obtained from the non wood forest products for the
national economy (SPO, 1985a).

FYDP Period (1973 - 1977)

In third FYDP period, any principle and policies related to the non-wood forest products and
services have not been noticed. But during this period, annual increases of non-wood forest outputs were
estimated to be 3.1 % in the home demand and 10.8 % in the foreign demand. In the period in question,
while it was reached to a 66 % of the annual increase proportion at the level of general production
expected in the forestry sector, a 22 % annual increase rate aimed in the non-wood forest products was
realised.

In the plan period, a total of $ 34 723 revenue from exporting the non-wood forest outputs were
obtained and a $ 695 of the non-wood forest outputs was imported. So at the end of the third plan
period, a total of $ 34.028 net foreign exchange revenue was obtained from the non wood forest
products (SPO, 1985a).

FYDP Period (1979 - 1983)

The targets in detail about the non-wood forest outputs were recognised in the fourth FYDP
prepared for the 1979 - 1983 period. In this context, it was stated that a 7.4 % annual increase in the home
demand of forestry sector outputs including fire wood and secondary products would be occurred ( 2.1 %
in non-wood forest products) and about 150 million TL revenue from the exporting of secondary products
would obtained and again among the targets, meeting the demand of forest products with the home
(internal) production, but the importing of some tree species which are not growing in Turkey and
required for some uses and some secondary products would be occurred.

In this period, a total of $ 76 764 export revenues were obtained from the non-wood forest output s
and a $ 256 of the non-wood forest outputs was imported. So at end of the fourth plan period, a total of $
76.508 net foreign exchange revenue was obtained from the non wood forest products (SPO, 1985a).
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FYDP Period (1985 - 1989)

The forestry sector is accepted as a sub sector under the agricultural sector in the fifth FYDP. It was
exposed that the management works related to the non-wood forest products including the non-wood
products and services would be concentrated as an objective (SPO, 1985). In this plan period, annual
average increases were estimated to be 0.2 in the demand of the non-wood forest products and 9.2 % in
rubber. In the same period and also annual average increases were estimated to be 5.9 % in the non-wood
forest products export and 7.7 % in their importation and 9.2 % in the rubber importing and lastly 1.2 %
in the production of the non-wood forest outputs.

At the end of the period in question, a total of $177 367 800 export revenue was obtained and a
$5 656 000 of the non-wood forest products was imported (SPO, 1985a).

FYDP Period (1990 - 1994)

After the fifth plan period, a written target related to non-wood forest products (especially. finishing
the non-wood products inventory works) is recognised in this plan. In addition, in the scope of the
principles, policies placed in the plan; it was accepted that the organisation, the body of current law and
education of forestry were reorganised according to all functions of the forest resources producing the
wood and non-wood products. Furthermore, annual increases were estimated to be 1.9 % in the demand
of non-wood forest outputs and 5.7 % in the rubber and 2.9 % in the production during this plan period
(SPO, 1990).

On the other hand, at the end of plan period a $ 141 720 000 of export revenue was obtained and a
$13 86 000 of non-wood forest products was imported (SPO, 1995; Konukçu, 1999).

FYDP Period (1996 - 2000)

Lastly in the seventh FYDP prepared for the 1996 - 2000 period, forestry sector was a sub-sector of
agricultural sector as it was in the fifth FYDP. It was stated that the reorganising the management and
silvicultural plans should be made considering to the non-wood forest products. However, it is possible to
find some more information detailed in the Forestry Special Impression Commission Reports (FSICR)
prepared for the period in question.

The improvements proposed for the seventh FYDP period as related to the non-wood forest
products, which is the topic of research, are stated as the following:

It is expected that conservation - cultivation and harvesting plan and projects related to the species
completed the field and stock inventories were completed and put into practice;
It is also expected that the cultivation of non-wood forest products that have high economic value
subject to foreign trade is encouraged.
As the revenue from the produced non-wood outputs would be more than others, it is expected that

the exporting the produced non-wood are increased.

At the end of first three years of the plan period, a total of $ 119.586.000 revenue was obtained
from the exporting of non-wood forest products and a $ 27.562.000 non-wood forest outputs was
imported and a total of $ 92.006.000 net foreign exchange revenue was obtained from the non wood
forest products (Konukçu, 1999).

Forestry Main Plan and Non-Wood Forest Outputs Production

The sectoral developments mentioned in the national development plans including social and
economic preferences related to forestry are examined at the macro level and it is not stated that how the
improvements of sectors at the level and direction previously determined would be realised. Forestry
Main Plan organises internal activities of forestry sector and deals with integration in itself. With this
perspective, FMP aims to make connection between national plan's targets and detailed projects related to
realise the targets to reach the sectoral development determined by the national plans.
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In the FMP made for the 1990 - 2009 period, under the topic of secondary forest products
harvesting activities, firstly the definition of non - wood forest products was made and then present
position, the status and policy of employment made for this purpose and problems faced as related to the
matter were examined. Then the improvements and achievements were reviewed according to the FYDPs.
Lastly, the targets of 1990 - 2000 period, utilities to be provided and policies to be followed and
precautions to be taken were determined. In this plan the policies and precautions related to non-wood
forest products were determined as the following:

The inventory works which were firstly done in 1978 should be done periodically for protecting the
existence of forest secondary products in the nature and to be produced according to the principle
of sustain yield;
Co-operating with the various research organisations and universities;
To be followed the books and periodicals related the subject;
To be explained that these resource are needed to be used by protecting and planning by co-
operating with the TRT (Turkish Radio Television);
It is decided to be taken financial measures for the works which will be periodically done in the
context of non-wood forest products and cultivation to be prepared in this area and assistant
personnel, tool-equipment needed for these works,

Results And Recommendations

The proportions of Turkish forestry sector's export and import in the national export and import are
at the level might be ignored such as 0.0005 and 0.0006 per cent (Ttirker, 1999). However, a majority of
forestry sector's export in the national economy is non-wood forest products export. As a matter of fact, in
Turkish forestry sector in the period (1990 - 1998), about 98 % of forest product export and 2 % of its
import were from non-wood forest products. In this case, non-wood forest products contain forest outputs
that are produced to meet the foreign demand and a $ 28.113.900 foreign exchange were obtained in
related period.

On the other hand, as related to non-wood forest outputs in the Turkish forestry sector, although
various objectives, principles and policy were determined in the FYDPs and FMP, many problems have
occurred in the management activities of non-wood forest outputs production and their applications.

Among these problems, it is especially stated that the non-wood forest products are rapidly
destroyed as a result of unplanned, unconscious, faulty, excessive utility and technical, legal and
institutional arrangements to prevent the destruction made with the disappearing some important species
and illegal collections can not be realised (SPO, 1995).

In this scope, that it is not attached importance to export the manufactured non-wood forest product
and to be exported the wet or seasoned plant are other problems as related to non-wood forest products in
Turkey. For this reason, considerable amounts of foreign exchange are lost and unmanufactured vegetable
outputs are imported. On the other hand, enough research on the production techniques for non-wood
forest products such as resin, storax have not been done far, economic loses are occurred for the national
economy (Turkish Ministry of Forestry, 1994).

In addition, any detailed inventory information relating to the scope and potential amount of non-
wood forest products are not available, existing inventory information are periodically repeated. Thus, as
it has not been sufficiently attached importance to the non-wood forest products at the macro level in the
FYDPs and FMP and accepted as secondary products, to be realised a effective and productive non-wood
forest products management has been getting difficult at the level of forest enterprises.

By taking into consideration all difficulties and given earlier information, required
recommendations to be improved the management of non-wood forest products can be stated as follow:

Firstly, it should be attached into required importance to the exportation of the non-wood forest
products by considering their proportion in the Turkish forest export. At this point, favourable
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inventories relating to especially existing and potential products have to be constituted and these
inventories should be regularly repeated and technical and legal arrangements that will diminish the
unregistered production to minimal level have to be reviewed;

The basis of increasing the exportation is to make the products suitable for world standards.
Therefore, instead of marketing the non-wood forest products as a raw and unmanufactured
material, maximum contribution to the national economy has to be obtained by importing the
products as final crop manufactured in suitable places at the world standards. In addition, growing
by cultivation works of crops which have high economic value should be encouraged and in this
way, technical and economic assistance to forest villages should be made (SPO, 1995a);

On the other hand, forest resources should be planned by considering the alternative production
methods which the enterprise and local community are able to obtain more income and gain
welfare in the frame of continuity principle. In this case, forest enterprises should be purposed,
planned and managed by taking into consideration the non-wood vegetable crops. As related this
matter, management plans should be extended to operation plans (Geray, 1998). In this context, the
discrimination of main forest product - secondary forest product in Turkish forest management
should be abandoned and the idea which a product might be a main or secondary product according
to the management objective should be adopted and put into practice. For this purpose, the
management objectives at the level forest enterprises should be clearly determined according to the
targets, principles and policies mentioned in the FMP, FYDPs, and the non-wood forest products
should take place among these objectives as depending upon time, place and socio-economic
conditions;

Lastly, as a necessity of modern forest management and multiple use benefits from forest
resources, a new approach which will be adopted and applied to improve the non-wood forest
products and their production and management should be developed as soon as possible.
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ÉVALUATION DE LA GESTION DES PRODUTTS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS
DANS LES PLANS DE DÉVELOPPEMENT QUINQUENNAUX ET DANS LES PLANS
D'AMÉNAGEMENT FORESTTER

MM. Mustafa F. TORKER, Metunet PAK et Atakan OZTORK
KT° Orman Fakiiltesi, Orinan Mtihendisli6i Böltimii, TRABZON
Turqu ie

On a procédé à l'évaluation d'environ 9 500 espéces végétales en Turquie, qui a une flore riche par

rapport à d'autres pays; 3 000 espèces sont endémiques. Certains produits forestiers autres que le bois qui ont

une certaine importance dans la production mondiale sont également endémiques.

L'utilisation des ces ressources n'a cessé d'augmenter. La production s'adapte à la demande intérieure

et extérieure. Le potentiel de production est très élevé pour la consotmnation intérieure. La Turquie a donc

maintenant une possibilité d'exporter, qu'il lui faut saisir. Par exemple, entre 1990 et 1998, elle a exporté des

produits forestiers pour un total de 300 937 000 dollars t.-U., dont 294 449 000 dollars t.-U. revenaient aux

produits autres que le bois. Le reste (6 488 000 $ t.-U.) était attribuable aux bois ronds. Dans ce cas, 98 %

du total des revenus tire's de l'exportation des produits forestiers revenaient aux produits non ligneux.

Bien que la production de produits forestiers autres que le bois soit tits importante pour la Turquie, les

plans de développement ne contiennent pas beaucoup d'information à ce sujet. En revanche, des principes,

objectifs et politiques prioritaires ont été énoncés clairement dans le sixième plan de développement

quinquennal. Pour les plans pluriannuels, on a constaté que les objectifs de production de cesproduits, récoltés

systématiquement, avaient été atteints à la fin de la période.

Par ailleurs, les modes d'approche retenus pour les produits forestiers autres que le bois dans les

principaux plans d'aménagement forestier établis pour une période de 20 ans ne sont pas différents de ceux qui

sont utilisés pour les plans de développement.

Les auteurs de l'étude examinent les effets possibles des objectifs, de la stratégie et des politiques du plan

de développement quinquennal et des plans d'aménagement forestier en cequi concerne les produits autres que

le bois, sur la gestion rationnelle des ressources forestiéres ligneuses et non ligneuses appartenant aux

entreprises forestiéres publiques.

***
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OB3OP 11OJIMICE111414, ICACAIOLIOIX01 PAD:WHAM:410R 3ArOTOBKH
HEAPEBECHBDC JIECIEbIX TOBAPOB, B II51THJIETHHX HJIAHAX PA3BHTIBI
H OCHOBHBIX IIJIAHAX PA3BHTIISI JIECH0r0 X035H1CTBA

Myc-racim T1OPKEP, Mexme-r OAK H ATaKaH 03TIOPK

KTO Orman Fakilltesi, Orman Milhendisligi Bölümü, TPAB3OH

TypuHm

PE310ME

B TypuHH, o6nanalouiefi 6ora-rofi clinoport no cpasHeHmo c npyrHmH cTpaHamH, npoH3pacTae-r

npHmepHo 9 500 BHAOB pacTemiti, npHgem 3 000 H3 MIX ABAAKiTCA 3HfleMli9eCKHMH. HeKo-ropbtm H3

Typeumix HeapesecHbix JleCHbIX Tosapos, 3aHHMaIOLLINX sa>KHoe mecTo B mHposom nponsoacTse, Taime

npticyttuf xapaKTepHcTHKH 31-14eMH4eCKHX 131440B.

LI,eHHOCTb 3THX pecypcos rIOCTOAHHO so3pacTaeT. 11x 3aroT0aKa ocytuecTsnmeTcm 13 COOTBeTCTBHH

C sHyrpeHHHm H BHeWHHM cnpocom. BO3MONCHOCTH 3ar0TOBOK 4pe3Bbi4afilio BbICOKH H npesbiwaioT

n0Tpe6H0cTH sHyTpeHHero noTpe6neHHm. B CBA3H C 3THM 3Ha4HTeAbH8.A pant, OTBOAHTCA 3KcnopTy

HenpesecHbix IleCHbIX Tosapos. HarlpHMep, B nepHOLI 1990-1998 r0,110B 3KCI1OpT AeCHbIX Tosapos

cocTasHn B uenom 300 937 000 Ronn. CWA. Ha Aonio HenpesecHbix necHmx TosapoB B 3TOM 3Kcn0pTe

rlpHX0,aHnOCb 294 449 000 )3011.1. CWA. OCTallbHaA 4aCTb (6 488 000 110.11J1. CWA) npHxonHnacb Ha

Kpyrnbie necoma-repHanbi. Tatum o6pa3om, HenpeBecHbie necHme Tosapbi coc-raanmnH 98% o6atero

3Kc1opTa neCHbIX Tosapos.

XOTA 3ar0TOBKH HextpeBecnbix neCHbIX Tosapoa secbma BaNCHb1 A1151 Typll,HH, B nnaHax pa3BHTHA

He conepm<HTcm 3Ha4HTenbHOPI HF(I)opmaurni 110 3T0my Bonpocy. 0,E(HaK0 B wecTom wrnineTHem nnaHe

pa31311THA snepsbie 6b1J111 tleTKO yKa3aHbl npHHuHnbi, 3anagH H mepw. MOACHO CYrMeTHTb, 4TO nnaHosbie

3a,EIaHHA 110 3arOTOBKe Henpesecublx AeCHbIX Tosapoa HeonHoKpa-rHo nepeBbM0.11HAJIHCb.

C ApyrOrl CT0p0Hb1, r10,1:(X01,1 K 3aroT0ake HenpesecHbtX lieCHbIX Toaapoa, Kgrophie onpe,Renetibi B

OCHOBHbIX 11.flaHaX pa3BHTHA necHoro X03AVICTBa Ha 20-neTHHil nepHo,g, He OTI1H4WOTCA OT n0i.1X0Aos,

npeRycmoTpeimbix nnaHamH pa3BHTHA.

B HacTonuem HCCJ1eA0BaHHH paccmarpHsaioTcm BO3MOACHbIe 110C11e1CTBHA peanH3auHH 3anaLt,

cipaTerHH H mep, onpeneneHribtx B 1151TWIeTHHX n.JIaHBX a3BHTHA H OCHOBHbIX nnaHax pa3BHTHA

necHoro X03AriCTBa, WIA paLIHOHallbH0r0 HC11011630BaHHA ApesecHbix H HenpesecHbix fleCHbIX Tosapos H

JleCHbIX pecypcoa, npHHan.newaumx rocynapcmeHimm fleCOX03APICTBeHHbIM npeAnpwiTHAm.

***
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CONSERVATION OF MEDICINAL PLANTS IN IDUKKI DISTRICT OF KERALA BY
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

Messrs. Joseph MATHEW, Saju ABRAHAM and Balakrisnan NAIR
Peermade Development Society, Peermade, P.O. IDUKKI, Kerala

India

Abstract
(Not available in French & Russian)

Rural people in the Asian countries are familiar with the medicinal properties of plants growing
close to their homes, in the open fields, margin of the water bodies, waste lands and the near by forests.
The herbal doctors in the villages are well acquainted with various plants they need for different ailments.
The knowledge about these plants and the various formulations made were usually kept as family or
professional secrets. They are passed on from the parent to the offspring orally and through
demonstrations. Such professional practices are continued even today but many of this precious
knowledge were lost as no written records were kept. The objectives of the study were:

To create awareness among local communities on the urgent need of conservation of medicinal
plants;
Ensuring people's participation for conserving medicinal plants and traditional culture;
To conserve RET (Rare, endangered and threatened) plants.

A survey of medicinal plants in Idukki district was carried out. 1000 herbarium (434 species) were
prepared from the sample collected. Seeds of 169 species and 50 raw drugs were collected and displayed
in the medicinal plant museum. The establishment of herbarium, seeds and raw drugs museum is for the
purpose of documentation, education, training and research on medicinal plants. The survey Indicates
that out of 116 RET species recorded in South India 56 was present in Idukki district. An Ethno-
medicinal forest is established in 10-acre land containing 98 species of medicinal plants. These plants
were either already existing in the area or introduced. The introduced plants are RET species or locally
available ones. The Ethno- medicinal forest has two main objectives A priority list of species to be grown
in the EMF is made based on the Ethno- medicinal needs of the local people. The various species grown
in EMF is maintained with their natural association as a poly-culture simulating a forest ecosystem. A
massive training programme was undertaken to create awareness in local communities on the urgent need
of conservation and sustainable use of medicinal plants, preservation of the local Ethano-medical
traditions and people's health culture. The target groups were women, village health workers, self-help
groups, Schoolteachers, school children, medicinal plant cultivators and raw drug collectors. Training was
given to 13946 persons on the importance and relevance of medicinal plants for the primary health care
needs. Preparation of simple traditional formulations for head-ache, cough, fever, cuts, wounds, sore eyes,
burning sensations, menstrual disorders, pregnancy care, increasing breast milk, scabies, fungal
infections, general immunity, liver tonics and mental tonics using local herbs were also demonstrated.
Cultivation of medicinal plants such as Acorus calamus, Alpinia galanga, Curcuma domestica,
Kaempferia galanga, Piper longam, Plubago rosea, Pseudarthria viscida and Zingiber officinalis were
promoted and taken up by 104 marginal farmers. 25 per cent farmers stooped the cultivation after a short
time, 25 per cent continued as they were persuaded and the rest 50 per cent were really motivated and
continue active propagation of the species they selected

***

Introduction

Rural people in the Asian countries are familiar with the medicinal properties of plants growing
close to their homes, in the open fields, margin of the water bodies, waste lands and the near by forests
(Rao and Rao 1998). The herbal doctors in the villages are well acquainted with various plants they need
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for different ailments. The knowledge about these plants and the various formulations made were usually
kept as family or professional secrets. They are passed on from the parent to the offspring orally and
through demonstrations. Such professional practices are continued even today but many of this precious
knowledge were lost as no written records were kept. (Rao and Rao 1998).

The bio-diversity of medicinal plants in India is associated with the rich cultural diversity related to
traditional system of medicine. Besides the known reasons for the loss of plant bio-diversity, the
disintegration of cultural diversity is also responsible for the destruction of medicinal plants. According to
World Health Organization (WHO) more than 80 per cent of the world's population in the developing
countries depend on traditional medicine for their primary health care. Over 1.3 billion people in the
world can hardly afford to spend any money on modem medicine and therefore have to resort to local
medicinal plants for their health needs. Out of the 350,000 higher plants identified so far about 35,000
(the estimates vary) species have at one time or other used by some people or cultures for medicinal
purpose. Presently there is a resurgence of natural product-based industries and pharmaceutical products
because of the interest created in the developed countries for traditional medicine and natural products.
Consequently the traditional medicine has now becoming more costly and unaffordable to the poor. The
revitalization of the local heath tradition would therefore lead to the conservation of rich traditional
knowledge and the species used by the local people. This also ensures availability of effective and cheap
health care needs to the local poor.

Twenty-five per cent of all prescription drugs for developed countries consist of unmodified or
slightly modified higher plant products. Reserpine from Rauwolfia serpentinaa as a tranquilizer and anti-
hypertensive (Schlittler and Plummer 1965, Mukerji 1965, Bein 1970, Kobinger 1984), digoxin and
digitoxin from Digitalis as cardiotonic glycosides (Aronson 1984), quinine and quinidine from Cinchona
(Szekeres and Papp 1984) for malaria are few examples. Many more medicines from plants are being
introduced for treatment of human diseases. Diosgenin from Mexican yam (Dioscorea) which is not
directly used as medicine but eventually led to the manufacture of contraceptive pill and corticosteroids
(Djerassi, 1984). Vinblastin/vincristin from Catharanthus roses, etoposide and taxol (van Seters 1997)
and styrylpyrone derivative (Azimatol et al.1998) are anticancer drugs. Guglipid a hypolipidaemic agent
is prepared from the gum-resin of Commiphora wightii (Satyavati 1991).

Tropical forests are the storehouse of bio-diversity and natural resources. Rainforest contains no
less than 60 per cent of all higher plant species known on earth and they provide everything needed for
human survival. Through many years of evolution plants have developed large numbers of chemical
substance to defend themselves against pest and pathogenic diseases. These chemical substances, at least
some of them, can act within the human body against micro- organisms and other causes of diseases.
They represent important sources of natural drugs. They are highly complex and their molecular
structures surpass the imagination of the chemists and cannot easily be reproduced in the laboratory (van
Seters 1997).

Why conservation of medicinal plants?

Well-reasoned arguments were made many years ago to raise public awareness that tropical rain
forest and seasonally dry mansoon forest were destroyed in alarming peace. These arguments were
largely ignored and today dramatic pleas were made to conserve our bio-diversity. They too are often
falling on deaf ears except of a few environmentalist and organizations. The cry of ecological genocide,
genetic erosion, biotic degeneration, global crisis, fragmentation, destruction, extinction of our biological
heritage, all is consequence of inaction (Krikorian 1998). Nevertheless, the destruction of forest
continues faster than ever pace.

Medicinal plants and their natural habitat are under greater threat of over exploitation than ever
before. Indian herbal industry has an annual turnover of about 300 million US dollars. The world market
of medicinal herbs for skin care and toiletries are worth US $ lbillion (Parida Binti Alimad Fadzil 1998).
Several tones of medicinal plants are harvested every year from about 165,000 ha forest. An estimate in
1996 shows that India have 100 medium scale industries, over 5000 small scale industries including
cottage level, using about 450 species of medicinal plants, 95 per cent of which are collected from wild.
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More than 40,000 Air Dried Metric Tones (ADMT) of Sida rhombifolia is collected from wild per year
and requirement may goes up to 80,000 ADMT in the next 10 years. Rauwolfia serpentina, Dioscoria,
and Cassia senna are currently exported at the range of 10,000 to 50,000 ADMT per year. In addition
local communities have been traditionally meeting their health needs using over 7000 species. 40,000
registered physicians of Ayurveda, Unnani, Siddha and Amchi systems also use substantial quantities of
medicinal plants (Darshan Shankar and Majumdar 1997).

Kerala is one of India's largest producers of traditional medicines. There is an unprecedented
sprout of manufacturing units of Ayurvedic products in Kerala and about 1700 manufacturing units are
registered with Government. In Kerala alone 8000 to 10,000 ADMT of single species such as
Andrographis pamiclata is consumed annually. With the increasing demand of medicinal plants, there is
a strong likely good that in the next decade their entire natural source will be wiped out. Little is done to
augment their in situ and Ex situ source. Only less than 30 medicinal plant species are under cultivation in
sizable acreage in India (Somashekhar and Anandamurthy 2000).

Kerala has the highest population density in India (747 people /km2, 1300 people/km2 in coastal
area). Urbanization has cleared the native vegetation from inhibited planes and availability of medicinal
plants is mostly confined to the Western Ghats. Southern stretch of Western Ghats is considered as one
of the richest pockets of bio-diversity in the world and classified as a 'Hot spot' by IUCN. Deforestation
has been rampant and the area under forest has shrunk. Encroachment projects and plantations have all
contributed to the sorry state of affairs. Plants such as Saraca asoka (Asokam), Conscinium fenestraturn
(Maramanjal), Aegle marmalos (Koovalam), Sida cordifolica (Bala), Emblica officinalis (Gooseberry),
Tinospora cordifolia (Amruth) and Asperagus recemosa (Sathaveri) which were abundant are now
become rare. Therefore clear comprehensive, ecologically sound management plans based on scientific
studies and long term strategies and practices should be evolved to ensure conservation and sustainable
management of medicinal plants.

The objectives of the study were

To create awareness among local communities on the urgent need of conservation of medicinal
plants;
To build on the strength of local Ethno-medical tradition of Idukki district and peoples health
culture;
Ensuring people's participation for conserving medicinal plants and traditional culture;
To conserve RET (Rare, endangered and threatened) plants;
To document medicinal plant bio-diversity and promote their ex situ conservation.

Physiography of Idukki district

Idukki district is part of the Western Ghats with steep slopes and undulations. The soil is literate
and brown. The altitude is 150 to 950 m, Latitude 10°N, and Longitude 77°E. The area receives rainfall
from 2500 mm to 425 mm and the temperature range from 15°C to 30°C. Dry period is December to
April. The forest types in Idukki are dry deciduous to moist every seen. The details of the area studied
are given in Table 1.

Table 1: The details of the area studied

Forest area Division Altitude (meters)

Ayyappancoil Kottayam 750
Painavu Kothamangalam 800
Thommankuthu Kothamanagalam 150
Neryamangalam Munnar 500
Vaguraram Munnar 1800

Chinnar santury Marayur 600
Thekkady Thekkady 825
Koshikkanam Thekkady 950
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Establishment of Herbarium, Seed and Raw Drug Centre

A survey of medicinal plants in Idukki district was carried out. 1000 herbarium (434 species) were
prepared from the sample collected. Seeds of 169 species and 50 raw drugs were collected and displayed
in the medicinal plant museum. The establishment of herbarium, seeds and raw drugs museum is for the
purpose of documentation, education, training and research on medicinal plants. The survey Indicates
that out of 116 RET species recorded in South India 56 was present in Idukki district.

Ethno-Medicnal Forest (EMF)

An Ethno-medicinal forest is established in 10-acre land containing 98 species of medicinal plants.
These plants were either already existing in the area or introduced. The introduced plants are RET
species or locally available ones. The Ethno- medicinal forest has two main objectives.

Conservation

A priority list of species to be grown in the EMF is made based on the Ethno- medicinal needs of
the local people. The various species grown in EMF is maintained with their natural association as a
poly-culture simulating a forest ecosystem. The conservation value is enhanced as same species from
various sites are introduced in the EMF, Which would enhance genetic variability.

Education and training

EMF is used as an outdoor center of attraction. The medicinal plants especially trees; shrubs and
herbs all are labeled. Pamphlets with suitable information are being made for distribution. The EMF will
be used in future as a source of seeds for exchange and commercial purpose.

Nursery

A central nursery was established and 85 species (including the RET species) of medicinal plants
were raised for meeting the local requirements of medicinal plants species for EMF.

Community Participation

As peoples participation is essential for any conservation programme the prime objective of the
project was to develop activity to motivate and ensure the whole hearted co-operation of the target
group for the revitalization of the tradition health system and information to conserve medicinal plants.
In order to document the local health care needs and the traditional health system, 72 traditional healers
(Nattuvaildyas) and 225 households were interviewed. We also conducted a participatory assessment
workshop involving 76 representatives from 10 villages to understand the primary health problems and
health care needs for their villages. A rapid assessment workshop for three days was organized to assess
the validity of the information collected on the traditional health care system and the efficacy of the
treatment both the doctors and patients view. Sound practices were identified through open and
transparent exchange of experiences. 82 knowledgeable women, 15 doctors from various systems
medicinal practice such as allopathic, Ayurvedic and siddha, 8 traditional healers (Nattuvaidyas) and
members from various organizations participated in the workshop

It was not easy to implement community management programme in all 70 villages selected for the
study simultaneously. Therefore we planed to train the villages stage by stage (table 2). Firstly we haN e
selected 6 villages (including first and second phase) and 16 villages for the next four years (8 in the first
half and 8 in the second half). The area covered is given in the figure 1. The 70 villages selected have
total population of about 75,000 people.
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1995-1996 First
Second

1996-1997 First
Second

1997-1998 First
Second

1998-1999 First
Second

1999-2000 First
Second

Mode of implementation

The target groups were identified through Peermade Development Society's network. We were
able to reach the people through Self Help Group (SHG), Mahila Sangham (women's associations),
forming new groups, interaction with PDS other developmental programme and schools. To motivate the
people to grow medicinal plants, we offered a reward for people who have maintained a Kitchen Herbal
Garden (KHG), and supplied medicinal plants in a subsidized rate and involved them in economic
programme.

A massive training programme was undertaken to create awareness in local communities on the
urgent need of conservation and sustainable use of medicinal plants, preservation of the local Ethano-
medical traditions and people's health culture. We envisaged that this training would eventually lead to
people's participation in the conservation of medicinal plants. The target groups were women, village
health workers, self-help groups, Schoolteachers, school children, medicinal plant cultivators and raw
drug collectors. Training was given to 13946 persons on the importance and relevance of medicinal plants
for the primary health care needs. Preparation of simple traditional formulations for head-ache, cough,
fever, cuts, wounds, sore eyes, burning sensations, menstrual disorders, pregnancy care, increasing breast
milk, scabies, fungal infections, general immunity, liver tonics and mental tonics using local herbs were
also demonstrated. To consolidate and co-ordinate this programme 59 meetings were conducted involving
all village health workers and the training staffs. Sixteen exhibitions were conducted on medicinal plants
and traditional medicines to motivate and induce awareness among local people about the importance of
medicinal plant conservation. Cultivation of medicinal plants such as Acorus calamus, Alpinia galanga,
Curcuma domestica, Kaempferia galanga, Piper longam, Plubago rosea, Pseudarthria viscida and
Zingiber officinalis were promoted and taken up by 104 marginal farmers. 25 per cent farmers stoped the
cultivation after a short time, 25 per cent continued as they were persuaded and the rest 50 per cent were
really motivated and continue active propagation of the species they selected. Medicinal plants which are
used for the preparation of "Murivenna" that is very effective for cuts, wound and ulcers are cultivated
and preserved by the community without other motivation. Generally the local people conserve plants
that are economic, health and spiritual use.
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Abstract (Not available in French & Russian)

Irvingia gabonensis and I. wombulu; the bush mango are the sources of 'Ogbono' , the Irvingia
kernel which is popularly used as soup thickener in most West African countries. Less than 10% of the
total annual crop of the fruit or the kernel is harvested from planted trees while the rest are collected from
natural forests. Harvesting or collections in the forests are activities of women and children. They are also
responsible for processing and substantial amount of marketing.

Irvingia kernel is now major export produce to Europe and the USA. The popularity of Irvingia
kernels in the local and international markets has given it the potentials for a true commercial crop, with
this resulting in more intensive collection in the forests.

Recently, an attempt at setting local quality standards for the kernels in trade has commenced.
Standardization of this will help export promotion and the increase of financial returns to the rural
farmers who collect from the forests and manually process (nut extraction) and sun dry for storage before
marketing.

The various initiatives of ICRAF, NACGRAB and CENRAD on the collection of the remaining
genetic resources of Irvingia in West Africa, its establishment in genebanks and the potentials to utilize
selected lines in new planting provides hope for the future. It is believed that this will provide the seed for
the sustainable production of Irvingia as deforestation and old tree age is already affecting wild resources.

Pure stand plantations and trees in agroforestry systems are attractive. Multistrata agroforestry
system for production is presently being established in Nigeria within the southern forest zones where
bush mango is well known.

***

Introduction

Nigeria is a densely populated country with a population of about 120 million people. This
country's dense population and its relatively enhanced economic development has resulted in vast
increase in demand for food.

Nigeria is a diverse country socio-culturally and it is the same situation with its forests and forest
resources particularly the extractive resources. Based on the 1993/95 land-use and vegetation assessment,
there are nine ecological zones from the mangrove forests in the south to the Sahel in the far north (see
Fig. 1). All these ecological zone are rich in non-timber forest resources and they are equally different and
diverse. There are over 180 non timber forest resources already described (Okafor 1988) but there are
still a lot more. Recent estimates give 640 as the total figure including those newly described for
medicinal uses and sources of natural colours.
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These NWFP include;
Chrysophyllum albidum (the African star apple)
Dacryodes edulis (the African bush pear)
Tetrapleura tetraptera
Xylopia aethiopiaca
Parkia biglobosa
Pterocarpus milbraedi
Pterocarpus erinaceus
Baionella toxisperma
Garcinia kola and
Irvingia spp to mention a few

The high forest in the South contains more non timber resources than the other forest types. It is
now realized that forests are a trategic source of food and other products for man.

Many plants, important for food and income in Nigeria, as it is the case in many other Africa
countries (Ladipo 1988) are sourced from Nigerian forests. Despite the importance of our forests, Forests
in Nigeria are under great pressure. These pressures have led to large destruction of natural forests and it
is estimated that 5% of closed forests are cleared annually for other uses with negative repercussions.
(Kio et al. 1989) FORMECU (1995) reports a significant increase in forest degradation in Nigeria with
increase in desertification, savanarization and the forest which were erstwhile referred to as being rich in
timber and non-timber resources are being turned into poor degraded forests that are poorer in species;
especially those that could be useful for food in medicine, industry and agriculture. Particular concern are
for those non-timber forest resources valuable for indigenous consumption and on which local food
security depends.

These non-timber forest resources are sourced through seasonal extraction from the forests. Forest
extractivism is an old enterprise in the forest areas of Nigeria. It is more active in the Southern forests
where forest people live almost entirely on the forests and their products.

Forest people have substantial indigenous knowledge on the quantities of there NTFP in the forests
and also on the phenology of production.

Many farmers can even predict mast years and good and bad trees are recognized.
Food gathered and hunted in the wild are important, and they will continue to be important in the

diet of may forest or farming families in Nigeria (Ladipo 1998).

Irvingia Species

Irvingia gabonensis and Irvingia wombolu are two of these non-timber forest resources which in
recent times have become very important products. (See fig 2). The present paper reports their extraction
from Nigerian forests, and discuss, potentials for their sustainable production.

The Irvingia gabonensis is the eating type which produces sweet/flesh (mesocarp). This is eaten
fresh while the stone is usually split to reveal its kernel]; the product that is used for soup thickening. The
Irvingia wombolu is the type that has non-edible flesh. The flesh is sour and the fruit stone is also
extracted to produce the kernel! (ogbono). It is common to mix the two types of kernels. There is not
much differences between the two species except for fruit sweetness and some tree morphological
differences. The high demand situation for bush mango kernels has resulted in excessive exploitation in
the bush at such a rate that the sustainability of these natural resources has been the concern of various
workers (NRC 1991) particularly with the continued clearing and selective exploitation of forests,
(Pal mberg 1984).
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The Irvingia Tree

lrvingia gabonensis (Aubry -Lecomte ex 0" Rouke) Baill, the bush mango is a medium sized
evergreen tree but large specimens are not uncommon in the natural forest from where a substantial
quantity of its fruit or seed is still being sourced in Nigeria.

It belongs to the family Irvingiaceae (order-kutales) a small tropical family containing two other
genera (Klaiedoxa, Desbordesia) and the genus Irvingia which contains three species (see table 1) all
occurring in West and central Africa.

Two varieties of lrvingia gabonensis have been identified (Okafor 1975) based on long
phenological and reproductive phenological observations. He reported between these varieties in
flowering and fruiting (Table 3), but it is now known (Ujor pers comm.) that flowering in this species
could vary from site to site particularly when these are ecologically different. The examples of Enugu
(derived savanna) and Onne (High forest) in Nigeria were cited.

The vegetative and reproductive structures of I. gabonensis has been described by Keay (1989).
However, flowers are yellowish to greenish white in slender clustered racems or small panicles and ripe
fruits yellowish-green to orange colour when ripe. (see Ladipo et. al. 1996)

Table 1

Species

Irvingia gabonensis

Irvingia wombolu

Irvingia smithii

lrvingia grandifolia

Habit

Tree (evergreen)

Large tree (evergreen)

Tree (Deciduous)

Tree (Deciduous)

Natural habit

Forest

Forest

Forest Transition
and Sudan savanna
woodlands

Forests

Members of the genus Irvingia in Nigeria

Popularity of Irvingia Species

Irvingia gabonensis I. wombolu or their kernels; the food product are very well known in Nigeria
and in the West African subregion, particularly in Togo, Dahomey, Cote d'Ivoire and Sierra Leone where
fruit pulp and kernels are used as food (Okigbo 1981). Other uses of this socio-economically important
fruit crop (Agbor 1986) are shown on table 2. These range from their use as food to medicine and
environmental conservation including use as windbreaks in plantains of banana or in plant in production
systems. Irvingia is well know amongst all the sourthern tribes, but its use as food (edible fruit and soup
thickener) has become accepted all over Nigeria, and amongst even tribes that have never seen the tree.

The popularity of Irvingia gabonensis fruit also encompasses age classes as old, mature and the
adolescent and juveniles like the fruit a lot,
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Trade in Irvingia Kernels in Nigeria

Irvingia kernels (ogbono is produced in the Southern forest area of Nigeria, (see Fig. 3) and trade
in this commodity is immense in the country. Ladipo and Boland (1994) reported on extensive trade in
the kernels within the Southern forest area and between this area and the northern Savanna areas. Kernels

are transported to the North of
Nigeria by whole traders (see
Fig 4), and these are also
traded internationally to
various other countries (see
Fig. 5). The immense
commerce that has been built
on this produce shows its
importance in the economy of
the producers (the
farmers/collectors). Trade in
ogbono to EEC countries and
to the USA continues to grow
with results obtained in
airports, through where they
are transported out. Recently
efforts to standardize and to
develop quality standard have
commenced (Ladipo 1998). If
the recommended system are
followed it will be possible to
get Irvingia kernels to higher
levels of international trade
and utilization.

Table 2

Uses of Irvingia

Food
Fruit pulp -Fresh Consumption
Kernel - Soup condiment

Traditional/Cultural
Split seed shell - Prediction

Environmental
Windbreak

Medicine
Leaf for dysentery and wound dressing

Other uses
Mature fruits for ripenning bananas and plantains.

I. Okafor 1975, 1981
2. Abbiw 1990

Uses of Irvingia gabonensis and Irvingia wombolu in Nigeria.

Nutritional values of Irvingia
Kernels

The consideration of Irvingia as a
strategic 'crop' and one that has immense
value for food security cannot be over
emphasized if we consider its nutrient
values. This is very important where
resource poor farmers are involved and
whose diet revolves mainly around starchy
foods such as those made from cassava
and yams (Discorea species) etc.

Eyo (1981) after Okafor and Okolo
(1974) and Eka (1979) looked at the
nutrient values of Irvingia kernels in
comparison with other species from
Nigeria. He reported that Irvingia is an
important oilseed, and a very nutritious
one too. The nutrient values are shown on
table 3, for starch, protein and its amino
acid content.
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Table 3

Starch
(% dry matter)

3.67%

Protein
(crude protein)

80.9

NX 6.25

Amino acid

aspertic acid 6.3
Cystine 2.05

Methionine 1.36

Threonine 2.44

Glumatic acid 12.24

Proline 1.93

Glycine 3.51

Alanine 3.36

Vialine 3.28

Leucine 5.62

Isoleicine 107
Tyrosine 1.75

Pheny lalanine 1.81

Histidine 1.82
Lysine 5.92

HN3 1.77

Arginine 6.73

Nutrient content of Irvingia kernels (Eyo 1981).



Figure 3

Nigerian trade routes of irvingia gabonensis var.

gabonensis fruits and processed irvingia gabonensis var.

excelsa product (ogbono)
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Forest production (collection) of Irvingia fruits in Nigeria

Irvingia species can be found, as earlier said, in the high forests and in transition forest area. They
are specifically also found in compound farms and these days it is not uncommon to find Irvingia
protected in Cocoa-cola and coffee plantations. However, Irvingia fruits, for fresh eating and for their
kernels are collected from the wild forest (60%) and from the compound farm garden 10% and the
outlying fields (30%). Within the high forests areas, many families depend on this enterprise for survival.

Agbor (1986) also reported on an economic assessment of Irvingia gabonensis , in Cross River
State in Nigeria. He reported that a large quantity of Irvingia kernels are produced in the State but he
never gave figures to back this conclusion up.

Agbor (1986) concentrdted on the high density areas of Irvingia i.e. Ikom, Obubra, Akampa,
Odukpani, and Calabar. Field collection of Irvingia from the wild take place between December to April
(Irvingia wombolu) and between June - August (Irvingia gabonensis).

Estimates of production in a good year shows that over 750,000 tons of Fresh fruits are collected
annually from the high forest zones, from all sources and this means 120,000 tons of kernels, which are
then dried to help their storage.

This figure does not include the processed kernels which are imported into Nigeria from other
countries in west and central Africa. With these, over 1.2,000,000 tons of Irvingia kernels are marketed in
Nigeria, with this representing about 40% West Africa total production.

Collectors of Irvingia can be classified as follovvs; forest collection of Irvingia falls into groups:

Children and women, and
Young Adult (males.)

The children and women are restricted to the compound farms and to near village forests where
they make daily runs to collect fruits from specified trees.

The young Adults (males) are involved in long-term' field collection. This group go into the
forest for two weekly fruit collections trips and they usually process the fruit in the bush so as to reduce
the laod to be carried out to the villages at the end of the collection trips. Extraction of near home
materials are usually the assignment for females (the mothers) and children both male and female.

Developments of Sustainable production of Irvingia gabonensis in Nigeria

This paper will attempt to look at the development of a sustainable system for Irvingia from the
angle of conservation and production where viable production and conservation are achieved at the same
time. In other words, for the product of Irvingia to be sustainable, we need to be able to maintain
sufficient prod'uct of Irvingia in its season while the genetic resources of the species are adequently
consumed and protected. This initiative requires immense 'human action'. The research campaign of the
international centre for Research in agroforestry (ICRAF) is relevant here (see Ladipo et al 1996). In
addition to the above, ICRAF has embarked on a programme of genetic resources collection and
conservation and the utilization of high value materials of Irvingia in agroforestry systems. The values
of the multistrata system have been emphasized and this is the system that CENRAD has practised.
Marcotting (air layering ) and the product of seedling stocks selected from high value mother trees, new
trees of Irvingia have been planted in farmers fields. It is proposed that these trees and the other flora will
mature into viable multistrata system in the various ecologies where this has been practised. The present
effort will definitely reduce the pressure on Nigerias natural forest trees, and the enhancement of product
from the high value plantings in fields and compound farms where the resources have been tried out.
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Needs for the future

To ensure a viable and sustainable production system of Irvingia in Nigeria, we will require to
further understand (research) the socio-economics of Irvingia in Nigeria. It will further be useful to
adequately know the product demand situation in Nigeria so we can put in place proper and viable new
'supportive' plantings in the degraded forests.

In addition to the above we require to try the old systems of enrichment planting which will support
the ecological status of the forests and also enhance its productivity (Irvingia kernels). Be these as they
may, the need for the establishment of pure commercial plantations will help and ensure sustainable
production of Irvingia in Nigeria, through, at the reduction of the pressure on the natural forest as
population and external demand grow. We need to remind ourselves here that the various non-timber
forest resources (NTFPs) which are being addressed today were sustainally extracted from the forest by
farmers in the past, when population was not as high as it is today.
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Abstract
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The destruction of vast expanses of tropical forests at accelerated rate is threatening the survival of
many species that they shelter. The losses are alarmingly high in the tropical forest ecosystems. This loss
may result into the disappearance of valuable genetic resources, which have immense possibilities of use
in the future. The current pace at which the forests are being destroyed, may lead to a precarious decline
in the bio-diversity. Some of the species bound to become endangered even before their medicinal
properties are fully explored.

These species are also being collected for pharmaceutical preparations. Due to over use of
economically important plants from the forests of central India many species have already become
endangered and vulnerable. Due to this, the density of some of these plant species have declined in the
natural forests because of high price of product in the market, which encourage immature harvest by the
local population. There is thus an urgent need to conserve these fast disappearing plant resources, as some
of them are medicinally and ecologically very important.

Central Indian tropical dry deciduous forests harbour several varieties of medicinal and aromatic
plants. Some of the most important ones are Curcuma caesia, C aun gustifolia, Asparagaus racemosus,
Rauvolfia serpentina and Chlorophytum spp etc. Apart from their extraction for use by industries in the
pharmaceutical formulations, forest dependent populations also use them for their local health care based
on their indigenous knowledge and practices. Among these plant species C caesia and R serpentina merit
special attention for their economic value and present critical condition in the ecosystem due to
unsustainable extraction. These species were reported to occur abundantly (IUCN,1994) about a half
century ago in the natural forests of central India. However, due to growing economic importance of these
species, unsustainable extraction became rampant. In a Conservation Assessment Management Planning
workshop (Prasad & Patnaik,1998) 39 species of medicinal plants were evaluated for their ecological
status as per IUCN categories. These two medicinal species were found to be in the category of Critically
Endangered. This requires immediate and urgent attention to restore them by prescribing sustainable
harvest regime and related management practices.

This paper attempts to highlight the distribution and current harvesting practices of these species
and recommends measures for ensuring their sustainable extraction and use. Distribution pattern,
phenology, production and current harvesting practices of C caesia and R serpentina being followed by
the gatherers have been assessed in some natural forests of Madhya Pradesh, India. Existing marketing
and distribution channel of the selected species have also been discussed so as a package of practices for
value addition and consequent enhancement of gatherers income.

Key words: Medicinal and Aromatic Plants, Unsustainable harvesting, Exploitation, Regeneration,
Endangered.
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Introduction
A large number of highly useful herbaceous plants have little future, unless immediate steps are

taken to arrest the causes leading to ecological and biological impoverishment. It is estimated by IUCN
that about 20,000- 25,000 of the worlds vascular plants species are dangerously rare or under threat.
Thousands of life forms, are likely to vanish, if the current trend in population, land use, and pollution of
air and water continues. It bring about irreversible alterations in the biosphere. The problem of habitat
destruction is articularly serious in country like India where a remarkable variety of species still awaiting
discovery.

Some of the plant species which were reported to occur commonly or abundantly about half a
century ago have at present became rare or very rare due to over exploitation /habitat loss and have fallen
in the category of endangered species. The glaring examples are Dioscorea deltoides, R serpentina, C
caesia etc.

Growing demand and irrational exploitation have resulted in the rapid depletion of these species
from the natural habitat to a level of near extinction. The tropical forests of Madhya Pradesh are enriched
with a large number of species of high medicinal value. A good number of these herbaceous plants of
ethanobotanical importance are endangered due to various factors like overgrazing, new habitations,
indiscriminate deforestation and over exploitation. This has resulted in the environmental stress in Central
India. Consequently some common plants have become endangered and are on the verge of extinction.

About 350 medicinal & aromatic plants(MAPs) are collected from the wild sources in the country
and used for various purposes. C caesia and R serpentina have been collected from time immemorial and
in recent years the commercial exploitation is so high that these have become critically endangered. Both
the species are very much used by the tribal people for various diseases and ailments in W.B, MP,
Arunachal Pradesh, UP. In MP both the plants are regarded very auspicious and it is stated that the person
who possesses it never experiences shortage of cereals & food.

Species description:

Curcuma caesia Roxb. locally known as kalihaldi or narkachura, is a rhizomatous herbaceous
plant. The plant height is about 1.2 M. and leaves 30-60 by 12.5-15 cm broadly lanceolate or oblong,
glabrous, with a deep ferruginous purple cloud down the middle, which penetrates to the lower surface.
Petiole and sheath about as long as blade. Spikes appearing rather before the leaves, about 15 cm long or
altogether about 30 cm. high with the peduncle. Flowering bracts green with a ferruginous tinge. Coma
deep bright red, tending to crimson. Flowers pale yellow, reddish at outer border, and rather shorter than
their bracts. Flower spike vernal or aestival, distinct from the leaves and usually developed before they
appear.

Distribution: Mostly found in Bengal and northeastern part of the country including Arunachal Pradesh,
Meghalaya, Mizorum. It is also found in some parts of central India like Raipur, Mandla, Amarkantak,
Panhamarhi etc.

Medicinal Uses: The rhizome is pungent, bitter, fragrant, heating, appetizer, vulnerary, anthelmintic,
antipyretic, alexiteric, destroys foulness of the breadth, useful in leucoderma, piles, bronchitis, asthma,
tumors, tuberculous glands of the neck, enlargement of the spleen, epileptic seizure. The rhizome has a
bitter, sharp, hot taste and a good odor, laxative, tonic to the brain and the heart, aphrodisiac,
alexipharmic, emetic, emmenagouge, expectorant, carminative; useful in gripping of children, pains,
inflammations, toothache (Kirtikar and Basu,1975).

The *roots are expectorant and useful in Diaorrhea and dysentery. The Turkomans employ these
roots as a rubefacient, to rub their bodies down with after taking a Turkish bath. In Bengal it is used in the
fresh state like turmeric.

Ravoulfia serpentina (Indian Snakeroot) is an important medicinal shrub plant .There are around hundred
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species of which five are native to India. It is an erect glabrous perennial shrub, attain a maximum height
of 75 cm. Leaves are arranged in whorls of 3-4 flowers are white or pinkish, peduncle deep red about 1.5
cm long, appear in small clusters. Fruits are round shaped, dark, purple or blackish. The plant can be
grown in wide range of soil types.

Distribution: Occurs in Sub Himalayan tracts in Punjab, in lower ranges of Eastern and Western Ghats,
Assam, Orissa, Bihar, U P, M P, Maharashtra etc.

Medicinal value: Roots are important source of drug. About 90% of the total alkaloids remain in the root
bark. Most common alkaloid are reserpine, rescinnamione, deserpidine, ajmaline, yohimbine etc. Roots
are bitter, acrid, anthelmintic, cardio-depressent and digestive and is used in insanity, insomania, epilepsy,
dyspepsia, painful affections of the bowel, intestinal worms, sexual aggression, snake bite etc. The drug
has been effectively tried in cases of high blood pressure, insanity and scizopherina. Decoction of the root
is reported to be useful to increase uterine contractions and to promote expulsion of the foetus ( Kirtikar
and Basu,1975).
Objectives and Observations: Distribution, harvesting practices and production study of two important
critically endangered species were assessed in the natural forests of Madhya Pradesh, Central India. These
plants have been in use by local people as traditional healing substances. These are also important
commodities for export outside the state. The present study was undertaken with the following main
objectives:

I) to study the distribution, phenology and production of the species in the forests of Madhya Pradesh

to study the present harvesting practices of the species in Central India, Madhya Pradesh;
to study the marketing aspects .

Problems associated with selected species: Total uprooting without maturation. Regeneration
problem. Reduced production. Low medicinal value Low economic return.

Material and Methods

Study Area: Seven districts of Madhya Pradesh were selected for the present study where both these
species occur. These places are Raipur, Jabalpur, Mandla (Amarkantak), Bilaspur, Betul, Sarguja and
Chhindwara(Patalkot) districts where these species are found in protected patches.

These study sites (Fig I) happened to be forested areas with predominant tribal population derive
their livelihood support from collection and sale of NTFPs like Buchnania lanzan, Emblica officinalis,
resin and gum yielding specie's etc. The forests in the study sites represent by tropical moist and tropical
dry deciduous, mixed miscellaneous, teak (Tectona grandis) and sal (Shorea robusta) foersts(Champion
and Seth 1968). The area is plain to gently sloping with small hills and few seasonal perennial water
streams. Due to scanty rainfall (800-1100 mm) and drier climate, there are very few perennial streams.
The climate of the area is monsoonic with three distinct seasons The rainy season extends from late June
to late September, winter from December to February and summer from March to June. The summer
temperature of the area ranges between 26° to 46°C and in winter it ranges from 2° to 17°C.

Data collection and methodology

Phenological parameters, production & marketing: Based on the literature available, only those districts
were selected where both the species are reported growing under the natural forest conditions in the state
of MP. Observations were taken on distribution pattern of the two medicinal plants and the associated
forest habitat. Phenology and harvesting time was also recorded. However, district wise production data,
market rates etc. was obtained through enquires made from forest department staff including personnel of
MFP (trade & Development) federation), local traders and villagers.

Harvesting practices: The information on plant harvesting methods adopted by the local
villagers/gatherers was collected by interviewing local people engaged in collection. Current-harvesting
practices adopted by the local collectors was noted district wise.
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Economic analysis: The economics of C caesia and R serpentina was collected by interviewing the
families and persons engaged in collection. The information about prevailing market prices was gathered
from local villagers, middlemen and traders for economic analysis district wise. For analyzing the price
differences of both the species from collectors to consumers, data was collected from the different groups
involved at different levels in the marketing channels of the species.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ecological parameters and prevalent market potential of C caesia and R.serpentina collected from

the natural forests of Madhya Pradesh (central India) are given in Tablel In the natural forests under
study the two species are sparsely distributed and are not widely occur. There is a slight phenological
variation (flowering and fruiting) in both species found in different districts because of varying moisture
conditions.

Table 1 - Phenology, production and market price of C. caesia and R. serpentina
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urcuma caest

auvolfia serpentina

ources. 1) I'rasad and l3hatanagar, 199 ; e eration(Tra e & Development; 3) J L Shrivastava, 1998.

The district wise approximate production of C caesia was found varying from 01 to 100 tons in the
entire district per year while production of R. serpentin under wild 'conditions was found more in almost all
the studied districts (60 to125 T/Year). The gatherers selling wet rhizome of C caesia get an average rate of
Rs. 15-20/kg and get Rs.40-60/kg for roots of R serpentina. After drying cleaning and grading the market
prices increases manifold. After these value addition interventions mostly done by middlemen, the ruling
market rate of C caesia is Rs. 50-60/kg and of R serpentina Rs. 290-312/kg.

District Place Flowering- Harvesting Collection Market Estimated annual
Fruiting months rate in rate in production
months Rs./kg(wet) Rs./kg potential

_ . .
(dry) (in Tons)

Bastar Dantew FI.Aug.Sept Nov. Dec. 15-20 60.00 100-150
-ada,
Bijapur

Fr,Sept.Oct

Betul Ghoda- FI.Sept. Nov.-Dec. 13-15 55.00 0.5
Dongri Fr.Oct.Nov

Bilaspur Amar- FL Aug.Sept Oct.-Nov. 20.00 60-65.00 1.0
Kantak Fr.Sept.Oct

Chindwara Patalkot FI.Sept.Oct Nov.-Dec. 15-20 55.00 2.00
Fr.Nov-Dec

Seoni / Barghat FI.Oct. October 12-18 55.00 0.5
Balaghat Fr.Nov.-Dec
Raipur Udanti FLOct. October 18.00 50-55.00 NA

Fr.Nov.Dec
Mandla KNP FI.Aug.Sept Oct.-Nov. 15.00 50.00 2.00

Fr.Sept.Oct

Bastar Dantew FI.May-june
.. .

December-
.

50.00 175-200 125
-ada,
Bijapur

Friuly.Aug. January

Bilaspur Amarkantak,
Lamni

F1,June
Fr.Jul-Aug.

Nov.-Dec 45.00 180-200 60

Jabalpur FI.July-Aug October 50.00 165-185 100
Fr.Aug.-Oct

Raipur Udanti FI.June-July Nov.-Dec 60.00 170-190 120
Fr.Sept.Oct

Mandla KNP FI.June November 40.00 180-200 75
Fr.July-Sept

Sarguja -- FI.Jun-July Oct.-Nov. 40.00 175-190 80
Fr.July



Both the species are collected at early stages of maturity (i.e. before flowering/fruiting) in all the
places except Bilaspur district where the local gatherers harvest plants after flowering and fruiting stage.
Field observations reveled that except in Bilaspur areas where gatherers leave young rhizome allow some
seeds to fall (collection in this case takes place after fruiting) in all other areas the whole plant along with
the roots are uprooted, not leaving any reproductive material behind.

Data in Table 2 shows the share of different middleman's in the marketing channel starting from
gatherers to retailers. The average values of margins clearly indicate that there is a huge margin between
gatherers and middlemen's at village level. The average market values for C. caesia to gatherers were
Rs.17.00/kg. As against this, the middlemen with primary processing (drying, cleaning grading etc.) earned
35.29% higher values (Rs. 23.00/kg). At trader's level, the value goes upto Rs. 34.62 (50.52%).
Subsequently, the Market value further increased to Rs. 40.12/kg (commission agent), Rs.54.00/kg at whole
seller level. At retailer level the market value goes upto Rs. 60.50 kg. The processors or big traders of C.
caesia collect large quantities of the wet produce and sun dry the material. After cleaning and drying the
cost increases many folds and they get maximum margin in the whole chain as depicted in Fig.2.

Figure 2 - Marketing channels of Curcuma caesia (Rhizome)

Values in the parenthases are value in RS./Kg
* Processors dried the roots (value addition), clean and packed, then transported to big cities

Table 2 - Showing percentage margins of middleman at village level middleman to the traders
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Name of Species
District/

Place

Gatherors/

Villagers

(Rs./kg wet)

Agent/

Middleman

Processor*/

Big traders

Commission

Agent in big

cities

Whole saler
Trader/

Retailer

Bilaspur 20,00 27,50% 45,09% 14,86% 18,82% 12,87%

(25.50) (37,00) (42,50) (50,50) (57,00)

B alaghat 12-18 46,66% 61,36% 14,08% 43,20% 12,93%

Curcuma caesia (22.00) (35,50) (40,50) (58,00) (65,50)

(Rhizome) Chindwara 15-20 '40.00% 42,85% 12,85% 39,24% 9,09%

(24.50) (35,00) (39,50) (55,00) (60,00)

M andla 15,00 33.33% 55,00% 22,58% 38,15% 13,33%

(20.00) (31,00) (38,00) (52,50) (59,50)

Average 17,00
35,29% 50,52% 15,88% 34,59% 12,03%

(23,00) (34,62) (40,12) (54,00) (60,50)

Raipur 60 33,33% 127,5% 40,10% 15,68% 5,76%

(80,00) (182,00) (255,00) (295,00) (312,00)

B ilaspur 45 60,00% 136,80% 42,22% 16,33% 4,97%

(72,00) (170,50) (242,00) (281,50) (295,5)

Rauvolfta serpentina Jabalpur 50 55,00% 125,80% 41,42% 17,17% 5,18%

(Dried Roots) (77.50) (175,00) (247,50) (290,00) (305,00)

Sarguja 45 55,55% 137,85% 44,14% 16,66% 5,35%

(70,00) (166,5) (240,00) (280,00) (295,0)

M andla 40 70,00% 136,02% 47,35% 17,12% 5,06%

(68,00) (160,50) (236,50) (276,50) (290,00)

Average
48 53,12% 132,38% 43,22% 16,54% 5,23%

(73,50) (170,80) (244,2) (284,6) (299,5)

Gatherers
Rs 15-20/Kg

Agent/
Middleman

B ig Traders
(Bhopal)
Rs 35.00/Kg

Commission
Agent
Rs 40.00/KgRs20-25.00/kg

111.

Traders
Rs 60.00/kg

Whole Seller
Rs 54.00/kg



In case of R serpentina (roots) the initial collection rate was Rs.48/kg in almost all the districts. As
against this, the middlemen with primary processing (drying, cleaning grading etc.) earned 53.12% higher
values (Rs. 73.50/kg). Similarly, margins increases manifold between gatherers to village level middlemen
and processors (Rs.170/ kg or 132.38%). Consequently, the margins declined from commission agent at big
cities (Rs.244/kg or 43.22%) to traders/ retailers (Rs. 299/kg or 5.23%). After drying the roots of Rauvolfia,
processors get maximum margin as compared to the other middlemen in the channel (Fig 3).

Figure 3 - Marketing channels of Rauvolfia serpentina (Dried roots)

Conclusion

The present harvesting practices C caesia and R serpentina in the natural forests of Madhya Pradesh
are very deteriorating because of high price of product in the market and immature harvest by the local
tribals. It was observed that both the species occurring commonly in the state are vanishing speedily
because of immature harvesting and poor regeneration. During collection not a single plant was left behind
on the forest surface for future regeneration. The reduced availability of both the species in the natural
forests (especially Sal dominated) is gradually declining at a faster rate. There is urgent need to conserve C
caesia and R Serpentina from the natural forests because of its better quality. Because of these reasons both
the species are being exploited extensively from the natural forests.

Sustainability in production and harvesting is very important aspect in medicinal plants. The present
practice of trade in MAPs is a secret affair. It is handled by local traders and middlemen. The high value
plants like Sarpgandha and Kalihaldi are threatened with extinction in the wild. These medicinal herbs are
considered as economically profitable in harvesting from wild state. Both the species are concentrated only
in certain pockets, which are basically threatened in most places. The dynamics of medicinal plant
exploitation depend on supply and demand. The studied species R serpentina, C caesia are in high demand
for the local traders and also in the International markets

In conservation, area occupied by the species or the habitat is often a prime concern. According to
Mac Arthur' and Wilson, 1967 if the area of habitat is reduced by 90%, the number of original endemic
species going extinct may be 10% and if the habitat is reduced by 50%. Therefor'e, habitàt of a species
matters the most in their survival and a large number of eXtinction's are often due to the impact of habitat
destruction. Among species the intrinsic factors like population size appears to be very important,
influencing survival cif the species. It is well known that smaller populations are more prone to extinction.
Once the population of an endangered species has become small, many problems related to its survival
might occur. Once the population is at decline, it faces curtailMent of gene flow which in turn, result in
inbreeding, genetic isolation of population,Inbreeding depression and genetic drift. This may further liad to
inability to respond to further changes in habitat and eventually the population might go extinct. In many
endangered plant species the population is far below the requirement for survival and most of them (nearly
120 species) are vascular plant species (IUCN red data book, 1978). Relatively Very few species have the
population estimates and among these species, information on proportion of mature individuals of the total
sampled population is lacking (Mali & Ved, 1999). At certain time ,period the annual herbs grow maximum
to reach their maturity. The difference between optimum and actual harvest time for several herbs is about
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Rs 40-50/Kg

Agent/
Middleman

Big Traders
(Bhopal)
Rs. 160-180/Kg

Commission
Agent
Rs. 236-247/KgRs. 55-70

Traders
Rs. 300-310/kg

Whole Seller
Rs. 280-300/kg



two months in advance. The second advantage is that seed production would be ensured. Large scale
harvesting before maturity reduces the size of population and future regeneration of particular species due
to immature harvesting.

The present deteriorating condition of both the medicinal plants in forest is very precarious and needs
immediate attention not only for conservation but also for propagation. Standardize methods of cultivation
would help the hesitating farmers to develop their nurseries and adopt cultivation on a large scale. It would
eliminate unemployment and would prove as a tool for their social and economic upliftment. It would
reduce our imports and promote exports.
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Abstract

(Not available in French & Russian)

Across the Mediterranean region aromatic plant species growing naturally. These species are
producing essential oils and comprise an important economical indicator for the population. All aromatic
plants emit volatile substances into the environment either during their life or during the decomposition
process. These volatile constituents affect the top soil microflora and form specific environmental
conditions for the recycle process. The aim of this study was to investigate the essential oil degradation
and the release rate of the main compounds of the oil of Laurus nobilis during decomposition process.

Key words: Laurus nobilis, Essential oil degradation, Mediterranean region, Decomposition process

***

Introduction

One of the major plant categories growing in the Mediterranean region is that of aromatic plants
which contain essential oils. It is òbvious that essential oils do not survive forever in plant material and
the fate of the oil following leaf fall is a question of interest.

Almost all plants, and mainly the aromatic ones, emit volatile substances. The oil represents 1-4%
of the dry weight, and there are several ways that these secondary metabolites escape into the
environment. According to Margaris and Vokou (1986) the terpenoid emissions participate in
photochemical reactions leading to aerosol production. Plant essential oils are complex mixtures of
different compounds, and their constituents are insoluble or almost insoluble in water. The oil
constituents are influenced by the geographical location of the plant (Rhyu, 1979).

Essential oil decomposition can be occurred even when the plant put into a dark place. As
Sombrero (1992) stated, the percentage of oil in the leaves showed a gradual decrease the longer the plant
remained in the dark losing approximately 40% of oil in a period of twenty-four days. He also reported
that not only the total amount of the oil but also the different oil compounds presented a decrease whereas
some others presented an increase (e.g. a-pinene).

The decomposition of the essential oil is achieved by the presence of microorganisms which need
to have the enzymatic capacity to break down the organic compounds of the litter. The litter and its
components constitute source of carbon and nutrients (Melillo & Aber, 1984). The terpenoids which are
characterized by their lability (Knobloch et al., 1989) have been found to interfere with enzymatic
reactions of energy metabolism.

The most prominent among the organisms known to attack hydrophobic residues are members of
the genus Pseudomonas and Nocardia (Gunsalus and Marshall 1974). It was also found (Stevenson 1967)
that Arthrobacter spp. are able to utilize a great number of aromatic hydrocarbons as their sole carbon
source. There are a number of reports dealing with the ability of Athrobacter in degrading aromatic
structures (Audus & Symonds 1955, Gunderson & Jensen 1956). Similarly a number of Arthrobacter
have been shown to produce complex polysaccharides or enzymes involved in the transformation or
cleavage of these structures (Cadmus et al. 1963). One hundred and thirty Arthrobacter isolates were
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tested for their ability to utilize aromatic hydrocarbons as their sole carbon source. Of these organisms,
77% were able to grow on at least two aromatic substrates and many were capable of growing on a wide
range of these compounds (Stevenson 1967). The fact that the members of the genus Arthrobacter occur
as a major component of the autochthonous8 flora of most soils coupled with the ability to utilize
aromatics, suggests that this activity may be the major role of this group of organisms in soil.

Not only the oil but also the organic chemical constituents can affect the litter decay. The
constituents of the litter can be divided into three broad groups which begin their net mass loss at
different stages of decomposition (Berg et al 1982). The slight water solubility of terpenes would allow
some leaching loss of these components. Cineole inhibits respiration (Muller et al. 1969) and alters the
anatomy of the roots and seedling cells. As Halligan (1975) reported, camphor and 1,8-cineole were the
two most toxic components and contribute to toxicity in the field .

Materials and methods

The target of this study was to investigate the essential oil degradation during decomposition
process of Sweet Bay (Laurus nobilis) and how the major compounds are released or decomposed.

The litterbag technique was used to evaluate the litter decay and the fade of the essential oil content
and its components. The plant species used for this project was Sweet Bay (Laurus nobilis).
Approximately 15g of fresh leaves were added to the plastic bags and sealed with synthetic thread. Three
hundred bags were used and each bag had a code number. The bags were put on the ground, by removing
the surface vegetation, so that the bags were slightly touching the soil.

The area of the investigation was in the North part of Greece at Chalkidiki peninsula with typical
Mediterranean characteristics. Twenty replicates, of fifteen bags were installed in the experimental area.
The first sampling was on the 1st May and then periodically, every month. Approximately lg dw from the
litterbags, containing the aromatic plant material, ground in a mill, is put into the capsule and covered by
a cotton top. The extraction medium was diethyl ether with 10-4 molar (M) of n-tetradecane to act as an
internal standard for any losses. Then after the essential oil analyzed in a Gas Chromatograph. The
chromatograph was injected with 2.5 p.1 of extract for each run. Three replications of each sample were
analyzed. Traces and area integration was recorded on an automatic Pye Unicam PU 4810 computing
integrator. It was programmed to record and calculate the percentage area of each peak , although
ignoring the solvent peak. The extracts were analyzed by GC using the following pure compounds as
markers; a-pinene, 1.8 cineole, limonene, fencone, linalol, camphor and eugenol. All data have been
tested for statistically important differences with analysis of variance test (ANO VA).

Results and discussion

During the period of the investigation the essential oil content (table 1) of buried Lattrus nobilis
present a remarkable decrease. A significant fade also observed in the main compounds of the oil (table
2).

Autochtonous is an organism type which lives naturally in a certain area.
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Table 1. The Percentage of the oil derived from the buried plant material is shown.
The plant material was buried from April of 94 to November of 95.

Table 2. The percentage of the main compounds found in the of buried Laurus nobilis is shown.
The plant material was buried from April of 94 to November of 95.

Table 1 shows that there is a great loss of the oil content through the period of investigation. After
eighteen months the buried plant material of aromatic Laurus nobilis lost about 76 % of the initial oil
content. All the major compounds of the oil of Laurus nobilis decreased during the study and the
differences were observed between the dates of samplings were statistically very important.
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Date Oil % Fade %
Initial 3,3 0,0

May 94 3,2 3,0

Jun 94 3,1 6,1

Jul 94 2,8 15,2

Aug 94 2,4 27,3

Sep 94 2 39,4

Oct 94 1,9 42,4

Nov 94 1,8 45,5

Date Oil % Fade %
Dec 94 1,7 48,5
Jan 95 1,8 45,5

Mar 95 1,6 51,5
May 95 1,0 69,7
Jul 95 0,8 75,8
Sep 95 0,8 75,8
Nov 95 0,8 75,8

DATE

Compounds (%) in the oil concentration

a a
sabinene myrcene limonene ,1.8'

Cam Lina a-
terpinyla Eugenole

pinene cineole phor lool terpineol
catate

Initial 5,2 10,1 1,2 2,0 49,9 0,9 14,2 2,3 12,1 1,3

05/94 5,0 9,4 1,2 1,9 44,4 1,0 12,3 2,2 7,8 1,2

06/94 3,9 9,2 0,9 1,8 38,9 0,9 11,1 1,6 4,4 1,2

07/94 3,2 8,8 0,4 1,5 30,0 1,0 10,0 1,1 2,8 1,2

08/94 1,3 8,3 0,1 1,6 24,4 1,1 7,8 0,9 1,0 1,1

09/94 1,1 9,0 0,0 1,6 22,2 1,1 5,6 0,0 0,2 1,3

10/94 0,7 8,3 0,0 1,7 17,8 1,1 3,3 0,0 0,0 1,3

11/94 0,3 6,8 0,0 1,8 15,3 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0

12/94 0,0 7,2 0,0 1,8 12,2 0,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,9

01/95 0,0 3,4 0,0 1,9 11,1 0,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,7

03/95 0,0 1,7 0,0 1,2 10,0 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,3

05/95 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,9 8,9 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

07/95 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 8,9 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,1

09/95 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,6 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

11/95 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,6 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0



Compound percentage

Figures 1-3. Representation of a chromatograph. In the charts the ten most important compounds found in
the oil of Laurus nobilis are presented. In the charts the compounds as well as the percentage values are also
reported. Each chart gives the percentage values of different dates from buried plant material.

The major compound is 1-8 cineole.
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ANO VA
Source of Variation SS df MS Feritical F99

Compounds between dates ofsamplings 1242.0 14 88.7 4.9 2.2



As is seen in the chromatographs after six months the percentage of cineole dropped from 49.9% to
17.8%, of linallol from 14.2% to 3.3%, of ri-terpinyi acetate from 12.1% to 0%. These compounds are
catabolised easily from the buried leaves. Another important conclusion could be drawn is that the minor
compounds or the subproducts of the major compounds are increasing during the study.

3.5

2.5

3

2

1.5

Oil content

Major
Minor compounds

1 compounds

Figure 4. Essential oil and major compounds degradation of Laurus nobilis
during the period of eighteen months.

The essential oils have been extensively reported to affect the microorganism populations and
moreover the decomposition rates. Even 1,8 cineole, which is very toxic to microorganisms and major
compound of sweet bay oil can be degradated by microorganisms. It is reported that 1,8 cineole and -

terpinyl acetate were actively metabolised in mature leaves with the help of 14CO2. However (personal results)
among different plants Laurus nobilis oil had the highest inhibition against a series of microorganisms. 1,8
cineole was the most effective compound against Rhyzopertha dominica, and Oryzaepfilus surinamensis.
Similar results were obtained by Kivanc & Akgul (1986). They found that the most toxic oil against
Staphylococus aureus and Proteus vulgaris were the oils from Cumin, Laurel and Oregano.

The magnitude of the ability of microorganisms to decompose plant secondary metabolites is reported
by Vokou and Margaris (1988). Under favorable climatic conditions (sufficient moisture) soil microorganisms

have the capacity to decompose natural products, such as secondary metabolites, at a rate of at least 1.7 g.m .d
-1

. Such a rate could hold in the field for a limited period of time, excluding that of the summer drought. It is
also been suggested that monoterpenes may serve as carbon and energy resources particularly during periods
of carbon stress. The secondary compounds emanate either from the live plant or from the leaf litter (Vokou et
al 1984), and reach the soil, where they have a significant effect on microorganisms and mineralization of N,
P, etc.

The view that the bacterial populations are able to use the volatile oils as a carbon source is supported
by many researchers, experimenting with specific isoprenoid compounds such as b-pinene and camphor
(Gibbon et al.,1972; Gunsalus and Marshall 1974). Muller and de Moral (1966) reported that if the volatile oils
were to exert any effect, they should be primarily absorbed by or adsorbed on the soil particles or soil colloids.

Since the litter of aromatic plants contains large quantities of volatile oils it might be expected that the
decomposition process in Mediterranean ecosystems is mediated by allelopathic interactions, causing shifting
of the population balance in the soil fungi and bacteria, particularly in the surface horizons. This activation of
bacteria by volatile oils might be considered as an adaptive mechanism where these systems develop.

0.5

0
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SUSTAINABLE WILD HARVESTING OF MEDICINAL AND AROMATIC PLANTS:
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Turkey

Abstract

Wild-crafting of medicinal and aromatic plants has been a major concern for conservationists
since they see it as a threat to plant biodiversity. Although, rural development projects such as
construction of dams, development of tourism areas, establishment of housing and industrial estates,
overgrazing, conversion of pasturelands to cultivation fields, deforestation, etc. pose a greater threat, wild
harvesting of medicinal and aromatic plants is also included in this debate.

Wild-crafting of herbal materials is a tedious and difficult job and requires manual labour
sometimes necessitating the entire family to get involved in the process. Collectors are usually non-
educated and this is the main cause of the destruction of biodiversity and the unnecessary loss of material.
Collectors consist of poor peasants who need this practice as an extra source of income. The introduction
of good harvesting practice for wild-crafted plant materials and the education of collectors on sustainable
wild harvesting and post harvest treatment of medicinal and aromatic plants are seen as a safe way to
minimize unnecessary destruction of the wild flora. The paper discusses these and related issues. A
successful case of such a practice in Turkey is presented.

***

Introduction

Turkey has a rich biodiversity and a significant number of plant taxa. According to latest estimates,
the vascular flora of Turkey contains over 12.000 generic taxa belonging to 173 families, 1244 genera and
over 9150 species. Each year about 20 new species or taxa new for Turkey are recorded. The rate of
endemism is over 35%. Over 3500 endemic taxa are recorded in Turkey.

An estimated 1000 species are used variously for medicinal purposes. The flora of Turkey also
possess about 3000 aromatic plant taxa. About 200 of the medicinal and aromatic plants of Turkey have
export potential and 70-100 plant taxa are annually exported frorn Turkey.

Since except for commercial crops such as poppy, anis, rose, fennel, cumin, coriander, dill, etc.
cultivation practices for medicinal and aromatic plants are not common in Turkey. Therefore, the majority
of exported herbs are harvested from wild sources.

Wild Crafting

It is an established economical fact that demand creates supply. As demand for medicinal and
aromatic plants is increasing, wild crafting of herbs are expected to continue. Legal restrictions to curb
wild crafting may result in shrinkage of supply, however, this in turn inflates the price of that commodity.
As long as the demand stays, wild crafting ought to continue despite the elevated risks for the collector.

It is more important to control and reduce the demand for wild crafted herbs. But this is not an
easy task. The problem can only be solved at international level. However, it may not be necessary to
restrict the wild crafting of every plant material. It may be advised to restrict those which are under
greater threat of extinction as scientifically proven.

Being totally against wild harvesting bears the risk of depriving the country of its economic
benefits. The ideal situation would be to cultivate all the plants in demand. This is the only safe way to
supply pure and good quality plant materials. However, due to reasons such as unsuitability of the plant
for cultivation, paucity of demand, lack of economic feasibility, etc. most medicinal and aromatic plants
are wild crafted.
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Conscious entrepreneurs can be successful in the cultivation of medicinal and aromatic plants
with a good profit margin through incentives provided by the state under the guidance of scientists. But
this ideal situation is not a magic solution to the problem. How about the forest villagers who rely on wild
crafting as a source of income? Here, there is food for thought for the state, the citizens, scientists and
scientific institutions. The state has to enhance the quality of life of its citizens who have to collect plants
from the wild for their livelihood. If the level of affluence is raised conscious of the society regards wild
crafting a shame, and without resort to legal restrictions, destruction of biodiversity due to wild crafting
subsides. This is the situation observed in developed countries. In other words, wild crafting arises from
economic necessities. Since the level of affluence of a country cannot be changed in one day, the only
option left for the state is to devise a mechanism to control wild crafting. Here, the priority should be
given to the preparation of an inventory of wild plants with economic value. Special reserves or
conservation sites can be declared for endemic and highly demanded other plants. This in situ
conservation enables these plants to survive in their ecosystems. Efforts to this end have been ongoing in
Turkey.

Wild crafting is criticized as a threat to the conservation of biodiversity. Although, bioprospecting
is encouraged and seen as an efficient way of tapping nature's resources through sustainable utilization of
the environment for the benefit of mankind, conservationists are solidly against wild crafting of medicinal
and aromatic plants. Even though, rural development projects such as construction of dams, development
of tourism areas in and around nature reserves, establishment of housing and industrial estates,
urbanization of the countryside, overgrazing of meadows and pasture lands, deforestation, conversion of
pasturelands to cultivation fields, land erosion are bigger threats to biodiversity, however, wild crafting of
medicinal and aromatic plants are also included in this debate.

Wild harvesting of medicinal and aromatic plants is practiced mainly in developing countries
where the work is carried out by peasants. They do it for extra income and compete with each other for a
bigger harvest. Collected plants are dried in open air and a certain degree of wilting (if necessary), sorting
and cleaning is done before packaging for transport. If this is done without the supervision of a skilled
worker, wastage of materials and destruction of the environment may be sizeable. Deliberate adulteration
is also a common problem.

Rejection of the consignment by the buyer means immediate loss to the collecting party. It may
not be possible to remove dirt and foreign plant materials from chopped, crushed or semi-powdered bulk
of plant material. It is not only a loss for the collector but also for the country. Therefore, education of the
collectors is an immediate necessity.

Good Harvesting Practice

Recently, a guideline has been proposed with the title "On the Commercial Collection of Plant
Material from the Environment for Medicinal Purposes". It is also named as "Good Harvesting Practice
(GHP)" (Annex 1).

This guideline is aimed at educating the collectors and by introducing checks and rules for
harvest and post-harvest practices. It is intended to reduce avoidable losses and to secure collection of the
correct plant material in a sustainable way. It requires supervision of the collection by a responsible
person knowledgeable in the particular plant harvested, its vegetative cycle, population density, correct
time and mode of harvesting, etc. He educates the collectors on the recognition of the true plant, on the
aspects of conservation and legal restrictions, and in ways to safeguard the production of high quality
plant material suitable for pharmaceutical manufacturing. It is hoped that the drug collecting
organizations will soon reorganize themselves to adhere to this guideline and a certain certification
scheme will be developed to encourage, and ensure that these rules laid down in the guideline are strictly
implemented and documented.

The preparation of the guideline is timely since the subgroup on Herbal Medicines of the
European Medicine Evaluation Agency (EMEA) requires for herbal materials the minimum standards set
for synthetically manufactured active pharmaceutical materials. Proof for such a standard can be obtained
by legally binding written documentation indicating that the true plant material is harvested, processed,
transported and stored in an orderly manner. Since the guideline was drafted by an industrial
manufacturer of herbal medicines realizing the fact that some order is necessary in obtaining
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pharmaceutical grade plant materials from wild sources, there is a good chance that GHP will soon set the
minimum standards in the trade of wild crafted herbs.

Another important aspect of sustainable wild crafting is to give the villagers of a region a "sense of
ownership". In other words, wild crafting rights should be given to certain groups such as village
cooperatives in their own regions. The authorized group does not allow strangers to collect plant materials
from its region. Furthermore, the group is encouraged to take precautions for sustainability.

Some Examples

Here, I would like to give some examples from Turkey.

Kekik
Kekik (Oregano) is an important export commodity of Turkey. Annually, Turkey exports 5.000-

7.500 tons of dried oregano for a return of 13-15 million US dollars. Commercial oregano species are
collected mainly in the Aegean and Mediterranean regions of Turkey. Turkish oregano (Origanum onites)
(Labiatae) tops the list of commercial oreganos. The others include White oregano (Origanum majorana-
Carvacrol-rich type), Silt9iiler oregano (Origanum minutiflorum) [Endemic], Greek oregano (Origanum
vulgare subsp. hirtum), Israeli oregano (Origanum syriacum var bevanii), and Thymbra spicata, Satureja
cuneifolia and Coridothymus capitatus to a lesser extent. Contrary to the Harmonized List of Export
Commodities of Turkey, Thymus vulgaris (thyme) and Thymus serpyllum (wild thyme) are not native
plants of Turkey, however, kekik (oregano) is exported under their position numbers.

The biggest threat to wild growing oregano is early harvest. Some collectors are known to start
harvesting very young oregano plants in February in contrast to its more usual harvesting period of July-
September. Due to low content of carvacrol in essential oil of these early harvests, such consignments are
rejected by the buyers. Another malpractice is harvesting of the herb with bare hands instead of using a
sickle. Such a practice results in uprooting or damaging the roots, hence, killing the perennial plant.

An interesting practice for sustainable wild crafting of oregano exists in Siit9tiler township and its
villages in Isparta province. SiltOiler oregano is an endemic species with high essential oil yield and high
carvacrol content. Realizing the economic importance of this species which grows only in their region in
the world, the collectors in four villages have established village cooperatives. These cooperatives in
collaboration with the regional Forestry Office have drawn up a set of rules for the wild crafting of this
oregano species. These rules require the collectors not to start harvesting before a predetermined date
which usually is the first half of September while the plants are in the stage of late flowering/early
fruiting. The collectors are permitted to harvest the plants with sickles or other sharp tools 5 cm above the
ground. During this period, the peasants move to the high plateaus which belong to their village with their
families, do the harvesting in their specified areas by the Village Headman, and bring down their harvest
after drying, pounding and packaging in sacs to sell to the cooperative. An important aspect of this
practice is that it has been an improvised initiative by the villagers directed by common sense and not
through dictation. Cooperatives are established in the following villages: Çandir,'Sarimemetler,'mil
and Beydilli. Their harvests in 1998 were as follows: Çandir (70-80 tons), Beydilli (80-100 tons),
Sartmemetler (50 tons) and GiImti (20-30 tons). This type of harvesting has been practiced in these
villages in the last five years.

Laurel
Laurel (Laurus nobilis) (Lauraceae) is a bush which grows along the entire coast line of Turkey

stretching from Artvin to Hatay. Laurel leaves are harvested for export or essential oil production in most
parts of Turkey, however, in 19e1 and Hatay provinces, fruits are harvested and an arnmatic fixed oil
(Laurel berry oil) [Tehnel oil, Gar oil] is obtained by boiling the crushed berries in water followed by
scooping out the floating oil. This oil has excellent frothing properties and therefore used in locally made
soaps, and exported mainly to Arab countries and Germany.

In mountain villages of Siliflce in Içel province, it is possible to see well looked-after laurel trees
owned by the villagers. Each villager harvests berries from his own trees in a manner similar to
harvesting olives. While in other parts of Turkey where wild growing laurel plants are butchered by
cutting their entire branches to pluck leaves, here, the cared plants can grow to the height of a tree and no
more measure of conservation is necessary.
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Sideritis
Sideritis species (Labiatae) [Mountain Tea] are used as herbal tea in Turkey. Entire crop is obtained

by wild crafting. They are sold locally and also exported mainly to Germany.

Since Turkey is one of the two main gene centres of Sideritis together with Spain, the rate of
endemism is high. As dried inflorescenses are used to make tea, plants are collected while flowering.

We have recently made an interesting field observation. The unusual abundance of the endemic
Sideritis vuralii around the Kayrak village caught our attention. When asked, the villagers told us that
they had been planted by them upon discovery of its bee-attracting properties.

If a plant is found useful then necessary steps are taken by the people concerned for its survival.

Salep

Salep is obtained from the tubers of terrestrial orchids of the Orchidaceae family. The fat tubers of
the species of Orchis, Ophrys, Platanthera, Serapias, etc. are collected. After washing, the tubers are
either lined up on a string like beads or loaded on a skimmer, and dipped in boiling water for some time
in order to kill the enzymes. Then, the tubers are dried in the sun until they become rock hard. When
finely ground and boiled with milk salep makes a pleasant hot drink taken especially in winter months. In
summer, salep is a key ingredient of Mara s Ice cream which is hung and cut by knife in hot summer days.

Salep plants grow in forests or meadows, and are considered endangered species. In most countries,
their collection is prohibited. Although its export is banned in Turkey, it is somehow exported. Domestic
consumption requires a sizeable quantity of salep tubers to be wild crafted. Its propagation poses
problems as germination of its seeds require the occurrence of a certain fungus in the soil. Total
dependence to the nature for its supply gives shivers to conservationists. However, it can be harvested in a
sustainable way.

The plant yields two tubers one fat and hard and one weak and soft. After uprooting to collect the
fat tuber, if the plant is replanted immediately with its weak tuber it survives and supplies another fat
tuber next year. This example also clearly shows even simple education of the collectors can prevent
unnecessary destruction or spoilage.

Conclusion

As illustrated above, education plays an important role in sustainable utilization of natural
resources. Simple educational materials such as illustrated leaflets or booklets, wall charts, videos, etc.
can be very useful in creating public awareness and for the education of collectors. They can be printed
and distributed by traders or trade organizations dealing with wild crafted medicinal and aromatic plants.

I personally find, the adoption and careful implementation of GHP mies useful and necessary for
sustainable harvesting of medicinal and aromatic plants.

Annex 1

Proposal for a guideline on the commercial collection of plant material from the environment
for medicinal purposes

(GHP, Good Harvesting Practice for Collected Plant-Material)
(By G.Harnischfeger, ICMAP News, No.7, 12-14 (June 2000)J

The following guideline describes requirements, which should be met in today's collection of
medicinal plant material. Observance of this guideline constitutes an important step towards medicinal
plant products of constant and sufficient quality.

Since demand for herbal starting material from a specific species is difficult to predict and
climatic conditions influence greatly its quality, it is prudent for the trader or buyer to include as many
different growing areas as possible. This allows equalization of quality by mixing individual batches of
different provenances.
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Collecting Personnel

1.1 Collectors should possess extensive knowledge about the identification of the plant from which the
drug is derived, its physiological specifics and its requirements for environmental factors like
shade, moisture, soil etc.

1.2 Collectors should be able to distinguish clearly between the medicinal plant and its closely related
relatives in order to avoid unwanted admixtures.

1.3 Collectors should have sufficient knowledge about optimum conditions for the time of harvesting,
the best techniques for harvesting and also enough knowledge about the subsequent conservation
process and storage conditions to insure high quality of the raw material gathered.

1.4 Collectors should adhere to a high degree of personal hygiene. They should not take part in
collecting activities if suffering from infectious diseases transmittable by food, e.g. diarrhea, carry
open wounds, inflammations of the skin etc. until their complete recuperation.

1.5 The knowledge of the collectors should be periodically reinforced and monitored by a competent
specialist of the collecting organization. This education process should be documented.

Collecting

2.1 Collecting should take place at a time when the plants with regard to their use are in optimum
condition with respect to required pharmaceutical quality and therapeutical efficacy.

2.2 Collecting should take place under dry conditions. Wet soil, dew, rain or exceptionally high air
humidity are unfavorable.

2.3 All equipment used should be clean and free of remnants of previously harvested plants.
2.4 Mechanical damage that results in undesirable quality changes has to be avoided, e.g. loss of

essential oil in broken umbelliferous fruits.
2.5 Whenever possible collection should take place in such a way, that unnecessary damage to the

plant is avoided. Care should be exercised to enable the plant to grow back to a normal state.
2.6 The period between collecting and arrival of the plant-material at the drying facility should be

reduced to a minimum in order to avoid undesirable changes in external appearance, quality and
microbial status.

23 The collected plant-material should be protected from pests, pets and domestic animals.
2.8 Special care should be taken to avoid over harvesting and through it the danger of extinction of the

plant species in the particular collecting area.
2.9 No plants or parts of plants on the endangered species list, be it local or international, should be

collected unless special permission is given by the competent state authorities.
2.10 The responsible collecting organization has to appoint at the local level a person charged with

insuring the correct identification of the collected plant-material and the compliance of the
collectors with provisions 2.1 - 2.9.

2.11 Information about the general area of collection, for example, a brief description of habitat, climate,
soil type and other specifics which might influence the quality of the harvest should be
documented by the responsible collecting organization for each campaign.

2.12 Appropriate documentation including season and date of the collecting campaign and an
assessment on identity, macroscopic quality and purity of the collected plant material should
accompany every shipment from the collecting area to the drying and/or processing facility.

2.13 Every shipment constitutes a batch. It should be labeled appropriately and be accompanied by the
documentation outlined in paragraph 2.12.

2.14 The appointed person of paragraph 2.10, possessing adequate knowledge about the requirement
on identity, quality and purity of the plant-material should sign the accompanying documentation
and accept responsibility for those specifics named in paragraphs 2.12 and 2.13.

Drying/Processing

3.1 Arriving at the drying/processing facility the collected plant-material has to be promptly unloaded
and unpacked. It should not be exposed to the sun and must be protected from the elements.

3.2 Building-facilities used for drying/processing must be clean, well aerated and never be used for
animal keeping.
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3.3 Building-facilities must provide protection of the plant-material against pests, rodents, insects and
birds as well as against pets and domestic animals.

3.4 Equipment like drying-frames etc. must be clean and regularly serviced.
3.5 In case of air-drying, the plant-material should be spread in a thin layer. The drying frames must be

located in a sufficient distance from the ground to provide adequate air circulation and facilitate
uniform drying.

3.6 For all methods used, adequate consideration should be given that drying conditions are chosen
appropriate to the type of plant-material processed. These concern both the character of the active
ingredients (e.g. essential oils) and the type of plant organ collected (e.g. root, leaf, flower etc.).

3.7 Drying directly on the ground under exposure to sunlight should be avoided.
3.8 The dried drug should be screened in order to eliminate discolored, moldy or damaged pieces and

foreign admixtures and contaminants.
3.9 Clearly marked waste bins should be kept ready, emptied and cleaned daily.
3.10 The dried plant-material should be packaged immediately in bags or containers permitting air

exchange in order to reduce the risk of pest attacks and mould.
3.11 Adequate documentation of the drying process, duly signed by a responsible person, should be

added to the batch report.

4. Packaging, equipment, facilities for storage, documents and quality assurance
The requirements laid down in the Good Agriculture Practice (GAP) guidelines apply where

appropriate.
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RÉCOLTE SAUVAGE DURABLE DES PLANTES MÉDICINALES
ET AROMATIQUES : ÉDUQUER LA POPULATION

MM. K. Flf1SNO & Can BAER

Université d'Anatolie
Centre de recherche sur les plantes médicinales et aromatiques et les produits pharmaceutiques,

ESKI$EHIR

Turquie

La cueillette sauvage de plantes médicinales et aromatiques préoccupe gravement les écologistes depuis

qu'ils ont compris combien elle menaçait la preservation de la biodiversité. Certes, les projets de développement

rural, comme la construction de barrages, le développement des zones touristiques, la construction de
complexes immobiliers et industriels, le surpäturage, la transformation de zones de paturage en champs
cultivés, le déboisement, etc., représentent une menace plus grave mais la récolte sauvage des plantes

médicinales et aromatiques est également un sujet de débat.

La récolte sauvage d'herbes est un travail laborieux et difficile qui ne peut se faire qu'à la main, ce qui

fait que parfois une famille entière est employee 6. cette activité. Les cueilleurs n'ont généralement aucune

instruction et c'est la principale cause de disparition de la biodiversité et de la perte, évitable, de plantes.

s'agit de paysans pauvres qui ont ainsi une source supplémentaire de revenus. L'introduction de bonnes

pratiques de recolte des plantes sauvages et l'éducation des cueilleurs, b. qui on enseignera un mode de récolte

assurant la pérennité des plantes et le traitement après la récolte des plantes médicinales et aromatiques, est

considérée comme un bon moyen de réduire au minimum la destruction évitable de la flore. Le document traite

de ces questions et des questions qui s'y rapportent. Un exemple réussi de ce genre d'éducation menée

en Turquie sera presenté.
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OTBEIIMOWHE ICPHTEPHK) YCTOMEHBOCTH HEOPFAHH3OBAHHiblE
3AFOTOBKH JTEICAPCTBEHMIX H APOIVIATWIECKILX PACTEHHI71:
OBYI1EHHE 3AFOTOBHTEJlEfl

Ilpockccop, Lx-p K. XIOCH10 KaH SALLIEP

AHaTOJIHriCKHA yHtisepcHTer

Hay4HO-HCCJ1e40BaTeJlbCKHil ueErTp neKapcTBeHHbtx H apomaTwiecKmx pacTeHmii H

npenapaToB, 3CKPIEW4P

TypuHn

PE310ME

HeOpraHH30BaHHble 3arOTOBKH neKapcTBeHHbtx H BpomaTmmecKmx pacTeHHA BbI3b1BalOT

cepbe3Hyto 03a604eHHOCTb y 3aLUHTHHKOB apHpcnibt, flOCK0J1bKy 0H11 BaCIAT a 3TOM yrpo3y ,a1151

6mopa3Hoo6pa3Hn cilnopbt. XOTH TaKme npoeKTbi pa3BHTH51 CeIlbCKOrl MeCTHOCTH, KaK cooppKeHHe

r1J10THH, CO3,LlaHHe TypmeTtimecKm 30H, HCHSIHILIHOe H npombiwneHHoe CIT/OHTellbCTBO, gpe3mepHbiri

BbMaC CKOTa, nepeualia nacT6mw non BbipawHBaHme CelIbCK0X0351ACTBeHHbIX Kynyryp, ruiLrro>KeHme

necoit u T.A., CO341a1OT 60Jlee cepbe3Hyto onacHocTb, HeopraHH3oBaHHble 3ar0TO8KH JleKapCTBeHHbIX H

apomanvectoix pacTeHHA Tame Bbl3bIBa1OT TpeBorf.

HeopraHmoBamble 3arOTOBKH TpaB npeacTaBrunoT coôort yrommTenbHyto H Tpy,aoemKylo pa6oTy

H Tpeôytar 60,11bWHX 3aTpaT prnioro TpyLta, B CB51311 C MM uenbie CeMbH 3aHHMa1OTC11 3THM ,LteROM.

3arOTOBHTellAMH 06bI4H0 $113115110TC51 Heo6pa3oBaHHble fl1OH, H 3T0 mamasi npHHHHa pa3pyweHHB

6Hopa3Hoo6pa3mB n HeonpautaHHort yrpaTbt maTepHasta. 3arOTOBHTeJ15IMH 061,14H0 CTaHOBATC31 6einible

KpecTbnHe, KoTopbte Hy=MOTO( B TaKHX 3ar0ToBKax B Kai-rem:se 41011011HHTeJ1bH0r0 HCTO4HHKa 410X0,LI0B.

Bue,apeHme 011THMal1bHal npaKTHKH 3aroT0B0K AHKHX pacTeHmil H 06y4eHH31 3araroBuTeneil

onsetiatounim KpliTepronm yCT0r14HB0CTH meToaam 3ar0T0BKH H flOCI1elaylOLLteri o6pa6oTKH

JleKapCTBeHHIAX H apomaTwiecKmx pacTeHHil, KaK npeucTaanBeren , 110380.11NT CBeCTH K mHHHmymy

HarIHWHee pa3pyweHHe 1:X1K0rt cknopm. B ,uomute pacemaTpmEmoTcB 3.T14 u cmexcHble Bonpoebt. B HM

IlpHBOLIHTCS1 npHmep yenewHoro npmmemeHHH TaKHX MeT0,a0B B Typt.114H.

***
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TURKEY'S FOREIGN TRADE OF THE NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS

Messrs. D.Htiseyin KOC, Baki AKSU & Ahmet KURTOdLU
University ofIstanbul, Faculty ofForestry, BAHCEKÒY/ISTANBUL

Turkey

Summary

With this study the analysis of Turkey's foreign trade of the non-wood forest products were aimed.
Although non-wood forest products have an important share inside the forest products, especially inside
the export, recently there has not been any detailed study related to the its foreign trade. Therefore
considering the last 10 years data, this research aimed to find out the development of the non-wood forest
products' trade inside the forest products' trade.

Figures of export and import related to non-wood forest products between the years of 1990-
1999 which are belong to State Statistical Institute were transferred to MS-EXCEEL media and evaluated
by questioning method. 23 non-wood forest products' items which are subject to export and import were
included in this research. Development in the export and import of non-wood forest products at last 10
years (1990-1999), the first 5 countries which have priority at export and import, and the shares of 23
non-wood forest products items in the export and import were determined.

The results reveal that, share of the non-wood forest products inside 1.8 billion $ total forest
products export was 36%, while the share was 1.5% inside the 3.2 billion $ of total forest products import
between the years of 1990-1999. Balance of Turkey's of foreign trade non-wood forest products always
progressed at positive direction between the years of 1990-1999. In this period about 682.7 million $
export and 48.9 million $ import were made. Considering foreign trade of non-wood forest products,
Turkey established export and import links with 113 and 64 countries respectively.

***

1. Introduction

Considering that the export is a very important concept in the development of the countries, the
increase in the variety of the products is as much important. 20.703.122 hectares of land in Turkey consist
of forests of which 10.547.987 hectares are normal and 10.155.135 hectares are spoilt. Thus, the main
forest products are produced in these regions whereas the trees and the small trees growing in the forest
ecology and the non-wood forest products, which are obtained from the sub-flora, can also be produced.
(OGM Internet records, ÖRS 1999). These products which create an important export opportunity for
Turkey are also valuable for the economy of our country and for the people living in the forest villages.

Non-wood forest products are produced in two ways. Firstly, products as resin, sweetgum, Laurus
leaf, cane, stick, and bushes are produced yearly by the Office of Forestry and secondly, the above
mentioned products are produced without a specific programme according to the demands. In the second
way of production products are sold to the forest villagers in relation with the 37. Article of the Law of
Forestry. Forest Villager Development Co-operatives or the villagers are privileged in relation with the
40. Article of the Law of Forestry. However, a conscious organization is not carried out in the collection
of these products, which have an important export potential, and efforts remain at the individual level

(ÖZER 1999).

Non-wood forest products have an important share in the foreign trade of forest products,
especially in the export. However, a detailed study of foreign trade has not been prepared recently. Thus,
this research aims to find out the development of the non-wood forest products in the foreign trade of
forest products considering the data of the last decade.
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Material And Method

All data used in this study which aims to analyse the foreign trade structure of Turkey's non-wood
forest products are the figures of export and import. Figures of export and import related to non-wood
forest products between the years 1990 and 1999, which belong to State Statistical Institute, were
transferred to MS-EXCEL media and evaluated by questioning method. 23 non-wood forest products,
which are subject to export and import, were included in this research. Both literature information and the
records of State Statistical Institute were considered in the determination of these 23 products
(BOZKURT/YALTIRIKJÖZDÖNMEZ 1982; BOZKURT/GÖKER 1996; ÖRS 1999). Development in
the export and import of non-wood forest products at the last decade (1990-1999), the first 5 countries,
which have priority at export and import, were determined.

Findings
3.1 Foreign Trade Balance of Non-Wood Forest Products in Turkey

Foreign trade of the non-wood forest products in Turkey is summarised in Figure 1. While the
trading balance of some wood forest products was negative in Turkey, the balance of non-wood forest
products was positive between the years 1990 and 2000. Export was at the level of 59 million $ in 1990
and 81 million $ in 1998 which was the year of the highest export. A decrease in the export was apparent
after the progress in 1998.

Examining the import values, we can see that the import in 1990 was at the level of 2.8 million $.
This amount decreased to 1.7 million $ in 1991. The import increased in the next years and reached the
level of 8.2 million $ in 1999. Export was 20 times the import in 1990 but this ratio was 8 in 1999.

Figure 1: Turkey's foreign trade of the non-wood forest products

3.2 Privileged Countries in the Non-Wood Forest Product Exports in Turkey

Five privileged countries in the non-wood forest products export are summarized at Table I. As it
is apparent in Table 1, the highest export was made to Germany between the years 1990 and 1992
whereas USA was the privileged country during the other years. The share of 4 UN countries, which are
in the first 5 countries in the total export, is 40.5%. Export links have been established with 113 countries
in the recent 10 years. This figure was 56 in 1990 and 80 in 1999.

The export shares of the 5 privileged countries according to the export figures of the last decade
(1990-1999) are summarised in Figure 2. According to Figure 2, the total export was divided among the
countries as follows: 21% USA, 14% Germany, 12% Italy, 9% France and 5% Spain. The export of
approximately 682 million $ was made to the mentioned 5 countries (61%) and to the others (39%).
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3.3 Privileged Countries in the Non-Wood Forest Product Importations in Turkey

Five privileged countries in the non-wood forest products' imports are shown at Table 2.
Importation of 49 million $ has been achieved in the last decade regarding 64 countries. The number of
the countries was 21 in 1990 and 44 at the end off 1999. The privileged countries in import were the
Netherlands in 1990, 1991, 1997 and 1998, Germany in 1992 and 1996, Italy in 1993 and 1995, and
Albania in 1994.

Five privileged countries according to the total import figures in the last decade are shown in the
Figure 3. According to this classification, the countries as follows: the Netherlands 16%, Italy 12%, China
and France 11%, and Germany 10%. The share of the other countries was 40%. Imports of non-wood
forest products were also achieved regarding the Free Zones though not as much as the others.

Table 1. Privileged Countries in the Export of Non-Wood Forest Products in Turkey

Others
%39

Spain
0/05

USA
%21

Italy
France %12

%9

Figure 2: Privileged countried in the export of
non-wood forest products in Turkey

Germany
%14

DOthers
%40

Netherlands
%16

M Italy
%12

E Gerrnany MOW 13 France

Figure 3:Privileged countrled in the import of
non-wood forest products in Turkey

O Chine
%11

Table 2. Privileged Countries in the Import of Non-Wood Forest Products in Turkey
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YEARS
1 2 3 4

%
5

%
Other

%
Total
000$

1990
Germany

17.9
Italy
17.0

USA
14.9

France
6.2

S. Arabia
5.1

38.8 59.198

1991
USA
20.8

Germany
17.0

Italy
13.7

France
9.9

Netherlands
9.0

29.6 64.326

1992
Germany

20.3
USA
18.1

Italy
13.3

France
6.8

Switzerland
3.9

37.6 64.256

1993
USA
22.5

Germany
15.9

Italy
9.0

Spain
6.9

France
5.9

39.7 56.750

1994 USA
25.3

Germany
13.9

Italy
10.0

France
8.1

Spain
4.8

37.9 61.621

1995
USA
19.0

France
13.8

Germany
12.9

Italy
10.5

Spain
7.2

36.5 67.414

1996
USA
20.5

Germany
13.5

Italy
12.8

France
9.6

Spain
6.3

37.3 80.463

1997
USA
21.6

Germany
12.0

Italy
10.7

France
8.2

Spain
7.4

40.0 80.300

1998
USA
20.0

Italy
16.1

Germany
10.3

France
8.4

Spain
6.0

39.2 81.063

1999
USA
24.1

Germany
11.6

Italy
9.5

France
7.3

Netherlands
5.3

42.2 67.398

Total USA
20.7

Germany
14.3

Italy
12.3

France
8.5

Spain
5.4

38.8 682.789



3.4 The Share of the Product Groups in the Non-Wood Forest Product Exports in Turkey

Twenty-three non-wood forest products exported in Turkey and their yearly shares in the export are
summarised at Table 3. Both the yearly % shares and the financial values of the products are shown at the
table. The classification was made according to the total sales in the last decade. According to the table,
thyme covers the 19.4% share of the 6823 million US$ of export. Thymus is followed by Capparis
16.7%, edible mushrooms 16.5%, pine-nut 10.8%, Laurus leaf 10.4%, Castanea 9.7%, and Ceratonia
siligua 4.9%. Share of liquorice, bulbous plants, Foeniculum, juniperus cones, Cerasus mahalep and
Saluia is between 1.4% and 2.3% as in the table. The shares of Tilia flowers, nut-gall, sweet gum,
tragacanth, resin, Rhus, bark mushrooms, Orchis, camatina, bushes and Myrtus are below 1%.

3.5 The Share of the Product Groups in the Non-Wood Forest Products Importations in Turkey

Twenty-two non-wood forest products, which are on the import market in Turkey, are classified
according to their shares in import at Table 4. According to the table, the import of Foeniculum, juniperus
cones, Saluia, pine nut, Tilia flowers, Laurus leaf, tragacanth, Myrtus, Rhus and Cerasus mahalep has
begun in the recent years. Contrary to export, edible mushrooms cover an important share of the import
(22.7 %). According to the other classification, 10 years of import include bark mushrooms 17.8%,
bulbous plants 14%, bushes 11%, Ceratonia siligua 8.8%, Thymus 8.1%, resin 3.3%, liquorice 3%,
Foeniculum, juniperus cones 2.6%, Saluia 2.2%, pine nut 2%, nut-gall 1.3% and Capparis 1.1%. The
shares of Castanea, sweet gum, Tilia flowers, Laurus leaf, tragacanth, Myrtus, Rhus, Cerasus mahalep
and Silene in the import were below 1%.
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YEAR
S

1

%
2
%

3

%
4
%

5

%
Other

%
Total
000$

1990
Netherlands

52.6
Italy
9.9

Portugal
73

Germany
6.8

Chine
5.1

17.9 2.856

1991
Netherlands

34.8
Italy
11.2

Switzerland
10.1

Germany
9.4

Chine
8.4

26.0 1.740

1992
Germany

19.9
Netherlands

18.9
Chine

9.7
Switzerland

9.7
Italy
8.7

35.5 2.745

1993
Italy
27.9

Netherlands
16.0

Germany
8.2

China
7.9

France
5.8

34.2 4.101

1994 Albania
14.1

Netherlands
12.6

Italy
10.9

Spain
10.4

China
9.7

42.3 3.986

1995
Italy
23.4

China
14.9

Netherlands
14.1

Germany
14.0

France
5.6

28.0 6.269

1996
Germany

14.4
Portugal

12.6
France

12.4
China

9.5
Albania

8.6
42.5 6.339

1997
Netherlands

14.7
China

14.5
Portugal

13.2
Italy
12.6

France
8.5

36.5 6.492

1998
Netherlands

17.6
France

17.2
China
11.6

Italy
8.7

Germany
6.9

38.0 6.127

1999
France
21.5

China
13.0

Portugal
9.4

Netherlands
9.3

Italy
7.5

39.2 8.249

Total
Netherlands

16.1
Italy
12.4

Chine
12.2

France
10.8

Germany
9.8

39.5 48.903
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Nr ARS
PRODUCT

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 TOTAL

Thymus 000$
%

6.290
10.6

8.078
12.6

10.786
16.8

13.065
24.0

16.108
26.1

13.697
20.3

15.532
19.3

14.538
18.1

16.196
20.0

17.293
25.7

132.124
19.4

2 Capparis 000$
%

11.064
18.7

10.232
15.9

10.046
15.6

11.626
20.5

12.093
19.6

12.069
17.9

13.298.
16.5

14.108
17.6

10.741
13.3

8.502
12.6

113.778
16.7

3 Edible 000$ 10.717 14.363 11.749 6.986 9.035 12.777 14.143 12.036 11.063 9.541 112.411

mushrooms % 18.1 22.3 18.3 12.3 14.7 19.0 17.6 15.0 13.6 14.2 16.5

4 Pine nut 000$ 6.568 10.333 8.400 4.699 2.558 1.717 5.649 11.586 16.408 6.094 74.014
% 11.1 16.1 13.1 8.3 4.2 2.5 7.0 14.4 20.2 9.0 10.8

5 Laurus leaf 000$ 4.196 7.461 8.438 6.282 6.548 6.563 7.375 8.475 7.696 7.747 70.781

% 7.1 11.6 13.1 11.1 10.6 9.7 9.2 10.6 9.5 11.5 10.4

6 Castanea 000 $ 5.651 3.571 4.010 4.714 5.250 8.966 10.033 8.602 7.729 7.963 66.490
% 9.5 5.6 6.2 8.3 8.5 13.3 12.5 10.7 9.5 11.8 9.7

7 Ceratonia 000$ 4.250 2.708 4.338 4.181 2.905 3.475 4.935 3.215 2.098 1.055 33.160
sillgua % 7.2 4.2 6.8 7.4 4.7 5.2 6.1 4.0 2.6 1.6 4.9

8 Liquorice 000$ 4.472 2.273 1.347 999 854 1.123 1.269 1.607 933 761 15.638

% 7.6 3.5 2.1 18 1.4 1.7 1.6 2.0 1.2 1.1 2.3

9 Bulbous plants 000$ 1.591 1.843 1.950 1.538 1.498 2.153 228 390 1.587 1.573 14.349
% 2.7 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.4 3.2 0.3 0.5 2.0 2.3 2.1

10 Foeniculum,
Juniperus cones

000$
%

611
1.0

712
1.1

688
1.1

623
1.1

577
0.9

852
1.3

2307
2.9

1.896
2.4

1.156
1.4

1.809
2.7

11.232
1.6

11 Cerasus 000$ 782 1.303 1.130 774 861 548 1563 1.178 1.275 562 9.975

mahalep % 1.3 2.0 1.8 1.4 1.4 0.8 1.9 1.5 1.6 0.8 1.5

12 Saluia 000$ - - - - 838 1.121 1477 1.604 2.104 2.358 9.501

% - - - - 1.4 1.7 1.8 2,0 2.6 3.5 1.4

13 Tilia flowers 000$ - - - - 1.633 1.737 1529 - 797 588 6.285
% - - - - 2.7 2.6 1.9 - 1.0 0.9 0.9

14 Nut-gall 000$ 1.032 424 503 440 259 87 676 456 457 622 4.957
% 1.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.7

15 Sweetgum 000$ 357 330 521 - 456 329 50 67 14 25 2.150
% 0.6 0.5 0.8 - 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3

16 Tragacanth 000$ 706 249 254 62 58 69 110 69 3 101 1.681

% 1.2 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

17 Resin 000$ 0.022 0.189 1 10 17 13 113 301 415 579 1.449
% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.2

18 Rhus 000$ 618 308 4 20 8 30 50 7.4 77 86 1.275

% 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

19 Bark 000$ 119 14 11 76 17 52 58 28 281 47 705

mushrooms % 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1

20 Orchis 000 $ 105 94 55 84 28 35 33 9 2 4 450

% 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

21 Camatina 000$ 19 27 24 21 17 1 19 42 26 27 223
% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

22 Bushes 000$ 50 2 1 - 3 0.125 9 18 0.390 8 93

% 0.1 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

23 Myrtus 000$ 0.272 0.135 0.218 10 - - 5 - 4 52 71

To 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 0.1 0.0

TOTAL 000$ 59.198 64.326 64.256 56.750 61.621 67.414 80463 80.300 81.063 67.398 682.789
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Nr YEARS
PRODUCTS

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 TOTAL

1 Edible mushrooms 000$ 216 193 588 529 629 1.402 1.715 2.290 1.849 1.690 11.100
% 7.6 11.1 21.4 12.9 15.8 22.3 27.1 35.3 30.2 20.5 22.7

2 Bark mushrooms 000$ 578 367 422 694 344 734 1.953 1.806 - 1.785 8.684
% 20.2 21.1 15.4 16.9 8.6 11.7 30.8 27.8 - 21.6 17.8

3 Bulbous plants 000$ 1.322 575 444 506 250 542 389 890 1.028 921 6.867
% 46.3 33.1 16.2 12.3 6.3 8.6 6.1 13.7 16.8 11.2 14.0

4 B ushes 000$ 308 139 203 1.045 612 1.664 95 51 472 813 5.400
% 10.8 8.0 7.4 25.5 15.4 26.5 1.5 0.8 7.7 9.9 11.0

5 Ceratonia sillgua 000$ 268 328 606 670 1.078 1.099 34 114 93 - 4.290
% 9.4 18.9 22.1 16.3 27.0 17.5 0.5 1.8 1.5 - 8.8

6 Thymus 000$ 1 1 225 376 676 280 1.123 199 618 438 3.937
% 0.0 0.1 8.2 9.2 17.0 4.5 17.7 3.1 10.1 5.3 8.1

7 Resin 000$ 156 134 171 184 137 106 268 218 97 140 1.612
% 5.5 7.7 6.2 4.5 3.4 1.7 4.2 3.4 1.6 1.7 3.3

8 Liquorice 000$ 0.395 - 59 71 53 72 110 227 410 454 1.457
% 0.0 2.2 1.7 1.3 1.1 1.7 3.5 6.7 5.5 3.0

9 Foeniculum,
Juniperus cones

000 $
%

-

-

-
-

- 1

0.0
1

0.0
4

0.1
11

0.2
72
1.1

430
7.0

747
9.1

1.266
2.6

10 Saluia 000$ - - - - - 111 278 402 299 1.090
% - - - - - - 1.8 4.3 6.6 3.6 2.2

11 Pine nut 000$ - - 20 1 135 218 80 20 29 453 957
% - - 0.7 0.0 3.4 3.5 1.3 0.3 0.5 5.5 2.0

12 Nut-gall 000$ 3 - - 5 - 95 115 34 216 163 631
% 0.1 - - 0.1 - 1.5 1.8 0.5 3.5 2.0 1.3

13 Capparis 000$ 1 - - - - 2 65 148 249 84 549
% 0.0 - - - - 0.0 1.0 2.3 4.1 1.0 1.1

14 Castanea 000$ 0.238 - 3 13 4 8 84 36 88 46 282
% 0.0 - 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.3 0.6 1.4 0.6 0.6

15 Sweetgum 000$ 4 2 3 5 17 6 51 41 54 81 264
% 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.5

16 Tilia flowers 000$ - - - p 19 36 - 43 81 209
% - - - - 0.8 0.3 0.6 - 0.7 1.0 0.4

17 Laurus leaf 000$ - - - - - - 63 1 28 39 130
% - - - - - - 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.3

18 Tragacanth 000$ - - - - - 14 18 15 3 15 85
% - - - - 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2

19 Myrtus 000$ - - - - - - 5 39 - - 44
% - 0.1 0.6 - - 0.1

20 Rhus 000$ - - - - - - 2 7 15 - 23
% - - - - - - 0.0 0.1 0.2 - 0.0

21 Cerasus mahalep 000$ - - - - - - 11 3 3 - 17
% - - - - - - 0.2 0.0 0.0 - 0.0

22 Silene 000$ - - - - 4 - 4 - - 8
% - - - - - 0.1 - 0.1 - - 0.0

000 $ 2.856 1.740 2.745 4.101 3.986 6.269 6.339 6.492 6.127 8.249 48.903
TOTAL % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



4. Conclusion

Foreign trade of non-wood forest products has an important share in the foreign trade of forest
products; especially in the export. In 1990 1999 period, 36% of the total 1.8 billion $ of export and
1.5% of the total 3.2 billion $ of import were achieved with the non-wood forest products.

Foreign trade balance of non-wood forest products in Turkey remained positive between the years
1990 and 1999. The highest export was achieved in 1998 in a 10 year period and 682.7 million $ of
export and 48.9 million $ of import were achieved in the last decade.

Turkey has established export links with 113 countries regarding non-wood forest products and the
privileged countries are USA 20.7%, Germany 14.3%, and Italy 12.3%.

Considering the import of non-wood forest products in Turkey, the Netherlands 16.1% is followed
by Italy 12.4%, and China 11.3%. Importation links have been established with 64 countries in 10-year
period.

Regarding the export of non-wood forest products, first 5 products are Thymus 19.4%, Capparris
16.7%, edible mushrooms 16.5%, pine nut 10.8%, and Laurus leaf 10.4%.

Regarding the import of non-wood forest products, the products above the share of 10% are edible
mushrooms 22.7%, bark mushrooms 17.8%, bulbous plants 14% and bushes 11%.

The above mentioned figures reveal that the foreign trade of non-wood forest products in Turkey
has an important potential in the export of forest products. Collection, treatment and the evaluation of the
non-wood forest products are not only important for the protection of our forests but also valuable for the
forest villagers. Thus, it will prove to be useful if the forest villagers expand by the means of organised
and effective marketing methods and co-operatives.
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COMMERCE EXTÉRIEUR DE LA TURQUIE EN CE QUI CONCERNE LES
PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS

MM. D. Hilseying KOÇ, Baki AKSU & Alunet KURTOOLU

Université d'Istanbul, faculté de foresterie, Bahcek6y/Istanbul

Turquie

Rtsumt

L'étude vise à analyser le commerce extérieur de la Turquie en ce qui concerne les produits forestiers

autres que le bois. Si ces produits représentent une part importante dans le secteur des produits forestiers, et

en particulier dans le secteur des exportations, il n'existe pas d'étude récente détaillee des caractéristiques de

ce cornmerce. Par consequent, a. partir des données des dix demières années, l'étude vise à dégager revolution

du conunerce des produits forestiers autres que le bois dans le commerce de l'ensemble des produits forestiers.

Les chiffres des exportations et des importations de produits forestiers autres que le bois de 1990 a 1999

conserves par l'Institut national de statistique ont été transférés sur MS-EXCEEL et évalués par la methode

du questionnaire. La recherche portait sur 23 produits forestiers autres que le bois qui sont exportés et
importés. L'évolution des exportations et des importations des produits forestiers autres que le bois pendant

les dix derniéres armies (1990-1999), les cinq pays les plus importants et la part des 23 pays forestiers dans

les exportations et les importations ont été determines.

Les résultats montrent que la part des produits forestiers autres que le bois dans les exportations totales

de produits forestiers, représentant 1,8 milliard de dollars, était de 36 % et qu'elle était de 1,5 % dans les

importations totales de produits forestiers, représentant 3,2 milliards de dollars entre les années 1990 et 1999.

La balance du commerce exterieur de la Turquie pour ces produits n'a cesse de s'améliorer au cours de la

periode à l'étude. Pendant cette *ode, les exportations ont atteint 682,7 millions de dollars et les importations

48,9 millions de dollars. En ce qui conceme les produits forestiers autres que le bois, la Turquie a exporté vers

113 pays et a importé en provenance de 64 pays.

***
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TYPEUKA51 BHEIIIH5151 TOPTOBJUI HEXPEBECHLIMI1 JIECHLIMP1

TOBAPAMII

rr. XycertH 1(04, Sam AKCY H Axme-r KYPTO1ORY

CTaM6y1lbCKHrl yHmtepcHTeT, cl:laKynbTeT necHoro X03fIrICTBa, BAXI1EK0R/CTAMBYR

TypuHst

PE310ME

B HaCTOALL1eM HCCJ1e20BaHHH aHanH3HpyeTcH Ty, peuKan BlieWHAA Toproansi HenpesecHblmH

JleCHbIMH ToaapamH. XOTA cpentt JleCHbIX TOBapOB 3Ha4urrenbHoe mecTo 3aHttmatoT HeapeaecHbte

necHble Toaapbt, oco6eHHo B 3KcnopTe, B nocnenHee apema He npoaontinocb nonpo6Horo Hccne2loBaHrta

no Bonpocam aftewHeil Toproanti 3THMH Tosapamm. B CBA311 C 3THM Ha ocHoae LIaHHbIX 3a nocnentme

10 /lei' B 3TOM HCCIle,a0BaHHH 6bina npeartptwa nonbrrKa BblACHHTb LIHHaMHKy TOKOBAH

Heapeaectibimii fleCHbIMH TOBapaMH B pamKax Toproamt f1eCHbIMH ToaapamH B uenom.

IloKa3aTenH 3KcnopTa H Hmnopra Herwesecnix IleCHbIX Tompoa B nepHon 1990-1999 COJI0B,

nonyHeHHble OT rocyLtapc-raeFiworo c-ramcnigecxoro HHCTHTyTa, 6bIJ1H BBeikeHbl B nporpammHro cpeny

MS-EXCELL H otleHetim meiwom oripoca. B liccne.aosaime 6bIJ1H BK.111011eHbl 23 HaHMeHOBaHHA

3KcnopTHpyembix H Hmnompyembix HenpeaecHbix JleCHbIX Toaapoa. BbI.11H onpeneneHm alliamptKa

3KcnopTa H timnop-ra HeApesecHbix immix Tosapos 3a noc.neAHHe 10 neT (1990-1999 roca), I1ATb cTpaH,

laimmatouptx nepable Nteca B 3KflOT u HmnopTe, H ,a0IIH 23 HaHmeHosamirt HenpeaecHbix necHbix

TOBapOB B 3KCI1OpTe H HmnopTe.

Pe3ynbTaTbi noKa3bmatoT, LITO B nepHon 1990-1999 l'0,110B 110.1151 HenpeaecHbtx IleCHbIX Tosapoa B

06tHer1 CTOHMOCTH 3KcnopTa JleCHbIX Toaapos cocTasuna 36%, a ,a0.TI5l B 06111erl CTOHMOCTH Hmnopra

JleCHbIX Toaapoa paBHAllaCb 1,5%. B nepiio,a 1990-1999 rojos cartbAo TypeuKort BlieWHerf TOprOBIIH

HenpeaecHbima I1eCHb1MH ToaapamH 6buto acerna f10110>KHTeJlbHb1M. B 3TOT nepHon CTOHMOCTb 3KcnopTa

cocTaaHna npHmepHo 682,7 WIN. Aonn. CWA, a HmnopTa - 48,9 mnH. Aonn. CWA. TyptIHR

3KcnopTHpyeT 3TH Tosaphi B 113 cTpaH H HmnopTHpyeT HX H3 64 cTpaH.

***
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CERTIFICATION OF NWFP, APPROA CHES IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Ms. Natalia DEMIDOVA */ & Mr. Pekka ALHOARVI **/
*/ Northern Forest Research Institute, ARKHANGELSK, Russian Federation

**/ the World Bank

Summary

The paper discusses some approaches that are being developed by the research institutes and the
non-governmental organizations (NG0s) in the field of certification related to non-wood forest products
(NWFP). The paper deals with issues of international tendencies and state of forest certification in
general, certification and its relation with forest management, the relationship between forest management
and NWFP, research projects and activities taken in Northwest Russia in general and in Arkhangelsk
region in particular as well as the NGO led activities in Far East part of Russia, and in particular
Khabarovsk region and in the WWF led pilot/model forestry projects.

Globally the pressures for forest certification as well as for chain-of-custody for NWFP originating
from international markets have been so far very limited. The main concerns in western industrialized
markets have dealt with the organic content of the products and how to verify it. In the case of Russia the
reply and proof of sanitary control has been most usually used certificate so far. The main issues to be
dealt with in these certificates have discussed the pesticides, lead content, and the probable radio-active
contamination. All of these factors have to be analyzed before getting certificate for the exports of berries
or mushrooms. This type of certificates have been inquired by the western wholesalers and retail
networks of organic food. In regional markets, for instance, between the Baltic States and Finland this
type of certificates are not commonly demanded.

Forest research dealing with NWFP has a long tradition in the Russian Federation. The research has
concentrated mainly in the biological side of the problem framework tackling issues such as factors
influencing the production of berries and mushrooms, impacts of forest management practices to yield of
various NWFP and inventory methods of NWFP. Now the research is gradually also integrating market
and marketing aspects, and thus market and consumer analyses will become more frequent. This has been
the case already in practical export marketing efforts taken by the NGO led activities, particularly in Far-
East part of Russia.

NGO led activities have also tried to include sustainable forest management into the marketing of
NWFP. But for instance in Khabarovsk region it has occurred in a negative way. There has been a text in
the labels of NWFP that the harvesting of this product represents the only sustainable mode of forest
harvesting in the region. So through negative or critical approach, the promotion of NWFP has taken
place and gained clients.

Through the World Bank forestry pilot project the marketing will be transferred towards more a
positive approach for practical forestry and the NWFP will be taken more into account in the overall
forest management planning, for instance using the land-scape ecological planning method. WWF led
activities have concentrated so far in Russia into the forestry activities, but for instance in the pilot/model
forestry project in Komi Republic, also NWFP have been included as an essential element in developing
forest management in general, and forest certification in particular in the pilot area.

However, there are numerous measures taken internationally in this field. That is why it is essential
that both the Russian research institutes and the NGOs will follow the international development in these
issues. But it is also essential that practical foresters who often themselves are active harvesters and users
of NWFP will be taken actively part in the development work. The development should occur in
integrating the NWFP as an equal mode of forest use compared with the conventional economic use of
forests for the forest products, and comparing these values with other environmental values the forests
represent. After these steps we might be closer to more wisely and objectively measured utilization of
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forests than so far. And the method how to implement the plans in practice has to occur through
integrated and more comprehensive forest management planning methods. This is likely the way both
forest certification and chain-of-custody for NWFP can be developed in the most reliable and verified
way.

***

1. Introduction

1.1 International interest in NWFP

Use of Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) has existed as long as the mankind has lived in the
Earth, but it has gained increasingly emphasis in international development programmes only during the
last decade. Rural people have always utilized various types of NWFP in their living and in difficult times
these products have acted as the main field of livelihood based on which the poorest people have
survived. NWFP have acted as source of food and nutrition, medicine, ornaments, fibre materials for
construction, utensils, clothing and packing, and more lately as raw materials for further processing at
artisan and industrial levels (Vantomme 1998).

NWFP were, however, given only very limited interest and attention in international organizations.
FAO discussed NWFP in some rural development studies, but strategically they were integrated into the
forest sector development only after 1985's (Lintu 1986) by the Committee of Forestry of FAO which was
the main international advising body of forest sector development till the 1980's in the world. NWFP were
included in Tropical Forest Action Plans (TFAPs) in many developing countries after that. However, the
bilateral donors did not support too often the development of NWFP in their development projects, and
also other international agencies, almost neglected them. Unfortunately NWFP was not integrated either
in any concrete ways to the FAO Mode Code of Forest Harvesting Practice (1996) which provided
guidelines how to apply forest harvesting in accordance with international conventions and sustainable
forest management, but only limiting the concrete recommendations to forest industrial activities. Yet the
harvesting of both types of products have to take into account already at the forest management planning
phase if a balanced and comprehensive practice is to be developed and achieved.

Internationally funded forest sector development activities started in larger scale in Europe in the
beginning of 1990's when the countries in transition started concretely acquiring external assistance for
their development. However, NWFP, were seldom tackled either in bilaterally or multilaterally funded
projects. The major contributions that led concretely to an increasing emphasis on NWFP in Europe were
the International Expert consultation of NWFP organized by FAO in Indonesia in 1995 and the
international seminar " Sustainable Development of Non-Wood Goods and Benefits from Boreal and
Cold Temperate Forests" organized by FAO, the European Forest Institute and the Government of
Finland in Finland in 1998. Since then the NWFP have been included for instance in the Finnish funded
bilateral development projects in countries in transition (Alhojarvi 1998). Some countries have much
longer tradition in emphasizing NWFP in their development projects, such as the Netherlands. Usually
NWFP have been tackled in and by the rural and agricultural development projects, and seldom by
forestry ones.

The international financing organizations, IFIs, have rarely emphasized or even tackled NWFP in
their development projects. A good exception is the World Bank financed forest development project in
Turkey in which the use of forests as NWFP proved to be more beneficial than as traditional forest
products ( See World Bank 1999). However, there is, no doubt, a change of emphasis to take place in the
WB financed projects in countries in transition, for many reasons. The first reason comprises the
increasingly broadening and more comprehensive approach concerning the utilization of forests. Mainly
because of the strong recent emphasis on biodiversity aspects and need to develop more objective and
comprehensive basis for valuation of forests, based on which different options of forest use could be
analyzed, projects comprise more variation in use of forests than before. Second reason has been the need
to change the planning pattern from top to bottom has in recent years changed from bottom to top, and the
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participation of all stakeholders, especially the local people, have been emphasized. The international
organizations have tried to take this seriously. Third major reason originates from the international
environmental processes where the recognized role of forests in the global carbon balance have changed
the factors and methods how to valuate the forests. Fourth main reason is no doubt international markets
of NWFP which are growing much faster than that of any other uses of forests at present.

1.2 Role of NWFP in the Russian Federation

Too often donor agencies neglect or deny the history and tradition of local research and
development efforts when they start planning the development programs and projects. They want to
invent the wheel again and too seldom understand the value of finding out the lessons to be learnt. This
has been very much the case also in developing the NWFP in countries in transition and especially in the
Russian Federation. As a matter of fact Russia has a very long tradition in research on NWFP. The federal
organization responsible for forest inventories has long timeseries of yields of NWFP per region
(Kukuyev 1999). However, there are variations in reliability and validity of this data at the region level.
To a large extent it correlates with the number and scale of difficulties and constraints research institutes
and regional forest inventory units have met during the 1990's and how they have managed to cope with
the continuously decreasing research funding.

This recent data can be combined with the ones collected during the Soviet time. Research carried
out in the Baltic States within NWFP is based on the Soviet time research methods which have proved to
be internationally of the highest quality. For Estonia see Paal and Saastamoinen 1998, for Latvia Villcriste
1998 and for Lithuania Rutkauskas 1998. The Russian statistics and interest have mostly concentrated on
wild berries, mushrooms and nuts.

- Paal (1998) also describes how the local and regional forestry enterprise and districts collected
most of the honey produced in the Soviet time and how they owned processing plants for jam, alcoholic
beverages, herb tea mixtures, natural oils and extracts in which mainly small quantities were produced to
local traditional recipes. In addition also the forestry department's large organizations such as
Lekrasprom, Tsentrosojuz and the bureau of Drugstores were also active in organizing the gathering of
medicinal plants. In rural areas school-children used to have an obligation to gather certain amount of
medicinal plants, too (Paal 1998).

Owing to Chibisov and Demidova (1998) mushrooms and berries were more widely utilized in
Russian in olden days than nowadays. In the 1930's the local population gathered on the average 1830
tons of berries and 2040 tons of mushrooms in a year in the Arkhangelsk region. At the end of 1960's the
local consumption was exceeded 250 tons of berries and 200 tons of mushrooms. Both Kukuyev (1999)
and Chibisov and Demidova (1998) conclude that a remarkable increase in harvesting of NWFP could
take place in Russia without endangering the sustainability of forests. But how to do it?

2. Developing NWFP in the Russian Federation

2.1 Major problems

Kukuyev (1999) points out several impediments that hinder the utilization of NWFP in Russia.
Firstly he points out as the accounting of NWFP is carried out in full by forest inventory and planning
enterprises through the forest management units (leshozes) and as there is a lack of standard publications
such as yield tables based on data ccillected for many years, there are difficulties to compile data and have
aggregate figures for all regions. So the problems exist in evaluating the real potentiality and resource
basis of NWFP in various regions both in real terms and in comparing the collected data with other
regions' data. The second large problem deals with market information and data. How to collect it as some
part of the products are aimed at industrial markets for processing and some to the consumer markets?
The markets differ to a large extent from each other and the factors to be analyzed vary thus to a large
extent as well (see. Lintu 1998 and 1999 and Alhojarvi 1998 b.). Kukuyev (1999) does not see any major
problems that would be of technical character dealing with processing technologies, equipment or
packaging. However, he considers, that the most serious problem is how to circulate the assets in the
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various production chains. One measure to improve the situation in this respect would be to develop the
forest use patterns such as establishing cultivated areas to be granted on lease which would according to
Kukuyev (1999) enhance internal funds and replenish forest income.

Chibisov and Demidova (1998) point out several urgent problems to be solved within harvesting of
NWFP. Most of these problems can be explained by natural and socio-economic reasons in addition to the
seasonal and territorial inconstancies in production. The major problems to be tackled include:

o Low level of financial interest in the NWFP harvest and delivery by various types of potential
inve.stors and current actors;
Difficulties and low productivity of gathering berries and mushrooms manually;
Low purchase prices on wild berries and mushrooms;
Diminishment of rural population and concentration of population in a few cities;
Lack of reliable and comparable inventories on NWFP;
Insufficient weather prognoses;
Lack of resource studies of berries and mushrooms at forest management planning level;
Absence of effective protective measures of berries and mushrooms;
Protection of high productive areas against overharvesting is not organized.

Most of the factors originate from the underdeveloped markets and are due to lack of sufficient
capital flows. This problem is accelerated by the general problem of the lack of local financing
mechanisms for rural businesses (World Bank 2000 and EBRD 2000). This fact has also attracted
international interest and concern and thus for instance EBRD has developed financing instruments for
Small-and Medium size businesses, suitable to be used also for NVVFP. The World Bank Group has also
developed instruments for SMEs, and these are mainly used by the International Financing Corporation
(IFC). The World Bank has identified with the stakeholders in its Pilot Forestry Project in Russia
focusing NWFP development in the Khabarovsk and Krasnoyarsk regions, some other urgent problems
that should be tackled in developing the NWFP. These findings mainly concentrate on the market and
marketing side of NWFP including the lack of market and marketing research both for industrial and
consumer markets as well as insufficient knowledge on phyto-sanitary and other similar regulations in
target markets which may become non-tariff barriers for NWFP exports.

Both Russian researchers (Chibisov and Demidova 1998) and the World Bank with its local
stakeholders in the regions point out that training and upgrading the skills of NWFP harvesters is of
utmost importance in reducing and eliminating the above mentioned problems. At the harvesting level it
can be concretisized that the training and development of more productive harvesting methods with
modern equipment, deepening the knowledge about various types of mushrooms and their potential use as
well as the preparation and storage of them, concern about the forest fires, as well as how to estimate the
optimal harvesting methods and rates in the forests. At the forest management level more training is
needed at the forest management planning issues; For instance how to integrate forest management and
harvesting of NWFP in a more appropriate and long-term way, how to protect forests from overharvesting
and how to optimize the harvesting, storage and transportation of NWFP especially in remote areas.

As the problems of sustainable harvesting and use of NWFP relate to ecological, harvesting and
market problems and factors, the problems are aimed to be tackled in the World Bank project by a chain-
of-custody approach where the whole of various production chains could be certified as representing
patterns of sustainable development.

Forest certification has been more or less the main emphasis of World Wildlife Fund, WWF, in its
forest related projects in Russia in recent years. Mostly the WWF activities have concentrated on practical
forestry and forest management, but NWFP have been included increasingly in WWF projects lately. The
problems the WWF and other Non-Governmental organizations emphasize in Russia, deal mostly with
forest management and forest harvesting issues, merely from the ecological point of view, lack of
participation of local stakeholders in identification, preparation and implementation of forest related
projects, inappropriate forest harvesting and road construction technologies, corruption and illegal
harvesting, insufficient network of protected forests including ecological corridors, underfinancing of
forest protection and the lack of independent monitoring of forestry and economic activities in it.
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Lately the organizational changes in the Russian administration in the environmental and forestry
sectors have raised the concern of the need of independent evaluation and monitoring of the conservation
and utilization of natural resources. Certification has become a concrete measure to be promoted by the
Russian NGOs in the field of forestry as to describe the sustainability of this economic activity. WWF
Russia is using the approach the WB/WWF Alliance has developed and applied, namely to include
certification development via and by large international companies through which a large number of
hectares of Russian forests could be certified and controlled.

However, some recent studies in conflict areas, such as in North-West Russia conclude, that most
of the environmental and socio-economic problems created by foreign harvesting and processing
companies, are created out by smaller companies, those who are independent on the influence of
international markets and thus from the market mechanism (Taiga Rescue Network 1999). And as ,the
foreign companies claim that most of the illegal and unsustainable operations are carried out by local
Russian forest harvesters, one could argue, if forest certification is an appropriate measure to develop
forest management at all when products, either the forest products or NWFP, end to the local markets.

2.2 Development of sustainable harvesting of NWFP
2.2.1 Management planning methods

Kukuyev (1999) points out that remote sensing is the most appropriate solution in assessing the
NWFP resources. He considers that especially the application of aerial photography in compiling resource
maps is the most useful tool for carrying out resources explorations, inventory and planning work,
especially in the Taiga forests that are difficult to assess. Owing to him remote sensing has also proved to
be useful with the leasing of plots of Forest Fund and carrying out ecological monitoring. Chibisov and
Demidova (1998) claim for more reliable and exact assessments which should be integrated to weather
prognoses, historical timeseries of harvesting levels with certain key factors and more allocations to
research work within these respects. Their conclusions can be supported by the Nordic experiences in
developing forest inventories and forest management planning. For instance, Kangas (1998) points out
that multiple-use planning of forests is not only a valid planning system in theory, but very much applied
in practice in Finnish and Nordic circumstances similar to the northern Russian regions.

Owing to Nordic experiences in the same types of ecological conditions, there is a necessity to
collect data on forests and trees at the ground level by using sample plots. There are nowadays data
concerning trees, vegetation (flora) and fauna, NWFP and biotypes that are collected. Based on this exact
and verifiable data forest management planning can take these factors into consideration. The priority list
of factors analyzed reflect the priorities of the land owner within the limitations of environmental and
forestry legislation and regulations. Forestry oriented towards the economic use of forests, has to take into
consideration the other alternative uses of forests and trees, either as other products (NWFP) or as
services (protected biotypes, watershades, flora and fauna, eco-tourism etc.). The assessed data is
converted into plans in this way. The most recent method developed is called the land-scape ecological
planning:

It is evident that both the World Bank and the WWF projects support the development of
sustainable forest management also within NWFP and the conclusions of Chibisov and Demidova (1998),
but in different ways and approaches. The same applies other bilaterally financed forest related projects as

well.

2.2.2 Approaches in WWF projects in Russia

WWF emphasizes the importance of the European markets and their influence in developing both
the certification and sustainable forest management. This close connection has not always been natural
and the European markets are neither united as for instance Alhojarvi (1999) has pointed out, The
European markets and their diversity has been discussed and described by several studies, some of which
have been carried out by or within the framework of the European Forest Institute, EFL
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WWF has been implementing several pilot or model forestry projects in Russia. The most relevant
with also an approach and interest in NWFP has been the one in Komi Republic. The Model Forest in
Komi has comprised a large area, totaling to 800 000 hectares, and the results gained in it has become the
basis for the National FSC Working Group and four regional FSC Working Groups ( in the Republics of
Komi and Karelia and the regions Khabarovsk and Krasnoyarsk). WWF has also had a Model Forest in
Altay region in South Siberia and in Novgorod region in North-West Russia. WWF has also developed a
Model Forest in Pskov region also in North-West Russia, and it has been developed together with
StoraEnso, which is the second largest foreign forest industrial company operating in Russia. There are
also other large companies involved with WWF promoted FSC projects in Arkhangelsk, Novgorod,
Vologda and Altay regions. So far FSC certificate has been given to one company operating in Altay
region only, but according to Ptichinikov and Voropaev (2000) there will be several companies in the
certification process already. Certification of forest management is estimated to take 1-2 years per
company owing to the experiences gained so far. The Altay certification included forest management,
harvesting, wood processing, transportation and export operations (Ptichinikov and Voropaev 2000).

There are no certifications being developed in or without the connection with forest management
within NWFP in the WWF projects. However, there has been inventories of berries and mushrooms
within the Komi Model Forest project. The main problems in using these efforts and results in
development of forest management and forest certification deal with the lack of potential investors in the
region owing to Demidova (2000). The lack of interest has reflected to the project so that the
development of NWFP is awaiting to be started in all parts of the production and marketing chain.

2.2.3 Approach in the World Bank Pilot Forestry Project

The component of the WB financed pilot forestry project that concern the development of NWFP
has been identified and mostly prepared by the local NGOs and the regional administration. The role of
the WB staff and experts has been to summarize and express the needs in concrete forms of procurements
and technical assistance expressed by the local NWFP enterprises and the regional NWFP associations.
The needs for procurements have directly originated from the pilot enterprises. These needs have partly
they have been designed on the basis of market studies carried out by the local associations and
enterprises. Products to be covered include wild berries, mushrooms, honey, upland fern and nuts, the
main focus being in processing of berries and mushrooms.

The target export markets to be tackled comprise Japan and Republic of Korea for companies in
Khabarovsk region, but yet the main market identified is the one in Khabarovsk city for their products.
For companies in Krasnoyarsk region the main client is estimated to be the major metallurgical company
which has a huge demand of these products in its facilities and in the city. Krasnoyarsk will emphasize in
the longer term either the Asian or the European markets. This will be defined during the implementation
of the project.

Technical assistance is mostly directed in assisting the enterprises in their market analyses,
installation and use of new technologies, phyto-sanitarial aspects and training of personnel of the pilot
enterprises. All levels of employees will be covered by using the trainers' training approach. The whole of
various production chains will be taught and the emphasis per employee group depends on their
background, experience and skills as well as tasks in the future. Training will mostly take place in the
field, in harvesting stations and the forests.

Certification of NWFP will be tackled as well. How to do it in principle is clear: by the chain-of-
custody as the production chain has to be covered fully. How to do it practice, will be clarified during the
first year of the project after the market analyses and trade barriers have been finished. This will be
conducted by the local/regional associations for NWFP. It is evident that the enterprises need the
associations mostly in the market and marketing oriented activities such as in promotion of NWFP, in
converting market and consumer needs into practical advice to the pilot enterprises, in special issues such
phyto-sanitarial regulations and other probable barriers in the target markets, in carrying out market
research, building contacts and in helping the enterprises in penetrating new markets etc. In fact, these
tasks represent similar needs other SMEs have in the forest sector.These problems are common for all the
SMEs in these regions. Another factor to be developed which is not tackled in the WB project, is the
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development of the financing basis for these enterprises. The WB is approaching this mainly by training
the selected personnel in business management and especially the business plans, in which financing is
one of the key elements. However, EBRD and other international financing institutions have recently
been developing new instruments, appropriate for these types of SMEs as well.

Marketing of NWFP has comprised conflicting elements in Khabarovsk region so far. Some of the
products have been marketed by claiming that NWFP represent the only sustainable form of forest use in
the region. This has and will attract many critical consumers in the region. However, the WB pilot project
aims at changing the concept and content of marketing towards more positive approach. Nevertheless,
this new approach must be based on development of forest management practices in the region. This will
occur by developing pilot forest enterprises, leshozes, and the pilot industrial enterprises, either
lespromhozes or NWFP harvesting ones, at the same time, at the same locations and using more
integrated forest management planning methods as the basis of all the forest related activities in the
project. As there are difficulties to organize these aspects through land tenure, it will thus take place
artificially, aiming at presenting encouraging examples of forest utilization for local and foreign investors
as well as the public. This is why the most important issues in the project is the motivation of the project
personnel including the stakeholders in working together towards the common goals. In Russian
conditions it will mean rather open-minded, flexible and more comprehensive approach than so far has
been the tradition in the forest sector.

2.2.4 Other externally financed projects related to NWFP

NWFP have not received much attention in externally and publicly financed projects so far in
Russia. The Canadian Government has been a co-financer of a well managed Model Forestry Project,
called Gassinskyi, in Khabarovsk region. It has comprised, e.g. support to local SMEs, working in
sawmilling, carvery and NWFP. The project has included development of mainly berries and upland fern
to local markets as well as to the city of Khabarovsk. These products have not been exported yet. No
certification scheme has so far being developed within this project, yet the project belongs to the most
comprehensive ones ever developed together and by expatriots. Gassinskyi model forest has emphasized
the socio-economic factors more than any other externally partly financed forest sector development
projects so far.

The US Government has implemented in recent years forest sector development projects mainly in
the Far-East of Russia and in Siberia. One of the key aspects in their approach has been the development
of SMEs in the regions. The support has been allocated both to forest industrial and NWFP enterprises.
The approach is rather similar than the one described in the WB project. The major obstacles so far have
been the poor institutional structure supporting SMEs in the regions and the lack of market orientation
and understanding of foreign markets' mechanisms. The latter mentioned problems have been attempted
to be solved through market research and analyses. However, especially within NWFP, the task is rather
difficult, and problematic. In order to be able to carry out studies that the pilot enterprises can utilize in
practice, the market niches should be clearly identified, and prefereably in the very beginning of the work.
Companies cannot afford general sector type of analyses, which most of the foreign consultants offer
them. This has partly led the enterprises, especially within NWFP, to concentrate on the urban and local
markets.

NWFP have been included in the Finnish financed development program in North-West Russia
since 1998. Mostly the approached used have comprised support to identify the main problems in
developing the NWFP, then the main problems within research related to them and after which they have
been included as elements into the practical forestry and national park projects. Earlier NWFP were also
analyzed through the socio-economic dimension of forests, such as in the Taiga-model forest in the
Republic of Karelia (see Saastamoinen 1998). There has also been an effort to develop the forest
certification in the Taiga model forest, but it has not yet included NWFP (Kouki etc. 2000). There has
been a long tradition within forest research between Finland and Russia, but NWFP, were not usually
included in that cooperation in olden days, yet the bilateral agreements of the Governments have
supported it ( Agreement... 1995). Usually the activities within NWFP were product specific and it
occurred through exchange of researchers through the above mentioned agreements.
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NWFP have been essential elements in the latest EU financed TACIS projects in Russia. These
products have been recently emphasized for instance in the Republic of Burjatyi, and in the Republic of
Karelia and Arkhangelsk region. These development activities have mainly occurred by developing
forestry activities towards so called multiple-use forestry which comprise many targets to be set for the
use of forests ranging from conservation to economic activities including harvesting and processing of
NWFP. This approach has included also analysis on the responsibilities that the National Park
Organizations should have themselves, and what type of activities should be allocated to local
entrepreneurs, for example. The concrete forest management planning method has been the land-scape
ecological planning applied in Russian management methods and forest inventories.

3. Harvesting of NWFP and Its Relation to Certification and Verification of Forests

3.1 International development of forest certification/verification schemes

The original purpose of market-oriented certification is two-fold: 1. To improve the quality of
forest management, and 2. To provide market advantage or improved access for products from
sustainably managed sources (Bass and Simula 1999). In assessing forest management quality, it is
established whether, in a defined forest area (often a forest management unit), the performance
requirements expressed as criteria and indicators (standard) are complied with. The criteria are generally
associated with SFM concept and they often consider various sets of internationally agreed criteria and
indicators as well as national legal requirements as a starting point.

Labelling of forest products is defined as a process which results in a claim which may be used on-
product referring to the quality of forest or forest management in the origin of the raw material (wood,
fibre) of which the product is made. In this case the labeling is based on a. certification of forest
management, b. verification of chain-of-custody. Information on certification can also be communicated
off-product, i.e. in various promotional materials and communication media not attached to the product
on sale.

A forest management certificate or label refers to one single-issue characteristic of the processing
and production methods (PPM), i.e. to the quality of forest management. The chain-of-custody refers to
all the changes of custodianship of forest products and products made thereof during the transportation,
processing and distribution chain from the forest to the final end use. When the chain-of-custody is
verified, the origin of forest products is established.

Certification of forest management in a defined area is based on performance requirements.
Another option is to certify the environmental management system (EMS) of a forest organization, which
is typically made according to the respective international standards (ISO 14001/14004). EMS does not
lead to product labeling.

Accreditation is recognition against published criteria of capability, competence and impartiality of
a body involved in conformity assessment. With a few exceptions, accreditation is granted by national
accreditation bodies, which can be governmental or private. To facilitate mutual recognition at
international level, ISO has set out recommendations that accreditation bodies should follow (Indufor
1997, ISO/TEC Guides).

The above mentioned definitions refer to voluntary certification systems, which are typically driven
by market forces. The international requirements set for certification schemes can be summarized as
follows (Bass and Simula 1999):

1. Open access and non-discrimination, 1 Credibility, 3, Transparency, 4. Freedom from conflict of
interest, 5. Participation and acceptability to interested parties, 6. Non-deceptiveness, 7. Reliable and
independent assessment, 8. Objective and measurable criteria, 9. Goal orientation and effectiveness, 10.
Performance standards defined at national level within generally accepted SFM principles, 11.Adapted to
local conditions, 12. Cost-effectiveness.
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Owing to Bass and Simula (1999) there were 12 countries in the world where market oriented
certification/verification schemes had taken place to a remarkable extent. Most of the schemes had been
worked out within the umbrella of FSC system or the Pan-European Criteria and Indicators developed
through the Pan-European and national processes, but especially the regional effort in Europe creating a
Pan-European Forest Certification council, or a system, was expected to take place soon. It would also
increase remarkably the total numbers of hectares to be covered by various certification/ verification
systems.

Owing to FAO/ECE ( Hansen etc. 1999) nothing remarkable had happened in the Russian
certification of forests by the summer 1999. However, there has been many efforts in Russia that have not
been shown outside yet, or at least by that time. The main unique phenomenom has been the development
of mandatory certification which is based on the on the Federal Law of mandatory certification. It has a
potentiality to become a powerful tool in improving the enforcement of rules and regulations, but it can
also lead to increased and complicated bureaucracy. From the export markets point of view it is unlikely
that the mandatory certification would meet the requirements set internationally for the certification
schemes. Thus it is likely that the Russians will have to develop the voluntary, market based scheme as
well.

But what is the most appropriate scheme of certification/verification to be applied in the Russian
Federation meeting the international requirements? It is evident, that the Russians will have to decide
themselves which prevailing international, market based schemes their one(s) have to be comparable
with. If the country opts for joining PEFC, their specific requirements should be considered. In case of
FSC is targeted at, their procedures should be followed. But from the NWFP neither of them might be the
right one.

According to the second meeting of international certification experts of NWFP working in with
agro-forestry and NWFP, there are plenty of problems in all the prevailing schemes used in the forest
sector. Only FSC provides an application for NWFP certification at present (Certification ... 1999). The
options have to be found from food products or by developing a modified and applied version from the
prevailing ones in which NWFP have fully been taken into account, as equal modes of use of forests than
the forest products.

3.2 Other schemes for certification/verification of NWFP

Perhaps the most relevant process and practices applied from which lessons could be learnt is the
certification of organic agriculture. Though the organic agriculture has been practiced already for decades
in many countries, it is only recently when the growing interest by consumers has necessitated the
development of common standards for production and processing as well as criteria for regional and
national programs in order to provide consumers with quality guarantees for organic food products. With
the increase in international trade in organic foods, the need for a comprehensive and formalized
regulatory system became necessary to ensure uniform production standards as well as inspection and
certification procedures as a basis for this trade.

The International Federation of Organic Agricultural Movements (IFOAM) is a not-a- profit
federation involved in production, certification, research, education and promotion of organic agriculture
with about 500 member organizations in some 100 countries (Blake 1996). IFOAM sets standards and
carries out program evaluation, accreditation, research, education, publishing, lobbying and other
promotional activities. The IFOAM standards cannot be used on their own but they provide a framework
for certification bodies to develop their own standards. Their standards have been adopted as the basis of
reference for national organic standards throughout the world.

The IFOAM standards define: 1. The principal aims of organic agriculture; 2. Conditions in which
standards apply; 3. Conversion to organic agriculture; 4. Crop production methods (including
environmental conditions, choice of crops and varieties, rotations, manorial policy, pest, disease, and
weed management, growth regulators, use of plastics, wild and natural products, traditional agriculture
and landscape); 5. Animal husbandry; 6. Storage, transportation and processing; 7. Labelling and
consumer information. IFOAM has also developed and approved guidelines for a. social rights and fair
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trade, b. coffee, cocoa and tea, c. evaluation inputs to organic agriculture (IFOAM 1995).

IFOAM has also developed an accreditation program through which means are provided whereby
national certification programs can submit themselves for evaluation against internationally agreed
criteria, thereby enabliing them to gain accreditation status. The accreditation contract will be with the
certification body only. Certifiers of organic agriculture vary by country and they can be private
companies, associations or government bodies.

As an example of such a body acting in the US, is the Florida Certified Organic Growers and
Consumers, Inc. which is a not-for- profit grassroots membership organization. It provides certification
covering the whole production chains and thus it provides criteria in every production phase of the
product. In relation with NWFP it describes its principles and actions in the following way ( Florida
_2000). Mushrooms (Shiitake): Where' these mushrooms are grown on the wood harvested and wood
used may not have been previously treated with any prohibited herbicide, pesticide, or fungicide, or
fertilized with prohibited synthetic fertilizers within previous three years. If the mushrooms are grown on
the sawdust, it should be derived.from wood harvested in chemically untreated woodlands. If the origin of
the logs can not be determined, sawdust should come from sawmills that debark the logs before sawing.
Spawn and supplements used they should originate from an organic source. Natural waxes such as
beeswax are allowed to be used in the process whereas the use of latex paint or paraffin wax is restricted
and for instance, synthetic fungicides or oil based paints are prohibited.

With wild plants the collection area must be documented that no prohibited materials have been
applied to the area in the three years prior to collection. If the collection area has a past history of
chemical use, residue testing may be required for certification. The claimed organic plan should address
continued management of the area as well as address how harvest will be done in a manner that sustains
the ecosystem. The harvest of wild plants as organic is allowed if these criteria are met. In principle, food
growing in a natural ecological situation is organic (Florida _2000). In practice, the Russian exporters
have to provide the US buyers a test certificate where the residues of various herbicides, pesticides, lead
and nuclear contamination has been measured (Demidova 2000).

All herbs not started from an organic source are considered a restricted material and must be listed
on the Restricted Substance Form. The first cutting to be sold as organic from a non-organic source must
be a third generation cutting from that non-organic source (Florida _2000). There are also strict criteria
concerning honey. Bees may be designated as organic livestock and products from them can be sold,
labeled or represented as organically produced, if managed in accordance with organic standards for at
least 60 days prior to the collection or organic apiculture products. Documentation of bee stock sources
and colonies are to be recorded in the organic farm plan. The use of colonies that have combs containing
existing honey produced from nectar collected from non-complying foraging areas is prohibited. There
exist also very specified restrictions concerning the feed supplements and health-care practices of bees,
the foraging areas, beeswax, storage, harvesting, extraction facilities, honey treatment, labels and record
keeping (Florida ...2000). All these factors should be analyzed before any production or export marketing
efforts will take place, as the production chain should meet the criteria and requirements of the target
market, and its niches ( see Alhojarvi 1998b and Lintu 1998 and 1999)..

The EC and the US markets occupy the largest share in the global trade with organic agricultural
products. These markets are regulated by the EEC Regulation (No 2092/91) since 1991 and by the US
Organic Foods Production Act since 1990. The EEC regulation establishes official recognition of organic
farming and it lays down uniform, common rules for operators while guaranteeing consumers with a
means of unmistakably identifying genuine organic produce, thus eliminating the abuses previously
frequent in the sector. The EEC rules cover a) principles of organic production on agricultural holdings,
b) food products obtained by processing organic produce, c) controls, d) labelling of consumer products
(Bailleux and Scharpe 1993). These principles were largely derived from IFOAM standards, but they are
more rigid providing clear definitions on the minimum performance levels. This has also been a cause of
concern by the organic movement, together with the bureaucracy involved. Nevertheless, it has reduced
the role of grey market and false claims, and offered a direct channel for the organic movement to
influence legislation (Blake 1996). At the same time the role of self-regulation in the sector has
diminished in the EU and the small-scale producers have been dropping out of the schemes due to too
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cumbersome and costly procedures of certification. The EEC control system consists of: A. A competent
authority in each member state, B. Inspection bodies who carry out annual and other inspections under
detailed rules, C. An authority responsible for the approval and supervision of such bodies, D. Obligations
of the applicant notifying of the schedule of production, detailed accounts of inputs bought and products
sold, and separation of parallel production of organic and non-organic products, E. Inspection measures
for importers.

Rules on labelling and advertising are very strict recognizing four categories of organic products.
Only products which have at least 95% of the agricultural ingredients produced according to trganic
principles may be labelled as "Organic Farming-EEC Control System". If the share ranges between 50
and 95% the reference to organic methods can only appear in the list of ingredients. Processed products
with less than of 50% of ingredients deriving from organic agricultural cannot be labelled and no other
indication on organic production can be included. In the case of imported products the EC Commission
must be satisfied, after investigation, that the rules applied to organic farming are equivalent to the
Community rules. The EC Commission may specify the regions or production of origin, or the bodies
whose inspections are deemed to be equivalent. In this respect IFOAM Accreditation Program is likely to
offer a useful instrument for outside producers of the EEC. However, there exists a problem in the control
system that the responsibility of audit trails of products to retail shops is left to the authority and not
entrusted to inspection bodies. This is comparable to the problem of chain-of-custody verification in
forest products.

In the EEC Regulation (No. 2092/91) the main issues that are discussed concerning edible plants
and parts thereof, concern the prohibited treatments during the last three years and the need to sustain the
ecosystem. Mushrooms will be analyzed in silmilar type of context as in the US described above.

Codex Alimentarius (CA) is a control mechanism of FAO and WHO concerning food products.
The purpose of CA is to guide and promote the elaboration and establishment of definitions and
requirements for foods to assist in their international harmonization and in doing so to facilitate
international trade. The harmonized regulations are expected to protect consumers' health from threats
caused by food stuffs and ensure fair practices in the food trade. The CA targets are tried to be achieved
by promoting the coordination of all food regulation, preparing food standards as well as amending and
updating published standards. The CA Commission has produced sets of standards, guidelines and
principles bound including more than 200 food commodity standards and about 35b hygienic and
technological practice codes. The CA standards are recommendations by nature. CA has provided guides
for good agricultural practices, including how to use pesticides, commodity food standards for processing
products, and hygiene codes of making food safe for consumers and acceptable in international trade. CA
Commission has been in the process of developing guidelines for organic agriculture which are likely to
be quite similar to the EEC Regulation.

CA has recognized the importance of labelling products and has developed model regulations to
control outrageous and unsubstantiated claims made on labels, as well as special regulations on nutrition
labels and health claims. A Codex food label which is widely used in international trade has to contain:
name of the food, list of ingredients, net contents and drained weight, name and address of manufacturer,
country of origin, lot identification, date marking, storage instructions, and instructions for use. The
guidelines on claims seek to preclude foods from being wrongly presented from nutritional or health
standpoint. For example, claims that foods have medicinal properties are prohibited.

4. Trade and Marketing Aspects

4.1 General

The commercial value of NWFP vary to a large extent. There are at least 150 different NWFP that
are of major significance international trade. In addition there exists a large number of botanicals, ranging
from 4000 to 6000, that enter international markets (Iqbal 1995, FAO 1995).

As a whole the markets for NWFP are large and for some products the markets are growing much
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faster than that of forest products. In general the world market for natural rubber , the imports of which
exceed US$ l billion annually, is the biggest one. World trade of essential oils is of the order of US$ 1
billion and is growing fast. The ones for natural honey exceed US$ 300 million annually, but the growth
is more moderate than that of the above mentioned ones. The fourth largest product group traded
internationally comprise various medicinal plants whose trade is diversified and in rather fast increase
because of boosting medicinal industries and search for local, environmentally healthy, origins of
rawmaterial for the industries. Besides these products and industries, the increased use in petro- and
chemical industries favor the investments within the NWFP (Iqbal 1995). Wild berries and mushrooms
are typically delivered and marketed to the local consumer or industrial markets. Nevertheless, certain
types of mushrooms, especially truffles and morels/balck mushrooms, have significance role in
international trade, particularly in the US and Western European markets. Wild berries have a role to play
in border markets in the international context, e.g. for instance in trade between the Baltic States or
Russia to the Nordic countries, mainly due to the big price differences of the berries.

In spite of the great prospects of NWFP in trade, there exist also various restrictions and
impediments in it. Generally taken the tariffs of NWFP are quite low. For instance, in the EU and the US
there has existed more than 90 tariff lines in both markets in recent years. Approximately 40% of these
product lines in Europe and 47% in the US market, have been free of import duty, and in both markets
over 50% of the lines have faced nominal duty ranging from 1 to 10%. Only certain product lines such as
natural honey, truffles and spices in Europe and some bamboo or cork products in the US have faced
higher duties. In Japanese markets the import duties have been much higher and it has applied GSP
treatment (favoring developing countries) only within certain, very few products. However, in China and
India, the import duties have traditionally been at very high level, usually within the range of 30-60% of
ad valorem prices (Iqbal 1995). China and India have also claimed for import licences and inspection
from many of the NWFP.

There has been a global tendency to reduce tariffs in general in international trade, and also within
the NWFP. The reductions have not been sufficient from the developing country standpoint, claim for
instance Binswanger and Lutz (1999). They claim that especially the slow pace of reduction of tariffs and
the tariff escalation (the practice to set increase of tariff rates with the degree of processing) have favored
mostly OECD countries and not the developing countries. They point out that Anderson etc. (1999) have
estimated that various subsidy supportive systems in OECD countries and trade restrictions cause annual
welfare losses of US$ 19.8 billion for developing countries. This is more than twice the losses that
developing countries incur due to OECD countries' import restrictions on textiles and clothing. This
amount is also more than three times as large as the grant aid flows and about twice as large as grant aid
and export credits combined in OECD countries to wards developing countries. (Binswanger and Lutz
1999).

Concerning the EU markets for agricultural products, Binswanger and Lutz (1999) estimate that
only the reduction or outright ban on export subsides would be effective measure enough for developing
countries to penetrate the EU markets. However, they do not foresee to take place in the near future, but
some changes are to be awaited also in this sense in the enlargement of the EU in the coming years. As
this affects also some products groups of NWFP, this development has to be taken into account in those
markets.

Western industrialized markets have applied increasingly non-tariff measures while diminishing the
import duties of NWFP gradually. The most common ways to control the trade is the use of CITES (The
Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species) within plants and animals, and the various
health and safety regulations in the form of Codex Alimentarius (CA) as explained in the chapter 3. In
western industrialized markets especially pesticide residues are being watched at. Regulations and
requirements regarding identification of medicinal qualities as well as well characteristics and storage for
medicinal plants and their derivatives are well defined and observed in national pharmacopoeias and
formulary standards in the major EU, North-American and Japanese markets. For most edible products
national food legislation is the main criterium, and obstacle to be overcome for many foreign NWFP
producers. Quality considerations are of primary importance in the trade of culinary herbs and also other
edible products. The international trade is being promoted also by the product group based associations,
such as CENTA (The Combined Edible Nut Trade Association) which has compiled and published such
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national and regional rules and regulationS that assist developing countries to penetrate the industrialized
markets. For essential oils there exist numerous bodies that monitor product quality and trading
procedures and draw up specifications for these products. The most widely recognized standards are those
set by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

International marketing of NWFP requires much more detailed and specified market research than
that of forest products in order to be able to support the penetration of markets. Without an assistance of
industrial and trade associations the efforts are too huge for a single producer in a developing country or
in a country in transition. Added with the tariff escalation and by other protective measures for its own
industries in the importing country, the lack of such institutional industrial-trade support is likely to slow
down the development of NWFP in developing countries and in transition.

4.2 Russian Federation

It is very evident that the producers of NWFP meet hard and fierce competition within NWFP in all
the major international markets. Asian markets will be increasingly penetrated by Asian producers in the
near future and in the EU markets the enlargement of the EU will support the role of new coming
members of the Union. However, there are ways to overcome the difficult situation, at least gradually and
partly.

The strong and rich history of research of NWFP in Russia has to be converted through more
applied research to pragmatic actions and projects. As long as the Russian Federation is not a member of
WTO it can also use export subsidies and other supportive measures to increase its exports, but this path
cannot last long, as the country is seriously
considering its membership to W'TO. The supportive measure legal also in the WTO context and in the
long run, is to develop industrial and trade associations for NVVFP which will tiave strengths and
expertise in issues that the individual enterprise cannot afford or that are more appropriate to be carried
out by associations. These tasks include market and consumer research at targeted markets and their
niches, further processing, labelling, export deliveries at least in the beginning, organized and long term
financing and promotion of NWFP to potential investors.

These are steps and tasks that have already been started by the local NGOs such as the one in
Khabarovsk region, by the private investors, such as in the Arkhangelsk region, or by externally financed
development projects, such as the World Bank Pilot Forestry Project. But at the same time, the
improvements in the investment climate in Russia, which can mostly and only tackled by appropriate
macroeconomic policies must take place. Without the change in the investment climate, most of the
efforts are only partial and restricted measutes having limited impacts on the development of the sector.

5. A Case Study in Arkhangelsk Region

5.1 NWFP resources

Forests of Northwest Russia are rich in various Non-Wood Forest Products. They historically play
an important role in the life of the local' population, especially in the Arkhangelsk Region.

The main reasoning for sustainable use of NWFP resources in the Northern regions could be
determined by the following:

The'y are ecological processes;
Natural processes and conditions;
Biological diversity and its conservation;
Reception of the profit for the people (food, finance).

The main volume of NWFP resources (80%) is found in the state forests, which belong to the
Ministry of Natural Resources. Forest covers the area of 27 million ha.
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The annual yield of mushrooms in the Arkhangelsk Region can amount to 114 th. tons, the
harvesting crop being equal to 65 th. tons, including such species as boletus, milk agaric, saffron milk
cap, orange cap boletus brown mushrooms, butter boletus, coral milky cap, moss mushrooms, russule,
russule foetens (Lukin and Chertovskoi 1981). The biological crop is strongly influenced by weather
conditions. In favourable years, the crop may be ten times higher than in unfavourable ones.

The annual yield of berries makes up 78,6 th. tons, and harvesting crop is estimated as 39,3 th.
tons, including cranberry - 5,6, cowberry - 7,5, bilbeny - 24,7, cloudberry - 1,5. About two thirds of
forests are not accessible for picking because of the lack of roads owing to Lukin (1988).

The problems which exists in the question of NWFP resources are the following:
not complete knowledge about minimum influence on forest system by man endured factors;
not enough research in biology, species correlation, berries and mushrooms sustainable yield
prognosis;
social and economic aspects are even more important in the questions of NWFP resources
utilisation than ecological.

These problems can cause following consequences:
natural forest systems are managed very weakly;
natural and social systems are not in correlation in each other;
management system has not been developed at regional level;
NWFP resources productivity has stagnated and a reduction of biodiversity in the forests occur;
small practice in sustainable NWFP management;
not equal influence of nature and people on forest ecosystems.

That is why we need to develop strategy of action in order to diminish the problems connected with
lack of information in NVVFP resources. It is important to support the research on the main directions
such as biology, NWFP yield prognoses and ecosystem management.

Strategy of NWFP resources utilisation would include:
to deepen knowledge about iequired berries and mushrooms production for various types of
markets by financial support of additional research;
information collection and its analysis, knowledge and database exchange in the field of sustainable
NWFP management;
to work out the plans of sustainable NWFP management at regional level by participation of all
interested institutions in order to determine future prospects;
to improve connection between the practice and research of utilization of NWFP.

5.2 NWFP harvest

The share of commercial harvesting and processing of NWFP is very low in the Region. Local
population carries out the main volume of these activities for household consumption. Part of mushrooms
and berries harvested by local population is redistributed through the street trade, partly is purchased to
different local, non-local and foreign commercial companies.

Following factors influence sustainable NWFP management:
prime-producers that have demand for resources;
local utilisation resources;
local (foreign) companies' involvement into the process;
existing requirements (commercial);
the rates of harvesting.

Up to 1990's the commercial methods were used for harvesting and processing of NWFP.
Arkhangelsk Consumer Union (co-operative trade institution), Arkhangelsk Forest Service and some
other trade organisations carried out this kind of work. These institutions used to open a network of
purchasing units during the ripening period of mushrooms and berries. The total purchasing volume for
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commercial processing of mushrooms constituted 300 tons, 500 tons of berries or 7-8% of the total
volume of NWFP collected in the forest.

There are following problems in the NWFP harvesting in Arkhangelsk region:

there is no information and means for new technologies and methods of NWFP harvesting;
there is no competition between companies in practice;
roads have big influence in resources accessibility;
products selection depends on the distance to the place of purchase;
network of harvesting and purchasing units does not exist now;
not enough information about end consumers ( about market demands and its preference).

Some changes in the situation in NWFP business appeared during last year. New harvesting
companies appeared in Arkhangelsk Region. They are working separately on the market using local
population for picking NWFP. Unfortunately, the Forest Administration has no influence on that process.
According to this, we will get following consequences on existing problems and with the expected
increase of NWFP harvesting since 2000:

non-efficient NWFP harvesting will continue and destruction of resources will take place;
destruction, caused by harvesting, could limit in some extent sustainable forest management;
non established and regulated relationships between harvesters and consumers leads to the weak
buyers knowledge about resources conditions.

In order to improve the situation it is important to make clear how technical and scientific
information about resources can be accessible for harvesters. Regional Administration and Forest Service,
who are responsible for decisions adoption on sustainable forest management, have to support the
creation of different associations of harvesters,.

5. 3 NWFP primary and secondary processing

NWFP primary processing is carried out mainly in the forest or purchasers' units. It consists of the
most simple operations: berry freezing and drying; mushrooms salting and drying. There are some
problems in primary processing, especially for the remote villages. Small and medium primary processing
enterprises have not access to the finance and modern technologies. They have weak position because of
that.

Secondary processing is carried out on cannery factories and big enterprises. They produce
different kinds of products such as juices, drinks, concentrates, jam etc. Such enterprises are purchasing
raw- or half-processed material for further processing and produce products which could be used by the
end consumers. They usually use equipment and technologies, which suit for production of different
kinds of products and lower the pollution of the environment. They have higher profit in comparison with
primary processing enterprises.

A network of mushroom cooking workshops was in operation for the primary processing of the
harvested resources (before 1990's). The sorting of raw material, salting and mushroom cooking, packing
and half-finished products took place in these workshops. The manufactured products were sent to the
trade network (shops, restaurants, canteens) or for further processing at the canneries.

At that period in other regions of the former Soviet Union the commercial processing of NWFP
was also well and even better developed than nowadays. Special attention was paid to the most common
and efficient products in the specific region, e.g. pine nuts and sea-Buckthorn in Siberia, honey-bearing
and medical plants in the central zone of Russia, mushrooms and berries in northern regions.

Ten mushroom cooking workshops and one processing cannery of mushrooms and berries were in
operation in 1970-1990's in the Arkhangelsk Forest Service. Wide assortment of foodstuff was produced
at the cannery: rubbed and crushed cranberry and cowberry with sugar, cowberry drink, dog rose drink,
cowberry jam, crushed cowberry with apples, salted milk agaric and coral milk caps, pickled orange cap
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boletus, dried mushrooms. The production volunde made up 720 th. cans in 1992, 212 th. cans in 1993.
The marketing of the production was carried out through municipal trade organisations in the towns of
Arkhangelsk Region. Since 1994 the cannery has been out of operation due to the reorganisation process
in the forestry system. The main idea of that process was to transform the canneries into government
monitoring service, free from economic activity. As the result, all the production structure was withdrawn
from leshozes and was dissolved in the market chaos. The government motivation to be involved into
such type of activity has disappeared.

The commercial production of NWFP in forestry and other areas fell into decay. It was caused by
many reasons. First, we experienced the intensive "intrusion" of foreign products of vegetable origin.
Secondly, during the process of privatisation the priorities were given to big high-tech enterprises,
whereas small and medium business failed in the competition in the new system of taxation. Thirdly, the
mechanism of credit allotment was limited thus depriving small and medium enterprises of the possibility
to modernise their equipment.

5.4 Relationship between forest management and harvesting

However, much has been changed in the last years. Favourable conditions are being created for the
revival of the commercial processing of NWFP in the Arkhangelsk Region at present. Firstly, the
government does not meet the dependence of the food market on imported foodstuff and it should be
expected that the local food producer would get priority. This would also improve the unemployment
situation and promote the increase of local budget.

Secondly, the forestry bodies are again forced to undertake the economic activity with the aim of
finding additional resources for financing the activity directly related to forestry. High demand is still
preserved for food products as a whole and for local and ecologically safety in particular.

Thirdly the trust to the Russian government has appeared from the western investors recently,
which is likely to influence to a large extent the development of NWFP processing in the northern parts of
Russia, too.

There are no restrictions for NWFP utilisation in the federal and local legislation. There exist
scientific recommendations to increase the productivity of the forests twice or three times from this point
of view. There is much cheap labour force available in the rural areas that would allow for organising
multi-scale harvesting of NWFP. The unemployment level in the region varies between 10 and 30%.

Urban people collect berries and mushrooms mainly for their own household consumption. They
often compete for the same accessible resources with the local population who, besides their home
consumption, collect NWFP for sale to purchasers and directly for the market places. Trade is carried out
spontaneously, without laws and regulations. There are voluntary labourers who are interesting in selling
berries and mushrooms to commercial enterprises and to different firms from central part of Russia. They
purchase mostly berries from local population. Because of that, it is impossible to register the harvested
volumes of berries nowadays. It is very important to organise controlled use and utilisation of accessible
NWFP stocks.

Harvesting of NWFP increases every year and the problem of berry and mushroom sites protection
may occur very soon. The increased harvesting has resulted in over-exploitation of certain areas,
decreasing their quality and finally reducing the number of accessible areas.

The need for establishment of tariffs for industrial NWFP harvest appears nowadays. The lease
payment for NWFP harvest could be set by the Regional Administration on the basis of Russian
Federation Forestry Legislation (1993) and Forest Code (1997). The following measures could be
suggested for that in Arkhangelsk region;

to divide all territory on NWFP harvesting zones based on accessibility and various distance from
market (leasing territory for NWFP harvest);
to establish a fix percentage of the delivered price;
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to make an agreement with harvesting enterprises on NWFP use.

Trade between licensed purchasers and local collectors could create a utilisation chain from the
forest to the export markets. It is necessary to widen the net of purchasing points and to invest in their
reconstruction for foreign and local buyers.

5.5 Main problems in developing sustainable use of NWFP in the Northwest Russia

Insufficient support of development of this branch of economy, both at regional and local, as well
as at federal levels;
Insufficient level of legal regulation in the questions of NWFP use;
Forest Service carries out a weak control on NWFP use and the correct level of harvest;
Insufficient information about NWFP resources and weak attention to the resources inventory and
control of their use from local authorities and at a Federal level;
Lack of the information about the forecast of a NWFP crop;
Lack of the trained qualified experts in all parts of the production chain from inventory of resources
till harvesting, primary and secondary processing and marketing to the end users and consumers;
Harvesters have not sufficient information about the requirements of the certification and of the
quality of production; or about each others activities or about similar enterprises outside the region;
Lack of the specialised NWFP trade in the region;
Weak work with the rural population about harvesting and protection rules;
Lack of certificated production.

5.6 Certification/sanitary control of NWFP

NWP production requires realization of the laboratory control. It can be carried out by the local
sanitary station. It is necessary to receive the certificate on made production, which can be received at the
Standard and Metrological Center and Sanitary Center. These Centers are responsible for making
following certificates: hygienic, conformity (for non-processed raw material) and quality (for processed
product). These certificates. are needed only for the export markets. For the domestic and local markets
only phyto guarantees are needed.

All companies deal with raw material need to get two certificates: hygienic and certificate of
conformity at present.

The hygienic specification (allowable norms of mg/kg, no more) for frozen berry (concentrate):
Lead - 0,4; Arsenic - 0,2; Cadmium - 0,03; Mercury - 0,02; Copper - 5,0; Zinc - 10,0;
Hexachlorocycloxane (C6H6C16 - 0,05); D.D.T. (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) and its metabolite -
0,1; Radionuclides - non. There are other characteristics which have to be determine such as
microbiological.

There are different government standards which is need to follow for harvester enterprises in order
to get the certificate of conformity. There are standards for NWFP resources and products (19): for fresh
and dry berries (separately for different species); for fresh, salted, dried, semi-processed and processed
mushrooms. There are standards for product package (17), labeling and transportation (14).

The selling of the NWFP production usually carries out by a limited number of the industrial
enterprises of the appropriate structure, with the majority from which the co-operation is already adjusted.
Therefore selling have strictly focusing character and carried out as scheduled contract deliveries. The
NWFP market does not require certificate on sustainable forest management yet.

Government, research, industrial enterprises and voluntary organizations have focused their
attention on the management on timber resources. There are no any requirements for NWFP certification
in the existing forest certification systems. But NWFP play an essential role in the sustainable forest
management. NWFP producers have to understand and meet the requirements for certification and
consumers to what they are supporting through the buying of certified products.
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Packaging, labelling and transportation - Usually berries are packing into plastic boxes, netto 12 kg, or
plastic bucket, netto 10 kg. Frozen berries could be packed into paper bags (50 kg). All packing material
is produced in the Russian Federation. Every NWFP batch has hygienic and conformity label. It is
impossible to know where berries were picked, purchased, frozen and how they were transported.

Purchasing companies create harvesting net in order to accelerate the process of NWFP purchase,
as usually berries and mushrooms need to be processed within a short time. A transportation schedule is
needed to be worked out. Not all companies have their own harvesting net and transportation. They
organize several purchasing occasions where rural population can sell their berries and mushrooms. The
quality of such products is not good enough for export. Wholesalers play a role as mediators between
harvesting, processing and shipping. They depend very much from geographical NWFP distribution.
These companies do not worry about sustainable forestry and how it is possible to support it. Wholesalers
have the control on transportation and can influence the prices and make pressure on resources by that.

NWFP harvesting have big socio-economic meaning for rural population in Arkhangelsk region. Its
development according to the existing resources would allow to involve more than 6 000 people into the
process of picking berries and almost 400 people are estimated to get a permanent job through that.
Commercial gathering of NWFP provide sustainable incomes to those people engaged in the business.

Local processing is important to the well-being of the rural population. The benefits from it accrue
locally. Regional authorities have to support local businesses by buying and selling products close to
home. Forest service(leshoz, lesnichestvo) together with private purchasing companies need to restore
their good tradition on NWFP harvest and processing in the North. The co-operation between them is still
difficult. There still exists a special mentality: a look from the side. The development of co-operation
would bring about only positive result for local people, Forest Administration and harvesting companies.
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CERTLE1CATION DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE BOIS
MODES D'APPROCIEE APPLIQUÉS EN FÉDÉRATION DE RUSSLE

Mme Natalia Demidove et M. Pekka Alhojärvi-
Institut de recherche forestière, Arkhangelslc, Fédération de Russie
Banque mondiale

Rtsuivit

Le document porte sur certains modes d'approche élaborés par l'Institut de recherche et les organisations
non tzouvernementales (ONG) dans le domaine de la certification des produits forestiers autres que le bois.
traite des tendances et de la situation de la certification forestière en general au plan international, de la
certification et de son rapport avec l'aménagement forestier, de la relation entre l'aménagement forestier et les
produits forestiers autres que le bois, des projets et activités de recherche entrepris clans le nord-ouest de la
Russie en général et dans la région d'Arkhangelsk en particulier ainsi que des activités menées par les ONG
dans la partie extréme orientate de la Russie et en particulier dans la région de Khabarovsk et enfin des projets
pilotes de foresterie du WWF.

Globalement, la pression des marches internationaux pour obtenir une certification forestière et la mise
en place d'une chaine de responsabilité dans le cas des produits forestiers autres que le bois a été jusqu'ici très
limitée. Dans les pays industrialises occidentaux les principales préoccupations ont porté sur la teneur en
matière organique des produits et les moyens de la verifier. Darts le cas de la Russie, jusqu'ici la preuve des
contrôles sanitaires a consisté le plus génératement en certificats. Les certiftcats portent essentiellement sur les
pesticides, la teneur en plomb et la contamination radioactive probable. Tous ces facteurs doivent être analysés
avant la délivrance du certificat d'exportation pour les baies et les champignons. Ce type de certificat est
demandé par les gossistes et les détaillants de produits alimentaires organiques occidentaux. Sur les marches

régionaux, par exemple entre les États de la Baltique et la Finlande, ils ne sont pas couramment demandés.

La recherche forestière dans le domaine des produits autres que le bois est une activité traditionnelle en

Federation de Russie. Les chercheurs se sont axes principalement sur l'aspect biologique du problème, en
s'intéressant 6. des questions telles que les facteurs influençant la pousse des baies et des champimons, les
incidences des pratiques en matière d'aménagement forestier sur le rendement de plusieurs produits et les
méthodes d'inventaire des produits forestiers autres que le bois. Maintenant, la recherche porte aussi
progessivement sur les aspects relatifs au marché et à la commercialisation; les analyses du marché et de la

consomrnation vont donc étre de plus en plus fréquentes. C'est déjà le cas dans les efforts de commercialisation

des exportations entrepris par les organisations non gouvernementales, en.particulier dans la partie extréme

orientate de la Russie.

Les activités menées par des ONG ont également visé à inclure l'aménagement forestier durable dans

la question de la commercialisation des produits. Ivlais, par exemple dans la region de Khabarovsk, cela s'est

fait de fawn négative : un texte figurait sur les étiquettes des produits forestiers autes que le bois indiquant

que la récolte de ce produit représente le seul mode d'exploitation forestiére durable dans la region. Ainsi, par

un mode d'approche négatif ou critique, les produits forestiers autres que le bois ont bénéficié d'une promotion

et ont gagné des clients.

Le projet pilote de foresterie mis en ceuvre par la Banque mondiale permettra d'aborder
la commercialisation de façon plus positive pour la foresterie, et les produits forestiers autres que le bois seront

davantage intégés à la planification de la gestion globale, par exemple en utilisant la méthode d'aménagement

écologique du paysage. Les activités menées sous l'égide du WWF se sontjusqu'ici concentrées sur la foresterie

mais dans le projet pilote de foresterie par exemple mis en ceuvre dans la République de Komi, les produits

forestiers autres que le bois ont également été intégrés et constituent un élément essentiel de l'aménagement

forestier en général et de la certification en particulier dans la region expérimentale.
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Toutefois, de nombreuses mesures sont prises dans ce domaine au plan international. C'est la raison pour
laquelle il est essentiel que les instituts de recherche russes et les ONG suivent l'évolution internationale. Il est
tout aussi essentiel que les forestiers, qui se livrent souvent activement à la cueillette et à l'utilisation de
produits forestiers autres que le bois, prennent une part plus dynamique à ces activités. Il faut ainsi considérer
les produits forestiers autres que le bois cornme un élément de l'utilisation forestière au mane titre que
l'utilisation économique classique des forêts, exploitées pour le bois, et comparer la valeur qu'ils représentent
avec les autres utilités que la foret a pour l'environnement. Ensuite, on sera peut-étre plus proche d'une
utilisation plus avisée et mesurée selon des critères objectifs des forets que ce n'est le cas aujourd'hui. Pour
déterminer corrunent mettre en ceuvre les plans il faudra menre au point des méthodes d'aménagement forestier
intégrées et plus complètes. Ainsi, la certification et la chaine de responsabilité pour les produits forestiers
autres que le bois se développeront de la facon la plus fiable et vérifiable qui soit.

***
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CEPTIMIKA11:1451 HEAPEBECHLIX JIECHMX TOBAPOB (MAT):
110,LI,X0X3I B POCCHACK0f1 OE,E1(EPAU.1111

r-<a HaTanbsi ,11,EMPIZOBA* r-H fleKKa ASIX031PB14**

* CeBepHiat Haytmo-HccnerioaaTenbcKHri HHCTI1Tyr necHoro X0331ACTBa, APXAHFEJMCK,

POCCHACKa51 <De.aepaum

** BcemHpHbal 6afix

PE310ME

B ,loKnacte 06CyKaatOTC51 HeKoTopme, pa3paôaTbiBaembie Har4H0-HcC,1eA0BaTe.1bCKIelMH

HHCTI1TyTaMH H HenpaBHTenbcmeHHblmH opraHHanummti (HI10) rionKo,abi K cepnicimKaLum

Heapeaecublx necHblx ToaapoB (WIRT). B HM paccNiarpHBaKyrcsi MeKayHap0,mible TeHaeHLIHH H

nonoweHHA B o6nacTH cepTHcimiKaumi IleCHbIX ToBapos B uenom, CepTHcimiKalaisi H ee C13513b C

ynpaBneHHem J1eCH6IM X035rICTBOM, B3aHM0CB513b mexcay ynpameHmem fleCHbim X035fricTBOM H HWIT,

HayttHo-HccnemoBaTenbcKHe npoerrbi H pa6oTbi, BbinonHsiembie B ceBepo-3anagHort qacTH PoccHH

uenom H B ApXaHreflbCKOA o6nacTH, B LlaCTHOCTH. a Tatoxe 2esiTer1bHOCTb Hno Ha ,rianbHem BOCTOKe

POCCHH, B 4aCTHOCTH B Xa6apOBCKOM Kpae, a TaKwe OribiTHO-nOKa3aTenbHbie necoTexHHmecKHe

npoefabi, abinonHAembie BcemHpHbim cboRaom npmpogbi.

HacToButero apemeHH Tpe6oBaHm B OTHOWeHHH fleCHOrl cepTHcimiKaLtHH, a Tame
cepTHcimixaLtHH H,EVIT Ha meKayHapoLmbix pbIHKa.X 56111H Becbma HH3KHMH. OCHOBHble Tpe6oBaHHA Ha

pb1HKaX 3ana,aubix npombmuneHHo pa31311TbIX cTpau KaCaJIHCb co,riepwaHHA opraHHtiecKxx BewecTs B

ToBapax H Toro, KaK ero nposepATb. HacTontiero BpemeHH s POCCHH WIR cepTHI)HKaLum B OCHOBHOM

HC11011b30Ba9HCb gaHHbie caHHTapHoro KOHTpOJIA. OCHOBH6Ie ,CIaHHbIe B 3THX cepnicimicaTax KacatoTcx

necTHuH.aos, co.aepwaHH51 CBHHILIa H BO3MO}KHOr0 pagHoaKTHBHoro 3arp3I3HeHHJI. gym nonytieHHA

cepnicimKaTa Ha 3KCI1OpT Aron H rpH6oB 3TH ToBapbi gonwHo npoATH aH3nH3, KOTOpbai nogTBepgHT

OTCyTCTBHe BbiweynommHyrbtx. 3arpB3HHTenert. TaKsie cepTH4mKaTbr Tpe6yeTc51 flpeabABIDITI, OEITOBbIM

H p03HH4Hb1M ToproBbim opramnausism, 3aHHMaiOLLIHMCSI C6bITOM 11HLLIeBbIX nponyKToB oprampiecKoro

11p0HCX0>KaeHHA. Ha perHoHanbHbix pbniKax, HanpHmep B rocyaapcTaax BaJITHH H B OHH.I151H/111H,

061314HO He -rpe6yeTc5i npe,crbsiansas cepTsickHKaTbi Toro THna.

.ileCOX0351r1CTBeHlible HCCJ1e1:1,0BaHH5I, Kacatoulmeca HWIT, HmetoT eionbwpo HcTopHio B

PoccHAcKoil cDegepauHH. arti HccnegoBaHHA o6bimmo Kacamcsi 6HonorHgecKHx acnerroB npoônembi H

HanpaBneHbt Ha BbISICHeHHe ckaKTopoa, BJ1115110LIIHX Ha Ilp0H3BO1ICTBO 51r0,EI H 1-13H60B, B034erICTB/151

onpegeneHHori nparrHKH I1eC0110111330BaHHA 13 IleJ151X 3arOTOBKH pa311114HbIX H,LVIT, a Tame sbipa6oTtcy

meTo,ams HHBeHTapH3aLum HEVIT. B HacTosugee Bpemsi HccnegoBaHHA nocTenemio HatimmoT

OXBaTblBaTb acnercTbi pb1HKa H mapKeTtmra, B CEIJI3H C Llem value 6y.neT 11p0B01iHT6C51 aHaJIH3

noTpe6HocTell pbmxa H noTpe6HTena. 3THM ye npaicrHgecKH 3aHliMaIOTCSI HILO, Bo3r.naBronoutHe

pa6oTbi no 3KcnopTHomy mapKeTHury, B 4aCTHOCT11 Ha pOCCHACKOM ,ria.flbHeM BOCTOKe.

B pamKax nposogHmort 110,a pyKOBOACTBOM I-1110 patioTbi 6bina Tame npegnpuHsiTa IlOrIbITKa

BKI1113411Tb acnerrbi ycTokHBoro ynpaaneHrist necamw B mapKeTHHr HWIT. 0,amaKo, HanpHmep, B

Xa6apOBCKOM Kpae gnsi 3T01-0 HCI10111/30BaJ1CA HeraTHBHIAPI no.axo.a. Ha 3THKeTKaX WIR H4VIT 661110

yKa3aHo, 4TO 3arOTOBKa .gaHHoro ToBapa npegcTaansfeT C060171 eAHHCTBeHHblr1 yCTOr14HBbIll meTog

3arOTOBKH IleCHbIX npogyrros B Kpae. TaKHM o6pa3om, ônarogapsi HeraTHBHomy HJ1H KpliTwiecKomy

no.axoLty yaa.nocb pacwmpHTb c6brr HJLJ1T, yBeJIH4HB LINCJI0 3aHHTepecosaHHbix noKynaTeneri.
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Bnaro,aapa onbiTHo-noKa3aTenbHomy npoeKry BcemmpHoro 6a1-iKa, Bonpocbi mapKeTuHra 6yayr

nepeBonHTbca B flflOCKOCTb 60Jlee 1103HTHBH0r0 no,axona K npatm-(ecKomy JleC0110./1b30BaHHIO, a H,LVIT

6yAeT yaenaTbca 6onbwee BHHMHH BpamKax KomnneKcHoro nnamipoBaima ynpaBnemia necamH,

HanpHmep, c Hcnonb3oBaHmem meTona naHnwackTmo-3Konorti4ecKoro nnaHHpoBaHHa.Pa6oTbl,
B031'naBnaembie BcemptpHbim ckortaom npHponbi, B OCHOBHOM KacanHcb necoBoncTsa B POCCHH, HO,

HallpHMet:), B onbiTHo-noKa3aTenbHom npoeKTe B Pecny6nHKe Komm HJLJ1TTaloKe ckHrypHpoBanH B

KagecTBe Ba)KHoro 3nemeHTa npm pa3pa6oTKe BonpocoB ynpaBnemix necamH B LItTIOM H necHotl

cepTH(13HKativm B 4aCTHOCTH.

BmecTe c Tem Ha NtexatyriapQaHom ypoBue B 3TOrl 06.11aCTH 11p0BOAHTC5I 60.11bWaH pa6oTa. [lo 3TOil

11pH411He poccHAcKHm Harmo-HccneaoBaTenbcKum HHCTHryTaM H Hilo cnenyeT npu,3ep.A<HaaTbc.a

HanpaBneHHA meKnyHaponHoll geaTenbHocTH no 3THM Bonpocam. Kpome Toro, BaiKHO, 4T06b1

pa60THHKH 1eCOX0354-1CTB, KoTopble Ha npaKTHKe itacTo camH SIBI1511.0TC51 aKTMBHbIMH 3arOTOBHTeSIAMH H

n0Tpe6HTenamH HaTIT, flpHHHMaJ1H wmpoKoe yttacTHe B pa3pa6oTKe HOBbIX MeTOLIDB. 3aroToBKa HWIT

0.11)KHa CTaTb OaHHM H3 C1100060B Be,3eHH51 necHoro X03313CTBa Hapamie c TpanHuHoHHblm

3K0H0MH4eCKHM Hcnonb3oBaHmem necoB (nonytieHHe necomaTepHanoa), y4tiTb1Ba51 HX UeHHOCTb Hapany

C flpOLIHMH 3K0.110r144eCKHMH LleHHOCTAMH necoB, TonbKo nocne 3TOM, Mbl, BepOSITHO, cmo>Kem 6onee

pa3ymmo H 60Ilee 061eKTHBHO H3mepaTb tlenecoo6pa3HocTb HCf1011b30BaHHA necos. Bonpoc o TOM, KaK

nepeBecTH nnambi B npaKTHmecKyto fillOCKOCTb, ,Q011>KCH pewaTbca c rIOMOLIAMO MeT0,10B

KONMJ1eKCH0r0 H BcecTopouHero rutaHHpoBaHHA. 3T0, oLieBH,affo, SIBIlAeTC51 HaH6onee HalewHbim H

BepHbim cnoco6oNi pa3BHTHA JleCHOil CepTHI:IMKaLIHH H cepTHcimiKaLnui

* * *
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THE PRESENT STATE AND POSSIBILITIES OF COLLECTION AND SUBSEQUENT
UTILISATION OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Mr. fin i KADLEC
Faculty of Forestry and Wood Technology

Mendel University ofAgriculture and Forestry, BRNO
Czech Republic

Summary

There is a possibility of collecting different species of forest fruits and medicinal plants in the
forests of the Czech Republic. Only utilisation of about one quarter to one half of biological yield of
forest berries for commercial purposes, in yearly volume about 25,8-51,6 million kg and in total value
about 39,3-78,7 million US dollars, could represent receipts about one sixth to one third of yearly timber
volume sold on market. There was state support to the purchase and subsequent supply of non-wood
forest products (NWFP) to processing industry before 1989. Inhabitants of the countryside were mostly
interested in collection of NWFP because it was minor source of income, which they took in their jobs.
There was economical transformation of economy of the Czech Republic after 1989 year. This
transformation was occasion of disintegration of organisational structure of the purchase and supply of
NWFP. Transformation had unfavourably influence to the countryside where possibility of employment
had been worse. It could improve social conditions of the countryside population if they join in collection
of NWFP. This collection could be organised by forming associations of collectors and their conjunction
with customers in contemporary time, what would make optimum conditions for skilled carrying out and
valorisation of the collection. The second possibility of organisation of collection is by making interest in
compaMes working in forestry. These companies could accept NWFP as further source of their income,
and that is why they would make new working places. Forming associations of collectors and joining
companies working in forestry would have positive influence to skilled and economically carrying out
exploitation of resources of NWFP and partial reduction of unemployment at the countryside. It is
important to make better conditions for this exploitation of NWFP by partial modification of forest law in
the Czech Republic.

Keywords: Non-wood forest products, forest fruits, medicinal plants, organisation, association,
collection, countryside.

***

Introduction

Forest ecosystems are appreciated as an important resource of wood. Other than wood, the forest is
a resource for further products, too, which are called as Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP). There has
been an elaborate study about collection of forest berries and mushrooms by inhabitants in the Czech
Republic (Sisak, 1997). This study was made mainly by virtue of; sociological surveys in representative
samples of inhabitants, a set of foresters of the State Enterprise Forests of the Czech Republic, field
monitoring, and forest management plans. This study was made on 2,341 million hectares of forest land;
practically all of the forest land was accessible for inhabitants. Observations were made on: mushrooms,
blueberry (Vaccinium myrtillus L.), raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.), blackberry (Rubus fruticossus L.),
elderberry (Sambucus nigra L.) and cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea L.) for the study in question. The
total land area of berries in the study was 417 700 ha.

The results of the study show that the recreational collection of berries and mushrooms amounted
to 46,4 million kg with an approximate total value of 67,5 million US dollars in 1994, and 58,5 million kg
with an approximate total value of 85,5 million US dollars based on market prices of these commodities
in 1995. These figures represented about one quarter to one third of annual timber volume sold on the
market for those years. The total collection of berries was about 25% of its biological yield.

If we want sustainable management of the NWFP then we could use about one quarter to one half
of its biological yield yearly, without the negative influences of the regenerative capacity of these
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resources. This potential yield amounts annually to 25,8-51,6 million kg with an approximate total value
of about 39,3-78,7 million US dollars. These figures represent about one sixth to one third of the annual
timber volume sold on the market and it could be a further source of income.

The forest is a very important resource of medicinal plants too. The number of species of medicinal
plants is much higher and they cover the same or even larger area of the forests than berry species.
However, this raw material basis is not quantified yet.

It is possible to collect forest fruits and medicinal plants from the end of April to October in
climatic conditions of the Czech Republic. The best possibilities for collecting forest fruits and medicinal
plants are in the month of July to the end of September.

The State of Organisation in the Collection and Subsequent Utilisation of Non-Wood Forest Products

This subject is possible to divide into two time sections:

Situation before 1989

People in the countryside were largely interested in the colleCtion of forest fruits and this activity
was a minor source of incomes to their main job.

The consumers co-operative, called JEDNOTA, was engaged in the purchase of forest fruits and
mushrooms before 1989. The main activities of this co-operative were the sale of foodstuff and
consumable goods to inhabitants in the countryside. The co-operative had a system of shops over the area
of the Republic, and therefore, it practically had shops in all towns and villages. They published purchase
price lists and the places of sale every time before the season of every collection of forest fruits. The
purchase place shops were typically located in the countryside where the first qualitative separation was
carried out. Money from the sale of goods was used for purchase and warehousing and cooling capacities
were used for storage of these fruits. The next day the fruits were taken away and supplied either to the
shops of this co-operative in towns or to processing companies.

State Entertainment, Lecive Rostliny Zbraslav, was also engaged in the purchase of medicinal
plants from its collection and cultivation. This company had shaped a system of purchase places for the
whole republic but had a regional character. Skilled workers made qualitative separation of medicinal
drugs and purchasing in these places. Then purchase of raw material was, according to quality, either
processed into medicinal teas or supplied to pharmaceutical or food making companies.

Mostly pensioners and schoolchildren were interested in the collection of medicinal plants. These
activities were often supported by the State.

As it was mentioned, the organisation of purchase and subsequent utilisation of the forest fruits and
medicinal plants was extremely successful.

Situation after 1989

There were big political and economical changes in our republic after 1989. The transformation of
the economy had influences on all branches including both processing and business companies.
Nationally operated JEDNOTA disintegrated into smaller parts, which started to operate regionally. There
was also a loss of shops in this net- by privatisation and restitution to original holders, during the
transformation. New companies started to work in a branch of business, including international business
companies which concentrated their business strategy on big towns, and for that reason these smaller
regional co-operative once, which started to concentrate more on business activities, partially reduced
forest fruits purchase. This reduction of forest fruits purchase was made by problems with their
subsequent supplying because processing companies had similar problems during transformation.

Economical transformation did not have a very big influence on the organisation of medicinal
plants purchase. Even privatisation of State Entertainment, Lecive Rostliny Zbraslav, signified reduction
of the purchase places, nevertheless the new rise of new firms with interest in medicinal plants purchase
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partially compensated this reduction of purchase places.

The approval of the new forestry law was an important factor in the collection and subsequent
utilisation of NWFP. This forest law conserved the rights of inhabitants for free admission to all forests
regardless of tenure (with the exception of reduction in protection areas and army forests), but the
collection of NWFP was defined only for own personal Ilse. This vague formulation concerning the
collection and subsequent sale of NWFP had influence to the reduction of the sale of these products.
There are some people who pay attention to the collection and subsequent sale of these products but it is
only a sale of berries and mushrooms to tourists in regions near the borders with Germany and Austria.

Typical forest medicinal plants were taken away from the purchase lists and firms engaged in
medicinal plants purchase concentrated only on cultivating and out forest growing medicinal plants
purchase.

Possibilities of Organisation of Collection and Subsequent Utilisation of Non-Wood Forest Products

Agriculture and forestry were the main source of income for people in the countryside. There were
changes in agriculture after 1989, which made a reduction to half of the previous working places and for
that reason unemployment had risen in the countryside. There was a problem with employing these
people in towns because they would had to commute every day to the job, pay for traffic fees, and firms
generally request specific qualification in their branch.

By these reasons, the exploitation of NWFP could be a source of income and work for unemployed
people in the countryside. Organisation and skilled management could have a positive influence on the
sustainable exploitation of these resources, which could provide a permanent source of income for
inhabitants in the countryside.

It is not possible to make the same working system of the NWFP purchase and subsequent
utilisation, as that took place during the time of existence of JEDNOTA, and for that reason organisation
of these activities could be realised in two ways:

a) Private persons

This could be the best solution to make associations or co-operatives of collectors for organising
exploitation of NWFP. The association could have regional character and it could associate collectors of
the region, and in the future, regional associations could join into one national association. This
association could take care of the skilled planning, organisation and collection of NWFP, and the
association could also represent collectors in business connections with customers.

Regional co-operation of the association of collectors with regional net of sale firm and processing
firm could be the best way for utilisation of forest fruits without expensive building up warehousing
capacities. Associations of collectors would assure collection and quality of forest fruits by the
requirements of the processing firms. There would be direct supply connections between collectors,
represented by the associations, and processing firms in this regard. Associations and processing firms
could use the storing and transporting capacities of the sale firms after agreement with them on what
could be seasonal minor source of income for the sale firms. Purchase price would be appointed for the
place of passing on production of collectors, what could be shop of sale firm, and processing firm would
pay costs for storing and transporting. The direct connection collector-consumer will be advantageous for
this model what would be presented in better realising of collected production for collectors, because
purchase price would not be negatively influenced by middlemen.

There would be direct connection between collectors and consumers in the case of medicinal
plants. Advantages would be the same as for forest fruits. People in the countryside mostly have sufficient
free spaces in their buildings, which could be used for drying and temporary storage of medicinal plants.
After a small modification, it would not be necessary to build new buildings and even to connect further
firm to this organisation structure.
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Creation of all the models mentioned would be a bit difficult from the organisation point of view,
because these models have to be built from the beginning, and for that reason there would be some
problems with first time agreements among the participants. In the beginning, partial support of the state
would be useful for informing of the people about possibilities of commercial collection of NWFP and
the establishing of associations, which could take care of the skill of canying out the collection.

b) Companies working in forestry

Wood is the main activity and source of income for these companies. All activities carried out in
the forest are aimed for timber production. Considering that these companies have shaped an
organisational structure in their area, have disposal of some finances, and have transporting and storage
capacities, it would not be big problem for them to include collection of NWFP in their activities.

These companies could employ seasonal workers for collection of forest fruits. Regarding the area
on which these companies operate and the potential volume of production of fruits in these areas, it could
be an interesting source of income for these companies.

Workers in silviculture operations could be used for collection of medicinal plants. These workers
could devote a part of working time to silviculture activities and partly to the collection and drying of
medicinal plants. Considering that they could reduce working time in silviculture activities, these
companies would have to employ a specific number of workers dependent on the proportion between the
time for silviculture operations and the time for collection of medicinal plants.

There would be a direct connection between these companies and consumers in both of these
models. It could be easier to form these models because of the existing organisational structures, finance
sources and skilled staff of these companies.

Conclusion

All the designing variants would have a positive influence for economical and control the
utilisation of resources for NWFP. Partial reduction of unemployment in the countryside would be no
small contribution. But specific provisions are necessary so we could utilise NWFP in some of mentioned
models.

The clear formulation of this sphere in forest law is the most important step for utilisation of
NWFP. There is a requirement to define conditions for commercial collection and at the same time the
skilled supervision on carrying out the collection. There could be a method of estimating the areas with
occurrence of NWFP, and dividing these areas for commercial and recreational collection to eliminate
conflicts between these two divisional groups of interest.

It will only be in the interest of the people and the companies for the utilisation of NWFP after this
change in forest law, because the utilisation of these products is only a question of good organisational
planning, collection and supply of these products to the consumers.
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COLLECTE ET UTELISATION DES PRODUITS FORESTIERS AUTRES QUE LE
BOIS DANS LA REPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE : ETAT ACT'UEL ET POSSEBILITES

M. Jiri 1CADLEC
Faculté de foresterie et de technologie du bois
Université Mendel d'agronomie et de foresterie, BRNO
République tchèque

Les foréts de la République tchèque recèlent différentes espèces de fruits et de plantes médicinales qui

peuvent are récoltées. En utilisant seulement le quart ou la moitié environ du rendement biologique des baies

des fins commerciales, pour un volume annuel d'environ 25,8 à 51,6 millions de kg et pour une valeur totale

d'environ 39,3 à 78,7 millions de dollars t.-U., on pourrait obtenir des revenus représentant environ le sixième,

voire le tiers, des revenus tirés du volume annuel de bois vendu sur le marché. Avant 1989, l'Etat soutenait

l'achat et ensuite l'offre de produits forestiers aut:res que le bois destinés à l'industrie de transformation. Les

habitants des campagnes étaient très intéressés par la collecte de ces produits parce qu'elle représentait une

petite source de revenus et que cette activité était intégrée à leur travail. L'économie de la République tchèque

s'est transformée après 1989 et à cette occasion la structure d'organisation de l'achat et de l'offre de ces

produits s'est démantelée. La mutation économique a été défavorable pour le secteur rural, où il est devenu

difficile de trouver du travail. En ajoutant la collecte de produits forestiers autres que le bois à leur activité,

les ruraux pourraient améliorer leur niveau de vie. La récolte pourrait &re organisée par la formation
d'associations de cueilleurs qui seraient mises en rapport avec des acheteurs, inunédiatement après la récolte

ce qui créerait les conditions optimales pour récolter et utiliser les produits de fawn professionnelle. Il existe

une autre manière d'organiser la récolte : il s'agirait d'intéresser à cette activité les entreprises de foresterie.

Ces entreprises pourraient voir dans la collecte des produits forestiers autres que le bois une autre source de

revenus et créeraient donc de nouveaux emplois. La constitution d'associations de cueilleurs et la participation

cette activité d'entreprises d'exploitation forestière permenTaient une exploitation professionnelle et

économique des ressources provenant des produits autres que le bois et permettraient aussi d'abaisser en partie

le taux de chômage dans les zones rurales. 11 importe de rendre les conditions de cette exploitation plus

favorables en apportant certaines modifications à la législation en matière de foréts.

Mots clefs : Produits forestiers autres que le bois, fruits des bois, plantes médicinales, organisation,

association, collecte, campagie.

***
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111AHEIIIHEE COCTORHHE 14 BO3MONCHOCTH 3A1-0TOBKH H
11001E,E1Y101.11Er0 HCII0J11330BAH1151 HEAPEBECHLIX JIECHLIX
TOBAPOB B 14EIIICK0ia PECITYBAIIKE

KAWIEK
(baKynb-rer necHoro X03SIACTBa H necHon TexHonormi

CellbCK0X03ArICTBeHHblil H necoTexHH4ecKHil yHHaepcHTeT HM. MeHnenB, SPHO

LlewcKaB Pecny6m4Ka

PE310ME

B .necax liewcKort PeCETy6IIHKH MO>KHO co6HpaTb pa3J1H4HbIe BWThI fleCHbIX nnonoa H

neKapcTaeHHbix pacTeHHil. TOlibK0 14Crlar1b30BaHlie npHmepHo 0,aHOri geTaepToil-0,11HOil rIATOA

6Honor1'-iecKoro ypo)KaB necHblx Arom B Kommeptiectmx uensix (e)KeronHbill o&bem OK0110 25,8-51,6

MIIH. Kr o6weil CTOHMOCTIA0 OKOJ10 39,3-78,7 WM. nary]. CLUA), MO>KeT o6ecne4HTb abipy4Ky,
COCTaB1151}OUVIO npHmepHo onHy wecTylo-onHy TpeTb10 exceronHon CTOHMOCTH necomaTepHanoB,

nponaaaembtx Ha pbniKax. Jo 1989 rona rocy,aapc-rso noanep>KHBano 3aKynKy H nocne_nylowyro
rIOCTaBKy HenpeBecHbix JleCHbIX TOBapOB npe,unpHsiTHAm nepepa6aTbuntoweil npombiwneHHocTH.

CellbCKOrt MeCTHOCTH 61,111H Cepbe3H0 3aHHTepecoBambi B 3aroToaKe HenpeaecHbix necHbix

ToBapoa, rIOCKOJIbKy oHa 5113115111aCb ililSi HHX HCTO4HHKOM 4011011HHTejlbH0r0 AOXO,Ra. flocne 1989 rona
3KOHOMIIKa LieWCKOrl PeCRy6J1HKH 6bula npeo6pa3oBaHa. B pe3ynbTaTe Toro npeo6pa3oBaHHB 6bIna

pa3pyweHa opraHH3aLwoHHaB cTpyK-rypa 3aKynoK 14 IlOCTaBKH HenpeaecHbix JleCHbIX TOBap0B. aTH

npeo6pa3oaaHHB He6naronpHATHbim o6pa3om cK33anHCb Ha HaceneHHH CeJlbCKHX parlOHOB, me H

paHbwe BO3M0)KHOCTH TpynoycTpoAcTaa6brJni MeHbWHMH. COLIliarlbHble yCJIOBH5I >I<H3HH cenbcKoro

HaceneHHA MONCHO ylly4WHTb, ecnH npHaneqb ero K 3aroToaKam HenpeaecHbix JleCHbIX TOBap0B. 3TH

3ar0TOBKH MO>KHO 6bIl10 6111 opraHH3oBaTb nocpencTaom CO3,CIaHH51 3arOTOBHTellbHbIX aCCOUHaL1,141 H

Hana>KHBaHHA HX CE1513efl C noTpe6HTenBMH, 410 110313011NT CO3LlaTb OfITHMaJlbHble yCJ10B1151 ,a.T151

KaamicimpipoaaHHoro npose,aeHHH 3arOTOBHTeJ1bHbIX pa6oT H rIOAHATb AOXOAHOCTb Toro ceK-ropa.

BTopax Bo3mo)KHocTb opraHmawm 3arOTOBOK COCTOHT B TOM, 9TO6b13aHHTepecoBaTb B 3TOM KOMrlaHHH,

pa6oTalowHe B necHom ceKTope. 3T14 KomnaHHH mornm 6bi paccmaTpHaaTb HenpeaecHble necHble

ToBapbi B KagecTae nononHHTenbHoro HCTO4HtiKa noxonoa, 4TO npHBeneT K CO34aHHIO HOBbIX pa6o9uix

mecT. Co3naHHe 3arOTOBFITellbHbiX accousaw4A H no,axnKrieHHe K 3aroTosKam pa6oTalowm

B neCHOM ceK-rope, r10110>KliTel1bHbIM 06pa3OM rIOBJIH51110 61,1 Ha KBaJIHcinwposal-aryto H 3KOHOMII4eCKH

abironHyto 3KcnnyaTawno pecypcoa He,apeaecHbtx necHbix Toaapos H 1103BOJIHJI0 61,1 4aCTH4H0

COKpaTtiTb 6e3pa6oTHuy B cenbCK011 MeCTHOCTH. Ba)KHO CO313,aTb nyywHe CJ1OBH LLJ1 TaK0r1

3KcnnyaTaHHH He.aperiecHbtx JleCHbIX ToBapoa rryrem 4aCTH4HOri MOLIHeiThKallilH AecHoro

3aKOHO.LIaTellbCTBa LieWCKOri PeCrIy6IIHKH.

Knuriesbie cnoBa: He,apeBecHbre necHble Tosapbt, necHble nnonbi, neKapcmeHuble pacTeHHB,

opraHH3awm, accouHaum, 3arOTOBKa, CeJlbCKaSI MeCTHOCTb.

***
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IMPROVED TAPPING OF ALMACIGA TREE FOR SUSTAINED RESIN YIELD

Mr. Arsenio B. Ella
Forest Products Research & Development Institute (FPRDI), LAGUNA

Philippines

Introduction

In the Philippines, cutting of almaciga (Agathis philippinensis Warb.) for timber and lumber
production is banned. Hence the utilization of this species is limited to the resin, known in the world
trade as almaciga resin or Manila copal. Almaciga resin is used in the manufacture of varnishes, lacquer,
soap, paint, printing inks, linoleum, shoe polish, floor wax, plastic, water proofing materials, paper sizing
and many other products. Locally, it is used as incense in religious ceremonies, as fuel, torches, caulking
substances and smudge for mosquitoes. Although regarded as a minor forest product, it is one of the
country's leading dollar earners. In 1997, the Philippine Forestry Statistics reported that 381,000 kg of
almaciga resin valued at US$303,000 were exported.

There are two kinds of almaciga resin: the ground or fossil resin, and the surface or tapped resin.
Fossil resin is the amber-coloured exudation from the roots. It is obtained by digging into the ground
where the almaciga once grew. In contrast, surface resin is extracted by tapping a living almaciga tree. It
is soft when fresh, but hardens over time as it flows freely and later turns to amber-coloured like the fossil
resin. Between the methods, tappingis the easier way to produce Manila copal.

However, traditional methods employed by Filipino tappers to harvest the resin, which include
deep tapping, overtapping and frequent rechipping is endangering the industry.

Traditional tapping methods

The more common methods of almaciga tapping in the Philippines are:

Deep tapping. The cuts are deliberately extended to include sapwood, destroying the vascular
cambium responsible for the tree's continuous radial growth and healing of wounds;

Overtapping. Oversized cuts or too many cuts are made around the tree circumference. The law
requires that the distance between cuts around the girth should be twice the length of the tapping
cut. Violations result in impaired growth and eventual death of the tree; and

Frequent rechipping. This introduces impurities into the exuded resin instead of increasing the
flow rate. Chips of bark, wood and foreign materials lower the resin grade. Resin must be collected
at least every 2 weeks to give ample time for the accumulation of large, easily-removed lumps of
hardened resin.

In this study, FPRDI aims to establish guidelines for the proper tapping that will help prolong the
life span of almaciga trees thereby maximizing resin production.

Materials and Methods

Various R and D studies have been conducted by FPRDI, including: (a) determination of the effects of
four diameter classes (20-30 cm, 40-50 cm, 60-70 cm and 80 cm and above) and sulfuric acid (H2SO4) at four
concentrations (0%, 40% and 60% by volume) on resin production of almaciga trees; (b) survey of improper
tapping practices of almaciga resin in the Philippines; and (c) identification of other factors affecting resin
production. The investigations were designed primarily to improve the conventional methods of tapping
almaciga trees so as to attain sustained yield productivity.
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Results and Discussion

Earlier studies have shown that resin production is affected by:

Vigor of the tree. Vigor is seen in tree size and tree crown density. Since the leaves manufacture the
resin, a tree with a heavy, well-proportioned crown produces more resin than one with a sparse crown.
Also, a large tree with a bigger bark surface and a heavier crown produces more resin than a smaller
tree;

Location. Certain site characteristics presumably influence resin production. Resin production has
been observed to be poor in Zamboanga, a province in Mindanao about 826 km south of Manila. In
Abra, a province in Luzon, around 325 northwest of Manila, trees at lower elevations produce more
resin than trees at higher elevations; and

Inherent capacity. Resin production is also affected by heredity. Given nearly the same tree size and
crown density, resin production of trees in the same location has been found to differ.

Proper Tapping Methods
Owing to the detrimental effects of traditional tapping methods, FPRDI laid down the following

guidelines for the proper tapping of almaciga trees. This tapping method was based on the results from the R
&D studies FPRDI had conducted: (a) resin yield increased with increasing diameters up to 60 cm, but
decreased at higher diameter classes; (b) resin exudation directly increased with increasing acid concentrations
up to 50%, but either leveled off or decreased at higher concentrations; and (c) diameter and sulfuric acid acted
independently on resin exudation of almaciga trees. The guidelines are:

Tap only trees with a diameter at breast height of at least 40 cm;

Remove loose bark, dirt and other foreign materials and lightly scrape the portion to be tapped. Start
the first tapping at a point not more than 30 cm above the ground;

Make a horizontal cut about 2 cm wide and 30 cm long and not beyond the bark, using a razor-sharp
broad-bladed bolo or a large knife. Tapping more than twice around the tree circumference is
permitted, but the distance between tapped portions should be about 60 cm or twice the length of the
cut. While cutting, take utmost care to avoid damaging the cambium;

Spray a mist of 50% sulfuric acid solution about 6 inches from the cut portion to stimulate resin flow,
using one pass of a pint size capacity plastic squeeze sprayer. Since all acid-damaged tissues are
removed in rechipping, the right amount of acid prolong the tree's tapping life; and

After a week when resin exudation stops, a fresh cut may be made immediately above the previous one
of the same length but lesser width (0.4 to 1 cm wide). Apply acid as before. Tap vertically upward.

Conclusions

FPRDI had established guidelines for the proper tapping method of almaciga trees. The application of
such guidelines would require a good working knowledge about the basic structure of the stem, nature of resin
production, and biological factors in relation to tapping process in order to: (a) prolong the life span of
almaciga tree; b) increase production of quality almaciga resin; (c) increase income of tappers; and (d) help in
the conservation program of the government.

***
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THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN NTFP MANAGEMENT

Mr. Jelle MAAS
The Tropenbos Foundation, AE Wagenin gen

The Netherlands

Introduction

The challenge for forest managers is to combine conservation of forest functions (i.e. biodiversity,
watershed protection, erosion control, carbon storage) with improved livelihoods of local people (Ros-
Tonen, 1999a). The management of NTFP9 production and harvesting cannot be seen separately from
other forest uses. Contrary to timber harvesting or.farming the extraction of NTFP is rarely an exclusive
land use. In general it is part of a total livelihood strategy and combined with agricultural or other
economic activities (Ros-Tonen et. al, 1995). In fact for local management the distinction between NTFP
and timber is rather artificial, as they use all types (and services) from the forest (Schreckenberg, 2000).

The role of NTFP production and harvesting in conservation is based on the assumption that the
collection of fruits or tapping latex is less damaging than felling trees. NTFP were therefore considered as
a low impact forest use compatible with forest conservation. On the other hand NTFP constitute an
important component of many subsistence farming systems (van Dijk, 1999; Hartog & Wiersum, 2000).
The FAO estimated that 80% of the population of developing countries use NTFP to meet their needs in
health and nutrition (FAO, 1997).

NTFP are a rapidly growing market sector with a total value in world trade of US$1,100 million.
(Elevitch and Wilkinson, 2000). In some cases the value of NTFP trade is higher than that generated by
commercial timber exploitation (CERUT, 1999). Although being potentially beneficial for local
livelihood at the short term this commercial extraction of NTFP is not always sustainable. Ample
evidence of over-harvesting of NTI-11) is given by numerous examples in literature. Even in the beginning
of NTFP research over-harvesting of NTFP resources like rattan was reported (de Beer and McDermott,
1989). Ros-Tonen (1999b) concludes that the larger the market for a NTFP, the higher becomes its value
and the greater the danger of overexploitation. Only products which can be harvested without killing the
individual plant or animal, which are abundant, or which regenerate easily offer good prospects for
sustainable management. Examples of NTFP with a potential for sustainable production and harvesting
are Brazil nut (Bertholletia excelsa) in Brazil and Bolivia (Assies, 1997) and palm heart from multi-
stemmed species like Euterpe oleracea in Guyana (van Andel et. al, 1998).

Management options

Management needs to consider both the conservation of forest functions on the long term as the
quality of local livelihood. To explore the suitability of NTFP production and harvesting with other forest
uses different management options are to be considered.

+ Develop sustainable harvesting methods

'Sustainable forest management is the process of managing permanent forest land to achieve one or
more clearly specified objectives of management with regards to the production of a continuous flow of
desired forest products and services without undue reduction of its inherent values and future
productivity and without undue undesirable effects on the physical and social environment' (ITTO
definition in Lammerts van Bueren and Blom, 1997).

9 NTFP (Non Timber Forest Product) are defined as all tangible forest products other than industrial
wood which can be collected from forests for subsistence as well as for trade (after Ros-Tonen et al,
1995).
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In order to develop sustainable harvesting methods a number of key-ecological questions has to be
answered (e.g. phenology, ecology, reproduction.biology) in order to determine best harvesting practices,
species and best suiting areas. The determination of a sustainable harvesting level depends on information
on volume and reproduction. The lack of NTFP resource assessment methodologies in the tropics
hampers the determination of such sustainable harvesting levels. NTFP resource assessment in tropical
regions is relatively new and received little scientific attention, consequently only local methodologies
have been developed by individual researchers. Some of these methods incorporate existing local
knowledge with inventory methods from wildlife management, horticulture and other disciplines. An
extensive literature survey by Jenny Wong (2000) showed that only a limited extent of these methods is
scientifically sound. On the other hand the existing scientific inventory methods are not easily adjustable
to local circumstances and are not easily understood and interpreted by local management. Therefore
research should relinquish the need for inventory methods, which include traditional knowledge as well as
some extent of scientifically rigour.

Develop human modified vegetation types

The distinction between natural and human modified forest systems is described as a gliding scale,
characterised by an increase in human labour per unit of forest land and intensified human intervention on
the reproductive biology of the desired species to gain a higher density and better access to the product
(Wiersum, 1999).

Numerous interventions can be applied in various intensities and at different level. At the species
level one has to consider yield raising methods and techniques such as semi-natural selection or
domestication of the specific species. At the system level not a single species but also the surrounding
ecosystem is adapted to the production and harvesting of a specific species. Farming or plantations are
considered the most intensive management systems.

Some forestry systems try to combine the features of natural forests and domesticated products.
One such system is 'Analogue Forestry'. Analogue Forestry is a system of complex agro-forestry that
encourages farmers to mimic the structure and ecological functions of the local natural forest ecosystem
using species that provide them with a range of products for personal consumption or sale in the
marketplace. Farmers benefit from the diversity of products that they harvest while also restoring the
natural environment and supporting key ecological processes like soil retention and water purification
(Senanayake & Jack, 1998). Such systems seem promising and are in needs of more scientific attention
to fully investigate their potential contribution to sustainable forest management, conservation of natural
resources and improvement of local livelihood.

44. Develop new market opportunities

The chance of a specific product to succeed in new commercial markets has to be studied in market
viability studies. Studying the commercial potential of a specific (set of) NTFP has to take into accouni
some considerations. The focus on developing market outlets for NTFPs needs to be kept in balance with
consideration of the huge and usually very important continuing use of NTFPs to meet subsistence needs
(Arnold & Ruiz Pérez, 1998). Some other considerations are the sustainability of the production, closely
related to the continuity of production flow, the impact on socio-economic structures of the community,
and the position of the NTFP in relation to similar (NTFP) products. For the latter a classification of
NTFP based on supply and demand characteristics, the driving market mechanisms, is to be considered
(see box 1).

Forest product certification seeks to link trade in forest products to the sustainable management of
forest resources, and is therefore an important marketing tool for management to consider. Certified
products enter different markets with other opportunities compared to the traditional, non-certified, trade
markets. The three main certification schemes, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC, Sustainable Forest
Management), International Federation of Organic Agricultural Movements (IFOAM, biological control)
and Fairtrade Labelling Organisation (FLO, Fair Trade), are still highly inconsistent and urgently need
closer co-operation. Some products, like shade coffee and chicle in Mexico and palm heart in Brazil, have
already been certified by different certification schemes (Mallet, 2000).
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Box 1: provisional categorisation of NTFP according to management characteristics (Wiersum,
1999)

Research needs

The management options mentioned above are to be based on and supported by sound scientific
data. Ros-Tonen (1999a) divides NTFP research into two categories based on the primary objective, i.e.
forest oriented and people-oriented research. The forest oriented approach focuses on the development of
an ecologically sustainable extraction system, while the people oriented approach focuses both on the
recovery of local knowledge and its application in participatory management, and to improve people's
livelihood. Combining the threefold division with the research needs derived from the management
options mentioned above results into the following schedule:

Forest-oriented approach
Forest conservation

Supply scientific basis, with
scientific data on key ecological
functions like phenology and
reproductive biology, to develop
sustainable harvesting methods
and levels;
Develop tools to monitor the

sustainability of the extraction at
species and ecosystem level.
Point out the role of NTFP

extraction as a suitable and
compatible land use option in
land use planning and forest
management planning.

Develop participatory
management models
taking into account
traditional/local knowledge
and ensuring a broad
support for management;
Hence, science should

take into account that all
management tools are to
be applied and understood
by local management.
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Supply characteristics
I. Production characteristics

-Degree of ecological sustainability of extraction
-Ease of vegetative or regenerative production
-Ease of cultivation under different environmental conditions
-Ease of stimulating production by technological means

2. Organisation of production
-Access to NTFP resources
-Gender division of production responsibilities

Demand characteristics
I. Opportunistic collected products for subsistence consumption not related to main household needs (e.g. snack fruits)
2. Occasionally collected products purposely collected in times of emergency (e.g. medicinal products, emergency foods

during droughts)
3. Products for regular household consumption

-Easy to substitute with products of other species (e.g. various food products, fodder, fuelwood)
-Difficult to substitute with products from other species (e.g. preferred forest foods)

4. Products for sale at various market types (local, regional/national, international)
-High degree of competition with substitutes
-Low degree of competition with substitutes (e.g. certain medicinal products, gums, resins)

5. Products demanded in manufactured forms, and which can be locally produced giving them added value (e.g. palm sugar,
liquors)

Develop market viability studies and
closely related market monitoring
tools for specific NTFP products to be
applied by local management;
Access the role of NTFP

certification as a marketing tool in
(international) trade and provide
scientific support for certification like
objective indicators (Viana et al,
1995);
Study the potentials of domestication

of commercial attractive forest
products and their integration into
silvo-/ agro-forestry systems;
Develop yield raising methods and

techniques;
Provide insight into land tenure and

property and access rights;
Provide insight into the socio-

economic dynamics of NTFP
extraction both for subsistence and
commercial extraction.

People oriented approach
Participatory management Improved livelihoods



The dashed lines indicate that the data are not limited to a specific objective but are strongly
interrelated and mutually reinforcing. This schedule of research needs makes clear that there is a
challenge ahead for continued collaborative NTFP research for the benefit of tropical; rain forest
conservation and the people who depend on them for their livelihood. It is difficult to make any kind of
prioritisation as all aspects are important to come to a NTFP production harvesting system contributing to
the conservation of forest and the quality of local livelihood.
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SUSTAINABLE USE OF MEDICLNA1 PLANTS - A MULTI-SECTORAL CHALLENGE
AND OPPORTUNITY

Ms. Teresa MULLIKEN
TRAFFIC International

Wild plants have been an important component of healthcare.throughout human history. Medicinal
plants continue to make important contributions to healthcare and livelihoods, and were recently identified
by FAO as being among the.most valuable non-wood forest products (FAO, 1999). Unfortunately, harvests
to meet the demand for a growing number of medicinal species are in many cases exceeding sustainable
levels. Wild medicinal plant populations and the benefits derived therefrom are coming under threat as a
result. More effective co-operation among the variety of institutions concerned with the use and trade of
medicinal plants. including those from the healthcare, conservation, development and commercial sectors,
is required to ensure the conservation of biodiversity and continued availability of medicinal resources.

Medicinal Plants and Health

Medicinal plants underpin healthcare practices across the globe. Much of the world's population
depends on traditional medicine to meet daily health requirements, especially vithin developinsz countries.
Traditional medicine in turn relies heavily on medicinal plants. Reliance on natural medicinal resources can
be attributed to cultural preferences as well as E0 the high cost and inaccessibility of western medicine. Use
of plant-based remedies is also widespread in many industrialised countries. Herbal remedies are made
directly from plant materials, and numerous pharmaceutical products are based on or derived from plant
compounds. Similarly, cosmetics and other household products may contain plants of medicinal or
therapeutic value. The use of medicinal plants for healthcare is believed to be increasing throughout much
of the world, e.g. in Africa (Cunningham, 1993; Marshall, 1998), China (He and Sheng, 1997), Europe
(Lange, 1998) and North America (Brevoort, 1998).

Comnzercial Trade in Medicinal Plants

The large and growing demand for plant-based medicines and changing population patterns have
prompted a growing domestic and international trade in medicinal plants. The following information from
Lange (1997, 1998) gives an indication of the scale of the trade.

According to Customs data, approximately 440 000 t of medicinal and aromatic plants were traded
internationally in 1996, with a reported value of USD1.3 billion. Hong Kong, Japan and Germany were the
largest importers during 1994 and 1995, the United States being the third largest importer overall during the
period 1992 to 1996. Approximately 60% of imports into Germany in 1996 originated from non-European
countries, with exports from Asia dominating the trade, followed by exports from Africa. China was also
by far the largest exporter of medicinal and aromatic plants co world markets during the mid-1990s, with
average exports topping 140 000 t from 1992 to 1996. The second largest exporter was India, with export
volumes averaging approximately 36 000 t during this period.

A vide diversity of medicinal plant species are used and traded for medicinal purposes. A recent
TRAFFIC 1 study of the European medicinal plant trade (Lange, 1998) estimates that over 2000 medicinal
and aromatic plant species are used commercially in Europe, of which 1200 to 1300 are native.

Approximately 90% of the European species are collected from the vild, with eastern Europe and the

Mediterranean regions being the main suppliers (Lange, 1998). In India it has been estimated that
approximately 7500 species are used for medicinal and veterinary purposes (Uniyal et al., 2000). Over

10,000 species are used medicinally in China (He and Cheng, 1991), with 1,000 species commonly used in

medicinal preparations, of which 80% are wild-collected (He and Sheng, 1997).

Harvest of medicinal plants to supply domestic and foreign markets provides an important source of
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cash income in many countries. In Nepal, for example, Olsen (1998, cited in Olsen, 1999) has estimated
that 470 000 households are engaged in commercial collection of medicinal plants. Several publications in
the FAO Non-Wood Forest Product Series have drawn attention to the current and potential role of
medicinal plants in economic development (e.g. see FAO, 1995; FAO, 1997).

Declines in medicinal plant populations

There is growing evidence diat the populations of many medicinal plant species are declining in the
wild. These declines are the result of several factors, key among them being habitat degradation and
expanding harvests. TRAFFIC's study of the European medicinal plant trade identified approxirnately 150
European species reported to be threatened in at least one European country (Lange, 1998); a TRAFFIC
study in East/Southern Africa identified approximately 100 species of conservation concern in one or more
countries (Marshall, 1998). Reviews of the status of medicinal plant species according to the 'Red List'
(threat) criteria of IUCN-The World Conservation Union in three regions of India identified approximately
70 species considered at risk (Anon., 1998). Fourteen species have been included in the Appendices of the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) owing to
concern that they might be threatened unless international trade is subject to specific controls.

Sustainable Use of Medicinal Plants: A Multi-Sectoral Challenge and Opportunity

A variety of individuals and institutions have an interest in securing the future of medicinal plant
species both because of the direct benefits they provide and in the wider context of biodiversity conservation.
These range from local collectors, healers and communities to national governments, multi-national
corporations, non-governmental organisations and international treaty bodies. Areas of concern include the
role of medicinal plants in healthcare (both local and national) and development, biodiversity conservation,
the use of traditional knowledge, intellectual property rights and benefit sharing, marketing and trade.

Individuals acting within different sectors are frequently unaware of the shared and/or conflicting
interests and motivations of other sectors. In some cases, this can lead to different sectors unnecessarily
working at cross-purposes. For example, government agencies charged with species conservation may be
unaware of the importance accorded medicinal plants by health agencies. Similarly, health agencies may
be unaware of the status of certain species in the wild. The former may seek to restrict use and trade of
specific species, while the latter seeks to expand it.

In many cases, the long-term interests sought by different sectors might be better served through
increased information sharing, dialogue and cooperation. For example, efforts to promote commercial trade
of medicinal plants as a basis for economic development would benefit from greater knowledge of species
biology and market dynamics. Efforts to ensure the conservation of medicinal plant species and their
availability for healthcare would similarly benefit from such knowledge. Policies intended to support these
and/or other objectives similarly seem more likely to succeed if the full range of stakeholder perspectives
and interests are understood and taken into account.

The need for more effective cross-sector collaboration to address medicinal plant conservation issues
was first brought to world attention by the International Consultation on the Conservation of Medicinal
Plants, convened by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), IUCN and the World Health Organisation
in Chiang Mai, Thailand, in 1988. This message was reiterated a decade later during the international
conference Medicinal Plants for Survival, hosted by the Foundation for Revitalization of Local Health
Traditions in Bangalore, India in 1998. More recently, 20 participants at the symposium Medicinal
Utilisation of Wild Species signed a 'Joint Declaration for the Health of People and Nature', which
emphasises the need to address conservation concerns in a multi-disciplinary and collaborative manner.
Signatories include representatives of the phytopharmaceutical industry, practitioners' associations and
conservation organisations. The depository for the Joint Declaration is WWF Germany, who organised the
symposium with TRAFFIC Europe Germany, and, who, with TRAFFIC, is working to encourage and
monitor the Declaration's transformation from words into actions.
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These and other initiatives indicate the potential for more and more effective cooperation among
individuals and institutions concerned with the use, trade and conservation of medicinal plants. Additional
effort needs to be invested in putting these good intentions into practice in order to secure the future of
medicinal plant populations and the benefits they provide.
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1 TRAFFIC is the joint wildlife trade monitoring progranune of WWF - World Wide Fund for Nature and IUCN-The World
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Conservation Union. TRAFFIC has grown from a single office when it was first formed in 1976 to a worldwide network with
staff based in 22 countries and a coordinating office in Cambridge, UK. TRAFFIC's aim is to ensure that trade in wild plants
and animals is not a threat co the conservation of nature. Additional information regarding TRAFFIC's work can be found on
TRAFFIC's website (www.traffic.org) or by sending a request to TRAFFIC (219c Huntingdon Road, Cambridge CB3 ODL, United
Kingdom; email: traffic@trafficint.org).
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FAO'S NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS PROGRAMME

Mr. P. VANTOMME
Forest Products Division, Forestry Department, FAO

Rome

FAO's Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) Programme aims to be a " Centre of excellence in
information sharing" to improve the utilisation of NWFP as a contribution to sustainable forest
management, to the conservation of their biological diversity, and to better food security. Programme
activities are implemented through four main areas of intervention: (i) gathering, analysis and
dissemination of key technical information on NWFP; (ii) full appraisal of the socio-economic
contribution of NWFP to sustainable development; (iii) improved networking among individuals and
organisations dealing with NWFP; and (iv) technical assistance on NWFP issues to FAO member
countries.

Non-Wood Forest Products and similar terms, like "minor", "secondary", and "non-timber" forest
products, have emerged as umbrella expressions for the vast array of both animal and plant products other
than wood (or timber) derived from forests or forest tree species. An estimated 80 percent of the
population of the developing world uses NWFP to meet some of their health and nutritional needs.
Several million households world-wide depend heavily on these products for subsistence consumption
and/or income. NWFP are also used in many village level artisanal and craft activities. Some NWFP
undergo large-scale industrial processing for products such as additives for foods and beverages (gum
arabic), flavourings and perfumes (essential oils), medicines, and paints or polishes (resins). Presently, at
least 150 NWFP are significant in terms of international trade. Most of these are exported in raw or semi-
processed form. While most are traded in rather small quantities, some products do reach substantial
levels, such as gum arabic, rattan, cork, wild honey, forest nuts and mushrooms.

Gathering, analysis and dissemination of key technical information on NWFP is provided through
preparing reviews on specific categories of NWFP and/or on important topics for their development and
which are published in the Non-Wood Forest Products Series or in other FAO publications. Examples of
titles published on products include: Flavours and flagrances, Pine resins, Edible Nuts, Natural colourants
and dyestuffs, Tropical palms; and on issues: NWFP for rural income and sustainable forestry,
Domestication and commercialization of NWFP, Medicinal plants for forest conservation and health care,
NWFP of Central Africa: Current research issues and prospects for conservation and development.

A comprehensive database including production and trade data at the country level on major
NWFP, complemented with other descriptive information on the NWFP resource base, products and their
users is in elaboration for countries in Africa, Latin America, Asia and the Pacific. This activity also
includes clarification and research to improve currently used definitions, concepts and related
terminology. The aim is to provide validated information leading towards a more accurate appraisal of
their true socio-economic contribution to sustainable development and effective guidance for policy
formulation governing the NWFP sector. FAO member countries are in need of such information in order
to promote a sustainable and equitable utilization of NWFP for poverty alleviation.

Improved networking among organisations and individuals working in the field of NWFP is
facilitated by the programme through its annual news bulletin, Non-Wood News; its webpage as a
gateway of information and contacts on NWFP; and by organizing international expert meetings to
strengthen collaboration and partnerships on NWFP issues at the national, regional and global levels.

The NWFP programme also provides technical assistance to FAO member countries, such as:
technical advice to (FAO) field projects on NWFP related issues; Project identification, evaluation and
monitoring; and Identification of donors for project funding.

***
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TRADE IN WILD MEDICINAL PLANTS AND BULBOUS PLANTS OF TURKEY AND
THE INVOLVEMENT OF LOCAL PEOPLE

Ms. Sema ATAY
The Society for the Protection of Nature (DHKD), ISTANBUL

Turkey

Summary

Forests are the most important habitat for living creatures on earth as they are home to a third of all
living species. They are useful for regulating climate, holding and storing water, slowing down the
increasing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and their timber is very important for economic
development. In addition to these, they contain both medicinal and horticultural plants. I would like to
discuss two examples of non-wood forest products - Medicinal and Bulbous Plants - which are harvested
by local people from the forests in order to generate income in Turkey.

***

A Study on the Conservation of Medicinal Plants in Turkey:

There was a study carried out on medicinal plant trade in Turkey throughout 1996 and 97. It was a
joint project between The Society for the Protection of Nature (DHKD), Istanbul University (Department
of Pharmaceutical Botany) and Ankara University (Department of Pharmaceutical Botany), These three
partners joined forces to identify which wild plants are used for medicinal purposes and which of these
plants are threatened and how they can be protected.

In brief, generally the medicinal plants are collected by local villagers, mainly from forests and
mountain habitats across Turkey. Basic drying and sorting takes place within the village before the
materials are collected by village middlemen, who sell to town middlemen who in turn sell to the
wholesale trader. They include both export and internal traders.

The income generated from the wild collection of medicinal plants is considerably impotant to
village populations, particularly since many individuals involved in collection do not have any full time
employment. Remarkably, the income generated from non-timber forest products, including medicinal
plants, is equal to or more in value than timber products.

Turkey has the largest flora of any European or Mediterranean country and consequently the largest
number of medicinal plants. The survey uncovered some 346 taxa of wild native plants in commercial
trade. The trade is divided into two categories:

Internal trade:The two principle uses of medicinal plants used within Turkey are as i) herbal
teas (particularly genera within the family Labiatae such as Salvia, Sideritis and Stachys and ii) a raw
material in the production of Helva, utilising the roots of perennial species of Ankyropetalum and

Gypsophila (both Caryophhyllaceae).

Foreign trade:Turkey exports approximately 28,000 tonnes of medicinal and aromatic plants
per annum, generating nearly 50 million dollars of foreign currency from the trade per year. Turkey
accordingly earns 20 times more income from trade in medicinal and aromatic plants than bulbous plants
marketted for horticultural purposes. Using data from Lange&Schippmann (1997) this indicates that
Turkey is the third largest exporter of medicinal plants of wild origin of any country on earth after China
and India.

The ten most-threatened plant species have been determined from the listing of the top 50 most-
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endangered taxa using the IUCN criteria.

It is impossible to talk seriously about conservation and sustainable use of species and habitats
without also considering local and national economies, trade and communites.

A number of local and regional examples introduced to encourage the sustainable use and
cultivation of medicinal plants include the following:

Since 1990, education courses promoting the artificial propagation and cultivation of medicinal
plants have been undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, in conjunction with the
Aegean Agricultural Research Institute. Targetted species include Origanum onites, Capparis spinosa and
Melissa officinalis;

The wild collection of Oregano is strictly regulated by the regional Forestry Directorate in Stitçiiler
of the region of Isparta. This directorate identifies places for annual collection, sets prices and collection
dates, and prepares relevant contracts and other paperwork.

As a result of the joint DHKD project, various suggestions and activities have been made,
including:
further research;
regulatory policies, legislation and monitoring;
identification and designation of,protected areas;
artificial propagation and cultivation; and
education and public awareness.

The idea of growing medicinal plants for conservation and development should be adopted all over
the world. To sustain the use of wild stock, cultivation of the plants helps remove pressure from wild
habitats. It also has health benefits, as it enables a higher degree of standardization. Furthermore,
cultivation makes it easier to avoid mistakes in identification and combats adulteration.

Cultivation of medicinal plants will provide money as well as health care in developing countries
such as Turkey. In addition to this, it lends the opportunity to develop local pocessing industries.

The Indigeneous Propagation Project of Threatened Turkish Bulbs

Turkish bulbs have been collected from the wild since the late 1800's to feed the demand coming
from the international flower industry. This collection of wild bulbs for commerce exceeded 60 million
per year in 1980's. This was far from a sustainable level. According to various observations (e.g. by
collectors and scientists in situ) the natural population size of wild bulbs has decreased over the last 40
years. Nature conservationist and many scientists have become concerned about the level of collection.
DHKD (The Society for the Protection of Nature) and FFI (Fauna &Flora International) have joined
forces to relieve the pressure from the over-collection of wild populations of flower bulbs through the
development of a village-based propagation scheme at the pilot site, and changing the bulb trade. The
latter is being carried out by replacing bulbs collected from unsustainable wild populations to sustainable
or cultivated sources by lobbying for the implementation of related national and international laws.

Throughout the course of the project, a project site was established where bulb propagation is
undertaken at the village level. Since the start of the project, around 150 families have been involved
with the bulb propagation in the Taurus Mountains. The methodology is as follows:

i. Planting material has been loaned by export companies, namely by MARLA A.i. in Yalova;
. Bulbs are harvested on a 3-4 year rotation with daughter bulbs being replaced and plants

being allowed to seed prior to harvest;
Harvested bulbs are sold to the exporters;
Their sale to retailers in the UK is arranged and monitored by FFI.

Since the first harvest took place in 1996, a harvest festival is organised every year in the village to
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draw public attention to bulb propagation.

Nature conservation is becoming more and more important every day due to the rapid rate of
population increase, unsustainable collection from the wild and habitat destruction. Everyone-
governments, non-governmental organisations, businesses and individuals-should be concerned about the
future of wild species and their natural habitats as well as their future. As the most powerful creature on
earth, we should be aware of the extinction of wild species and the rapid decline of natural resouces in the
near future. The improvement of our health and economic conditions directly depends on the sustainable
use of natural resources and nature conservation.
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COMMERCE DES PLANTES MÉDICINALES ET DES PLANTES BULBEUSES
SAUVAGES DE TURQUIE ET PARTICIPATION DE LA POPULATION LOCALE

Mme Sema ATAY
Société de protection de la nature (DEKD), ISTANBUL

Turquie

Rtsumi

La for& est l'habitat le plus irnportant des créatures vivantes sur terre puisqu'elle abrite un tiers des

espèces vivantes. Les forèts jouent un rôle dans la régulation du climat, pour retenir l'eau et ralentir
l'augrnentation du dioxyde de carbone dans l'atmosphère, et le bois revét une grande importance pour le

développement économique. De plus, les foréts recèlent des plantes d' intérét médical et horticole. Le propos

du document est d'examiner deux exemples de produits forestiers autres que le bois - les plantes médicinales

et les plantes bulbeuses - qui sont récoltés par la population locale dans les foréts afin d'en tirer un revenu.

***

TOPFOBJI2 ,E(HICHMH JIEICAPCTBEHHIIMH H JIYICOBITLERIAMTI

PACTEHHAMH B TYPIHTH H YLIACTHE MECTHOI-0 HACEJIEHH.51

Cema ATAR

06ulecnso oxpaHbi ripmpo,c0A, CTAMEYJI

TypuHri

PE310ME

neca npe,acTarsrigio-r calori Baxaieriwy A(H3HeHHy10 cpe,ay BAH )KliBbIX opramomoa Ha 3emne,

IlOCKOTIbKy B HHX o6HTaeT TpeTbA tiaCTb TaKHX opraHH3mos. OHM HrpaioT none3Frpo p011b, perynHpyx

KnHmaT, y,ctep)KHaasi H coxparum coKpawasi KoHtleHTpaumoB aTmocckepe ,rayomicH yrnepona, a

necomaTepHanbi xparitie BaNCHbl ATIA 3KOHOMHtleCKCWO pa3aHTHA. Kpome Toro, B HHX npoinpacraloT KaK

neKapcTaelmble, TaK H nnonosme pacTemisi. B}maze paccmaTpHsato-rcA ABa sPuta me,Lmesecubix

IleCHbIX Toaapoa neKapc-raeHHble H f1yKOBH4Hble pacTeHHA, KoTopbie B TypLum 3aroTaarnisaioTcsi

MeCTHIAMH >KHTensimm B necax B Ltensix nonymemi noxonoa.

***
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HARVESTING OF NON-WOOD FOREST PRODUCTS IN THE TROPICS -
NIGERIA AS A CASE STUDY

Mr. Ibraheem BALOGUN
Tropical Forest Network (TFN), IBADAN Oyo State

Nigeria
(Not available in French c4i Russian)

Abstract

Nigeria covers an area of 983 213 km2 of which 360 000 km2 are classified as forest (FAO, 1979),
out of these, there is a high forest reserves of about 18 688 km2 owned by the government, though most of
these reserves are under exploitation or have been leased to concessionaires, who hold exclusive felling
rights on them.

There is also a large area about 66 560 km2 of Savannah Forest Reserves in which useable but
scattered quantities of timbers occur. In addition to these, there are vast areas of forest land outside the
reserves in which large quantities of timber are available and which are not under strict control of the
government as the reserves.

About 50% of total volume of timber produced in Nigeria and most developing countries are
abstained from the less controlled area, Nigeria forest remarkably contains a large varieties of the species
in these forest, over 100 are useable even though less than 30 (the so-called commercial species) have
been introduced to world market.

Felling of trees from the reserves is strictly controlled while outside the reserves they are not
controlled at all. All these above stated fact plainly shows that even in government reserves where there is
harvesting control it is only targeted at wood forest product are considered insignificant and its harvesting
is no consideration in the government plan of action on the forest.

This negligence coupled with the state of economy in most of the developing countries made it
easy for the people to freely invade the forest to harvest non-wood forest products such as leaves' barks,
roots without any hindrance, even if not of late that the government started restricting hunting wild
animals in government protected reserves.

The manner and the methods of harvesting these non-woods forest products by the people are most
of the time using crude and affect immensely the growth and the yield of the wood forest products itself,
one of some natural forest, they are cases where such harvesting method and duration have caused the
deforestation of such forest reserves.

Therefore, the people must be educated on best method and manners of harvesting non-wood forest
product in a way that will not have a negative effect of the state of the forest and its wood forest products
either in government forest reserves and natural forest estates.

***

Forest Resource in Nigeria

From time immemorial, forest and forest products have been playing a very significant role in any
nations economy, mostly developing countries of the world, Nigeria included, despite the fact that forest
and its resources are poorly priced in Nigeria market, the importance of the products can not be over
emphasized.

Forest products can be broadly divided into wood and non-wood product in Nigeria it is commonly
refer to as major and minor forest products. Major (wood) forest products includes products Timber, pole,
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plywood, veneers and charcoal etc while minor (non-wood) forest product include products such as dye,
tanning, gums, canes, herbs etc.

Forest products whether major or minor is the backbone of most industries directly or indirectly in
Nigeria, apart from industrial uses, the basic necessity of living are food, cloth and shelter, this necessity
directly or indirectly originates from the forest.

In Nigeria, there is a greater concentration on the word forest product, this can be easily identify in
it be titled as major forest product. The government of the country also based its forestry plan and
management principles mainly on this major forest product.

In most government reserves establishment to produce timber for local and international needs
little attention are paid to other minor forest products, even in some cases the public are less control in
entering government forest reserves to harvest minor forest such as tree leaves, barks and root.

Due to disparity in the economy of the state and that of the citizenry, each have different
perspective on type of forest resources being harvested, the government and very few rich people in the
society involve themselves in timber harvest leaving other non-timber products to the ordinary citizen of
the country.

Forest History in Nigeria
Nigeria covers an area of 983,213km2 of which 360,000km2 are classified as forest (FAO, 1979).

This said of forest is continually diminishing due to conversion into Agricultural uses, urbanization and
establishment of industries.

In other to prevent total depletion of the forest resources In the future, 10% Nigeria total land
surface has been set aside as forest reserve (FDF, 1985). The Savanna reserved forest covers an area of
75,279krn2 due to its importance for wildlife and forage resources.

Since the inception of forestry in Nigeria in 1960s, estimates available show that up to and
including the 1980 planting season, over 135,000ha of plantations had been established in the high forest
and savanna zones of Nigeria (Allen and Shimce, 1981). The second National Development Plan 1970 -
1974 gave strong support to intensive afforestation programmes using fast growing species.

The inception of Ondo State Afforestation Project in 1980 gave rise to the execution of the first
phase project in 1986 and the accomplishment of the second phase in 1989. This was enhanced with loans
from World Bank and African Development Bank. Similar projects are located in Anambra and Ogun
States.

According to the World Bank 1978, the aims of the projects are to:

Train Nigeria Forestry Staff the planning and execution of plantation programmes involving
mechanical methods of forest clearing;
Provide employment for about 900 permanent workers with seasonal peaks of 1800 employees;
Encourage permanent forestry workers to settle in the area by providing staff housing, of office,
workshop, water and electricity in the forest villages;
Increase food production by allowing about 700 farmers to farm in parts of the cleared area
annually; and
Construct a total of 607km of roads and 929km of tracks in addition to the maintenance of these
roads annually.

Forest resources in Nigeria include Timber, Fuelwood, wildlife, inland fisheries and forage which
are physical and have market-determined values. Other output of forestry are recreation, amenity and
environmental protection which all have non-market determined value.

However, growing disparity between production and supply of timber and other wood products
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therefore call for more plantations. In fact, the present record of planting by the states is not encouraging.
Therefore, planting by individuals, groups and private companies should be promoted.

Forest management in Nigeria faces great challenge in future. There is thus an urgent need to
rebuild and restore the depleting resources in Nigeria.

Natural reserves which are considered as a no man's land, freely people enter the forest, women and
youths in particular to harvest tree leaves, barks, tree roots and so on. For medicinal use, in Nigeria as it is
most developing countries of Africa, people are relying more on traditional medicine which mostly
involve the use of herbs, this further encourage the poor masses to I enter the forest, harvest non-wood
forest product which are readily made 1 available into money to assist their families in providing them
with their s-- subsistence needs.

Harvesting of Non-Wood Forest Products
Study have revealed that more that 85 percent of those involved in harvesting of I non-wood forest

products m developing countries of Africa, Nigeria in 1 particular are mostly women and youths with very
little education if at all. In all cases, they harvest these non-wood products with cutlasses, go-to-hell and
other sort of tool comfortable for them.

The system and consistency of harvesting have been revealed by studies to be seriously affecting
forest estates either Natural forest reserve or Government forest plantation, study revealed that after from
shifting
Agriculture that is depleting Natural forest reserves uncontrolled and consistent non-wood harvesting is
closely following even in Government plantations uncontrolled harvesting of non-wood forest products
like leaves,
barks and root have seriously affected growth and quality of timbers in such plantations.

Conclusion
After carefully studying the problem facing harvesting of non-wood products in Natural and

Government forest reserves, a solution is disparately needed to solve this problem, this is tables as
follows:

Organising a lecture programme to educates youth and women on how to sustainable utilize and
harvest non-wood forest product without necessarily disturbing the wood forest product and the
environment;
Establishing plantations to cater for some of these non-wood product need of the populace e.g.
firewood plantation, leaves plantation where tree species will be grown for leaves production.

Though the second suggested solution of establishing non-wood forest product plantations seems
best, but it practicability, management and control seems beyond what can be easily achieved in
developing countries of Africa.

About Tropical Forest Network
The Tropical Forest Network (TFN) is a forestry research and advocacy non-governmental,

organisation following on sustainable management and utilisation of the tropical forest in the sub-region.

We are using this medium to one of our newly design project titled "Youth Forestry and the
Environment". This project if finally sponsor can be used to nine educate youths and women on how to
sustainable utilize and harvest non-wood products, which will be as follow up to this Turkish conference.

TFN is using this medium to solicit for moral, material and financial support from individual,
corporate and international organisation, no amount or office equipment is too small.

***
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